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PREFACE

This volume of Proceedings contains papers presented at the International Workshop on
Precipitation Measurement. It is already the second workshop on precipitation topics
organized by the Geography Department of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, ETH in
Zurich and eo-sponsored by the World Meteorological Organization, WMO, and the International
Association of Hydrological Sciences, IAHS.
The first workshop held in Zurich in 1985 focused primarily on the correction of
precipitation measurement, whereas this workshop addresses a wide range of topics such as
improvement and standardization of the methods of global precipitation measurement and
quality control, including the correction of point and areal precipitation values for systematic
errors and correction of time series of precipitation for inhomogeneities. The first results of
the WMO Solid Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison, initiated at the above-mentioned
Workshop on Correction of Precipitation Measurement, are also presented. Other topics
include the precipitation network design, snow cover and urban storm data, satellite and radar
precipitation estimates.
The wide range of topics as presented in the Proceedings reflects the increased interest of
scientists in precipitation data which is an important input variable for studies on the global
hydrological cycle and the world water balance, regional hydrological processes and their
response to weather modification and climatological and environmental changes. Compatible
and consistent time series of precipitation are of paramount importance for such studies as
well as for developing and validating new types of sensors, remote sensing methods of
precipitation and snow cover estimation, and for evaluating acid deposition. Integration of
traditional network data with ground-based and satellite data and correction of historic time
series of precipitation for inhomogeneities and systematic errors is a major challenge for the
future.
The Proceedings volume offers an overview of the above-mentioned problems to specialists
and a deep insight into specific problems to generalists. The high number of 85 papers by
meteorologists and hydrologists from 28 countries guarantees a rich diversity of opinions and
indicates the real need for such a publication.

Dr. B. Sevruk
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
ETH-Zentrum, CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland
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RELIABILI1Y OF PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT

B.Sevruk

Swiss Federal Institute ofTechnology, E11I Zentrum, CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland

Precipitation, P, values as used in science and in
practice are unreliable for several reasons as follows:

•

Since P values are measured at a point, it is the
area! values which matter, hence point values are
transformed into area! ones. Because there are many
methods of transformation of point P values to area! P
estimates, APE, different results can be obtained
according to the method applied in the same network.
• The accuracy of transformation depends on the
distances between the points. These are generally
inadequate in national meteorological networks as
observed in dense research networks when only a
limited number of gauges has been used to get area! P, in
particular for shorter time intervals than

um:;

ucy.

•
In. smaller areas and in the mountains, the
distribution of points with respect to geography and
altitude of the area, i.e. the representativeness of point
measurement frequently does not comply with the given
physical conditions.
• The point values of P are measured using cantype P gauges, PGs, consisting of an upright cylinder
exposed above the ground. Such gauges distort the wind
field, catching less P than is falling on the ground, P being
partly carried to beyond the gauge orifice instead of into
it. Furthermore, the wetting of the inner walls of a gauge
collector and the evaporation of water accumulated in
the container between the observation times cause
systematical underestimation of measured P.
• In cases when P is measured on slopes and in
forested areas, the gauges with horizontal orifice record
less P on wind exposed slopes than tilted gauges or gauges
with orifice parallel to the slope. Yet, measurements of
this kind are not routinely performed.
• The interception of P and the horizontal P (mist
P) in forested areas can not be measured by common
PGs. Here, PGs are located in forest glades and
consequently, only the free-falling P from the
atmosphere is measured. Thus, the available records do
not show the amount of water falling on the ground
under the trees as well as the water condensed from the
mist on the trees.
•
Despite a few examples of effective use of
research oriented radar and satellite measurement of
area! P , the situation is not likely to change very soon in
most countries.
As a result of this state of affairs the random error
of APE, arising from inadequate distances among the POs
and the systematic error of measured P values, SEP, due
to wind, wetting and evaporation as well as the
interception and mist P have to be corrected if more
accurate P values are required. Yet the real problem is
that since there are some correction procedures, they
are not generally applied by meteorological services and
P data users. The reasons for this unfavorable situation

are analyzed and future prospects discussed by Sevruk
(1986a and 1987).
It is obvious that this situation is a considerable
source of errors in hydrological and climatological
studies, including e.g. the general circulation models, the
world water balance, computation of evaporation and
ground water formation, P-runoff modelling, etc ..
Consequently, P data as published in the year-books are
hardly suitable to be used to compute the "climatic
norms", to study P trends, or make conclusions
concerning global P.
The literature on the accuracy and corrections of
point P measurements and APE was reviewed by Sevruk
(1982, 1986b) and Sevruk et ai. (1990). UNESCO (1979)
and Legates (1989) dealt with problems of global P and
Sevruk and Klemm (1989) with the types of standard
national PGs and general schemes of corrections. The
latter reference is recommended to complement the
subject dealt with further.
This paper summarizes the practical aspects of
results of research particularly of conventional methods
of APE and SEP and attempts to explain the basic concepts
in a more general way using examples and illustrations.
The recommendations indicate the urgent steps needed
toward improving the quality of measurements and
estimation of P.

Area!

precipitation estimates, APE

Random error of ~au~e site
Setting up a dense small-scale network of PGs, differences
of a magnitude of approx. 1-5% can frequently be
observed among the readings of individual gauges a few
meters apart. These are due to subtle variations in the
exposure of the gauges elevated above the ground as
caused by topographic irregularities, local obstructions of
the wind field and microclimatic variations across the
small site. Thus the point measurement of P at a given
site is only one estimate subject to random statistical
error, of the average depth of P falling on the site. A
review of literature by Sevruk et al. (1990) shows that
this error depends on the amount of P and the physical
characteristics of the site and is smaller for level land
than for the hilly or mountain areas.
Random error of eau~e network
Reducing gradually the number of PGs in a dense and
large-scale network, different APE of a wide range of
magnitudes can result among the dense and less dense
networks in the same area. This is due to the natural
spatial variability of P and distances between the gauges.
Based on such differences, numerous empirical formulae
and nomograms have been derived under specific
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physical conditions, and theoretical explanations offered
to assess the error magnitude of APE mainly as a
function of network density. For example, Golubev
(1966) presented a diagram in Figure 1, showing that
the random error of APE in semi-arid areas increases
with increasing distance (i.e. decreasing number of
gauges per km2) and decreasing time interval for the
same size of area. For example if there is only one gauge
per 1000 km2 in an area of approx. 4000 km2 situated
in a semi-arid zone, the error of daily APE amounts to 50
% (in humid areas it is more than 60%).

Generally speaking, a group of gauges located near the
geographic centre of an area under study in lowlands
and at the mean altitude of an area in the mountains
yields better results and thus is more representative
than the gauges at the edge of and beyond the area.
Figure 2 by Sevruk (1985) shows that the seasonal
summer APE by a group of three gauges situated in two
small mountainous basins near the mean basin altitude
or slightly above it was 7 and 9% less th811 the "true P". In
contrast, the APE was 11 and 13% less when only one
gauge out of the three was situated near the lower edge
of the basin.

59
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100 Jr---~·t
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I .,.
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Fig. 1: The error tt.P in % of area! estimates of precipitation
as a function of the network density, area size and
the time interval for semi-arid zones in the
U.S.S.R., according to Golubev (1966).
1: 50 km2 2: 100 km2 3: 500 km2 4: 1000 km2
5: 3750 km2
Similar studies carried out elsewhere indicate that
beside the network density, the error of APE depends on
a variety of parameters such as the structure of a
network with respect to the geometry of the area, the
area size, time integration and amount of P, topography,
weather situation, etc. However, various degrees of
complexity and validity of results of such studies makes it
difficult to synthesize the results of various authors. One
serious problem is that the density of a dense network
which is used as a base to derive the deviations of APE of
less dense networks changes arbitrarily from one author
to another. In spite of this shortcoming, the results of
these studies are sufficiently good for practical purposes
to assess the error of APE for longer time intervals than
one day. In addition, there are other concepts based on
the theory of P fields which have more general
application than the above-mentioned parameter
approaches as reviewed by Sevruk et al. (1990) and as
shown in the Section "Areal Precipitation and
Representativeness" of Volume II of this Proceeding by
different authors.
Representativenes§

Fig. 2: Location of samples of three gauges as indicated by
the letters a to e and different lines in two
mountainous basins, according to Sevruk (1985).
On the left are samples located near the mean
altitude or above it which resulted in the smallest
percentage deviations from the seasonal mean
area! rainfall and on the right are those which
resulted in the largest deviations because a gauge
(one out of three) was located in the lower reaches
of the basin. These samples are indicated by both
hatched areas and the corresponding value of
deviation.
Closely associated with the problem of error of APE is
the question of accuracy of interpolation of P between
distant gauges which is the basic assumption of a network
design. According to Gajar (1989), the interpolation
error of daily P depends mainly on the season indicating
error magnitudes twice as large for the same distance
between the gauges in the summer periods as in the
winter. The effect of distance is also evident but not to
such a great extent.
Remote sensim:
Although the radar and satellite techniques of APE need
further development, and at present do not improve the
situation at all, they help to locate the areas of heavy P,
the position, direction of movement, and the strength of
atmospheric fronts.
The advantage of radar is its ability to observe the
intensity of P continuously in time and space and to
display it instantaneously. Thus the P area! pattern
displayed by radar should be more accurate than that
measured by most gauge networks. However, in order
for the radar echo to be quantitatively interpreted,
knowledge of the drop size distribution is necessary.
Another error source is the growth or dissipation of the
drop after it has fallen out of the area encompassed by
the beam and before it reaches the ground. Problems are
connected also with the beam width and refraction. Only
very dense and expensive radar networks could be so far
succesfully used to cover larger areas for the aims of
more accurate APE.

Satellites provide valuable information on APE over
large areas where gauge networks are sparse or
completely missing (e.g. oceans). However, they are less
accurate than radar estimates. The satellite technique is
based on electromagnetic radiation. Wavelengths of
visible, infrared and/or micro-spectrum are used to
measure a variable related to the amount or intensity of
P, or P from convective systems (cumulonimbus) is
expressed in terms of some measurable parameters of
the cloud (index method). Two variables have been
applied with success. They are the brightness and the
temperature of the top of the cloud (the lower the
temperature of the top of the cloud, the higher its top
and the heavier the rain).
The radar and satellite techniques still have to
overcome problems of calibration, including the
correction of the data for a number of factors, defining
transformation procedures, and processing and
analysing data. In addition, the sophisticated
instrumentation needed makes the radar and satellite
measurement methods of P very expensive. Finally, the
conventional and automatic networks of gauges are still
used to check the accuracy of radar and satellite APE.
Intercentjon and mjst precjpjtatjon
The interception losses and mist P can be estimated but
they are seldom measured in the specific area of interesL
The estimates are crude and depend on the type and the
age of the vegetation cover, on the combination of species
over a given area, and on the specific meteorological and
geographical conditions of the region (season, form,
amount and intensity of P, direction and velocity of wind,
latitude, altitude and aspect of the slope). Much literature
exists as reviewed by Sevruk et al. (1990) but it is
difficult to transfer the results from one area to another
because of the variety of factors involved.

Standard precipitation gauge, PG
A variety of different types of PGs exists. According
to Sevruk and Klemm (1989), there are approx. 50
different types of standard PGs commonly used
worldwide at present and these gauges are installed at
various heights above ground varying from 0.2 to 2 m.
They differ in size and shape, material, color, etc.

a

b

rim hanging inside over the collector like a console. Other
types of PGs are more likely to have a solid rim of a
different size and shape as shown in Figure 4 and
various size and shape of body as described by Sevruk
( 1989a).

Rank

Type of

Orifice

gauge

area

Height

Re

[cm 2 ]

orifice rim
[cm]

I

ASTA*

200

46

2.9

II

ASTA

200

46

2.9

Hellmann

200

48

2.6

Tretyakov

200

39

2.2

Mk2

127

40

1.8

China

315

60

2. 7

Wild

500

36

3.5

III

IV

V

VI

VII

Cross-section of

110 4 )

~
(

,

f

~

I

with bird
protection
ring

no bird
protection
ring

- -

- -

--

- -·

"

Fig. 4 : Cross-section of orifice rim, and construction
parameters of various types of precipitation gauges
as mentioned in Figure 6, according to Sevruk et a!
(1989). Re is Reynolds number and * indicates bird
protection ring.
The results of intercomparison measurements of PGs,
not only confirm the fact that considerable differences
arise between P values measured with different types of
PGs, or at different heights above ground and under
different climatic conditions or gauge site exposition, but
they also show that these differences have a distinct
seasonal pattern and that they increase with increasing
installation height above ground. Generally they are
small in protected locations and large in exposed ones.
This indicates some regularities which point at physical
reason for differences. They are of a systematic nature
and are mainly based on physical processes related to the
instrumental parameters and climatic factors, as shown
in Figure 5 and discussed below.

Wind induced error

c

Fig. 3: Cross-section of the cylindrical precipitation gauge
of the Hellmann type (left) and of a hypothetical
gauge with a superior aerodynamical shape of .a
shallow plate (right). a - orifice rim; b - collector; c container.
In Figure 3 a cross-section of a representative,
standard PG such as the Hellmann gauge is shown. It
consists of the collector and the container, where the
accumulated water and snow are stored between the
observational times. The Hellmann PG has an open orifice

When considering the comparison of cross-sections of the
two types of PG in Figure 3, of which one is a real PG of
the Hellmann type in the shape of a cylinder and the
other a hypothetical PG having the aerodynamically
more suitable shape of a shallow plate, one can imagine
that the body of a free-exposed, cylindrical PG
systematically distorts the wind field, causing the wind
speed to increase above the gauge orifice and forcing the
development of eddies around and in the gauge. This
prevents the smaller liquid and solid P particles from
entering the gauge. Due to wind speed, which could be
considerably greater than the falling velocity of particles
particularly for snow, these are carried to beyond the lee
side of the gauge orifice.
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and above the centre of the orifice area. The maximum
wind speed increment varies according to the type of PG,
particulary the size and the shape of orifice rim, between
30 and 50%. If a rank number were given to each gauge
according to the size of the orifice rim, as shown in Figure
4: rank I for the largest rim of ASTA* gauge to rank VII
for the smallest rim of Wild gauge, it is evident from the
comparison of Figures 4 and 6 that the wind speed
increment would decrease with decreaSing size of orifice
rim.
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_../'
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installation heigth =

/
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Fig. 5: Schematic representation of relevant physical
processes affecting the systematic error of
precipitation measurement, according to Sevruk
(1981). In the upper part are most important
ciimatic variables, in the centre are instrumental
variables and at the bottom are the physical
processes, such as wind field deformation (drift),
(left), evaporation and adhesion (right). Each
process is represented by a special legend as
follows: empty double solid line indicates wind field
deformation, dashed line indicates evaporation and
the filled double solid line indicates adhesion
(wetting).

Thus, the amount of P caught by an elevated gauge is
generally smaller than the amount of incident P, and the
loss of measured P increases as the proportion of small
drops and light snow particles get larger and the wind
speed increases. This helps to explain the two facts as
observed in intercomparisons: Firstly, why already
minor changes in the height of an installation can cause a
difference of up to 10% in the P measurement data of two
PGs, and secondly, why these differences regularly show
a seasonal pattern. Because wind speed quickly changes
near the ground, the PGs installed in the lower levels
show greater P values than those in higher levels.
Moreover, the differences in mid-latitudes are generally
small in the summer, because the summer P contains
mainly larger rain drops in contrast to the winter when a
considerable part of P contains small rain drops or snow.
However, it is clear that despite all the possible shapes of
gauges, different levels of installation and changes in the
form of P, the wind induced differences of P values are
definitely small in well-protected locations and large in
exposed ones. Only a gauge with its orifice level with the
ground will be free of wind induced error. Such gauges
are used to estimate "the true P" and to check the wind
induced losses of elevated PGs for rain.
Beside the field intercomparison measurements, the
physical reasons for the wind induced error can be
confirmed also by wind tunnel experiments. For instance,
Figure 6 shows the maximum increase of wind speed
above the orifices of seven types of PGs as measured in a
wind tunnel windward and leeward of the gauge orifice

40
V .-::::::::

~

VI

30tVII~
10

0

.

Fig. 6:Average percentage increment of maximum wind
speed Umax for windward, centre and leeward
profiles. Adapted from Sevruk et al. (1989). Top;
four precipitation gauges with the same orifice area
of 200 cm2. Below: three precipitation gauges with
different orifice areas from 127 to 500 cm2.
Roman numerals indicate the rank according to the
size of the gauge orifice rim (see Fig. 4) and D is
distance.
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Fig. 7:As above, black area indicates the values between
the Hellmann gauge (top) and the Mk2 gauge
(bottom). The curve above the Hellmann gauge
curve and below the Mk2 gauge curve shows the
total range of Umax for seven types of gauges as
mentioned in Figure 4. On the right in brackets is
the orifice area in cm2 , and on the far right is the
cross-section of orifice rim. D is distance in cm.
Roman numerals refer to Figures 4 and 6.
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The greatest values of all seven investigated PGs, i.e.
the upper curve in Figure 6, showed the Swiss heated
tipping bucket PG, ASTA* with large orifice rim fitted with
a bird protection ring. The smallest values, i.e. the curve
in the bottom of the diagram, represent the old Finnish
PG of the Wild type (without wind shield), which has the
smallest orifice rim and the largest orifice area of 500
cm2 of all the PGs investigated.
The practical consequences of wind tunnel
experiments are demonstrated by the following example.
The curves of wind speed increment for two PGs as
extracted from Figure 6 are compared in Figure 7. The
fact that the Mk2 gauge indicates smaller increment of
wind speed than the Hellmann PG as shown in Figure 7
(black area) should be reflected in slightly greater P
values as measured by this gauge in the field. Such
evidence was actually found by Poncelet (1955), who
presented 2-yr intercomparison data from Uccle in
Belgium indicating an annual surplus of 5% for the Mk2
gauge. In Birmensdorf near Zurich in Switzerland the
Mk2 gauge showed on average 1 - 2% more summer P
than the Hellmann gauge.
In addition, an intercomparison over a period of six
years at Geneva Airport showed that the Swiss heated
tipping bucket PG, ASTA* measured 14% less annual P
than the Hellmann PG as indicated in Figure 11. The
former has the largest orifice rim of the seven
investigated PGs as seen in Figure 7, top right and is
fitted with the bird protection ring. This PG indicates the
greatest increase of wind speed in Figure 6 and 7. Thus
the field intercomparison results from Uccle,
Birmensdorf and Geneva appear to confirm the wind
tunnei data and finally, to explain experimentally the
physical reasons for the phenomenon of wind induced
error of P measurement.

evaporation losses of various types of PG under the same
climatic conditions could be up to 5 orders of magnitude,
as shown in Figure 9.

• - 1

0,2

0,1

0,0
0

The evaporation is generally small for the gauges
with a protected container such as the Hellmann and
Snowdon ones, but it can be 3-4 times larger for types of
PGs having a removable funnel, such as the Tretjakov,
Swedish and Chinese models, particularly during the
winter time, when the funnel is taken out of the gauge
and the accumulated water in the container is exposed to
sunshine and wind. The compact gauges with a fixed
container such as Nipher PG, Dutch PG and Finnish Wild
PG (see Sevruk 1989 .) always have the smallest
evaporation losses because of restricted ventilation. Most
types of PGs show evaporation losses similar to that of
the Hellmann PG (Curve 2 in Fig. 9). Apart from the type
of PG the evaporation loss depends on the saturation
deficit and wind speed. However, the type of PG seems to
play the most important role. Differences between

Sw

15

So

Fig. 8:Wetting loss L\Pw1 as a function of the ratio of the
total area of inner walls, Sw, of precipitation gauge
collector and the orifice area, So for various
materials, according to Golubev (1986). 1
galvanized steel sheet, 2 lacquered steel sheet, 3
polished metal or glass.
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Wettjng and evaporation losses
The wetting loss is large for PGs having a small orifice
area and a deeper collector and vice versa, and is also
dependent on the material of the gauge as is shown in
Figures 5 and 8. The ratio of the area of inner walls and
the orifice area provide an index of the magnitude of
wetting loss. The dependency of wetting losses from such
a ratio is demonstrated in Figure 8. Roughly one half of
standard PGs have ratios between 2 and 6. Most gauges
are made from galvanized iron sheet and copper but
aluminium, brass and plastic are also in use. This, of
course, affects the results of intercomparison
measurements, while polished metals have considerably
smaller wetting losses than galvanized ones. Thus the
difference due to wetting loss of different types of gauges
can amount to up to 0.2 mm per rainfall, as shown in
Figure 8. The wetting loss for PGs having a separate
container increases due to the water resting in the
container after emptying. Such an increase, however, is
generally smaller than 0.1 mm.
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9: Intensity of evaporation, I.J. PE, from the
precipitation gauge container as a function of the
product of the saturation deficit and wind speed,
dU, for various gauges, according to Golubev
(1986). 1 Tretjakov gauge with removable tunnel,
2 Hellmann gauge with fixed funnel and removable
container, 3 Nipher compact gauge with fixed
funnel and container.

Correctj ons
The correction procedures of SEP are mainly based on
results of field intercomparisons, which have empirical
character and are costly (Sevruk, 1982). In the case of
wind induced error, the ground level PG is used as a
reference for rain measurement (Sevruk (1989 ) and
the double fence for snow (Goodison et al. 1989). The
difference in P values between an elevated and ground
level PG of the same type is related to the wind speed
during P and to a parameter of P structure as shown in
Figure 10 or by Sevruk (1989 ). On the basis of these
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variables, the correction for a specific type of PG could be
estimated.
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presented in Figures 6 and 7 have to be known for each
type of PG and various wind speeds. From the
comparison of such curves with the results of field
intercomparison measurements, conclusions could be
drawn for a particular type of PG as to the possible
magnitude of SEP. Groups of PGs having approximately
the same magnitude of wind induced error could finally
be delineated and diagrams for estimation of conversion
factor, similar to that in Figure 10, or as presented by
Sevruk (1989b), designed.
Figures 8 and 9 present a good basis for the
correction of wetting and evaporation losses, yet
additional data could be included for different types of
PGs and different materials as well.

uph (m sec-1)

Inhomogeneities of precipitation data
5

.o

4

3

2

Fig. 10: Conversion factor, k,
of measured
precipitation values as a function of the wind velocity,
uph, during
precipitation periods at the installation
height of precipitation gau.ge and the structure
parameter, N, for rain (a) and air temperature t for snow
(b). Adapted by Sevruk (1982) from UNESCO (1978). 1
Hellmann precipitation gauge, 2 Tretjakov precipitation
gauge.

Because the SEP is affected by the construction
parameters of PG as shown by Sevruk (1989a), changes
as due to the use of new technology, new, cheaper and
lighter materials such as plastic and improvements of
PGs with regard to their aerodynamic properties (wind
shield and orifice rim) or reduction of installation height,
pose some serious problems concerning the corrections
of SEP and the elimination of inhomogeneities in P time
series as caused by the above-mentioned changes. ·As an
example, Figure 11 shows the double mass-curve of
annual P in Geneva with a break after the replacement of
the Hellmann gauge by the automatic tipping-bucket
ASTA*-PG in 1980. The latter showed 14% less annual P
than the former. This is going to be a very serious
problem in future because of current replacement
programmes of the old manual PGs with the new
automatic ones.

HEllMANN
••••••

1985

ASTA

15 000

198

Considering the nature of the wind induced loss from
a point of view of fluid dynamics, it is clear that field
intercomparison measurements are strictly valid only
for a particular PG type, defined by relevant parameters.
As Figure 10 shows, the Tretjakov PG with a wind shield
catches at least twice the volume of snow as compared to
the unshielded Hellmann PG. The difference increases
quadratically with increasing wind speed and decreasing
air temperature steering the snow structure.
Consequently, PG field intercomparisons aiming to
develop correction procedures for wind induced error
have to be repeated for each different PG type.
Unfortunately, there are only a few types of PG for which
similar relationships as that in Figure 10 have been
developed and it is designed to fill that gap with the aid of
the
current
international
intercomparison
measurements (Goodison et al., 1989).

10 000
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[Ntmml

0

5 000

10 000

Fig. 11 : Double-mass curve of annual precipitation in
Geneva.
Compatibility of precipitation data

Yet the wind tunnel tests may provide a better
alternative to the field intercomparisons. They make it
possible to study the effects of a particular PG parameter
separately from the other ones, and to manipulate
variables such as wind speed and the size of particles in a
very convenient manner and under controlled
laboratory conditions, which is hardly possible to
maintain in the field. The methodology of such a
procedure can be based on the results of wind tunnel
experiments or as suggested by Folland (1988). For
instance, the maximum wind increment curves as

As P values are influenced by a number of variables,
the measured values in the valley and mountain stations
and at various altitudes and landscape zones etc., cannot
be compared with one another even if they originate
from a unit national network. The SEP magnitude can
vary considerably because, for instance, the gauge sites
in. forest areas usually are better protected against wind
than those in open areas, which means that SEP values
are smaller. Differences in SEP also result from the fact
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that at low altitudes snowfall occurs less often than at
higher ones.
The situation is getting noticeably worse if measured
P values are to be considered on a global basis. In this
case, not. only the types of PG often differ from country
to country but the degree of latitude, too, appears as an
important source of errors. With increasing geographical
latitude the snow percentage increases and the SEP for
snow is considerably higher than for rain because the
sensitivity to wind of snow measurements is
considerably higher.
Taking all this into consideration, the corrections of
SEP are helpful for eliminating the effect of different P
measurement standards as used in different countries.
Thanks to this, the leaps of isohyets at the borders of
countries disappear and the global compatibility of P time
series could be established. Thus the application of
corrections opens new ways for dealing with the spatial
and temporal inhomogeneities of P data.

Conclusions
The shortcomings of common estimation methods of
area) precipitation indicate that the integration of
automatic and conventional gauge networks together
with radar and satellite can be expected to provide
sufficiently accurate area! precipitation estimates on an
operational basis for a wide range of precipitation data
users. Yet the correction of point precipitation values for
the systematic measurement error is the most important
step toward obtaining "the ground true".
The solution of problems encountered in
precipitation measurement requires international cooperation. The national meteorological services should be
urged to check all precipitation time series for
inhomogeneities and to eliminate them and to start to
correct precipitation data for systematic error.
However, further studies into the physics of
precipitation gauges at a national level using wind tunnel
experiments, for example, have to be undertaken to
enable development of combined numerical correction
models for each type of precipitation gauge based on its
relevant construction parameters.
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RAINFALL RECORDS AFFECTED BY RAINGAUGE INSTALLATION
HEIGHTS AND ITS SURROUNDING CONDITIONS
Cheng Zhi-Bing and Tong Yun-Tiao
Hydrologic Service of Anhui Province, China

~e·ra~nfa!~ records arrected oy ra1ngauge 1nsta~lat1on heights and its surround~ng
conditions ~s long been acknowledged by various
coun•r1es all over tne world. aoout one century
ago, people in U.K. had orougllt forward tnat tne
more the height of tue gauge orifice aoove the
ground is, the less tne total amount of preo1pitat1on as i t collected would oe. 1ater, 1n
countries like u.... A., West Europe and u,.s.s.a.,
continual tests and anlyses nave been made to
study its 1n:t'luence. In ~'hina, it has oeen
spec1f1ed for standard gauge that the neight or
gauge orifice is o.7.m. and 1.2m. above the
ground and the surround:Lng objects should not
be closer to the gauge than a distance equal to
twice or their ne1ght difference. With the
development of urban and rural oonstruotion, the
observation site is more and more seriously suffer~g to the roofs and trees.
Some stat~ons
now na•e pr1vately placed the~r gauges on the
roo~ for- ob6vr.Qt1un. lw v4-dar- to ~va~~tu tne
a)Jove conditions in determin~ng tne efrect rrom
observation, a special cooperative t&aul was organ1zed by the .l!'ormer J:iydrology ~reau of !Un1stry
of ~lectric rower and Water Resources for various
gauge he1ghts. at bb precipitation plote in 1€
provinces througnout the country, comparative observation or preoipitat1on and exper1ment have
been conducted. all or these observation p~ots
is distribated nationwide rather extensive and
the variation of topograpuy and annual rainfall
is in some extent worthy to be a sample representation in snace.
~he contents of comparative test include
pit-type gauge with its orifice hori~ontal
over level ground, the amount of precipitation
at o.?m., 1.2~, and 2m. above the groundJ precipitation obserTation on different shapes of
roofs (the orifice 3 - 11 m. above the g.roundh
precipitation observation on single poles ~len
gth of pole 4 - 9a.). 11eanwh1le, observations
on wind direction and winqvelocity during the
rainy period are also engaged. At some key
stations, the effect ot the wind-shield, splashillg water, evaporation loss in rainy period,
wetted loss in irastrwnent and raindrop spectral
density are tested and studiell. %b.e work began
1n 1 '179 and concluded in 1 98&, conducted for 8
~are, and have oo lleoted data approx. 1 000
station years, thus prowiding e~le evidence for
study md all&l7se the precipitation at di:fferetlt
neights.

l. The oalc~lation of precipitation cbserTation errors from rain-gauge receivers
at different heights.
Owing to the different methods in "he ill-.
stallation of rain-gauges at various experimental
stations, such as the different height or the _
rain-gauge receiver above the ground - on grouna
surface, roof, pole top lalso called single pole),
~ogetner with the difference contributed U.V the
surroundings and macro-topography, the factors
that affeot·tne test are quite complioable, especially the rain-gauges on the roof, Because
of such existing oouditions, it is necessary tttat

the collected data should be olassi:fied and cowpiled in statistics ror comparison, with ttle
obsei~d value caught by pit-type gauge as·tne
oriteria.
(1J

1~e comparison of precip1tat1on errors
with rain-gauge rece~ver orifice at
different heights.

·.uhe main analysis of ground observation is
con:rined at three different heights, i.e. o.'7m.,
1.2m., and 2m. 1n considering the relative
errors affected by the amount of rainfall, the
daily prec~pitat1on is calculated in accordance
with< 5.0m. and~ 5.0mm. respectively, aud the1r
relative errors are shown in table 1.
:Rrom table 1-,;l.t oan be clearly seen that at
present our country often uses ral.u-gauges at
tLle heights of 0,7m. and 1.2m. for precipitation
measurewent in comparison witu the resulte
caught from the "pit-type". w~tu the daily ralnfall of< 5. 01Dlf1. the average systematic error
keeps the negative~J.eviation 1.3 ..., 2,0,., the larg·est being 6.~. AmOng the experimental sta•1ons,
over 85% keep ttte negative deviation value< 3%.
When the daily precipitation is ( 5.0mm. the relative deviation, owing to the small prec1p1tation, is comparatively large. ~he average
syatemat1o negative deViation is 3.5%, the
~argest being 14.3%•
.uhe average oJ: nega•lve
deviation in montllly preo:.~.pl.tati.on is 2.2 - 3.1,.,,
and the largest is 1'1.0,0. ~he uegat1ve dev~at1on
va:W,e of~Sl5~ ~>!f!:.!illl,· s:tations 1s < 51•• :.:ue average
annua~ systematic negative deviation is 1.12.1~, and the largest negative deviation is 5.~~.
while 75';1o of ouz· stations show the negative deviat1on not more than
:rtJ.e observa1101on resul~ t'rom tll.e raingauge ot 2m. in b.eignt devia·ces o~ously to
less value. :lLhe average systeUIB.t:Lo ne~tJ-ve
dev1ation of daily prec1pitation is 4.3 - 7.7~
and the largest negative deviation reaches 15~.
~he average negative deviat~oa or montllly pre01p1tation is ~.7~, and tue largest negative
deviatJ_on ~2V~ ~he a!oresa1d ~argest ue~at:.~.ve
dev~ation all occurs at ·tue observation stat:.~.ons
1n arid regions.

3-..

\2J,. '!'ne di:trerent:t.al character of d11'J:'erent
ra1ny regions
According to theJ.r annual raill!:a~l, tb.e 55
observation stations are divided 1nto rour ra1ny
reg~ons, 1.e. tne arid regions \annual rain.ra~l
200- 40~n.), semi-arid reg:.~.ons \annual ra1n!:a~l
400- tiOOmm,J, the hum1d reg1ons \annual ra~ura~
8oo - 1 ,600 mm./ and the ra1ny regions \annual
rainfall over 1,6oumm.1 in all these regions,
tile daily, monthly and annual precipitation are
all oalau~ated ou the basis of preo1p1tahon
errors from 1,2m. and the p~t-type. Xhrough the
compar1son of dirrerent regions, the lllB1l'l tendency
~, tue prec1p1tat1on rrom tue rain-gauge a·t tue
same ueight produces tlle deviation value w arid
regions is twioe as muol1 aa that of rainy regl.ons,
aud then .ro~lowed by se1u-ar:t.d and selll1-llUill1d
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reg1ons, tne smallest oomes rrom the ~umkd and
ral.ny regions.
ne arid reg:i.ons wtu.cll comprise iia

lie ~ KJ.ao in ;iLim are oomparat1vely more outstand1ng soanty raJ.nfall and plenty or wind.
»Urthermore the wind velocity 1S stronger enough
than otuer regiona~n general, and tllJ.s J.s the
rea~on why the devJ.ation is larger.
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la tb:i.a table "'•7 - pit J.l!ldJ.cates u.7m. above tne ground surface 1n
contrast witn the pit-type, w•tll otners follow 1ng
the same rule.
·

1.\3 ~ the deviation stat"istios about preoipJ.tation errors from roofs and s1pgle
poles.
~ere are 2u observatJ.on statJ.ons where the
nw-gauge J.S J.nstaued on tb.e flat roof, 11
atat1ons on the slopJ.ng roof and 5 stat1ons on
SJ.ngle pole. !he observation data compares with
ilbat of tile pit precJ.pJ.tat1on and another 1U
stat1ons with tne sing.l.e poLe and o.'7'm. ~ileoause
of no pit).. !b.e lleigut of receiver orifice in
a.u. tn.ese stat1ons l.8 w:t.tb.in tile nmge or '3. 7 - ::~~~.
and 1t 1s round that tlleJ.r d~t1oa J.S systematJ.oa.uy sm.a.LJ.er. :rue generaL oondition is that the
dev-iation ooming rrom the sl.oping roof ou1Ld1ng
18 ooaperatively larger, from the 1'lat roof OU1ldl.D8 smaller, and the sma.Uea:t oomes from the
sing.Le poLe. '£~le atatJ.stios of various deviations
1S sb.ovn in 'EaoLe 2.

.J.t. can oe seen 1'rom ~bLe 2, tne preoipita.11011 observatiou value of various atatioua J.S
~rreoted not only by tile heJ.gnt or the raincause installation but also by the looal sur)loundings of the instrument. .Beoall8e tile J.n•ta.L.Lation of the instrument on tile top of
clit:rerell't kinds of roofs and poles, the buildJ.ngs
produoe di.f:t:erent ef:rect on the ll.ioro-cLimate.
~s .Leads the preoJ.pJ.tation error on the Sloping
:atoor larger tb.an that on the :rlat roo:rt and 'the
4evJ.atJ.on on the S4ngle pole 1s srnalier. lf the
4u.~.y precJ.pJ.tatio:u is greater tb.an 5
the

llllll.,

average syatemat1o dev1at1on trom tUe sing.Le poLe
"rain-ga'lige is,,.1 - '3. ~less, the Largest negat1ve devJ.atJ.uD: 1s about 7.• 9%, and the negatJ.v-e
denatiom o:r aLL over 8~ stations is<. 5i0. On
roora (J.noluding flat and sloping roofs), tne
deviatJ.on is much greater, and J.ts average systematic negat1ve d~ation l.s 5.7- 9.1~, about 23 tJ.mes as tnat or the single pole, and the
Largest negative deviation is 11 .·r - 13. ,.,.. When
t~e preo1p1tation is less than 5mm. the deviatJ.on or the singLe po~e approaches as muon as
tnat or roofs, tue average negative dev1ation
is al.L over 1 o%,. because tue srnau raindrops
are easily ai'J:'eoted by tile wind.
1n montn~y preoJ.pJ.tation, tue average sys·tematio negat1ve deviation trom the aing.Le poLe
is 3.8 - 4.~. and the .Largest J.f 8,~. less, and
also tne negatJ.ve devJ.ation value is below 5~ 4n
over 10% statJ.ons. on the other nand, tue ~arg
eat devl.ation is 14.1 - 14.&ii> .Less, and greater
tnan 1u~ negat1ve devJ.ation ooours in more tnan
one-fourth stations.
ln annua.L preoJ.pJ.'tation, there are on.Ly 2
stations that can provide sing.Le po~e preoipJ.tat1on data. Tile inJ.tiaL statistJ.os shows that
the average systematic negatJ.ve deviation is
2.9~, and the .largest iS 4.1;;., whereas tne average negatJ.ve devJ.atJ.on on tne root' preol.pl. 'tatiou
oomes to 4.8 - o%, and tne Largest negative deVJ.ation reaones 14~.
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'l!ll.e dirterentiaJ. oharaoter att'eoted oy
ditrereut topograp~.

In accordance witu tne maoro topograph1o
situation of eaoh observation station site, it
can be dJ.VJ.ded as:13 stat~ons on tne pJ.aJ.n regJ.on, 2U statJ.ons J.n mountaJ.neous regJ.on, and
1 2 statJ.ons J.n luJ.ly regJ.on. ~b.e si!Oatistios on
the precipitation errors o1' tbe receiver orifioe
at dii'ferent neigllt.s is sb.own as foJ.l.ows: under
tne sa!lle oondJ.tl.on of the root, tne error is
01ore evident on the plal.n tb.an in mountaJ.neous
area, "'or exampl.e, when daily preoipitat:i.on is
less thau 5 mm. the average sysoemat:i.o deviation
on tb.e roo:t' in tne pl.ain region is ttfo less, out
in mountaineous areJ., it is only 5'fo l.ess. As tor
mout\JJ.y precipitation, the average negative deviation on the pl.ain regl.on is ~.Y'/0, and in mountaineous area only 5.4~. When the instrument is pl.aced
at o.?m. or 1.2m. aoove tne ground the observation
ir,dJ.cates tllat tile average negative dev:i.ation is
comparatively quite near. ~Ilia reveals tb.at the
ground observation is onl.y sl.ightl.y influenced by
topography,
~e

calculation of deviation value on
snowfall observation

J.'t1e data of snowfall. preo:i.pl. tat:!. on oomes onl;r
from 5 stations, and the observation series is not
long enough, ·me observation value from tne receiver of t,1e sala3 height snows much more than the
negatJ.ve deviation produced by rainfall. :t:ake 5
stat:i.ons by mean, the observation val.ue of snowfall J"•recipita.tion of the receiver orifioe at o. ?m.
is less b% than tb.at of tr.e pit. ..:he negative
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deviation on the roof is 1 g;!i"t~o as compared vi th tb.at
of tne pit.. ~~~ ehova tnat the snowfall p~cipi
tatioD error is 2 - 5 times greater tllan that of the
runfall. un comparing the errors between sb.ov and
rain from tb.e data of a single stat:i.om, the l-argest
snowfall precJ.pitation error on the roof was at !ai
L:i.n station :l.n ~eil.unjiang province which re•ohed
-a~, with_the average da:l.l.;y snovfal.l. prao:l.p~tat~ou
error at 14. 5%, and monthl;y at -9.'516. 4 - 5 1111es
greater tb.an tb.at of ra1nfall. c;m the roof (If .llengpu station in .&nhui l'rovilloe, the average snOw:fal.l
preoipit~tion error reaches -'5~, 15 times greater
tb.an tb.at of the ra:i.n:tall. OD Deeember 31, 19'19, the
snow precipitation of the pit at that statioa vas
14.7mm. At that tiae, the wiDd veloo:l.t;r over the
roo:t soal.ed in 4th degree, and the snow on the roof
vas oJU;y 'lf.OIDIII~ yet 1t prodll.oe4 negat:~.ve
devu.tJ.on of 54!1'.

1·r•

.lileoreuing anal.yeis on precipitation
observation value of raJ.n-gauge
receivers at different heights.

:.:he precipitat:~.on observation val.ue deareases in line vitn tile iDorease of raingall88 b.e;i&llt from the ground. :liall:e the dai~
~)5D!Bi monthl.y preo:Lp:Ltat:Lou separatel.y, pl.ot
the recession ooeff:Leient ~ against the corrtsponding height of tile receiver b. ias in .i:Lg. 1)
.11n iig. 1 , al. though tile eurround:l.np of each
stat:l.om and also the sizes and sb.apes of ixlil-dings on vb.ioh the instrumemt. :1.8 instal.l.ed is
quit• di:t'terent, the ploting pctints sem rattler
soatterJ.Ug (not i.ndl.oated}. but it obrtousJ.y
intends tnat tne value K decreases witb. the :l.narease ot the receiver's height. Uompare vitn
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tne ploted average curve, :Lt :1.8 found that tne
plain region atat:l.ons are moat af~eoted by the
he:l.gllt oi' the receiver than that of the mounta:l.neous area. JUJoord:l.ng to the averase tliUrve,
it oan be converted an empirioa~ tormula ~8
follows;
daily precipitation
IU

ID

8

8

'"'

shan J..n Anllui 1roVl.nce, J1n Loong l.n ~zeonuen,
Zllou Yu 1n QuangEJ. have undertaken analyses on
tile wind veJ.ooity between the roofs and the
ground ~eveJ.. ~ne roo:r of .Bengbu station l.S
11.3m. lll.gll where tne wind veJ.ooity :l.s 2-4
times greater tnan that of the heJ.gllt or 1.2m.
aoove ground. :Uhe roo:r of J1n Loong stat1on 111
szeclluen 1s 5.5,. k1gb. where the wind velocity
:Ls twioe greater than that above ground (o,7mJ.
Dur:l.ng the rainy season, the average wind velooity·at ~ou ru station 1n Quangxi 1n 11 days
1s o.96mjs on tne ground and 1.tim/S on tne roof.
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where, ll 1S tile he:Lgnt·of tne :l.matrument reoe:l.ver
cinoe above "the groun4 (a.) :.ttlle scope tor
I:~Mearoh :i.s v:i:tllin i 1 m. ; .K :1.11 the reoeelu.on coettJ.01ent.
K IU

b. '.l:lle ooorelation of deviation of the w:l.nd
velooity and precipl.tat~on. ~tat.ons at Veng
Shan ~1 ~n dl.lk1en £rovl.llce and f1 ~oong 111 ~l.ang
:n .Prov:l.noe, by ploting tile reiationallip between
tile w1nd veJ.oc1ty and prec1pl.tat1om, nave obtained simla:r results at ail atatJ..ona. .o'o:r Veng
snan 11 stat1on, it takes "tne relat1ve preo1pl.tat1on deviatJ..on between tne roof ~7.3m,J and
ground surface ~1.2m.J as tne ~oordJ.Date, and tne
w1nd velo01t1 on the roof as tile abaol.s, and tneo
pJ.ots tne reiationsllip as allown in P1g. 2. It
oan oe seen that tne greater the wind veloo:l.ty,
the greater tile deviation.
o. '.l:he etteot of raindrops and rainl.ng 111tensJ.ty. :Ji'liere 1s close- connection oetween 10he
eir;.e of raindrop and the in1.ens1ty of tile ral.nl.ng.
.do~ll are often 1n d1l'eot proportion •

~t =l
IQ

Gl

g
•rl

Ill. ADalys:l.a on "the cause ot preoip1-

tat1om devJ.&t:Lon from rain-gauge
_. receivers of <tift&rent heJ..ghts
WJ.thl.n the scope of ll.ml.ted he1gllt trom the
ground, tnere are many oauses tnat make preoJ.pl.tatl.on observation yalue decrease w:Ltn tne inorea.sl.ng ne:Lght or tne receiver. :~tne main causes
are:
\1)

~·

1ntluenoe of w1nd velocity

lf the rain-gauge ia aoove tne ground, it
vl.ll cause rea~stanoe agaJ.nat the wind. W:l.tllin
tne scope ot its 1n!l.uenoe, the nnd now ll.ne
ceoomes detoraed. ~he windward side or the l.natrument oausea tb.e air flux converg1ng upwards
Peoause of resistance, while at tne leeward Sl.de,
tnere appears tb.e contusigg t~ow and the wind
ve~oo1ty over tb.e rece1ver begl.DB to l.Doreaae.
IJ lo·ae to the 111s-;rument 's surround.l.nga, the v:Lndvard edge ia tlle deoreasJ.ng speed zone, and the
!low l1ne cecomea tlll.nner. M:Lreot upper part 18
tne J..ooreasl.ng speed sone, and "the f~ov 11ne turns
4enaer. Such a:vpearanoe leads tne trace of falll.ng
ta:wdrops de:tol'lll8d, and tne ra:l.ndrops drift towards
tne J.eevard s:l.de o:t the receiver, which lllake the
cl.4tBrease o:r raindrops :talJ..tng into tile reoe1ver.
~so as tne v1nd veiooity increases witn tne ris:Lng
ot tne ne:Lgnt, tne pnenomenou or tne drifting of
fa~~l.ng water 1S more &Vl.dent vitn tne increase ot
ine neignt. !llh.is is the pllysicaJ. mechanism that
~reoipJ..tatl.OD obaervat1on value decreases 111 line
1f1·th tne inoreas1ng ne1gnt o:t 1:ihe rece1ver.
~ne principle about tne erreot produced oy
the bUi~dl.llg on the w:l.nd is just the same,
but tne degree of l.D~!uenoe 1s even greater.
It vent1es 1ll accordance Y:l.tll the testing
data from yanous pJ.aces&

a. ~he Wl.Dd veioo1ty 1110reases as 1t
rises m be1gnt. Stah.ona at .Bengbu and M.a1-
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w:l.nd velocity on roof V (mja)

~. 2: ~e1pl.tatl.on dev;at1on
veLoo~ty V re~at10~ at Yeng Shan

o and

w1nd

i i 8tatJ.on

::1tat1ons at Pao All 1n !iei1ungj1ang, ;hn
1n i:lSe<ihuen:, .Beugint l.ll Anh.Ul. take ral.ndrop samples by means of dyed t1lter paper Y:Ltll
a ,diameter of 25om. to f~d out t~e average
dJ..ameter of raindrops. '.l:lle station at l.nou !lu
in QuanSXl. proY1noe judges toe size df ral.Ddrop D;v tile water bubbJ.e splashed up when ral.ndrop falls 1nto the vessel. Aaccrdl.ng to J:Ln
Loong station, they mal!:e a ohart of 1'elat1onsh1p ~deleted) between the Aa1J.y average ra1ni~.:Lntensity ~IDIIIjnr. 1 and da1iy average ra.indrop d:Lameter and tne resu.1.ts are quJ..te satl.afactor;v.

LOOEig

~b.e ~~n Loong statJ.on in Szechuen makes
ana.J.ysis on the relationship iJetween tne ral.mng
1nteas1ty and tne preo1pJ.tat~on error produced
by the rain-gauge receiver orifice at ditterent
neignta. ~~e oonolusion :Ls, tne preoJ.pJ.tatiom
error at d1t:rerent ne1gnts is 1n 1nverse proport:Lonal to the ra:Lrung 111tena:l. ty. lfllen tb.e raining l.ntenaity is> 1Cllamjb.r., most or tne average
oorNspond;i.ng deviat1o11 18 within 5',~>, whereas
tb.e ra1ning ~ntensity is<. 51111iljb.r., tlle corresponding error becomes gradually greater as snown
:Ln Pig. '·
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artifloial injecting water :l.n comparison witll
(sma~ drizzle} precipitation to find out tile
portion of tile loss.
~ne teat sllova, for tne wet•~ng loss of
ra~n-gauge, tne average is at o.u5 - 0.1

ord1nary
mm at
eacn time of raining. ':i!lle automatic rain gauge
usually lies at o.2mm., and tne average loss is
about 0.2 - o.5 mm eacn time, if the leadJ.ng p~pe
is provided.
:ttb.ere are 5 stations natioEWide whion llave
made testa on tne problem whether the w:l.nd·sn.ield
of tb.e rain-gauge is :l.n splaslllug. lit shows that
on the iron sheet of "~mitating ~viet" type windshield, there appears some splashing water. Jin
Jiang Sluice-gate of :tb.ejJ.Sng ProVince has made tne
contrast observation and it is found tllat·tlle
portioa or splashing water is 2% •
.iiV. ]mproved measures
~'ig, 3

The relative charge d - i at Jin
.Loong station

d. :llb.e iurluenoe of l:lu:UdJ.Dg roof on
v1nd. On slop1ug roof hu1ld~s, flat
roof bU1~d1ngs and s1ng~e po~es, although the
reoe;a.ver or1f1.oe i.s placed at tile same lleignt,
the deviat1on appears greater on tile slop1ng
roof than on tile f~at roof, the smallest exists
on the pole tops. lt is simply because that
tile wind velocity on tile sloping roof apparently
produces tne upwards oouvergJ.ng effect m some
extent.
'~)

'file effect on o bserva tJ.on resul1tB by
surroundings.

!he opening surroundings or the observet1on plots 1s directly afrecting the accuracy
of precip1tation results. ~lle observat1on
stat1on at Jao du 1n dl.lllilaJ. l!rovmoe l.S erected
1n tile valley, witn Lao ~a Mountain at a distauoe of 1 uo m. vi tn an elevation angle of 30°.
under suaa condition~ the wind velocity at O,?m,
- 1,2 m, above tbe ground is usua!!y graater than
that on the roof. nain-gauge at o, 7m. lugn is
greatly arreoted ny the wind, so the daily preoJ.pJ.tation deviation value is douole that on tile
roor. at J1n Lon station in ~hantung P~Vinoe
the o. 7ra. ra:ut-gauge 1s erected at •ne place
vnere most wudJ.Dga are oonaentrated and also on
tne ~e~vard si~e. the neigllt dirrerenoe oetveen
{tit receiver orifice and tile roof is leas than
1.~. 1t leads the result that tile standard ralngange 18 arfeoted oy tile air flux on th~ roof,
~e observation data caught at tne ti~e vben tile
wind velocity :l.s comparat:l.vely greater, tne daily
preoipitatJ.on llas the negat:l.ve deviation or 14 1 ti}O. !he J.laJ. Sban stat:l.on in AnhU:I. pronnoe is
located in tne reg:l.oa o:t Da:l. B1 Aounta:l.ns, and
the observation plot is erected in tile valley at
the lover reaches of Jilai Shall B.esevoir. ~l:le inetrumen"t surrounded by the huge du and high
mouata.tns on loth sides, produces smaller wind
velocity. rue observed preo~p:l.tation on tile roof
is almost tne same as that from the ground standard
f&in-sauge. ~e aforesaid condition reveals that
part; of eJrViro:ament has an apparent effeot on the
reault of observation.
\3} Other affecting factors: the gauge funnel,
the collector, the gage fUnnel and its siphon p:l.pe,
the single pole gauge or the leading p:l.pe of the
sauge on tne roof are vetted bw the rain at the
b eg1nn:l.ng of ra:l.n:I.Dg:. A:t the time of observation,
small portion of preo:l.pitatioa is adhered to tne
Vall edge. ~his is tne slig~t loss of vett:l.ng
~aual!y overlooked on observation.
In order to
lb.ll:e enre tne portion of tnis loss, there are 12
•tat:l.one in !I proYinoes in our country have made
il:le test on vettill$' loss, ~'he method is to use

*

!file above experiment proves that tne
results of precipitation ooservation 1s
affected by tne he:l.ght of tbe gauge orifice
above tne ground and the environment as well.
~erefore, in regions wilere local oondi tion
allovs, standard observation plot snon!d De
erected to tne ~est possibility in conformlty
vitn tne spec:l.fio reqU:I.remeuts. However, the
environment or gauge site can not meet the
requirement because lack of exposure in
reality, eapeoia!lY in the soutueast coast and
urban areas, wh1ch affecting the resul ta produced oy dense populat:l.on, buildings and trees
1u the gauge surroundings can be hardly avoJ.ded.
a Yiev of this, tne following improved measures
are suggested for adoption.
a. :FJ.tt~ the villd-snie:Ld. :11-laoe a vJ.ndsnield o~ tne raJ.n-gauge so as to reduce tue
~nfluenoe' of wind on tne rain-gauge· at d~fferent
heights, wnich produces the drift of preoJ.pJ.tat1oa. By this way, it may be rising tne
aoouraoy or tile resu~ts, because the wind-sUJ.eld
:La created,
c. l:l.ain-gauge with diversion flow taLL vane.
streamlined diversion flow tail vane designed
by Anhui '"'Sneral uydrologic · S.tation 1s to oe
installed ou the rain-gauge \gage) reoeJ.ver
orifice. ~e tail Yane can turn freely as tne
vind vane. .11.t 1s always headJ.D& tne oomng wJ.Dd,
and tn1s produces good erreot to reduce tne
resistance at tile receiver orJ.tioe,

A

~ne aDove improved measures suon as vindsllield, smgle pole and dJ.vers~on flow tail vane
oan be taken into consideration under special
environment and conditions, and all. of them aan
produce obvious satisfactory resu~ts. lurtner
steps eau lie 1;ak.en to improve tnese ~aeaaures,
and after oonorete speoJ.fioations aud requ~re
ments have been decided, tne;y may be considered
to be used in operation,
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ABOUT "CORRECTION COEFFICIENT" FOR RAINGAUGES

COSANDEY, C.
Laboratoire de __ Geographie Physique URA-00141 C.N.R.S., 92190 Meudon, France

Predicting and measuring rainfall is not the
easiest problem in water research. Meteorologists
can be content with information which is only a
"rain index", always measured under the same conditions in different places : in this way, one
can know the spacial distribution of the rain.
But hydrologists, particulary those who work with
water budgets, must know, with maximum precision
the real amount of water falling in a particular
place. It is known that raingauges underestimate
precipitation. For this reason, scientists t-end
to calculate a "raingau9e correction coefficient"
> 1, which allows them to better estimate the
actual precipitation.
We had the opportunity, using very efficient
recording lysimeters, at the INRA station of Versailles, to estimate precise precipitation, and
tn rnmn::.v-o t-ho yoOC!Hl+e t.r;+h
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tion. In this way we were hoping to find the
real "correction coefficient" at least for this
location. Before discussing the results, we shall
review the litterature which concerns this question.
1. LITTERATURE REVIEW
1.1. Difficulties with experimentation
1.1.1. The method is almost always the same :
results from a tested gauge are compared with
results from a reference gauge, wtii eh is assumed
to exist. We must ask such questions as :
1~ is the reference gauge really exact ?
2° rain is a phenomenon which varies according to location, therefore the differences
observed between results can show only a ramdom
distribution of rain. A question arises : to what
degree, and using which criteria is it possible to
conclude whether a raingauge had measured more or
less the same rain.
The first problem concerns the rain homogeneity expressed in terms of a raingauge field.
This subjet was studied by E.D.F. at Alrance station (L. SERRA, 1954) : 16 raingauges of the same
type ("Association") were placed in a field of
100 square meters. The results, after 3 winter
measurements (1951-1953) showed a 9 % difference
between the extreme values, and L. SERRA concluded
that the yield of rain is not equal in the field,
because "i 1 s'etabl it sur le terrain une sorte
d'onde stationnaire liee a l'existance de cellules de convection".
In the same station, JACQUET (1960) has concluded that "l'hypothese d'uniformite de repartition spatiale de la pluie est valable a 1'echelle
des reseaux du champ de pluviometre d'Alrance, et
dans ses conditions d'installation et d'exploitation". Therefore, using classical statistical

methods, he concluded that the amount of rainfall
can be known with 8 % precision for a given
month, and 2.4% for annual .amounts.
It is important to stress the point that
these values represent the difference observed by
the same raingauges in the same field of 100
square meters. This difference is due to spacial
variation, not to gauge coefficient, and it suggests the limits of accurately in measuring rainfall.
1.1.2. It is very difficult to set up the experiment. For example, it is generally acknowledged
that the wind is the main cause in underestimating rainfall. So,. if ~ raingauge were ~laced on
would therefore gi.ve better data than the same
gauge located 1.5 meter above ground. It is generally observed :
Rain (ground) >Rain (1.50 m high)
But accidents can occur, such as splash
around the gauge, or very localized turbulence, J.
JACQUET (1960), at Alrance, found, after two
years of measurement, R(ground) < (1.50). His
interpretation of this phenomenom is
that,
because grass had been cut around the gauge "de ce
fait, une zone de moindre resistance a l'ecoulement de l'air a ete creee, ou prennent naissance
des tourbillons ... ". Identifying this anomaly was
necessary for knowing the importance of the experimental set up. So, when making similar experiments, a scientist must ask himself what is the
variation inherent in the studied phenomenom and
what is the amount of experimental error.
These comments clearly indicate the difficulty of this type of experiment and demonstrate
the fragility of the experimental results.
Now, we may report the results of such
experiments. These are in order :
- experiments which attempt to estimate
the precise difference between rain received by
the approved· raingauges and rain which actually
falls on the ground ;
- data received from recorder raingauges.
1.2. Comparison between different types of rain~

1.2. 1. At Bruxelles-Uccle, L. PONCELET (1954)
compares the data received from the official
national raingauges : M.O. (England), I R M (Belgium), FUES (Germany), Association (France).
Observations were made from April 1952 to June
1954, localized on a 15 m x 30 m field. The maximum difference between two different gauges was
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8 %, and the average was 6 %. This author also
reports similar results obtained in Africa (Congo
Belge), under very different climatic conditions,
by E. BERNARD. He also claims that the French
raingauge is the worst one, which loses annualy
45 mm due to moisture which adheres to the reception cone, and 75 mm due to evaporation, which
seems very important in climatic conditions of
Belgium. But these loses are partially compensated by capillarity between ring and cone. In
fact, the undermeasuring is only 5% compared
with a reference raingauge, which is not affected
by wind.
Therefor:e, this author advocates an international raingauge (PONCELET, 1959) which would
permit international comparisons. He believes
that it would be possible to establish a correct
coefficient correction with a precision of about
1 %, after several years of observation in the
same location.
1.2.2. SNEYERS (1968) repeated PONCELET'S experiments, and compares different types of raingauges;
h~ obtained quite different results, and, notably
the Association gives the same results as the
reference rai ngauge. He concludes that it is
impossible to determine an accurate coefficient,
because it is not a real standard.
1.2.3. P. VITON (1970) studied the different gauges used in France by the "Meteorologie Nationale". He concluded that the "Association" (S =
400 c~. H = 1.50 m) underestimates rain by 3% in
Summer, due to evaporation.
The plastic raingauge (S = 400 c~. H = 1 m)
underestimates rain by 2 to 3 % according to the
"Association".
The plastic raingauge, SPJEA (S = 400 cm')
measures 4 % less rain than the "Association".
This is the official gauge commonly used in
France.
1.3.

Measured

rainfall

and

actual

rainfall

The method is always the same : one compares
the amount of rain measured by the tested rain
gauge and the amount of rain actually received by
the ground.
1.3. 1. We only recall the distinction between
"meteorologic rain" and "hydrological rain",
proposed by HOECK (1948). This author suggested
the placement of gauges parallel with the slope,
rather than horizontal. L. SERRA (1951-1953.)
rejected this modification : hydrologists must,
according to the morphology, correct the data
obtained by meteorologists with standardized measurements.

1.05 for the whole year
1.0 during spring ;
1.03 during summer
1.03 during autumn ;
1.08 during Winter.

*

G. LARROUCAU ( 1962) notes, from June to
January at Magny-les~Hameaux (near Paris) a difference of 10.4% between ground and 1.5 m above
ground. This value is significantly different
from the value obtained in the preceding experiment especially because the experiment was made
during a summer and /l.utumn period.
*At Alrance (S. of Massif Central) JACQUET
(1960) used this arrangement.:
A ra i ngauge placed at 1. 50 m is compared
with one at 0.30 m and with another one which is
placed flush ·with tha ground. Ob~ervati6ds,
exc 1ud i ng periods of snow, were conducted from
1955 to 1959.
As expected, more water was co 11 ected !lt
0.30 than at 1.50. But the differences are
slight ; from 1 to 4 %, according to the different years.

* At Orgeval research station (Paris area)
J.J. TONI (1972) found after 29 months (1.4.68 to
30.9.70) the following measurements :
R(ground)

=~(Association

at 1.5) x 1.05

for C. COSANDEY, who has collected,
same site, the following data :

on

the

- during 4 summer months : R(G) = R(1.5) x 1.12
- during 12 winter months : R(Gj = R(1.5j x 1.09
the average, for an hydrologic year, was :
R(G) = R(1.5) x 1.10
These results are superior ho TONI 'S .own calculations.
1.3.3. S. BAC (1951) used a different arrangement. He compared the rain fall received by the
Hellman raingauge (200 ~. 1 m, above the ground)
and rain received by two other rai ngauges. The
surf aces of these measure respectively 500 and
2500 c~).

The results are :
For the first year
1.
2.

3.

(200
(500
(2500

c~).
c~).
~),

423,4 mm
464.7 mm
513 mm

100
109.7
121,1

And the second.year
1.3.2. It was more important, however, to compare
the amount of rain received by raingauges. located
at 1 meter, 1.2 6r 1.5 above the ground, and rain
amounts received by the same gauge, at 0 meter.
It is generally admitted that the gauge disturbs
the wind, and therefore the gauge col1ects less
water (C.HARRANG 1~70, L.SERRA 1957). If the ring
is exactely flush ~ith the ground, thts disruption
would not occur, and the data should be exact.
Classical measurements underestimate rain in as
much as the wind is strong.
niff~rent experiments were conducted with a
view to these hypotheses :

~ L. SERRA (1951), ·repeating BRAZIER'~ experiments at Paris-St.-Maur, compared measurements
at 1.04 m and on the ground : more rain is always
received on the ground than at 1.04 m, with these
differences :

1.
2.
3.

227.2
243:9
269:9

He cone l udes that the He 11 man's rai ngauge
underestim!ltes rain, and found a parabolic relation between the Hellman raingauge and others
much 1ar.ger.
1.3.4. Jheorical studies : Using wind tunnels, L.
SERRA (1957) concludes "On peut admettre qu 'elle
(1 'erreur de mesure) doit etre en moyenne d'environ 3 %". He found that the error depends upon
the size of drops and wind v~locity. He also
verified that circular protection around the
gauge gave· unsatisfactory results, ahd he recommended putting an horizont!ll wire netting around
the surface of the ring "qui donne le meilleur
"freinage" des filets d'air".
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1 .4. Recorder raingauges
Some studies were also conducted to test
recorder raingauges.
With well maintained recorders the following data were obtained after different experiments :
- 10 % difference between recorder raingauges and
ground raingauges (TON!, 1972) ;
- 5 % to 15 %difference (P. VITON, 1970). VITON
concludes that measurements are correct when the
wind is light and the rain moderate.
Actually recorder ra i ngauges are very di fficu 1t to use. If they are not used by profess i onals they indeed give bad results because of the
great number of possible errors (C. HARRANG,
1970). Scientists who do field experiments are
fully aware of the existance of these distorsions, and the best solution is to control the
data by measuring the rain received by a simple
bucket under the recorder. The recorder gives
correct information on the temporal distribution
of rain, the amount of which is better measured
by the bucket.
1.5. Conclusion
From the information gothered by the above
mentionned authors we can conclude the following:
1. Measurements always underestimate actual rainfall (BAC, BRAZIER, CAPPUS, HARRANG, LARROUCAU,
SERRA, TON!, VITON).
2. The wind is the main cause of this underestimation which increases with the velocity of the
wind (CAPPUS, JACQUET, SERRA, VITON, MAIRE).
But if scientists agree that there is an
underestimation of the rain, they disagree on the
value to be given to this underestimation. SERRA
( 1951) remarks that the difference between
R(ground) and R(1.20) is of the same order as the
differences noted between identical gauges on an
experimental field. Therefore, this difference
has no significance. SNEYERS (1968) concludes
that, in the absence of real references, no definitive conclusion can be given. The differences
between estimates vary according to each author,
or according to experimental equipment rather than
according to climatic conditions. The problem of
assessing the actual rain received on the ground
has never been really resolved.
INRA, Versailles
talled a set of very
One can imagine that
possible the solution

research center, has insprecise large lysimeters.
such equipment will make
to the reference problem.

2. FIELD STUDIES
In order to develop field agronomic studies
the CNRA (Centre National de Recherches Agronomiques) has set up original equipment, composed of·
several large lysimeters with a surface of 7 m'.
These lysimeters are placed on extremely accurate
weighing machine and buried in the soil (ARCHER,
GREBET et SAMIE, 1970). Every difference in
weight is immediately recorded with a precision
equivalent to 1/10 mm of rain. The surface fs
exactely 7 m' and the ground cover is the same as
for the whole field.
One might think that such an instrument
would function in the same way however the environment might vary. Thanks to these inovations
the problems of wind disruption, cone dampness,

and evaporation have been solved. At most, evaporation is still possible during rainfall, but
this may be considered negligible. Although it
was not initially devised to solve such problems,
these lys imeters seem to function as excellent
raingauges.
Thus, the above data was compared with
standardized measurements from the Association
raingauge. There were two periods studied
the first from the 3rd of March to the 31 August
1969, the second from the 21 April to the 31 July
1971. In the interval, there were technical problems.
Before comparing results we had to control
the homogeneity of the rain in the field, which
was done by the INRA scientists. The results, for
5 identical raingauges, are the following : from
the 24 February to the 26 December 1969 :
Raingauge number 1
11

2
3
4

5

544
546
544
544
543

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

The homogeneity of rainfall is well established for the field. So, we may conclude that
the differences observed should be attributed to
the measurement techniques.
2.2.

Results are as follows :

- during the first period (3 March-31 July)
- 210.8 mm in the lysimeter
- 205.2 mm. with Association gauge ;
about 2.7% less.
- during the second period (21 April-31 July) :
- 217.9 mm in the lysimeter
- 223.7 mm with Association gauge,
about the same (2.7 %) difference as the above va~
lues. However, it is the Association gauge which
gives the greatest amount of rain. However surprising this last result may be, I believe it is
possible to interpret it as follow : the rain
data obtained by lysimeters and by Association
gauges are not significantly different ; the
differences observed only represent the combined
degree of error from each for each measurement.
In fact, if we limit ourselves to speaking about
error it is possible to calculate as follows :
The number of· rainy days is 41 for the first
period, 32 for the second one. Admitting a reading precision of 1/10: mm, for the lysimeter
and the same for the raingauge (the reading
scale
graduated in 1/10' mm), while only reading error we find that for each instrument it
can be about (41 + 32) x 0.05 = 3.7 mm. And only
if the observer changes may such systematic
errors be induced. For example, during the holidays, for August, respectively 45.5 mm (Association) and 50.4 mm (lysimeterr) were mesured, with
a variation of 10 % . This variation was only
2. 7 % during the period before (with 6 % for
July, nevertheless being especially dry).
Furthermore since there were no limits between
lysimeter vegetation and field vegetation, there
would be inaccuracy as to the real reception surface of lys imeter ; somes drops might be drawn
into or outof the reception ring according to the
slope of the leaves.
So, it seems reasonable to conclude that,
under the parisian climatic conditions, (at least
for spring and summer), precipitation received by
the ground is not significatively different from
actual precipitation.
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Finally, it is unreasonable to expect better
than 2 or 3 %with respect to the actual
amdunt of the rain ..
acc~racy

CAPPUS, P., 1957, Repartition des precipitations
sur un bassin-versant de faible superficie.
Sympos. de Toronto, t.I, 515-527, Publ. n°43
de l AISH.
1

3. CONCLUSION
The conclusion of these studies seem quite
difficult to formulate. It can be accepted that
the total amount of measured rainfall fs always
less than the actual precipitation ; but perhaps
not so much as we thought previously. SCHERER
(1978) considers that "les valeurs observ•es - au
mains en ce qui concerne les coefficients pluviometri ques men sue l s - sont tres proches de la
valeur effective dans la tres grande majorite des
cas" and he refuted the assertion as "supposer que
toutes les valeurs mesurees sont entachees d 1 une
erreur importante (20 % par exemple)".
Moreover, it would be extremely difficult to
estimate the probable "correction coefficient"
which would have to change according to the season ( suiTITier evaporation) the type of wind, its
velocity and the intensity of precipitations (and
perhaps, other parameters). PONCE LET thi.nks that
such a coefficient may be estimated with 1 %
precision ; but "apres plusieurs annees d 1 etude
au meme endrolt". And, I be 1i eve that 1 % is very
doubtful even according to a different observer.
It is possible that, for a. very precise
study at a determined site, it would be interesting to calculate su<;h a coefficient. But some
hydrologists or geographers for whom problems of
spacial distribution are also difficulties, may
consider that the use·of such a coefficient could
be deceptive. In fact, the problem is how to
determine thfs coefficient, not only for an instrument, but also for a whole watershed. For
example,. 5, 10 or 15 % may be selected for the
Paris area. But might this coefficient be higher
in winter because of the wind, or in summer
because of evaporation 7 The answer to this question varies from one research to another, and
from one location to another. Moreover, classical
evapotranspiration formulae used in water budgets are adjusted by the amount of rain mesured
in a classical way. Consequently, one would have
to modify these formulae when using correcting
amounts for rain.
My opinion is that, one should, in general
studies, keep the data obtained without any correction at all. As mentioned above, we know that
rain is underestimated. But, the use of. a correction coefficient is arbitrary since its determination has riot been fixed in a very precise way.
Without this correction, the use of such coefficient brings unnecessary confusion, and we conclude with MAIRE (1978) : "le but de la mesure
des precipitations sur une region donnee doit
etre la recherche d 1 indices de pluviosite, et non
pas 1 1 inutileet illusoire quete des decimaTes".
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AUTOMATION OF WINTER PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS IN CANADA
B.E. Goodison, J.R. Metcalfe
Canadian Climate Centre
Atmospheric Environment Service
Environment Canada
Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3H 5T4
INTRODUCTION
Although the exact proportion of rain and
varies widely across Canada, snC>o~fall makes
up approximately one third of the country's mean
annual total precipitation. In Canada, the measurement of winter precipitation at meteorological
and climatological stations, customarily, has used
manual or non-recording methods; an observer is
required to take the observation. At synoptic
observing stations,
snC>o~fall
water equivalent
measurements are made every 6 hours us-ing the
national standard Canadian Nipher shielded snC>o~
gauge system. At climatological stations, snC>o~fall
precipitation is estimated from ruler measurements
of fresh snowfall taken daily or twice daily. The
density of fresh snow is assuned to be 100 kg/m'
at all Canadian stations.
The
non-recording
Canadian Type-B raingauge is used to measure
accumulated rainfall. The standard instrument for
measuring rate of rainfall is the unheated MSC
Tipping Bucket raingauge (Goodison and Louie,
1985) •
snC>o~

In Canada, and particularly within the
Atmospheric Environment Service (AES), economic
considerations,
combined with technological
advances in instrumentation, have provided the
stimulus to move toward automation of meteorological and c lima tologi cal observations. In the case
of precipitation, this involves the use of recording weighing precipitation gauges, capable of
measuring both rain and snow under extreme weather
conditions and recording on a variety of automatic
data loggers or data recording systems. The
potential ability to measure precipitation over
very short time intervals (e.g. minutes) offers
a capability not previously available. However,
automation of observation procedures and new
methods of measurement must be assessed against
current methods whose accuracy and reliability are
knC>o~n.
Simultaneously, there is also a need to
have compatible and consistent time series of
precipitation data if scientists are to address
such global concerns as the world water balance
and climate change.
Participation in the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) Solid Precipitation Measurement
Intercomparison (Goodison et al., 1989) is a
major opportunity which will provide Canada with
solutions to some of the challenges for winter
precipitation measurement. Canada is operating six
intercomparison stations in different climatic
regions. All sites operate the Double Fence Intercomparison Reference (DFIR), the standard Canadian
Nipher gauge system, and different configurations
of recording precipitation gauges (Goodison and
Me tcalfe, 1989). The Kortright lntercomparison
station operates all of the recording gauges
and different shields being tested. It is t'he
performance of the recording gauges that is of
particular concern in this paper.

2.

INSTRUMENTATION

The Canadian Climate Centre (CCC) of the AES
has expended considerable effort on assessing the
accuracy and performance of different snow measurement methods and the develo(Illent and assessment of improved snav measurement systems. Field
tests (Goodison, 1978; 1981) and wind tunnel flow
visualization experiments (Goodison et al., 1983)
done before the WMO Intercomparison began indicated that the national standard non-recording
Canadian Nipher shielded snow gauge system with an
alumi nun shield had a superior catch efficiency
for snowfall measurement compared to standard
recording gauges such as the unshielded and Altershielded Universal Belfort gauge
or Belfort
Punched Tape Precipitation Recorder,
(formerly
known as the Fischer & Porter precipitation
gauge). Yet, at remote or unattended sites in
Canada, since there were no observers, these
recording gauges were necessarily . being used for
measuring precipitation, including snow, and they
are now being installed on automatic stations
(i.e. DCPs) to w.easuL'e the annual a.ccUiiiulativn.
Weighing-type precipitation gauges are suited
to Canadian conditions as they can measure liquid
and solid precipitation; their capacity (i.e.
maximum time between recharge) ranges from 15Gnm
to 75Qnm. Precipitation accumulates in a container
or bucket located in the gauge below its orifice.
For winter operation, the catchnent container is
charged with a solution of ethyl-ene glycol or a
mixture of glycol and methanol to dissolve the
solid precipitation and prevent freezing of the
liquid contents. The amount of anti-freeze depends
on the expected amount of precipitation and the
minimum temperature expected at the time of maximum dilution. A iayer of oil helps retard evaporation from the solution. The Belfort gauges weigh
the accumulated presipitation using a spring
balance with a cable/pulley or lever arrangement
to translate the linear motion of the catchnent
container into angular motion. In the case of the
Belfort Punched Tape Recording gauge, the angular
motion is measured via a mechanical shaft encoder
connected to a tape punch; the punched output is
recorded in increments of 2. 54mm. The Belfort
Universal gauge uses a clock and drum assembly,
with a drun rotation varying from 6 hours to 36
days; the time resolution is about 1 hour for
an 8 day rotation. When these types of weighing
gauge are used with an automatic data logger, the
mechanical recording device is replaced by an
optical shaft encoder or potentiometer which
provides an electronic output allowing resolution
of precipitation amounts to values of O.lmm. The
Universal Be lfort precipitation gauges referred
to in this paper are series 300mm, dual-traverse
transmitting/recording gauges with a sensitivity
of 0.25mm.
These

precipitation

gauges

are

generally

- 36 shielded in an attempt to reduce wind turbulence
over the orifice and thus improve the catch efficiency of the gauge. The Alter shield is the most
common type of shield used in North America. It
does in.crease the catch efficiency of the gauge
compared to its unshielded counterpart, but as
noted above, the catch was still found to be considerably less than the non-recording Canadian
Nipher gauge (see also, Goodison and Louie, 1985).
In an attempt to improve the catch efficiency of
recording gauges, AES designed and tested a· large
Nipher-type shield appropriate for use ·on gauges
with a 20.3cm (8 inches) orifice. Goodison et al.,
(1983) described field and wind tunnel tests of
the shield; results indicated that a large Niphertype shield can be used on recording gauges to
provide winter precipitation measurements which
are compatible with those obtained by the national
standard Canadian Nipher shielded snow gauge system. Gauges using the Alter and the large Niphertype shield are being operated at most of the
Canadian sites in the WMO Intercomparison. In
addition, at the Kortright Intercomparison site
near Toronto, a Universal Belfort recording gauge
is being operated in a second double fence intercomparison reference shield to ass·es·s the accuracy
and performs nee of a recording gauge with this
type of shielding. However,
the size of thi·s
shielding configuration does limit its operational
application.
Non-intrusive type sensors which employ optical or small radar devices are also being tested.
One is the AES Precipitation Occurrence Sensor
System, a small Doppler radar designed to detect
occurrence,
type and rate of precipitation
(Sheppard and Wu, 1985) •. Another is a commercial
rain/sn·ow intensity sensor available from.Scientif ic Technology Inc. (Rockville, Maryland, USA).
However, for both sensors, insufficient da.ta hSve
been obtained to determine their ac-curacy for
measuring snowfall rate and amount. Determination
of calibration coeffi-cients for different precipitation regimes remains a challenge.
A complementary measurement of wint.er precipitation .is snow depth on the ·ground, a routine
measurement made daily at all Canadian observing
stations. This manual method, however., still requires an observer. Develo!lllent of an in·expensive
ultrasonic ranging device to provide reliable
snow depth measurements at automatic stations has
provided a feasible alternative to the standard
observation (Good.ison et al., 1988). Th.is sensor
continues to be evaluated at the Intercomparison
sites. It is being tested as a complementary
sensor to recordit~g prec.ipitation gauges on automatic stations.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Assessment of the accuracy and performance of
recording precipitation gauges involves consideration of several factors, including shielding and
the associated catch efficiency of the gauge,
accuracy and resolution of the measured output
from the gauge, performance of the instrument
during all types of precipitation events, and
interpretation of gauge measurements -with respect
to timing and type of precipitation. The Kortright
Intercomparison station provides a good site for
assessing these aspects since it has a _good range
of wind speeds, storms from different directions
and precipitation events of snow, ra.in, freezing
rain, or a mixture of all of thes,e.
Preliminary results from the f.irst three
years of the intercomparison follow previous
Canadian results (Goodison, 197-8) and show the

catch of the national standard Nipher shielded
snow gaq;e system to be almost the same as the
reference standard (DFIR). Table 1 compares solid
TABLE 1
Kortright Centre, Gauge Measurement of Snowfall,
January 1987
Date

MaxT

•c
-0.7

9

o.o

10
11
12
13

0.8
0.6
1.8

MinT Mean DFIR
•c Wind mm

NAT
mm

-3.0
-1.7
-3.4
-3.5
-0.1

.30
5.65
5.95
.40
.60

1.9
2.0
1.3
2.7
3.0

.20

s. 7 5
5.85
.30

.so

24

-3.1-11.7
o.o -8.4
-4.6 -23.9
-2.9 -24.2
-3.2 -14.1
-1.0 -9.3
-9.5 -17.1

2.7 8.45 8.55
0.9
.90 1.10
2.3 10.05 10.35
.20
.30
1.8
o.o
1.6 o.o
2.3 2.15 2.35
3.7 o.o
o.o

29
30
31

-2.7
-1.4
1.3

1.6
2.9
3.3

18
19
20
21
22
23

TOTAL

-8.8
-8.6
-5.6

.40
4. 7 5
6.95

.so
4.45
6.45

46.25 46.95

UBEL ABEL
mm
mm

NBEL
mm

o.o o.o

o.o

1.4
3.3
0.3
1.1

3.8
4.2
0.4
0.7

2.6
5.9

5.4
1.8
5.0

6.3
1.2

o.o

6.6
1.7
7.8
0.3

0.2
1.4
0.2

1.8
0.2

0.2
0.6
2.3
1.3

o.o o.o

o.o

1.2
4.2

2.4
6.2

1.9
9.2

25.5 36.1

45.9

o.o

o.o
2.9

u.s

Note: UBEL,.. unsbielded Universal Be !fort recording gauge
ABEL- Alter shielded Universal Bel.fort re,carding gauge
NBEL- large Nip her shielded Universal
Be lfort gauge
NAT- Canad.ian Nip her shielded snow gauge
system
DFIR & NAT .,. . corrected for wetting loss.
precipitation IDeasurements at Korf;:right during
January 1987. There were no rain or mixed events
during this per.iod. The DFIR and Nipher gauge
totals have been corrected for average retention
or wettit~g loss (Goodison and Metcalfe, 1989), but
neither gaq;e has been adjusted for any undercatch
due to wind (Golubev, 1986; Goodison, 1978). The
catch of the unsh.ielded (55%), Alter-shielded
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Fig. 1 M:mthly Accumulated Pre-c.ipitation and% of
DFIR at Kortright, Ont. site, Dec. 1988 - Ma,r.
1989 for different precipitation gauges: unsb.ielded (1JB EL), Alter .shielded (ABEL), large Ni pher
shielded (NBEL), double fence shielded (DBEL)
Universal Belf.ort Gaug·es; Double Fence Intercomparison Reference with Tretyakov (DFIR) and
Canadian Nipber shielded Snow Gauge- System (NAT).
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Fig. 2

Accumulated Precipitation for Kortright Intercomparison station, 1988/89, as
measured by Universal Belfort Gauges with different shield configurations.

(7 a,;) and large Nip her shielded (99%) Universal
Belfort recording gauges relative to the standard
Canadian Nipher gauge is similar to previous results for snow events with light to moderate wind
speeds (Goodison et al., 1983). Figure 1 displays
the same relative pattern for the 1988/89 winter
season, even though rain made up 1/3 of the total
precipitation for the period. Again the manual
gauges have been corrected for wetting losses~
Figure 2 shows the 15-minute accumulated precipitation for the four recording Universal Be lfort
gauges for the same period. It is clear that the
unshieldded gauge catches the least and undermeasures both the WMO reference standard (DFIR) and
the shielded gauges. For the 1988/89 season, the
large-Nipher shielded gauge measured within 4% of
the standard Canadian Nipher gauge system, the
DFIR, and the Universal gauge with a double fence
shield. These initial results are certainly encouraging, since the objectives of any automation
plan should be not only to provide more accurate
snowfall measurements, but also to provide data
which would be directly compatible with measurements made with the current national gauge.
Figures 1 and 2 indicate that the use of
improved wind shield designs, such as a double
fence or large Nipher type, does improve the catch
efficiency of a recording gauge resulting in a
more accurate measurement of total winter p.recipitation. However, examination of Figure 2 shows
that there can be considerable variation between
gauge measurements over shorter time scales. In
partic\llar, the timing of individual storms or
precipitation events may vary considerably. Figure
3 compares the monthly precipitation totals from
eight different types or configurations of gauges.
The expected pattern of catch efficiency for the
different gauges is again exhibited, with the
Belfort Punched Tape Precipitation Recorders (UFP
and ALFP) being the lowest (Goodison, 1978; 1981),
but the relative difference between the gauges is
different from the seasonal total. Closer examination of the record shows even greater differences
on a daily or hourly basis.
One significant problem with recording weigh! ng gauges is that wet snow or freezing rain can

stick to the inside of the orifice of the gauge

40
35

100%

30

I25

Jri

~20
t::
!j

...11! 1S
10

DFIR

NAT

UBEL

ABEL

NBEL

DBEL

ALFP

UFP

Fig. 3 Total Precipitation and Percent of DFIR at
Kortright Intercomparison site, January 1989, for
Different Pred.oitat:l.on ·Gauges as in Figure 1,
plus Alter shielded (ALFP) and unshielded (UFP)
Belfort Punch'ed Tape Precfpitation Recorder.
and not fall :l.nto the bucket to be weighed until
some time later, often after an increase in
ambient air temperature.
Figure 4 shows the
accumula!;ed gauge catch for the DFIR (30.8mm) and
the large Nipher-type shielded Universal gauge
(3 6. 8mm) along with snow depth measured by the
ultrasonic snow depth sensor and daily mean air
temperature for the month of January 1989 at the
Kortright site. lbis particular month was highlighted by two· significant precipitation events,
both involving mixed precipitation,
including
freezing rain. For both the January 8-9 and 26-27
periods the large Nipher type shielded gauge
recorded precipitation when ·the manual DFIR
observation reported that none occurred.
Figure 5 compares the total precipitation
recorded by the different gauges for the clima tological day ending at 083<EST for January 26 and
27, 1989. On January 26th the observer measured
12.1mm in the DFIR; this was foll<Med by three
days of no measurable precipitation in this gauge.
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automatic' stations, where only one gauge. is in
operation, it w'ill be very difficult to identify
this type of problem and quality control data; Air
temperature data will be one additional element
which must be analyzed to help assess the type and
timing of precipitation. It must be remembered
that .recording gauge data alone cannot tell you
you the type of precipitation. Operation of an
acoustic snow depth sensor in conjunction with a
recording precipitation gauge can provide additional information, both on the timing and type
of precipitation. On January 8, 1989 (Figure 4),
the precipitation increase was accompanied by a
decrease in snow depth, along with a mean temperature above freezing. Tnis kind of information,
particularly on an hourly basis, is valuable in
identifying changes in precipitation.type during a
storm, i.e. rain turning to snow ·or vi·sa-versa.
Figure 7 shows precipitation changing from rain to

Dorset Precipitation
-~1.1117

Likewise the manual Canadian Nipher shielded gauge
had no me·asurable precipitation for the next three
days. However, all of the recording gauges recorded significant precipitation on both January 26
and 27, with the NiBel recording only 1.6mm by
083CEST on the 26th. Iti fact, all of the recording
gauges registered less than half that measured by
the DFIR that day, with the exception of the ALFP.
Be cause of coarse resolution on the mechanical
encoder of the ALFP, the accumulated total for a
specified period can differ by +/-2.54mm from that
actually measured. Figure 6 graphs accumulated
pr'ecipitation for four recording gauges and air
temperature for fifteen minute intervals fo·r the
January 25-27 period. This clearly shows that most
of the precipitation fell into the bucket and was
recorded up to 4 hours after the observation on
the 26th. It accompanied an increase in ambient
air temperature all<Ming the freezing rain and wet
snw which was stuck to the orifice of the gauge
to melt and fall into the gauge. This problem was
particularly accentuated with the large Nipher
type shield which has its orifice extended 47 cm
above the gauge to accommodate the shield. For
seasonal precipitation totals this timing problem
may not be too severe for data analysis; however,
for hourly, daily and possibly monthly applications of precipitation data, this problem with
recording gauge data must be acknowledged.
The question is whether one can detect and
ultimately quality control such measurements. At
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Fig. 7 Precipitation event changing from rain
to sn<M occurring in late March 1987 at Dorset,
Ontario, Canada.
snow. Accumulated hourly precipitation measured by
a large Ni pher shielded Universal gauge started
early on March 30, 1987 and .ended near midnight on
the next day. Measured air temperature was at or
near freezing-for most of the first day, dropping
to· bel<M freezing near midnight. With only the
.accumulated precipitation and air temperature
data, i t would be difficult to ascertain whether
all of the precipitation was sna.T, if some was
.rain, or if there was a change in type and if so,

- 39 when it occurred. The acoustic snow depth sensor
provided this additional information; it showed no
snow accumulation during most of the first day,
with snow depth beginning to increase at about
2100 hours. This combination of acoustic snow
depth and snowfall precipitation data facilitates
quality control of both data sets.
One aspect which is still under investigation
is the catch efficiency, accuracy and performance
of recording gauges for rain events. Once a particular gauge and shielding configuration is chosen
for an automatic station, it will operate all year
and have to be able to measure rain, snow and
mixed precipitation over a wide range of weather
conditions. The focus in this paper has been on
winter precipitation,
and particularly,
snow
events. But how do the weighing gauges, and especially those with the large Nipher shield, perform
during rain events? Rain only events are currently
being compiled from all of the Canadian stations
in the WMO lntercomparison and a s1.111mer observation program has been initiated at the Kortright
station. Figure 8 compares the DFIR, Type-B
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Fig. 9 Winter rain measurements at Canadian WMO
Intercomparison stations for DFIR versus large
Nipher shielded Universal Gauge and Double Fence
shielded Universal Gauge.
measur·ement was closest to "true". Such extreme
events cannot be avoided, but they can certainly
bias climatological precipitation totals.
The
solid Nipher shields can also have snow build up
on them, even at open sites, when the wind speed
is low. Snow may blow in later, or in very
sheltered sites it may cap the gauge orifice
completely.
For this reason Nipher shields are
not recommended for use at sheltered sites. They
were designed for use at windy locations •
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Fig. 8 DFIR versus Canadian Nipher shielded sn<:W
gauge and Type 'B' Raingauge measurements for
winter rain events at Canadian WMO Intercomparison
stations.
raingauge and Canadian Nipher measurements for
wi.nter rain events; the measurements are almost
identical. However, comparison of the manual DFIR
observations with weighing gauge measurements
(Figure 9) shows more variability between the
methods of measurement. Reasons for this variability requires further assessnent with a much
larger data base which includes sunmer data when
evaporation of gauge contents may be a more
significant factor.
Blow! ng snow is a problem that can affect all
precipitation gauges if they are mounted too close
to the ground. The more efficient a gauge is in
catching and measuring snow passing over its
orifice, the more likely a gauge is to measure
high during blowing snow conditions. The design of
the standard Canadian Nipher shield and the large
Nipher-type shield for recording gauges makes the
gauge susceptible to catching blowing snow if it
is mounted too close to the ground. For the WMO
Intercomparison,
the orifice of all recording
gauges was mounted at 2 metres above the ground.
There have only been a few erratic measurements
which can be attributed to high winds and blowi.ng
snow. In all cases, all gauges being tested were
affected and it was difficult to determine which

Another common fault associated with weighing
gauges is wind p1.111ping. This usually occurs during
high winds when turbulent air currents passing
over and around the catctment container cause
oscillations in the weighing mechanisn. By using
programmable data logging systems, errors associated with such anomalous recordings can be mfnimized. In Canada, the Csmpbell-Scientific CR21X
data logger is used at all of the WMO Interc~
parison sites to record wind, temperature, snow
depth and all recording gauge data. The logger can
be programmed to take a number of samples and then
average the accumulated weight over a short interval. For example, the recording gauges operated at
the Kortright Centre are·sampled at twenty second
intervals. The average of these values is recorded
at the end of each fifteen minute period and these
averages are then used to calculate accumulated
precipitation for the duration of the observation
period. As well;·· the sampled value on the quarter
hour was stored and subtracted from the sampled
value on the succeeding quarter hour. The difference should be ·the accumulation for the time
period. However, ·these two different methods of
detenni ning accumulated precipitation, using sampled values which may reflect extremes resulting
from wind p1.111ping, or averaged values, can produce
different totals of accumulated precipitation. The
use of averaged values has been the preferred
procedure for this study. Still, there are times
when the measured output from the gauge shows
accumulated precipi.tation decreasing slightly (eg.
see Figure 2). This may be from wind punpi.ng,
evaporation of the contents or a: mechanical problem. It will affect determination of accumulated
precipitation over short time intervals and will
affect developnent of automatic quality control
measurements.
On the other hand,

some potential errors in

- 40 manual methods of snCMfall measurement can be
eliminated or at least minimized by using recording gauges. Random errors in measurement associated with hunan observer error and certain systematic errors, particularly losses due to adhesion
of water to the gauge surface when the melted
con tents are poured out (retention or wetting
loss) and losses by evaporation of the gauge contents between observations are minimized_. At many
synoptic and principal Canadian stations, particularly in the arctic, a large nunber of the
winter precipitation observations (e.g. 500-750 at
Resolute, NWT) are recorded as a trace using the
manual national standard gauge (less than 0.1 mm
poured out). Officially, a trace is give·n a value
of ·zero. This practice will necessarily result in
a biased underestimate of the seasonal precipitation total. However, this problem is minimized
with recording gauges, since even very small
amounts of snow will accumulate over time.

4.

SUMMARY

The use of recording weighing p.recipitation
gauges at _.Canadian autos tat ions is presently the
most feasible method available for monitoring
precipitation on an annual basis. The addition of
the large Nipher-type shield on recording gauges,
particularly in windy enviromnents, offers a
viable method of. minimizing catch errors, while
providing measurements compatible with Canadian
national· standard _snCM gauge observations. The
acoustic sncm depth sensor has been found to be
a .valuable complement to precipitation gauge measurements. It can provide. not only. a reasonable
and accurate measurement of snow depth on .the
ground but: can. be. utilized to quality control
gauge measurements by providing additional details
on type, amount and timing of precipitation.
. Users of recording weigh-ing gauge measurements in real and near-real time mu s.t recognize
that there can be many inconsistences in winter
precipitation data which must be considered.
Assessment of the accuracy and quality of the data
may be a challenge, particularly in regions whe.re
mixed precipitation, snCM, rain or freezing rain
can . occur. For clima to logical applicat.ions, including the analysis of precipitation time series,
users must consider the type and shielding of the
gauges from which they ar.e using data. In Canada,
as automation proceeds, weighing gauges will become more widely used; appropriate shielding must
be considered. Although a firm decision has not
yet been made, initial analysis of data from the
Canadian WMO Intercomparison stations suggest that
clima to logical sunmaries and event totals from a
large Nipher-type shielded recording gauge should
be similar to measurements made with a double
fence shielded gauge (e.g. DFIR) and consistent
with those frOm the Canadian standard Nipher
shielded gauge. Temporal and spatial analyses
depend. not only on consistent,. but also on accur-

ate data. The WMO Intercomparison should provide
any correction procedures which might be necessary
to compute accurate precipitation.
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THE ACCURACY OF PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT IN THE BALOUHIDDER EXPERIMENTAL BASINS

JOHNSON, R.C.
Institute of Hydrology, Tulloch Lodge, Balquhidder, Lochearnhead, Scotland

The accuracy of ra l nfa 11 measurement has
been the subject of many past studies, with
ra l ngauge des l gn, gauge compar l sons and gauge
s l t l ngs extensive I y l nvest l gated and pub 11 shed
in the literature (Hill, 1900, Rodda, 1967, and
Harr l son and New son, 1978). By contrast snow
gauges are almost unmentloned, especially in the
UK. The accuracy has I mproved in the 1ast 20
years, but even so the following is stili true"No ab so 1ute st.:no:!ard for ra i nfa 11 measurement
is yet available" iRodda, 1967).
The Institute of Hydrology has operated
rain-gauge networks in many different research
experiments, all requiring a high degree of
accuracy. At one site, Baiquhidder in Highland
Scotland, a water balance experiment has been in
operation since 1981;. comparing two basins with
different
land-uses.
One
of
the
main
requirements is to obtain accurate estimates of
the precipitation input to the basins.
This paper :escrlbes the gauges used in the
Balquhidder
e~perlment,
the
design
and
assessment of the gauge networks and attempts to
quantify the accuracy of the precipitation·
measurements.
·

Description
basins

of

the

Balquhldder

experimental

Balquhidder is located in the central
region of Highland Scotland (Fig. 1),
The
topography of the area is very rugged, with
narrow glens surrounded by mountains rising to
over 1000 metres. The two experimental basins,
Kirkton
and
Honachyle,
are
orientated
north-south . across
the
mainly
westerly
a l rstream. Frequent fronta I systems cross the
area but weather patterns are greatly modified
by the mountains. Mean annual precipitation
totals are 2500 mm, with snow contributing up to
20% of the tota Is. As In most mountain areas
the snow is usually accompanied by s.trong winds
and is often followed by rain: both make the
measurement problem more -difficult.
Rain and snow gauges used in the experiment
The ground-level r:aln-gauge is used as a
standard by the Institute of Hydro! ogy. Many
years of comparisons have shown that catches of
gauges such as the UK Het. Off l ce Hk. 2 are
significantly less than a gauge set at ground
level, surrounded by an anti-splash grid (Rodda,
1967; Harrison and Newson, 1978). Although the
ground-level gauge Is generally accepted in the
UK as the best available, and other gauge
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performances are checked against it, there is no
information available on the absolute accuracy
of the gauge.
In snow conditions the ground-level gauge
becomes innaccurate because of snow either
bridging across the rim or melt water draining
into the funnel.
In the basin experiment the
ground-level gauge ls used for most of the year,
but in the 2 or 3 months when moderate snowfall
occurs, the Mk. 2 gauge, which has its rim 30 cm
above the ground, ls used.
Previous comparisons between the .groundlevel gauge and the Mk. 2 gauge have shown a
seasonal variation in the difference ln catch
bet we en the 2 gauges (eg. Harr 1son and New son,
1978). Figure 2 shows a time series, excluding
snow periods, of the comparison of the gauges at
one Ba 1quh 1dder s 1te. The comparison shows an
undercatch of the Mk. 2 gauge for most of the
time but 1t 1s very unsteady w1th no obv 1ous
seasonal pattern. The undercatch has been shown
in other work (Harr 1son and New son, 1978) to be
related to the exposure of the site and wind
speed, which presumably explain the variability
shown ln Fig. 2. A correction has to be applied
to the Mk. 2 readings to maintain accuracy. If
a mean correction value is used the possible
error introduced at this site ls indicated by
the maximum devlat\o~ ln Fig. 2, i.e. 4%.
Figure 3 shows s 1mi 1ar comparisons from 2
other sites, both situated In forest clearings,
where the gauge exposure Increased when clear
felling
took
place
in
lat~
1986.
The
undercatches of the Mk. 2 gauges' ·have dIfferent
magnitudes at each site and show a gradual, but
opposite change over the 5 year period. There
is no noticeable change when the site exposure
increased. Correction factors, therefore, are
unique to each site and when calculated for each
year, reduce the gauge error to a minimum.

When heavy snow falls occur and the gauges
become buried, frequent snow surveys are carried
out.
Snow depths and dens 1t 1es are very
variable because of the rugged topography.
Extens 1ve work has been done to quant 1fy the
var 1ab Ill ty and assess the accuracy of heavy
snow Input estimates.
The errors In these
surveys have been shown to poss 1b.l y reach 50%
(Johnson, 1989) which is unacceptable to the
basin experiment.
By doing !11Ultlple. point
samp 11 ng at systemat 1ea 11 y se Iected sItes the
error has been reduced to 10%.
Network design
The network of ground level ralngauges was
designed using domains determined by the three
variables of altitude,
slope and aspect.
Previous experiments have shown that of the
three, altitude has the most Influence on
precipitation (Ciarke et al., 1973, Goh Klm
Chuan and Lockwood, 1974). Eleven domains are
gauged In each basin, representing 60% of the
total areas.
SitIng the gauges 1n each do ma 1n was done
by selecting the most representative location
from the map, and then choosIng the exact sIte
once In the field.
Problems of rainfall
measurement ln . the uplands have been reported
before (Rodda, 1970), where local features
Influence the gauge catchment.
By comparing
catches of neighbour lng gauges unrepresentatl ve
sites can be Identified. One very exposed site
In the Klrkton basin gave readings 20% lower
than
predicted
from
the
basin's
rainfal-l/altitude relationship. A second gauge,
1nsta 11 ed 20 metres awav. cauaht 14% more and ll
third gauge In the same domain, 1000- m~tre;
aw.ay, caught 21% more.
The second gauge
appeared to eliminate the m1cro-scale effect and
the third gauge eliminated the meso-sccile
effect.
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As such ~ugged topog~aphy had neve~ been so
intensively gauged In the UK befo~e. 2 of the
domains had second gauges Installed, some 1000 m
away f~om the fl~st site, to check the spatial
va~iabliity within the domains. ·The compa~lson
of the readings, taken ove~ a 2 yea~ pe~lod,
Fig. 4, show that there was a ve~y good
agreement between the 2 sites. The diffe~ence
in the totals fo~ the 2 yea~ compa~ison pe~lod'
was less than 1% in each domain.
Compa~isons

of catches between sites

As a ~out i ne
compa~lsons a~e made

quality cont~ol check,
between all the ~aln-gauge
readings In .each basin.
This Identifies
anomalous ~aln-gauge sites and data affected by
snow etc. A ~atio Is calculated of each monthly
gauge reading ·to the a~ithaetlc 11ean of all the·
basin gauges. This ratio Is reasonably steady
so large errors are clearly seen.
Another aethod cheeks the relationship of
neighbouring rain-gauge doaains. The rain-gauge
has Dlen found to . vary significantly with
altitude and longitude. but not aspect or slope.
Regressions analysis Is carried .out using the
~onthly rain-gauge data and altitude and
1ong! tude data.
Harr 1son (1987 ) showed thlllt
there are gradual changes through ,the ynr ln
the relationship between rain-gauge catch and
altitude.
Tlllklng this Into 111ccount, any
unexpected changes In the relationships Identify
a possible error.
Derlvetlon of a mean Input for the basins
methods
are
available
for
Several
calculating the mean precipitation f~r the
basins.
~ith
a distribution of gauges by
domains, the arithmetic mean is a valid method.

llelghtl"f1g the ~aln-gauge catches by the domain
g!\•es a mean value which assumes the
topog~aphy Influences the rainfall dist~ibution.
In another region, or when more localised,
convective type of ~alnfall occu~s. this method
might be less accurate. The isohyet method Is
ve~y
sub j ect Ive, espec Ia 11 y In such deep
valleys.
a~ea

Tab I e 1 shows four . examp I es of the mean
monthly rainfall fo~ the Kl~kton basin
The
calculated by these different methods.
difference between the a~lthmetlc mean, the
domain weighted mean and the lsohyet method Is
less than 1%.
Using a more statistical
approach the standard e~ro~ of the a~ Ithmetlc
mean, calculated over 3 years averages 4%, at
the 95% confidence level.

Table 1
ltean monthly rainfall totals for the Kirkton
basin July to October 1987
July ,August Septe.tler October
Arithmetic
aean

99.1

155.8

250.5

251.~

98.7

156.1

248.7

251.1

100.~

156.2

250.0

252.4

Doaaln
weighted

mean
Isohyet
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to be 4% of the snow input. Heavy snow falls
are estimated by snow surveys which have an
error of 10% but occur Infrequently. The total
precipitation gauging error Is, therefore, less
than 2%.
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The accuracy of preclpl tat Ion measurements
In the basins Is therefore a combination of the
errors mentioned above and is estimated to be
within 4% of the true value.
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Fig 4 Comparison of rainfall readings
from two gauges in the same domains

Conclusions
A water balance· .. ellper i ment has been
operating at Balquhidder, in Highland Scotland,
si nee 1,9:81. . One .of ·the . ma .l n. requ i re.ments 1s to
ob.ta·in accurate . es.t.(J!Iates of the raln and snow.
i nput_s to the bas i}ls .,.
Ground. level. gaug.es. are generally accepted
to be the .most accur!'lte rain-gauges for exposed. ·
upl'and basins. Rainfall gauging errors in the.
b.as.ins are, therefore, very smal I, estl1Da.ted to
b.e less. than 1%: . For. snow con'd.ltions the· 'IlK
Het. Office Mk. 2 gauge is used, as tts ~lm .
stands 30. cm above the ground. Corrections' are
needed for this gauge because of Its undercate!\ ·
in exposed.. 11 i ndy con dUI ohs. Tl'lese correct! ons
are un rque to each s l te and, as they can change
with .t.iln:e, they are calCulated' 'a'nnually. · The
ma·ximum error in. using th.es:e gauges is est.imated
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AN ATTEMPT AT DETERMINING THE LOWER LIMIT
OF SOLID PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT ERRORS AT BLACK SUMMIT

Kristev, L.

Institute of Hydrology and Meteorology, Sofia, Bulgaria

Introduction
As it is well known the losses of
measured with can-type gauges solid and
liquid
precipitation
are
quite
different. For many practical purposes
the losses of liquid precipitation are
negligible, while the losses of snow
sometimes are comparable, even exceed
the Measured amount. Because of this
reason many authors examine separately
the problems of correction of solid and
liquid
precipitation
totals.
The
importance of this approach is evident
taking into account that snow and ice
are a natural storage reservoir of fresh
water, which with a very useful for
•iddle latitude delay participate in the
hydrologic cycle. The water content of
snowfall in mountain watersheds is of
paramount importance for hydrological
forecast. rt·s correct estimation is a
very difficult task.
For many years expeditions
for
estimation snowfall water equivalent in
Bulgarian mountains has been carried
out. Besides data from the network were
used by two methodsJ direct calculation
of water equivalent from network snow
depth and density data; snowfall balance
for the period from beginning of the
snow accumulation till beginning of the
thaw. Gerasimov and Simeonov
(1970)
pointed out that for the mountain · part
of the watershed of dam
lake
"G.
Dimitrov" for 6 years inter comparison
by 46 X on the average the snowfall
water equivalent estimated by direct
measurements
exceed
the
quantity
estimated by the balance-method using
the network precipitation data.
In connection with some features of
meteorological
information
and
mountainous character of the country
Gerasimov, Angelov ·and Kristev (1989)
proposed the upper limit for correction
of precipitation data fer high mountain
stations to be in conformity with the
limiting line of the field of empirical
points CPgCmmJ 1 H Cm a. s.l. J)
in every

homogeneous phyaiographic

and

climatic

region, accounting the
tendency
below-lying limiting points.

of

The 1 ewer limit of correction of
is
still
not
winter precipitation
defined.
·
The aim of the present paper is to
shortly present some consideration for
optimum correction of solid precipitation totals in high mountain stations
with respect to answer roughly to some
practical requests.
Experimental Site and Observational Data
The background of information for
this paper are from Black Summit station
<Cherni vrah) 2286 m a.s.l.
the
highest peak in· Vitosha mountain near
Sofia in Bulgaria. Snow accumulation
during the winter 1988-1989 at Bl'ack
Summit began on October 31. On the same
day tne mean diurnal temperature was t =
- 6.6 C,; maximum temperature - tm<UC = 2.2; minimum temperature
tmln
B.7J mean relative_humidity- f = 95 X;
mean wind speed- v ~ 2.7 m/sec. Total
precipitation frow beginning of
the
snow-fall till 8
on
November
1,
measured by mountain Wild gauge with
Nipher shield, elevated 2 m above the
platform of the station was Pg
14.8
mm. The snow depth measured on the
snow stake was ha m 25 cm with density
measured by ftandard snow-sampler BCl
p ~ 0.1 g/cm. The water equivalent of
new snow - wn • 25 mm can be considered
<Sevruk 1983) as "true"
amount
of
precipitation
hence
the
relative
measuring error et = 41 Y..
Table
1
show
some
basic
characteristics of the weather at the
summit for November and December 1988
and January 1989. <Abbreviations are the
same as shown in the text above). Until
December 1 1 1988 snowfall total was LPg
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. TABLE 1
aonth/yaar

XI
XII
I

1988
1988
1989

t

t

"'"'"

t mln

t

"'"'"

d

f'X.'

0.8
0.4
2.2

79
89
52

t Mln

-6.8 -4.6 -9.3 -1.1 -13.4
-7.6 -4.9 -10.1 -0.1 -18.3
-6.0 -2.5 -9.2 3.4 -'-14.4

-

q[~

p

SW, E

89.0
66.9
17.5

V

10.5
11.0
8.9

s,

E

N, NW

h

mln

18
50
55

h

"'"'"

62
75
68

TAilLE 2
N

s.

81
Height ii
p
0.32
Density
Water equiv. w 259

NW

w

53
0.3.3
175

88
0.31
273

Slopa exposure
SW
s
54
0.40
2.16

70
0.41
287

• 92.2 mm. Snow depth and density at the
same date were re:pectively 'hu = 50 cm,
and p = 0,30 g/cm • The water equivalent
of the snow cover ·was wak .. 150 mm
and
the relative error of the snowfall total
- ez = 38.5 X.- a bit smaller than et.
Until January 1, 1989
snowfall
tot•l was LPg a 159.1 mm. On January 1
tha water equivalent, evaluated by the
snow dept~ - h • .65 cm and density - p •
0,40 g/sm measured by standard method
was 260 mm. The relative deficiency of
precipitation to{al was 38.8 7..
During January, as it can be seen
from table 1 the weather was a bit
warmer with sparse precipitation. The
biggest amount of diurnal snowfall was
4.7 mm. There was a temporary warming
and the absolute maximum temperature
tMaJC rose ti 11 3. 4°C (during
November
and Decomber tm4>< was below zero)
On February 1 1989 the snow depth
and density wertt retpectively h = 52 cm
and p m 0.43 g/cm
and the relative
deficiency of measured
precipitation
from October 31 1988 - ~Pg
176.6 mm,
compared with the estimation of water
equivalent of the snow .cover
w..lc
223.6 mm was 21 7.. Later on
till
February 8 there was not snowfalls.
On February 8 1 1989 was made a
thorough field work in vicinity of Black
Summit. The snow depth and density were
measured separately on
slopes
with
exposure in 8 main directions.
The
number of snow depth measurements on
different slopes were bigger than 40~
Snow density was measured in pits dug on
each slope. where detailed observations
of
grain
size
and
type,
layer
boundaries, hardness,presence of liquid
water and other features of the snow
cover
were
investigated.
No
were
presence of liquid water was found.The
snow even in depth was fine grained. The
density was
variable
in · different
layers. The same investigations were
•ade
on
a
relatively
even,almost
rectangular landing <.;·1 the top with
dimensions about 35 x 35 m with 4 7.

E

85
0.31
264

77
0.39
300

NE

TOP

92

59
0.37
218

0~37

340

PLATEAU
75
0.37
218

inclination southward, shielded
fro.
east and west by 5 - 6 m rocky ridges,
open northward end southward. The snow
depth and density were measured also on
a strait line on the Vitosha plateau
from the top toward the upper lift
station. The averaged results are shown
in table 2.
Discussion and Conclusion
The data show a gradual diminution
of the difference between precipitation
total and water equivalent of the snow
cover on the very summit. Data for a
punctual balance of the snow cover are
not available. The truo amount of the
snowfall is not known. The drifting snow
q can be evaluated by D. H. Halnic·s
formula:
q

= cV9 tm 9 /lin.m.h.l

where V is the wind speed
and
c
coefficient of proportion, depending of
snow surface propartiea and
terrain
roughness.
It is
assumed
that
by
averaging weighted data of snow depth
and density from all slops, surrounding
the top can be avoided calculation of
the drifting snow.
In the examined period loss from
melting was not too big. Proof for this
is the lack of liquid water in the snow
cover and the snow structure itself,
even though some percolation in the
ground layer can be assumed.
Condensation approximately compenlosses of evaporation. This .is
evident from a simple physical low: When
the dew point of the atmosphere is lower
than the snow . surface
temperature,
evAporation can take place. Conditions
in this period most frequently favored
s~te

condana~tion.

The weather at Black Summit in this
winter
was
in
some
asp.ects
extraordinary. At first the snow depth
in November was almost twice as much as
normal, while in February it was about
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three times less than mean. The mean' air
temperature are r8spectively: XI
~2.0;
XII -5.9; I -8.3 C. As it was shown
above November was too cold but January
- •warm•. In a "normal" winter losses
from melting snow should expect to be
bigger, but from drifting snow - less.
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In conclusion it should be noted
that on the beginning of the thaw a
rough evaluation of the water content of
the snow cover may be done by increasing
the amount of snowfall total from the
beginning of the accumulation with 30 X.
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THE HOMOGENIZATION OF THE SERIES OF MONTHLY TOTALS OF RAINFALL IN
BRUSSELS-UCCLE (1833-1988) AND THE ASSESSMENT OF CLIMATE CHANGE

R. SNEYERS, M. VANDIEPENBEECK, G. DEMAREE and R. VANLIERDE

Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium, Uccle, Belgium

1. Introduction

A series of observations is h9mogeneous if
the observations have been made up continuously
with the same unchanged instrument at a site
which also has remained unchanged, Moreover, if
the observation depends on the time of the day
or is used in the computation of some average,
such conditions too have to remain identical
during the period of observations to ensure . homogeneity.
The latter property is indispensable for giving correct answers to two kinds of questions :
if the series is stable, it will be possible to
estimate the probability (or mean recurrence
interval) associated with each element of the
series and if not, to characterize the change of
climate responsible for the instability of the
series.
In the case of long series of observations,
which are especially interesting for the study
of the evolution of climate, homogeneity is practically never ensured due especially to the fact
that instruments have been unavoidably improved
during the period of observations or that the
station having lost its representative character, the place of the observations has been
changed,
Thus, for such series, the problem of homogenizing has first to be solved before drawing
any conclusion from the statistical analysis of
the series.
In this respect, the series of monthly rai~
fall totals of Uccle (1833-1988) is especially
interesting because (1)
five
observational
changes occurred among which one relocation in
1890 (2) thanks to simultaneous observations,
homogenization could be realized and a climate
change could be discovered (jump in 1910).

2. History Qf_ the_ rainfall
Brussels-Uccle.

measurements~

Measurements of rainfall
started at the
Observatory of Brussels in January 1833 (see
Sneyers, 1964). Two raingauges have always been
used, one being more especially devoted to the
measurement of snow. The first instruments were
composed of a funnel made of iron, put on a bottle, the funnel being painted on its external
part. They were replaced in 1854 by raingauges
totally made of zinc; moreover, their place on
the terrace of the Observatory was changed in
1884,

A relocation of the Observatory occurred in
1890 from Brussels to Uccle at a distance of 6
km south, In Uccle, the raingauges referred to
were placed in a pit having a diameter of 69 cm,
the aperture of the raingauge being at the
ground level. All gauges have been composed of a
funnel put on a bottle; they have been made of
zinc, of brass or of stainless steel. Changes of
the type of funnel occurred in 1914 and in 1937.
As has been mentioned above, simultaneous observations have been made at each raingauge replacement.

3, Method of homogenization,

In the case of a change of instrument, let x
and y be respectively the measurements with the
old and the new instrument. If in both cases,
the distribution of the variables x and y is defined by two parameters, one for location and
one for scale, and by the same reduced variate,
the transform which preserves the probability of
the old observations will be of the form (see
Sneyers, 1989) :
y = a + bx

- so It follows that homogeneity may be verified
by testing the hypothesis a = 0 and b
with
the use of the simultaneous observations.
Actually (Sneyers, 1964), the hypothesis a
0 was found acceptable for the four changes
which occurred at the same location and. b
1
was valid for the change in 1884 and in 1914.
Moreover, in each case,
the correspondance
between old and new measurements was of the
form :

y

= (b+e)x

where e is a normal variable with zero mean,
For the relocation in 1890 the transform was
more complex and a solution was a~opted by using
the transform
y = (a+bx)x for x less than or
equal to 36,0 mm and the transform : y
a+bx
for x larger than 36,0 mm.
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Fig .1 Brussel-Uccle. Annual rainfall amounts
(1833-1988).
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Fig. 2 Annual rainfall amounts. Progressive onward and
backward trend analysis.
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Fig. 3 Annual rainfall amounts. Graphical representation
of Pettitt's change-point test.
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Stability of the series of homogenized
4.
annual rainfall amounts in Brussels-Uccle.
The series of annual rainfall amounts in
Brussels-Uccle obtained after
correction for
homogenization are represented in Fig.1. The
lone characteristic which appears at first sight
is a large variability of the amounts. To test
the stability of the series a test of randomness
against trend has been applied and more especially Mann's trend test in a progressive onward
and backward manner (see Sneyers, 1975), In this
way a complete analysis of the structure of the
series is made.
The trend analysis (Fig.2) shows : (1) the
value of the normalized statistic of the trend
test for the complete series is 1,99 which is
significant of an increase of the mean at the
0,05 level in a two-sided test; (2) the progresssive test shows that the total series may
be devided into two stable subseries separated
approximately by the year 1910. Moreover, the
confirmation of this result is given by the
graphical representation of Pettitt's changepoint test (Fig.3) which places the change-point
in 1908.
Further computations have shown that this
climate change has been characterized by an
increase of the mean and of the standard deviation respectively of 7% and 25%.
It is particularly interesting to add that
this change in the rainfall regime coincided
with an increase of about l°C of the annual
average of the air temperature which occurred
also in 1910 (see Sneyers et al., 1989).

5.

Conclusion.

· Monitoring the climate has become nowadays
a major problem for climatologists. In this
respect, the example of the rainfall series of
Brussels-Uccle is particularly interesting owing
to the fact that the instrumental changes in
1854 and 1937 induced respectively an increase
of about 7% and a decrease of about 3% of the
measurements. Moreover, the relocation and the
instrumental change in 1890 induced an average
increase of about 7%. It follows that without
homogenizing the series, it would have been
impossible to deduce anything valid from the
rainfall series on the evolution of the climate.

6.
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1.

Introduction

In most African countries, which suffer from
water shortage and/or soil erosion due to intense
rainfall, much effort is put into soil and water
conservation, as well as large scale hydrological
engineering schemes. Common to all these efforts
is the large need for information about rainfall
intensities.
Generally, the only source to rainfall intensity data is pluviograms from 24 hour autographic
raingauges. But the laboriousness of manually
ana 1ys i ng these p1uv i ograms has often prevented
any consistent and cpeiationa1 ana1ysis. For

example, in Kenya published analyses are either'
not up to date, and/or they were performed for a
particular site and intended only to be used
within a specific project, cf. B~rring (1988) for
further details). Because of a lack of coordination between various projects, with respect to
analysis of rainfall intensities, there has also
been duplication of efforts.
A simple procedure for digitising and quality control of pluviograms wi 11 be presented and
the performance of the quality control procedure
will be assessed. The procedure is suitable for
operat iona 1 implementation in countries with
limited computing capabilities.
2.

Instrumentation and data

Kenya Meteorological Department (KMD) operates some 31 meteorological stations equipped with
both an autographic raingauge and a standard
ra i ngauge (the 'check gauge' ) . The autograph i c
raingauge has its aperture 58 cm above ground,
and the standard gauge has its aperture 30 cm
above ground. Their separation distance is 2.1 m,
and the orifice of both the gauges is 127 mm. The
autographic raingauge is of the tilting siphon
type, which records 24 hours on each chart.
Figure 1 shows three sample pluviograms, which
gives an impression of the quality of the pen
trace. One hour corresponds to 11.4 mm, and one
millimeter of rainfall to 2.0 mm on the chart.
One tilting corresponds to 25 mm of rain. The pen
trace has a thickness of 0.5 to 1 mm, which gives
a 'theoretical' minimum resolution. But from a
practical point of view a slightly coarser resolution can be assumed, due to high frequency
random variations in the pen trace. Thus, from a
practical point of view one can assume a time
resolution of 10 minutes, and a resolution of 1
mm in the rainfall.
For this study data form 24 stations were
available for the period 1971 through 1985. As a
matter of routine, the hourly rainfall amount and

duration are manually evaluated by KMD staff, and
the daily totals are noted on the pluviogram,
together with the amount received in the check
gauge. These two total amounts, together with the
check gauge amount retrieved from the computerised archive, was used in the assessment of the
quality control procedure.
According to the computerised archive the 24
experienced 2392 station-days with rainfall of at least 25 mm. However, for various
reasons only 1620 pluviograms could be photocopied and used for this study. A comparision of
the check gauge amount written on the p1uviogram
with the amount retrieved from the computerised
archive showed that on 62 occasions (3.8%) correct data had been entered into the archive for
the wrong day ('exchange error'). This rather
high figure is caused by typing errors on two
occasions when entering data for unusually rainy
months. Other discrepancies between origin a1 and
archived data was found on 8 occasions (0.5%),
mainly caused by problems at one specific station. A more detailed analysis of the different
errors is found in B~rring (1988).
stati~ns

3.

Digitalisation and quality control procedure

The aim of the. procedure outlined here is to
handle the digitisation and feasible corrections
of pluviograms already collected on a routine
basis, for facilitating various statistical analyses of short-term rainfall intensities etc.
Such procedures have previously been described
for mid-latitude climates by Douglas (1972) and
Kelway (1975). One of the few studies from tropical climates is the now concluded East African
Rainfall Project (EARP) described by Jones
(1977), in which specially designed autographic
raingauges were utilised. The data processing
procedures for that project have been described
by Sumner (1969, 1970, 1972). In all these papers
the importance of error detection and correction
is emphasised. In particular, Kelway (1975) gives
a general and comprehensive account of error
sources specific to autographic raingauges.
The actual digitisation of the pluviograms
was a straightforward but very tedious task. In
addition, for each pluviogram the check gauge
amount, the KMD eva 1uated tot a1 amount and the
duration were entered. The digiti ser operators
were instructed to enter the start and final
points of the diagram trace, and a 'continuous
stream' of points during rainfall events, otherwise only a few points. When digitising a point,
it was subjectively classified to be within a dry
or a rainy interval. This classification was
later used by the correction procedure in the
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Figure 1. Three sample pluviograms which give an impression of the appearance of the original pluviogram traces. The annotations are entered by the KMD staff when manually evaluating the charts.·

processing of non-zero slopes (see Point i) below). This subjective discrimination was carried
out without problems. It would have been very
difficult to devise an algorithm for carrying out
this task automatically on a distorted trace.
As the p1uviograms were a 1ready co 11 ected,
the
there was no possibility of calibrating
gauges, or by other means investigating possible
instrumental and other systematic error sources,
except those gross errors that could be inferred
directly from the pluviograms. Most errors occurred in connection with the siphonings. Also, nonzero slopes during dry intervals were rather
frequent. In this study the following rules-ofthumb were used to 'correct' these errors in the
traces:
i) The digitised traces were differentiated and
short i nterva 1s of negative slopes durinQ

rainfall events and slopes below a small
positive constant ( 1.0 mm/h) during dry
intervals were changed to zero slopes. This
was carried out in order to compensate for
leakage from the siphon tank, evaporation,
badly mounted charts, and other errors
resulting in a sloping trace during dry
intervals.
ii) Maxima (minima) not coinciding with the top
(bottom) calibration line of the diagram
were allowed for by compensating for badly
adjusted pen-arms, etc.
iii) Slight time gaps (at maximum 3 mm on the
chart, or some 15 minutes) between the trace
maxima and subsequent minima were 'filled
in' by taking the mean of the slopes immediately before and after the siphoning. A
similar correction was applied on the EARP
data (Sumner, 1970).
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The actual value 1.0 mm/h used for the constant in i) was chosen after considerable experi~
mentation. The exact va 1ue was not found to be
critical. This means that the rainfall intensity
recorded by the gauge was always we 11 above 1. 0
mm/h, and the trace slope during dry intervals
was well below 1.0 mm/h. This implies that the
points might not need to be classified as 'rainy'
or 'dry' when digitised, but this conclusion
might not be va 1id for other data sets. In connection with the rapid movement of the pen during
the si phoning, it ace as i ana lly happens that the
trace is interrupted for a short period if the
instrument is not extremely well maintained.
Therefore, the time limit fifteen minutes was
arbitrarily chosen in iii).
The following preliminary criterion was
found to be reasonable for accepting the digitised pluviogram without further controls, where
the notation is defined in Table I:
JRK-2

<

Rd

<

RK+max[0.3(Rc-RK),2]

LRK-max[0.3(RK-Rc),2]

<

Rd

<

RK+2

This criterion is based on the assumption
that the KMD evaluation is correct, and then,
ideally, Rc=RK. A deviation of 2 mm from the RK
amount is always accepted. Also, a larger deviation (30% of the difference between RK and Re)
from RK is accepted if it is 'in the direction'
towards Re. The value of 2 mm was arbitrarily
chosen as reasonable for this application. In a
more oeneral aoolication where oluvioarams including small totals are also processef a relative
value would be more appropriate, probably combined with a much smaller absolute value. A digitised pluviogram not passing these criteria was
manually checked in order to reveal the cause of
the deviation. Five main causes of deviations
were identified:
A)
B)
C)
D)

Errors when digitising a diagram,
errors in the pluviogram trace,
flaws in the KMD evaluation (RK in error),
the computerised correction procedure could
not produce an accurate result, and
E) great deviation in Re from R~ (not caused by
a type C error), wh1ch impl1es that RK and
Rd are close to each other.

The fa llowing act ion was taken for each type of
deviation:
A) Digitise the pluviogram again and run the
correction procedure,
B) edit the data file manually to omit the
data,
C) to E) accept the data (this is correct for
this study, in which the computer-processed
totals are compared to totals from other
sources).
In an operational situation type C error is
generally irrelevant as no manual evaluation is
carried out on a routine basis. The typeD errors
only occurred when some minor faults, not 1arge
enough to be judged as type B errors, were
present in the pluviogram trace. The normal
action would be to accept the data or exclude the
pluviogram or to process the pluviogram again
while trying to compensate for the error, depending on the situation. The type E errors could be
as sac i ated with the number of fillings of the
measuring cylinder being wrongly counted. The
check gauge amount will then be in error by a
multiple of 10 mm or 25 mm, depending on the
volume of the measuring cylinder. The deviations
caused by type D errors were only s 1ight ly cutsi de the acceptance interval. A s 1ight ly wider

interval in (1) would consequently have resulted
in no occurrence of type D errors. This was taken
as an i nd i cation that the interv11l was suitably
chosen, and not too wide (accepting erroneous
pluviograms) or too narrow (indicating errors in
too many acceptable pluviograms).
4.

Method for assessing the quality controls

The exact performance of the error contra l
and correction procedure is not easily evaluated
from the available data sets. Some errors were
found in the KMD evaluated amount. These were due
to either errors in the summation of the hourly
amounts, or otherwise flawed evaluations. Also,
for some pluviograms the check gauge amount was
considerably lower or higher than the KMD evaluated amount, which in turn was close to the
corrected digiti sed amount, in other words the
check gauge amount is likely to be in error.
These errors are suspected to be either due to an
error when counting the number of fillings of the
measuring cylinder, or a writing error. The
manual control of those pluviograms not passing
the criterion (1), but seemingly not subjected to
any error, indicated that the procedure performed
we 1l si nee the corrected amount was genera 1ly
very close to an independent manual evaluation of
the pluviogram.
In total, 148 pluviograms were omitted. Some
of them were omitted prior to digitisation
because of obvious errors in the pen trace. But
in most cases the correction procedure indicated
that the pluviogram trace was too erroneous to be
processed by the procedure. No relationship was
found between these erroneous pluviograms and
their total amount.
There are no causal relationships between
the variables ( i .e the various methods for
obtaining the rainfall amount). Instead they are
all causally related to a 'true' rainfall amount
through the calibration function individual to
each gauge. Furthermore, it is reasonable to
assume that they both are subject to random
errors. Both these assumptions make the conventional least square regression method less appropriate. However, by approximating the calibration
functions with a straight line, which can be
justified in this particular situation when data
from two very closely spaced gauges are compared,
the following model can be formulated:
Rx = ax + ~xR + U

(2)

[ Ry = ay + ~yR + V
where Rx and Ry are the observed values, R the
unobservable 'true' value, U and V are random
errors. ax, a.Y and ~X• ~y are the population
intercept ana s 1ope for the two ea 1i brat ion
lines. Due to lack of information regarding the
calibration of the gauges, they can only be
compared relatively to each other. This is accomplished by the following reparameterisation:
R'= ax + ~xR

a
[

~

= ay - ax~yl~x
= ~yl~x

(3)

Now, (2) can be simplified to
Rx = R' + U
(4)

[ Ry = a+

~R'

+V
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This relationship encompasses the assumptions made initially. It is convenient and reasonable to assume that U and V are non-systematic,
and that they have zero mean and are uncorrelated
with each other as well as with R'. With these
assumption~ we arrive at the structural equation
mode 1 (Madansky, 1959).

5.

Assessment of the quality control procedure

A summary of correlations and the structural
relationships is given in Table I. For comparison
the conventional linear regression parameter
estimates are included. A typical scatter plot is
shown in Figure 2 and the corresponding residual
p1ot in Figure 3. The corre 1at ions between the
variables are very high (>0.985), slightly lower
between the check gauge amount and the amounts
derived from the pluviograms than among the
latter. This was expected, as two completely
different types of instruments were used for
measuring the rainfall. As only very few observations are in the interval 0 to 25 mm of rainfall,
and in order to avoid the problem of extrapolation, the emphasis will be placed on analyses
of the slopes, while only some general remarks
will be given on the intercepts.

The structural relationship model requires
the variables R', U and V to be normally distributed in order to maintain the true confidence
level at the selected level. It is reasonable to
assume that the variables U and V, which account
for the random variation and measurement errors,
are approximately normally distributed. However,
the daily rainfall totals, R', is well-known to
be very skewed. Nevertheless, the use of this
model in the present situation can be justified
by the following argument. Non-normal data result
in the true confidence level being lower than
the selected level. As the conventional linear
regression model also requires the response variable to be normally distributed, the confidence
level is affected in a similar way.

R,

Rd VS.

180

160

8

_g 140

Apart from these assumptions, information is
required about the variance of at least one of U
or V or about the ratio of their variances. In
the present situation, without any details of the
individual variances, unit ratio is assumed. This
is a more reasonable approximation than postulating zero variance in either U or V, which is
the case if conventional linear regression is
used. Point estimates for a and ~ are presented
by e.g. Madansky ( 1959) or Kenda 11 and Stuart
(1979, eh. 29), and a confidence interval for the
slope is derived by Creasy (1956).
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Except for the Rd=f(Rr) slope, which is
significant at the 5% level, none of the
structural relationship slopes differ significantly from unit slope. This can be compared to
the fact that several of the the linear regression slopes are significantly different from unit
slope at the 5% or 1% level. The numerical
differences between the structural relationship
1i nes and the 1i near regress ion 1i nes are very
small and probably negligible from a practical
viewpoint, but from a stringent statistical viewpoint it is interesting to note that, depending
upon the model used for fitting the line, one
arrives at completely different conclusions
regarding the performance of the correction and
qua 1ity contro 1 procedure. Consequently, the
following discussion is based on the structural
relationship results.

Table I. Summary of the linear regressions and
structural relationships. The variables are
denoted as follows: check gauge amount (Re),
KMD evaluated amount (RK), uncorrected digitised amount (Rr), and corrected digitised
amount (Rd)· In total 1472 observations were
available, and line n gives the number of
observations after omission of missing data.
Line r gives the correlations. The convent ion a1 1i near regress ion parameters a and b
are subscripted with an 'r', and the parameters of the structural relationship are
subscripted with an 's'. Confidence intervals at the 99% level are shown for the
slopes. The last two lines indicate if, and
at which level, the slope estimates are
significantly different from unit slope ('-'
denotes not significant, '*' significant at
the 5% level, and '**' significant at 1%).

y

Re
RK

n
r

1426
.9873

X

Re
Rd

RK
Rr

RK
Rd

Rr
Rd

1441 1443
.9860 .9869

1443
.9919

1445
.9924

1470
.9991

Re
Rr

- ... - - -

.2621 .3759 .3729 .3363
.9900 .9889 .9871 .9934
.9791 .9775 . 9761 .9848
1. 0009 1. 0003 .9981 1.0021

.3349 .0559
.9915 .9967
.9832 .9938
.9998 .9995

------- ------as
bs
99% c.
intvl.
sign. br
sign. bs

-.2403 -.1794 -.1440 .0174 .0392 .0206
1.0028 1.0030 1.0002 1.0016 .9990 .9976
. 9918 .9915 .9892 .9929 .9907 .9947
1.0139 1.0148 1.0114 1.0103 1.0075 1.0004

*

*

**

The check gauge amounts are normally regarded as closer to the 'true' rainfall amount than
the amounts derived from the autographic raingauge. Table I shows that the lines RK=f(Rc) and
Rr=f(Rc) are also very close to each other, while
the line Rd=f(Rc) has virtually unit slope. This
indicates that the correction procedure results
in values closer to the 'correct' amounts. From
this point of view the correction procedure improves the data to some extent. This is supported
by the fact that the only significant (at the 5%
level) structural relationship is for Rd=f(Rrl·
The intercepts of all three lines are negative,
which means that the check gauge amounts are
systematically higher than those obtained from
the autograph i c gauges. Possible causes of this
are larger wetting losses in the autographic
raingauges, or the different heights above ground
of the apertures.
To sum up, the correction procedure improves
the data to some extent. But, more important, it
is very efficient. in discriminating between
correct and erroneous pluviograms.
6.

------ar
br
99% c.
intvl.

The perfor~ance of the correction procedure
can be examined from two viewpoints: By using the
KMD evaluated totals, or the check gauge amounts
as reference measurements. The KMD evaluated
totals benefit from the detailed experience of
the KMD staff regarding the behaviour of the
individual autographic gauges. In the present
situation, without detailed information about the
calibration of the gauges, their evaluation can
be regarded as optimal, except for a few occasional flaws due to the human factor. From Table I
it is clear that the lines Rr=f(RK) and Rd=f(RK)
are very close to each other. The slope changes
from slightly above to slightly below unit slope,
and the intercept is slightly larger after the
correction. This indicates that the correction
procedure does not improve the raw digitised data
to any appreciable extent, from this point of
view.

**

**
*

An operational system

Based on the experience gained during this
study an operational system is under implementation in cooperation with KMD. The following two
overall goals were set out when designing the
system:
Gl: The system should be suitable for use in
developing countries with limited data
processing capabilities.
G2: It should, as far as possible, be coordinated with other efforts aiming at data
rescue and elevating data processing capabilities within national meteorological
services (or other relevant organisations) .
Gl puts constraints on the level of technological sophistication, the cost of a complete
system, the required operator skill, maintenance,
and technical support. For example, considering
the time needed for processing the often huge
number of archived pluviograms it would be very
tempting to developed a system based on image
processing and pattern recognition of scanned or
video digitised charts. However, G1 rules out
such a system, as it requires powerful computers
and sophisticated hardware and software. Instead,
the same basic technique, manual digitising of
the charts using a digitiser tablet and a microcomputer will be used in this system.
G2 is important from two viewpoints. When
the system is implemented at an organisation with
limited computing capabilities it is important
that various data processing procedures share a
carefully designed user interface, as this
facilitates training of new staff and makes it
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easy to integrate fhe processing of pluviograms
into existing operational procedures and computer
systems. Furthermore, duplication of efforts
should always be avoided as far as possible.
In order to improve the data processing
capabilities primarily in developing countries
WMO is, within the World Climate Data Programme,
coordinating the CLICOM Project (WMO, 1989a).
Basically, it is a climate data management system
based on personal computers. The basic software
is a combination of commercial packages and
specially developed FORTRAN programs. But the
CLICOM project also includes a very important
training and extended support component, wh i eh
could partly explain its success (WMO, 1989b;
Phillips, 1989). Furthermore, it is interesting
to note that CLICOM has transformed from being
only a climate data management system to a more
application oriented system. Phillips (1989)
presents a long list of selected applications for
use in CLICOM, among them 'digitizing climate
charts'. Consequently, CLICOM encompasses all
features desired in G2.
The hardware requirements for the pluviogram
processing system is the same as for the CLICOM
system (WMO, 1989a, b) with the addition of a
digitising tablet, preferably about A2 size
( 18x24"). Except for standard CLICOM software a
specially designed FORTRAN program handles interaction with the digitiser operator and input from
the tablet. This program processes the data and
carries out quality controls as described above.
The final product of this system is a data
base containing an accurate dig ita 1 representation of the pluviogram data. The wide variety of
derived data and applications where such a data
base is useful is not within the scope of this
system. Instead, such applications will access
the data vi a an export facility of the system.
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SURVEY OF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEMS IN OPERATIONAL HYDROLOGY

FLANDERS, A.F.
Consulting Hydrologist, Washington, D.C., USA

Three generic types of real-time
data collection systems are state-of-theart today. They are LOS (line-of-sight)
VHF/UHF radio, earth orbit satellite
spacecraft
and
meteor
burst
communication.
Each
system
has
characteristics that define its relative
scale of operation.
LOS VHF/UHF radio
systems generally are used in small
watersheds up to sub-regional in scale
while meteor burst may be classed as
regional and satellite as regional to
global.

Th!e

class!f!cat!on

relates

to save lives and to protect property.
Another may be the freeing of limited
professional staff
from
the manual
collection of data to perform analysis
and more timely preparation of streamflow
predictions that result in better water
management decisions. For the researcher
it could bring faster results and an
earlier
completion
of
the
project
resulting in a monetary saving. In some
countries where automated real-time data
collection systems are being installed,
on=s 1 te data

recoLding

is

being phased

primarily to the range or distance of
communication
that
is
considered
operationally practical for each system.

out or under consideration to be reduced
as not necessary and in addition provides
an offsetting cost saving measure.

INTRODUCTION

The three state-of-the-art real-time
data collection systems are in extensive
use world wide for hydrometeorological
purposes.
Each system has demonstrated
proven
performance
under
extreme
operating
conditions
as
long
term
automatic unattended data acquisition and
relay systems in remote areas as reported
at the Toulouse Conference on Telemetry
and Data Transmission for Hydrology
(1987).
These systems are meeting the
needs of numerous national services
ranging from small local data collection
networks to large scale interregional
systems serving major river watersheds
common to more than one country.

Monitoring of water resources is an
essential process in determining the
current use and long term availability of
water.
studies of climate change and
their impact on water resources further
stresses the increasing need for this
monitoring as discussed by Rodda et al
(1985).
The monitoring in real-time is
vital for shorter term predictions of
natural disasters such as floods and
increasingly important in the daily
activity of the operational hydrologist
responsible
for
providing
current
information and issuing forecasts on the
conditions of the rivers for navigation,
power
production,
water
supply,
irrigation,
pollution
abatement
and
recreation.
Similarly the research
hydrologist is finding that receiving
data in real-time expedites their work
and under the same conditions encountered
by the operational hydrologist and/or
meteorologist.
A prime requirement to
provide these services and to conduct the
supporting research in a timely manner is
an
adequate
network
of
hydrometeorological stations, and the
ability to acquire the data from the
network in real-time.
Automated data collection and relay
systems (Flanders, 1981) can provide
economic advantages depending upon the
need of the user.
For the operational
type it may be the time saved in
collecting the data, which could be many
hours. This time could be used to provide
more advance warning of an impending
flood or storm, thereby allowing the
government and population to take action

LOS VHF/UHF RADIO
This ls a land based system and
generally operates either around 170 MHz
in the VHF band or around 400 MHz in the
UHF band. The communication path between
the transmitter and the receiver must be
line-of-sight.
This requires that the
receiving antenna must be in a clear
propagation path of the antenna of the
transmitting station to insure maximum
possible error free data transmission.
On a flat earth this is a limiting
distance of 40 to 50 KM. Reliable data
telemetry
cannot
occur
unless
an
unobstructed radio path exists.
Taking
advantage
of
higher
terrain
can
significantly increase your LOS path for
communicating between the base station
and remote data sites.
Where LOS paths do not exist it is
still possible to communicate between two
sites
through
intermediate
radio
repeaters or relay stations. A repeater
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receives radio signals from one or more
remote
sites
over
LOS
paths
and
retransmits those signals to another
repeater or to the base station as shown
in Figure 1.
Data telemetry limited to
LOS or terrestrial repeater si tea can
make data communication over large areas
difficult
and
expensive.
Taking
advantage of mountain top locations for
repeater sites can greatly increase LOS
paths for communicating between repeaters
and/or with the base station and remote
sites.

,......,.

1------Base
station

---r~ ~
Repeater

'1

'

1

Remote

Remote

Figure 1 - LOS Network With Repeater
As the areal extent of a VHF or UHF
data collection network expands the
number of repeaters/relays required for
reliable
communication
can
become
economically unsound. Multiple repeaters
linked in series also make communications
with large sections u~
~ne
network
vulnerable to the failure of any one of
the repeaters.
VHF/UHF data collection
systems ate most effective in local or
sub-regional applications.
Typical LOS VHF/UHF systems in use
today are configured to operate in any of
three possible modes or a combination of
modes.
The
modes
are
polled
or
interrogate, timed, and event. The later
two can be combined.
Event
reporting
is
a
random
reporting technique by nature.
In this
mode stations only report when an event
occurs such with each tip of the tipping
or tilting bucket rain gage or when the
water level changes by a predetermined
amount.
Event reporting is the most
efficient system as data are reported
only when something is changing.
An
event type reporting system can readily
accommodate a 50 station network. Larger
networks are possible but it requires
more time as stations begin to interfere
with each others transmissions and repeat
attempts are necessary for the telemetry
signals to reach the central receive
station.
Timed remote stations report by a
clock controlled device.
The time of
reporting can be set seasonally to meet
varylng service needs.
Usually this
requires a trip to the. site to make the
tlm.ing change.
On systems with a
microprocessor emergency reporting is
possible.
This
occurs
when
a
predetermined threshold has been exceeded
and the station reports that event.
Interrogate systems have been in use
for many years and generally take the
longest time to collect data as each
remote station must be polled to trigger
a response. With the recent addition of

solid state components polling can be
done by computer and the time element has
been shortened. This system provides the
maximum amount of control over the
network if that is important to the user.
The
overall
size
of
the
data
collection network is a function of the
type
of
data
collection
technique
employed, interrogate, timed, or event.
Interrogate radio systems are generally
the most expensive as each remote site
must have a radio receiver as well as a
transmitter. The other two systems have
only transmitters.
Essentially all the
radios in use today for data acquisition
are microprocessor based using low power
solid state components. These radios are
capable
of
operating
under
normal
conditions for up to one year on the
newer
compact
batteries.
Ordinary
batteries are not adequate for this type
of operating environment.
Extended
operations or operating under adverse
conditions can usually be achieved with
the addition of solar panels to trickle
charge the batteries.
Most if not all these radio systems
also have the capability for either or
both analog and digital inputs.
Signal
output is generally the accepted standard
such as ASCII or Binary Code.
METEOR BURST COMMUNICATIONS
Meteor burst communication relies on
the phenomenon of reflecting radio waves
off the ionized trails generated by
micrometeors as they enter the atmosphere
and vaporize 80 to 120 KM above the
earth.
Billions of dust size meteors
large enough to produce trails of ionized
gas enter the atmosphere each day.
Typically a meteor trail will provide
useful
communications
for
several
hundreds of milliseconds.
While meteor
burst communication has existed for
years, modern computer technology has
made this technique a cost effective
system along with LOS radio and satellite
data collection.
The meteor burst master station
transmits a continuous coded signal,
usually in the 40 to 50 MHz band.
When
a meteor appears within the arc of the
broad beam antenna the ionized gas trail
reflects that signal to a remote station.
The remote station decodes the signal,
turns on its transmitter and reflects a
signal carrying the sensor data back
along the same path to the master station
as shown in Figure 2.
Because meteor
burst uses a wide angle antenna and
points at a relatively high a.ngle with
respect
to
the
earth
it
offers
significant advantages in steep terrain
operations over
both LOS radio and
satellite.

Figure 2 - Meteor Burst Communication
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In this arrangement information can
be sent in either direction in half
duplex or full duplex mode depending on
the required configuration. In the full
duplex mode only one radio frequency is
needed.
The maximum length of a single
hop link is about 2000 KM and through the
use of relays even greater distances can
be achieved.
The waiting time between suitably
located meteor trails can range from a
few seconds to minutes depending upon the
time of day, time of year and system
design features.
Transmissions consist
of "bursts" of high data rates which can
be hundreds of characters separated by a
period of silence until the next meteor
trail enters the viewing angle.
On the
average the meteor burst transmission
technique produces about a 100 WPM data
rate
over
a
24-hour
period,
or
essentially lOO baud.
There are
two types
of
remote
stations in a meteor burst system. Both
are battery operated powered by solar
panels. One is a data terminal that can
accommodate
both analog and
digital
input.
The second is a communications
terminal that provides two-way "hard
copy" links between a remote station and
the master station or between two remote
stations.
Keyboard terminals are used
for data entry in the second type of
:te!!.ote

st~ticn.

.1uc

exchange

of

information under this mode can be coded
messages of several hundred characters or
short text messages. Longer messages can
be achieved by splicing together the
transmissions of successive bursts.
The remote stations are similar to
those used
in either LOS radio or
satellite systems. The master station is
different as it requires main power line
connection to support its several hundred
watt transmitter.
The master station
must also be located in an interference
free "electronically quiet" area, away
from automobile ignition noise, high
tension power lines and other radio
transmitters.
SATELLITES
In hydrological data acquisition
satellites offer two types of systems,
polar-orb! ting and geosynchronous.
The
polar-orbiting satellite
circles
the
Earth once about every 90 minutes at an
altitude of approximately BOO KM.
It is
available for use as a relay station only
while passing overhead within view of the
Earth data collection platform. The most
crossings are in the polar region with
the fewest over the equator.
The
geosynchronous satellite is in a fixed
orbit relative to the Earth about 36,000
KM above the equator.
In this position
it always views the same area of the
Earth and is available for continuous
data relay.

Spatiales) in Toulouse. All applications
for use of ARGOS and certification of
platforms must be accepted by CNES, and
NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration)
and
the
National
Aeronautics and Space Administration for
the United States.
The satellites that
carry ARGOS are the NOAA Tiros-N series
of polar orbiters.
Two satellites are
normally in operation and between them
provide a minimum of four passes per day
for platforms in the equatorial regions
and 28 per day in the polar regions with
approximately eight passes over platforms
in the temperate latitudes.
As the satellites pass over the
ground receiving stations in the United
States and in France the data recorded by
the ARGOS system is "dumped" to the
ground station.
The data are then
processed and made available to ARGOS
users
via
numerous
commercial
communications links.
In addition to
these links users may obtain data via
"Local User Terminals" which are ground
receiving stations for real-time access
to
data
that
is
retransmitted
continuously by the sate 111 te.
Another
method
is
via
the
GTS
(Global
Telecommunications System), a scientific
and technical
program of the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO, 1976).
The
nominal
frequency of ARr.n~
platforms is in the UHF band.
Transmit
message lengths of data can be 32 to 256
bits of sensor data, in steps of 32 bits.
Geosynchronous
Meteorological
geosynchronous
satellites,
although
country
owned,
operate under an agreement in WMO's World
Weather
Watch
(WWW)
program
which
includes the GTS.
These satellites are
positioned around the Earth to provide
global coverage of weather conditions and
environmental
data
collection.
The
satellites and the countries that provide
this service are:
1. METEOSAT at 0 degree longitude by
the European Space Agency on behalf of
its members Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
France, Federal Republic of Germany,
Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and
the United Kingdom.
2. GOES by the United States of
America; GOES east is near 75 degrees
west longitude (Atlantic ocean) and GOES
west is near 135 degrees west longitude
(Pacific Ocean).
3. GMS by Japan,
east longitude.

near 140 degrees

4. INSAT by India, near 74 degrees
east longitude.

Polar-Orbiting

5. GOMS by Russ la, planned to be
located near 70 degrees east longitude.

The most widely used polar-orbiting
environmental data collection system is
ARGOS (1987).
ARGOS is a cooperative
arrangement between France and the United
States. It is managed by Service ARGOS,
part of CNES (Centre National d'Etudes

The two types of data collection
platforms most commonly used wl th the
geosynchronous satellites are interrogate
and
timed.
With
the
use
of
microprocessors
additional
types are
being introduced.
These are emergency
reporting
and
event
reporting.
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Operation in these modes is slightly
different than with other systems as a
separate channel on the spacecraft is
required because the platform reports are
random in nature.
If these modes were
transmitted over a scheduled channel
interference could occur with either a
timed or interrogate transmission of
another platform.
Platforms
are also
classed as
regional or international. The regional
platforms are those that communicate only
with its controlling satellite.
The
international platforms are those that
can operate with other geostationary
satellites. Although these platforms all
operate in the UHF band different
frequencies are used to separate regional
from international platforms.
SUMMARY
LOS VHF/UHF land based radio systems
are ideal for small basins. several of
these systems can be linked by satellite
or meteor-burst for relay to more distant
points.
Polar-orbiting
satellites
offer
regional scale data collection for small
to medium size networks.
Meteor-burst offers regional data
collection for medium to large size
networks
particularly
in
difficult
terrain
where antenna viewing to a
satellite may be blocked, and in addition
offers hard copy transmission capability.
Geosynchronous
satellites
offer
interregional and large scale network
data acquisition in common international
river basins where data sharing is needed
and can be readily performed such as over
the GTS of WHO's WWW.
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PLUVIOGRAP.H DIGITISATION: METHOD, ACCURACY AND APPLICATIONS

John Sansom
NZ Met Service, PO Box 722, Wellington, New Zealand.

INTRODUCTION
Most rainfall measurements made by the observers
of the New Zealand Meteorological Service's rainfall
observation network are made by the standard 127
mm diameter gauge. There are about 800 of these
around New Zealand at present but there are also
about 120 automatic recording gauges of the daily
Dine's type. Until December 1985 the pluviographs
had the month's maximum rainfall in 10, 20 and 30
minutes and 1, 2, 6, 12, 24, 48 and 72 hours extracted
manually from them. Rainfall amounts for each clock
hour were also estimated from those gauges o\lt stations
run by the New Zealand Meteorological Service's own
staff. lt should be noted that this extraction of the
maxima and the hourlies required double handling of
the charts; once for the maxima and again for the
houriies.
Any scheme devised to digitise the pluviographs required that the currently extracted information would
be available with no greater input of labour. In addition, the scheme should extract all the available information from the charts with one handling (i.e. the
digitisation) so that any future requirements will be
met by this extracted data. Finally, the amount of
data produced from the current network of stations is
too large for manual checking and automatic means
of validating the data are required.
A digitisation scheme was developed and started
operationally from January 1986. lt provides a data
base flexible enough for the determination of both the
maximum falls for the standard periods and the hourly
rainfalls. In addition, by simply re-processing the data,
information such as rainfall rate statistics, exceedance
frequencies and maxima for periods other than the
standard ones can be found.
For testing the digitisation scheme charts from a
station where both hourlies and maximum falls had
been manually extracted were digitised and a comparison made. lnvercargill (46°25'S 168°20'E) was
chosen as suitable since the rainfall there is not excessive, being on average just over 1000 mm per year,
and is well spread with very few dry periods of more
than a week. The New Zealand Meteorological Service
changed from measuring rainfall in inches to millimetru in 1971 and so 1972 was chosen as a starting year
for this test data. The years 1972 to 1975 inclusive
were digitised by the author and the years 1976 to

1979 inclusive were digitised by potential future users
of the scheme i.e. 4 operators digitised one year each.
These 4 pperators and the author each digitised De·
cember 1975 4 times making 20 digitisations of the
same month available so that a comparison could be
made between the various operators.
THE DIGITISATION SYSTEM
Between the pluviographs arriving in monthly batches
from the various stations to the archiving of a data set
suitable for further processing into maximum falls etc.,
there are 2 basic steps: digitise the charts; transform
the data.
1) Digitise the charts
The equipment used to accomplish this digitising con·
sists of a graphics tabiet on which the pluviograph is
placed and which electronically generates numbers in
response to applied pressure from an attached pen;
these numbers are equivalent to the position of the
pen on the tablet. The graphics tablet is controlled
by a personal computer with the digital data being
temporarily .stored on floppy disc before transfer to
the Meteorological Service's main computer. In gen·
eral, the trace on a pluviograph consists of a series of
straight lines either horizontal when no rain fell or rising during periods of rain with heavier rain causing a
steeper rise. Therefore, only the breakpoints are digitised i.e. those points where one steady rate of rainfall
changes to another steady rate,
The pluviographs are digitised in monthly batches;
in Figure 1 the path for the digitisation of a monthly
batch is shown by the heavier line. The station's name
is checked in an index file ~nd the station's number
and date of last digitisation are read ·from this fil~.
The number is the prime identifier of the station and
the date provided can be checked against the date of
the current batch to ensure continuity of the archive.
Before the actual digitisation starts, the manual totals
are entered; these come from a manual gauge positioned near the autogauge to provide accurate daily
readings and are used at the data transformation stage
to provided a scaling factor.
Charts for each wet day are digitised; after placing
the chart on the graphics tablet a reference line must
be entered which not only enables points taken from
the randomly placed chart to be corrected for horizontal display on a monitor screen but also provides
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a time scale. As the digitisation of a chart proceeds
a representation of it is drawn on the monitor screen
and facilites arc available for editing the points taken,
changing the date or the check gauge total or the time
of origin; also periods during which the trace is miss·
ing or not valid in some other way can be designated.
At the end of the chart the on and_.?ff times and the
amount of rain represented by the pen trace are computed and displayed for checking.
At the end of the monthly batch the continuity of
the pen trace from one chart to the next is checked
before the data taken is stored on floppy disc. At
this point there have been sufficient checks on names,
dates, manual totals and continuity of trace to ensure
that the digitised data arc labelled with the correct
station number and date and correct scaling factors
for both the time and rain axes have been provided.
Also for any parcticular station the data archive from
the date of the first chart that was digitised to the last
is continuous in time. When the temporary data store
on the floppy disc becomes full a transfer of this data
to the main computer must be made.

Figure 1: Flo'v"W eh ait illustiating the digitisation of a
monthly batch of pluviographs (the heavier line shows
the most common route).

Figure 2: Flow chart illustrating the transforma·
tion of the digitisation data into periods of time and
amounts of rain.

2) Data transformation
At this stage the digitised data is just a numerical
representation of the pluviograph traces but sufficient
data are available to transform this numerical data
to a true represention of how the rainfall varied with
time, The logical flow of this transformation, which
is peifoimed one ~ay at a time, is shown in Figure 2
where "status" returns a value specifying how good is
the transformation for that day. Initially, those days
which have no digitisation data because they are dry
or .the chart was missing are recognised and require
little treatment. However, assuming a day with data
is to be treated the first requirement is to deal with the
junction of this day with the previous day. In general it
is unlikely that the time on of one chart is the same as
the time off of the previous one- there could be a gap
or there might be an overlap. Also the action necessary
to fill the gap or share out the overlap depends on the
state at the ends of the charts - was it dry or raining
or was the trace missing? The state at the end of the
previous chart is remembered by "IFLAG" (see Fig~re
2) and the state at the beginning of the present one
can be easily found and the appropriate action taken.
Of the 18 different types of chart junction most can
be dealt with within the present day but a few requ,ire
an adju~tment to the end of the previous day's data.
The next steps result in the actual conversion of
the data. If the trace is complete a scaling factor is
calculated: alternatively estimates of how much rain
to accredit to the missing sections are made. As the
digitisation of exactly horizontal lines is not possible a
criterion for recognising when no rain is falling 'is re·
quired; the criterion adopted is that a minimum rain·
fall rate of 0.1 mm/hr is required. Another difficulty
is recognising short dry periods within a basically wet
time, the criterion adopted here was that during any
period between wet periods at least 0.1 mm of rain
must have fallen otherwise it was a dry period. Using these criteria and the scaling factor the data is
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scaled and put into incremc,nts i.e. pairs of numbers
which specify an amount of rain (in hundreths of a
millimetre) in a certain length of time (in tenths of a
minute). lt is possible for adjacent periods to both be
dr.y or missing or have nearly equal rain rates in which
case such periods are amalgamated to reduce the data
to an essential set.
Finally, the status (or how well the transformation
has been performed) is found by checking tha't the
lengths of the periods sum to the actual day length
and that the increments sum to the manual total. If
the difference from the manual total is significant (i.e.
over 10% and at least 5 mm of rain on the chart) then
the status number is adjusted but in any case a final
scaling is performed. At the end of the transformation
the status value is inspected and charts with values
of 3 or more will have to be re-digitised. The final
data set consists of a division of the time continuum
into variable length periods such that throughout the
period rain fell at a steady rate to give a certain total
amount for that period.
ESTIMATION OF ACCURACY
1) Time Resolution
Breuer and Kreuels (1984) measured rainfall using equipment with a claimed time resolution of 5 seconds and
fitted their data to the following relationship:
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Figure 3: The trends of as,L and 7]s,L for fixed long
periods, L in seconds, with varying short period, S in
seconds.

= as,LRis,L

which reiates the measured rain rate RL during a par·
ticular period of length L to Rs, the maximum rain
rate among the L / S periods of length S within that
particular L. For example, if L were 1 hour and S
were 10 minutes then, provided some rain fell in the
hour, the 6 clock 10 minutes in that hour would be
examined to find that period in which the rain was
heaviest; RL is the mean rate of rainfall over the hour
concerned and Rs the rate in the 10 minutes which
had the highest rate. For each clock hour in which
there was some rain this examination generates a pair
of numbers (RL, Rs) and the equation above was
used to model this with the parameters 01. s,L and 1/S,L
being estimated by a least squares method. The estimations made by Breuer and Kreuels ( 1984) of the
coefficients as,L and the exponents l]s,L for many dif·
ferent pairs of S and L show that for a fixed value of L
there was a linear trend with the logarithm of S. Data
derived from digitising rain charts has been similarly
treated to provide estimates of as,L and 7]S,L and in
accord with Breuer and Kreuels only summertime data
was used and only those hours in which the maximum
1 minute rainfall intensity was at least lmm/hr.
These estimates are shown in Figure 3 where strictly
lines should not be drawn since values only exist where
L/ S is integer, however the lines help the eye establish
the trends that exist in these results. It can be seen in
Figure 3 that forS values of more than about 200 sec·
onds the trends for fixed values of L are linear. In the
range of S values of between about 200 seconds and 60
seconds a transition takes place so that for smaller val·
ues of S both as,L and 7]s,L are nearly constant. This
implies that no extra information can be extracted by

dividing the time continuum into periods shorter than
1 minute than that extractable from l minute periods. As the transition to this state starts at about 3
minutes, it can be·inferred that the raingaugejdigitiser
combination enables good time resolution down to 3
minutes, poor resolution for 1 to 3 minutes and no
resolution for times of less than 1 minute.
2) Amount accuracy
As de~ailed in the introduction, 20 digitisations of De·
cember 1975 were made by each of 5 operators digitising it 4 times. Since the choice of which points to
digitise is not absolute, the comparison between the 20
samples was made after processing the data into fixed
period falls (i.e. "fixed" with respect to the clock).
Mean values for each of these fixed periods can be
found and hence individual anomalies from the mean.
Initially, the whole month .was processed to give rain
amounts for each quarter of each day and an Analysis
of Variance showed no significant difference betw~en
either people or their individual runs but in the tested
model the interaction term between the operator and
the particular quarter day did appear significant. This
was interpreted as a systematic error i.e. for reasons
unknown a particular operator's results for a particular quarter day tended to cluster about a value away
from the overall mean, lt was also noticed in the series
of anomalies generated by. a particular run that much
compensation occurred from one period to the next
e.g. an anomaly of 0.3 mm from the mean might well.
be followed in the next period by an anomaly of -0.3
mm. This was interpreted as an allocation anomaly
i.e. again for reasons unknown the digitisation has led
to an allocation of rainfalls into consecutive quarter
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Table 1: Absolute and relative errors in amounts estimated for periods of various length. "Percent correct"
refers to that·percentage which fall within ±.1 mm of
the "True" value. (Rainfall amounts are in tenths of
millimeteres ).
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Figure 4: Histogram of durations of both wet and
days which are noticeably different to the mean values, This type of error occurred when rain was falling
at the junction of consecutive periods. On top of these
errors will be a random error so that overall:
Total
anomaly

= Allocation + Systematic + Random
anomaly

error

error

The distributions of both the total and allocation
anomalies were found to have more extreme values
than would be expected for .normal distributions. However, both the systematic and random errors appear to
be normally distributed and the total error was taken
to be their pooled standard deviation. This provides
an estimate of the absolute error involved while by
comparing the total error to the mean rainfall amount
a relative error can be estimated. Errors were reassessed for other period lengths using fewer days of
the month's data as the period length decreased. The
results are summarised in Table 1 where it can be seen
that for all periods the absolute error remains at about
0.06mm or about 98% of the periods- no matter the
length of the period - will lie within O.lmm -of the
"true" value where the mean of the 20 digitisations is
the "true" value and is taken as an estimate of the true
value. However, as the mean fall decreases with the
period length the relative error increases to become
about half of the mean value for 2 minute periods.
APPLICATIONS
The digitised data set consists of a division of the
time continuum into variable length periods such that
throughout each period rain fell at a known steady
rate. Since it is easily observed that rain does fall
at more or less steady rates over variable durations
this data set is a "natural" representation of the rain~
fall process unlike other data sets which, for example,
record rainfall in every clock hour or how many bucket
tips took place in a fixed time etc. These other data
sets cannot even be excused as necessary to compress
reality since a check of 270 station-years of digitised
data showed that a mean of only 8 data pairs (i.e.
duration and amount) are required per day.

dry periods. Above, the head of the distribution with
2 minute classwidths; below, the tail at 4 times the
vertical scale and 10 minute classwidths.
When traditional measurements- such as hourlies
- are required they can be easily generated from the
data base and, just as easily, 10 minute falls or maxima
for non-standard periods can be generated. Furthermore, statistics on rainfall rates are extractable (see
Sansom, 1986) and what might be called "exceedance
counts" i.e. given a duration and a threshold amount
the number of times that that threshold is exceeded
can be counted. However, rather than convert this
digitised data int9 traditional data before further in·
vestigations, let the data provide evidence to support
the view that this breakpoint representation is "natu·
raJ".
If rainfall was an entirely random process then
the onset of rain (or the times at which the in ten·
sity changes) would be a Poisson process. However,
rainfall periods can be grouped into events such as the
passage of a front. Therefore, the breakpoint data, if
"natural", should support an event model rather then
a Poisson model. Also, a distinction between rain and
showers should be visible.
1) Poisson Process?
Is the process of the change of rainfall rate a com·
pound Poisson process? Initially assume no distinction
between .wet and dry times so a dry time is merely a
time of zero rain rate; also assume the rate of change
of rainfall rate is independent of the current rate so
there is no need, at this stage, to know the distribution
of rainfall rates. The temporal part of the data con·
sists of durations at steady rainfall rates, therefore is
just the interarrival times of the change of rainfall rate
which will be exponentially distributed if the process
is Poisson.
Figure 4 histograms the 54125 periods of the 15 ·
years of the lnvercargill data set. In order to show
as much as possible of the distribution, the head and
tail are plotted separately with different vertical scales
and different classwidths. The tail has been cut off
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at 350 minutes; there are 3160 longer periods (6% of
the total) which are all dry. Clearly, the distribution
of durations between the rainfall rate changes in this
data set cannot be exponential which, if it was, would
have a mode at zero whereas the mode here is in the
4-6 minute class.
Two possibilities arise; firstly, the distribution is
other than exponential e.g. gamma, log-normal or
some mixture. This possibility will not be explored
directly as the failure in this section to show that
the simple assumption of rainfall rate changes being a
Poisson process suggests a more complex view must
be taken and the fitting of an overall distribution is
not likely to be of great phsyical significance.
The second possibilty retains the idea of a Poisson process and explains the absence of a zero mode
as an instrument fault. The Dine's gauge/digitis.ing
system has a time resolution of 2-3 minutes, whereas
the rainfall process does have structure on shorter time
scales (Breuer, Kreuels, 1984). Some of this structure
could be lost by rainfall rate changes being missed and
so adjacent periods being amalgamated into one. For
example, a short burst ofhigh intensity rain within a
period of not so intense rain could be missed as the
response of the Dine's gauge is limited.
As the digitising has a limited resolution, it is
likely that only the rate changes associated with short
periods are missed and, after some unknown dura·
tion length, remaining durations are exponentially dis·
tributed. If this were the case then at some dura·
tion the mean and standard deviation of all greater
durations should be equal - the mean needs to be
corrected for level. Figure 5 shows that the mean remains less than the standard deviation even when all
duration below 2000 minutes are omitted.
Thus the lack of a zero mode in Figure 4 being
largely attributable to rate changes being missed by
the system does not accord with the observed mean
and standard deviation of the interarrival times. Furthermore, the simple assumption that the rainfall rate
change process might be treated as a single Poisson
process must be abandonned.
2) Sequence of events?
Since not all periods can be treated together, a division
must be made; the most natural division is to examine
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Figure 6: Histogram of durations of dry periods. Upper part, the head of the distribution with 3 minute
C:iiiiWicltlu; mlclclle part, the body with 30 minute

2.5

classwidths; lower part, the tail at
times the verti·
cal scale and 300 minute clauwidths. Also, moment
estimate fits for a·log•norm•l (solid line) and • gamma
(dotted line).

the dry ones and wet ones separately. This section will
deal with dry durations.
Figure 6 histograms the dry periods from the lnvercargill data set. In the 15 years of data there
were 17280 dry periods ranging from 0.1 minutes to
23551.1 minutes (16.days 8.5 hours). The lower limit
is the smallest possible as durations are recorded to
the nearest tenth of a minute. · In the lower part of
Figure 6 the tail is cut off at 10000 minutes; there are
only 49 longer dry periods .(0.3% of the total). The
mean dry duration is 422.1 minutes and they have .a
standard deviation of 1250.6 minutes; from these first
2 mome~ts the parameters for both log-normal and
gamma curves can be estimated and are shown in the
figure. Moments are heavily influenced by the tail of
any distribution and there the fit appears reasonable
there but by the body both fits have failed.
Clearly, the dry durations are not one population
of either gamma or log-normal random variables; a
mixture of at least 2 populations must be involved.
The log-normal makes the better attempt at fitting the.
data and it will be shown that if forced to fit the head
only 1 other population of log-normal random variables
is required to account for the tail. In contrast, because
the gamma is very much shorter tailed than the log·
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1200

normal, more than 2 populations of gamma random
variables would be required: Thus simplicity supports
the case for the log-normal populations. A stronger
argument is the consideration that 2 types of drineu
can easily be accepted but a third or fourth type seems
unneccessary._ These 2 types of driness are, firstly,
the times during an event when rain stops for a while
and, secondly, the longer dry times that occur between
events.
The remainder of this section will show that the
consequences of the assumption that 2 types of driness exist are reasonable. Firstly, estimates of the parameters of within event dry times are made using a
least squares approach to the 30 frequencies in the 090 minute range of 3 minute classes. The probability
density function for the log-normal distribution is:

which can be linearised by taking logrithms and values for /( :r.) at the mid-points of each class found by
dividing the class frequency by the class width (c) and
the total sample size (N). Thus with j now the class
frequency:

A+ B log :r. + C(log z )2

log J
where A

=

B

c

1
- 2u 2

from these expressions for A, B and C estimates for
N, 1-' and u can be found; R2 is high and the t values
all very significant. However, the actual frequencies
are significantly different to the fitted log-normal with
a x2 of 136 on (30-3) degrees of freedom.
Individual contributions to x2 from each term show
that the shorter durations is where the distribution is
hardest .to fit. To attempt better fits than that which
uses all the frequencies a sequence of regressions was
tried in which the lower order classes were omitted
one by one. The R2 values are all high and all the t
statistics significant. down to the omission of the first
5 classes. Except for the first 2 fits the x2 statistic
over the fitted range shows the fits to be not significantly different to the observed frequencies; the lack
of fit is for regressions 3-6 almost totally attributable
to the first 3 classes i.e. durations under 9 minutes.
Figure 7 illustrates how well the first 6 regressions
of the sequence fit the observed frequency. Clearly,
there is no problem in fitting frequencies of durations
over 9 minutes but for regressions 3-6 the observed
frequencies below 9 minutes fall short of the expected
frequencies. This effect can be explained by considering how the data is gathered. Firstly, digitising has
limited accuracy since it requires subjective assessment
of the position of a breakpoint and is subject to nonperfect repeatability; thus, a normal distribution of
unknown variance about the 'real' breakpoint position
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Figure 7: Head of histogram of durations of dry periods with 3 minute classwidths and 6 attempts to fit
log-normal curves to the :tero to 90 minute durations
using a least squares technique. The sequence of these
attempts is explained in the text.

could be· assumed. Secondly, in order to avoid a re·
versal of time, any point apparently occuring before
one already digitised is reset to co-incide with the one
already digitised. Thus some of these short durations
will be lost. However, it has been assumed that there
is independence in the digitisation from one point to
the next whereas since digitising is performed from left
to right there will be a tendency for 1111 points to be
digitised to the right of the prioi one. Thus, the loises
estimated assuming independence will be greater than
in reality and will be a worse case.
But these losses only. apply after a pair of points
has been recognised as the ends of a dry period. Consider 2 co-incident points: there is no dry period and
it should be that no attempt will ever be made to
digitise zero duration dry periods so rather than a loss
of about 50% as expected above the loss is 100%.
Now let the separation between the points increase:
at small separations many of these dry periods will
not be recognised as such and only a change of rain
rate digitised; at larger separations more dry periods
will be detected. The variation with separation (d) of
the probability of not recognising the existence of a
short dry period is not known but a suitable form can
be assumed. The logistic ty,pe curve
1
1 +Ad 2

will be assumed since it has a maximum of 1 at d = 0
where the gradient is also zero and so the probability
of not recognising short dry periods decreases only
slowly at first. However, there comes a time when
the probability decreases rapidly and approaches zero
(see the lower curve of Figure 8).
·
A solution for A and D can be found numerically
which for regressions 3-6 is that D is about 1 but for
A various values result. Thus, non-recognition losses
and digitising losses involve an error of about 3 minutes. This is equivalent to 0.57 mm on the charts from
which the data is digitised. Since all of regressions 3-6
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Table 2: Estimation of.the actual number of between event dry durations
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Figure 8: How the total loss of short dry durations
is made up from non-recognition losses and digitising
losses. For example at a separation of D the fraction
XZ are recognised as dry periods but XY are then lost
by poor digitising. To estimate A and D, which is the
classwidth measured in digitising standard errors, the
losses must be as observed in Figure 7.
give the same result for D, it is not possible to use the
observed loss of short durations in the choice of best
estimators for the log-normal fit. However, Figure 8
shows that digitising losses can be ignored since total losses with the worst case digitising losses are not
much greater than the non-recognition losses.
Figure 7 shows that log-normal curves fit well for
periods from 9 to 90 minutes, but for longer durations
the fits will fail and under-estimate the frequency of
occurrence. As noted above the observed excess is due
to a second population of dry durations- the between
events dry periods. Revfeim's (1982,1983) model of
rainfall as a compound Poisson process involves a rate
of occurence of event parameter whose mean values
for the month's of the year at lnvercargill have been
calculated by Thompson (1985). The monthly values total 117 events per year thus in 15 years 1755
events might be expected and so 1755 dry times between events. The actual number of between event
dry durations can be estimated as in Table 4. lt can
be seen that the expected numbers of between event
durations are of the same order as the 17 55 events; averaging across the regressions gives 1774 events. Also
the actual numbers are of the order of 1755 and an
average over the regressions gives 1806 events. These
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Figure 9: Histogram of the number of between event
dry durations derived from the over!!!! ~ot.mts by !!.!btracting the expected number of within event dry durations. The expected number depends on the parameters of the VJithin event distribution and the sequence number on the histogram r-efers to the regression used to estimate the parameters; A moment estimate log-normal fit is shown.

actuijl numbers (see Figure 9) were derived by simply subtracting the tail of the within event duration
frequencies from the tail of the observed distribution
of all dry durations and summing all classes with a
positive difference. (In the range lOO to 400 minutes some of the differences between the overall actual
counts in' 30 minute classes and the calculated counts
of the within event distribution were negative and so
ignored).
From Figure 9 it appears that regression 3 leads
to a good log-normal fit for the between event dry
periods; it also came closest to having the expected
number of dry durations. Furthermore, this regression
required the omission of less data than regressions 46. Thus, provided the loss of short dry durations is
allowed for, all dry periods can be modelled as a mixture of "within" and "between" event dry periods.
3) Rain or showers?
In the previous section just the dry periods were considered, in this section those periods which are wet
will be considered. Each of these periods are characterised by a duration and a rainfall rate; a scatter plot
of one against the other is shown in Figure 10. it shows
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Figure 10: On logarithmic axes a scatter plot of durations and r11infall ratu. The lines of data points to
the left and bottom of the plot are due to the discreti·
sation of the time periods by rounding to the nearest
tenth of a minute.
that a negative correlation exists between rain rate and
duration so that the heavier the rain the shorter the
duration and only light rain persists for long periods.
if the rainfaii rates and durations are bi-variately
log-normally distributed then the marginal distributions should be log-normal. From histogram plots and
moment fits this appears to be the case for rainfall
rates but, as for the dry durations, the wet durations
appear to have losses for short durations and to have
a heavy tail. Thus, a mixture again appears to be
required to fit the data but now the modes of the
components are much closer than for the dry durations and the method used to separate those cannot
be used for the wet durations.
Further evidence for a mixture of log-normal bivariate distributions is shown in Figure 11 where the
conditional mean rainfall rates for given durations are
shown. If the distribution was uni-modal the points
should line on a straight line but 2 straight sections can
be seen which are positioned to suggest a mode centred about high rates with short durations and another
mode with lower rates and longer durations. These
modes suggest showers and rain respectively but much
further work is required to show this more definitely.
CONCLUSION
The digitised breakpoint data not only provides all tra·
ditional measurements available from auto·raingauges
to a defined accuracy but is also a "natural" repre·
sentation of rainfall. Three features of the data were
presented above in support of this. First, the change
of rainfall rate process was shown to be non-Possion
and so not strictly random in time - the chance of
the onset of rain is not constant through time. Second, the intervals between rain are distributed as a

10
DuralionB (mina)

100

Figure 11: On logarithmic axes the conditional mean
rate of rainfall for each duration is plotted provided a
sample of at least 15 was available for the duration
concerned. The straight lines show least squares fits
to the 2 linear sections.
bimodal log-normal - one mode being the dry peri·
ods between rainfall events and the other those within
an event .. lastly, the durations and intensities of rain
are bimodal bi-variate log-normal - one mode being
associated with showers and the other with rain.
lt would appe.ar that significant future progress in
the study of rainfall is more likely. to be made using
data that closely reflects what actually takes place.
Thus, the design of auto·raingauges, which directly
provide an electronic output without the intermediate
paper chart, should be such that they detect changes
in rain rate rather than rainfall amounts in fixed times.
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PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS FOR VERIFYING SPACE OBSERVATIONS OF RAIN
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Laboratory for Atmospheres, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, U.S.A

Introduction
A Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) is
being planned by NASA and the Science and Technology
Agency of Japan to fulfill a scientific need to understand
the role of latent heat on global circulation and hence on
climate and long-range weather variability (Theon and
Fugono, 1988)(Simpson, 1988). Only through space
observations of rainfall in a near tropical orbit can adequate
sampling and resolution be obtained to derive the diabatic
heating. But remote sensing is complex with uncertainties
requiring a number of assumptions. Thus the manner in
which space observations could be verified and perhaps
even calibrated became an immediate issue in the planning
of such a mission (Atlas and Thiele, 1981). Recognizing
also that there was much uncertaintv in conventional
rainfall measurements, it was c~ncluded that a
comprehensive "Ground Truth" program needed to be
implemented as soon as possible and that the program
must include fundamental rain measurement research as
well as developing special data assimilation methods for
existing rain observational systems, e.g., rain gauges and
radar. Although the large area! coverage required must
involve radar, there are a number of techniques being
investigated to enhance other direct or indirect
measurements of rainfall to better describe the highly
variable characteristics of rainfall. Microwave attenuation

links, optical rain gauges, Doppler rain gauges,
capacitance rain gauges, acoustic (hydrophone) techniques
for oceans, multi-parameter radars and airborne radars are
among those being investigated. A parallel effort is the
development of climatologies from representative rainfall
regimes to facilitate TRMM sampling studies and to
support remote sensing instrumentation and algorithm
development. A number of field experiments involving
airborne radar and radiometers are anticipated.
Strategy
Because of present uncertainties in the direct
measurement of precipitation, particularly in obtaining high
resolution rain rates, and the primitive state of deriving
large area rainfall statistics fro1n radar, a comprehensive
pre-mission research and development strategy for
validation was envisioned for TRMM (Thiele, 1987). The
ultimate objective of the pre-mission strategy, of course, is
to provide the technology and methodology for obtaining
uniform and reliable statistics from representative rainfall
regimes throughout the tropics during the mission (Fig. 1).
Although the goal of TRMM is to provide monthly
averages of rainfall spatially gridded at approximately 500
x 500 km, there will be attempts, obviously, to make
instantaneous comparisons as well.

TRMM Ground Track for 35° Orbit with Ground Truth Verification Sites; 1 Day--16 Orbits

Fig. 1.

The black squares show the locations of the primary test facility (Central Florida) and the secondary test sites. Radar and
rain gauge data are already being collected at the Florida, Australia, and Kwajalein sites and observations are expected to
begin in Thailand during 1989. The white areas indicate potential sites of other representative rain regimes.
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While regional climatologies of rainfall have already
begun using current technology with available radars and
rain gauges, extensive research is underway to investigate
new observational techniques, or where feasible, to
improve conventional ones. A number of experimental
techniques and systems both for measurements and
calibration are currently under study (Table 1).

Under the microwave transmission path will be at
least two disdrometers and a number of state-of-the-art rain
gauges for calibration including a specially designed
weighing rain gauge, particularly suited to calibration.
Also, at least two new "gauge" techniques will be
investigated, i.e., an optical rain gauge and an upward
looking Doppler rain gauge. Also located at the Wallops

TAilLE J.. EXPEIUMENTAL RAINFALL METHODS
ADVANTAGES

DEVICE
I)

OPTICAL RAIN GAUGE

FAST RESPONSE, WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE, EFFECTIVE ON BUOYS FOR OCEAN
MEASUREMENTS

2)

ZEI'<1Til POINH'\G VIIF-UHF
DOPPLER RADAR

EXI'UCIT VERTICAL VELOCITY, DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION, RAINFALL RATE,
LEVEL OF DIABATIC HEATING

3)

SCANNING DOPPLER RADAR

_MESOSCALE VERTICAL MOTION, PROFILES OF CONDENSATE PRODUCTION AND FALLOUT

4)

MULTI-PARA,\1ETER RADAR

SEMI-INDEPENDENT ESTIMATES OF RAINFALL

5)

MICROW AYE ATTENUATION
wmi ALTERNATING HORIZONTAL
AND VER'OCAL POLARIZATION

CAliBRATION OF RADAR STA TISTJCS OVER LAND AND OBSERVATIONS OVER WATER; LESS
LESS DEPENDENT ON RAIN DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION

6)

.SCINTILLATIONDISDROMETER.

RAIN DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND RAIN RATES

1)

FIBER OPTICS/LASER DISDROMETER

DIRECT RAIN DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND RAIN RATE (DOES NOT DEPEND ON ASSUMED
FALL VELOCITY)

8)

SATELLrrE BEACON A'!TENUA'I10N

SAMI'UNG OVER REMOTE (OCEAN) AREAS

9)

AIRBORNE MULTI-FREQUENCY
DOPPLER RADAR

SAMPUNG OVER OCEANS/REMOTE AREAS

10)

UNDERWATER HYDROPHONES

SAMPUNG OVER OCEANS, INTEGRATION OF RAINFALL OVER A SURFACE AREA

11)

PROFILERS

VERTICAL STRUCTURE IN CONVECTIVE CLOUD SYSTEMS

To examine new surface measurement techniques, a
small scale experimental rain measurement research
facility, Fig. 2, is being developed. This facility is located
at Goddard's WalloDs Fli2:ht Facilitv. Vir2:inia. A
polarized multi-frequency microwave att~~uatio~ li!lk wili
be the key component of the facility. Attenuation of
horizontally propagating microwave radiation is strongly
related to the intensity of intervening precipitation and less
sensitive than radar Z-R to rain drop size distribution
(Crane, 1985; Ulbrich and Atlas, 1985). The six
frequencies to be employed are two near 8.7 GHz
vertically and horizontally polarized 24, 35, 82, and 245
GHz. The latter two are furnished by the Communications
Research Laboratory of Japan who is participating in this
experiment. From these experiments, the intent is to select
the most suitable methods and equipment to employ at the
Florida test site as a primary standard system for
calibration and further precipitation research.

Fig. 2.

Flight Facility is a rain simulation/calibration facility for
comparing different kinds of gauges and obtaining
absolute calibrations at variable rain rates. Higher rain
rates exceeding 1,000 m..'rl/hr that the facility is capable of
make it possible to determine the upper limit of certain
ga:.~ges.

For improved observations over oceans, two
approaches are being pursued. One involves an airborne
2-frequency Doppler radar being designed for installation
on NASA's DC-8 aircraft. This instrument will also make
an important contribution to the development of algorithms
for TRMM The second approach involves surfaced based
techniques, e.g., optical devices for measuring rainfall
from ship and buoy platforms, and hydrophones for the
acoustical detection of rainfall. The latter units can either
be tethered below a moored or drifting buoy or anchored to
the ocean floor at moderate depths. The optical rain gauge

Artist's. concept of attenuation link indicating vertical and horizontal polarization and supporting rain gauges.

- 75 and hydrophone experiments are being accomplished
through collaboration with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in connection with
similar validation efforts associated with the World Climate
Research Program's Global Precipitation Climatology
Project (GPCP). In fact there is very close collaboration
between TRMM and GPCP in all aspects of rainfall
validation.

be achieved with reliable rain rate measurements. In the
past, most approaches to rainfall estimates from radar have
depended on the generalized application of the MarshallPalmer Z-R relationship. However, current investigations
have verified that there is an extremely high correlation
between the fraction of rain rate above a certain threshold
and rain rate averaged over a large area (Short et al.,
1989)(Fig. 3 ). For convective rain, this threshold has
been found to be in the approximate range of 5 to 10
mm/hr. This correlation is based on relatively stable
probability density functions (PDF's) ofrain intensities for
wide area rain cloud systems having similar depths. The
Height-Area-Threshold-Technique (HART), as it is called
by Atlas and his eo-workers, makes use of this
relationship to provide more precise Z-R functions tailored
to varying convective characteristics as may occur in
different regions and/or different seasons. The necessary
PDF's for an area can be obtained from a few well
calibrated rain rate gauges within the area covered by the
radar.

Two other methods of obtaining corroborative rain
data is through inference from mass, heat and moisture
budgets derived from surface wind measurements or
rawinsonde data. In one technique, convective outflow at
the surface is related to rainfall (Ulanski and Garstang,
1978a, 1978b, 1978c). The downward vertical velocities
are integrated over time and space to estimate downward
mass transport which in turn can be directly related to
rainfall. Over much larger areas, surface fluxes of
precipitation are inferred from heat and moisture budgets
calculated from upper air soundings describing a large
volume of the atmosphere (See, for example, Brummer,
1978). This budget method is one of the few techniques
that can provide an estimate of rainfall amount on the
largest scales of interest to TRMM.

If the pre-mission objectives are satisfactorily
accomplished; there will be at least 3 or 4 key ground truth
sites already in place and functional to begin providing
validation data when the mission begins. However, it is
intended to pursue cooperative efforts to obtain "ground
truth" observations from other representative areas as well.
The TRMM program will depend heavily on contributions
from other countries and their institutions for additional
"ground truth" data.

Improving direct measurements of rainfall intensity is
expected to substantially increase our confidence in large
area estimates of rainfall derived from radar reflectivity
observations. This is particularly so now since recent
studies (Atlas et al., 1989; and Rosenfeld et al., 1989)
show that substantial improvement in such estimates can
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Fraction of rain r~te above ~ mm~r versus area averaged rainfall <R> for recording rain gauges (a) and 5-cm
radar (~) at ~arw:m: Austral!~, denved f~om the 12-day data set shown in Fig. 4. Note that the same level of
correlation with stmtlar slope IS observed Independently by the rain gauge and radar.
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As indicated earlier, data is being collected regularly
from three tropical sites using calibrated radars with digital
recording systems in association with recording rain rate
gauges. At the present time, the radars in Florida and the
west Pacific (Kwajalein) provide only reflectivity data.
However, the radar in Darwin, Australia, includes Doppler
capability. During this past rainy season at Darwin (19881989), dual Doppler observations were made with a
second Doppler radar in connection with the National
Science Foundation grant to the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. An example of an area averaged rainfall
product is shown in Fig. 4.

To be successful, the mission is dependent on high
quality "ground truth" data. The averaged TRMM rainfall
data could conceivably be validated with rain gauge data
alone, but instantaneous calibration will require four
dimensional precipitation data from at least one location in
the tropics. The second validation approach must have
priority early in the mission because preliminary
verification would be more rapid than with the
climatological approach.
While the TRMM satellite project provided the
impetus for this rather extensive program of experimental
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Fig. 4.

Day (1987)

Daily averaged rain rates for 12 days of Special Operating Procedures-2 from the Darwin area as estimated from
the rain gauge network and the NOAA!I'OGA!I'RMM radar using a locally determined Z-R. The radar data
were observed within the 30-90 km range interval. The 19 rain gauge sites· were within 100 km of Darwin.
Note the close agreement between the radar and rain gauge 12-day average.

Through a U.S. Bureau of Reclamation cooperative
program in northern Thailand, a new higher precision 10
cm Doppler radar with recording capability, supported by
approximately 50 recording rain gauges, will provide
continental tropical rainfall data beginning in approximately- ·
1990. More recently, a collaborative arrangement is being
sought with the Thailand Department of Meteorology
which has recently acquired a new 10-cm Doppler radar
with full digital recording capability for installation at
Phuket, Thailand, 8° North latitude. This-is an outstanding
location for TRMM if sufficient recording rain gauges can
be provided. Other potential sites that have come to our
attention recently are associated with experiments
involving rain measurement networks is Niger, Central
Africa, Luzon, Philippin,es, and Indonesia.
Data from the three initial sites are being collected
continuously for processing at NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center. While the raw data will remain the basic
archive, a number of rainfall data products are planned,
including a variety of statistical and phenomenological
analyses. Resources are limited at this time, but every
effort will be undertaken to ma:ke these data accessible to
serious researchers over and above those directly
supported by NASA.
Conclusion
Validation of the TRMM observations is expected to
be accomplished in two ways: (1) average the TRMM
rainfall data over time periods of a month for large areas
(500 x 500 km) and compare with similarly averaged
ground truth measurements. (2) compare both the rainfall
and height distribution data from TRMM with the
instantaneous values observed at one or more "ground
truth" stations and from airborne radar as available.

reseaith.to validate· the space observations, the potential
for contributing to a broad field of precipitation research is
enormous. Ind«ed, it was hoped that these efforts would
encourage new interest and stimulate a wide range of
investigations in an area of research that is perhaps one of
natures least understood atmospheric phenomenon. The
TRMM project and the related "ground truth" program
cannot support all of the studies that may contribute, but
the unique data sets being acquired offer great opportunity
for the study of rainfall characteristics, associated physical
processes, and data assimilation techniques, for example.
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TEST OF A TRIGONOMETRICAL MODEL OF SLOPE RAINFALL
IN THE SMALL RINGELBACH CATCHMENT (HIGH VOSGES, FRANCE)

AMBROISE Bruno, ADJIZIAN-GERARD Jocelyne
Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches Eco-Geographiques (CEREG UA 95 CNRS)
Universite Louis Pasteur, 3 rue de l'Argonne, F 67083 Stra~bourg, France

Abstract
A tr i gonometr i ea 1 mode 1 ( Serra 1952, Sharon
1980), wh i eh takes into account topograph i ea 1
parameters, permits an estimation of the point
rainfa 11 vector on a slope, from measurements
made at a same site with 3 differently tilted
rainqauoes. This model has been verified in the
small mountainous Ringelbach catchment (36 ha),
where 14 sites have been equipped with such set
of 3 raingauges. It permits an explanation of
1arge
differences
observed
between
the
"meteorological" and "hydrological" point
rainfall within the catchment.
KEY-WORDS: rainfall, slope, point measurement.,
tilted
raingauge,
trigonometrical
model,
Ringelbach catchment, Vosges.

INTRODUCTION
In mountains, rainfall is difficult to
measure and to map with precision. Rainfall can
exhibit large spatial variations depending on
topography and wind pattern. On slopes,
standard horizontal raingauges give only an
indication
of
the
precipitated
water
("meteorological" point rainfall}, which can
differ largely from the amount of water
actually intercepted by the sloping ground
("hydrological" point rainfall).
A simple trigonometrical model (Serra, 1952,
1953; Sharon, 1980) permits us to relate both
these quantities and to estimate the point rain
vector from 3 differently tilted raingauges.
This mode 1 has been tested in the Ri nge 1bach
study watershed, where climato-hydrological
researchs have been carried out since 1976 (ERA
569 CNRS 1982) •

downwards)
- the azimuth Zr from which rain is falling
(measured from the North, clockwise).
When this ra i nfa 11 vector is intercepted by
a tilted raingauge -whose orifice area S has a
slope angle It (from the horizontal) and an
orientation Zt (from the North, clockwise)-,
the collected volume VT can he expressed:

- as a rain depth PT, per unit of tilted
orifice area S
- as a rain depth PTc, per unit of its
projection S*coslt on an horizontal plane.
These quantities are related to the rainflux by
the following classical expression, derived
from the cosine law of spherical trigonometry
( Serra, 1952, 1953; Sharon ,. 1980):
PTc • PT I coslt • VT I S*cosit
PT • R*[cosit*cosir + sinit*sinir*cos(Zt-Zr)]
wher~ .the point rainfall vector (R,Ir,Zr) is
usually unknown, while S, It, Zt and VT are
fixed or easily measured. This unknown point
rainfall vector can therefore be· estimated by
using measurements from a set of 3 differently
tilted raingages, each providing one such
equation with 3 unknowns.

Two particular cases of inclination are
especially interesting to use in such a set of
tilted raingauges:
-a raingauge with its orifice parallel to the
ground surface (slope Ip, .aspect Zp) measures
the "hydrological" point rainfalls PP or PPc
(collected volume VP):
PPc • PP I cosip • VP I S*coslp
PP • R.[cosip*coslr + sinlp*sinlr*cos{Zp-Zr)]
- a raingauge with its orifice horizontal
measures the "meteorological" point rainfall PH
(collected volume VH):

I

The rainflux can be considered as a vector
defined by three variables:
- its intensity R
- its incidence angle Ir (from the vertical,

PHc = PH • VHIS • R*coslr
The ratio PPciPH , which can be used to compare
the
"hydrological"
and
"meteorological"
rainfalls -relative to the same unit of
horizontal area-, is then expressed by (Sharon,
1980):
PPciPH

=.1

+

tgip*tgir*cos(Zp-Zr)
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By using at one site a set of 3 raingauges
(l horizontal, 1 parallel to the ground, 1
tilted differently), it is therefore possible
with this simple model:
- to explain the differences observed between
"hydrological" and "meteorological" point
rainfalls, by taking into account the
trigonometrical relationships;
- to relate these quantities to the point
rainfall vector, resulting from the interaction
of topography and wind.
When only total rainfalls by event are
measured, the model gives an estimation of some
equivalent "mean" rainfall vector for each
event.
APPLICATION

The Ringelbach catchment (Fig. 1)
The Ringelbach
study catchment;
near
Soultzeren (Haut-Rhin), is a small basin (36
ha) cut in a large South-facing slope on the
eastern si de of the centra 1 Vosges Mountains.
It is covered mostly by grassland, with a tall
pine forest on the crest between the Hurlin and
Heidenkopf summits. Altitudes range from 748 to
1000 m a. s. l., slopes are rather steep (mean:
20•, maximum: 35°), and their exposures vary
from SSE to WNW around a WSW modal aspect.
With respect to the dominant rainy winds
from the W and SW, this basin presents we 11
contrasted topographical conditions:
- the Geisberg slope, which is leeward;
- the windward Hurlin and Bunker slopes, which
are also higher than the Geisberg slope;
- the valley bottom, well screened from wind by
tree lines and groves along small dry-stone
wa 11 s.
Measurement network and data.
To test the trigonometrical model of
rainfall vector, a rather dense network of
measurement was installed in the catchment:
- 14 sites chosen along transetts
representative of the main topographical
·
features were equipped with 3 raingauges, whose
orifice was 0.40m above the ground: 1 parallel
to the slope, 1 horizontal and 1 tilted in a
third direction.
- at 8 of these sites, wind quantity was also
mea~ured at a height of 2.50m.
- at the site SMG near the catchment, rainfall
at 1 m above the ground ·and wind speed and
direction at a height of lOm were also
continuously recorded by an automatic weather
station.
This network was in operation in 1987 and
1988 from April to October inclusive. Rainfall
measurements were usually made just after each
rain event, with a reading error of about 1%.
Such data is available for 60 rain events,
very
different
rain
corresponding
to
intensities and meteorological situations.

As an example of the application of the
model,
results
will
be
trigonometrical
presented here for an event (October 3-7, 1988)

with heavy rain and a strong WSW wind. At the
SMG automatic· weather station, total rainfall
measured by the standard ra i nrecorder was
59.4mm, the mean wind speed at a height of 10m
was 6.45m/s and the mean wind direction 238°,
with a narrow fluctuation range.
"Hydrological" and "meteorological" rainfalls
(fig. 1, 2)
Significant rainfall variations are noted
within this small catchment, much larger for PH
(from 24 to 71mm) than for PPc (from 50 to
71mm}: intercepted rainfall is minimum at well
ventilated sites (H2, B3}, and maximum at well
screened sites (G1, V1).
The ratio PPc/PH also exhibits large spatial
differences:
-the ratio is greater than 1 -i.e.PPc is
greater than PH- at all sites except a value of
0.92 at the site H3 , which in fact is located
in a small clearing within the pine forest;
- minimum values (near 1) are observed at well
screened s-ites in the valley bottom or in
clearings, where intercepted rainfall is about
70mm;
- maximum values (up to 2.16 at H2) are
observed at well ventilated sites near the
crests, where intercepted rainfall is much
less.
Along the slopes, the ratio increases regularly
with increasing altitude, while the intercepted
rainfall decreases ..
These large spatial variations of rainfall
and the significant differences between PH and
PPc observed during this windy event in this
sma 11 catchment can in fact be exp 1a i ned by
comparing its topography and the rain vector
pattern -as estimated at each site with the
trigonometrical model.
Estimated point rainfall vector
Rain direction (Fig.3)
First of all, the validity of the model can
be verified at the SMG automatic weather
station, where a very good correspondance
between the computed rain direction (Zr = 255°)
and the observed wind direction (238°) is
noted.
In the catchment, the estimated pattern of
rain direction seems also very coherent. On the
slopes, rain directions are very similar to the
observed wind direction at SMG. In the valley
bottom, this direction is slightly modified by
a channe 11 i ng effect a long its SSW-NNE axis.
The only noticeable exception is observed at
the clearing site H3: the estimated SSE
direction, which is opposite to the others, is
probably due to local eddies created by the
surrounding vegetation during this windy event.
Rain incidence angle (Fig. 3)
The spatial pattern of the rain incidence
angle is very consistent with the wind speed
pattern:
- the estimated incidence angles, which vary
largely from 5° at G1 to 78° at H2 during this
windy event, are well correlated with the wind
speeds measured at 8 sites;
- low angle values (Ir < 20°) are observed in
the well-screened valley bottom (sites G1, V1,
.V2}, where wind speed is minimum (1.6m/s at
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Vl); a low value is also obtained in the
protected clearing site H3;
- very high values (Ir > 70°) are observed on
the well ventilated crest: sites B3 and
especially H2, where wind speed is maximum
(B.lm/s).
Rain intensity (Fig. 4, 5)
Point rainflux intensity also exhibits very
large variations (from 63mm at H3 to 120mm at
B3) within the catchment. It can be observed:
- low values (R < 80mm) in the valley bottom
and the clearing site H3, which are screened
from wind;
- on windfacing slopes, a sharp increase of
intensity with increasing altitude;
-on leeward slopes (Rl and especially G2), a
much higher intensity than in other sites at
the same altitude.
Note that -as a result of vector geometry and
of the wind pattern- the rain intensity is
respectively maximum and minimum, where the
intercepted rainfall is respectively minimum
and maximum.
Rainflux intensity therefore seems to be
controlled by 2 effects:
- a general trend of increase with altitude,
with a very good positive correlation between
local intensity and local wind speed;
- an opposite aerodynamic effect around crests:
local perturbations of wind flows due to the
crest induce a rainfall intensity which is
higher on leeward than on windward slopes, with
a correlative decrease in wind speed -during
this windy event, the mean wind speed was 4.1m/s at G2 but 12.4m/s on the crest just
above it.
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CONCLUSION
Due to the especially dense raingauge
network installed in this small basin, it has
been possible:
- to assess large spatial variations in both
"meteorological" and "hydrological" point
rainfall, which also differ significantly from
each other;
- to explain these differences by using a
simple trigonometrical model, whose validity
has been verified at one reference station;
- to deduce from sets of 3 tilted raingauges an
estimation of the point rainfall vector
(intensity, angles), whose spatial pattern
seems very consistent with the wind pattern
resulting from the local topography.
Similar results have been obtained for many
other rain events (Adjizian et Ambroise, 1989).
This trigonometrical approach permits a
better understanding of the effects of
topography -according to weather types- on the
local spatial distribution of rainfall in a
mountainous area; and to estimate and to map
with a higher precision this essential
component of the hydrological cycle.
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A STUDY ON OBSERVATION ERRORS OF PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS AT DIFFERENT
HEIGHTS BY WIND TUNNEL
Cheng Zhi Bing and Fu Yao Xian
Hydrologic Service of Anhui Province, China

VroM tne contrast data or preoip1tat1on
gathered from the field, it has been observed
that the greater distance of the rain-gauge
from the ground, the less precipitation is to
be collected, especially on roof tops where
the value diminishes more evi4ently. fhe chief
cause is attributed to ttl.e inf.l.uence'o:r wind.
~n a b.orizonta.l. flow field, eitner tne installation of a rain-gauge or the erection of a
house produces resistance against tb.e wind velocity, thus making the flow line or air flux
deformed. ~his directly affects the falling
of raindrops to be drifting apart tovards the
leeward of tile rain-gauge or architecture which
in turn causes the observation errors of precipitation measurement.
fo verify the physical prooes8 and tne
scope of influence produced by such errors, we
have specially made rain-gauge and house models
under the arrangement and guidance of the former
Rydrology .llUreau or the JUnistry of BJ.eotrio
.t>ower and Water .ttesouroes. .ttoom bU1 of Jlllanjil&
aViat1on •nst1tute was also requeste4 to make
wind blowing test in their lectures on wind tunnel. fhe wind velocity and direction around the
rain-gauge and building were measured and at the
same t1me observat1on as well as photographing
on flow chart were made with certain successfUl
results. fhe basic pr1nc1ple ~d the result
acn1eved 1n our exper1ment is hereby introduced
ror rererence as follows;

tne a1m or our exper1ment is an approach to
tile study of the trace of a single raindrop,
thus leading the verification of toe p~s1cal
process or tne drifting raindrop aoove the raingauge.

dx ··lrdt
dy • Vdt
dz • Wdt
. dx
lJJrx\\t), 7\t), 11\t), t) •

vlx\(tJ,

dz

• w(x~tJ, y\\tJ, s\tJ, ~

dt

Aside from ita own quality, tile flUid particle
in the field of wind flow, vi.l..l. also oe aftootbd
by the wind. Aaoordillg to Jlevton •s seoond law,
the moving ~uation ia
_@_ •

dt
dW
lit•
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fne general equation'ia
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~he aoove is tne vector equation of the fl~id
movement. J. t illustrates a certain flTU.d part~
ole is follovin& its mov1n8 regularitY and explains
tne aovement of raindrop in the wind now tiel.
of tne three dimensional space. aeant1me, its
trace changes in oonfol'l!ll.ty with the change of the
wind veJ.ocity and direction in the !low tield.

l:he
strument
tne !low
with the

rain-gauge and tne nouse in which tile in1s installed become the solid oarriert in
field. l:he flow line, in it& enoountJr
solids, beoomes deformed as shown in ~iag.

1,

to determine tne three-d1mens1onal space,
toe yector rad1us "J. of a certain flUid particle
pos1 tion is 1- • t + l + 1:: 1n orthogonal ooord~nate.
x
Y
z
~cause of the fact when tne fluid is in
motion, the position of the fluid particle
changes in accordance with the time, and theretore tt1e
o! tile !.l.uid particle position iS tb.e
continuous !Unction or the time {t).
~ • ~ \X r Y p Z , tJ
0
0
0
At the t1me of t, tile trace function of the fluid
particle 111
.X.: • L ~x , y , z , tJ
0 0 0
Y • r \X , y , z , t1

r

0

0

0

z, \Xo' Yo• •o• t),
As the trace is the space passage of the flUid
particle, tne differential equation of tracing
position of tne rluid particle during the time
of dt is
,X •

the ohart of ftrious flow lines of t~e
air flux surrottndin& the solid
~he efreot produced by these deformed flow
J.J.nes on the IIIOn.D& Z'lll.ndropa in the rJ.ov r:S.eJ,d
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causes •he variations of •ne trace, tnus changing
tne ~ccation of the falling raindrops on reaching
tne ground.
~~.

.1.11. Analysis on the wind tUIUJel
e:z:periment
1. ille changing oond1tions of the flow l~ne
:Ln the Tioinit;r of tile iustrume11t and
tile build:LnC

4%perimentaL nesign and *ethod

1 • lllxperimental models
!he si:z: selec•ed mode~s consist or u.·rm
standard ra~n-gauge, 1.2m automatic rain-gauge,
0,7m. standard rain-gauge with wind shield, 0.7•
standard ra~n-gauge w~th d~version f~ow tai~ vane,
a one-storey bui~d1ng with steeple root and a twostorey oui~ding with flat root.
2. Wind velocity test
~e place selected should be near the
ground where the ~nd veloc~ty can arreot comparatively great in1'luenoe on the obserrat~on yalue of
preo~p~tat~on, i.e. b, 9, 12, 22m/s. and 4 kinds or
wind veloo~ty test, equivalent to ~aufort soale 3,
5, 1. and 9. ~he first stage is to blow tour t111es
on each model, and at 8Tery observat~on point surround~ng the model., measure tile w:l.nd nloo:l.ty and
wind direction. mne directions to ue tested should
oe at the top, bottom, left and rignt sides of eaoh
observation po~nt, and record tile four angles; eleYat~on, depress1on, de!~eot1on left and defleotiou
right.
3. rlaoement of observation points
ln accordance witn the aim ot the e:z:periment,
there are two kinds for the placement of observat1on
po~nts.
khe first kind is aimed to study the
change of flow :Line in the vic1n1ty ot the instrument and tne ou11d1ng. Observat1on po1nts are to oe
pLaced accord1ng to three-d1mens1onal space. ~e
po1nta are denae~y p~auedw and tae mode~ uoale 1B
oompara,;ively larger. ~e second kind is to study
the 1ntluent1a1 ~1111t ot the barrier. Ooservat:l.on
points are vert1oaL1y placed w1th1n the same oross
section. ihe points are thinly arranged, and the
model scaLe 1s smal~er. On the other nand, 1n order
to study the minimum distance e:z::Lst1ng between tile
r&1n-gauge and the Duilding, the vertical. dropping
line tor the measurement of wind velocity should oe
Placed rrom the wall at the distance equivalent to
tue ne1gnt of tne ou1!d1ng, 0.5, 1, 2,' and 4 t111es.
4. wina tunnel
Low speed, reflux openiP& wind tunne~ is
to ne used. ~lle sectional. view 1'or e:z:perimenta!
segment should appear in oval shape, witb. the
llorizontal axLe 1.2m, and vertical a:z:J.e u. '1t:lm.
Lhe equivalent circular diameter ot tb.e section
is 1m. as shown 1n the p1oture. V1tll the slant1ng pipe micro pressure meter, measure and control the wind ..-elocity or the incoming wind o:r
the e:z:perimental section, and with 5 hole prooe,
detect any point's wind ve:J.ooity and wind direction in the f~ow field.

~1) o.7m. standard ra1n-gauge model 1s t~e
key point in close observation. &t tile surrounding space of tne rain-gauge receiver With a w~dth
ot 0.'7m a!Xl. height of Oo35m., bO observat1on
points are to lbe placed. ll(easure the wind velocity
and wind direut~on at eacb. obeervatlon po~t ~der
four di:t:'fertJnt lti.uds of wind velocity. .li'rom the
ooservation, we oan know

aj ln order to compare t ..e measurement l)f the
changes of wind velocity in ,;ne wind field at e.aou
ooservat~on po1nt, use opposite wind velocity expressed in tile term o:r .r..._ (X; ..:!;J. w1 is the wind
~'~ •• is the wind
veloo:l.ty observation point,"'•
andM
velocity of the incoming vind.)
~e experiment shows even if the wind velocity
of the incoming wind 1s dit:t:'eren.t (from 9 m;s to
22 mfsJ, tl:le X IL value at tile same position around
the instrument 1s basically unchanged. ~his d.ndioates tllat the K.. Talue is only related to tb.e
location o:r tne ooser?ation point, but not with the
extent of the wind force. ~e now tield of the
model is in conformity v:l.tll s~lar geometrical and
similar movement of dimension analysis.

b/ At the observation point on the direct
upper-side of the (rain-gauge) receiver, the wind
Yelcc~ty

increases

~T1dsntly.

~he

vind veloc1ty

increases more ~igniticantly especially at section
.B which is nearer to the receiver. Itts X,.. TS,].ue is
1.32 ~as shown in diag. 21
~
-~Gl

£ /cm/

l il
,:::

~_.

<Ds

IN

.

/#

,;..

,,D,

t.'l4

,)J

IJH

J,'IJJ
,,'g;

,.'U
/.QZ

7(!

SI!

/cm/

D:istanoe from the centre of the instrument

lij.ag. 2.

!lllie distribut1on obart o'! tb.e tront .
vind Yelco:Lty \X~) surrounding tile
rain-sauge.

~e ollanges of tile wind velooi ty are not the
same both at the windward and leeward below tile
receiver. However, at the place 6 cm below the
receiver, tile K. .... Yalue diminishes to 0.7 -o.a.

of ~e depression and el8T8t1on angles of
the wind direction at each obser?ation point $re
not similar, and the e:z:per:Lment gives its result
as shown in diag. 3.

Pie.

1iind tunneL insta.Uatl.on

'""' 89 -

~. '

!he distribution chart or the front
w1lld direction around the rain-gauge.
fhe data in the diag, shows wind direction observation points, ~e positive
is elevation angle, and tne negative is
depression angle.

~m the diag, '• it can be seen that along
tne windward upper edge of the receiver, it be'omes the increased area of the elevation angles,
ihe bigger tne elevation angle, the nearer the
:receiver. lhe angles oan be enlarged from 7°~
to 11•-20'. lt indioat•s tMt the rlr :nu.z at
that plaoe is curving upwards. ~he upper edge
of tne leeward receiver 1s the increased area of
ine depression angles. ~be observation point
neerest to tne receiver can be enlarged to 68,5°.
:the air flux at this looat1on has an obv:l.ous downvard curve.
0

'l!he depression and elevation angles or tne
fl011' line together with the air nux are similar
to theoretical curve of deformation, once they
•ncountered thqsolid barriers.
d/the situation of' the~ or right deflection angles of tbe wind direction at each observation po1llt is shown as in diag. 4. .lfrom the diaJl'&lllr it can be seen that the windward opening
e.ir !Lux at the receiver 1s deflecting towards
'both sides, the more evident tbe deflection is,
the aearer it 1s near the receiver. ~e largest
deflection angle is 11 .9•. !ltb.e lnward air nux
at both sides 18 oonyerging towards tb.e central

Distance from the centre of the receiver\emJ
Diag. 4

:!!he distribution chart oi' the level wind
direction around the rain-gauge
''.llhe data 111 tne diag, snows the deflection angles of wind direction observation
point, facing the coming wind, r1gnt
deflection is positive, and le!'t defleatioa negative J.

. b/ ~n= a~ flu. at the windward housa front
and roof' forms a larger elevation angle. at tne
time when the wind velocity is 22 m/a (i.e. w1nd
foroe scale 9J, tile elevation angle ~ormed by the
air nux in the.v1o1n1ty of roof' eaves can oe enlarged to 29,9°, and under tne same condition, tne
observation point elevation angle at tne flat roofing building is greater than that at the sloping
roo!ing. 'J!he change of' •he flow l1lle in the air
nux is sb.ovn in diag. 5.

, ffiEBEB
~·

.ns.

close observation in accordance wion
the aforesaid condition of sloping roofing and
flat roofi1'1g building models, tne result indicates
,2t

~m

a/ as tne bu.ilding causes comparatively large
convergence, the increase is the largest in the
noinity of the sloping roor ridge and its .~~. ... value
f'8&Ches 1.41.

EE

r-r-1-1-

EE

Diag. 5 'lhe chart shows the flow l1lle of front
wind over the flat rooril'1g balding
models.

2. fne 1netrumst and lObe out-of-door
surrounding oondations
Por tne purpose of' deteot1ng tne extent
and range affected by sol1a barriers \bu1ld1ng)
on tne flow line in tile flow field within tne
apace norisontally ~ times and vertioa~~Y tw1ce
or tne ne1gb.t or the 'U1!d1ng, measure out the
reiat1ve wind velocity K~ and wind d1reot1on.
Nrom the result oi' the exper1ment, we can see
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11 1

!!!ha change o! tb.a
to w~nd velocity.

.li.JJ.

value ill ralatJ.va

at the windward side with a diatanoa frolll
the waLL foot aoout double the height of tb.a
DUildJ.Il&, .K.,., value changes obVJ.ousl:v; at tile
distance :rrom the wall foot twice the heigllt or
the Dllilding, .ll.,._ value on the sloping roofill&
ouJ.lding ob.anges within the range of:!: 5~, wb.i.La
on the flat roofJ.ng W.ilding .ll.,._ value changes
wi thm!. 1 5:>'. On the perpendic \Llar line at tb.e
distance rrolil the waH :root :5 - 4 t:i.llles the
uUJ.ldJ.ng neignt, the .11.~ value at each oosarvation poJ.nt has no basJ.o change, 4t the leeward
sJ.de, tne .~~.,._ vaLue J.s mucn more af:tacted by tna
oUJ.lding, At the .Location with a distance from
tna wall root 4 t;Lmas as tb..a DUJ.LdJ.ng beJ.gb.t,
tne .ll."' vaJ.ue sti.i.l cllanges. !lirectly over tne
root witn a distance aoout twice the ouilding
neignt, the value more than 15%.
(2).

1'b.e change of wind direction.

At the windward side, at the space of doublJ.ng the distance from tne wall root, the elevation ang.l.e reacb.es over 1()%, At the height
twice the distance !ro~ the wall foot, the elevation ang.l.e decreases to 6" • When the distance
increases to :5 - 4 times, the e.Levation ang.Le
oeoomes sma.l..l.er, even the .largest on.l.y about 4°•
'Jihere are two situations ex;Lsting in the
leeward wind direction. WithJ.n the distance lass
tnan the heJ.ght of the buJ..i.dJ.ng, the wind is completely D.l.ooked and tne confused flow can oe
ooserved under such condition. ~e ooservation
po~nts

at tne

u.e~gut

o:r the bw..ldJ.ng bave tb.e

apparent depressJ.on ang.l.es. At the distance or
twice the bui.l.ding b.eigut, the .Largest depression
angle can reach :54°. ln the same condJ.tion, the
efrect produced on the :C.at roofJ.ng lx!J.ld:l.ng is
greater than that on sloping rooting, ~t the .
distanoe o! ~ times from the val.L, tb.e depressJ.on
Bll&.Le lessens •
..1.1/.

Summary

1. In the wind flow field, the effect produced iJy the vo.Lume ol the 111J.ld1ng J.S much
greater than tnat of tne raJ.n~auge, ~he blildJ.ng not on.Ly J.ncreases the wind ve.l.ocity on the
roor and also at tne windward side at tne upper
wa.LL sJ.de, tne air flux makes an elevation angle
to almost over :50°. 'ihe influence scope wil.l. be
double the height of the ouilding, Such condition affects two killds of resu.l.ts. :l!he first is
tne wind velooity increases according to tne
heignt, :llhe location of the rain-gauge p.Laced
on the roof is nigher than the ground, so the
wind velocity around~he rain-gauge is greater
than that on the ground. Consequently, the vo.Lume or dri:tting raindrop~ increase oorresponditl.g].y. Tile second is the lx11J.ding itse.Lf which
strengthens the convergenoe of air nux, thus
inoreasJ.ng the wind velocity to produce more and
larger scope raindrops to be driftillg. !the
aoove two conditions cause tne precipitation
measurement on the roof smaller than that on the
ground.
2. Witn the J.nstallation of wind shieLd
or diversion now tail Ya,ne. on tne rain-gauge
receiver J.t can !ower tile convergence of air
uux at tb.e edge of the receiver, oecause the
outside of streamline produces resistance ooetfJ.c~ent .Less tnan the outsJ.de of the raingauge. In .Lotus-type wind shie.Ld, there are
gaps among the blades, and also the upper
edge or the blade is stretching outward. lt
WJ.ll weaken the convergence of air :nux •. Jb:perimen~al data proves they actuallr produce
the effect or preverl'till& wind.

:5. o:iingle po.Le raJ.n-gauge. Yhrough the
experJ.ment lly mean:a of mstrwnent models of
o.7m and 1.2. J.n heJ.ght, 1t proves that the
efl:'ect produced b,y such J.DStrument on the
air flux is onlr related to the change of
the wind velooit;r Yitl:l.ill the range o! u,31110.4~~tof tne receiver.
..11.t is ellltireiy differs t from the infiuence o! the air :nux pro- ·
duoed lily' the bUJ.lding,
4. A8 to the question o! minimam dietame oetween tne rain-gange and the barrJ.er,
owing to the different sizes and shapes of
the barriers (including DUildings, trees, eta.)
they prodlioe difrerent effects on the air
nux. ~e experimental data proves that tile
resJ.stanoe on the nat roofing buldJ.ngs iS
tl:l.e greatest, and then on the s.l.opJ.ng roofJ.n$
ones. ~rom these experiences, we can make the
inference that smaller effect vi.L.L come fro•
the dome-shaped bUildJ.ngs aDd trees. .1. t tar-.
ther proves the distance :from the tree· to the
rain-gauge shou.Ld not oa .Less th.an twice the
b.e;Lght or the tree, and from the silopi-gg roofing luJ.lding 110t less than :5 tl.llles the b.eJ.gb.t
o! tne t:uJ..LdJ.ng, and also from the group by
group flat roof:~.ng buJ.ldings not leas than 4
tues the height of the luildings.

WMO
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Precipitation Measurement
St. Moritz,l989 Switzerland
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1. PRESENTATION OF EXPERIMENT

the

rain

collected

by

the

raingauges between two field visits.
In

order

affecting
raingauges,

to

rainfall
an

estimate

dispersion

measurements

experimental

by

2. RAIN FILES

raingauge

network was set up from January .1 987 to

The raingauge calibration curves were

August 1989. Five tipping bucket raingauges

constructed in the laboratory. They showed

(a type commonly used in France) were

a classic tendancy of this type of apparatus

installed in close proximity (a few meters

to overestimate low intensities of rainfall

apart) on a cleared site. Two types of

and to underestimate high intensities.
After files were · made for rainfall

sensors were tested:
-P2, P3, and P4 rain gauges: 1000

with a duration of S minutes for all of the

cm 2 ring, 20 gr plastic buckets, conic

raingauges and the days of rainfall, the

shaped housing. P4 was placed on ground

calibration curves were improved so that on

level, P2 was 1 m above ground level and

average the sum of S minute rainfall

P3 was 4 m above ground level.

recorded between two readings of the

-PS and P7 raingauges: 2000 cm2

jerrycan was equal to the volume measured

ring, 20 gr stainless steel buckets. PS had a

in the jerrycan. Using these new calibration

rectangular housing (80 x 50 cm). P7 had a

curves, the base file for 6 minute rainfall

cylindrical housing (50 cm diameter). Both

was corrected for possible errors or under

were placed 1 m above ground level.

and over estimatation. This· made it possible

Wind

speed

and

direction

were

measured at 1 m and 4 m above ground

to compare the rainfall recorded for each
raingauge without time series bias.

level.
Recording of rainfall was carried out

3- COMPARISON OF TOTAL RAINFALL

by an electronic system which counted the
number of tips per minute.

The study dealt with total rainfall

Collection of rainfall passing through

measured at each visit to the field. Table 1

the buckets was done using a jerrycan which

shows the discrepancies in % established
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A more or less aerodynamic shape of

for height of rainfall collected by each
raingauge in relation to that collected by P2

the housjng influences rain catch.

(located at the standard height in France).
. 4- COMPARISON OF. CHRONIC 6
Table 1 Discrepancies at P2 in % Calculated

MINUTE RAINFALL

for a total rainfall volume of approximately
The analysis was made for 48 rainy

1500 mm

days, I.e. approximately 2500 time periods
Raingauge

P3

P4

Discrepancy in % -7.S +4.S

PS

P7

-s.a

3.5

of 6 minutes for which an Intensity greater
zero

than

was

detected.

Collection

capacities were defined as ratios in % of
rainfall heights measured by the raingauge
The following lnequation for volume

studied compared to that measured at P4.

was systematically proven: P4 > P2 > P3.

P4; the ground level ralngauge was used as

These three raingauges were exactly the

a control value.

same and Table 1 shows the evolution of the

For each apparatus the results were

rain catch with the height of the ring above

ground level. At 4 meters above ground

intensity of rainfall was distributed Into 15

level, the deficit in collection reached 11 %.

c~tegories

A raingauge set up at the standard height of

(average Instantaneous values recorded

1 m for the French network showed a

during

collection deficit over 4%.

distributed into 15 categories of 0 to 20

from 0 to 150 mm/h, wind speed

each

minute

of

rainfall)

was

m/s. The different samples making up each
The height of the ring above

the

ground interferes with rain catch.

category ·of rainfall and wind intensity· were
of unequal values. Their size varied between
150 and 0. Only samples with a value more

PS and P7 raingauges, where the

than or equal to 10 were retained.

rings were located 1 m above ground level,
also showed a decreased rain catch. The
unaerodynamic rectangular shape of P6

4:1

REPRESENTATIVENESS OF 6

MINUTE RAINFALL MEASUREMENT

induced a collection deficit on the order of
11% compared to the reference value at

In each of the defined samples ( 15 x

ground level. Tha discrepancy in rain catch

15 in theory, 8 x 11 in reality), dispersion

between P2 and P7 was approximately

was very high. This shows the very great

3.5%. lt should be noted that these two

discrepancies which

types of apparatus are commonly used in

measurement

French networks and P2 is a more recent

increased with lower intensity rainfall. The

design than P7.

study of the samples from the lowest

over

affect the
time

which

rainfall
further
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intensity category (between 0 and 1 mm/h)

level (see figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6). They were

was

lack of

made using average values for each sample.

during

The curves were developed from non-linear

(total

regressions between rain catch and wind

mm)

speed, with the rainfall intensity as the

not possible due to the
of results.

significance
March 30th,
rainfall

Rainfall

1988, for example,

was

approximately

90

illustrates this fluctuation (see fig. 1). The
relationships between the heights measured
at P2 and P4 respectively varied between ±

parameter.
Two types of curve evolution were
found:

when

-for the PS and P7 raingauges, a

intensities above a certain threshold were

decrease in rain catch occurred with wind

selected (see fig. 2}.

speed. This was even more apparent with

70%1

The

variation

decreased

This variability could be found In all
42

days studied

low rainfall intensities. In agreement with

and cannot only be

the results in paragraph 3, P7 showed a low

attributed to a time difference between the

rain catch. lt reached only 70% for the low

recorders.

intensilies observed with significant wind

For all the samples,

a variation

speeds.

coefficieni oi rain caich between 20% (iow

-the curves for P2 and P3 raingauges

intensity categories} and 5% for the highest

were less regular. In the low Intensity

intensities was found.

range, the rain catch Increased with wind

Non-continuous

recording

(each

. speed I lt approached 105%. Our knowledge

minute) of a non-continuous measurement

of fluid mechanics does not explain this

(bucket tipping) of a

non-continuous

phenomenon. We attribute this "excess

phenomenon (variable nature of raingaugjng)

'rainfall" to the measurement network. The

leads to a highly approximate

poor rigidity of the plastic components used·

temporal

estimate of S minute rainfall heights
Faced

with

current

In this type of apparatus caused a poor wind

demands,

resistance. This causes all the devices to
ma~es

particularly in urban hydrology, much work

vibrate which

remains to be done on the recording of very

appears to us to be the most plausible

short

explanation. In the higher intensity range,

duration

rainfall.

Currently

the

inaccuracy is quite high.

them tip too soon. This

the curves change and a decrease in rain
catch can be noted when wind speed

4.2 EVOLUTION OF RAIN CATCH AS A

increases. The influences of the 'early

FUNCTION OF RAINFALL INTENSITY AND

tipping' phenomenon Is less Important: the

WIND SPEED

risk of observing an early tipping is reduced
as the filling time for each bucket is

A graph was constructed for the P2,
P3, PS and P7 raingauges with the P4
raingauge used as a reference for ground

shorter.
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Rain gauge P2 and P4 : Gauge catchment power variation
as a function of rainfall Intensity and wind speed
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- 95 Rain gauge P3 and P4 : Gauge catchment power variation
as a function of rainfall Intensity and wind speed
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Rain gauge P6 and P4 : Gauge catchment power variation
as a function of rainfall Intensity and wind speed
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Rain gauge P7 and P4 : Gauge catchment power variation
as a function of rainfall Intensity and wind speed
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basins. The more or less sophisticated methods of

5. BYWAY OF A CONCLUSION

extrapolating rainfall measured over a few cm2 to
Much work needs to be done in rainfall metrology.

several km2 seem to hide a poor knowledge of

The appearance of micro-processing recorders on

point rainfall.

the market has not made up for the insufficiencies
of the sensors. On the contrary,

they have
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POINT SNOWFALL MEASUREMENTS WITH DIFFERENT METHODS
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Precipitation is the primary
source of water supplies and for all
water balance studies the accuracy of
precipitation data is crucial. All over
the world considerable efforts are
concentrated to correct the observed
precipitation and - on high latitudesparticularly snowfall measurements.
In southern Finland ( N60° 23 1 ,
E25° 02 1 ) .on an open experimental field
( 200 x 430 mm) five different methods
were used to compare the results of
snowfall measurements. The mean vegetation on this field was lichen and
heather, the mean top height being 40
cm above the ground surface.
Instruments and methods
Due to inaccuracy of precipitation
gauges the following methods were used:
The stake station (~T) consists of
25 measuring stakes graduated into ems.
The stakes are located in a square of
1.

20 x 20 m at intervals of 5 m. Snow
density was determined with KorhonenRelander snow scales having a cylinder
of lOO sq. cm cross section. In order
to obtain the necessary precision the
number of density measurements complied
as far as possible with the recommendations made
(1967).

by Hegedus

and

Szesztay

2.
Snow pillow (SP). The area is 10.5
sq. m., Fig. 1. The pillow is a tank
m.ade of neoprene rubber reinforced with
terylene, and filled with a mixture of

eliminated by a 0.5 cm film of parafine
oil in the float cylinder.
The changes of the liquid column
were recorded by a limnigraph (modell
A. Ott, type X). The recording ratio
used was 1:2.5 and the diameter of the
float was 250 mm. The height of the
liquid column is read at an accuracy of
0. 5 mm from a measuring pipe installed
in the float tank. Thus, height observations made by the recorder can be
adjusted.
3.
The snow plates ( PL) are white
metal discs 35 cm in diameter. A steel
wire 50 cm long is installed in the
centre of the plate. The plate is laid
on the surface of snow so that the
upper surface of the plate is at 1 the
level of the snow surface. After a
snowfall the plate is discovered by
means of the wire, and a round collection vessel is laid on the plate.
vessel is fastened on the plate,

The
the

sample is allowed to melt and the
amount of melt-water is measured. - In
the test field, two snow plates were
used and the mean value of the observation 'results was calculated.
4.
The collection area of the standard
Finnish precipitation gauge ( P 1 50 ) is.
500 sq. cm and the height from the
ground 150 cm (Wild gauge, in use 19091981/82). It is sheltered by a Nipher
windshield,
( 1973).

Helimi:iki

and

Tammelin

ethyl alcohol and water in a ratio of

5.
The collection area of the precipitation gauge (P 40 ), the height of which

1:2 to prevent freezing. Evaporation is

is 40 cm, is also 500 sq. cm. There is
no ·windshield in this gauge.
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absolute difference of their observation
values is smaller than that of any
other observation method ( 2. 2 mm/period).

Snow p.illow 10.5 m2

Connection tube

Fig. I. The installation of the snow pillow
used by the Hydrolog.ical Office.

The highes.t correlation with the
different methods- was between the snow
pillow and the stake station. The
smallest correlation coefficient was
between the observation values of the
precipitation gauges, although their
mean values were almos-t equal, Table 1.

comparison of results
Comparative s.tudies in F-inland'
The results obt:a-inedc by the abovefive different methods were compared on
the basis of a ma.terial which consistedo-f 25- periods fro.m five different
winters with weather condi t±ons fairly
normal. The length of most thes.e periods.
was one week and the p.eriod·s. were
chosen so that snow fel.l but no melting
occurred.
The precipi tati.on determined with
the snow plates gave the highest weekly
mean value, 15.7 mm. At the stake
station the.- co.rresponding mean value
was 15.4 mm and. with the snow- pillow
The two precipi tat.ion gauges
used clearly gave lower value_s-~ the

Several s.tudies. have been made in.
Finland on the accuracy of. snowfall
measurements. Helimliki and Lange (1971)
have compared results obtained by
standard Finnish Wild rain gauges and.
by snow plates in the measurements ofsnow-fall. The number of observation
days was· 71. The total. precipita.tion
measured by the s.tandard gauge was.
177. 2 mm and tha.t measured by the snow
plate 203. 7 mm. Thus, the. result obtained by the snow plate was. about lS %
higher than that obtained by the.standard precipitation gauge.

14 .1 mm.

st·andard·
12.6 mm
Thus, the
snowfall

gauges 150 cm and. 40 cm gave
and 12.9 mm, respectively.
s.tandard gauges underestimated
by 20 % when compared· to the

measurements with snow plates and 18 %
when compared to the s.take- s-tati.on.

Helimliki and Tammelin ( 1973} have
investigated the. usabi.l.i ty
gauges of different types
measurement ci.f snowfall. The
precipi tatiO.n gaug,e used in

of rain
fo.r the
standard
Finland

proved to be rather unsatisfactory in.
the. measurements of snowfall in open
pLaces.•

T·he mean values of the prec±pi t.at.:t-on gauges· agreed well, but the differences in separate values were high.. The
st:and'ard deviation of the observation
values with the precipitation gauge at
the height of 150 cm was smaller than
that of the values of the gauge located
close to the ground.

Kuusisto

(1984)

made a. detailed

comparison of snowfall data gathered at
nearby precipitation gauge. The data
con.si.s:ted of 818 day·s during nine
accumulati.on pe:t:iods. Especially in
regls:tering smal.l chang.es of water
equivalent- the snow pill.ow there proved
to: be unreliable.

There is a fairly good correla.t.ion
between the results of the stake station
and the snow plates ... The mean

According to So.lantie ( 1981) the
true precipitation in southern Finland
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Table 1.

Correlation coefficients between the used methods.

PL

SP

ST
SP
PL

0.989

p40

pl 50

0.985

0.976

0.960

0.984

0.972

0.968

0.958

0.958
0.947

pl 50
p40

Fig. 2 presents the regression lines for the dependence of
the observation values of the snow pillow on the results
obtained by the other methods. The regression lines drawn
with the observations of the precipitation gauges as independent variables comprise one pair of lines and the regression lines of the snow plates and the stake station the
other pair.

50
mm

A
0

40

precipitation gauge
Precipitation gauge
Snow plates
Snow stakes
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.....c:
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The
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RESULTS OF PRECIPITATION INTERCOMPARISON MEASUREMENTS BY VARIOUS
PRECIPITATION GAUGES ON POLYGON BRATISLAVA - KOLIBA FOR PERIOD 1975 - 1988
LAPIN,M., PRIADKA,D.
Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute, Bratislava, CSSR
Problematics of atmospheric precipitation
measurement methodics by the Czechoslovak standard precipitation gauge METRA - 886 was solved
within the framework of the state research task
in the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute
(SHMI) in period 1971 - 1985. The whole serie
of intercomparison measurements by various ·national precipitation gauges, precipitation· gauges in various localities, with various wind
shields and with various surface arrangements
[1] was realized in connection with this research in period 1973 - 1984. These measurements
have been continued also after 1984 in limited
range. In this paper, we mention a part of intercomparison measurement results, mainly from period
1975 - 1984, but also from other periods from the
whole duration of experiments in form of poster.
Description of experimental polygon
Within the framework of the mentioned state
task, the most extensive experimental measurements were realized in field of the meteorological observatory Bratislava, Koliba, which lies
in altitude 286 m. Detailed information about
extent of experiments are illustrated on Fig. 1
and 2 with supplementary explanations. All main
measurements were made once daily at 07.00 hr
mean local time. Anemograph SIAP with the wind
velocity sensor and with uninterrupted registration of wind direction and velocity is situated in the centre of polygon in the height
2 m above ground.
Results of intercomparison measurements
Results of measurements were summarized in
5 tables and we try to demonstrate differencies
of measured precipitation totals by various precipitation gauges in them. Basis for comparison
is present~d by the Czechoslovak standard precipitation gauge METRA without wind shield, with
orifice 0,05 m2 (500 cm2) in the height 1 m.
This precipitation gauge is used in two versions
- in wintertime, it consists only from large
vessel, in other part of the year, orifice is
formed by funnel from which precipitation water
is drained to small vessel. Precipitation, measured by this precipitation gauge, are mentioned
as mean for the given period in mm, measured totals by help of other precipitation gauges are
expressed in % of total, measured by precipitation gauge METRA. Besides of this, long-term
mean of precipitation total for locality Bratislava, Koliba for period 1951- 1980 is mentioned
in Table 1.
The greatest extent of experimental measurements was in period 1975 - 1984. These results
are summarized in Tab.l., and from them, it unambiguously follows, that in strong windy condi-

tions of station Bratislava, Koliba, where a sufficient amount of snow precipitation is in winter, the
influence of wind shields on increasing of measured
precipitation totals is significantly manifested from
December to February. Wind shield Tretyakov, mainly
in connection with precipitation gauges METRA and
HELLMANN (made in Hungary), was found to be the most
effective. In spite of this, by precipitation gauge
HELLMANN, smaller evaporation and wetting in cold
half of year present positive fact, but smaller orifice in comparison with precipitation gauge METRA negative one. Precipitation gauge WMD with wind
shield Alter reached comparable results as HELLMANN
and METRA with shield Nipher, while smaller orifice
(127 cm2) also presents negative fact.
In Tab.2, there are mentioned comparisons of
measured precipitation. totals by precipitation gauge
on the level of the ground with measuring by precipitation gauge METRA in standard position. GGI-3000
with orifice 0,3 m2 (3000 cm2), which is being used
in complex with evaporation gauge from free water
level (made in USSR), presents here a new precipitation gauge. Also in this case, the highest totals
were obtained by precipitation gauge HELLMANN, which
·are even higher than by measurements with wind shield
Tretyakov in warm half year.
In Tab.3, there are mentioned comparisons of
measured precipitation totals similarly as in Tab.l,
but in dividing according to state of aggregation.
Under.mixed precipitation we understand falling of
liquid and solid precipitation simultaneously, or
alternating during the day. Measurements by precipitation gauge USSR 0-1, at which the height 2 m
above the ground, smaller orifice (200 cm2) and also
worse construction qualities (material) present unfavourable fact, were also included to this group.
In spite of this, it reaches relative high totals
of measured precipitation, mainly in winter, thanks
to wind shield Tretyakov. Share of solid precipitation from the global total was 12,2 % in given period
and that of solid and mixed together 24,7 %.
In Tab.4, there are mentioned comparisons of
precipitation totals for precipitation gauges with
continuing measurements also after 1984. It is seen,
that also for period 14 years, there were obtained
similar results as for period 10 years (Tab.l).
In Tab.5, there are supplemented comparisons of
precipitation totals measured by precipitation gauges
METRA and 0-1. It is practically demonstrated, that
wind shield Tretyakov is comparably effective in case
of both precipitation gauges, but the mentioned 3
deficiencies of precipitation gauge 0-1 (in description of Tab.3) lower measured precipitation totals
in comparison with precipitation gauge METRA.approximately by 2 % regularly during the whole year.
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Conclusion
On example of simple comparisons of measured
precipitation totals by various national precipitation gauges, we tried to demonstrate need of
international intercomparison measurements.
Results of measurements help to find out certain
positive, as well as negative qualities o~ individual precipitation gauges from the point of
view of systematic errors of measurements and
allow comparison of national methodics for corrections of systematic errors of precipitation measurements. Our experiences confirm also that such
intercomparison measurements are possible to be
realized only on the assumption of qualitative
professional level of observers as was achieved
in CSSR only on the ombrometric polygon Bratislava, Koliba.
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Fig. 1.

A view on the ombrometric polygon of meteorological station Bratislava,Koliba in 1986.
(Photo: Z.Kmentova)

Fig. 2.

Spacing out of precipitation gauges on the
ombrometric po.lygon Bratislava, Koliba in
October 1977 - 1985.
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Description of prec.ipitation gauges and
equipments on Fig. 2 ..
METRA 886 with orifice in height 0 m (ground)
HELLMANN with orifice in height 0 m (ground)
WMO with orifice in height 0 m (ground)
HELLMANN with orifice in height 1 m
METRA 886 with orifice in height 1 m
METRA 886 with orifice. in height 1 m and with
white painting:
METRA 886 with orifice in height I m and with
black painting
METRA 886. with orifice in height 1 m and with
green painting
METRA 886 with orifice in hei.ght I m and with
wind shield Nipher
METRA 886 with orifice in height 1 m and with
wind shield Tretyakov
HELLMANN with orifice in height 1 m and w.ith
wind shield TretyakiDv
WMD with orifice in height 1 m
HELLMANN with orifice in height 1 m and with
wind shield Nipher
METRA 886 with orifice in height 2 m and with'
wind sh.ield Tretykov
HELLMANN with orifice in height 2 m and with
wind shield Tretyakov
WMO with orifice in height 2 m
METRA 886. with orifice in height 2: m
HELLMANN with orifice in height 2 m
0-1, the Soviet product with orifice in height 2 m
and with wind shield Tretyakov
anemograph SlAP with wind sensor in height 2 m
various ombrographs
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Table 1
8ratislava,Koliba. Comparison of measured precipitation totals using precipitation gauge METRA (without
wind shield), METRA+N (with wind shield Nipher), METRA+T (with wind shield Tretykov), HELLMANN (without
wind shield), HELLMANN+N, HELLMANN+T, WMO+A (with wind shield Alter). Mean for period 1975- 1984 in mm
and in % of totals measured by precipitation gauge METRA. In the first row, there is long term precipitation mean for period 1951 - 1980 according to precipitation gauge METRA.
Months
Precipitation
I
II
III IV
V
VI
VII VIII IX
XI
XII
X
Year
gauges
METRA (mm)
METRA (mm)
METRA+N (%)
METRA+T (%)
HELLMANN (%)
HELLMANN+N (%)
HELLMANN+T (%)
WMO+A (%)

43
51,2
108,0
115,5
101,0
110,4
119,5
110,6

40
40,2
105,8
112,8
104,3
109,7
116,2
107,4

43
40,2
105,2
108,0
102,0
105,8
112,7
105,7

55
45,7
102,5
105,0
100,7
105,4
106,9
104,6

62
56,8
101,7
102,4
99,1
101,6
103,0
101,3

82
59,8
101,8
102,6
100,3
103,1
104,7
102,9

74
51,5
102,2
103,6
99,8
102,4
104,1
102,3

69
58,6
101,4
103,3
99,8
101,9
104,4
102,2

41
52,1
101,3
102,3
99,6
102,1
103,2
101,8

49
39,2
102,2
103,6
99,6
101,9
104,0
102,4

59
59,9
103,2
108,6
102,5
106,5
110,0
105,6

51
44,3
104,8
114,2
98,5
108,1
116,4
106,7

668
599,5
103,2
106,6
100,6
104,8
108,4
104,3

Table 2
Bratislava, Koliba. Comparison of measured precipitation totals by precipitation gauges with orifice on
the ground level (o) with measurements by precipitation gauge METRA in standard position. GGI-3000 is
precipitation gauge with orifice 0,3 m2 from evaporimeter set with free water level. Mean for period
1975 - 1984 in mm and in %of precipitation totals of precipitation gauge METRA.
Months
I
V
VI
VII VIII IX
Precipitation
II
III IV
X
XI
XII
Year
gauges
METRA (mm)
METRA-0 (%)
HELLMANN-0 (%)
WM0-0 (%)
GGI-3000 (%)

45,7
105,8
107,5
106,0
107,0

56,8
101,6
104,1
102,1
102,8

59,8
101,5
104,0
102,4
102,0

51,5
101,9
103,8
102,1
103,0

58,6
101,1
103,6
100,9
100,7

52,1
101,1
103,3
100,5
102,5

39,2
103,5
105,5
103,1
105,3

362,8
102,2
104.4
102)
103,1

Table 3
Bratis1ava, Koliba. Comparison of measured precipitationAotals in sense of Tab.l., at distribution of
precipitation totals on liquid (L), solid (S) and mixed (M). Means for periods 1978- 1979 and 19811984 in mm and in % of totals measured by precipitation gauge METRA. (0-1+T - Soviet precipitation
gauge with wind shield Tretyakov).
Months
Precipitation
I
V
VI
VII VIII IX
III IV
X
XI
XII
II
Year
gauges
METRA (mm)
L- 1 i q u i
METRA (mm)
METRA+N (%)
METRA+T (%)
HELLMANN (%)
HELLMANN+N (%)
HELLMANN+T (%)
WMO+A (%)
0-1+T (%)
M- m i x e d
METRA (mm)
METRA+N (%)
METRA+T (%)
HELLMANN (%)
HELLMANN+N (%)
HELLMANN+T (%)
WMO+A (%)
0-l+T (%)

42,6
d

47,7

40,5

40,6 65,2 56,4 47,2 56,4 58,7 31,8 59,3 48,4

594,8

p r e c i p i t a t i o n

11,9 10,3 21,9 35,9 65,2
103,7 104,1 103,2 101,5 101,6
104,5 106,0 104,2 103,0 }02,0
110,8 101,1 103,4 100,0 99,1
114,9 104,5 107,6 102,6 101,8
117,1 110,0 108,4 103,1 102,7
113,5 103;2 102,4 102,3 101,2
115,2 105,5 105,3 100,1 101,3
p r e c i p i t a t i o n
13,3 9,8 17,4 4,7 105,9 103,9 102,7 102,1
108,9 112,7 105,9 107,9
93,9 103,9 101,4 97,9
102,1 111,8 104,2 103,9
104,5 113,5 111,2 106,8
99,0 101,4 103,3 100,7
100,6 112,7 111,7 108,9

56,4
101,5
103,1
99,3
102,5
103,8
102,2
102,4

47,2
102,0
103,3
99,5
102,6
104,3
102,5
101,6

56,4
101,8
103,7
99,3
101,6
104,0
101,7
102,4

58,7
100,9
102,3
99,2
101,9
103,0
101,1
102,4

31,8 34,6
103,3 100,4
103,8 102,5
98,7 102,4
102,3 105,0
103,3.105,3
102;5 103,5
101,0 104,3

17,3
102,8
103,4
103,1
108,1
109,4
102,6
106,0

447,6
101,8
103,1
100,2
103,2
104,6
102,4
102,7

19,1
100,4
106,8
103,0
108,4
110,7
106,6
111,6

10,4
104,8
113,8
101,0
101,6
114,8
101,6
111,9

74,7
103,1
108,8
100,5
105,5
110,4
102,7
110,7

Continued
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Table 3
I

T- s 0 l i d
METRA (mm)
METRA+N (%)
METRA+T (%)
HELLMANN (%)
HELLMANN+N (%)
HELLMANN+T (%)
WMO+A (%)
0-1+ T (%)

II

Ill

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

Pr e c i p i t a t i o n
17,4 27,6 1,2
115,7 107,5 118,8
135,0 118,1 144,9
98,6 103,5 115,9
114,3 110,3 120,3
133,7 119,7 155,1
122,1 110,6 140,6
126,3 112,3 127,5

XI

5,6
106,2
124,2
103,5
115,9
126,5
111,5
110,0

XII

20,7
104,0
119,1
90,1
106,7
122,0
107,5
118,2

Year
72,5
108,6
123,3
98,7
110,8
124,8
113,0
117,4

Table 4
Bratislava, Ko1iba. Comparison of measured precipitation totals by precipitation gauges METRA (without
wind shield), METRA+T (with wind shield Tretyakov), HELLMANN (without wind shield), WMO+A (with wind
shield Alter) and precipitation gauges on the ground level (0). Mean for period 1975 - 1988 in mm and
in % of totals measured by precipitation gauge METRA.
Months
Precipitation
I
II
Ill
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII IX
XI
XII
Year
X
gauge
METRA (mm)
METRA+T (%)
HELLMANN (%)
WMO+A (%)
METRA-0 (%)
WM0-0 (%)
GGI-3000-0 (%)

52,7
115,2
100,7
109,6

44,8
113,1
102,7
107,4

43,0
108,0
101,0
105,0

39,2
104,5
99,9
103,5
105,7
105,3
107,4

60,7
102,4
98,5
100,2
102,0
101,2
103,4

63,0
102,4
98,9
101,4
101,8
101,0
102,4

48,4
103,3
99,0
101,6
101,8
101,3
102,4

66,1
102,8
98,9
101,1
101,4
100,0
101,0

48,9
102,4
99,1
101,2
101,3
100,5
102,7

36,4
103,4
98,8
101,7
103,3
102,6
105,0

60,9 51,9
108,3 110,8
101,3 99,6
103,4 104,2
-

616,0
106,3
99,8
103,2

Table 5
Bratislava, Koliba. Comparison of precipitation totals measured by precipitation gauges METRA. (without
wind shield), METRA+T (with wind shield Tretyakov) and 0-1 (with wind shield Tretyakov- made in USSR).
Mean for period 1978 - 1988 in mm and in % of totals measured by precipitation gauge METRA.
Months
Precipitation
I
II
Ill
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII IX
X
XI
XII
Year
gauge
METRA (mm)
METRA+T
0-1+T (%)

45,8 48,9 43,5 40,1 63,6 63,5 45,4 68,7 51,4 33,4 62,6 54,4
116,9 114,4 108,4 10~.,5 102,1 102,8 103,0 102,6 102,3 102,7 107,7 109,5
112,0 111,5 106,9 103,7 100,6 100,6 100,9 102,0 102,2 101,4 106,0 109,2

621,3
106,2
104,6
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WINTER PRECIPITATION IN AN ALPINE REGION: COMPARISONS BETWEEN
STORAGE GAUGES AND WATER EQUIVALENT OF SNOWCOVER
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Abstract
An analysis is made of over 20 years of parallel
measurements of winter precipitation (Oct.April) by means of storage gauges and of the
water equivalent of the snowcover at the 1st of
May. A total of 18 locations ranging between
1300 and 2800 m a.s.l. in the Unth-Limmern
basin, Switzerland, are analyzed. At locations
above approx. 2300 m winter precipitation can
be considered as totally stored in the snowcover.
Assuming the water equivalent of the snowcover
to be "true" precipitation, correction factors for
storage gauge values known to be generally too
low due to wind-induced undercatch can be obtained. Tney vary between 1.01 and 1.62 with a
mean value of 1.29. The high variability of these
correction values reflects the individual nature of
each measurement location.

In addition, direct snowcover measurements at
the end of the accumulation season (end of April,
beginning ·of May) at various locations and elevations were started in 1962. Each year an assessment of the water stored in the snowcover
was made by the Hydrology Section of the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich using
all this information.
All these data covering a time period of over 40
years were systematically analyzed (Ries, 1988).
In the poster presented here, one individual aspect is presented: comparisom between winter
precipitation (Oct. - April) by means of storage
gauges and the water equivalent of the snowcover at the 1st of May in the vicinity of these
storage gauges. These comparisons may serve as
a basis for correction procedures of the storage
gauge values known to be too low due to windinduced undercatch.

keywords: winter season precipitation, snowcover, storage gauge, correction, poster

1. Introduction

e

It is of primary interest to hydro-electric power
companies to be able to assess the quantity of
water stored in the form of snow at the end of the
accumulation season. These assessments are
usually based on standard meteorological data,
an additional network of storage precipitation
gauges and direct measurements of the snowcover at index locations. If only scarce groundbased data are available, remote sensing methods
may yield valuable extra information.

A

In the head watershed of the Linth river situated
in eastern Switzerland (canton of Glarus), an
extensive network of storage precipitation
gauges was set up in 1944 to assess the water re"
sources for hydro-electric development. After
completion of the Linth-Limmern dam at an elevation of about 1850 m a.s.l. (area of the natural
drainage basin = 21 km2) in the year 1962, the
network was extended to neighbouring basins
covering about 30 km2, from which water is diverted to the dammed lake.

storage precipitation gauge
snow course
mountain peak

0

eT27
of.
WE15

Figure 1: Map of measurement locations

5km
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2. &atter diagrams of water equivalent vs.
winter precipitation
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2.1. lnfluence of melting
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Figures 2 and 3 show two examples of scatter
diagrams from two locations of distinctly different elevations: 1975 and 2460 m a.s.l. At the
higher elevation of 2460 m a.s.l. (Fig. 3), the
trend through the plotted points goes through the
origin, indicating that until the beginning of May
there is no loss to be expected through melting of
snow storage at location WE9. At the lower elevation (Fig.2), however, there is an obvious
trend towards lower values of the water equivalent (WE15) as compared to storage gauge precipitation (T27) in years with small values. Figure 2 illustrates the fact that in some years melting of the snow cover with subsequent water loss
has started before the end of April, and as a result, no direct comparison between storage gaug~
values and snowcover is possible. In the subsequent analysis of correction values, only measurement locations above 2300 m a.s.l. were included for this reason.
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In Figures 3 and 4 the same precipitation data of
storage gauge T3 are plotted against the water
equivalent as measured at two nearby snowcourses WE8 and WE9, respectively. The values
at WE9 are consistently higher and show less
scatter than the values at WE8. It should be
noted that snowcourse WE8 is much more exposed to wind influence (predominantly wind
abrasion), while WE9 is less exposed and therefore reflects a more representative value. The local topography needs to be carefully considered
before final statements concerning representativity of snow meastirements can be made.
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Figure 4: Scatter diagrams of water equivalent
of snowcover vs. storage gauge winter
season precipitation at different elevations and locations;
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3. Correction factors k for storage gauge precipitation values
Assuming the water equivalent of the snow
cover to be "true" winter precipitation, an assumption that is reasonable if the snowcourse is
at an elevation above about 2300 m a.s.l. and at a
representative location, storage gauge values of
winter precipitation can be corrected by a factor
k defined as follows:
water equivalent WE
k

=-------------------------storage gauge precip.WI

Some examples of such k-values are summarized
in Table 1. They are based on 23 years of data
(1963/64- 1985/86) and vary between 1.01 and
1.62 with a mean value of 1.29. The 99% confidence limits (min., max.) of 6 of these samples
are also given (mean value of the confidence intervals: 0.22). Gen;;rally speaking, the correiation coefficient r between storage gauge values
and the water equivalent of the snowcover lies
well above 0.6, with one exception (TlO vs.
WE5), where r = 0.04. It appears that the storage
gauge location at TJO is extremely unfavourable.

winter precip.
WI at gauge
Tl9
T20
T3
T3
Tl3
T13
T8
TlO
T24

water equiv.
location
WE17
WE12
WE9
WE8
WE6
WE7
WE7
WE5
WE18

height
a.s.l.
2350
2630
2460
2460
2570
2570
2610
2810
2420

Table 1: Correction factors k of storage gauge
winter precipitation at elevations above
2300 m a.s.l., years 1963/64 - 1985/86
(23 years) based on water equivalent
measurements in the vicinity of the
gauges

It is obvious from these figures that each measurement location is of a highly individual nature, and that careful selection of measurement
sites is a prerequisite for obtaining representative
precipitation values in alpine environments.
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r

0.83
0.61
0.91
0.87
o. 72
0.87
0.83
0.04
0.74

correction-factor k
min.
mean
max.

1. 40
0.85
0.96
0.82

1.22
1.58
1.51
0.98
1.22
1. 62
1. 01
1. 34
1. 04

mean:

1.29

1. 05
1.34

1. 39
1. 69
1. 85
1.16
1.71
1.27
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1•

I ntroduction

In long-term hydrological studies, the amount of
rain and snow has to be measured as accurately
as possible, since precipitation is the largest
component of the water balance. During IO years
of water balance investigations (I977 to I987) in
the abandoned land catchment Krofdorf C in the
highlands of Hessen, FRG, the problems of
precipitation measurement have become obvious
(Sokollek, I983; Ernstberger and Sokollek, I985;
Meuser, Ig8g).

3· Description of sites and instrumentation
Seven comparison measurement sites were installed
in I985, six of them in the grassland or bushy
area, one in a forest opening. If the latter one is
excluded,
the
maximum horizintal
distance
between any two stations is only 6oo m (Fig, I).
Thus it can be assumed that the differences
between the true amounts of precipitation at
different stations are negligibly small, with the
exception of some storms in summer.

At all sites, the
Optimal measurement site locations and gauge
installation methods must be found in order to
catch the "true" amount of both rain and snow
during a hydrological study. If the sites are not
"ideal", a reliable procedure must be developed to
correct the actually measured precipitation for
wind and site influences. Short time intervals are
of special interest.
To meet these goals, a special study was carried
out during a IO month period in I985 to I986 in
the Krofdorf C catchment (Haamann, I987), The
main objective of this study was to find a relation
between the correction factor k (ratio of true
precipitation
to
measured
precipitation
plus
wetting loss) and the degree of wind exposure of
different gauge sites. This relation had to be
determined for actual precipitation for time
intervals of different length.

2..

Study area

The Krofdor£ C basin is situated 50037' north and
8° 34' east, 6o km north of Frankfurt in the
eastern part of the Reinisches Schiefergebirge at
230 to 350 m a.s.l. The catchment area is only
0.33 km 2. In general, it is facing east; the mean
slope is about I4 % (see Fig. I). The average
yearly precipitation of the period I977 to I987
is Sso mm (corrected), of which about IS % falls
as snow. Most precipitation events are of medium
to low intensity. The mean wind speed at circa IO
m height above ground is only 2 m/s.
The vegetation cover is characterized by grassland
(40 %), bushy land (20 %, predominating blackthorn and brooms) and forest (26%). The rest (I4
%) is arable land and roads. The grassland is
partly used as sheep meadow, whereas the bushy
land is a wilderness of no use since 30 to 40
years. Most of the bushes are 2 to 3 m high.

~verage

slope is between o %

and IO %.
Selection of the measurement sites aimed to cover
a broad range of gauge exposure in an area where
the spatial climatological variance is almost zer.o.
The mean vertical angle lX. of obstacles around the
sites is between Io and 240 in the non-forested
area (Fig. I and 2), This site factor was calculated as the average of the angle <X at eight
compass directions, as seen from the orifice of
the standard Hellmann gauge at I m height above
ground at each site. Only obstacles in a distance
less than 300 m from the gauge were taken into
account (Sevruk, I98I).
The more sheltered sites (OC: = go to 240) are
surrounded by bushes (minimum distance from the
gauges 1.5 to 5 m), whereas the exposed sites ( 02
= Io to 4°) are only poorly sheltered by trees and
hills in a distance of more than so m. We tried
to find sites that have a similar shelter to all
compass. directions. Only in the case of the
meteorological station, which was installed in I98 I
under mostly practical aspects and which now has
been included into the comparative measurement
program, wind exposure is exclusively to the east.
The shelter of· the forest opening site (ex= 280)
varies throughout the year. This site is partly
surrounded by an old beech stand. During growing
season the trees form a much better wind shelter
than in winter when they are bare. The given oc
value is a rough estimate of average conditions.
At this site some beeches and spruces form an
angle <X of about 45o, seen from the gauges.
The instrumentation at each site is as follows:
- I Hellmann gauge at ground level in an open pit
(Fig. 3);
- I Hellmann gauge at I m rim height above
ground (standard);
- I totalizer after Friedrich and Haase at 2 m
rim height above ground (comp. Sokollek, I986).
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Fig. I
Map of the study area, showing topography, vegetation and measurement sites

At most of the sites the three instruments were
installed forming an equilateral triangle. The
distances between them are 2 m. The pit gauges
were installed according to the recommendations
of GUnther and Richter (I986). Only at the
meteorological station the ground level gauge was
surrounded by a grid to prevent splash-in. Besides,
this station is equipped with a heated rain
recorder after Hellmann with a rim height of
1.2 m above ground, a thermohydrograph and a
wind speed and direction recorder at 2 m height.
Moreover, wind speed is observed at 9 m height
above ground about 350 m west from the meteorological station (Fig. I).
4· Measurement methods

Starting in August I985, precipitation catch of the
paired Hellmann gauges was measured every 3 to
4 days (twice per week) at the described sites. At
the forest opening site measurements started in
November 1985. The totalizers were emptied once

per month. The Hellmann gauges were run without
snow-crosses to prevent additional wetting losses
(Sokollek, I986; Sokollek and Haamann, 1986).
After each measurement, the collector parts of
the paired gauges were exchanged to minimize the
effects of possibly differing adhesion properties of
different instruments. Only in very few cases the
~easu~ements at ground level were restrained by
mblowmg snow, by water that temporarily occured
on the bottom of the pits or by sheep.
The average wind speed during the half-week
period was determined with the 9 m instrument.
Moreover I to 2 hour wind speed measurements
were carried out at all sites at the standard
Hellmann gauges (I m above ground), using a
mobile anemometer.

5· Results
5.1 Mean values of correction factor k
The total precipitation of the observation period
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Table 1
Total precipitation during the observation period
(August 1g85 to May 1g86) of Hellmann gauges at
o m (P 0 m) and at I m (Pim) height above ground
at differently sheltered sites, and k values.
At the 280-site measurements started in November
1g85.
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Fig. 2
Vertical angle of obstacles oc at eight compass
directions around six precipitation comparison
measurement sites, seen from the orifice of the
I m Hellmann gauges

(August 20, 1g85 to May 30, Ig86) was about 6I5
mm, which is near to the long-term average. High
snow portions were observed in November (35 %)
and February (4I %). February was unusually cold
and dry, only reaching g mm of precipitation.
January showed the highest precipitation amount:
131 mm.
The correction factor k of the standard (I m)
Hellmann gauge at each site was determined by
the ratio of pit gauge precipitation plus wetting
loss Pom to standard gauge precipitation plus
wetting loss P 1 m:

k = P0 m I P1 m

(r)

Total precipitation measured with the Hellmann
gauges at all sites and the mean k values are
given in Table r. Measuring periods with pure mist
precipitation, showing a higher catch of the 1 m
gauges compared to the ground level gauges, are
neglected. Moreover values of precipitation below
2 mm during the 3 to 4 day interval at ground
level are excluded.

28°

SOl

483

1.04

240

6I6

6o8

I.OI

I30

6o6

s87

1.03

100

606

584

I.O.j.

gO

610

607

1.00

40

6os

547

1.11

IO

sgs

530

1.12

1n general the k values increase when the protection against wind decreases. But there are two
exceptions. At the forest opening (0<= 280) the k
is higher than expected. Here the data were
obtained· only during winter and spring, when the
wind shelter by deciduous trees was diminuished
and the portion of light rain and snow was
comparatively high. The lack of precipitation loss
due to wind at the g0 -site is obviously an effect
of the type of. obstacles against the wind around
the station: many single bushes (mainly brooms) all
around the site. On the contrary, the 24o-, 13o_
and 10°-sites are more or less sheltered by dense
bush stands. At the g0 -site the bushes of about 2
m height and the gaps between them probably
have a similar effect to the instruments as snow
fences or wind shields of the Alter type. The
brooms move in the wind like the blades of a wind
shield.
In order to determine site exposure effects for
different types of precipitation, all 3 to 4 day
measurement intervals have been classified into
four categories:
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Fig. 4
Mean k values of the I m Hellmann gauges during the observation period
(August Ig85 to May Ig86} with regard to the type of precipitation,
as a function of the site parameter

ex

~ Rain of mean intensities ~ I

mm/h during the

measurement interval;
- light rain of mean intensities < 1 mm/h;
- snow and mixed precipitation at temperatures
between +2o and oo C;
- snow at temperatures 5:_oo C.
The "structure parameter", i.e. the portion of rain
fallen at intensities below 0.03 mm/min or 1.8
mm/h (Bogdanova, cited in Sevruk, Ig8I}, has not
been taken into account. Too seldom have rainfall
hours cif intensities higher than 1.8 mm/h been
observed.
At the 24°-site the sums of the different precipitation types during the observation period were as
follows (percentage of total precipitation in
parentheses}:
-

Rain > I mm/h:
Rain ( I mm/h:
Snow > o° C:
Snow < oo C:

I8I mm
222 mm
I3g mm
74 mm

(29 %}
(36 %}
(23 %}
(I2 %}

During snow cover periods, a few measurement
data of the ground level gauges at the open sites
(IO and 40) had to be excluded due to obvious
inblowing of snow. In those cases the missing
values were replaced by the mean of the pit
gauge values of the more protected sites. The
snow cover never reached more than 20 to 25 cm
depth.
Based on the total amounts of precipitation of the
paired Hellmann gauges (corrected for wetting
losses}, mean k factors for each type of precipitation have been calculated (Fig. 4). At most sites
the measurement deficit increases in the order:
Rain < light rain < wet snow < cold snow.
The relation between site exposure (oriX} and k
is obvious but not very close. Not only at the

well protected 240-site but also at the aboye
described gO-site, the k values are near I. The
forest opening (28°} shows higher k values than
the 24°-site. This is probably ·caused by the less
effective wind protection of beech stems in winter
compared to the effect of bush stands.
The higher the mean k value, the higher is the
variance or the range (maximum - minimum} of
the "measured" k values of the half~week periods;
see Fig. 5· Thus the uncertainty of mean k values,
which are estimated at exposed sites, is big. The
gO-site shows clearly the smallest range of k
values.

5.2 Monthly values of correction factor k
Monthly k values could be assessed both for the 2
m totalizers and the I m Hellmann gauges. For
this purpose !!!._ measurement periods of the
Hellmann gauges had to be included. The correction due to wetting losses was also done for the
totalizers. The loss per event was assumed to be
o.I2 mm (o.Io mm for Hellmann gauges}. During
the total observation period, the factor k of the
totalizers was lowest at the I30-site (I,03} and
highest at the IO-site (I.2I}.
It should be considered that the mean vertical
angle of obstacles, as seen from the totalizer rim
height, is lower - depending from distance and
height of the bushes, trees etc. - than seen from
the I m level of the standard Hellmann gauge.
The I3°-site is partly protected by rather high
trees, whereas the 24°-site, for instance, is
surrounded by bushes that only reach 2 to 3 m
height.
At the exposed I 0 -site, the monthly k values
clearly depend .on the snow portion of the respective month (Fig. 6}. In the very cold February
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2,0

Rain~

1986 (mean T -6.7° C) the snow fell at temperatures of about -5° to -roo C. The k values are
6.9 (r m) and 8.4 ( 2 m) respectively. At the
protected 24°-site the influence of snow portion
on monthly k is not so obvious except in February. l n October the k value of the r m and the 2
m instrument is below r. This is an effect of
frequent mist precipitation, which was combed out
better by the elevated instruments than by the
ground level gauge. The misty October only had
24 mm precipitation.

1mm/h

1,8
k

1,6
1,4
1,2

S·3 Calculated hourly values of correction factor kh

1,0
2,0

For the 3 to 4 day measurement intervals a close
relation between the "measured" correction factors
k and the mean wind speed during precipitation or
the amount of precipitation per interval could not
be found. This is obviously due to strong temporal
fluctuations of wind speed and precipitation
intensity during each half-week period. Thus, an
attempt was made to find respective correlations
for hourly intervals. We assumed that the fluctuations of meteorological parameters during such a
short time interval are smaller.

Rain< 1mm/h

1,8
k

1,6
1,4

Modifying the method of Allerup and Madsen
(r98o) an exponential approach was used to
calculate the hourly correction factor kh for all
sites:

1,2
1,0

1- -1---I H- - - - - - t- -I

2,0

Snow>

where f is a proportionality factor and Qh the
ratio of houriy wind speed during precipitation Uph
(m/s) to hourly intensity of precipitation iph
(mm/h):

o·c

1,8
k

1,6

Both Uph and iph are measured at the meteorological station (iX.= wo). Wind speed is recorded at
2 m above ground.The precipitation recorder data
are corrected for wetting losses; then they are
reduced to the 1 m Hellmann gauges data of the
respective site.

1,4
1,2

The factor f is assumed to be a constant at any
site during each half-week interval. l t is estimated as follows:

1,0

k = ef·Q

2,0

or

where k is the "measured" correction factor of
the half-week interval (see equation (r)) at the
respective site and Q is calculated as:

1,8

k

f=lnk/Q

1,6

(6)

1,4

'

1,2
1,0

where n is the· number of hours with precipitation
during the measurement interval.

',, J_,___ --- ~- -~

0
Fig. 5
Mean k and
precipitation
with regard
function of

10

20

30

range of k values of 3 to 4 day
data of the I m Hellmann gauges
to the type of precipitation, as a
the site parameter (iZ

Fig. 7 shows the correlation between kh and Qh
at two sites, Some kh values above 4 for cold
snow at the exposed site are not plotted. Satisfactory correlations are only observed at the protected site and in the case of wet snow )oO C at
the exposed site. ln the case of rain and snow
ioo C at the 1°-site site a large variance exists.
Apparently the dots form several "stripes". Some
of these stripes correspond to different 3 to· 4 day
measurement intervals. The slope of the stripes
depends on the factor £. This factor is found to
be between 0.05 and o.rr at the exposed site in
the case of cold snow. The highest £-values are
calculated when the measurement interval is
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b. It is obvious that the relation between mean k
values and the site parameteriis not very close;
see Figs. 4 and 5· Especially the 9°-site shows
much lower k values than expected. This site is
surrounded by single bushes (see 5.1). The roughness of this type of vegetation seems to be
markedly higher than the roughness of the dense
bush stands or forest stands around the other
more protected sites. The results of the shorttime wind measurements at all sites at r m
height also show that the wind decline at the
9°-site (relative to the wind speed 9 m high) is
similar to that at the 240-site. This can only be
caused by the comparatively high vegetation
roughness at the 90-site.
·
The k values for different types of vegetation are
a function of two site parameters: The degree of
protection 02', and the roughness parameter z
(comp. Sokollek, 1986):

/

12

k = function ( CX:, z, type of precip.)

/
/
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1
2
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Fig. 6
Monthly k values ( September 1985 to May
1986 ) of the I m Hellmann gauges and the 2
m totalizers at two differently exposed sites.
Percentage of snow (~o° C) of ·monthly precipitation in parantheses

especially windy and cold. For rain f is between
0.005 and 0.01. Although the mean k value for
rain at this site is about r.r, some kh values
above 2 are calculated when rain intensity is
below o.r mm/h.

(7)

We found the spatial variability of roughness in a
bushy area to be greater than we expected,
although such areas are favourable for precipitation comparison studies (see Golubev, 1986).
c. At two sites the effect of "overprotection"
could be observed temporarily. During rain periods
the catch of the Hellmann gauges at the 280-site
(forest
opening),
where oc at single
compass
directions is about 45°, was often smaller than at
several other sheltered sites. In the case of cold
snow, the· catch of the pit gauge ·at the 240-site
was somewhat smaller than at the neighbouring
9°- and I30-sites (see Table 2). This might be due
to the interception effect of some bushes near the
pit, which form a vertical angle of approx. 4So,
seen from ground level;
·
·
d. The assumption that the influence of wind .on
gauges in open pits can be neglected (GUnther and
Richter, 1986) must be verified. In Table 2 the
amounts of ground level precipitation measured at
the sites in the non-forested area are listed. Only
at the I0°-site the gauge was surrounded by a
grid. No systematical deviation between the c;atch
of this gauge and the ea tch of the gauges in open
pits at neighbouring sites can be detected.

6. Discussion

In this chapter four problems that have become
apparent during data evaluation will be discussed:
a.
b.
c.
d.

The
the
the
the

estimation of hourly correction factors kh,
influence of the roughness parameter on k,
problem of overprotection .at some sites,
reliability of pit gauge precipitation data •.

a. Hourly factors kh cannot be determined satisfactorily. Probably the applied model (equation (2))
simplifies the real relations between kh, Uph and
i_ph too much. The more complicated exponential
formula of Allerup and Madsen (1980) or Sevruk
(r986) have not been tested here. Partly the
variance of kh in Fig. 7 is due to the fact that
all wind data were obtained .at the meteorological
station. At this station, contrary to some other
sites, westerly winds are calmed,· whereas easterly
winds are intensified. In the case of snow during
frosty periods, the effect of temperature must be
taken into consideration.
The best relationships are found for wet snow at
temperatures above oo C. Apparently this type of
precipitation in general falls during comparatively
uniform meteorological conditions.

Table 2
Pit gauge catch (mm) at ground level at differently sheltered sites during the . observation period
(August 1985 to May 1986), with regard to four
types of precipitation.
All data corrected for wetting losses.
Rain
<rmm/h

Snow
)o°C.

Snow

~rmm/h

13°

175·4

2!8.0

135·4

77·0

ro 0

!80.7

219·7

131.6

74·3

90

!80.9

22!.5

13!.2

76.0

40

!84.6

218.5

130.1

71·5

ro

!82.5

214·7

127·5

70.!

Rain

Site

~oOC

--------------------------------------------------------r8r.2
138.6
22!.7
iX= 240
74·2

----------------------------------------------------------
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Fig. 7
Calculated. hourly kh values of the I m Hellmann gauges as a function of Qh
with regard to the type of precipitation at two differently exposed sites.
Curves are hand-drawn. Rain: all intensities. Qh = Uph I iph

The pit gauges at the exposed sites (Io and 4°)
catch less snow than the gauges at the more
protected sites. Also in the case of light rain the
rO-site shows the smallest catch. For snow <oo C
the precipitation "loss" at the 1°-site is nearly 10
% compared to the protected sites. Thus it can be
stated that the problem of pit gauge measurements is not only inblowing snow, but also losses
of snow and possibly of light rain due to wind

effects at exposed sites. The wind speed at gauge
rim height in an open pit is not zero.
Possibly for cold snow we should have used the
catch of the pit gauge at the 90-site, for instance, as the "true" amount of precipitation for the
exposed sites. Then the mean k value (for snow
!:_o° C) for the I m Hellmann gauge at the 10-site
would increase from I. 34 to 1.46.
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7· Conclusions
In hydrological studies in areas of moderate
climate, where snow cover seldom exceeds 30 cm,
there are several ways to obtain reliable point
precipitation data:

Golubev, V.S., 1986: On the problem of actual
precipitation measurements at the observation site.
- B. Sevruk (ed.): Correction of Precipitation
Measurements, ETH/IAHS/WMO Workshop ZUrich
1-3 April 1985. ZUrcher Geographische Schriften,
ETH ZUrich, 61-64.

a. Select measurement sites where the degree of
protection a: (seen from the gauge orifice) is
always below 30°. The site parameterii:should be
between circa wo and 30°, if the site is surrounded by isolated bushes, and between 200 and
30o, if dense bush or tree stands surround the
site. The wind protection should be similar
throughout the year. The gauges can be installed
in standard height, but a few ground level gauges
at the same sites are recommended in order to
find out, if the losses due to wind are really zero.

GUnther, Th. and D. Richter, 1986: .Some results
of investigations on the correction of precipitation
measurements in the German Democratic Republic.
- B. Sevruk (ed.): Correction of Precipitation
Measurements, ETH ZUrich, 147-1 54·

b. If well protected sites are missing, select
measurement sites with the best shelter you can
find and measure precipitation at ground level in
open pits. I£ possible, avoid sites where snowdrift
in winter is likely. Some gauges in standard height
at the same sites are recommended in order to
gain precipitation data when the pit gauges are
restrained. In that case the standard gauge data
must be corrected using the k value at the
specific site and taking into account the type of
precipitation.

Meuser, A., 1989: EinfluB von Brachlandvegetation
auf das AbfluBverhalten in Mittelgebirgslagen. Verlag Beitrage zur Hydrologie, Kirchzarten, 160

For hydrologists in any case it is less difficult to
find proper measurement sites and ways of gauge
installation, than to develop sophisticated data
correction procedures in order to convert incorrect
measurements into "true" data.
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SOME PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS IN A SEMI-ARID AREA; CENTRAL JORDAN

WIRTH, K.
G6ttingen, FRG

1. Introduction
Rare rain events in semi-arid and arid
areas very often cause a surface runoff with
high intensity but of short duration. These-floods
can be stored behind dams and later used for
agricultural purposes, drinking water or for
groundwater recharge. The rainwater-harvesting
method is a further possibility for the utilisation of surface runoff (Reij et al. 1988).

Station, University of Jordan(36° 12'E. of Gr.,
310 47' N) and at an .altitude of 770 m a.s.l.
(Fig. 1). The precipitation. ·in one rainy season
(normally between Novembel" and ·May) is ap'prox.
150-170 mm with high variations,. :measuned .with
a Hellmann gage at Muwaqqar village.

Collecting surface water and storing it in
huge caverns was already widely used in Roman
and Byzanthinic times around the Mediterranean
Sea. A few attempts for the revival of this
method have been made in recent years in Israel
(Eve~ri et Ml~ 1971),
The University of Jordan- in Amman is conducting a research programme on rainwaterharvesting in which the surface runoff is collected from small areas and concentrated on a
single spot to grow trees in a region with a precipitation of below 200 mm/y. The surface is
partly left under natural conditions, partly
covered with plastic sheets.
The relation between precipitation and ::~ur
face runoff depends mainly on rainstorm intensity
and its duration and on the conditions of the
soil. After the upper layer of the loessic soil
(5-10mmthicknessinthis area) is fully saturated and the intensity of the immediately following rain is higher than the possible infil.tration rate of the soil water from the ·upper
layer downwa.rds, a surface runoff occurs. A rainstorm of approx. 3. 5 mm in less than 30 min.
already caused a small but detectable flood. In
this case the soil has already been wetted by a
rainstorm of 7.9 mm precipitation with low intensity a day before. A rainstorm with an intensity of 14 mm well distributed over 20 h with
varying intensities
but never
exceeding
2. 5 mm/30 min. caused no reaction. (All
values
measured with a Hellmann gage without a windshield).
Because of the well known deviation between
the catch with the unshielded Hellmann gage and
that at the soil surface (Vischer and Sevruk
1975, Neff 1977) it was essential to find out
the "true" values for the precipitation at the
height of the soil surface under these extreme
climatic conditions.
2. Location
The location of the measuring site was
approx. 40 km south-east of Amman, 10 km southeast of Muwaqqar village at the Muwaqqar Research

0

Fig. 1

IOOkm

Location ot the measuring site

The surface of the area dips gently towards the
canter or the Azraq Basin in the East. The landscape is weakly undulated, the higher parts are
very flat with a gradient of around 2-4° and incised by wadis. These valleys have steeper
gradients (approx. 10-20° ) • The wadi s are normally not deeper than 5 - 10 m.
3.

Measurements
The precipitation measurements were performed with 1. a Hellmann gage, galvanized iron,
without a windshield, at a height of 1 m above
the soil surface; 2. a white coloured Hellmann
device, with automatic recorder, at a he•ight of
1. 2 m above the soil surface, also without a
wind-shield; 3·; a. plexiglass-container at the
soil surface with ;a nectangular .orifd.ce of
400cm2 (Fig.2). A lattice, made of galvanized
iron sheets, was set up around the container to
prevent' insplashing (see Sevruk 1987). To insure
that the same wind turbulences are above the
surrounding and above the container, a plexi-
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glass lattice was arranged above the funnel of
the container. Because of the low gradient of the
hillside, all devices were installed horizontally. Readings were normally performed weekly, the
automatic recorder was equipped with a drum with
a recording time of one week. All rainstorms of
the winter season 1988/1989 were recorded.

. .. .

. .• ..

'

·. ~:·~:

·. ·.....

-~··.;
·...
..
!

..,,_

:.·

,'

0.20m

)11~--';>11<

I(

0.40_m

Fig. 2

0.20m

The observed deviations are probably the result
of normal high wind velocities.
Wetting losses under these condi tiona are
much higher than the. values_ reported by Sevruk
197 4. Temperatures in January and February are in
the range of oo_ 10° b whereas in the months before
and after over 20 can be measured. With high
radiation and high wind v-elocities-the wetting
losses of rainatorms wi th.low intensity or rainstorms with small interruptions may reach 1 mm
per event, according to my own .observations •
This d9ea not have ·a!)y major influece on the
main deviations which are caused mostly by air
turbulences above the normal orifice •
Because of the short o.bservation time (one
season only) the results still have to be Y.er.ified and the "normal" deviation of around 30 %
may have to be corrected.
Incase ofmore "anormal" events like that
of (a) and (b) in Fig. 3, a deviation calcula,ted
by weighted average will be much higher than described above. A correction based on wind velocities may also be possible.

')I

0.40m

Precipitation gage at soil surface
5.

40

Recommendations
For further utilisation of tbe l9w precipitation in the desert and sem:i-deeert of the
Arabian Peninsula (see Wildenhahn 1985) a better
knowledge about deviation of Jih.e precitation
measurements is very essential. Some of the
meteorological stations should be equipped with
seta to measure these deviations.B.ecause 9f. the
disturbances on automatic rain gages observed
it would be advisable to install also manual
operated gages in addition. With an automatic
gage at the soil aunfane smaller events can be
recognized and a correlation between. rind .velocity and deviation can be. bet.ter interpreted.
Gages with different wind shield are also to· be
better interpreted. At:least.one.of t·he.se stations
should be placed in an area exposed to highest
wind velocities.

30

6. Literature

4.

Results
The deviations of the precipitation .measurements between the Hellmann gage at 1 m height
and those at 1.2 m height were within the error
range of normal volume measurements of water.

precipitation
at im height
IHcllmann)
mm/event

/.
/

la)

Evenari, M., L. Shananand:N.. Tadmor, 1971, The
Negev; The Challenge of a Desert.- Harvard
University Press, .Cambridge, Massachusetts,
345 p.
Neff, E. L. , . 1977, How much rain does a rain gage
gage?- J;Hydrol., 35, 213-220.
40
70
30
so 60
prceipitatlori at soil surface mm/event

Fig. 3

Relationship between precipitation
measured at 1 m height against that
at the soil surface

The deviations between the catch at soil
level and that of the Hellmann devices are shown in
Fig. 3. The container at the soil surface collected approx. 30 % more precipitation than the
Hellmann gages, with two exceptions: the rainstorm (a) had a duration of two days and 36 mm
of this storm had an intensity of 3.5-4.5mm/h.
At the soil surface a total of 65 mm precipitation were recorded, and 46 mm with the Hellmann
gages. This deviation probably resulted from the
duration of the storm, combined with small droplets duri.ng the phase of the low intensity and
a high wind velocity. The rainstorm (b) fell
partly as snow.

Reij, c., P. Mulder and L. Begemann, 1988,Water
Harvesting for Plant Production.- World Bank
Technical Paper Number 91 , Washington, 123 p.
Sevruk. B·. ,1974, Correction for the Wetting Loss
of a Hellmann Precipitation Gauge.- Hydrol.
Sci.Bul. 19 (2), 549-558.
Sevruk, B., 1987, Point precipitation measurementa: Why are they not corrected?- Water for
the Future: Hydrology in Perspective (Proceedings of the Rome Symposium, April 1987).
IAHS Publ. no. 164, 477-466.
Vischer, D. and B. Sevruk, 1975, Die Fehler der
Niederschlagsmessungen .- Mitteilungen, Eidgen. Anstalt f. d. Forstl. Versuchawesen, 51,
151-170.
Wildenhahn, E., 1965, Utilisation of Short Floods
for Art.ifical Groundwater Recharge Measures.Beitr. z. Hydrol., 10 (2), Kirohzarten, 1-33.
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CANADIAN PARTICIPATION IN THE WMO SOLID PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS INTERCOMPARISON:
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
B.E. Goodison, J,R, Metcalfe
Canadian Climate Omtre
Atmospheric Environment Service
Environment Canada
Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3H 5T4
INTRODUCTION

country,
representing different climatic and
physiographic regimes (Figure 1). A permanent

In 1986 the World Meteorological Organization
initiated an international comparison of current
national methods of measuring solid precipitation,
including those suitable for use at automatic
weather stations. Recognizing the importance of
regional and international intercomparisons for
evaluating and comparing the performance of meteorological instruments and new methods of observation, Canada chose to take an active lead. role in
the Solid Precipitation Intercomparison. Results
from such an experiment will be extremely important, not only for the assessment of current
methods of measurement and the development of new
automated methods, but also for the interpretation
of existing precipitation data sets for national
and global analyses. There is a need to have compatible and consistent time series of precipitation data i f scientists are to study the world
water balance (e.g. GEWEX), to address the impact
of global change, to develop reliable global circulation models (GCM' S), to develop and validate
remote sensing methods for measuring precipitation
and snow cover, and to calculate accurate loadings
of atmospheric deposition.
CANADIAN TEST SITES AND INSTRll!ENTATION
Currently in Canada,
solid precipitation
amount is measured at more than 2,400 Atmospheric
En vi rorment Service (AES) co-operative climate
stations, resulting in an average precipitation
station density of 2.5 stations per 10,000 km 1 • At
virtually all stations, non-recording or manual
methods of measurement are used requiring an
observer to make the measurements. The Canadian
Nipher Shielded Snow Gaqge System is the standard
AES instrunent for measuring snCMfall water
equivalent at about 350 of these stations. lbe
remaining 85% of the stations estimate snCMfall
precipitation from snow depth measurements ~
assuning the density of fresh snCM to be 100
kg/w. A more complete discussion on the Canadian
network and methods of precipitation measurement
are given in Goodison et al. (1981), Goodison and
Louie (1985) Goodison and Metcalfe (1989).
The WMO experiment provides a reference
standard (DFIR) against which all methods of solid
precipitation measurement can be· compared. Canada
is using this experiment to re-examine wind related errors in national methods of snowfall precipitation measurement, including the assessnent
of wetting and evaporation losses, to assess the
accuracy and performance of recording precipitation gauges, and to test new techniques being
developed to measure snCMfall precipitation at
automatic weather stations.

for

Canada has established Evaluation stations
the Intercomparison at six sites across the

Fig. 1

WMO Solid Precipitation Intercomparison
Stations in Canada

national intercomparison station is currently
being established at the AES Centre for Atmospheric Res~arch Experiments (Egbert,
Ontario)
where past,. cu.rr.ent and new Canadian methods of
precipitation measurement and observation can
be compared against international reference standards. Table 1 sunmarizes the instruments being
operated at each of the stations. All sites operate the DFIR (with Tretyakov gauge), the Canadian
standard Nipher shielded snow gauge system, an AES
Type-B raingauge, a snow ruler and measure wind
speed and direction (three levels), air temperature and humidity. Campbell-Scientific CR21X data
loggers .are used to record the data at various
sampling intervals. Other precipitation gauges are
operated at each site, depending on the measurement requireme~ts to be tested for that region.
Installation of the DFIR, precipitation gaqges and
other observing equipnent ·and the observational
procedures have followed those outlined in WMO
(1986) •
Table 2 provides a general Sli!lmary of the
relative catch of different gauges compared to the
DFIR for the six stations for their period of
operatic~ These averages are based on event data
from storms where the DFIR measured more than
3.0mm. These data suggest that, on average, the
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Instrumentation installed at Canadian Intercompp.:rison Stations

0

'"

..>.~
...
......
....

"-'·0.

INSTRUMENTATION

'"".c

n'

'" 0

"'.8

"c .,•

Date Obs began

87/01/01

86/12/0l

97/03/0l

x
x

X

X

Tretyakov Gauge

X

X

Canadian Nipher Shielded Snow Gauge*
UnslUelded Nipher
Unshielded Universal Recording Weighing

F
x
x

F

F,A

DFIR

97/12/01

97/12/0l

89/01/21

X

X

X

A

F

A

X

X

99/11/01
X

X
X

Gauge

OFIR with Universal Gauge
1\1 ters·hielded. Uni versa! Gauge

x

Large Nipher Shield~d Uni versa! Gauge
Unshielded Belfort Punched Tap8
Precipitation Recorder
Alter shielded Bel fort PTPR
Large Nipher shielded PTPR
Alter shielded Sacramenta Gauge
Al te·I" shielded St.and .. pipe Gauge
Ruler Snow Depth
Acous·tic Snow Depth Sensor
AES Standard Rain Gauge
Air Temperature/Humidity
Wind Speed/Direction

•

:z,

x
x
x

X
X

X

x
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1D,3;2m

l0,3,2m

X

X

15;3,2m
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TABLE 2
Summary of Event Data 1986 to 1988 WMO Solid Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison
Station

N

Tret
DFIR
(%)

Nat.Std.
DFIR

<•c)

DFIR
total
(mm)

Wind
Speed
(m/s)

Air
Temp.

{%)

Un.Nat.
DFIR
(%)

LNRG
DFIR
{%)

DFRG
DFIR
(%)

Kortright
Centre
(Ont.)

31

2.4

-0.9

316.5

93

97

81

101

98

Regina
(Sask.)

12

4.3

-ll.2

79.1

65

78

M

91

M

Trent
(Ont.)

51

2.4

-2.7

405.6

94

101

M

M

M

East Baltic
(P.E.I.)

26

4.7

-4.2

456.0

M

104

M

103

M

!lease Lake
(B.C.)

20

2.0

-9.1

132.5

M

95

M

M

M

Baie Comeau

12

3.8

-6.8

96.7

M

98

M

M

M

N

Tret
Nat.Std.
Un.Nat.
LNGR
DFRG

• number of observations
• Tretyakov gauge
• Nipher Shielded snow gauge system
= unshielded recording gauge
• large Nipher shield recording gauge
• double fence shielded recording gauge

Canadian Nipher shielded snow gauge (Nat.Std.) and
the DFIR provide similar measurements and record! ng gauges shielded with a large Ni pher type
shield (LNRG) provide a compatible measurement
with the national standard Nipher snow gauge (see
also Goodison and ~ tcalfe, 1989). However, what
are the variations in gauge catch on an individual
event basis and how do these results compare to
previous work?
a) Wetting Loss: The. Canadian Nipher shielded
snow gauge and the USSR Tretyakov gauge are non-

recording systems whose contents DIJSt be melted
and poured out into a graduate for measurement by
the observer. Both gauges retain a certain amount
of water which cannot be poured out; this is known
as the retention or wetting loss. Based on previous field experimentation,
Goodison (1978)
reported an average wetting loss for the Canadian
Nipher snow gauge collector of 0.15mm +/-0.02mm.
Although this is a systematic loss every time the
contents are melted and poured out of the gauge,
no correction for this error has been applied to
the Canadian network data.

·- 123 As recommended as part of the Intercomparison, wetting losses we·re assessed for both the
Tre tyakov and Nip her gauges. Procedures similar to
those outlined by Huovila et al., (1988) were used
to determine average retention or wetting losses
for the different gauges. For both gauges, new'
collectors and collectors which had been in
service for at least three years were tested. A
series of 5 measurements of 0.5mm and S.Omm of
water were poured into each dry collector whose
weight was known. The water was then poured back
into the glass graduate and measured just like
for a routine precipitation measurement. The colI ectors we re weighed again; the difference from
the dry weight was the wetting loss, which was
then converted into millimetres of water. The
gauge collectors were dried, their weights recorded and the experiment repeated.
Figure 2 shows the wetting losses for six
Nipher collectors. Average wetting losses are
greater for the large events, although the percentage loss is much greater for small amounts of
water. More significant is that the collectors at
Dease Lake, which had been in service for many
years, had a higher wetting loss than the collectors at the Kortright Centre which were three
years old. However, these laboratory resUlts are
very similar to the average loss of O.lSmm determ! ned from field trials reported previously by
Goodison (1978). Measurements from the Intercomparison stations have had a wetting loss correction applied depending on the age of the station
collector, a.nd the size of the measured amount.

DLNII

Fig. 2

DLNb

KCNa

KCNb

KCUNa

KCUNb

Wetting loss of different Nipher gauges
with 0.5mm and 5.0mm water inputs. DL •
Dease Lake, KC • Kortright Centre.

Similarly, Figure 3 shows the wetting losses
for the Tretyakov gauge. In this case, the collectors at Dease Lake had not been used while
those at the Kortright Centre had been in service
for three winters and were subject to paint peeling and rust. The losses for the new collectors
were similar to those reported by Huovila et al.,
(1988). As for the Nipher gauge, the losses for
the older collectors were greater than for newer
ones and they were slightly larger than the Finish
results. Again, average wetting loss for each site
has been applied to the gauge measurements. It
is clear however, that wetting losses seem to
increase as the collectors age with service, and
for the Tretyakov an average loss of Q.20mm per
observation could be expected.
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DLDb

KCTI

KCTb
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Wetting loss of different Tretyakov gauges
with 0.5mm and 5.0mm water inputs. DL m
Dease Lake, KC • Kortright Centre.

b) Fibreglass vs Aluminun Nipher shield: In late
1981 the Atmospheric Environment Service started
to use a fibreglass reinforced plastic Nipher
shield as a replacement for the more expensive
aluminun shield of the standard Canadian Nipher
shielded snow gauge system. Currently, only the
fibreglass type can be purchased; but the observational. network haljl both types in use. The previous
field and wind tunnel investigations on gauge
catch (eg. Goodison, 1978) used the aluminum
shield.

In the co!t~vereicn cf the shield from aluminun
to fibreglass, there were two small, but possibly
significant, design changes. The curvature of the
outer surface was changed from an ellipse to a
radius and the plane of the top surface of the
shield was changed from a radial curve from the
upper surface down to the outer lip to a flat
surface (Me tcalfe and Goodison, 1985), The question does arise whether the fibreglass shield has
the same aerodynamic and catch characteristics as
the alumi nun shield. To assess this, eo-located
gauges of each type were operated for two years at
two stations in Canada. Results are summarized in
Metcalfe and Goodison (1985). The average catch
of the alumi num shielded gauge was found to be
greater than that of the fibreglass, with a bias
of .17mm at Broadview, Saskatchewan (continental
climate) and .Q8mm at Gander, Nfld (maritime
climate). If only observations of 2.0mm or greater
were compar\!d, the bias per observation was 0.40mm
at Broadview and 0.25mm at Gander. Individual
6-hourly snowfall observations differed by as a
much as 1.2mm at llt'oadvi~w and 1.8mm at Gander.
At Br oadview only 2 of the 6 7 observations
had the fibreglass shielded gauge measuring more
than the alumimm shielded one. Statistical analysis of the Broadview data by van Wachem (1985)
concluded that the mean measured snowfall precipitation caught by the two .gauges was not significantly different. However,
a difference test
produced a statistically significant difference
between the two types of shielded gauges. It is
reasonable to conclude then, that one should
expect a difference in the catch efficiency of the
two shields under blowing conditions. This factor
must be considered in the analysis of the Canadian
Nipher gauge data and comparison of the current
results with previous ones.
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different climati~ regions; and, there has been a
design change of_.the N~pher shielded ~all!le•_
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The catch efficiency and general performance
of the Canadian Nipher shie1ded snCM gauge are of
particular interest to Canada in this Intercom-,
parison.
The DFIR is the standard reference
against which all gauges will be compared. Golubev
(1986) reports initial results of the catch
effic,iency of the DFIR versus wind speed for the
Valdai test site. As for other shielding configurations, the catch of the DFIR decreased gradually
with increasing wind speeds. If one is to compare
the catch of a national standard gauge to ''true
snowfall", then the DFIR measured total should be
corrected to take into account· its catch deficiency at a given wind speed.
Figure 4 shows the ratio of the catch of the
Canadian Nip her shielded snCM gauge (NAT) to the
DFIR, Le. "true", for snCMfall events in which
the DFIR measured 3.0mm or more. Data from all
Canadian Intercompariaon stations in operation
were used. In the first case the DFIR and Nipher
gauge data 1\iere corrected for wetting losses,
There is considerable sc-atter in the data, although there is a general decrease in the catch
ratio with increasing wind speed. The DFIR measurements were then corrected for wetting losses
and for its catch deficiency to wind speed. The
coefficients for correcting the DFIR for wind
speed were derived from Golubev (1986). Use of
both of those corrections produces less scatter in
the relationship, and demonstrates the need to
correct the DFIR measurements for the effect of
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Any of these factors, or a combination of
them could contribute to the difference. However,
as noted above, the aluminun Nipher shield gauge
had a higher catch than the fibreglass Nipher
shielded one. The data from fibreglass shielded
gauge.s were then corrected using the mean measured
differences outlined above. The gauge catch ratios
shown in Figure 6 show the effect of "correcting"
the fibreglass shielded measurements. This correction .reduces the difference in the catch ratios
from the two studies. As more data are received
over the next two winters, a more complete picture
of the differences between the studies should
emerge. It is also clear that a good knowledge of
the accuracy of the WMO reference standard, the
DFIR, must be acquired by the end of the Intercomparison s tu:!y so that accurate catch ratios can be
determined and correction procedures derived for
national gauge measurements •
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The question is how these results compare to
previous results. Figure 5 shows the ratio of the
Nipher gauge (corrected for wetting loss) to the
DFIR (corrected for wetting loss and wind speed)
as a function of wind speed along with the results
from Goodison (1977) for the ratio of the Nipher
gauge to snCMboard measurements of "true precipitation". The catch ratio and the associated scatter are similar for both studies for wind speeds
up to 3.5 m8- 1 ; for higher wind speeds the results
from the current WMO intercomparison show the
catch efficiency of the Nipher to be generally
lower than that reported by Goodison (1977; 1978).
There are several po.ssibilities for this:
a
different method of determining "true" was used
(corrected DFIR vs snowboard in a· ~heltered site);
the current Intercomparison involves sites in
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SrMMARY
Canada nCM operates ·six Evaluation stations
as part of the WMO Solid Precipitation Measurement
Intercomparison.
A long
term
Intercomparison

- 125 station is being established at the new Centre
for Atmospheric Research Experiment, where past,
current, and new precipitation measurement methods
can be tested. Initial results are encouraging. As
found in Finnish experiments, wetting losses for
non-recording gauges are significant and initial,
results suggest this loss could be slightly higher
for older gauges. It is also clear that there is a
difference in catch between the altuninun Nipher
shielded gauge and the new fibreglass Nipher
modei, and this difference must be considered when
comparing current results with previous studies.
Finally, the accuracy of the catch of the
DFIR over a range of wind speeds must be known. If
it has a catch deficiency, then this effect must
be considered in all subsequent analyses of gauge
catch for all types of precipitation gauges.
Initial results of the catch efficiency of the
Canadian Nip her shielded snow gauge show this
effect can be considerable in accurately assessing
the gauge's catch efficiency.
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WIND RELATED ERRORS IN DIFFERENT METHODS OF SOLID PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT

Th. GUnther and B. Graf
Meteorological Service of the GDR, Research Institute for Hydrometeorology, Berlin

1. Introduction
It is well known that the unsatisfactory
aerodynamic characteristics· of can-type gauges
operating in a wind field cause wind losses.
These wind losses increase with wind speed
and are usually larger for solid than liquid
precipitation. The wind error decreases the
amount of measured solid precipitation up to
50 % or even rrore (Sevruk, 1982). Numerous
studies show that different measurements
methods exhibit significant differences in
measured solid precipitation. The fundamental problem underlying these studies on gauge
catch deficiencies is the determination of a

"true 11 catch; Investigations of the ':Jind re-

lated error in different methods of solid
precipitation measurements and the development of procedures for correction should be
based upon a sui table reference measurement
technique which the different gauges could
be compared with.
In 1986 1'1-10/CIMO initiated the "Solid
Precipitation Measurement
Intercomparison"
in order to reduce the problems of solid
precipitation measurement. After reviewing
all possible methods the l\t•10-Drganizing
Committee designated an octagonal vertical
double fence shield surrounding a Tretyakov
precipitation gauge as the reference for this
intercomparison. The objectives, the organizational plan of the intercomparison and
detailed instructions for the construction
·of the Double Fence Intercomparison Reference (DFIR) are outlined in Goodison et al
( 1988) and in a report of the first session
of the International Organizing Committee
(IIMO/CIMD, 1985). A summary of the performance of double fenced gauges are given by
Go1ubev (1996) and Larson (1996). Several
countries, among others the GDR, agreed to
the proposal of WMO to take part in the
intercomparison as such an ·intercomparison
will be an excellent opportunity to determine
the wind related error of current national
methods measuring solid precipitation, including automatic gauges.

2. Site, Data, Instruments, Observations
The Evaluation Station Harzgerode (51°39'N;

U 0 08'E) is located on a flat plateau of the

Harz-Mountains, 404 m a.s.l. The comparison
station is surrounded by open fields, mainly
cultivated, without woods. Due this open location the station is wind-exposed bmean vertical angle of visible horizon o{ < 5 ) .
The intercomparison measurements were
started on 1 December 1986 with the following
,gauges:
Double Fence Intercomparison Reference (DFIR)
Tretyako\; (shielded, USSR Standard)

Hellmann (shielded, Nipher)
Hellmann (unshielded, GDR Standard)
Automatic gauge (unshielded, volumetric measurement)
·
Metra (500 cm• orifice area, unshielded, CSSR
Standard)
Hellmann (unshie1ded, Polish Standard)
Totalizor (type Friedrich-Haase)
Hellmann (ground level; variable height of
exposure in the level of snow cover)
The GDR national standard precipitati'on gauge
is a Hellmann gauge without wind shield. Its
orifice area is 200 cm 2 and the height of its
exposure is 1 m above ground.
In order to establish a complete data set
with all necessary information for research purposes, especially for studying the wind related
error in solid precipitation measurement, the
following automatic and supporting observations
have been carried out: hourly automatic recordings of precipitation, wind direction, profiles
of wind speed on the comparison field at a fixed
mast, air temperature and dew point. For wind
field studies a portable anemometer is used inside the OFIR. Additional data e.g. on type of
precipitation, · snow fall intensity, depth of
fresh snow, water equivalent of fresh snow cover
are also included in the observation progra1001e.
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3. Wind field analysis and case studies of snowfalls
The assumption that the octagonal vertical
double fence installed around the Tretyakov
precipitation gauge should substantially reduce the wind was decisive for this method to
be selected as the standard reference for snowfall intercomparisons. For the assessment and
confirmation of this assumption the wind speeds
at the exposure level of the reference precipitation gauge (3 m above ground) within the
inner fence were compared with those outside
the fence on the comparison field.
The measurements were made using a portable
anemometer (Fig. 1) only on days without precipitation, in order to avoid any additional influence upon the precipitation measurement by
the anemometer system.

The results of the wind measurements sh~ that
with higher wind speeds ( v ~ 5 m. s- ) the
double fence shield reduces the wind speed by
65 to 75 percent at the gauge height (Fig. 2).
A frequency analysis of more than 2300 measurements averaged over all wind speed classes
and all wind directions, shows that the ratio
(wind speed DFIR, point B/wind speed on the
comparison field) nevertheless is· still in 60
per cent of all wind measurements a value of
Q < 0,5, in 87 per cent Q < 0,6.
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This is sufficient evidence of the wind reducing effect of the double fence shield and at
the same time showing its suitability as a reference instrument. Preliminary results and interesting details as to the wind losses of
different methods of solid precipitation measurement~ are already obtained from some selected case studies of snowfalls.
In Figures 3 and 4 the results of 5 different types of precipita~ion gauges are compa+ed
with the DFIR for 4 event days. According to
the prevailing wind conditions, the type of precipitation, the duration and depth of precipitation, we obtain rather varied results.
With more or less identical precipitation
depth, i.e. 24,0 mm and 23,9 mm measured in the
DFIR, on 25 February 1988 with high wind speeds
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Table 1
Precipitation Totals
a Snow only
b Snow; snow with rain

N = 58 daily totals
N = 110 daily totals

Gauge

DFIR
a

Tretyakov
a

b

Hellmann
Automatic Metra
unshielded gauge,AFMS 500 cm 2
a
b
a
b
a
b

Hellmann
shielded
a

b

b

Total precipitation 187,0 379,6 111,7 258,6 119,5 269,3 84,7 199,7 81,0 195,7 71,3 175,5
(nvn)

Mean precipitation
catch per day

3,22 3,45

(nvn)

\ of DFIR

lOO

1,93 2,35

100

60

2,06 2,45
64

68

71

1,46 1,B2 1,40 1,78 1,23 1,60
45

53

52

43

38

46

Table 2
Percentage catch of the comparison gauges in dependence on
Three classes according to the daily totals of precipitation: Pl' P2, P3 (nvn)
Four types of precipitation: R = rain; RS = rain with snow; SR = snow with rain; S
Two intervals of wind speeds: v1 ~3,0 ms- 1 ; v2 >3,0 ms -1
O&ily totals
of precipitation
(mm)

0,0

~

pl

~

1,0

oyf.Jc

of
precip.

5,0

5,1

%

v2

vl

v2

vl

v2

vl

v2

vl

v2

100
lOO
100
100
52

100
100
100
100
36

92

92

74
59
59
36

101
83l<
67
85
52

97
B9
75
71
36

BB
67*
54
65
52

94
79
57
59
36

65
83*
46
37
37

87
76
46
48
26

77

83*
62
B4
52

33*
48
51
52

86
47
47
40

100
100
lOO
100
42

lOO
100
100
100
59

BB
96
84
81
42

92

97

97

96

96

95
94
70
69
42

95
91
70
42
59

85
86
57
56
42

94
85
66
34
59

89
B6
54
54
42

85
79
59
31
59

R
RS
SR

17

96 104
97 96
74 51
61 6B
17 3o

93
89
6B
62

N

100
100
100
100
30

96

s

lOO
lOO
lOO
100

17

101
B7
44
20
30

the

comparisons

R
RS
SR

R
RS
SR
N

~

\

%

vl

s

p3

%

%

Metra
500 cm 2

v2

N

~

%

Hellmann
Automatic g.
unshielded heated

vl

s
1,1 "P2

iretyakov Hellmann
shielded

OFIR

T~.--

= snow

Note: Reference ·gauge: IJFIR
N is number of cases

= 100

93
77
57
59

100
96
65
30
17 30

98
93
93
\

great differences were observed as compared
with the DFIR and between the gauge types;
whereas on 1 January 1987 with rather weak
wind during snowfall the differences were only
small (Fig. 3). Two further instances, are
presented in Fig. 4: extremely high catch differences during a prolonged snowfall event of
low intensity with medium wind speed and low
air temperature on 12 January 1987 - and very
small catch differences on 19 March 1987
during showery snowfalls and very low wind
speeds. Even these few selected examples reveal the complex nature of the problem of
developing a correction procedure to be
applied to daily solid precipitation measurements.

B4
B5
42

80
64
59

97 101
96 97
91 67
79 47
17 30

94 lOO
92 97
Bl 54
65 27
17 30

36

*) only one event

4.

Preliminary

results

of

GUnther and Richter (1986) reported on some
previous results of national investigations on
the systematic errors in precipitation measurements made wit~ th_e Hellmann 9~9!l· S.IJmmarizing
all types of precipitation (rain,snow with rain,
snow) the wind effect produces an average
annual loss of 13 % at exposed stations, and
7 % or 6 % at normal or sheltered stations.
The average wind-caused losses of snow precipitation are rather great, i.e. 90 % at exposed
sites. At normal and sheltered sites the value
was much smaller, i.e. 30 % and 25 % respectively. These results are, however, not yet
reliable.
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Table 3
Pr-eliminary Results of \'MO Solid Precipitation t>'easurement Intercomparison
Evaluation Station Harzgerode/GOR
Daily totals of precipitation
December - Mar-ch 1986 - 1989
Percentage catch of the comparison gauges in dependence on wind speed and type of precipitation

3 .1. Type of precipitation: snow
Mean wind
speed (ms- 1 )

Number
of cases

Mean air
te~p.

( C)

? 1,0
1,1
2.1
3,1
4,1
5,1

-

2,0
3,0
4,0
5,0
6,0

2
16
15
18
5
2

-12,9
-6,4
-4,8
-3,5
-3,4
0,6

DFIR
Mean daily
total (mm)

Tretyakov
DFIR

0,4
2,4
2,4
3,0
10,0
4,6

(%)

Hellmann
shielded
DFIR

(%)

Hellmann
unshielded
DFIR

(%)

Automatic
gauge
OFIR

(%)

86
88
73
61"
45
48

70
67
64
·39
27
24

59
58
28
44
26

88

BB

91

91

75

73
76
70
54
62

65
'83
52
66
56
37
39

52
76
38
60
52
51
;59

89
95
92

77

86
89
90
49
30
41

Metra 500 cm 2
OFIR

(%)

57
60
59
26
23
20

3.2. Type of pr-ecipitation: snow with rain
~

1,1
2,1
3,1
4,1
5,1
6,1

1,0
- 2,0
3,0
- 4,0
- 5,0
- 6,0
- 7,0

-

1
11
10

14
lJ

2
1

-2,0
-1,7
-1 ,5 .
0,6
0,8
0,9
0,2

8,9
5.1
1,6
3,8
3,5
2,9
7,8

72

66
60
64

46
72

35
57
44
35
33

3.3. Type of precipitation: rain with snow
1,1
2,1
3,1
4,1
s,1

-

2,0
3,0
4,0
5,4

6,n

4
6
19
10
2

-0,2
2,1
2,1
2,8
2,4

4,5
4,4
4,0
6,4
5,3

97
98
95
95

1,3
1,8
1,B
2,2
5,9

97
93
98
95

96

94
97
95
98
100

96

93
86
95

102

104

100

96

96

92

102
9B
98

98
97
98

86
BB
94
100

83
90
83
85
83

3.4. Type of precieitation: rain

1,1
2,1
3,1
4,1
5,1

-

2,0
3,0
4,0
5,0
6,0

20
24
14
16
B

2,1
3,8
5,3
5,1
4,B

Observations and measurements made at the
Intercomparison" site. Harzgerode. during. the 1986
- 87, 1987 - 88 and 1988 - 89 winter seasons
provide the basis for a preliminary assessment
of mJre detailed relationships of gauge catch
in dependence on wind speed and taking into
account type of precipitation, air temperature
and precipitation depth.
In a first approach the total gauge catches
of 5 different gauge types were obtained by
summarizing all daily measurements using the
DFIR as a reference. The results are contained
in Table 1 and show for snow-only events (column a) that the National Standard, the unshielded Hellmann gauge, caught 55 % less than
the OFIR, the automati.c gauge (200 cm 2 orifice
area, volumetric measurement) caught 57 % and
the Tretyakov gauge caught 40 % less than the
OFIR.

96

lOO

92
87
86
93
90

Table 2 provides the percentage catch of
the different . comparison gauges in dependence
.. on . two intervals of wind speed and simul tane. ous differentiation by types of precipitation
and depth of precipitation. The results emphasize the
significant decrease in gauge
catch with increasing wind speed (v compared
with v?). The results also show 1 that the
gauge catch ratio depends considerably on the
type of precipitation ( R, RS, SR, S) and the
depth of precipitation (P , P , P ).
1 2 3
According to the actually observed wind
the daily precipitation totals measured by
the DFIR in mm and the percentage catch of
the comparison gauges were furth~ classified
into 6 or 7 groups (i.e. 1 m s- steps) and
averaged. Table 3 contains these results for
different types of precipitation. There are
remarkable differences between the OFIR gauge
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and the unshielded Hellmann. In the case of
snow precipitation only 24 % to 70 % of the
daily totals were measured with the unshielded Hellmann as compared with the reference gauge.
The result shows that the difference depends considerably on the wind speed. (Fig. 5).

I

.....

~

~

-~~

-~
~-

••• Hellmannlunsh.
National Standard
_,_Automatic gauge/
unsh. (heated)
_ Tretyakov /shielded
......Hellmann/shietded

lOO

Even the preliminary results show that a
correction procedure for daily values of solid
and mixed precipi tatian will have to be derived by inclusion of the wind speed, precipitation depth and air temperature.
The extension of the data sets hitherto
available within the Intercomparison, and the
continuation of the statistical analysis are
expected to yield reliable information about
the magnitude of the correction factors, in
such a way promoting the development of correction procedures.

QBO
060

0-'D
Q20

0

2

3

---

t.m/s6

wind speed 1m level

Fig. 5: Gauae catch ratios in
dependence an wi~d speed
(snow-only precipitation)
Reference: OFIR
The percentage catch of the other types of
gauges, i.e. Tretyakov, shielded Hellmann,
automatic gauge and Metra, also varies in a
similar manner. The systematic error caused
by wind is smaller with the types of mixed
precipitation and rain. The percentage catch
of the unshielded Hellmann varies between
37 % and 83 % (snow with rain) and with the
type of precipitation "rain" only between
92 % and 98 %. In the latter case the dependence on wind speed is no more clearly
recognized.
5. Conclusions
The OFIR is sui table as a reference gauge
for the intercomparison, showing good results
as regards solid precipitation. The preliminary results of the analysis confirm the predominant influence of the wind causing the
gauge catch deficiencies. The correction of
the winter-season precipitation measurements
is rather a problem, in particular if the
types of precipitation vary frequently and
within short. intervals between "liquid" and
"solid", as is the case, e.g. in flat regions of the moderate latitudes. Precise observations of the weather (ww), of the
temperature variation, etc. are under these
conditions a definite requirement far the
precise determination of the type of preci-,
pitation. The limited availability of such
observations and the variety of combinations
are, however, expected to hamper their operational inclusion into correction procedures.
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RESULTS OF THE SOLID PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS INTERCOMPARISDN
ON THE TERRITORY OF SLOVAKIA

LAPIN, M.
Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute, Bratislava, CSSR
Methodics of corrections of systematic errors
of atmospheric precipitation measurements [4] was
presented and accepted in the Czechoslovakia in
1985. In this methodics, there was stated that
corrections of errors due to wetting and evaporation are consider to be completed with the possibility of application cin the whole territory, but
corrections of errors due to aerodynamic effect
have only limited validity, and that determination
of correction of solid precipitation measurement
errors represents the main problem. Continuing of
intercomparison measurements of solid precipitation was proposed in CSSR, with the main aim to
make accurate and to verify methodics of correction of errors of precipitation measurements.
Mentioned recommendations of the authors of the
Czechoslovak methodics of corrections of the precipitation measurements are in agreement with results obtained in this field in other countries,
as well as with WMO (CIMO) resolution to organize
an international experiment of solid precipitation intercomparison measurements [7].
Intercomparison measurements of solid precipitation are realized in the Czechoslovakia practically since 1975, mainly on the station 8ratislava, Koliba and results of these measurements
have been sending to AES Oownsview - Canada since
1986.
1.

An outline of snow conditions in Slovakia
Slovakia, with its area of 50 000 km2 represents more mountainous eastern third of the territory of the Czechoslovakia; approximately 37 %of
the area lies in altitude above 500 m and 5,4 %
in altitude above 1 000 m. With regard to orographical zoning with various mountain orientation,
there are given conditions for variety of wind,
precipitation and snow conditions. Also in the
lowest situated sites, the number of days with
snowing is in mean greater as 20 days during the
year, in sites lying in altitude about BOO m even
60 days. Duration of snow cover is in mean 40 60 days in lowlands and about 100 days in altitude 600 m. Mean annual maximum of snow cover depth
is about 20 cm in lowland and about 80 cm in height
of 1 000 m. Share of solid precipitation reaches
16,7% in Hurbanovo (115 m above sea level) and
63,9 %on the Strbske Pleso (1360 m above sea .
level) from the overall precipitation total in
cold half-year; share of mixed precipitation is
18,4, resp. 15,9 %. Snow conditions represent
a significant variability in Slovakia in individual years, what is of great importance mainly
for water economy and agriculture.
2.

Characteristics of intercomparison measurements
As it was mentioned above, intercomparison

measurements have been realized on the station
Bratislava, Koliba since 1975. Although measurement· programme has been runningly changed according to solved research tasks, main measurements
were realized practically during the whole·period.
It was a case of precipitation gauges METRA with
and without wind shield Tretyak. ov~ HELLMANN (made
in Hungary) and 0-1 (made in USSR;. Precipitation
gauges arrangement on this ombrometric polygon is
illustrated on Fig.l. Station Bratislava, Koliba
is situated on the plateau in altitude 286 m, in
strong wind locality with sufficient amount of
snow precipitation from November to March. The
orographical zoning of terrain in surrounding of
polygon represents a reasonable disadvantage because of built-up areas and fruit trees.
Intercomparison measurements by precipitation gauge METRA with wind shield Tretyakov and
without it have been realized also on the station
Banska Bystrica and Stropkov since winter 1986/Bi.
Both stations are also situated on the plateau
with unsignificant effect of surrounding terrain
obstacles. Banska Bystrica lies in hollow with
generally weak flowing but with great solid precipitation totals in mean, in altitude 427 m.
Stropkov lies in locality with mild flowing and
with relative sufficient amount of solid precipitation, in altitude 219 m.
On all of these three stations, snowing is
occuring in 30 days during the year. Snow cover
duration is about 45 days in Bratislava, on two
other stations approximately 80 days in mean du:
ring the year. Precipitation measurements are secured on the professional level on all stations,
but the most representative one are in Bratislava.
3.

Results of solid precipitation intercomparison measurements
We summarized measurement results into tables
1 - 3, a part is mentioned also on Fig.3. Majority
of them is represented by results from station Bratislava, Koliba - where the most extensive measurements were made.
In lab.l, there is summarized survey of intercomparison measurements by 3 precipitation gauges
in distribution according to state of aggregation
of precipitation, resp. according to six classes
of wind velocity on the station Bratislava, Koliba
for 10 years. Measurements were not entire in 1980·.
In mean, 155 precipitation days and 619 mm of precipitation were in the year, e.g. with mean daily
precipitation total 4,0 mm. From all precipitation
days, 16,9 %was exclusively with solid precipitation and 10,2 %with mixed precipitation. Solid
and mixed precipitation shared by 27 % on the overall precipitation total.
We measured wind velocity by anemograph SIAP
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in height 2 m above the ground, with uninterrupted
registration (Fig.l) on the ombrometric polygon
Bratislava, Koliba. Mean wind velocity was evaluated in hours, resp. for precipitation falling
period. In Tab.l, there are mentioned comparisons
of measured precipitation totals in distribution
into 6 classes of wind velocity. According to our
assumption, by increasing of wind velocity, there
are increasing also precipitation totals measured
by precipitation gauges with wind shield, more by
solid precipitation, less by mixed and least by
liquid one. Representativeness of measurement
complexes is partially influenced by small frequency of cases occuring in classes of wind velocity above 3 m.s-1, as well as by different mean
daily precipitation abundance. In spite of these
shortcomings we can claim that wind shield Tretyakov in connection with precipitation gauge
METRA was found to be very effective, mainly at
wind velocities to 3 m.s-1, what represents approximately 92 %cases of precipitation days. Results obtained for velocities up to 3 m.s-1 are
in good agreement with the proposed correction
equations for correction of systematic errors of
precipitation measu,rements due to aerodynamic
effect in 19B5 [4,5], so precipitation gauge METRA
with wind shield Tretyakov (Fig.2) can be consider
to be an etalon for solid precipitation measurements for the Czechoslovakia with including of the
strong wind localities.
Precipitation totals measured by precipitation gauge HELLMANN are lower in comparison with
precipitation gauge METRA for liquid and solid
precipitation and higher for mixed precipitation.
Precipitation gauge METRA has orifice 500 cm2 and
HELLMANN 200 cm2. METRA has been used in two versions: winter version consists only from large
vessel without funnel, while summer version is
equipped with funnel which drainages precipitation water into semi-closed small vessel. Because
of the mentioned reasons, evaporation from precipitation gauge METRA is about 4 times greater by
winter version - if comparing with summer one, at
the same meteorological conditions. With regard
to the fact that mixed precipitation are most frequently occuring in transient periods, when evaporation is of higher values as in the mid-winter,
precipitation gauge HELLMANN has smaller losses
due to evaporation. But smaller orifice of precipitation gauge HELLMANN has negative effect roundthe-year.
Comparison of measured solid precipitation
in dependence on mean air temperature during precipitation falling for totals greater/equal
0,2 mm according to precipitation gauge METRA
without wind shield is mentioned in Tab.2. Precipitation gauge 0-1 (made in USSR) has also wind
shield Tretyakov as METRA, but of smaller dimensions and in height 2 m. It was confirmed that
efficiency of this wind shield slowly increases
with the decreasing of air temperature. Rapid increase of Kx coefficient by precipitation gauge
0-1 as by precipitation gauge METRA could not be
explained on the basis of these results. Representativeness of these. measurements is partially
influenced by decreasing daily abundance of solid
precipitation with decrease of air temperature,
as well as by smaller wind velocity for temperatures under -5 oc. These two facts are mutually
compensated because error due to aerodynamic
effect is increasing with air temperature decreasing of precipitation intensity and with wind
velocity increasing. Winter 19B6/B7 was excluded
from elaboration because of lack of measurements
by precipitation gauge 0-1.
In Tab.3, there are ill!Jstrated results of
the similar elaboration as in Tab.2 for two-year
serie of solid precipitation measurements in
Banska Bystrica and Stropkov. On both stations,
coefficients Kx are substantially lower if cam-

paring with the station Bratislava, Koliba. It
can be reasoned particularly by smaller wind localities of both stations, as well as by relative warm winters 19B7/B8 and 19B8/89.
On the Tab.3, there is plotted graph of
corrected equation
Kx = 1,050 + 0,0412u + 0,0307u2
for correction of errors due to wind on solid
precipitation, which was derived from less extensive intercomparison measurements in 1985
[4,5]. Besides this, as points, there are plotted
all individual Kxi = (M+T/M for individual daily
solid precipitation totals M~0,3 mm for winters1977/7B - 19BB/89. In spite of the fact, that
weight of individual Kxi strongly depends on an
extent of measured precipitation totals, graph
confirms that corrected equation is generally in
good agreement with intercomparison measurements·
nearly up to wind velocity u = 4 m.s-1 in height
2 m. Individual values Kxi are divided Jnto three
classes according to air temperature, in the sense
of Tab.2. Similarly, as in Tab.2, the fact that
with decreasing air temperature importance of
wind shield increases, is inexpressive expressed.
Significant dispersion of values Kxi by higher
wind velocities is strongly influenced by drifting
and blowing away of snow from precipitation gauges.
According to observations of snow drifts formation
on the ombrometric polygon Bratislava, Koliba
we assume that by greater snow cover and strong
wind, also small change of prevailing wind direction means significant changes in snow drift positioQ, in result of which there are differently
influenced measured precipitation totals by neighbouring precipitation gauges in small distance.
Fortunately, there were only a few such cases on
the station Bratislava, Koliba during 12 years.
4.

Conclusion
Results of solid precipitation intercompar-i,son are runningly utilized for verification of
correction methodics of systematic errors of precipitation measurements, which is operatively
used in the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute
for 100 meteorological and 600 precipitation stations on the territory of Slovakia. Beside of
these stations, there are more than 30 totalizers
in mountain localities of Slovakia, on which
measurements are provided 2 times in the year.
In view of the fact, that by totalizers there
are completely eliminated errors of measurements
due to wetting and evaporation, and thanks to
strong wind shield Nipher, there are, can be said,
completely eliminated also errors due to aerodynamic effect; half-year summs of precipitation
measured by totalizers (warm and cold half-year)
represents a good source for verification of
precipitation corrections results. ·We made such
elaboration in 1987 [1]. We found out, that in
the warm half year, there were measured higher
totals by totalizers in altitudes from 1 000 to
2 000 m about 10-75 % - in comparison with near
reference precipitation stations in valleys but,
in cold half-year, there were totals measured by
totalizers by 40-l90 % higher at the same reference stations. In spite of more shortcomings of
precipitation measurements by totalizers, also
these results confirm a great importance of intercomparison solid precipitation measurements.
Precipitation measurements by precipitation
gauge METRA without wind shield have a long tradition in CSSR. In the interests of preserving
of time-homogeneous series of observations, this
precipitation gauge will be the national standard
also in future. As reserve etalon and compatison
precipitation gauge for elimination of winf effect
was determined precipitation. gauge METRA with
wind shield Tretyakov. There is planned expansion
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Fig. 1
A view on the part of the
ombrometric polygon on the
meteorological station
Bratislava, Koliba in 1986.
From left to right we see
precipitation gauge 0-1,
anemograph SIAP, precipitation gauge METRA with
wind shield and precipitation gauges METRA without
wind shield.
(Photo: Z.Kmentova)
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Fig. 2
Drawings and dimensions
(in cm) of the summer
version of the Czechoslovak standard precipitation gauge METRA
886 (left) and wind shield
Tretyakov adapted for
precipitation gauge METRA
(right). Precipitation
gauge METRA has orifice
500 cm2.
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Fig. 3 Graph of corrected function for correction of systematic errors of solid precipitation measurements
due to aerodynamic effect in CSSR. Kx - correction coefficient, u -mean wind velocity in height
2 m above the ground during solid precipitation falling. On Fig., there are plotted quotient of precipitation totals M+T and M (see Tab.2) for individual days with solid precipitation total M~ 0,3mm
on the station Bratislava, Koliba for period November,l977 - March,l9B9.
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Table 1
Bratislava, Koliba. Comparison of all precipitation totals measured by precipitation gauges METRA without
wind shield (M), with wind shield Tretyakov (M+T) and HELLMANN (H) for period 1978- 1988 (1980 excluded)
in distribution according to state of aggregation of precipitation and in dependence on wind velocity
and in height 2 m during precipitation falling. Mvalues are in mm for the whole period, the rest in %
of totals measured according to M, n repre'sents number of measured daily totals.
Wind velocity
n
M
M+T
H
M/n
in m.s-1
mm
%
%
mm
a)
0,0
1,1
2,1
3,1
4,1
5,1

- 1,0
- 2,0
- 3,0
- 4,0
- 5,0
- 6,0
Overall

1 i qu i d p r e c i p i t a t i on
345
1095
102,6
501
2048
102,5
218
1046
103,3
56
315
104,0
8
16
109,9
1128

4520

-,~

3,2
4,1
4,8
5,6
2,0

98,9

4,0

101,6
100,8
102,8
99,5
106,8
101,5
101,1

4,8
5,5
4,1
7,8
4,3
20,0
5,5

103,2
98,2
99,4
95,2

2,6
3,2
3,2
2,9
'' n
7,0
3,1

102,8

b) m i x e d p r e c i p i t a t i o n
21
100
103,3
64
104,6
355
46
189
112,0
24
187
111,6
3
119,5
13
1
20
105,4
158
864
105,4
c) s 0 1 i d p r e c i p i t a t i o n
73
0,0 - 1,0
192
109,3
1,1 - 2,0
87
275
115,2
2,1 - 3,0
226
71
135,3
3,1 - 4,0
19
56
127,5
l'n 7
c;
n
"- 1
..,,.,,,I
7
28
5,1 - 6,0
4
28
119,1
Overall
261
805
121,1
0,0
1,1
2,1
3,1
4,1
5,1

98,6
98,8
99,1
100,3
105,0

- 1,0
- 2,0
- 3,0
- 4,0
- 5,0
- 6,0
Overall

R'"l Q

-.~

~,w

""'"''"'

93,6
98,,9.

Table 2
Bratislava, Koliba. Comparison of solid precipitation totals measured by precipitation gauge METRA without
wind shield (M) with measurements by precipitation gauges METRA with wind shield Tretyakov (M+T) and 0-1
(USSR) with wind shield Tretyakov (D+T) for period XI.1977- III.l986 and .XI.l9B7- III.l9B9 in distribution
according to mean daily air temperature during days with solid precipitation falling. Kxl and Kx2.ist .quotient M+T and M, resp. D+T and M in %, n - number of days with solid precipitation, u - mean wind velocity
during precipitation falling in height 2 m. There were taken in account days with M~ 0,2 mm.
Air temperature
in °C

n

> - l
- 4,9 - -1,0
~ - 5
Overall

82
96
38
216

M+T
mm

M
mm
360,3
312,5
99,1
771,9

O+T
mm

Kx1

%

442,1
395,6
128,7
966,3

123
127
130
125

Kx2

M/n
mm

109
112
127
113

4,4
3,3
2,6
3;6

%

392,2
351,3
126,3
869,8

u
m.s-1
2,2
2,3
"1, 7
2,1

Table 3
Comparison of solid precipitation totals~ 0,2 mm measured on the meteorological ·stations Banska Bystrtca
and Stropkov for period December, 1987 - March, 1989. Other explanations are mentioned in description to
Tab. 2. (u - mean wind velocity in height 10 m above the,· ground);
·
Air temperature
in °C

> - 1,0
-4,9 - -1 ,o
- 5,0
·~
Overall

n

Banska By:strica
M M+T
Kx M/n u
mm mm
mm m.s -1
%

18 82' 5 89., 9
18 54,7 '61,1
4 3,9 4,4
40 141,1 155,4

109
112
113
110

4,6
3,0
1,1
3,5

1,4
1,6
0,5
1,4

Stro~kov

n
25
24
8
57

M
mm

M+T
mm

%

M/n
mm

u
m.s -1

56,6
49,0
15,8
121,4

60,2
53,4
lB,l
131,7

106
109
115
lOB

2,3
2,0
2,0
2,1

3,1
2,7
2,6
2,8

Kx
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of intercomparison measurements at least on 20
professional stations in CSSR after 1990, which
will serve mainly for verification of methodics
of corrections of systematic errors of precipitation measurements. There were made attempts to
prepare an etalon for precipitation measurements,
equipped by wind shield in a form of double fence in mountain localities in Slovakia. There is
none among all professional stations in Slovakia,
which fulfills conditions for this aim. Our experiences confirm that results of intercomparison
measurements are problematic without professional
service of observers.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM THE WMO SOLID PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS INTERCOMPARISON

MADSEN, H. AND THE NHP WORKING GROUP ON PRECIPITATION•>
The Nordic Meteorological Institutes

1. INTRODUCTION
The Commission for Instruments and Methods
of Observation of the World Meteorological Organi~ation (WMO/CIMO)
decided on its ninth session in Ottawa, Canada 1985 to recommend that an
international comparison of measuring solid precipitation should be conducted. The WMO intercomparison was. discussed at a meeting on the Nordic
in Tvarminne, Finland
hydrological programme
1986. It was decided that a Nordic field comparison would be organized in Finland, and that
Denmark, Sweden and Norway would submit their
national solid precipitation instruments for
comparison. It was also decided that Denmark,
among other things, would participate in data
treatment.

The International Organizing Committee recommended that the WMO intercomparison should last
five years. The early measurements were started
on 1 February 1987 in the Jokioinen observatory
of the Finnish Meteorological Institute (S.
Huovila et. al. (1988)), and this paper presents
preliminary results of solid precipitation measurements collected during the winters 1987/88
and 1988/89.
2. SITE AND INSTRUMENTATION
The intercomparison field is situat&d at the
meteorological observatory at Jokioinen (about
120 km northeast of Helsinki (Fig. 1) on fairly
flat ground surrounded mainly by cultivated
fields. In the sector southwest to west there are
some shading forests resulting in vertical angles
up to 10•.

Fig. 2 shows the intercomparison field with
the Valdai double-fence placed in the western
part of the area since snow falls mainly with
wind from east and southeast. The unshielded
gauges are placed at the easternmost row, whereas
the gauges equipped with wind shields are situated in the middle row.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

0

100

200km

Fig. 1. The meteorological observatory at
Jokioinen, Finland.

The gauges in the field are as follows:
Tretyakov with wind shield
Tretyall:ov without wind shield ..
Wild, tipping bucket (unshielded)
Friedrich, tipping bucket (unshielded)
Finnish prototype without windshield
Hungarian Hellmann (unshielded)
Wild without wind shield
Norwegian standard gauge (shielded)
Tretyakov With wind shield
Finnish prototype with wind shield
Swedish standard gauge (shielded)
Geonor (shielded)
Tretyakov with wind shield
Wild with wind shield
Danish standard gauge, Hellmann (unshielded)
Tretyakov with windshield in a valdai double
fence
Pit gauge
Geonor in a Valdai double fence (shielded)
Danish tipping bucket (unshielded)
Canadian gauge with wind shield

•> The NHP working group consists of the following members from the respctive meteorological
institutes: Mikko Alestalo, Finland, Bengt Dahlstrom, Sweden, Eirik F0rland, Norway, Henning
Madsen, Denmark, Chairman of the group, Flosi
Hrafn Sigurdsson, Iceland, and Jaakko Perala from
the Hydrological Office, Finland.
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Fig. 2. Location of gauges and·other instruments in the intercomparison field at
themeteorological observatory at Jokioinen.

Among these gauges 5 are recording gauges (No. 3,
4, 12, 18 and 19). No. 3r 4 and- 19 ·are tipping
bucket gauges, while the Geonor ·(No. 12 and 18)
is based on the weighing principle. (S. Bakkeh~i
et al. ( 1985)).
Wind speed and wind direction are measured at
masts and air temperature and air humidity at
one of these masts (Fig. 2).
3. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA
The wind effect is larger for snowfall than
for rain, since the trajectories of snow particles compared with those of rain drops are
influenced yet more by the wind. The problem of
snowfall measurements has been investigated in
many countries. W.R. Hamon (1973), B.E. Goodison
(1978), B. Aune and E.J. F0rland (1985) and B.
Sevruk (1983) have described methods for correcting solid precipitation .considering wind and tern-

perature during snowfall.
In this paper the national gauges from the
Nordic countries have been compared to a Tretyakov gauge with wind shield. This reference gauge
(No. 16) has been placed in a Valdai double fence, which reduces the wind speed around the gauge
rim giving rise to a very small wind error.
The amounts of 'precipitation for the manual
gauges are measured at 00 and 12 hrs local time
both by measuring cylinders and by weighing. The
present investigation only concerns data resulting from weighing, in which case wetting losses
are avoided. 10 min. values are used for the recording gauges. Only data from the Geonor in the
Valdai fence (No. 18) and the Friedrich gauge
(No. 4) are used. Also wind and temperature are
measured every 10 min., and synoptic weather
observations every 3 hours give information about
precipitation types (rain, sleet, snow etc.).

- 143 precipitation is measured at reference gauge No.
16 (M 16 ). By using 10 min. corresponding values
of precipitation from the recording gauge No. 18
(R 18 ) and wind speed, it is possible to include
the variation of the wind speed across the single
snowfall periods. For every semidaily period the
part of the precipitation falling at wind speed
V< (m/s) is found
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Thus a<:~ is the ratio belreen precipitation
fallen at wind s~Jed V<, t8lK , and the total
precipitation .l:Rjm fall er/' during the semi daily
period j measurWd at recording gauge·No. 18.

Wind speed (m/s)

Fig. 3. Total precipitation measured at reference
gauge No. 16 distributed on wind speed.
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For the 69 semidaily periods with wind speed
V< we get
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Fig. 3 shows relatively small values of wind
speed and values above 5m/s seldom occur. Also in
Fig. 4a and 4b the precipitation is distributed
on wind, but here we get further information
about the temperature for every wind speed. The
variation of temperature is also included and
calculated in the same way as for wind speed.
Only temperatures between -lO'C and +2'C are
taken into consideration, since temperatures
below -lO'C occur only a few times. In most cases
precipitation has fallen at temperatures in the
interval [-2'C, +2'C] corresponding to the extremely mild winters 1987/88 and 1988/89.
The wind error of the precipitation gauge can
be expressed in terms of the precipitation deficit (M 16 -M")/M16 , where M16 and M" are amount of
precipitation measured at reference gauge No. 16
and the considered gauge No. n respectively. The
deficit (D) for gauge No. 2, Tretyakov without
shield, is related to wind speed and calculated
for v~ = 0,1,···,5 m/s. For V= V< the deficit
can be expressed as
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Fig. 4a and 4b. Total precipitation distributed
on wind speed and temperature.
The data for this analysis include 69 semidaily values (£0.5 mm measured at gauge No. 16)
of solid precipitation measured during the winters 1987/88 and 1988/89. Fig. 3 demonstrates the
total precipitation from these 69 measurements
distributed on wind speed during snowfall. The
wind speeds measured at the 2 m level are 10 min.
average values from the 8 masts (Fig. 2) and the
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degree on the wind speed around the gauge rim.
The deficit for a gauge without wind shield was
larger than for shielded gauges. Besides, previous investigations have shown that the deficit
also depends on the temperature. However, in this
analysis of data from the winters 1987/88 and
1988/879, the range of temperature has been very
limited and, therefore, it has not been possible
to demonstrate a clear dependence on temperature.
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Fig .. Sa .and Sb. Precipitation deficit in relation
to wind speed and temperature.
Fig. Sa and Sb illustrate the deficit related to
wind speed and temperature. ·It appears from the
Fig. 's that the deficit increases with the wind
speed, whereas the temperature does not seem to
influence the deficit. However, it must be point~
ed out that the number of observations is relatively small and only few cases of snowfall with
temperatures below -lO'C have occurred. W.R.
Hamon (1973), B. Sevruk (1983) and B. Aune and
E.J. F~rland (1985) have i.a. shown ·that the
deficit depends on the temperature. Therefore, we
are continuing the work in an attempt to set up a
model for correcting solid precipitation based on
both wind speed and temperature. In the same way
the deficit is calculated for the national gauges
from Denmark (No. 15), Finland (No. 10), Norway
(No. 8), and Sweden (No. 11), but only in relation to wind speed (Fig. 6). All the curves express a clear dependence on
the wind speed.
The unshielded Danish gauge catches a relatively
small part of the snow, about 60% at wind speed
5 m;s, whereas the other three shielded gauges, .
especially the Finnish one, catch more of the
snow.
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Fig. 6. Precipitation deficit for gauges No. 8,
10, 11 and 15 related to wind speed.
4. CONCLUSIONS
This analysis has shown that corrections of
solid precipitation are extremely necessary since
the wind effect is still larger than for rain.
The wind error of a precipitation gauge expressed
as the precipitation deficit depends to a high
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE WMO FIELD INTERCOMPARISON IN YUGOSLAVIA
MILKOVIC, J.
Hydrometeorological Institute, Zagreb, Yugoslavia

1. INTRODUCTION
There is a systematic error in
point precipitation measurement~ This
fact has been known for more than 200
years in Europe and a myriad of papers
has been published on this problem. For
historical references see Sevruk (1982).
Two international comparison of precipitation gauges were initiated (in 1955
and 1972) and organized by the World
Meteorological
Organization
(WMO).
Similar comparisons took place in some
countries at the national level too.
There are practical guides
on the
method of correcting the systematic
error in point precipitation measurement
through use of diagrams, formulae and
examples from countries where these
corrections are used,
Sevruk ( 1982,
1986), ·sevruk and Hamon ( 1984), De
Bruin (1986). But for all that the
problem of accurate measurement
of
solid precipitation has not been solved
as yet. Up to now there has not been a
refe~ence

standard for solid precipi ta-

tion measurement, such as a pit gauge
for liquid precipitation, but there are
some ways for more accurate measurement
of snowfall. Therefore the WMO initiated
the
Solid
Precipitation
Measurement
Intercomparison
and
Yugoslavia
is
participating in it. The Intercomparison
began in November 1986 and it should
last five years.
The Organizing Committee WMO/CIMO
( 1985) reviewed in detail the possible
methods which could be used as a reference for the snowfall intercomparison
(forest clearing, double fence, bush,
dual-gauge
approach).
The
following
method has been designated
as
the
reference for this Intercomparison: the
octagonal vertical wooden double fence
inscribed into circles surrounding the
Tretyakov gauge, the working network
reference gauge, mounted at the height
of 3 m inside it. Past and current
procedures, automated systems as well
as new methods of observation are to be
assessed against this reference method
whose
accuracy
and
reliability
is
known.
Detailed
information of the
Intercomparison objectives and a description of the required instruments
are given in WMO/CIMO ( 198.5). A summary
of the performance of double fence
shields, and particulary for the octagonal vertical Double Fence Intercomparison Reference ( DFIR) recommended in
this
Intercomparison,
is
given
by
Golubev (1986).

of Croatia. The results of the previous
comparison
have
been
summarized
by
Kirigin ( 1972a, 1972b) and Cikos ( 1987).
Having some experience in dealing
with these topics, it was decided to use
this Intercomparison as an excellent
opportunity to assess the accuracy of
the national standard unshielded Hellman
gauge as well as methods against an
international reference. There is one
evaluation station in Yugoslavia,
at
Parg, and all required instruments are
installed there.
The
preliminary
results
indicate
that the reference standard in this
Intercomparison,
the
Tretyakov gauge
inside the DFIR, had a generally superior catch efficiency compared to other
shielded
of
unshielded
gauges.
The
unshielded Hellmann gauge, the Yugoslav
standard gauge, had a generally inferior
catch efficiency compared to all other
gauges.
The
seasonal
precipitation
deficit in relation to the DFIR for
unshielded Hellmann gauge ranges from
5. 7 to 9. 5 %. The monthly precipitation
deficit
of solid
precipitation,
for
daily amount in the DFIR
~ 3. 0 mm and
for the same type of gauge, ranges from
2.8 to 24.2 %. The shielded Hellmann
gauge, with Tretyakov type
of wind
shield,
had
something lower deficit
compared to unshielded one. The results
also indicate that the type and amount
of precipitation as well as type of wind
shield affect the catch of a precipitaticn gauge.
2. MEASURING SITE AND INSTRUMENTS
The meteorological station at Parg
(Hs = 863 m) is situated in the mountainous region of Croatia. The measuring
site is surrounded by rounded mountains
about 10 km away. There is a mountain
range
overtoping and
protecting the
measuring site from the western direction.
For
detailed
information
see
WMO/CIMO (1988).
Figure 1. shows the location of the
gauges and other instruments in detail
in the intercomparison field.
The gauges in the intercomparison
field, as well as their height (in
metres) above the ground (number in
bracket) are marked as follows (Figure
1.):

1 -

The first special measurements by
different types of rain gauges were
commenced in Yugoslavia at the end of
1955. Since then such measurements have
been carried out at several meteorological stations in the mountainous region

Hellmann gauge without wind shield
m)
2 - Hellmann gauge with Tretyakov type
of wind shield (2 m)
3 - Tretyakov type of gauge with corresponding wind shield (2 m)
4 - Tretyakov type of gauge with wind
(2
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shield in the DFIR (3 m)
5 - Hellmann gauge without wind shield
in the small wooden double fence
(2 m)
6 - Hellmann gauge without wind shield .
(2.25 m)
7 - Hellmann gauge without wind shield ·
(2.66 m)

70

0

~

3. RESULTS

X

The measurements were started on
January 1, 1987, when five gauges were
available (Fig. 1 - gauges 1 to 5). All
gauges operate throughtout the whole
year. Wetting and evaporation losses
have not yet been determined, and the
precipitation amounts have not been
corrected for these losses. In the
present study only the data for the
cold part of the year are presented and
discussed. The Tretyakov gauge in the
DFIR is used as the standard against
which all other gauges are compared.

D
House

10 m

Figure 1. Location of gauges and othe:r
in the intercompa·r•ison field

0
0

Valdai double
fence

s.mall double
fence

0

shielded gauge

0

unshielded
gauge

Organizing Committee WMO/CIMO (1985).
The second double fence is smaller and
lower than the DFIR. This is also an
acto.gonal vertical double fehce inscribed into a circle. The outer fence
is inscribed into a circle of 6 m in
diameter and the inner fence into a
circle of 3 m in diameteP. The outer
fence is 2.5 m high, the inner fence is
2. 0 m high. The fence is also made of
wooden picket boards, 1. 5 m high, 0. 05
m wide in such a way that there is a
gap between the vertical bars of 0. 05
m, i. e, equal to the width of the
bars~ In the outer fence .there is a gap
of 1 m height between the ground and
the bottom of the picket boards. In the
inner fence this gap is only 0.5 m
high. The Hellmann gauge, wi thaut wind
shield, is placed in the centre of the
inner fence and the rec.eiving surface
of the gauge is 2 m above the ground.

EB

wind (2 m)

~.

temperature
humidity

Table 1. summarizes the. seasonal
precipitation deficit (%) in relation
to the DFIR for all gauges located at
Parg. The unshielded Hellmann gauge
caught the lowest precipitation amount.

T.ARE 1. EFJI3:NAL PRB:lPITATICl'l IEFICIT

X

snow board

®

wind (3 m)

The measurements were started on
January 1, 1987, when five gauges were
available (gauges 1 to 5). The gauges,
number 6 and 7, were started an January
1, 1988. These two additional national
gauges were installed an request of the
Organizing Committee WMO/CIMO ( 1987) to
assess the homogeneity of the intercomparisan field.
·
The Hellmann gauge, without wind
shield, is used as standard gauge in
Yugoslavia. The rim of this gauge is
1 m above the ground, except in the
mountainous regions where it is 2 m
above the ground. This type of gauge is
operated thraught the whole year far
bath liquid and solid precipitation.
There are two wooden double fences
in the intercomparisan field. The first
one is DFIR whicl': is constructed according to the instructions of the WMO
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TOl'AL
(nm)

[flR

'iF.i'.'il

(%)

(%)

M.S

M.U

amu.F

[flR

[flR

('M

(%)

Jan. '157-Arc'. '157

544.2

98.2

94.4

9).5

96.0

Q;t. '157-Afx'. '88

1341.3

96.0

94.7

92.2

97.1

Q;t. '88-Afx'. '89

769.4

95.5

95.3

94.3

97.3

In Table 1,, as well as in all
other tables in· this paper, Tret. is
Tretyakov gauge,
Hel.S
is shielded
Hellmann gauge, Hel.U is unshielded
Hellmann gauge and SmallF. is small
double fence with unshielded Hellmann
gauge inside it.
Percentage of different types of
precipitation in monthly precipitation
amount is in Table 2.
The different types of precipitation were separated according to the
following rule:
liquid precipitation
means that the whole day only liquid
precipitation
was
recorded:
solid
precipitation means that only this type
of
precipitation was
recorded:
all
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other combinations were
mixed precipitation.

separated

in

TAB.E 2. PER:ENI'Ia: <F DlF'l'EH!NI' 'IYPl!S <F Im:JPITATIDI
IN MNnLY PREClPTI'A'I'KN IMlNT
0:±.
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I:e:!.

Jan.
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Mlr.

A!riJ.

::NNI 3!A3:N 1~
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0.3
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0.5
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0
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100
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12.8

0

0

64.9
~.1

78.9
12.1

21.2
66.0

100

34.3

100
0

0

Table 3. and 4.
summarize
the
seasonal deficit of solid, mixed and
liquid precipitation for daily amount
in the DFIR equal to or larger than 3.0
mm and less than 3.0 mm respectively.
TAB.E

3.

IEFICII' CF 3l.JD, MIXED .AID UcmD ffiECIPITATIDI
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The catch deficiency is larger for
light precipitation (Table·4.) than for
moderate and heavy precipitation (Table
3.).
The
unshielded
Hellmann
gauge
(Table 3.) caught the lowest precipitation amount again. Its catch deficiency
is the largest for solid precipitation
and ranges from 5 to 15.8 %. I t could
look strange (Table 4.) that lowest
deficit was for solid precipitation.
That could related to the fact that,
during the period in question, there
were 7 months with mixed precipitation
and 5 months with liquid precipitation,
when monthly precipitation amount was
less than 1.0 mm in the DFIR. The
smallest monthly precipitation amount

A!ri1
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94.0
91.2
95.4

66.7
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88.1

Monthly
deficit
of
different
types of precipitation (daily amount
in the DFIR 3!: 3.0 mm) is in Table 5
and 6.
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'lmr.

s:I.1D rm::::IPITA'I'I

Jan.'87-Jlj:r.'87 218.3
0:±. '87-Jlj:r. •88 135.4

IFIR
'IOI'AL

PERIOD

GM.IE

Tret.

IFIR

double

TAB.E 4. L'EFIGIT <F 3l.JD, MIXED AID UQJID PREG.il'ITATICN
- DAILY JMXNI' IN TilE IFIR < 3.0 mn

(mn)

84.7

::NNI 3!A3:N 1987-88

3l.JD

(0 .1 mm in the DFIR and small
fence) was in January 1989.

HEL.U

98.5

95.1

1988-89
0
100
0 W.9
0 W.5
96.6
96.1
0 W.1
98.0

0

98.5

100
96.2
95.2
93.7
96.4

100

100

95.8
93-5
88.4

95.7
95.5
92.0

89.8

96.5

100
W;O

100

95.2
94.4

95.1
94.3
93.2

96.6

97.1

The
Yugoslav
standard
gauge,
unshielded Hellmann gauge, caught the
smallest precipitation amount for. all
types of precipitation and
in all
months without exception. The largest
catch deficiency is for solid precipitation. It ranges from 2. 8 to 24.2 %
in relation to the DFIR. The shielded
Hellmann gauge, with Tretyakov type of
wind shield, had something lower deficit.
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increased to 100

TAilE 6. J::EFICIT CF SLID AND MIXED Fm:IPITATICN
(o/o) - DAILY fMlNl' 1N 'Iffi IFIR ~ 3.0 nm
GAltE

O::!t.

Nov.

Ce:!.

Jan.

Feb.

4. SUMMARY

M3r,

J\p'1l

SLID PREcri'ITA'TICN

19e6-S7
IFIR
'IRET.

HEL.S
HEL.U
3'11\I.L F.

IFIR

0

100

100

'ffiET.

0

HEL.S
HEL.U

0
0

89.8
81.4
c 76.3

3'11\I.L F.

0

96.6

91.9
86.2
81.3
94.3

100
1o4.7
91.3
84.1

100
97.6
98.0
95.3

100
95.5
95.5
83.4

100
91.3
91.3
87.0

93.0
1987-88
100
f57 .9
78.8
75.8
84.8

99.1

98.5

95.7

100

100

100

95.4
94.7
93.1
97.0

95.9
94.3
92.2

90.9
88.6
86.4
93.2

w.o

1988-89
IFIR

0

100

0

0

'ffiET.

0
0

95.1
95.6

0

0

0

0

0
0

93.2
98.1

0
0

HEL.S
HEL.U
3'11\I.L F.

100.

100

0

0

98.6 96.1
97.9 95.1
97.2 94.5

0
0
0

0

99.3

0

96.7

1986-87
IFIR

100

100

100

100.

'IRE!'.

98.8

92.3

97.3

95.1

HEL.S

93.5
89.3
97.0

96.5
95.2
98.5

94.2
91.3
98.0

IFIR

0

100

0

96.7
89.3
94.7
1987-88
100

100

100

0

'IRE!'.
HEL.S

0

0
0

97.5
96.3
95.0

0
0
0

95.2
94.5
91.6

97.1
95.8
94.4

96.7
96.5
93.8

0
0
0

0

98.1

0

97.5

98.3

97.8

0

HEL.U
3'11\I.L F.

HEL.U
S1liLL F.

1988-89
IFIR

0

100.

100

0

100

100

0

'ffiET.

0

HEL.S

0

3'11\I.L F.

0

95.8
94.2
91.0
(J7.4

96.9
96.4
95.6
98.1

0
0

0

95.3
96.6
94.5
97.5

0
0

HEL.U

92.2
93.0
91.5
96.1

0

0

%.

0
0

The Tretyakov gauge in the DFIR,
the reference standard in this Intercomparison, caught the most precipitation amount i.e. it had a generally
superior catch efficiency compared to
other shielded or unshielded gauges.
On
the
other
hand
the
unshielded
Hellmann gauge had a generaly inferior
ea tch efficiency compared to all other
gauges. This is in line with the previous investigation in other countries
as well as with the first results in
this Intercomparison, WMO/CIMO ( 1988),
and confirms that better wind protection means smaller precipitation deficit. The results also confirm that the
type and amount of precipitation and
type of wind shield affect the catch
of a precipitation gauge~
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COMPARISONS OF AERODYNAMIC ERRORS WITH PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS IN EIGHT GAUGE TYPES

PETER ALLERUP
DANISH METEOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE

1. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that the catch of. a rain
gauge placed above ground level is systematically
lower than the catch of a gauge placed at ground
level, and it is an established fact that this is
due to disturbances in the air flow surrounding
the gauge rim (Robbinson and Rodda (1969), Dahlstrom (1973), Allerup and Madsen (1980), Sevruk
(1982). Folland (1986)).

In order to reduce these aerodynamic errors,
many attempts at shielding the gauge have been
tried out usinq various ohvsical constructions of
the shield (Bolshakov- (l974), Sanuki et al.
(1952), Sevruk (1983), Warnick (1953, 1954)).
However, detailed comparisons (Allerup and Madsen, 1986) of parallel precipitation measurements
in shielded and unshielded gauges have shown no
systematic difference between the two gauge types
for a given wind speed and rain intensity. It was
concluded that for liquid precipitation a shielded Hellmann gauge behaves like any other onshielded Hellmann gauge, and the catch of a
shielded gauge could be modelled by the same
statistical means as unshielded gauges.

provided making interpretations of the model
parameters possible in terms of gauge characteristics. This model was labeled "meeting point
model" from an underlying assumption stating that
above a certain - gauge dependent - value of rain
intensity ("the point"), the gauge has 100% catch
performance, irrespective of wind speed.
The meeting point model was tested earlier
against data (WMO project on correction of precipitation, Sevruk (1985)) collected in eight
different gauge types (Allerup and Madsen (1986))
and emphasis was put upon model tests and model
interpretations rather than analysing gauge differences.
The aim of this paper is to describe and
interprete the differences in catch performance
between these eight gauge types - among which the
one is Folland's "champagne• gauge- by means of
the meeting point model. It is the intention to
rank the gauges according to values found for
each gauge by means of the parameters of the
model. This ranking will reflect the physical
characteristics of the gauge.
2. STATISTICAL MODELS

Wind tunnel experiments (Sevruk
et al.
(1989)) have focused upon the aerodynamic effects
caused by different shapes and sizes of the orifice rims leading to a ranking of gauge types in
terms of orifice area, existence of bird protection ring and characteristics of the orifice rim.
Other experiments (Folland (1986, 1988))
have radically changed the basic design of the
whole gauge in order to minimize the aerodymanic
errors; in fact, through wind tunnel experiments
Folland was led to a gauge type which resembles a
flat champagne glass and demonstrated that this
gauge type was optimal by means of physical calculations on the air flow around the rim.
Folland's detailed studies resulted in a
wind speed and drop size dependent calculation of
the catch loss due to the aerodynamic influence,
which is comparable with the loss predicted by
the hi-linear model (Allerup and Madsen (1980))
in which wind speed and rain intensity (as an
estimate of drop size) are independent variables.
It was possible (Allerup (1985)) to utilize
empirically based relations between the parameter
estimates in the general hi-linear model (Allerup
and Madsen (1980)) in order to simplify the general model. By this a parametric framework was

The meeting point model is a restriction of
the following general model used earlier (Allerup
and Madsen (1980))to assess the deficit of the
national gauge Pr/Pn expressed as the ratio between precipitation measured in a reference pit
gauge Pr and in the national gauge Pn respectively.

1>,. - J<-r.,v). \lf(J: ,;\ ::c!IAt +«z.v. L'\"L -t cl V +11('1 I i
l'n. )T
I
3
ci1., ot.. 1cl.'l and oL'I are unknown parameters to be
1

estimated, I is rain intensity (mm/sec) measured
as total amount of precipitation per time unit
and V is wind speed (m/sec) measured at gauge
height. Residual variance· to ln (Pr/Pn) (log
values) is well fitted by a normal distribution
with zero mean and unknown variance.
The meeting point model derived as a special
case of this general model essentially relies on
the following two assumptions:

- "V(:t 1v)=o for Hio, all V
- effect of
linear

wind

speed on catch error is

I

- 154 The first assumption states that, irrespective of
wind speed, the national gauge has 100% catch
performance if the rain intensity exceeds Io - a
point characteristic for the gauge. In Allerup
(1985) it is shown how to test the model by means
of simple graphical methods. The meeting point
model is defined in /2/.

/2/

The. linear function ~·V+'\. of wind speed V can
be substituted by a general function .,... (V) of
the wind speed (Allerup and Madsen(l986)) if the
second assumption is unrealistic. In the meeting
point model Io, -.c. and '1.. are the unknown parameters to be estimated. The interpretation of
To, ?C. 1 <t_ in terms of iso-curves for P,/Pn cannot
take place as independent descriptions; however,
for fixed values of ?<.,'\.it is clear that a gauge
with low Io is superior to a gauge with high Io
value, since the low Io-gauge will have lower
correction values for all 1: 5. "I, and V. Similarly,
it is seen that for a fixed value of Io a low?tvalue means low sensitivity both to level of wind
speed and to changes of wind speed. The parameter
~ reflects the
empirical fact that even for wind
speed V ~ o deviations between the gauge placed
above ground level and the pit-gauge are observed. A "true" physical model should have 'l.=o as it
was done in the first version of the model (Allerup and Madsen (1986)), but on this pointlike with cl" in the general model /1/ - we have
preferred a close fit to data over a logical
model value at wind speed zero.
In practice, the estimated :ta,'Jt.,'t
parameters often lead to intersecting correction
"surfaces" for the gauges, which makes the comparison between the gauges more complex. In fact,
the one gauge will be superior to the other gauge
for some (I, V) combinations, while other (I, V)
combinations may rank the gauges opposite.
The typical shape of a correction surface is
demonstrated in Fig. 1, which at the same time
displays the effect of intersection. This is done
with (.:t 0 ,,...,!{) = {. -t-r... , o.oo,, O.O!) for the upper
surface and u: 0 ,':1<. 1 'l\=~'"\ 1 o.oo'"!.,- o.o'l)
for the
lower one. It is seen that in the high-wind lowintensity area the first surface is superior to
the second, but across the intersection the situation is opposite. Equivalent values of the two
correction surfaces are distributed along the
white "band" in the middle of the figure.

3. ESTIMATION AND TESTS
The test of fit of the meeting point model
/2/ can most efficiently be carried out by means
of graphical methods directly taking advantagge
of the parametric structure. In fact, it can be
shown (Allerup (1985)) that a consequence of the
model /2/ is that the points (ln(I),ln(P,/Pn))
calculated from data for a fixed wind speed V =
Vo must be distributed randomly around a straight
line with intercept value = ln(Io) (abscissa!)
and the slope value = ?C..V0 r'l
• Collection of
different slopes for different wind speeds Vo
will prove - or reject
the linearity of the
effect of wind speed in the exponent ?tv rt
of
the model.
The test of fit of the general model /1/
follows standard procedures for testing linear
regression models, since this unrestricted model
is a 3-dimensional regression of ln(Pr/Pn) on the
independent variables (lni,V·lni,V).
For both the meeting point model and the
general model the residual variation ln(Pr/Pn)ln (model predicted value) can be adequately
fitted by a normal distribution with mean value
zero and some unknown variance, i.e.

where

N.<. 'I.,"\

=ll)t.·V "-'!)L"' ('J: 0 /r\

meeting point
model

For each gauge type a specific set of parameters (::t 0 ,"<,'l' or to~,.,,oe..hll( 01 \ and the¥" 's can
be estimated e.g. by maximum likelihood or least
square methods. We have empirical evidence for
the fact that a normal distribution /3/ can be
used in cases where precipitation collected at
least daily is studied. With shorter sampling
periods the residual distributions tend to be
skew with a longer right tail.
Estimation of the parameters of the meeting
point model /2/ has been done using a conditional
least square method. In fact (Allerup et al.
(1990)), the following function is minimized

subject to the constraint

,..~,CJ:o,u,'l.)

=[

J:

;l#tVoc.+'l_ =

o<,

/5/

41.

Fig. 1. Two correction functions of
defined by l'i: 01 ""• 'l) = ('41?.0) 1 o.oo,, o,o"Sl
and l'I: 0 , 'lt.,'l.\ ~(. ,, 0 .Oo'5 1 -o.o'1)

(l:,v)

The side condition /5/ states that for a selected
wind speed =Vel and rain intensity =:I.t, the model
predicted correction value is equal to~, i.e.
the correction surface is bound to have some preassessed value ~ at the (I, V) combination (~ 1Vot\.
The necessity for having a constraint at all, is
partly based upon the empirical fact that data
are normally too sparse to support a "stable"
estimation from /4/ and partly because we avoid
unrealistic correction predictions near the edges
of the correction surface (e.g. estimates below
1.00 corresponding to negative relative corrections). This is parallel to the question about
origo-estimation in regression analysis versus
free estimation of both linear parameters.

- 155 Out of the solution to the minimization
problem of Q, /4/ we get a least-square estimate
of the residual variance,~~in /3/. Further statistical analysis between gauges can then be based
upon the complete set (. 1: 0 ,.,._•'l\ and G-'1. of parameters for each gauge.

his three parallel series of measurements from
three different gauge types, one of which is the
"champagne" gauge. Precipitation values are daily
(Denmark, Finland and England) or semidaily
values (USA, Australia).
The reference gauge has been the same (Snowdon) for all sites, placed at ground level. Measurements of wind speed have been transformed by
means of the usual log-transformation to a wind
speed at gauge height (rim height) for all gauges
before analysis. The rain intensities have been
recorded in pluviographs at the level of approx.
1 m for all sites. These values are used directly
in the analyses.

4. DATA FOR THE ANALYSIS
Data collected during the general WMO project on precipitation correction (Sevruk and
Hamon (1984)) have provided us with precipitation
series from USA, Finland and Australia. From
Denmark a sub series from one site (Skrydstrup)
of the orlginal data used when establishing the
general model /1/ (Allerup and Madsen (1980))
has been used; these data were the Danish contribution to the WMO project together with a series
. of measurements collected in a shielded gauge.
From England C.K. Folland has kindly given to us

Gauge No.

The basic characteristics of each precipitation series and the gauges are summarized in
table 1; further details are given in Allerup and
Madsen ( 1986).

Country

Observations (N)

Gauge Type

Deninark

301

Hellmann
unshielded
(200 cm 2 )

2

Finland

151

Niper, wild
(500 cm•

3

Australia

208

Aust. Std.
(203 cm•)

4

USA

318

U.S.Std.
(J24 cm 2 )

5

England

376

UTW
"champagne•
(131 cm 2 )

6

England

376

V-gauge
( 125 cm•)

7

England

376

U.K. Std.
(127 cm 2 )

8

Denmark

301

Hellmann
shielded
(200 cm 2 )

Table 1.

Site, number of observations and gauge type for the eight precipitation
series submitted to statistical analysis by means of the meeting point
model. (The V-gauge is a simple gauge with V-shape of the collector).

It should be noticed that the distribution
of wind speed varies from site to site partly
because of different climatic conditions and
partly because some of the gauges are placed at
low height, in which cases a "normal" wind speed
is transformed to (a lower) wind speed at rim
height. The available (I,V) combinations for the
gauge analyses consequently varies strongly.
5. RESULTS
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The meeting point model /2/ has been tested
against data for each gauge type separately by
means of the graphical test procedures outlined
above. Two examples are given in Fig. 2 and fig.
3, and it was concluded that no systematic deviations from the structure of the model could be
detected in any of the eight data sets.
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to use a common value ~ = 1% as constraint value
/5/ to the estimation problem Min (0) for ~
eight gauges. This value was set in the (I,V)
combination (I,V)= (26 mm/h,ll m/sec), fixing the
correction function to attain the value 1% in
this point. For all gauges other than the "champagne• type (no. 5) this value seems reasonable,
but for this particular gauge the calculations of
a Io value seem to result in a very low value;
this, in turn, may contradict the constraint
value oL = 1% for a rain intensity I = 26 mm/hremembering that the "meeting point" itself is
defined as the intensity la, above which we get
"true" observations irrespective of wind speed.
For that reason unconstrained estimation of
{-x. ,?<. o'l) has taken place for the • champagne"
gauge; data for this gauge showed to be sufficiently spread on (I,V) combinations for a stable
statistical estimation to be performed .
Gauge

-.ro

1. Hellmann (uns)
2. Niper, wild
3. Aust. Std.
4. U.S. Std.
5. UTW (champagne)
6. V-gauge
7. U.K. Std.
8. Hellmann (s)

29.0
29.5
29.1
41.8
1.0
59.3
30.3
29.1

l(.

a--

'l

I

LOG NIENSITV NATIONAL GAUGE

Fig. 2-3.

Relation between log(Pr/Pn) (ordinate)
and log(I) (abscissa) for windspeed V=
4 and 8.

It was, however, a first and a too crude
conclusion taken earlier (Allerup and Madsen
(1986)) based upon graphical analyses (of the
general model /1/ as well) that data from all
gauges outside the three English gauges could be
fitted satisfactorily by Qng specific set of
parameters, i.e. by one common model.
In fact, using standard numerical tests for
comparisons of several sets of regression parameters, we must now realize that a significant
difference between the gauge-specific ol 1S exists across the eight gauges. These differencesviewed from the general model /1/
can be
judged, too, by means of likelihood ratio tests
under the meeting point model /2/ when the necessary calculation programs are inplemented. The
regression test across the eight groups results
in a F-test statistic: F
15.93 which on
(28,2377) D.F. is highly significant (p = 0.00),
indicating differing regression parameters~ 's.
Table 2 contains the estimated residual standard
deviation for each gauge type; on average this
means that the expected correction value E(Pr/Pn)
can be predicted with an approximate accuracy of
! 0.05 for non-extreme values of (I,V).
Std. of regression
analysis

Country
1. Denmark (uns)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Finland
Australia
USA
UK (UTW)
UK (V-gauge)
UK (std)
Denmark (s)

Table 2.

0.13
0.05
0.05
0.08
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.11

Estimates of residual standard deviations (std) from general model /1/;
gauges are listed in Table 1. (uns =
unshielded, s = shielded)

The solution to the estimation problem in
the meeting point model is given by thoseti01 ~,~)
-·values, which makes Q in /4/ a minimum. These
are displayed in Table 3. It was first attempted

0.0065
0. 0071
0.0078
0.0011
0.0002
0.0012
0.0045
0.0081

0.022
0.001
0.004
0.009
-0.021
-0.002
0.016
0.000 .

0.11
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.10

,"".,_

Table 3. Estimates of parameters ~ :r0 ;~,'l)
in
the meeting point model for elght gauge
types (uns = unshielded, s = shielded)
constrained estimates: correction (I,V)
1% for (!,V)
(26 ~m/n,ll m/sec)
·except for gauge No. 5 ("champagne").
Before we draw conclusions from Table 3.,
some points should be noticed. Two gauges have
estimated 't 's below zero (No.'s 5 and 6) which
give rise to negative, relative corrections for
small values of V = wind speed. If we want to
work out complete tables of correction values (as
function of I and V) it could be reconsidered to
substitute these values by zero in order to have
a "logical" correction surface for practical use.
More generally, one should be careful when applying the estimates roughly for the purpose of
obtaining a complete correction surface for practical use, since other sources of information
could enter in a way which led to small changes
of the estimates. However, for the aim of this
study, i.e. a ranking of the gauges in terms of
aerodynamic characteristics, we feel confident
about the statistical accuracy by which the
<. 'I:o,':><., tt) are estimated
(Allerup and Madsen
(1990)}.
Another point of interest is the level of
residual variance estimated under the general
model (cf. Table 2.) compared with the residual
variance under the meeting point model (column 4
in Table 3.). Although the meeting point model
/2/ is a more restrictive model than the general
model /1/ it is satisfactory to observe that the
overall fit - in terms of unexplained varianceis nearly the same for the two models.
One way of comparing the eight gauges is to
pool the two key parameters la and~in a graph.
This is done in Fig. 4. The~ -parameter is not
of much interest seen from the point of view of
aerodynamics, since it mainly takes care of the
de facto existing observations of correction
values for wind speed V=o (cf. above). The rather
large value for gauge No. 1 suggests that some
observations have been assigned wind speed V = o,
although part of the period of collection of the

- 157 precipitation may
zero.

have had wind speed exceeding
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Fig. 4. Plot of eight gauges using estimated Io
as abiscissa and estimated ~ as ordinate. Meeting point model.
It seems documented from Fig. 4 that the
"champagne" gauge ranks number one both with
respect to marginal wind sensitivity and the
'meeting point• Io
the 100% catch point. In
fact, it is estimated that this gauge measures
the true precipitation for all precipitation
events with rain intensity exceeding 1 mm/h irraapective of

wind speed,

and for precipitation

with rain intensity less than 1 mm/h the catch
performance is everywhere (I,V) better than the
other gauges.
The gauge No. 6 needs heavy rain (rain intensity exceeding 60 mm/h) in order to match out
the effect of wind completely; on the other hand,
this gauge seems to operate on precipitation
events with rain intensities less than 60 mm/h
with little marginal wind speed sensitivity since
the estimated ?t -value is low. Taking into account the very simple physical construction of
the V-gauge this is a rather surprising result.
The gauges No.'s 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 form one
group in the sense that these gauges have a meeting point value Io ~ 30 mm/h in common. Truecatch is consequently estimated to take place for
precipitation events with rain intensities exceeding 30 mrn/h
irrespective of wind speedfor these five gauge types. Within the group the
U.K. standard gauge (no. 7) seems superior to the
other gauges since its wind sensi ti vi ty ?C. is
estimated as the lowest value. Although the effect from a shield on liquid precipitation is
already known to be almost non-existing concerning liquid precipitation (Allerup and Madsen
(1986)) it is interesting to observe that these
estimates suggest that the shielded Hellmann
gauge (No. 8) is more sensitive to wind speed
than the unshielded Hellmann (No. 1).
The two gauges U.S. standard (No. 4) and the
V-gauge (No. 6) rank equal with respect to wind
speed sensitivity but differ with respect to
estimated meeting point values: Io = 41.8 and Io
= 59.3. This indicates a better catch performance
for the U.S. standard gauge over the V-gauge
since a 100%-catch is estimated to take place by
the U.S. standard at a lower level of rain intensity - irrespective of wind speed.

Comparisons between e.g. gauge No. 6 with gauge
No. 7 mean comparisons between intersecting correction surfaces. This comparison and similar
comparisons between gauges estimated to have nonidentical Io or ?t -values lead to comparisons
where correction values must be compared in subsets of the (I,V)-plane. For that to be done with
sufficient statistical accuracy we need, however,
to analyse in detail the estimation errors for
(~ 0 ,~ ,~) •
This study is in progress and the
results of it, part of which will be a set of
complete correction tables for all gauge types,
will be published elsewhere (Allerup and Madsen
(1990)).
As stated above the comparison between the
unshielded Hellmann gauge (No. 1) and the shielded gauge (No. 8) leads to a somewhat unexpected
conclusion. Although the two estimated Io-values
are almost identical, it seems that the shield
causes higher sensitivity towards wind speed than
the unshielded gauge - with liquid precipitation!
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have undertaken a comparison between
eight gauge types, six of which are standard
gauges with the specific aim to study the aerodynamic properties of the gauges. In fact, the
collection errors relative to a reference pit
gauge are studied as functions of wind speed
(m/sec) and rain intensity measured as the total
amount of precipitation per time unit (mm/h).
Based upon a general model (Allerup and Madsen
(1980)) significant differences among the gauges
in catch performance were established. In order
to elaborate and interpret these differences, the
data from the eight gauges were subjected to
further analysis by means of the so-called meeting point model (Allerup and Madsen (1986)),
which is partly a restriction of the general
model. The overall fit to this model was satisfactory for each gauge type and the comparisons
between gauges have been performed by means of
two key parameters of the model (i):Io (the
"meeting point"), which indicates a level on
precipitation intensity above which the gauge
measures lOO pet correct (true measurements)
irrespective of wind speed and (ii): ?t, which is
a parameter indicating the level and the sensitivity on collection error caused by wind speed.
It became clear from the comparisons that a new
type of gauge (the "champagne" gauge) constructed
by C.K. Folland (1988) ranked number one with
respect to both these gauge characteristics,
thereby confirming expectations of high catch
performance for this gauge.
Before complete correction tables for each gauge
type can be calculated as a function of rain intensity and wind speed, further work must be done
investigating the statistical estimation errors
of the parameters in the meeting point model.
Supplementary data collected in specific rain
intensity, wind speed combinations will ease this
study as well.7. REFERENCES
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Numerous books and textbooks dealing with
classical and modern hydrology have been published
worldwide. The chapter referring to the m'easurement and analysis of rainfall has a very Important
place In each of them. However, only a few books
state that the accuracy of rainfall measurements Is
not high and that errors appear systematically and
are almost unavoidable. The methods for correction
of point rainfall measurements are dealt with only
In very specialized rare books. Meteorologists are
more direct, although not loud enough, when speaking about this problem. It can be concluded, without exaggeration, that hydrologists do not want to
be engaged In solving another problem. It seems to
be easier "to sweep this problem under the carpet".
If we really start from the realization that the poInt rainfall measurements are not very accurate, we
somehow come to question other analyses of hydrological superstructure of which we are, as hydrologists, very proud. Nevertheless, our experience and
practical situation make us face that problem and
start to solve It radically and systematically, considering either Its theoretical or practical engineering aspect. This paper Is an attempt to deal with
the problem of accuracy and correction of rainfall
measurements exclusively from the hydrological standpoint. The article Is meant to arouse discussion
which will be a starting point for drawing practical
conclusions Important for application In the engineering hydrology. Sevruk ( 1987) put forward In detail
his views on a similar problem, but he drew conclusions related to solving these problems In the future. The following statement of this author can be
considered very significant: "Until now, each country has been developing Its own correction procedures, although suitable procedures may already be
available elsewhere". There remains an open question whether the new measurement technologies, as
well as the correction methods will make possible
the correction of the so far measured rainfall. Probably certain progress will be made In that direction, but it will never be possible to achieve a satisfactory correction level for the rainfall measure ments carried out In the past.
2.

RAINFALL CHARACTERISTICS NECESSARY
FOR HYDROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS

Modern hydrology employs complex flow models,
using a very sophisticated mathematical aparatus, which
evidently asks for more detailed and accurate information from those obtained by the existing network of hydrological and meteorological stations. This statement
primarily refers to the rainfall measurements. Data on
the height of point rainfall have not been sufficient for
hydrology already for a long time; these data are parti-

cularly unreliable If those measurements are performed
by a standard pluvlograph, where rainfall quantity (height) Is read once or at the most twice a day.
One of the essential characteristics of the catchment from the hydrological standpoint Is the concentration time. Since the maximum catchment outflow results from the rain of an approximately uniform concentration time, it Is obviously of particular Interest to measure just the rainfall of such duration. The storm direction and velocity greatly Influence the hydrograph shape and the magnitude of
the peak discharge. Jovanovl~ et al (1983) show an
. Important Influence of the space rainfall distribution
and the dynamics of the phenomenon upon ths shape

of the runoff hydrograph. "The storm movement velocity has an Important effect on the rainfall duration and amount which, In turn, Influence the runoff
volume and the peak discharge. Catastrophic floods
can occur when storms propagate slowly, ev . -. at
moderate rainfall lntensltles. The peak discharge attenuation Is also evident at higher storm propagation
rates. In this respect, storms moving downbasln are
more dangerous than the ones moving upbasln.In the
case of the lateral storm movement the runoff hydrographs are largely Influenced by the shape of the
river basin and Isochronal patterns".
Berndtsson and Nlemczynowlcz ( 1988) state:
"The use of area! rainfall lntensitles Instead of the
point rainfall lntensltles will result In a decrease of
the Intensity and an Increase In the duration. These
two phenomena act simultaneously and as a result of
the rainfall kinematics In relation to the catchment
area". Nlemczynowlcz (1984) showed that the Influence exerted on the runoff due to the movement of
the rainfall upstream or downstream of the catchment Is much smaller on real catchments than on
conceptual catchments. The maximum value of the
effect on the stationary peak flow due to the rainfall movement was found to be about 30'1.. Considering the above stated facts it Is evidently necessary
to measure correctly not only point rainfall but surface rainfall as well as kynematlc characteristics of
storm clouds movement. Radar measurements help
hydrologists In solving, but do not solve even partly
these problems.
The depth-area-duration curves of storm rainfall are extremely Important for hydrological analyses (Bonaccl 1984, Berndtsson and Nlemczynowlcz
1988). Their definition Is connected with the determination of the storm, I.e. of the place with the
maximum rainfall quantity. It Is very difficult to define such a point In the catchment even when a dense network of rain gauging stations Is available. Brunet-Moret and Roche ( 1966) suggested a method for
solving similar problems which does not ask for a den-
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reduction k for point rainfall in the catchment with
an area A. The value of the coefficient k can be higher, lower or equal to one. The method is relativele simple, although it does not seem to be used frequently In practice.
From the hydrological standpoint, the most important problem is to separate the effective rainfall
from the total rainfall. This process, essential for
hydrology, explains at least partly why hydrologists
are not particularly Interested in correcting the Inaccurately measured rainfall. The effective rainfall Is
controlled by measuring the spring discharge or the
streamflow discharge and it is almost precisely defined by the error of the order of magnitude ±5%.
Hydrologists are primarily Interested In the effective rainfall and not in the total rainfall.
Hoffman and Konlg ( 1980) state that the knowledge of the precipitation structure (temporal distribution and yield of single precipitation) Is a fundamental basis for Interception computation. They developed a fast and simple method of the interception of forests.
Bonaccl and al. (1985) anal yzed the influence
of the effective rain separation from the total rainfall and the influence of various separation methods
(I ~ index; 2 Horton; 3 Green and Ampt; 4 Pending
time methods) on the unit hydrograph accuracy. These a0alyses showed that, for achieving the accuracy
In the unit hydrograph determination and particularly for application in forecasting, the accurate separation of effective rain from total rainfall is more
Important than the application of complex optimization models. Therefore it should be stressed that
even In solving the runoff process the main problem
Is not the complexity of applied hydrological models,
but the accuracy of measurements and descr!pt!on of

the physical process. When runoff Is considered, the
main characteristic of the physical process Is to define accurately the effective rainfall, I.e. to separate it from the total rainfall. In order to carry out
this procedure it Is necessary to know exactly the
total rainfall quantity In the entire catchment area.
Modern hydrologists, proud of powerful computers
and complex hydrological models expressed In mathematical terms, and thus highly sophisticated, frequently forget the core of the problem, I.e. the accuracy
of th!l Input data.
The presented group of problems and dilemmas
should also Include the Influence of local physlographlcal factors, such as topography and coast, which
usually affect the spatial character of preclpitatlon
to a large extent (Berndtsson and Nlemczynowlcz,
1988). Taking Into acocunt the last statement it can
be concluded that each catchment, and even each
storm In the same catchment, Is a specific and unique case, which clearly points to the difficulties In
developing a complete and objective system for rainfall measurements.
3.

DETERMINATION OF AREAL PRECIPITATION

This chapter presents the results of calculations
for the average rainfall depth In a real catchment
covering an area of 451 km 2 • There are 14 rain gauging stations In the catchment, with seven stations
equipped with automatic rainfall recorders. Figure lA
presents the catchment shape with the plotted position of the stations, whereas Fig. 18 shows the hypsommetric curve of the same catchment. Evidently
the catchment sea levels range from a minimum of
1.2 m up to 1762 m. The data processing was performed on a series of annual ralnfalls with 30 years
duration covering the period from 1955-1984. The
following 5 methods were used for determining the
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- 161 height of the surface rainfall: I Arithmetic mean;
2 Thlessen polygons; 3 Isohyetal method; 4 Arealelevation method; 5 Method of rainfall surfaces or
Its simpler version - method of inclined surfaces.
The calculations were performed with: I Series of
average, several years, rainfall for the period 19551984; 2 Annual rainfall from 1970 (maximum period
rainfall of the period); 3 Annual rainfall for 1973
(minimum rainfall of that period). Table I presents
the results of data processing which show that the
differences are slight, smaller than the measurement error.
Table I
Height of annual rainfall In the analyzed
catchment determined by the application of
five methods
Processing method
Arithmetic mean
Thlessen polygons
Isohyetal method
Hypsommetrlc
method
Method of Inclined
surfaces
6

MAX

'Jt

1955~1985

H
1970
[mm]

H
1973
[mm]

1445
1456
1461

1726
1746
1758

1024
1023
1031

1550

1860

lllJ

1446

1717

1013

7.1

8.1

9.6

[mm J

It should be noted that the hypsometrlc method has
In all three cases given the greatest heights of surface rainfall on the analyzed surface.
Two isolated showers of short duration {n the
measurement period were analyzed In order to get
more complex Insight Into the Influence of the processing method on the value of the rainfall height
In the catchment. Since only seven automatic rainfall recorders were available, only the first three
methods were applied, and the results are presented
In Table 11. It Is evident there Is practically no difference between the processing results, although these Intensive rains of short duration were exceptionally unhomogeneously distributed In space. In orderto
lllustrate this it was stated that a shower of 138
mm was recorded by pluvlograph N on 21 July 1976,
and a shower of 59 mm on pluvlograph M.
Table 11
Heights of Intensive rainfall In the analyzed
catchment determined by the application of three
methods
Processing method
Arithmetic mean
Thlessen polygons
Isohyetal method
A MAX

'Jt

H
21 July 1976
[mm]

H
15 June 1979
[mm]

104
102
102

82
81
80

1.9

2.5

The presented analysis Is not of general Importance. It refers to the given region and to the considered case. However, it Is very Indicative from one
standpoint, I.e. it shows that the application of a
more or less complex method for calculating the heIght of the surface rainfall can affect the accuracy of point rainfall measurements. This conclusion
heavily emphasizes the necessity to carry out pre else corrections of precipitation measurements.

4.

METHODS FOR CORRECTING THE ACCURACY OF MEASURED RAINFALL

The necessity to correct point rainfall Is not
doubted any more nowadays. The main problem Is
the selections of the methodology for performing corrections have not been effected so far In the world.
This chapter presents the results of rainfall correction obtained by using a great number of methods
presented at the "Workshop on the Correction of
Precipitation Measurement" ZOrlch 1-3 April 1985.
The methods are named according to the authors
who developed them. Some of these methods are considered official as they are used In some countries
for precipitation correction, whereas others present
only the results of Investigation without any official
verification.
The first method S e v r u k ( 1986) was developed at the Geographical Institute of a High Technical School In ZOrlch. It Is a very complex model
develeped In detail for practical application. The second method D a h I s t r o m ( 1986) was developed
at the Swedish Meteorological Institute. There are
three procedures for determining the correction coefficient Kv due to the wind force Influence. In our
case the simplest procedure Is based on data (Table Ill, page 127 of the original paper), where the
correction Is performed In the function of the exposure of ralngauge and relation between the liquid and
solid precipitation. The third and the fourth methods
were described by M e n d e I ( 1986), and both were developed In Czechoslovakia. The former corrects
precipitation measurements taking Into account the
height of the Instrument opening above the surface,
whereas the latter corrects precipitation considering
the rainfall Intensity, wind velocity and air temperature. The correction Is effected separately for liquid
and solid precipitation.
The last, I.e. the fifth method applied, has been named according to the author of the paper P en e v a (1986), This model was developed In the Bulgarian Institute for Hydrology and Meteorology from
Sofia. In order to apply the ·method according to the
conditions In Yugoslavia we defined certain parameters. The main expression for the correct monthly
preclpl tat! on PC Is
(I)

where k Is the non-dimensional correction coefficient, which Is different for each month and Is given
In Table III, whereas flM represents the measured precipitation and N - number of rainy days. The standard deviation represents the Influence of the wind
on the correction coefficient. The average values for
Q"are also given In Table Ill for each month of the
year.
Table Ill
Determination of k and If by the modified
Peneva method
Month

k

~

I
11
Ill
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

1.13
1.13
1.12
1.10
1.09
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.09
1.11
1.12
1.13

0.06
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.05
0.06

- 162 If the average monthly wind velocity for a given month Is 20~ greater than the average velocl ty
for the same month measured during several years,
then standard deviation increases for 0.02 In the period from October till March and It Increases for
0.01 for the period between April and September.
The subtraction procedure is applied for smaller
velocities.
The presented methods, starting from the same principles, solve the problems of rainfall correction in different ways. It Is difficult to decide on
a higher or lower accuracy obtained by one of them.
In order to get an insight Into the order of magnitude, the methods were applied on the rainfall series measured at two locations (Bonacc!, 1987),
substantially different when considering their climatic and other characteristics. The first pluvlograph
Sllba Is located on a small island Silba, In the North
Adriatic, covering 14.:5 km 2 , at sea level of 20 m.
The second pluvlograph belongs to the meteorological station Slnj located In the continental part of
Dalmatia at 298 m a.s.l. Whereas there Is no snow
precipitation In the first location, it occurs In the
second location during the winter period. The Sllba
data were corrected for the period between 1974198:5, and the data obtained In Slnj for the period
1950-1975 (excluding 1961 and 1962). Figures 2 and
:5 present the plotted differences between the corrected and measured values
P In mm (Fig. 2A and
3A) and In percentages (28 and 38) for each year
according to the five presented procedures. When
there are no solid preclpltatlons, the greatest corrections are obtained by the Peneve method, whereas when there are solid preclpltatlons, the greatest corrections are made for the Mendel method
(I! procedure), whereas the Mendel method {I procedure) asks for fewest corrections. Fig. 4 presents
the average monthly corrections for rainfall P during
the several years period for the Silba pluvlograph (4A)
and for Sinj (48). The results of the required corrections vary according to the method used. It can
be generally concluded that the Increase in the
quantity of rainfall results In the absolute, and, to
a certain extent, the relative necessity for correction.
In the application of the Dahlstrom method the
same coefficients k = 0.11 were selected for Sllba
and 0.20 for Slnj. According to the Figures presenting the results it Is evidently necessary to carry
out constant corrections for ea 11 ~ for the Sllba
pluvlograph and 20~ for the Slnj pluvlograph. These
results clearly Illustrate the fact that the wind force Is the most Important factor Influencing the value of the systematic error in rainfall measurements.
The previously presented results show that no
general conclusions can be drawn for the Slnj and
Sllba pluvlographs. The essential conclusion Is that
the correction values vary depending upon the selected method, and that there Is no reallable methodology in the world which has been either theoretically verified or practically applied In the solution of these problems.
5.

CONCLUSION

The presented and described five correction
methods do not represent a proposal for the selection of the most appropriate method. The main objective of this paper Is to define numerically the
values of the necessary corrections, and to present
the results to the professional public, In order to
determine the order of magnitude ranging between
7 to 25~, or even more, which depends primarily
upon the wind effect and the percentage of solid
precipitation. This fact points, at the same time, to
the main trend In the future Investigation of the problem and the necessity for developing general or at
least regional correction models.
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- 164 The presented paper has clearly proved the fact
that rainfall correction is a challenging and complex
problem. The described correction refers exclusively
to monthly precipitation. The correction of the measured data for Intensive rainfall of short duration
is particularly Important for all hydrological analyses. The described methods do not ensure the solution of this task. Such problems ask for more sophisticated methods and more numerous reliable meteorological data.
It can be easily concluded that it Is not sufficient to measure only point rainfall, but to carry
out more complex measurements, I.e. of the wind
velocity, the percentage of the solid precipitation
etc. This requirement clearly shows that it will never be possible to correct, with great accuracy, those historical data for which no additional necessary
Information can be obtained. Nevertheless, corrections are indispensable but they cannot I:Je systematically carried out until this process has been
studied In more detail and until more reliable. models with wider regional significance have been developed. "National" models (models developed for
one country) can hardly present the solution of the
problem. When considering the problem of rainfall
correction it should always be born In mind, that
point rainfall Is not an Isolated problem but a primary Input vector for all hydrological processes.
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SNOWMELT SIMULATIONS WITH- AND WITHOUT PRECIPITATION CORRECTIONS USING NWSRFS MODELS
BUCHTELE, J.

Czech Hydrometeorological Institute, Prague, Czechoslovakia

Despite the numerous evidence that
precipitation accuracy and corrections
are very impor~ant for water resources
evaluation, there are hesitations to apply the correction procedures routinely.
The main reasons for the puzzles could
be summarized in the following items:
• homogenity of the long-term time series published in yearbooks may be distorted by routine application of correction procedures
• corrections of point measurements without considering environmental /local/
conditions and based on technical means
only may be rather misleading, Le. some
kind of representiveness should always
exist and comparison in a station network is usually desirable and areal
evaluation is significant
• ultimate approval of corrections could
be made through the water balance and
simulations might be an appropriate
tool for ascertaining optimal correction parameters and values.
jThe last point suggests that there
might also sometimes be a dilemma whether
it would be convenient to carry out more
measurements or to arrange more simulations and modelling./
Also the Czech Hydrological service
has been faced with the mentioned problems despite the close collaboration existing with the Meteorological Service in the framework of the same institute.
It appeared clearly when the considerations began with the mass evaluation of
possible runoff changes. The institute
is engaged in the activities of the WCP
- Water, where the climatic variability
of runoff is to be studied and such phenomena as precipitation corrections
should be taken into account.

Preliminary experiments with climatic variability analysis started with
the data of the Czech part of the Labe
River basin, /Buchtele, ~emlicka,l987/
and statistical analyses as well as· a
deterministic model served·as the tool
for testing.
DATA USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS
At this time there are at disposal
daily time series of areal precipitation,
dischar~es /and air temperatures in one
station/ for a 60~year period between
1895 and 1954 for the Labe River with
the catchment area approx. 51 000 km 2 •
But such a large basin did not seem quite
convenient for testing due to the high
areal variability of precipitation.Therefore, another data set has also been
used - a basin with an area of 200 km 2
/Blanice River at Husinec/, which is a
subbasin of the Labe River, in its southwestern part.
Because snow.deposits play an important role in the round-year runoff cycle,
mainly in the hilly Blanice River basin,
attention has been concentrated at first
on snowmelt periods, and experimentswere
carried out with data of one mountainous
station with prefessional 9bservers/1120
m a.s.l./. Snow deposits and snowmelting
have been simulated and compared with observed values in the years 1963 ~ 1966.
This period is felt to be suitable for
two reasons: it comprises both extraordi1
nary dry and wet years /1963/64 and 1965/
66 respectively/ and two wtnter periods
occurred in this time interval with high
snow cover without interrupting snowmelts.
MODELS USED FOR SIMULATIONS
As follows from the"remarks made in
the introduction it has been felt reason-
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able to test the inputs accuracy and/or

mon.thly intervals, which give a clear

to evaluate the precipitation correction

survey from the water balance point of
view.

factors jointly with the identification
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of other parameters in rainfall-runoff

SNOW DEPOSITS AND SNOWMELTING SIMULATIONS

models, i.e. in models which are potentially useful for studying runoff changes. In our trials the models included
in NWSRFS have been applied /NOAA-NWS,
1984/. The Anderson sno'l-1 model served
for simulations of snow accumulation
and ablation, /Anderson,l973/, the soil
moisture accounting Sacramenta model
/Burnash et a1.,1972/ has been used for
rainfall-runoff simulations. Coupled in
one system these procedures enable the
runoff simulations in a round-year eye~
At

=1

day was used as the time unit,

which could provide a reliable picture
on the variability in time, but most of
the results ·are to be summarized in

Because the algorithms of the models
include as parameters the coefficients
for precipitation corrections - most often in a percentual form of the measured
values, i t is possible to ascertain - in
several trials and/or by means of automatic optimazition procedures - the most
probable values of these factors.

Of

course, the derivation of correction
factors in this way means that their
values may depend on other parameters
and may be interconnected with them~
nevertheless, i t is commonly believed
that the structure of these models is
quite realistic in the sense of water-balance principles for a span of months
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and years, so that one can suppose that
the derived values are an acceptable

• the obtained results could be interpretea only as·a kind of sensitivity

approximation - with two restrictions

analysis of the model parametersbased

which should always be kept in mind:
o(mm.day196h
1965
1966

on real data.

4

observed
simulated

Blanice River
at Husinec

The main purpose·of this task was to
derive the water equivalent and compare
these

2

va~ues

with measured deposits. Si-

mulated as well as observed values for
two winter periods are presented in Fig.
1. Despite the fact that the selection

XII
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XII

VI

XII

VI

XII

VI

of periods and stations has been made
very carefully, the results are not very

Fig.3 Simulation with Tank model
• representativeness and reliability

encouraging - not due to the unreliabili ty

may be limited when the area! averages

of simulations, but because the measure-

are used as the inputs /but it is va-

ment seems to be made oftem with high

lid also for observed data/

noises which are probably not caused by
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the observer-s ability; the measurements

jacent area; then the sign in the re-

accuracy seems to be influenced by such

ports of the obersvers of the Czech Me-

phenomena as the occurrence

teorological Service indicates that only

of

snow

drifts at the p_lace of measurement, a

a partially covered area may last seve-

small /or even ."negative"!/ difference

ral weeks and be useless then for quan-

between the raingauge_orifice and the

titative evaluations.

snow cover surface /snow cover is sometimes higher than 1. 5. m which is the .
height of the raingauge above ground/.
The Anderson model has altogether

·In sumniary the presented examples
indicate that simulations'is an acceptable way for finding the'reliable limits
of the correction factor - in the given

12 parameters. Six of them are consid-

case it should be approximately SCF=l.2,

ered major parameters and the rest are

which value is felt to oe also optimal

deno"!:ed q;s minor parameters.For the ex-

in runoff simulations.

periments we have chosen only cases almost without interrupting snowmelts

SIMULATION IN"ROUND-YEAR CYCLES FOR
THE BLANICE RIVER

duri.ng win"fer periods /the lines of
snow deposits in Fig.l are not

decreas~

In these experiments the snow model,
coupled-with the Sacramenta "soil moisture

ing/. Simulations .in such E;i tuations

accounting model /SAC-SMA/, was used for

are not sensi t.ive to the changes of
most of the parameterslin .the prevailing
part of time. This is partially illustrated also by the 'results presented in
Fig.l and it is favourable for the estimation of corrections of measured snow
precipi tations •. As the graphs in Fig. l
indicate, two or three parameters may
be decisive for simulation accuracy of

continual simulation in the span of four
years. Numerous trials were carried out
particularly {or some shorter intervals
such as winter and snowmelting periods
for ascertaining the optimal parameters
of both models. The soil moisture accounting model also includes a parameter for
liquid precipitation correctio:q /PADJ •...•
precipitation adjustment/.

snow accumulation:
snow-correction factor /SCF/, /maximum/

Most of the.results of these simulat-

meltfactor /MFMAX/and percent liquid

ions are obvious in Fig .2 and Table. 1.

water-holding capacity /PLWHC/. When the

The effect of snow correction is clearly

measured snow water equivalent /WE/ is

vi.sible in average monthly values -

not reliable enough, it is necessary to

graphs b and e in Fig.2:The comparisons

check the results through the simulation

in grap'1s a and c of Fig.2 seem to show

of the following spring runoff and in

acceptable agreement between

and observations, which makes - it is

most case.s even in the whol·e year.
/Other symbols us.ed in .Fig .1 represent further model parameters: UADJ ••·u·

supposed - the experiments with correction factors justified. Fig.3 presents
the simulations with the Tank model,

average wind function during rain-on
snow periods, SI·: •... mean areal WE above
which there is always lOO % areal snow
cover, NMF ..• maximal negative melt

-simulations

fac~

tor,TIMP ..•.. antecendent temperature in-

which were carried out by .the author of
this model /Sugawara,l978/, and which
have to indicate that discrepancies are
often s.imilar in both models and to support the assumption that the calibration

dex./

of the model and its parameters could
The modelling may help not only to

not be fa'r off realistic· values.

reveal the discrepancies between measured water equiva,lentva:j.ues and the course of air temperature, ·but it could also
be the appropriate tool for evaluating
the representitiveness of station observations - questionable are, for example,
those concerning WE during ablation periods, when the snow disappears in a
substantial

~art

of the mostly open ad-

Graphs b, d and e, presented in Fig.
2, could be interpreted as only a sensitivity analysis of the models, but-computed differences between the discharges
with different correction factors ·give
some idea about their direct effects on
discharge and seasonal course of runoff.
The graphs in part e in Fig.2 indicate
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Correctionn

Bias

parameters

AO

bD

[mm]

SCF·15%

[mm]

No.of
approx.
snow/SCF/

rain /PADJ/

[%]

PADJ,.2%

--1

1.2

1.02

+1.3

+3.2""'-

2

1.2

1.00

-4.2

-13. 5.,

1.05

1.02

-5.5

-17.3)

-10.9

-33.6-•'

·----

..

4

-- 1--- - - - - - - - - -

1.05

--

--~

--3

16.7

;20.5

16.3

,..':20.1

-------·
1.00

/The average yearly runoff in the period 1963-66 is approx. 300 mm
Table 1

I

Summary of runof·f simulations with different corrections of
precipitations for Blanice River at Husinec

also that snow cover corrections have a

Interesting results are noticable

higher relative significance in th.e given

in Table 1, where nearly the same

region - in comparison with the correc-

of runoff occurs

tion of liquid precipitations. The rea-

rection factor /SCF/ for different PADJ

chan~

by the same snow cor-

son is probably the higher runoff from

/and vice versa/. A relevant conclusion

winter deposits than thatcaused by sum.,.

is also the highly nonlinear effect of

mer rainfalls.

corrections. The seemingly less pronounced

lOO

with SCF:l. 07
"
" =1.0

"

XII
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XII
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XII
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influences of SCF in absolute values of

hood of this stage is supported by the

runoff changes is due to the short pe-

outputs of computations of actual eva-

riod in the year cycle during which it

potranspiration for two!years- the

affects the precipitations.

most wet and the most dry ones - in

Year
1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

---

0
0

obs

(~]

sim [rrun]
SCF:

A=

410

251

110

203

206

197

165

375

381

245

87.2

159

257

268

208

1.00

335

335

207

58.2

117

211:!

228

175

40.2

46.6

37.9

29.0

42.3

38.9

39.3

12 .o

11.4

15.1

26.5

20.9

18.7

19.9

[[if

,. 0 1.07_ 0 1:0 ;r
sim
s~m

f---- - - -

r----

+

+
Table 2

336

1.07

wet year

--

33.9
-----~---

20.4

--

*
If .......

dry year

The differences between runoff simulatl~d with SCF 1. 07 and 1.00
in Labe River basin

To the analyses of the Blanice River

the period from 1940 to 1947 - presen-

data belongs also graph b in Fig. 4,

ted in Fig. 6, the dif:ference.s obtained

where there is an apparently too high

in the simulati.ons with the Saer-amento

simulated runoff in the early snowmelt

model for the vegetation period is

period and low simulations in the late

approx. 50 mm and could be ch·anged· ob-

spring. Repeated computations showed

viously with the variation of the po-

the reason is not the inaccurate data

tential evapotranspiration.

and/or parameters /including SCF/, but
probably areal variability of inputs,
particularly snow cover, which lasts

E [Hnu. day- ]
!~

in the forests at high level long after

ear 194

disappearing at .medium levels, and the.
discrepancy might be eliminated perhaps
only by the application of distributed
inputs.
SIMULATIONS BASED ON THE DATA
FROM THE LABE RIVER BASIN
The essential part of simulations
is summarized in Fig.5 nad Table 2.
Again the period with extr.emely wet and

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

Fig. 6 Actual evapotranspiration in
wet and .dry. year -output of'
SAC-SMA model
For the Labe River several flood

=1

dry years has been chosen for present-

simulations with the time unit 4t

ation /despite the inferior quality of

day are presented in

the data during the war years/.The snow

ferences between observed and simulat-

correction factor and precipitation ad-

ed discharges are compared there with

Fig.1~

the dif-

justment parameter are different in com-

the bias introduced by SCF. Similar

parison with the Blanice River, but the

results are provided in Fig.4a, but

ascertained parameters cannot be consi-

this complex flood wave illustrates

dered absolutely valid. Changes of other

the problems which could be probably

elements in water balance, as actual

solved only with distributed inputs.

evapotranspiration, are still possible
and they can relevantly alter the values
of the correction factors. The likeli-

Fig.S presents at the bottom the
course of differences of simulations
with different values of SCF. Apparent
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Flood simu1ations of" Labe River basin with di:f.f"erent values of" SCF

is the distinction in comparison with
the Blanice River

Q

:'\

[ m J'.s

-lJ

lOO

period 1940-47

accumulation and ablation model.
NOAA Technical Memorandum NWS HYDRO
-17,u.s: Dept. of Commerce,Silver
Spring, Md.
Burnash, R.J.C. et al., 1973,A generalized streamflow simulation system,
NWS and California Dept. of Water Resources
Buchtele , J.and ~emli~ka,M. 1987,
Evalu~tion of runoff changes in Labe
River basin. Proc. Vancouvr Symp.,
August 1987, IAHS Pub!. No. 168 •

x· XII

II.IV

VI VIII X

Fig. 8 The dif"f"erenoes of" simulations with SCF=l.07
and 1. 00 and mean monthly
discharges

CONCLUSIONS
The dynamics of water storages in
the basin and variability of.evapotranspiration from year to year makes
the water balance rather ·problematic
for precipitation accuracy computa tions,but water balance princmples
used in modelling seem to be useful
for this purpose.Round - year cycle
simulation seems to be indispensable
for reliable evaluations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are radom and systematic errors in precipitation measurement. Random errors are mainly explained
by the combined influence of precipitation gage, method
of measurement and the actions of .the observer(Golubev,
1985). Its sign may be negative or positive. The knowledge of its impact on precipitation measurement is
quite limited at present. Systematic errors are combined of the losses of precipitation caused by wind
effect (areodynamic error), wetting and evaporation and
the trace amount of precipitation. Because of the same
negative sign of the errors, measured precipi tat.ion is
systematicly underestimated.
Wulumqi river originates in middle Tianshan in
China, running from south to north. Its mountain area
above the inlet of Wulabao reseroir is about 2596km, ranging from 1040-4450m a. s.l .. There are 5 precipitation
statinos along the valley, In order to correct the systematic errors, a· project of comparative measurement of
precipitation with various gages and wind shields was
carried out early 1986 at these stations and 3 observation sites on the head of the basin(Fig.l). The instruments involved were as follows:

d)Swiss Totalizer. shielded by a Niphe~ shield, 16
cm orifice in diameter, with the ratio of 1:10 of the
collector area to that of the container, generally mounted at 2. Urn above ground.
e) Snow Board. white painted wood, 90cm long, 60cm
wide and 3cm thick.
f) Tretyakov and Nipher shields. The U.S.S.R. Tretyakov wind shield was used on the CSPG for snow measurement before 1960 in China. It has been taken as the
reference at the network station for intercompari.son
of precipitation measurement (WMO, 1985). The Nipher
shield used was the original type. It had the shape of
an inverted bell. The Tretyakov and Nipher shields were
put on CSPG at 2m above ground.
g)Golubev Snow Fence. A Golubev snow fence was installed in front of Glacier No.! in the alpine area of
the basin. The elevation of the top of the inner and outer fences were lowered to zm and 3.5m in order to save
the material because of the maximum snowdepth was less
than lm in winter. Another modification we made was by
using a CSPG inste!Ui of a Tretyakov gage.:
The gages were placed 7JJI apart and could be divided into two groups by the installation, e.g. in. group I
including 3 gages with their orifice at 2m above ground
and shielded by different shields or unshielded, while
in group II 4 unshielded CSPG' s placed at 2, 0. 7, 0. 3
and 0. Om. The measurement was taken 4 times a day according to the observational procedure by National Meteorogical Administrat ion(l979).

N

f

2.RESULTS OF COMPARATIVE MEASUREMENT

l,

/

0

-...:.-·- ..... ·

A: Wulumqi Meteorological Station (43.54N,87.28E; 94Um
a. s,l,)
B: Hero Bridge (IlB) Hydrometric Station (43.22N,87.12E;
ll!OUm a. s. 1,)
C: Tianshan Glaciological Station (43.13N,87.07E;2!30m
a. s.l.)
D: Leap Forward Bridge (LFB) Hydromet ic Stat ion(43. 09N,
87. 06E; 4!400m a. s. 1,)
E: Daxigpu Meteorological Station (43.06N,86.50E; 3540m
a. s.l.)
Fig.!. Weather And Hydrometic Station In The Basin

2.!. Change of the catch with elevation of gage's
orifice, As we expect, because of the decrease of wind
speed towards the ground, the loss of wind effect goes
down with the decrease of the elevation of gage's or ifice. That is, the relative catch ratio (measurement of
a gage to that of the CSPG at 0.7m) decreases with the
elevation of a gage orifice (Fig.2).

ROO Yl(m/s)
120 2.2
110 1.8

~

\

'

100 1.4
a) Chinese Standard Precipitation Gage (CSPG). It
is a cylinder made by galvanized iron, 65cm long, ZOcm
in diameter. It has 4 componets, e.g. a collector, one
funnel, a glass bott le and an iron container. For rainfall measurement the funnel and glass bottle are used
and they are removed for snowfall measurement in winter.
The standard eleva.tion of the gage's orifice is U.?m.
When sno.Jiepth exceeds 0.3m, CSPG without shield should
be raised to 1. 0-1. 2m above the ground surface.
b) Belfort Gage. unshielded, l-l.5m above ground.
c) Hellmann Gage. unshielded, 1. 5m and 2. Om above
ground.

90

-
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Fig.2. Windspeed (W) and Relative Catch Ratio (R) VS.
Height (H) OF A Gage's Orifice At Daxigou Meteorological Station.
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Ground level gage catches mi!Ch more rain than
unshielded gages. It may accept rain drops splashing
from ground around the gage's orifice unles.s a fence
were placed or a pit were dug around the gage, Instal~
ling a fenced gage or a pit gage is not a easy job. According to Green (1972), 2mm rain drop can splash to
20-60cm high. The percentage of rain drop greater than
2mm in diameter is very small in rairt drop fractiona··
tion. The data in the research basin showes a small difference bet~~en the catches of the gage at 0.3m and
the ground level one. Therefore a suggestion of lowering the standard elevation fror.J 0. 7m to 0.3m for CSPG
in southen China where nearly no precipitation occures
in snow has been given by us to the National Meteorogical Administration. At runoff and climatic experimental
stations pit gage or grol!nd level gage should be used
for the purpose of comparative measurement.
2.2. Wind Shield. Supposing wind speed over orifice
of shielded and unshielded gages at 2m were the sumo,
and defining the ratio of the measurements of shielded
to unshie1ded gages as the coefficient of shield (Cs),
we find that Cs for Tretyakov and Nipher shields is
greater than 1UUV. in the basin, indicating wind shield
can improve the ability of catching precipitation, especially for snowfall G;easurerr.ent (Tab.!). For example,
the Cs for Trytyakov shield ranges from 100.3 to 106. 6Y,
for rain, 107.5-135.1Y, for sleet and 114.4-138.6Y, for
snow, because wind effect becomes greater from ra.in,
sleet to snow, that is, the loss of the wind effect for
an unshielded gage g~s up from rain to snow obviously,
while shielded gage can catch precipitation stablely in
some extent.

Tab.[ Coefficient of wind shield (Cs, )1) in the basin
WuhL'llqi
Meteor.
St.

Si le
shield
Ra[n
Sleet
Snow
Mix.

Nip.

Tre.

Tianshan
LFB
Glaciological Hydro.
St.
St.
Tre.

~ip.

Tre.

Daxigou
Meteor.
St.
Tre.

r:ip.

1Uti.6 114.7
100. :l
135.1 108.8 114.9 1!0.0
138.6 127.5 125.4 118.0

105.2 1U3.:l 103. 0
113.6 107.5 115.3
117.9 114.4 107.5

I 01. 5 !08.8 114.3

lOG. o 109.7 107.4

114.6

Unlike Tretyakov shield, the Cs of Nipher shield
for rain sometimes is greater than that for snow. One
of the possible reasons·is the splashing of rain drops
on the top of the shie!d,~hich leads to the r.;easure:T.ent
even greater than that of the ground level gage. Anoth
er reason may be the acntr..ulation of new snow on the
shield and blowing into gage's col lector by subsequent
qusts of wind. Tretyakov wind shield do11s not have this
kind of problem. Its Cs is greater than that of Nipher
on average, especially for snowfall measurement. Thus
it is superior to ~ipher shield, We suggested using it
at n;eteorological station in northen China for snowfall

2.3. Catch Ratio.Catch ratio is defined as a gage's
measurement to true precipitation, which changes with
the type of precipitation gage, its installation, type
and intensity of precipitation, wind speed and direction
during storm. Most of the precipitation occures in wet
snow and sleet in summer on the head of the basin and
there is no stable snow cover. The measurement of ground
level gage could be recognized as true precipitation
because the ga.ge's collector was sorrunded by grass of
5cm long which prevented splashing of raln drop in heavy storm.
At· Daxigou meteorological station and Tianshan
glaciological station the anemormeters are mounted at
10.8 and 10.4m, wind speed and direction are recorded
continuously 24hrs a day. Calculating the catch ratio (
R) for each gage in the storm greater than 2mm and the
average wind speed (W) during storm, we developed the
exponetial equation as follows:
R

~

aEXP(-biV)

(1)

where a and b were regression coefficient. When w~o, true
precipitation should be caught by each gage theoretically, e.g. catch ratio should be 100Y,. Regression analysis showed that a was very close to !. 0 for CSPG, since
the design and material were the same amo-:ng the CSPGs
used in the investigation, their wetting loss could be
close to each other under the same meteorological condition at one station, and also was their evaporation
loss. Therefore for CSPG !. 0 was given to b and thus b
became the only indicator of wind effect. on catch ratio,
Genera.lly coefficient b rised with the level of
unshielded gage, Tretyakov shielded gage had a lower value of b than Nipher shielded gage and its unshielded
partner (Tah.3). This also meaned that at a given wind
speed, catch ratio shrinked with the elevation of gage
orifice and shield gage caught more precipitation than
unshielded one.
Tab. :L Coefficient b in Eq.l and catch ratio (R)
at wind speed of 5m/s
Shield
No
No
No
Tre.
Nip.
Level(m)
(tl. 3)
(0. 7)
(2.0)
(2. 0)
(2. 0)
o. 049 u. 056 0.062 o. 037 0.041
b
.83.0
73.5
R 00
77.9
75.5
8!.3
The curve of catch ratio VS. windspeed during storm
changed with the type of precipitation. The ratio was
higher for rain and sleet than for snow generally(Gooddison, 1'378). For instance, the catch ratio of the CSPG
at 0.7m nmed from 81.6Y, for rain to.75.5" for snow at
the wind speed of 5m/s during storm at J0.8m (~ig.3).
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The gage inside Golubev fence ca1tght £2Y, more pre·
cipitation than the unshielded CSPG1 at the sume level
on average. In· an extreme case the shielded gage measurer! goy, more wet snow th&n~ its unshicldod purtner. Ge
nera1ly the difference between- the r::easure~1cnt of the
tv.o gages changed significantly with the type of precipitation, e.g. its going down fro~: dry snow through
deot tu rain·(Tab.2).
Tab.i. Co:.;parative ~ 1 easure:.:ent In Front Of Glacier
\,J. L Jrtn. Oct. l!JSt:
Event
:;.-y Snow

!let Snow
Sleet
Rain
~ixture

...

~J

"'
13
11
80

Colu.

CSPGt

CSPG~

(:;:m)

(am;)
14:J.B

(i:m)
152. ~

(!;.)
12~

121

93.3
!23.4
77.7
•1:::8. 8

85.5

122

120
llli
103
116

lV"'
u.:,. ~l
1-14. 7
15£.:.::
86.1
~~6.8

131. u
83~ G
4G2.:l

Co/Gl Go/G2

ID
Ill

12Z

00

70

u. 0
~ig.3.

1. 0

2. 0

3.0

4. 0

5.0

W(m/s)

Catch Ratio (R) VS. Average Wind Speed (ill)
During Storm

2. 4. Snow Board. Snow board is easy to be made,
carried and installed.· The measurement of snow water
equevalant on snow boant is simple and its accuracy·is
better than MSC Nipher Gagc(Goodison, 1978). In order to
understand the ability for snow board to catch wet snow
in alpine area and the posibility of using it for glaciological and hydrological research in the basin, 3
snow boards were placed near the CSPGs at the observation sites on the head of the basin in summer of 1986
and 1987.
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8 snowfall events were measured on the snow borad
at Daxigou meteorological station (3540m. a. s.l.) in
May and June of 1986. Air temperature r ised up quickly
in July and August so that the falling snow melted on
the snow borad in a short time after the cessation of
the storm. Among the 8 events, 3 of the measurement
were lower than that of the CSPG at 0.7m. Probabtly
the events of storm begined as rain or sleet which
the snow board could not hold fully, since the daily
air timperatures were -0. 3, 0. 0 and 2. O'C respectively. Expired the unexpected events the snow board measurement was 18.1M higher than that of the CSPG on averag~ which was close to the measurement of ground
level gage.
11 snowfall events were caught by both snow board
and the CSPG on the moraine (3870m.a.s. 1.) of glacier
No.!. 7 of the measurement made at 8a.m. (Beijing Summer Time ) were greater than that of the CSPG, e. g.
7. 7)\ on aver gage, 15. 2Yo in maximum, and the rest made
in the evening and afternoon were 23.9M lower than
that of the CSPG on average. The reason was the temperature below or near 0 C in the evening and early
morning and its jumping above 0 C in the daytime.
At the observation site (39!0m.a.s. 1.) on glacier
No. I the snow depth was observed at 8a.m., !4p.m. and
20p.m. every day and the dE!''sity measurement was made
when snow depth exceeded 5cm. The data of 12 events in
the period of June 15 to 31 August of 1987 indicated
that the total snow water equ,vale~t measured on the
snow board was only 3.1)\ more than that of the CSPG
placed 1.5m high above the snow surface at the same
site. Studied the detail of the data, 4 of 5th of the
snow board measurement in July and 2 of third of snow
board measurements in August were found lower than
that of the CSPG. While in June the snow board caught
17.711 more snow than CSPG in 5 snowfall events.
Frcm the cperat ional experience of snow board
measurement in the field and the data analysis, we
drew the conclusion that snow board could be used in
alpine area in early summer, its catch ratio was higher than that of the CSPG, while in middle and late
summer because of snow welting and the poor estimation of snow density and depth its accuraty was not so
satisfied. The most advantage of snow board measurement for wet snow in alpine area was the more adhesion
of the wet snow grains than dry snow so that the snow
drifting was not such a big problem for snow depth
measurement as Harris(l974) and Goodison(!978) stated.

2. 5. Bel fort gage. On the average, the measurement
of precipitation by Belfort gage was lower tha.n that
of CSPG in the basin. The wetting loss of Belfort gage
should be smaller than that of CSPG since the container was weighted on a scale in the gage, and for CSPG
it went up from snow to rain (Yang, !987). Therefore
the d.ifference between the measurements shrinked from
8.5)1 for snow to 6.6)1 for rain and in case of wet snow
the difference was not so significant on glacier No.!,
when both of Belfort gage and CSPG standed at the same
height (1.5m),than that at Daxigou meteorological station where Be !fort gage and CSPG were mounted at I. Om
and 0. 7m respectively.
The measurements of the two gages for various
type of precipitation were significantly correlated.
In the correlation equation the costants, a>O and b
close to I. O, indicated that in the case of trace or
small amount of precipitation, Belfort gage measured
rr.ore rainfall or snowfall than CSPG, while with the
increasing of precipitation to a certain amount the
r::easurernent of CSPG was higher than that of Belfort
gage. The key point of precipitation on glacier No.!
was I.4:nm according to the equation, which was proved
by the observed data, The fact might be explanied by
the increase of wetting loss along with the precipitation and the decrease of wetting loss ratio (wetting
loss/measured precipitation) at the same time, that is,
wetting loss was a big error in small amount of precipitation. Constant a in the equation could be the wetting loss correction from Belfort gage for CSPG in
some extent because of the existence of wetting loss
on the collector of Belfort gage.Suppose the collector

in the same diameter of the two ·gages had the same
amount of wetting loss, according to the experiment the
wetting loss of the CSPG' s container was 0.!5mm in each
event of measurement, which was greater than costant a,
Thus the precipitation caught by CSPG was more than
that by Belfort gage in all case of precipitation.
There is no automatic snow gage op&r.ating at meteorological station in China. Belfort gage is one of the
popular types in the world, its measuret~ent can be converted to that of the CSPG by correlation equation and
the accuracy of the gage is satisfied for gerneral research in hydrology and climatology. So we should learn
the design of the ga.ge and use the gage at more stations in China.
2.6. Hellmann Gage. According to the data of observation on glacier No.! in the summer of 19871 there was
nearly no difference between the measurement in various
type of precipitation of Hellmann gage and the CSPG.
The tota.l amount of 78 events of precipitation measurement by Hellmann gage and the CSPG placed at I. 5m
above snow surface on the east branch of glacier No,[
was 270. 3mm and 270. ?mm respectively. On the moraine the
CSPG and Hellmann gage were 0. 7m and !.5m high above
ground. Divided the 95 events of the measurement into
5 ranges, the total precipitation measured by the CSPG
was a little lower than that by Hellman gage in the
first 4 ranges and the difference between the measurements of the two gages did not depend on the amount of
precipitation. There was noly one event of precipitation great than 20mm in the last range and its representative was not good enough for comparasion (Tab.4).
Tab.4. Precipitation (mm) Measured
And The CSPG On The Moraine
Range Of Precipi Event
CSPG
(Day)
(mm)
(mm)
< o.o-- 1.01
48
12.5
( 1.0-- 5.U)
25
79.7
( 5.0--10.0]
14
88.7
oo. o--20. oJ
7
100.1
)20. 0
1
32.4
Total
95
313.4

By Hellmann Gage
Of Glacier No,!
Hell.
CSPG/Hell.
(Y,)
(mm)
12.8
102.4
81.6
i02.4
89.2
100.6
100.9
101. 0
30.9
95.4
315.5
100.7

2. 7. Totolizer. The measurement of precipitation by
toto! izer generally was significantly higher than that
by CSPG in the head area of the basin in summer months
and there was a tend.of incerase of the difference between the measurements of the two gages with the al~i
tude (Tab. 5). One of the reasons for the fact mentioned above was the wind shield on total izer which improved the catch ability of the gage. Another reason might
be the big evaporation loss from the CSPG, which was
0. 20mm/h on avrage according to the evaporrat ion experiment, because the gage was easy to be heated due to
its outwall of grey colour on the glacier surface
covered by snow of high albedo.A depth of ?mm anti-eva.poration oil was put on the top of the solution in the
big container of a totolizer. It could prevent eaporat ion loss completey since a shrink of the sol ut ion surface in the container was never recorded even in very
dry month in summer,
Tab.5. Summer Precipitation(mm) Measured By Totalizer
(To!) And CSPG On The Head 01' The Basin In 1986
Site
Gage May June July Aug. Sum
Daxigou Meteor.
Tol. 50
130
80
80
340
St. (3540m)
CSPG 45.
124.2 74.2 52.4 296.7
In Front Of GlaTOL. 70
150
80
80
380
cier No.l(3720m)
CSPG 51.8 133.4 82.5 49.0 3!6. 7
On East Branch Of Tol, 80 ,.. 130
80
60
350
Glacier No.l(3840m) GSPG 18.9 81.4 57.7 59.1 207.1
In Dry Circle
Tal, 70
160
80
80
390
(3870m)
CSPG 46.0 127.0 72.5 47.2 292.7
Accumulation Area Tol,
50
Of Cla.NO.I(4030rn) CSPG 42.4 59.0 6~.9 52.5 223.8
* A mistake in the measurement
The observation was made once two or three months
in the winter, which was a dry season on the head of
the basin. During Sept. of 1986 to Apr. of 1987, the
total precipitation at Daxigou meteorological station
was 130mm measured by total i zer or I 03. !mm by the CSPG.
While from May to Aug. in 1986 it was 340mm by totalizer
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or 296. 7mm by the CSPG. Therefore the annttal (May of !986
to April of !987) measurement of totalizer was 17.6~
more than that of the CSPG, this also meaned that totalizer caught a little less precipitation than ground
level gage in summer months. There was an unexpected
case at the base camp of glaciological station at 2100m
a.s.l .. The total measurement of precipitation from May
to July of 1986 was 180mm by total izer or 191. Omm by
the CSPG, that is, the re'lative catch ratio for totalizer was 94.2)i. Compared with the rehtive catch ratio,
9l)i , of the CSPG at 2m for rain and sleet, it was found
that the wind shield on totalizer ~~s not so effecient
for rain than that for wet snow in the head area of the
basin •. Totalizer has a big container, its possible wetted area might be larger, on the average, especially for
rain and thus lead to the underestimation for rainfall
measurement.

:J.

WINO EFFECT

CORRECTIO~

Wind effect (...l'a) can be estimated by the difference between true prectipitation (Pt) and the caught
precipitation (i'm), wetting (.. f'w) and evaporation (Ai'e)
losses. According to \i/~0([885) the wettin.g and evaporation loss can be deter::.ined by means of experiment and
operational observation at the field station. Therefore
the key to the correct ion of wind effect depends on the
precise measurement and calculation of ground true pre~
cipi talion,
The mea,.ure:nent of ground level gage has been recorgnized widely as true rainfall precipitation (Rodda,
187l;Sevruk.,J985a) .. As mentioned above, the wetting and
evaporation loss for the CSPG at 0.7m and the ground
level at one station would be close to or equal to each
other due to the same design and the material of the
gage and the definite meteorological condition, e. g.
<APgw

thus ..,pa

=

A-Psw

=

=

Pt - Pc
Pgc - Psc
(Pgm + ..,.pgw + Ai'ge)-(Psm + "'Psw + "'Pse;

=

P·gm - Psm

=

-APge

=

APse

=~Pm

of the comparative measurement at some station. Apllied
K to other station where Ps and Pu are avai !able, the
estimation of Pt can be made.
The correction factor for wind effect at several
stations are presented in Tab.6. For rairr, sleet and wet
snow which occured from May to September on the head of
the basin, the ground true precipitation 11as measured by
ground level gage. And the K-Valve was applied for the
true valve of dry snow in the period from Oct. to Apr ..
In order to understand the accuracy of the estimation
for dry snow, Hamon(l973) equation was used with B :1,7
and a very close result was got finally.
Tab.o.Correction Factor(X) For Wind Effect In the Basin
Station
Rain Sleet Dry Snow Wet Snow
Wulumqi Meteor. St.
11.2
51.0
HB Hydro. St.
I 0. 6
15. 7
32. 2
Tianshan Gla. St.
3.0
6.0
25.5
LFB Hydro. St.
3. 2
13.2
28.9
llaxigou Meteor. St.
6.7
14.3
26.1
15.8
The correct ion factor for rainfall measurement,
significantly correlated with the average wind speed in
summer months (Fig.4), decreased from both alpine and
the bot tern to the subalpine area in the basin. While for
snowfall measurement there was no such correlation as
rainfall measurement, The main reason might be the low
accuracy of the estimation of true snowfall and poor or
unstable relationship betwwen monthly average windspeed
and the average windspeed during storm. In fact monthly
average windspeed was much lower than that during storm
in winter and there was not any constant ratio between
them. Therefore monthly average windspeed was not a good
indicator to the windspeed averaged during storm unfornately,

(2.)

F()i)
12.0
~)

where, Pgc and Psc--caugh.t precipitation (c.Jrr.) of grotmd
level gage and the CSPG at O.. i':n;
Pgm and Psm-- n;easured precipitation (mm) of the

8.0

t y~·o gages;.

.aPgw and "Psw--wett ir.g loss (:r.m) of the gages;
"'Pge and .ol'se---evaporat ion loss(mm)of the gages;
~ = (Pg::: - Psrn) 1 Psr.1 ,
called the correct ion
factor ($) for wind effect.
Because of drafting of snow, ground level gage can
not be used for snowfa I i .measurement in winter. The K--Vaive ~.ethod is applied iL;r the estimation of true snow
. Defin·ing catch deficiency ([)) as follows:
[J =APa 1 Pt = (P t - Pc) I Pt
(4)
using Ps and Pu for the c.easuren:ent of shielded and unshielded gages and Ds, Du for the catch tieficiency of
the two gages. Genernlly Os< Du, due to the effect of
wind shield.
Defining ( llu - Ds ) / Du = K
(5)
tnen, 0 4 K 1, which indicated the effeciency of decreased wind effect by wind shield to a unshielded
gage, e.g. the closer of K to 1, the more effecient of
the wind. shield.

<

The wetting .loss for snow is smaller and the evaporation Loss can be neglected in winter according to
~:·:0 (1!]85). Therefore Pc wouid be taken by P:r. . then
( Pt- P14

_ Pt - Ps ) / ( Pt - J'w ) = K
Pt
Pt
Pt
(l'S
i'u) I (i't - 1\:J
Ft ~ (Ps - Pu) 1 k - Pu

(li)

(7)
(8)

The first ter::: on the right side of Eq.~ expresses
toe correction for wind effect. Factor K depends on the
type of wind shield and precipitation .. it keeps a constant generally for certain type of wind shield under
similar climatic condition (i\llerup, 193[1), and can be
determined by Eq. 7 after Pt has been est in:ated by menns

4. 0

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4. 0

W(m/s)

Fig.4. Correction Factor (F, X) Of Wind Effect In Rainfall Measurement VS. Monthly Aerage Windspeed(W)
The wind effect correction ~Pa) had the same spatial ditribution as correction factor in general. It
reached the maximum in summer and went downward thruogh
spring and fall to the winter in mountain area, changing
basically with the measured precipitation. At the bott em
of the basin the highest and lowest correction of wind
effect shifted to spring and summer respectively with
the middle in winter and fall, which was quite different
to seasonal change of measured precrpitation (Tab.7).
Tab. 7. Correct ion
Oaxigou
Site
Meteor.
St.
Jan.
0.7
Feb.
1.0
Mar.
1.9
Apr.
6.0
May
7. 5
Jltn,
14.3
Jul.
14.6
Aug.
11. 2
Sep.
7.1

(mm) Of Wind Effect In The Basin
LFB Tianshan HB
Wulumqi
Hydro.
Gla.
Hydro.
Meteor •.
St.
St.
St.
St.
o. J
u. 2
1.8
3.9
0.7
o. 9 2.1
5.1
£.5
6.3
1.4
10.2
2.4
1.3
7.3
3.8
]. g
1.6
6.9
3•.9
3.4
2.5
11. 7
4.6
3.1
2.6
9.8
2.4
1.3
5.7
1.3
2.2
0.8
1.8
4.7
3.0
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Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Year

2:9
o. 7
0.5
68.4.

o. 9
2.4
1.0

2.2

2. 2
1.1
22.9

10.9

3.5

3.8
2.1
65.3

3.2
8. 8
7.1
59.2

4. WETTING LOSS
There was not any knowledge or the information of
wetting loss for the CSPG before 1985 in China, In the
summer of 1986 we started the research on the wetting
loss of the CSPG in the basin by means of experimental
and observational method developed by Sevruk(l974a) and
late recommended by WMO (1985).
According to the wetting loss observation of more
than 20 times, the average wetting loss for a collector
without funnel is O.l7mm in each event of measurement
and the wetting loss for a container of galvanived iron
ranges from o.12mm for snowfall, 0.13mm for rain mixed
with snow to 0. J8mm for every rainfall measurement, The
experiment showes that the wetting loss of a collector
with a ftmnel is about O.J8mm in each rainfall measurement, the glass bott le and the container of galvanized
iron loss o. 05mnl and O.l9mm for every rainfall measurement respectively. Based on the data motioned above the
wetting loss of a CSPG without funnel and glass bott le on the head of the bus in is 0. 35, 0. 30 and 0. 28mm
in each rainfall, sleet and snowfall measurement, the
wetting loss decreases to 0.23mm in each rainfall measurement by a CSPG with the funnel and glass bottle,
The wetting loss ("'Pw) can be estimated by the Eq.
•Pw = N x G
(9)
where C represents the average wetting loss (mm/event)
for a gage, and N stands for the wetted event in a definite period of time. Drying time, which is the time
period for a wetted gage to become dry, must be knowen
for accounting of the wetted event. It was shorter than
2hr ior the CSPG on the head of the basin in swnmer and
would become longer in the subalpine area and at the
bot tern of the basin because of the dry climate. Unfortunately there was no record of precipitation event in
the meteorological annual book, Therefore we have to use
monthly precipitation day instead of N, which might be
greater than N in case of continuous precipitation for
several days in a month or shorter than N if the convective precipitation had frequently occured in a day
some month, for instance in the head area of the basin
in smm1er,
The average wetting loss of a gage of definite
type greatly depends on the material by which the gage
is made of in general. In the basin the wetting loss was
mantained a constant for each type of precipitation,e.g
,C= U.29mm for every dry snow measurement in the period
of Nov. to Mar., C= 0.3Umm for sleet in Apr. and Oct.,
and c= U.23mm for rainiall r.Jasurement. Since the preci ·pitation mostly occures in rain and wet snow, sometimes
in sleet in the high alpine area of the basin during
May to September, an averaged wetting loss, 0. 23mm, for
three types of precipitation has been used peculiarly
for Daxigou meteorological station in summer. The correction of monthly average wetting loss is presented in
Tab.8.
Tab.8. Correction
Daxigou
Site
Meteor.
St,
Jan.
1.2
Feb.
1.8
Mar.
2.6
Apr.
:3.4
May
6.0
Jun.
7. 3
Jul.
6.6
,\ug,
5.!
Sep.
4.2
Oct.
<::.!
Nov.
1.4
Dec.
1.8
Year
43.5

(mm) Of Wetting Loss In The Basin
Y/ulumqi
LFB Tianshan
!IB
Hydro,
Gla.
Hydro. Meteor,
St.
St.
St.
St.
0.8
2.6
0.5
!.4
1.9
J.o
!.2
1.1
2.6
2.1
2.1
2... 1
::!.3
:J.l
~.0
<::.ti
3. 2
!.6
3.5
3.7
~.!:J
::!.0
4.~
4.5
3.2
1.8
4.4
4.:5
::! ,,~
.),,)
1.4
::!.8
!.::!
2.9
2.U
;:,;..!
<::.3
!.4
!.B
2.U
2.3
1.4
!.2
1•k.,
J, 8
:J.O
1.7
29.3
23.6
28.3
31.3
'l

2.'

..

5. EVAPORATION LOSS
According to Sevruk (1974b) and WMO (1985), in a
cloudy day a certain amount of water ( 2. 0-25.0mm ) was
put into the iron container (State B) or glass-bottle (
State A) of a CSPG at 20p.m. (Beijing Summer Time) and
then it was weighted twice a day at 8a. m. and 20p. m. by
a platform for evaporation mas,Irement will! O.lmm sensetivite.Finally the total evaportation loss and its rate
in daytime (8a. m. -20p. m,) and evening (20p.m, -8a. m,)
were obtained respectively. The data of the experiment
indicated : (1) The evaporation rate in the evening in
both states was one order lower than that in daytime, In
order to eliminate evaporation loss measurement would
be made jt1st after the cease of the rainfall, (2) The
evaporation rate in state A was one seventh of that in
state B during daytime or one tenth of that in the evening. Therefore the CSPG should be operated in state A
for wet snow measurement in alpine area during summer
months. (3) The daytime evaporation rate of the CSPG in
state B on glacier No.! reached as high as 0.2Jmm/h because of the high albedo of the glacier covered by snow
and the grey colour of the gage, Hellmann gage suffered
evaporation loss of 0. 04mm/h at the same site.
The daytime evaporation from a CSPG in state B was
about 25U of that from a evaporation pan on the head of
the basin, For the CSPG in state A existed an exponential correlation between the evaporations, This correlation could be explained by the definitd structure of
the two instruments and the similar mechanism of evaporation from them. It appeared so stational statistically that we applied it to estimate the evaporation
loss rate at other station in the basin (Tab, 9).
Tab,g, Rate (mm/h) Of Evaporation Loss From CSPG
Site
May
Jun.
Jul.
Aug.
Sep,
Ave.

Daxigou

LFB

Tianshan

DHB

Wuiumqi

Meteor,
St.
0. 09
0.11
0.12
0.13
0. 10
0.11

Hydro,
St.
0. 02
0.02
0. 03
0. 03
0/02
0.02

Gla.
St.
0. 02
0.03
0. 02
0. 03
0. 02
0.02

Hydro.
St.
0. 03
0.03
0. 05
0. 05
0. 03
0.04

Meteor,
St.
0. 08
0.10
0.14
0.10
0. 06
0.10

Eaporation loss(APe) from a precipitation gage can
be simply represented by the product of the evaporation
rate(E) and. the evaporation time(T). Because of the big
difference between evaporation rate during day and
night a modification of the model was made as follows:
.APe = Ed x Td + En x Tn
(IO)
Where d and·n stand for day and night, As for evaporation time, Mendel (1985) stated that it was the time
period from the begining of precipitation to the moment
of observation, while Sevruk (1974b, 1985) definted it as
the time period from the cease of precipitation to the
moment of measurement, We prefer the second definition
due to presaturated or saturated water vapor in the air
·during precipitation,
CSPG was visited at 2p.m., 8a.m., 14p.m.and 20p.m.
at meteorological and hydrometric station in China. The
begining and cease of precipitation was recored manualy
with low accuracy, Unfortunately the data were not
printed in the meteorological annual book. Theoriticaly
under the precedure of measurement the evaporation time
evenly distributes from 0-6 hr in the case of one event
of precipitation in a day. According to the precipitation data measured by Belfort gage on the head of the
basin from May to August in 1986, the average evaporation time was 3.4hr for each precipitation day, which
was close to the average of the range, Therefore 3hr of
evaporation time was set for every precipitation day in
all the basin, In general, evaporation time is proportional to precipitation event. The evaporation time in
daytime can be separated from that on night according
to the ratio of the event of prec ipi tat ion in daytime
to the total event of monthly precipitation. For instance, there were 18.7 days of precipitation on average
at Tianshan glaciological station in July, the ratio was
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0.50 and thus the daytime evaporation time was 28.Jhr
according to 3hr evaporation for each precipitation day.
The seasonal variation and spetial distribution of
the evaporation Ios's form the CSPG were associated with
the evaporation rate (Tab. JU). The maximum appeared in
July. On the head of the basin the total evaporation
loss from May to September accounted for 4~ of the measured precipitation because of the convective precipitation and the CSPG in state B, which was the highest
valve in the basin. While in the subalpine area the correction .ratio shrinked to 2ii. In the winter monthes the
air temperature ranges between --25 to -IO'c with very
little snowfall, the evaporation loss could be neglected
generally.
Tab. lU. Correction Of Evaporation Loss (mm)
Oaxigou
LrB
Tianshan
HB
Meteor.
Site
Hydro.
Gla.
Hydro.
St.
St.
St.
St.
~ay
:3. l
0.5
U.5
li.Ei
Jun.
4.4
o. 6
0.5
0.7
Jul.
4.6
O.ll
0.7
!.I
Aug.
li.Ei
4.1
o. fi
1.0
Sep.
2.4
U.4
0.3
0.5
Sum
~. !}
18.6
2.6
3.9

o.

CORRECTIO~

W1tlmnqi
Meteor.
St.
o. 7
I. I
1.4
0.8
0.4
4.4

Or SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

The total correct ion(4P) of systematic errors, e. g.
tne sum of APa, APw ami .OPe, changed seasonally in the
same way as measured precipitation so that the pattern
of the seasonal variation of precipitation was remained
as uncorrected. The correcting ratio (correction I measured precipitation) for systerr.atic errors varied greatly between seasons. with the maximum above lUOY, in winter (l'ig.5).
Cr(~J

70.3

34.~

61.6
77.8

41.5

24.0
2ti.~

30.3
Z5.1

45.5

84.0
135.3

JU

Class C in the prealpine and at the bottem of the
basin. There is much more snowfall in winter at the bottern of the basin than in the alpine area, leading to a
high APa. In other seasons the correction for wind effect is kept higher thanAPw due to the great windspeed
• Therefore the monthly APa exceeds APw in each month.
The percentage of APa andAPw to AP (87-!00mm from HB
hydrometric station to Wulumqi meteorological station)
is 66.5Yo or 29.3!1 respectively, while the evaporation
loss only accounts for 3.9Yt (Tab.!!)
Tab. 11. Correction
Oaxigou
Site
Meteor.
St.
A Pa
68.4
A l'w
43.5
APe
18.6
AI'
130.5
Pm
421.9
Pt
556.Y
AP I Pm
30.9

Of Systematic Errors(mm)
LFB Tianshan HB
Wulumqi
Hydro.
Gla.
Hydro.
Meteor.
St.
St.
St.
St.
22.9
!6.9
65.8
59.2
2~.3
3!.3
29.3
23.6
2.9
2.6
3.9
4.4
54. I
50.8
99.0
87.2
277.7
416.6
353.2 484.0
470.7
404.0 583.0
364.9
!3.1
14.4
20.5
3!.4

The profile information of precipitation is obtained after correcting the systematic errors (Fig.6).
There are two peaks of yearly precipitation VS. elevation, one of them locating at about 4030m a.s.l. in the
glacier accumulation area associated with a high water
vapor zone and its annual precipitation is 650mm estimated by snow pit and totalizer on glacier No.[. The
other peak sits on the narrow valley of the basin at
1800m a. s.l. with annual precipitation of 580mm and
could be explained by the convective precipitation caused. by the specific topergraghy.

4000

3000

2000

1000

10

F M A M
Fig.5. Monthly Change Of The Total Correction(AP)
And Its Ratio (Cr) At Daxigou Meteor. St.
The total correction of ststematic errors can be
put into three categories according to its components:
Class A in the alpine area of the basin. APa is
greater than .APw because oi the domina! ion of wet snow
in summer. With shrinking of .oPa in other seasons APw
becomes the first important component for .4P. Annually
..dPa and APw account for 52. 4Y. and :]3. 3~ of the total
corretion ( J::un;rr. at Daxig011 :neteorological station)
respectively.
Class B in the subaipine area of the basin.ln sum-·
rr;erAPa for rainfall measurement is lower than in winter
, so that 41'w is greater in ~:ost of the months in a
year..\nd the annual correction for 4Pw and APa accounts
ol.6~·and ~3.3~ of .dP (allout 50mm at glaciological slat ion and LrH hydrmetric station). The common conclusion
of the systematic error analysis is that Al'a is bigger
than ..dPw. The fact ::c.ent.ioned above indicates the importance of wetting loss for systematic error correction
in dry mountain basin.

100

200

300

400

500

600

700 P(mm)

Fig.6. Gorrected(Gp) And Uncorrected(Up) Annual Precipitation VS. Altitud (H) Along The River
7. DISSGUSION
According to the theory of error, it depends on
the precisely of the correction if the true value of a
measurement could be obtained by correcting systematic
errors. Given the true valve, accurate correction of the
systematic errors could be made generally by certain
approach. In fact the true value is quite hard to be
obtained or measured in practice. Fortunately the relative true value could be estimated so that the correction of systematic errors for a measurement could be
made with certain accuracy. From this point of view,
the key to the correction of systematic errors in precipitation measurement by means of comparative measurement with various gages and wind shields or other instruments seems to determine the relative true precipitation and to develope the correct ion model properly.
A good deal of investigations showes that true rainfall
could be measured by ground level gage and therefore
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,ne accuracy of systematic error correction for rain
measurement is satisfied in some extent, The problem
for snowfall measurement has not been solved and the
accuracy for its correction is lower than that of rainfall mainly because of the strong effect of wind on the
instrument such as wind shield, snow board and totalizer
and also because of lack of the proper method and a·pproach for true snowfall estimation. Anew project on
snow course will be carried out next year in a small
close basin on the head of Wulumqi river basin in order
to understand the distribution and accumulation process
of snow for hydrological and climatological research in
alpine area.
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CORRECTION OF PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS FOR WIND
INDUCED LOSSES: A CASE STUDY
Gronowski, T. V.
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology ETH, CH-8057 Zurich, Switzerland
To assess precipitation as exactly as possible for
a water balance study in eastern Switzerland,
wind-induced errors of recording gauges were
measured by means of a comparison of two pit
gauges with two elevated recording gauges. TI1e
errors were paran1eterized with precipitation and
wind data.

the sum of precipitation with an intensity below a
threshold value expressed in percents of the total
rainfall. In this study hourly precipitation values Ph
are used and a threshold value of 1 mm/h shows
good results (in the work of Bogdanova (1966) the
threshold value is 0.03 mm/min):

Instruments and Data

N=

The instruments used in the study are of Belfort
type at standard height (1.5 m) and non recording
type at ground level. One of the stations was wind
exposed, \Vhereas t'le other one was pUJ.i:ially
protected from wind. Weekly rainfall data over a
period of seventeen months have been used in the
analysis. Monthly data from January to December
1988 independent of the weekly data have been
used to verify the results. To assess the precipitation error for the whole year, measurements have
been made also when there was snowfall. In the
presence of a snow cover the pit gauge was taken
out of the hole and put on the ground, the orifice
being about 50 cm above the ground level. By
considering the snow height, data affected by
blowing snow could be excluded. The data on
daily snow depth, hourly precipitation and wind
used for plausibility control and parameterization
have been taken from routine climatological measurements at a station (St. Gall), 8.6 1an from the
wind exposed station.

. 100

(2)

C(N) is an empirical function found by curve
fitting. The application of the formula with weekly
data did not bri_f!g reasonable results as the hourly
windspeed values were levelled out completely by
calculating weekly means. By replacing the mean
windspeed u by uw, a windspeed weighed by
hourly precipitation, results are better but still not
satisfactory as depicted in Fig. 1.
(3)
C{N)

= (LlP/P) / Uw

(4)

10,---------------------~~~

u

·.: ..

Methods
A first attempt to parameterize the systematic
precipitation error was made with the fonnula as
derived by Bogdanova (1966). The original equation of Bogdanova is for monthly data, but was
applied in this case with weekly data:
!!.P/P

=

C(N) · u

(1)

M is the absolute weekly difference between the

gauge at ground level and the gauge at standard
level, P is the weekly sum of precipitation at
standard height, u is the mean weekly windspeed
during precipitation events derived from hourly
values. N, the structural parameter, is defined as

N (structural parameter)

Fig. 1: Coefficient C vs N with a linear regression line. Empty squares indicate data taken
when there was a snow cover. It is seen that N
is near 100 % only in winter. Period: August
1986 to December 1988. Wind exposed station.
A linear fitting of the function C(N), indicated in
Fig. 1 by a dashed line, cannot be considered
satisfactory. Consequently, the following modification of Bogdanova's forrhula was used with a
multiple regression analysis:
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24
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(5)
where al and P1 are the regression coefficients.
If this equation is multiplied by P, a regression
equation for the absolute error M results as
follows:

ilP

= a, N

P + ~2

Uw

P +

.
"
u

,,

20

I\
I

16
16

~
"

14

f

~
~

·~

"

10
6

(6)

E

o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

where a, and ~ 2 are the new regression coefficients . .:1P therefore can be considered as a function of the structural parameter N and the windspeed u,. weighed by precipitation P. The result of
this linear equation is acceptable and shown in
Fig. 2. The squared multiple correlation coefficient
(R1) of this regression is 0.44.
12-,..------------'-----~
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Fig. 4: Measured and calculated monthly differences between universal gauge and pit gauge
(wind-exposed station). The model is fitted to
the data of August 1986 until December 1987,
verification period is the year 1988.

1!
10

.
.

monthly percentual differences for the wind exposed station. The data of the wind protected
station could not be parameterized as the wind
field of this station is too different from the wind
field of the climatological station of St. Gall
situated at a distance of 12.3 km.
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Fig. 2: Comparison between absolute errors of
precipitation (weekly totals) as measured and
calculated using the multiple linear regression
(6). Data are the same as in Fig. 1.
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The calculated annual measurement errors for a
period of; five years lie between 9.3 and 10.2%
and are approximately 3% larger for the Belfort
gauge than for the Hellman gauge as assessed by
Sevruk (1985) in the same region.

Discussion and Conclusions
The considerable scatter seen in Fig. 2 may be
partly attributed to the fact that wind data are
taken from a station which is 8.6 km away.

IB
•

15

~

H

-

The following points have to be taken into
account for future assessments of precipitation in
the framework of water balance studies:

12

ID

"'

~SOIDJFH~HJJA50NDJrHAHJJASOND

196o
•

I

I

1967

vind erposed

•

- the discussion of including precipitation correction procedures in water balance studies is
indispensable

t96.6

vind sheltered
'I

Fig. 3: Percental monthly differences pit gauge
- universal gauge, August '86 to December '88,
wind-exposed (dashed line) and wind sheltered
station (solid line).

- to be able to parameterize precipitation error it
is advantageous to mea~ure windspeed · at the
precipitation gauge site itself
• an error assessement in winter is possible if data
affected by blowing snow are excluded.

Application to Field Data
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CORRECTION OF THE ANNUAL PRECIPITATION NORH

Ek.Koleva, N. Petkova
Institute of Hydrology and Meteorology, Sofia, Bulgaria

In Bulgaria Wild rain gauge with
500 sq.s. orifice elevated at 1 • above
the ground is uawd.
In the MOUntains
rain gauge with 200 sq. sm orifice- at·
2 • above the ground is used. This
standard
. .thad
of
precipitation
eeasur . . .nt using gauge exposed above
ground-level is subject to appreciable
syste•at'ic error C~ to 20 per cent or
even more). 'This error is
due
to
wind-field deformation above the gauge,
wetting, and evaporation. The errors of
) 1
wetting ( Ax•)' evaporation ( Ax 2
wind-filed C Ax•
and
the total
correcti an C Ax )
were
«:::~Mt~
CZlatkova et.al. 1978>. The mode.l used
for correcticns takes the
folloWing
fore•
p"

where
nor•

-

CAM +

p"

1)

Ax • Ax+Ax +Ax

•

•

p

Ax

2

o:

I:

AzlT

where A~l is intensity of evaporation.
in mm/h. It is est~blished through the
average monthly humidity deficit d
Cmb)
and average monthly wind speed u (m/s)
given tn Fig.l CStruzer et.al., 1965) 1 T
is the average duration of evaporation
(in
hours)
for
all
day&
with
pr•~ipitation (N) per year ( T • 9 h for
Bulgaria>.

p

corrected

is

Ax 2 can be made as follows:

precipitation
Cin X

•

0,1

>

is not corrected

norm.
The error of wet t1 ng

(

Ax 1

was

established experimentally
for
Wild
rain gauge error - Ax l a.O. 1 mm for every
. .asurad rain <Koleva,
1976).
This
result was confirDed later on (Subeva,
Peneva 1980>.
Constancy of losses from wetting
enabled annual correction ( Ax ) to be
deterMinate for every station! if it is
known the number of measurements.
In
cases when the amount of precipitation
is measured once a day the mean number
of days per year with precipitation
approxi-.tely can be used. In this case1

Fig. 1

Annual correction
•vaporation is

100 X Cin

X

annual precipitation norm

X,

x
The other two
Ax

•

are

given by

corrections Ax

established

by

the

•

from

x
Wind correction is

0,1 N

ax

est~blishad

bya

of

mm).
and

•
method

Struzer et.al. <1965>.

Correction from evaporation losses

where k is tha conversion coefficient
determin~te according to Struzer et.al.
(1965)

Annual ~orrectiona
~ , Ax , Ax
81
2
are e•tablished through the
average
annual values for the number of day with
precipitation <N>, humidity deficit d
90
(mb>, and wind speed u (m/s) for

- 184 stations situated in different part of
the country. For 5 stations in different
climatic regions of the country the
monthly corrections are' determinate and
then the annual correction as a sum of
the•
is
computed
<e.g.Table
1.)
Difference
between
both
yearly
corrections is within the limit of the

precision.
Annual systematic error varies from
7-20 X
The s~~tallest is error of
wetting 1-2 X • Error of evaporation is
about 3X 1 and of wind - 5-81. and for the
most windy spots about 15-17X •

Table i

Monthly

corr~~etions

for watting, liiV.ilporation 1 wind-field for Pleven st.

.

wetting

.

evaporation

.

wind-fiald

.

total

Ax"'Ax +

.

Ax ,..,.
mm
+Ax +' Ax
-------------------------:------------":"""
_________Ax___________________________
N Ax =O,lN
d
u
Az
Ax "'
.ox, X
k h- 1 Ax
Ale
mll)h 9Azt•N
mb
C'\, !.u ii mm

•onth

.,.

Ax . -

I
II

11
10

XII

10

IV
V
VI
VII
Vlii
IX
X
XI

14
12
8
6
6
10

1,1
1 ,o
1,0
1,1
1,4
1,2
0,8
0,6
0,6

11

1,0

'11

12

1,1
1,2

Su•

121

12,1

Annual
valu•

121

12,1

xn

1,0
1,0
3,0
6,0
7,0
9,8
12,0
13,0.
8,o
s,o
2,0
1,0

1,8
2,1
2,5
2,4
2,1
1,9
1,8
1,8
1,6
1, 7
1,8
1,6

o,oo8
o,oo8
0,010
o,o2o
0,020
0,028
0,039
0,040
0,030'
0,027
0,009
o,oo8

'

0,79
0;72
0,90
1,98
2,52
3,02
2,81
2,16
1,62
2,43
0,89
0,86

""":'

1

0,055
0,055
0,055
o·,o55
0,055
0,055
0,055
o,os5
0,055
0,055
0,055
o,oss

20,7
6,0

1,9

o,o2

21;8

For ••tablish..nt of
systlilmatic
ttl'"ror
CDGipar.ative
•easurement were carried out at Sofia
(197o-1984) 1
Kneza,
Ivailo,
Bhabla
stations
(1977-1984)
and
the
p11aks l'lurgash, Snezanka,
Cherni .vrah
stations <1980-1984). As standard for
coaparison the pit gauge was used for
liquid precipitation
<April-Octobar>,
and Tratyakov r.ain gauge with shield for
the
solid
pracipitation
<Nov•Mber-March). Jn .aunt.ain Tretyakov
rain gauge with shield was used for
year-round.

pr~~eipitation

o.o~~

..

1,98
1,48
1,60
2,70
3,96
4,46
3,63
2,04
1,87
2,36
2,42
,2,48

3,9
3,2
3,5
5,8
7,9
8,7
7,2
4,8
4,1
5,8
4,4
4,5

10,9
13,0
12,0
13,5
10,0
10,0

30,0

63,8

11,3

::so.o

S.A_Q

- .,. .

-- ,_

•xperiMental data
the error du• to wind has been estiMated
assu•ing that <Bogdanova,1966)
6

..

X

•

-

x

X0

•

,.

100 "'

where X is the aacunt of precipitation
. .asureda in the pit gauge X amount of
prac:ipitation measured in WiYd gauge.
In this cas• th• rain gauge wetting
l o••·•• are not taken in to account as
they are the . . _ <Bogdanova, 1965).
Because the experimental stations
hav• not anetiiDIIItltttl'"a at 1 m above the
ground the data from anemometer at 10m
is used. This data has bean reduced to
la. It was found that the experimental
data is not 'enough for determination of
tha arror (6) as a function of the wind
apaad during prac:ipitati.on.

11,8
11 ,o
10,7

f 1 - "t

Monthly precipitation error from
wind e.ffect is estimated for the liquid
precipitation <April-October>. The.error
considerably
depends
on
monthly
precipitation total. When they are less
than 3-5 mm is about 8-10X 1 in some
casas b•comes. 1:5-20%.
When
111onthlY.
precipitation total is bigger than 5 mm
it is 4-7Y. (Petkova 1 Koleva,1981).
The error
of
precipitation
measurament
depends
dn
amount
of
precipitation.This error can be made, ali
follow••
Q

On th• basis of

10,8
11,1
12,1

E ..

a

-

Q

Q

100X

a

whar·e Q is amount of precipitation
maasuredain tha pit gauge, Q - amount of
precipitation 111a.asured in Wild gauga.•
To study how E v.aries with amount
of praciplt.ation diurn.al pr11cipitation
is
grouped
in
gradation.For
each
gr.adation total precipitation g. 1 Q is
calculated~ and than for every g~adation
·is estimated E <Table 2). M is the
number of cases.
As can be seen in Table 2. E varies
with the amount of precipitation fro•
very small to significant values.For
precipitation :5-10 mm it is about 5X and
for precipitation mar~ than 20 mm it is
27. <Kolava,1984).
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Table 2

-

Precipitation

o,o

0,9
2,9
4,9
:s,o - 9,9
10,0
19,9
20,0 - 49,9
> 50,0
1,0 3,0 -

Ivailo
M EX

ShAbla
M E X

SoH•

"

E X

Kne:z:a
M E X

au_,.
136

19,1

110

91

.9,5.

49

41
62
42
12

4,6
3,6
2,0
0

42
48
23
16

31,1
. 11,4
7',6
4,7
4,6
0,9

104
63
33
32
22
9

27,3
13,4
6,5
3,9
4,2
2,4

154
99
44
5,1
40
2

49,9
U5 1 7
7,7
5,3
3,9
1,0
2,1

95
43
27
26
15
5

5,4
0,9
0
0,4
0,4
6,0

29

Winter

o,o
1 ,o -

0,9
2,9
3,0
4,9
5,0 - 9,9
10,0
19,9
20,0 - 49,9
> 50,0

132
65
34
38
19
4

2,6
3,3
7,3
3,8.
3,7
2,6

110
37
17

26
18
5
1

18,6
10,0
8,4
11·,9
7,4
2,6
6,8

54
37
18
39
24
0
2

-14,4
0
-3,8
-~,5

-2,4
10,0

In case of solid precipitation the
variation of E i& small.
In mountain
in su.mer E is about 5-lOX for amount
of precipitation above 5 mm, and in
winter E is considerable
30X for
pr.cipitation above 20 mm.
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METHODICS OF CORRECTIONS OF SYSTEMATIC ERRORS OF ATMOSPHERIC
PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS IN CSSR

LAPIN, M., SAMAJ, F.
Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute, Bratisla~a, CSSR
In period 1971 - 1985, a separate stage of
research of methodics of atmospheric precipitation
measurements and of research of systematic error
measurements of precipitation was solved in the
Hydrometeorologica1· Service of Czechoslovakia (CSSR)
within the framework of the state research task.
This research was aimed mainly at the Czechoslovak
standard precipitation gauge METRA 886, which significantly differs with its parameters from the
most frequently used precipitation gauges elsewhere
in the world. In connection with the research mentioned above, there have been built experimental
areas with an extensive programme of intercomparison measurements in field of the meteorological observatories in 8ratislava and Ostrava, and there
were provided intercomparison precipitation measurements with smaller extent on the further six meteorological stations. Limited measurement programme has also continued.from 1985.
Aim of the mentioned research mainly presented analyzing of 3 basic systematic errors of precipitation measurements (wetting, evaporation, wind
effect), comparing of results with errors of
another national precipitation gauges and on the
basis of this, also development of correction methodics of monthly precipitation totals f'or all
precipitation stations in CSSR.
In this paper, we mention a brief description
of methodics of systematic error corrections of
precipitation accepted in CSSR [4,5,11], description of methods of computer technique calculations
and database system METEOSYS /IOMS/, as well as
evaluation of corrected precipitation totals on .
the territory of Slovakia for period 1981-1988 [7}.
2.

Characteristics of precipitation gauge METRA
886 and precipitation measurement system in
CSSR
Precipitation gauge METRA has been used in
CSSR in unchanged modification since 1946 and also
before that time, there had been the most frequently used precipitation gauge with comparable
construction parameters. Precipitation gauge METRA
has orifice 0,05 m2(500 cm2) with the height 1 m
above ground. It is manufactured from galvanized
plate with hardened top edge, outside painting is
of white or dull silver colour. In the standard
version, it is used without wind shield. Specifity
of this precipitation gauge is using of different
versions in cold and warm period of the year, what
significantly influences mainly the first two systematic errors of measurements (wetting and evaporation). Winter version of precipitation gauge
consists only large vessel, while summer version is equipped with funnel which drainages

falling liquid precipitation into small
vessel (Fig.2).
.
Precipitation totals, in the sense of
methodics, are measured in CSSR by standard
once daily at 07.00 of mean local time. Winter
version of precipitation gauge is being used in
lowlands from November,! to March,31, and in
the altitude above 2 ODD m during the whole
year. Daily precipitation totals, daily snow
cover data, data about kind and form of precipitation are simultaneously, in monthly cycles,
checked and stored on computer media in databank [7].
3.

Description of basic systematic error corrections
Corrections of precipitation gauge METRA
systematic errors due to wetting of precipitation gauge sides and graduated vessel - Kw, were
derived on the basis of a great number of simulated measurements of various Erecipitation totals
under the various conditions L5]. It was found
out that dispersion of these errors is in range
from 0,06 mm to 0,30 mm per one measurement in
dependence on precipitation gauge version and
on duration of precipitation gauge using in
terrain. Because of simplification, there were
determined only two corrections on the basis of
the statistical processing of these measurements.
a/ 0,2 mm per one measurement in using of winter
version of precipitation gauge METRA for measured precipitation totals 1 mm or higher,
b/ 0,1 mm per one measurement in all other cases.
For determining of errors of precipitation
measurements in result of precipitation gauge
METRA evaporation, there were also provided extensive experiments with simulated precipitation
measuremeDts during days with non-precipitation
weather L5.1. It was found out that, by winter
version of precipitation gauge, evaporating surface of water in precipitation gauge is approximately 10-times greater than by summer version.
Errors as a result of evaporation in winter are
comparable with top summer and the greatest ones
are at the end of period with winter version of
precipitation gauge in warm weather, it means in
March and April. There were also analyzed correlation dependences between evaporation from precipitation gauge and other meteorological elements. In spite of the fact, that there was found
out the closest relation between evaporation and
global radiation at winter version and between
evaporation and saturation deficit at summer
version of precipitation gauge, because of practical reasons there were accepted regression
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Fig. 1. The Czechoslovak precipitation gauge
METRA 886 with wind shield Tretyakov
(orifice 500 cm2, height above the
ground 1 m). It is used on the limited
·number of stations, simultaneously with
precipitation gauge METRA 886 .without
wind shield; what is the Czechoslovak
standard precipitation gauge.
(Photo: Z.Kmentova)
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C - graduated vessel)
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equations of dependence on mean air temperature
from the starting of precipitation falling to measurements at 07.00 hr for determination of error
corrections for evaporation from precipitation
gauge-KE. Graphs of obtained regression equations
are on Fig.3. It be seen, that curves for correction calculations are very close for various totals
of measured precipitation, only for small precipitation at winter version of precipitation gauge
they are more significantly differentiated. ,At
winter version, the errors due to evaporation
effect are 4 to 5-times greater than at summer
version of precipitation gauge at the same air temperature.
It can be discussed, that at the same air temperature, during precipitation weather, evaporation
from precipitation gauge is lower if comparing with
non-precipitation weather, during which experimental measurements were made. This fact is very difficult to be proved, and short-term attemps with hermetically sealed precipitation gauge, by which evaporation is practically excluded, proved it without
doubt.
Deriving of corrections of the precipitation
measurement errors due to aerodynamic effect (wind
effect) Kx appeared to be the most complicated.
Reasons are analyzed in details in fS]. The basic
problem presented the fact, that we were not successful in finding out of suitable area for installation of double fences as wind shield, which eliminates wind effect on falling precipitation well.
Instead of this, there was used the precipitation
gauge METRA with modificated wind shield Tretyakov
/Fig.l/. It was found out that this shield reliably
eliminates wind effect only to wind velocitv
3 m.s-1 in the height 2 m above ground for solid
precipitation. At higher wind velocities, efficiency
of this shield gradually decreases. For mixed and
liquid precipitation, this shield is reliable also
at greater wind velocities. Beside of this, there
were made intercomparison measurements by the Soviet
precipitation gauge D-1, by precipitation gauges at
the level of the Earths surface and by precipitation
gauges with other types of wind shields. On the
basis of results of these measurements, there were
derived regression curves of dependences of correction coefficient Kx on wind velocity in the height
2 m above ground /Fig.4/. For solid precipitation,
a curve for wind velocities greater than 3 m.s-1
was extrapolated in form of quadratic function up
to the value Kx = 2,0D, e.g. to wind velocity
approximately 5 m.s-1. Above this wind velocity, we
recommend to use Kx = 2, OD [7} for ·solid precipitation. In spite of this, this correction coefficient cannot be used for windy exposed mountain
areas.
4.

Procedure in correotiorr.determination of precipitation totals measured in network of
Slovakia

Methodics of precipitation total corrections
came out mainly from the extensive intercomparison
measurements on experimental polygon in Bratislava
- Koliba. This locality is characteristic by significant windy weather with relatively high snow .
precipitation in winter. Measurements on the other
stations were used for verification or defining the
obtained results precisely.
By application of accepted methodics of corrections of systematic errors which occur in precipitation measurements in network, it is necessary to
take in account mainly great complexity of natural
conditions of Slovakia and their effect on systematic measurement errors. There is also likewise
important the fact, that only on the part of stations there are to disposal all needed input data
for calculation of corrections of systematic precipitation errors.

In Slovakia, on the territory of about
50 000 km2 there is approximately 700 precipitation stations, from which on 105 there are provided also measurements of other meteorological
elements, including air temperature and wind velocity. Approximately 37% of the territory are
of altitude above 500 m, where 32% of precipitation stations are situated /6/.
In databank system METEOSYS, the Slovak
Hydrometeorological Institute /SHMI/ has stored
daily and term data of meteorological measurements from about 100 stations per year since
1961. Since 1981, there have been stored also
daily data from all 700 precipitation stations.
For proper calculation of corrected monthly precipitation totals, there were exclusively used
data in databank, and the whole process of ..
processin,g is made automatically on computer
EC 1055 [i}. With regard to some problems wl th
stand~rdization and complexity of measurements
of some needed input data, it was necessary to
simplify some calculations.
For calculation of corrections of wetting~
Kw, it is necessary to know a change of winter
version of precipitation gauge on summer one
and vice versa. In spite of the fact, that at
continued warm_ weather, the observers prolong
a period with summer (more precise) version of
precipitation gauge, we accepted - for calculations - as the most probable, the following
terms: in localities to 300 m above sea level
April,l and October,31; to 500 m above sea level
April,l6 and October,l5; to 1000 m May,l and
September,30; to 2000 m May,l6 and September,l5
and above 2000 m winter version is used during
the whole year. lhese data are recommended also
by methodics of observations.
For correction calculations for evaporationKE, it is necessary to know duration from thestarting of precipitation falling to measurement
term, as well as air temperature during this
period. With regard to the fact, that time data
have not been stored in precise form in databank,
on the basis of calculations from smaller amount
of observations we made a simplified assumption
that in the warm period of the ~ear precipitation
start to fall during individual days in mean at
17.00 hr and in cold period of the,year at
15.00 hr of the mean local time. Mean air temperature can be calculated by simplified form by
weighted mean from measurements at 14.00, 21.00
and 07.00 hrs, while temperature of 21.00 hr is
taken twice. Because of this fact, there are
used corrected precipitation for the shortest
1 month period; this simplification cannot more
significantly effect accuracy of results.
For correction calculations on wind effect
Kx, it is necessary to know mean wind velocity
during precipitation falling in the height 2 m
above ground. In databank, there are stored
mean wind velocities on 105 stations from measurements at 07.00, 14.00 and 21.00 hrs, while
anemograph sensors are mostly in the height
10 m, but very often they are relatively far
from precipitation gauges. At calculation of
this wind velocities on the 2 m heigh~~we used
logarithmic formulae of wind profile LU, while
for the individual stations there were determined altogether 6 various parameters of ground
level roughness and existence of the greater
snow cover depth as 5 cm was taken in account.
Proper correction calculation is made on
computer in 4 stages. In the first stage, there
is firstly made calculation of correction errors
of measurement of wetting for·an stations (approximately 700) in individual days. For each station
there was made an excerpt of monthly and annual
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Table 1
An example of calculated correction coefficients Kw, KE, Kx, K and corrected precipitation totals RK for
station 8ratislava, airport for 1987. Calculations were made on the basis of daily values of measured meteorological elements by computer EC 1055 and by databank system METEOSYS according to SHMI methodics;
R0 represents measured monthly precipitation totals in mm.
~nths

R

I
92.8
1.040
1.031
1.253
1.344
124.7

II
67.7
1.037
1.063
1.061
1.170
79.2

III
31.1
1.084
1.115
1.178
1.423
44.3

IV
V
13.8 84.5
1.116 1.028
1.151 1.048
1.045 1.033
1.343 1.113
18.5. 94.0

VI
59.9
1.027
1.053
1.030
1.114
66.7

VII
47.8
1.025
1.060
1.030
1.120
53.5

VIII IX
45.1 15.1
1.040 1.066
1.082 1.124
1.027 1.027
1.155 1.230
52.1 18.6

X
18.7
1.043
1.070
1.029
1.148
21.5

XI
44.9
1.067
1.162
1.033
1.280
57.5

XII
76.8
1.031
1.065
1.033
1.134
87.1

Year
598.2
1.041
1.071
1.076
1.200
717.7

Table 2
Absolute frequencies of correction coefficients K1 (weak windy meteorological stations) and K2 (mild and
strong windy stations) for annual summs of measured precipitation in Slovakia in 1987 in distribution
according to grades of altitude.
Altitude in m
to
1001
201
301
401
501
601
701
801
901
1201 1401 above
200
600
700
800
300
400
900 1000
1200
1400 1600 1600
50.0
<Lo0-1.02)
<L 02-1.04)
<1. 04-1.06)
<1.06-1.08)
(1.08-1.10)
2
1
1
<'1.10-1.12)
1
4
( 1.12-1.14)
5
4
2
1
3
1
2
1
4
2
2
(1.14-1.16)
1
1
6
2
1
<1.16-1.18)
1
(1.18-1.20)
1
~ 1.20

Kz
(1.00-1.02)

<1.02-1.04)

0.04-1.06)

<1.06-L. OB)
<1. 08-1.10)
(1.10-1.12)
(1.12-1.14)
(1.14-1.16)

4
5

<1.16-,1.18)

(1.18-1.20)
~ 1.20

6
3

5
1
3
2

1
2

1

2
1

1
1

3
1

1

1
1

1

1

3

Table 3
Values of coefficients of regression equations (a 0 , a1, a2) for calculation of correction coefficients of
precipitation K1 and K2 on the territory of Slovakia and calculated values K1 and K2 for altitudes from
100 to 1000 m for selected months and year 1987. (Coefficients K1 and K2 are used for simplified calculation of corrections of monthly precipitation totals.)
Altitude in m
200
300
400
500
700
800
600
900
1000
K1
Months
1.225
0.4131 -0.3635 1.26 1.29 1.32 1.33 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.32 1.30 1.27
February
0.7323 -0.5473 1.04 1.09 1.14 1.17 1. 20 1.21 1.21 1.20 1.18 1.15
0.967
April
1.105 -0.0690
0;0496 1.10 1.09 1.09 1.09 . 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 l.OB 1.09
June
1.120
August
-0.0596. 0.0192 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.08 1.08
0.3961 -0.2338 1.11 1.14 1.17 1.19 1.21 1.23 1.23 1.24 1.24 1. 23
1.071
October
December
1.129
0.2616 -0.2153 1.15 1.17 1.19 1.20 1.21 1. 21 1.21 1.20 1.19 1.18
1.134 -0.0023 -0.0077 1.13 1.13. 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.12
Year

February
April
June
August
October
December
Year

1.289
1.141
1.109
1.139
1.143
1.159
1.181

0.3855
0.0577
-0.0560
-0.0844
0.2124
0.1254
-0.0699

-0.0650
0.0758
0.0456
0.0554
-0.0632
0.0781
0.0983

1.33
1.15
1.10
1.13
1.16
1.17
1.18

1.36
1.16
1.10
1.13
1.18
1.19
1.17

1.40
1.17
1.10
1.12
1.20
1.20
1.17

1.43
1.18
1.09
1.11
1. 22
1.22

1.17

1.47
1.19
1.09
1.11
1.23
1.24
1.17

1.50
1.20
1.09
1.11
1. 25
1.26
1.18

1.53
1.22
1.09
1.11
1.26
1.29
1.18

1.56
1.24
1.09
1.11
1.27
1.31
1.19

1.58
1.26
1.10
1.11
1.28
1.34
1.20

1.61
1.28
1.10
1.11
1.29
1.36
1.21
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summs of measured precipitation R0 and corrected
precipitation summs R1 for individual the years.
R1
Correction coefficient Kw = ~ . At the same
time, approximately on 100 stations with air temperature and wind velocity measurements, there _is
made (by similar way) a calculation of corrections
on evaporation and wind effect, while
Rz
Rk
KE = ~l and Kx = -R-- Final correction
2
Rk
coefficient K = ~ . All monthly and annual
values of these coefficients and precipitation
totals are issued in form as illustrated in Tab.l.
In the second stage, there is made statistical evaluation of coefficients Kw , KE , Kx and
K for individual months and years, grades of altitude and locality according to wind velocity. An
example of output for coefficient K for the whole
Slovakia is in Tab.2. From these tables it is
possible to find out dissipation and frequency of
coefficient occurence in dependence on altitude,
respectively to find some errors of correction calculations. In most cases, it is evidently
possible to approximate dependence of corre.ction
coefficients on altitude by straight line.
In the. third stage, there will be made
coefficient calculation of regression equations
in dependences KE , Kx and K on altitude for individual months yearly. General form of equation
is Ki = a0 + a1 h + az h2, where Ki is correction
coefficient, h - altitude, a0 , a1, a2 coefficients
of regression equation. In Ta~le 3 there are mentioned as example coefficients of regression
equations and calculated values of correction
coefficient K for altitudes graded by 100 m for
weak and strong wind localities on Slovakia in
1988.
In the fourth stage, there will be made for
individual precipitation stations, on which there
are no wind and air temperatire measurements, calculations of KE, Kx and K on the basis of regression equations and altitudes of stations according to individual months. For practical utilization of corrected monthly precipitation totals
there are to disposal computer outputs for all
stations in sense of Tab.l and Tab.2, which have
been stored. At the same time, there are to disposal tables of calculations KE, Kx, K for altitudes graded by 100 m. On computer media, there
are stored correction coefficients K for individual stations and for individual months in
databank.
Conclusion
Methodics of corrections of systematic errors
of monthly precipitation totals and results of
this methodics application in network in Slovakia
demonstrate, that there exists a serie of problams in these sphere which is difficult to get
over because of objective reasons. The most serious
problem presents fact, that methodics was derived
only on the basi? of limited number of intercomparison measurements of solid precipitation. We
were not successful in realization of representstive measurements by perfect wind shield, although
modified shield Tretyakov seems to be very effective, especially at the wind velocities to 3 m.s-1.
Another serious problem is unsufficienly basis of
input data for correction calculations on precipitation stations in network. By application of methodics, from this reason, there was used a serie
of effective simplifications which could not substantially effect corrections of monthly preci-

pitation totals.
Obtained results of corrections of systematic
precipitation errors are runningly compared with
parallel precipitation measurement by precipitation
gauges with wind shield and with measurements by
totalizers. It is satisfying, that precipitation
totals measured by totalizers and corrected precipitation totals are in mountain localities very
similar Li.~. The first applications of corrected
precipitation totals are very encouraging also for
aims of analysis of water balance of catchments.
Precipitation totals corrected by systematic errors
are used in the practical operations of the SHM'I
they are provided to external users, mainly from
department of water management and they are used
at solution of research tasks. Serious result of
corrected precipitation total using presents
necessity of re-evaluation of calculation methods
of determination of areal evaporation and runoff
in some catchments.
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Introduction
Mountains create rather complicated
conditions
for
runoff
formation
and
water
balance
calculations
including
the determination of basic input data
on precipitation. The existing- networks
generally do not reflect the spatial
and
also
temporal
distribution
of
this decisive parameter. Precipit.ations
in both the solid and liquid substances
are usually measured over the inhabited
lowland
areas,
and
if
measured
in
the mountains than they are inaccurate.
This
could
be
explained
by higher
ratio of snow in the yearly. amount
of precipitation and also by greater
influence of high winds in mountainous
areas,
Moreover,
various
kinds
of
the
horizontal
precioitations
are
usually
not
measu-red -despite
their
definite
occurrence
in
the
subject
areas. Lack of directly measured and
reliable
data
on
precipitation
in
mountains led hydrologists to extrapolation of data collected in the lowlands. However, this so called corrected precipitation should be justified
by direct measurements,
so that the'
actual
influence
of basin elevation
on
precipitation
is determined.
The
scope of possible errors during the
winter season is also forcing us to
measure the snow depth and the water
equivalent
of
snow cover,
comparing
obtained results with the heatedprecipitation gauge observations.
All these problems were also discussed
at
the
International
Workshop
on
Hydrology
of
Mountainous .Areas
in Czechoslovakia in June, 1988. The
Workshop organized by the Czechoslovak
Committee
for
Hydrology
under
the
patronage of UNESCO,
WMO, IAHS, IAH
and in cooperation with FAO, outlined
in connection with a lack of standard
data in mountainous areas 'the following
urgent activities:

- to apply the remote sensing
methods.
Experimental hydrological study
The
subject
paper
is
based on
experimental
hydrological
study
in
Western
Tatras
generally oriented on
determination
of
the
water
balance
elements
in
mountainous
areas.
The
experimental
catchment
of
Jalovecky
creek is typical for mountainous region
·of the highest--.pa,;rt:of::t&!.Carpathian ridge
drained by river Vah. The area of the
catchment is 46.00 sq.km, the average
altitude 1160 m a.s.l. within the range
from 570 to 2178 m a.s.l. The foreland
part
of
catchment
is
utilized
for
agriculture
(570-800
m a.s.l.,
22.86
sq:lcm
50%). Ths natural vegetational
cover is mainly spruce (800-1500 m a.s.l.,
15.00 sq.km 33%), and dwarf pine with
alpine grass and rocks (1500
2178 m
a.s.l., 8.05 sq.km- 17%).
The precipitation network designed
for experiment reflects the orographical
and
spatial
distribution
with
the
following characteristics of the stations:
570 m a.s.l., standard gauge METRA,
recording gauge, storage gauge
- 750 m a.s.l., standard gauge METRA,
storage gauge
- 1400 m a.s.l., standard gauge METRA
- 1400 m a.s.l., storage gauge (concave
location)
1400 m a.s.l., standard gauge METRA,
storage gauge (concave location)
- 1500 m a.s.l., storage gauge (crest
location)
- 1500 m a.s.l., storage gauge (concave
location)

- to organize special experimental
measurements and field studies

- 1775 m a.s.l, storage gauge (concave
location)

- to equip the mountainous catchments with •· special and often
unique instruments capable
to withstand harsh climatic
conditions, absence of regular
maintenance, and long-term
operation independent on traditional energy sources

Note: standard gauge METRA - unshielded,
orifice 500 sq.cm
re.corging. _gauge .. :::: unshi<? lded: :O.ri f ice
250 sq.cm
storage gauge (totalizer) Nipher shielded, orifice 250·sq.cm
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Snow
cover
measurements
(depth
and•
water
equivalent
of
snow)
are
done
regularly
around
the
storage
gauges
and at the profiles selected on facing
slopes along the main valley in the
altitudes
850,
1350,
1550
and
1750
m a.s.l.
Intervals
of
observations
differ
within
the
network
according to the
equipment
installed at
the stations.
Generally
up
to
the
elevation
750
m a. s .1. the observations are carried
out daily, and the rest of the stations
is
observed weekly
or monthly. Snow
cover
measurements
are
organized on
monthly basis expeditions.
Briefly
described
precipitation
network
serves
the
needs
of water
balance
calculations
in
the
subject
mountainous
catchment,
and
at
the
same time. gives rather important information about the correction of precipitation reflecting the actual ·relationship between the growth of precipitation and the catchment elevation.

Comparison
of
standard
gauges measurements

and

storage

Special equipment for measurements
of precipitation in remote mountainous
areas can be used within the network
only
if
it
is
properly calibrated
together with the standard precipitation
gauge.
Therefore,
a
comparison
of
standard and storage gauges - totalizators measurements are shown on Fig .1
and
2
for
the
recent
hydrological
year.
Fig.1
indicates
rather
good
agreement
of
the .both measurements
at the altitude of 570 m a.s.l., i.e.
in the lowland conditions. On the contrary Fig.2
for
the altitude 1500 m
a.s.l.
(resp. 1400 m a.s.l. at the
same
location)
clearly
demonstrates
discrepancies
totalling
app.
200 mm
of precipitation in less than 10 months
in the windy mountainous conditions .•
This
example warns
against the use
of different type of rain-gauge·s in
mountainous conditions which may cause
in
our
case
inevitable corrections
of precipitation up to 25% per annum.

STATION ONORASOVA
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:;:;

300

,g
.9-200

storage gouge 570 m o.s.t.
stondord gaug!3 570 m o.s.l.

~
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I 1.2/88

1/89.

2/89

5/89

3/89 1 4/89

6/89

7/89
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In addition the Fig.2 also shows
values of the water equivalent of snow
cover (dotted line) together with the
air temperature during the winter season.
Simple
analysis
of
the
snow
melt
conditions should avoid the direct use
of unprocessed data on solid precipitation
especially
during
the
occurrence
of
temporary melting events.
Elevation gradient of precipitation
Change
of precipitation with the
altitude
is
counted
among
dominant
hydrological
problems
of
mountainous
areas. The precipitation network described in this study was designed to be
a tool for determination of the elevation
gradient of precipitation. However, the
seasonal changes of the precipitation
gradient were expected, and therefore,
the analysis of data was done for three
different seasons in 1988/1989.

The Fig.3 shows 4 months lasting autumn,
Fig.4
shows
the winter season with
predominant
solid
precipitation
and
Fig.5 the spring and summer. The subject
seasons
could
be
characterized
by
lower
rainfall
intensities
and the
average
wind
speed
in
the autumn
contrary to the spring-summer season,
and by high winds .during the winter.
These characteristics are also mirrored
in obtained results on Fig. 3, 4 and
5, expressed by the best fit linear
interpolations
(dashed
lines) ,
The
gradient of the straight dashed line
actualy
represents
the
increase of
precipitation
with
the
altitude of
.stations within the network. The subject
r'elationships are valid for indicated
typical 4 months periods. Fluctuations
of
the
precipitation values around
the best
fit
line, especially from
the stations located between 1400and
·1500 m a. s.l., could be explained by
their
purposely
selected crest
(on
Fig. 3, 4 and 5 marked o ) and various
concave locations within the catchment.

AMOUNT OF PRECIPITATION MEASURED from 5.9. 1968 to 5.1 .19)69
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Despite
of
required.
uni.formity
of
the· used storage gauges with. the.
Nipher
shielding,
results
summarized
in
the. Fig. 6
indicate heavy seasonal
influence
on.
the
elevation
gradient
of
precipitation.
The
average autumn
gradient
2.6. 8 mm per
1 OOm of
slope
elevation is rather low and it can be
explained
by
typical
frontal. pattern
of
precclpitation with medium or . low
wind activities. The elevation gradient
of
precipitation
for
s.pring-s.ummer
period (.V-VIII)
is 63 •. 2 mm ·per 100 m
and
it clearly reflects
a
different
pattern of rainfall events accompanied
with medium and high wind activities.
Precipitation structure analysis proposed
by Sevruk (1989) should be applied for
more
detailed
classif.ication
of
the
-precipitation
patterns.
However,
WMO
intercomparison by Goodison et al. (1989)
revealed
the need
for
correct.ion of
precipitation
even
during
the
summer
season. Fina1ly, th.e wind speed measurements
over the catchment and over
the
precipitation gauges
are emphasized (Sevruk et al.
1989)..
More complicated situation indicates.
the. elevation gradient of solid precipitation which for the winter period (I-IV)
amounts for 11.3 mm per 100 m only.
It is obvious that without correction
of snow measurements, it will be impossibl.e
to obtain compatible
data
for
the water balance
computation. Beside
the.
air
temperature
also
a
reliable
record of wind speed is necessa-ry. Of
course,
in the mountainous catchments
wind speed data
are not common, and
in our experimental basis are available
at the altitude of 600 m a.s.l. only.
Therefore, a correction o-f the. elevation
gradient of
solid precipitation could
be done by taking into account the longterm yearly elevation gradient within
the region determined by the WMO-SYMAP
or o-ther sui table methods. In our case
such
yearly
linear
gradient was
fo-r
the
subject basin estimated by Pacl
(1988). on 86 mm of . precipitation per
100 m of the slo.pe elevation. A comparison of this figure with
the yearly

elevation
gradient
of
precipitation
obtained
by
our
purpose-made
network
-(90.0 mm per
100 m a.s.l.} indicates
the· need for corrections of snow data
by
regular
direct measurements.
First
of
all
data
obtained
during
the
accumulation
period
allows
to
justify
any
correction
factors
estimated
by
indirect methods, and secondly, properly
organized. spatial measurements of snow
cover give:: us the information about the
redistribution of snow over the catchment.
The last problem of the redistribution of snow considerably influences
the
elevation gradient of the winter
period. The accumulation of snow along
the forest barier ·at the altitudes 1400
1500 m a.s.l., calls for increase of
the
g-radient over the
lower
part of
catchment, and decrease of it in the higher
al ti tu des
(see. Fig. 4) .

annual

adient.

-------------------------------~UTUMN

lfiNTER oorr.

SP.-BUlOIER oorr.

10
0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fig.6

Seasonal changes of precipitation
gradient in mm/100 m a.s.l. with
propsed corrections.
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Of
course,
such
arrangement
should
be
reflected
in
correction
factors
of solid precipitation respectively.
Conclusions
Presented study is based on yearly
data, and therefore, the obtained results
should be
considered as preliminary.
However,
it was
clearly proved that
the seasonal approach to the determination of elevation gradients of precipitation, especially in mountainous regions, is necessary. Selection of the
actual seasons should be complemented
by the precipitation structure analysis.
The elevation gradients of precipitation
were
accounted
taking
into
consideration
the
long-term
yearly
gra~ient
of precipitation within the
reg~on.
The obtained results call for
more attention to the solid precipitation
measurements
including
the
regular
expedition
for
direct
measu~ements
of snow cover over the catchment. Complementary observations of the wind speed
in higher altitudes are also recommended.
Finally, the subject study proved
again that two unknowns, the gradient
and also .correction factor of precipitations, are not possible tt:hby solve by
the
same
equation.
Therefore,
more
supplementary data collected in mountainous areas should justify the proposed method and compl!ement results.lpresented'in.the paper.
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WIND INDUCED MEASUREMENT ERROR FOR HIGH-INTENSITY RAINS

B.SEVRUK
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, ETH-Zentrum, ZUrich, Switzerland

The errors of rain (R) area! estimates
can be divided in two groups: the errors of
point R measurements and the errors of the
conversion of point measurements to areal
values. The former highly depends on wind
speed and the R drop size distribution,
whereas the latter depends mainly on the R
gauge network density.
For particular high-intensity rain events,
the errors of the first group are commonly
considered to be less significant, while the
adverse effect of wind, which causes the R
gauge to catch less rain than falls, is weakened
when the rain falls heavily in large drops.
This is, however, not an advantage
because the second group of errors gains more
weight due to distinct spatial variability of
heavy rains. This means that even if the R
point values were very accurate, i.e. measured
by ground level R gauges and corrected for
wetting and evaporation losses as well as for
losses due to out-splashing, there would still
be a considerable storm-related random error
due to the generally inadequate distances
between the R gauge sites, Nevertheless, R
measurement is subject to systematic error
and the present paper demonstrates that the
wind induced error could be relatively large
for high-intensity rains. It is shown that the
correction model using R intensity as
independent variable produces a set of oneparameter (wind speed) curves with
increasing threshold value (R intensity) for
increasing wind speed. Below the threshold
value the wind induced error increases
quickly.
The second group of errors is amply
covered by the literature, particularly for daily
and monthly rain sums, as reviewed by Sevruk
et al. (1990) for example.
The wind induced error was found to be
small for R intensity above 0.03 mm min-I if
the monthly R sums have been considered, as
pointed out by Bogdanova (1966). Moreover,
according to MueUer and Kidder (1972), wind
tunnel tests indicated that R drops of a
diameter above 3 mm are practically not
affected by wind speeds below 6 m s-1 . Yet
detailed analysis of the effect of R intensity on
the wind induced error, in particular for large
intensities and various wind speeds is still
lacking. Sevruk (1982) found two references:
Braslavskiy et al. (1975) showed that for daily

amounts larger than 20 mm and wind speed
above 8 m s-1 the wind induced error of the
Tretyakov gauge used in the Soviet Union is
approx. 4o/o. For wind speed up to 15 m s-1
and R intensity of 10 mm h-1, Allerup and
Madsen (1980, 1986) assessed the error to be
roughly 10%. However, from the theoretical
point of view, the error should converge to
zero for very large intensities. Allerup (1986)
addressed this problem and gave some
examples for the Hellmann and Finnish R
gauges. He called such a large intensity value a
"meeting point". Nevertheless, from the
experimental field data presented more
recently by Allerup and Madsen (1986), it can
be concluded that there is still some error,
even for intensities between 15 and 40
mm h-1,
Methods
The further analysis is based on the daily
R data from intercomparison measurements of
paired elevated and ground level R gauges at
three locations having at least 5-year
observation periods. The wind induced error
is defined as the percentage difference D%
between the ground level and elevated gauge R
amounts, in relation to the elevated gauge
value. Intercomparison results were available
from Les Avants (982 m a.s.l.) in Switzerland
and from Dortmund (117 m a.s.l.) and St.
Arnold (80 m a.s.l) in Germany. The 10-yr data
were used from Les Avants (1938 - 1947) and
Dortmund (1961 - 1970) and the 5-yr data
from St. Arnold (1966 - 1971). Except for the
gauge site in St. Arnold, which is completely
protected, the other gauge sites are more or
less open, but not windy at all. The average
wind speed during the R periods at the gauge
orifice level is below 1 m s-1 at St. Arnold and
2.5 m s·1 in Les Avants. In Dortmund wind
speed estimates were made only in Beaufort
degrees. The gauge orifice height above
ground was 1 m for the German gauges and
1.5 m for the Swiss gauge. All gauges were of
the same Hellmann type, which is the
standard gauge in both countries. R intensity
data were available for Les Avants only. The
time scale of the Hellmann R recording gauge
was 2.4 mm per hour; the ground level gauge
was protected against in-splash by a moss
layer. Figure 1 shows the gauge site in Les
Avants. For all three locations, the average D%
value was computed for three classes of the
elevated gauge R amount: from 0.1 to 5.0 mm;
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Fig. 1: The precipitation gauge intercomparison station at Les Avants (982 m a. s. l.),
situated above the eastern shore of the Lake of Geneva, near the town of Montreux
in Switzerland . The Hellmann precipitaion gauge and the rain recording gauge
are situated in the center, to the left of the Stevenson screens.
5.1 to 10.0 and 10.1 to 20.0 mm. All in all,
2200 days during the summer season were
considered in the analysis.
Furthermore, the daily percentage differences
D% from Les Avants were subdivided
according to the mean daily R intensity into
classes as follows: from 0 to 0.01; 0.01 to 0.02
... 0.08 to 0.1 mm mm-1, and according to the
wind speed during the R period at gauge
orifice level from 0 to l; 1 to 2; 2 - 3 and 3 to
4 m s-1. The mean daily R intensity is defined
as the total R amount of all storms occurring
during the 24-hr time interval (7 a.m. to 7
a.m.), as measured by the elevated Hellmann
gauge and divided by the total time of their
duration, as taken from the records of R
recording gauge. The average D% value of a
particular class of R intensity was plotted
separately for each class of wind speed, and
fitted through a curve laid by hand. Thus the
plot incorporated four one-param~ter curves
relating the D% value to R intensity for a
particular class of wind speed. All in all one
third of all classes of a total of 26 showed R
amount larger than 400 mm and one half
larger than 200 mm. The classes with total R
amount below 50 mm have been excluded
from the analysis.

from 10 to 20 mm amounting to only 2 to 3%.
This is roughly half of the D% values for the
group of small daily R amounts. St. Arnold
shows the smallest Do/o values of all stations.
This is due to the very low wind speed, below
1 m s-1, at this station.

Table 1
Percentage difference, Do/o, between the
precipitation values as measured using paired
elevated and ground level Hellmann gauges,
subdivided according to the daily amount of
precipitation. The April-September season.

Daily amount of preciGauge site
pitation in the elevated Hellmann gauge
Les Avants Dortmund

St. Arnold

R

D%

D%

D%

[mm]

[%R]

[%R]

[%R]

0.0- 5.0

7

8

4

5.1- 10.0

5

3

10.1- 20.0

3

2

1100

500

Number of days

600

Results
The D% value for the three gauge sites as
subdivided according to the daily R amount
are compared in Table 1. They are rather
smalL for the group with the largest R amount

Figure 2 presents the plot of the Do/o class
mean against the corresponding R intensity,
subdivided according. to the four wind speed
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intervals at Les Avants. Despite some scatter,
the curves fitting the plots clearly indicate the
dependency of D% on both variables, R
intensity and wind speed. This dependency is
non-linear and ~haracterized by a group of four
similar curves, each one for a particular wind
speed interval, followed from the bottom
stepwise one by one, the lowest curve for the
interval of smallest wind speeds to the top
curve for the largest wind speed, thus showing
the increase in D% with increasing wind
speed and decreasing R intensity. There is
obviously a threshold value of R intensity as
related to the difference D% for each of the
four wind speed curves. Below the threshold
value and despite the practically unchanged
wind speed a sharp increase in D% exists with
decreasing R intensity. The larger the wind
speed, the steeper the increase. Above the
threshold value there is only a small effect of R
intensity and practically all four curves appear
to run almost parallel with the x-axis. The
threshold value diminishes from 3.2 to 1.8
mm h-1 with decreasing wind speed interval
as follows:

10

D (%)

l

3-4 m/s

0

2-3 m/so

l

0

0

0

1"-2

l

m/s

0
0

0

l

0-1 m/s
0

0

0.02

0.04

1.2

2.4

0. 06

0. 08 mm/mi

3.6

4.8mm/h

intensity of rain
Wind speed
Threshold value

[m s-11

3-4

2-3

1-2

1-0

[mm h-11

3.2

2.5

2.0

1.8

5.0

3.5

2.5

1.6

D% for the threshold value

[%)

Extrapolating these results to wind speeds
above 4 m s-1, the D0;6 value of 5% appears to
be quite common for R intensities over 5 mm
h-1.
Unfortunately, there were not enough
data available in Les Avants to allow for the
investigation in more detail of the problem of
larger R intensitles and stronger wind speeds.
Thus only two classes of R intensity could be
made through all wind speed intervals of 0-6
m s-1 as follows:
[mm h-1]

R Intensity
R total amount

6-12

>12

[mm)

655

258

[%)

3.8

4.9

D% difference

Fig. 2: Plot of class average percentage
difference, D%, between the precipitation
values of ground level and elevated
Hellmann gauges vs mean precipitation
intensity for various wind speeds during
precipitation. Black arrows indicate the
threshold values of rain intensity and big
rings the precipitation sum between 50
and 100 mm. All other symbols indicate
precipitation sum larger than 100 mm, up
to 800 mm. Les Avants, April-September
1938-47.

Discussion
D% for

This indicates that Do/o and consequently
the wind induced error of precipitation
measurement is still considerable, even for
Wgh-intensity rains.

hi~h-intensity

rains

To close the gap caused by a lack of
high-intensity R data at Les Avants, five
additional stations have been analyzed, two of
them from Australia and one each from
Denmark, Finland and the U.S.A. The semidaily R data from all these stations have been
included in the report on the "World

Table 2
Percentage difference, Do/o, for two classes of high-intensity rains subdivided
according to wind speed. Evaluation based on data from five stations taken
from Sevruk and Hamon (1984).
Wind speed
Intensity
of rain

Total amount of precipitation

class

average

pit gauge

elevated gauge

Difference
D%

[m·s-1]

[m·s-1]

[mm]

[mm]

[%]

No. of
events

10-20

<3.5
>3.5

1.5
6.6

1099
626

1053
599

4.2
4.5

26
37

20-50

<3.5
>3.5

2.4
6.3

170
146

161
142

5.3
2.7

7
12
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Meteorological Organization Intercomparison
of National Precipitation Gauges with a
reference Pit Gauge" by Sevruk and Hamon
(1984). The ground level pit gauges at these
stations have been very well protected against
in-splash using the WMO standard grid, size
120xl20 cm. The results of analysis are
summarized in Table 2. They show that
despite both high R intensity of a range
between 10 and 50 mm h-1 and the in-splash
protection, D% varies between 4 and 5%. This
agrees well with the results as presented in
this paper.
An interesting phenomenon has been
observed relating to large R intensities in Les
Avants. As is shown already in Figure 2,
despite an increase of R intensity values of up
to 5 mm h-1. the difference D% even slightly
increases above the threshold values for all
wind speed intervals. To explain this, three
hypotheses are considered in the following
section, in the order of their importance.

(i) Figure 2 is based on average daily values of
all variables, Le. R amount, R intensity and
wind speed during the R duration. This was
necessary because only one R observation per
day was made in Les Avants. In addition the
daily values have been grouped into intervals of
R intensity of 0.01 mm min-1 (0.6 mm h-1)
and wind speed of 1.0 m s-1. However, there
are usually more storms during a day
sometimes showing very different intensities.
The fact is that even during a single storm the
intensity varies from very small to very large
values. This means that there are still small
drops in the drop size spectrum, also on days
when high-intensity rains occur. (It is clear
now that it is hardly ever possible to express
this variability using mean daily values of
intensity and classes as mentioned above).
This also partly explains the scatter of points
in Figure 2. Yet during strong winds which
frequently occur on days with heavy rains, Do/o
for small-intensity rains increases quickly in
the area below the threshold value, as is
shown in Figure 2. Thus the resulting daily Do/o
value could be quite large, even in the case
when the fraction of small-intensity rains of
daily R totals is low.
(ii) The large R drops have a considerable
horizontal velocity component, depending not
only on the actual wind speed but also on the
height above the ground of clouds and their
velocity. The quickly moving R pattern can be
observed on the ground even in sheltered
locations. This phenomenon could induce
some error as well.

(iii) Finally, one other cause of increasing D%
values during high-intensity rains could be the
possible in-splash into the ground level gauge.
As it is not very likely to occur in Les Avants,
this possibility has not yet been investigated.
Applicability of threshold value
A further problem concerns the
existence of the threshold value in general and
not as unique phenomenon of the Hellmann
gauge at its particular location in Les Avants.

If the above-mentioned hypothesis holds,
as will be shown further on, the threshold
value presents an important characteristic of
the wind induced error and consequently, the
correction models should reflect the similar
structure as indicated in Figure 2.
Yet the threshold value has already been
suggested by Bogdanova (1966), who analyzed
the monthly data from 39 gauge sites regularly
distributed over the territory of the USSR and
established a threshold value of 0.03 mm
m in -1, i. e. approx. 2 mm h-1, without
considering any special wind speed interval.
Although this limit fits well the threshold
values for small wind speeds up to 2 m s-1 as
is seen from Figure 2, there are apparently
larger threshold values at least for daily
differences D%, particularly for strong winds.
Further confirmation of the threshold
value could be drawn from three papers, by
Ralph and Barret (1984), Mueller and Kidder
(1972) and Allerup and Madsen (1980). The
first two papers describe the results of wind
tunnel tests of precipitation gauges and the
third paper deals with statistical model based
on the results of field tests of the Hellmann
gauge in Denmark, the same gauge as was used
in Les Avants.
Ralph and Barret (1984) investigated the
I.S.O dust gau,ge in a wind tunnel. This gaulle is
similar in shape to the Hellmann gauge. They
presented a diagram which shows the
relationship between the loss of precipitation
catch on one hand and wind speed and
diameter of precipitation particles on the
other. Four classes of unit glass spheres of
0.09, 0.15, 0.29 and 0.40 mm diameter have
been used as precipitation particles. Owing to
these considerably smaller particles as
compared with particles occurring at Les
Avants, with the average drop size over 1 mm,
very large wind induced losses resulted in the
wind tunnel as shown in Figure 3. Despite this
the run of resulting curves for three classes of
wind speed of 1, 3 and 7 m s-1 is similar to
that presented in Figure 2. Each curve showes
the threshold value clearly depending on wind
speed. This would mean that since the
relationship as shown in Figure 2 could be
specific for a given type of precipitation gauge,
it is generally valid over a wide range of wind
speed and R intensity values.
In a further study by Mueller and Kidder
(1972) conducted also in a wind tunnel using
the U.S.A. standard gauge which has the same
size of the orfice area as the abovementionned I.S.O. gauge (324 cm2) threshold
values were evident for mathematically
simulated R drop sizes smaller than 3 mm as
indicated in Figure 3 where the results of both
wind tunnel and simulation studies are
compared. However, the threshold values for
higher wind speeds are less distinct than for
smaller wind speeds. Despite this the results
of both studies agree well and in fact, confirm
on the one hand the existence of threshold
value as described in this paper and on the
other hand the still considerable losses for
drop sizes smaller than 3 mm in diameter.
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Fig. 3: Wind induced loss vs diameter of
particles or water drops for various wind
speeds. Adapted from Ralph and Barret
(1984) (particles) and Mueller and Kidder
(1972) (water drops). The figures in the
d!agraT!l L11dicate wind speed in m s-1.
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Fig. 4: Percentage difference D%, between the
precipitation values of ground level and
elevated gauges vs mean precipitation
intensity for various wind speeds during
precipitaion. Adapted from Allerup and
Madsen (1980). The figures in the diagram
indicate wind speed in m s-1.

Allerup and Madsen (1980) used a
statistical model to predict the semi-daily D%
values, in terms of wind speed and R intensity
for the Hellmann gauges installed at three
locations in Denmark. When predicted D%
values (Allerup and Madsen 1980; Tab. 2)
were plotted in the same way as has been
done in Figure 2, similar diagrams emerge as
shown in Figure 4. Yet the curves are less
concave than those in Figure 2. They decrease
quickly, converging to D% values of 1-2% for
intensity above 15 mm h-1. Consequently, the
threshold values for wind speed up to 15 m
s-1 (reduced to the level of the gauge orifice)
are more similar to those in Figure 3 than in
Figure 2. In addition D% values are generally
larger than these in Les Avants. And although
roughly the same total number of R days was
used in the analysis by Allerup and Madsen
(1980) as in Les Avants, they were taken from
three different locations, a fact which can
possibly cause the larger D% values. In
addition the wind speed data as used by
Allerup and Madsen (1980) relate to the 10 m
level above ground, yet in Les Avants it was
1.5 m.
One more point needs further
explanation. It includes the apparent
contradiction between the generally small D%
values on days showing large R amounts as
seen in Table 1, and the considerable values of
D% for high-intensity rains as could be
derived from Figure 2. Concerning this it
should be kept in mind that while highintensity rains are more or less associated
with both strong winds and large daily R
amounts, the reverse is not likely true, i. e. the
large daily R amounts do not imply highintensity rains. Morever, the long duration
rains are generally associated with small wind
speeds. This was also evident from the data
used in the present study. For instance, as
much as 90% of all daily R amounts associated
with the wind speed of less than 1 m s-1 in
Les Avants, showed intensity smaller than 3
mm h- 1 , whereas it was only 40% for the
wind speed intenfal between 3 and 4 m s-1.
The rest, i.e. 60 % of daily rains occurred with
intensities greater than 3 mm h-1. This
behaviour was very pronounced for rains with
intensity above 12 mm h-1 when one half of
daily rains was associated with wind speed
greater than 4 m s-1.
Finally, it is important to note that the
wind induced loss of precipitation
measurement represents only one component
of the systematic measurement error which
comprises components such as wetting and
evaporation losses also to be accounted for. In
the particular case of Les Avants, the average
wetting loss from June to August amounts to 3
to 4 o/o and the evaporation loss to less than
1%.
Conclusions
The wind induced error of precipitation
measurement amounts to 5% for high
intensity rains. The reason is strong winds
which are frequently associated with such
rains. However, the error increases sharply
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with decreasing rain intensity, in particular if
it remains below a certain threshold value,
approximately 2.0-3.5 mm h-1. Yet the
threshold value is not a constant. It increases
with increasing wind speed and can be large
for strong winds. Above a particular threshold
value the effect of rain intensity on the wind
induced error is considerably smaller.
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1. Introduction
During the recent few decades a considerable development has taken place in
urban hydrology. New techniques a~d methods have been developed especially with
the rapidly progressing computer facilities of our times. Models simulating the
processes of the urban hydrological cycle are emerging in great numbers all
over the world, while reliable data for
calibration, testing are not
always
available. The establishment of the UDM
Data Bank (Maksimovic and Radojkovic
1986), was an attempt to fill this gap,
for instance, but scientists and practitioners of the field often feelthat every region must have its own characteris...J
tic experimental urban watershed to obtain field data for design, storm water
management or further research.
One of the major eleirents to be measured in a field programme is the precipitation, Since this is the input of almost any kind of. investigation in stormwater drainage, it is of great importance to observe and registrate it accurately. Another reason. which called the
attention to the rainfall events in ur- I
ban areas is the realization of the. importance of moving rainfalls (Niemczynowicz, 1988) •
In the meantime it became also apparent that a sound balance should . be
reached between the. sometimes oversophisticated methods and the everyday .practice.
This need also called for the acquisition of. reliable historical rainfall and
runoff data in urban milieu.
To answer (a part of) these demands
VITUKI (Research Centre for Water Management) developed a rainfall intensity
recorder.
2. The measuring unit
Due to the swift character of urban
runoff the time step required for such
kind of analysis is in the order of minutes and usually in the form of rainfall intensities (Geiger, 1984). More
often one minute time step is recommended.
Consequently the measuring unit
chosen was a tipping-bucket type gauge
(made by the Hungarian CUMULUS · firm)
with an orifice area of 154 cm 2 .(see
Figure 1). This gives a relay contact af-

ter falling the adjusted rain depth (default value: 0.2 mm) ,providing a convenient resolution to observe the instantaneous rainfall intensity.
The impulses and the corresponding
times are recorded by a HYDRODAT type
VITUKI made built-in recording unit,
3. The hardware of the HYDRODAT modul
The HYDRODAT solid state data modules
were developed
to measure and
store
data at prefixed time. The sampling and
the storing rate can be programmed for
different time, but the required resolution of 1 minutes would result in a practically impossible size of memory of
very frequent interrogation.
The HYDRODAT solid state date modul
is built around a one chip CMOS microcomputer (type Ml46805E2) and may have
from 2kbyte to max 32kbyte RAM memory to
store data, The HYDRODAT module con.tains
two separate interfaces.The first one is
to deal with the sensor's electrical output while the second one is galvanically
isolated for the communication lines.
Sensors with frequency, volt'age, current
output or a simple potentiometer,. shaft-encoder, or contact can be connected and
work with the HYDRODAT module.
The communication terminal is carpatible
to the TELEX network. It means that the
HYDRODAT can directly be connected to the
two. wire TELEX lines and programmed to
function as a reporting station. The speed
of communication is set by the EPROM. resident program and can be programmed between 50 and 5000 bit/sec. The RS232C
standard. serial interface or any programable I/O line with some additional elements mounted into the case of plugs of
the cable applied is suitable
for the
communication.
The HYDRODAT contains neither keys
for setup or operation nor display. The
observer or responsible person should have
a device (a master module MM which is
usually a mass produced portable person-,
al computer equipped with the appropriate
programme) to communicate with the HYDROOAT module.The applied communication use
only two wires with DC current from 10 to
60 mA. The voltage drop at the HYDRODAT
is less then 4 Volt at lO.mA and the used
source voltage is max lSOV DC.
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The applied Ml46805E2 has 8kbyte ad~
dressable memory and 16 programmable ~/0
lines. The instruction set is designed
for saving ROM at controller application.
The unique feature is the STOP instruction to put the system into the low pow~
er consumption sleep mode. The stopped
MC146805E2 consumes less then flve. microamps and the consumption of the whole
unit is less than 20 microamps from the
nominal 4 Volt power supply. The processor wakes up from the sleep mode getting
LOW in its RESET or SRQ input pins.The
timer re (MC1452l) with a 32 kHz quartz
starts the SRQ rou.tine at every 16 se.conds. In addition to this the SRQ may
be initiated by the communication and the
impulse of the tipping bucket gauge.During the SRQ pulse the processor may be
occupied with an other SRQ programme.Two
Flip-Flop circuits are applied to stor~
temporarily the impulse from the timer
or the gauge. The FF outputs and the communication OR-WIRED on the SRQ pin with
diodes and connected separately to their
input pins. The FFs are to be SET by the
pulse of the timer or gauge and RESET
through two output lines at. the end of
the corresponding SRQ programme routine,
The EPROM located in $1800-$1FFF hex
address. 'l'he 2kbyte module RAM use the
memory space between $0800-$0FFF the
4kbyte $0800-l?FF. The applic.ation of
larger RAM requires paging where the I/0
ports are used to form the higher address
lines. The 8kbyte model use the $:0000-$0FFF memory space and the $l000--$,17FF

are empty and reserved for ROM £or the
application where, 2kbyte. is not enough
for the resident programme modules.
4. The communica-tion protocol
The applied communication use an assincron b·it serial start/stop data trans,fer; Start no current in the loop. 8 data bits current for 1-state no current
for 0-st:ate. Stop current for minimum 1.5
period:.
The. cmrununication begins when the current starts to flow in the. current loop
cont:rollecl by the Ma.ster Module, (MM} •
The HYDRODATwith removed power source
(a. sw.iched off HYDRODAT) always. lets the
communication current flow. The sleeping
HYDRODA.T wakes up and brake the. applied
current for a. stop pe.r iod. signaling · the
ready state.. Th.en a few ASCI.I c.haracters
froni the MM instruct
the HYDRODAT. to
answer or set operational paramet·ers .• Any
byte in the. HYDRODAT memory, may be read
out or overwri.tten from the MM.. device,
although the writing into the stack is
prevented..
'l'he !!YDRODA'l' ~ends data in· blocks.
'l'he· short bl.ock consists. of
64. byte.s·
and the frame. The frame con.tains
the
orig.inaL address· an the c'Ontrolsumme of
the transmitted bytes-~. Any- part of· the
memory can he transmitted out ftom.c t.he
H:YDRODAT in the form o£- short. blocks;. The
long block is 2kbyte and Jiasc only a
postamble byte containing
the lowe.st
byt.es. of the. controlsumme.The. long block
is used. for data reading onl:y· and- the.
RAM a.re.a can only be transmitted out
with them.

5.

The timer and the data file

The timer consists of the quartz controlled oscillator driven devider with
1/16 Hz rectangular output (MC14521) and
a D FF fl/2-MC4013). The high going edge
of the 1/16 Hz input signal sets the FF
and the output of the FF put LOW to the
SRQ pin and the PA3 input pin. The initiated S.RQ programme checks the inputs
and goes to the timer routine if the PA3
LOW. The timer routineincrements the
timer counter bytes in the system memory,
The real time is stored in 3 bytes.
The last. significant byte stores. 16 second units. There are 225 such a time units in one houre s.o. thi.s byte may. vary
between decimal 000 and 224 (hex 00-EO) •
The next byte store the houres of a decade of 10 days. 10 days equal to· 240
houres. so this byte varies between 000
and 239 (hex 00-EF) • The thi.rd, the most
significant byte stores the number of
decade where the 0 represents the first
decade of the corresponding year.
The ca.lendar with the laap years and
daylight. saving time modification is too
compli.cated to produce ins.ide the HYDRO.DAT module. What ls produced there.
is
the e.laps.ed time from the beginning of
the year of start and the. start time is
stored too. The calendar func.tion
use
8bytes. where the first' 4 bytes. s.erve to
store the start time while the. last three
are incremended in each 16 . seconds. The
start time is always written into
the
memory, along with the YEAR of the· century,·
The present date and t.ime 1.8.1989
14houres 25minutes 41 seconds. are transformed to the following data
089-021.-062,-096 in decimal form or
$59-$15.-$3E-$60 in hexadecimal form.
The: start of operati.on of. the HYDROOAT module at the ment.ioned time would
produce. the following in the corre.spond. ing RAM;
.
$0024 $59 $15. $3E $60; The fixed start
time., remains the same. $0028 $FF $15 $3E
$.60; The real time and the decade poiter.
The first line i.s clear but the FF in address $:002.8. requires some explanations.
Each. tipping is to be represented by the
time of its occurrence.This would require
3 bytes to store in consecutive order·. To
save the memory while keeping_ the re~
quired resolution it is possible to use
only the. last two significant bytes and
make signalization on the change of the
decade. Any value greater than 2J9 can be.
used for. si.gnalization •. The occurrence of
some dry decade is also possible. The
($002lf) is used to store the decade value
of. thee last tippin<J.
If the. decade value
of the new tipping is.. not equal with the
pre·viaus. one then the. new dec.ade. va.lue is
written intotlie nremory with the preflx
of hex: $FF or decimal 255:.
The applied seqllential file. should
have a.n addr.ess. painter which is stored
in the $:0014-35 addre.ss and points the next
memory addr.ess where data is. to be. stored~ .
The time of the first tipping after the.
start. of the HYDRODAT is' to be recorde:d
in $'0100. with the folro.wing- bytes. Let us
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Figure 3. The five rain gauges
presently set up in Budapest

Figure 1. The rain gauge
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Figure 2. The rainfall hyetograph measured at 4.30 am, 14th of November

- 210 suppose the tipping was 2 minutes later
then the start at the date 1.08.1989 14h.
27m.40 s,
The corresponding RAM is:
$0024 $59 $15 $3E $60;'fhe fix start time
no change here.
$0028 $15 $15 $3E $67; The real time and
the decade poiter.
($002b) changed from $60 to $67 7*16=112
sec the elapsed time 120 sec 1 remember
the resolution 16 sec only!!
$0100 $FF $15 $3E $67; The first data
stored in the beginning of the data memory.
Note the decade pointer were updated
and written into the main and data memory too.The data memory stores with some
redundacy. Any ( $XXFE) represents the decade number of the time of tipping written into before them ($XXFC-FD) and the
($XXFF) is the controlsumme of bytes
from ($XXOO-$XXFE). In the continuous
data memory the new data will overwrite
the last data after a whole period
(about 3800 tippings) and the decade
poiter of the oldest data may be replaced
with the new data and the de.cade value
of consecutive blocks be lost until a
new one appears. With this me.thode the
uncertain part is only between the newest
input and the oldest decade mark if there
is any. If there is no FF for decade
mark then the (XXFE) at the end of the
block gives the decade value.
'rhe control.summe is not valid fo.r a
block where the old and new data
are.
present.

The controlsunune is calculated

when the programme ends with a block.The
aim of the controlsumme is to recover
data in case of the total faults caused
by soft error or battery malfunctions.
The RESET does not influence the main
memory arid theoretically possible to get
out data after some kind of fault,

user scratch 245 byte may contain any
messages or evaluated data. The station
number and the tipping constant are
stored in the yystem memory.
The number of t ippings is stored. in
the system memory. The first 64 bytes of
the system memory contains almost all
relevant informat.ion in condensed form.
During the calibration only this part is
to be read and modified, For status information it is adequate to read only
this part using the short block inputs.
7. Data processing
Once th.e int.ensity data, series are
transferred in an ASCII file they can be
used as input for urban hydrological
model.s.
In order to check the data a.nd to
select proper events for. stormwater management purpose a software was produced
by which one can visualize any part of
the data. series. The rainfall hyetograph
can be displayed and plotted .(see Figure
2), The programme evaluates the maximaly
intensity and the total rainfall depth
of a required period according to a preset time step (1 minute in the Figure).
8. Final remarks
Using. a common tipping bucket rain
gauge a simple and reliable rainfall re•
corder has been developed enabling at
least half a year of field

work without

data transmission.The precipitation time
series achieved can be pro~essed on
IBM PC for further analysis of simulation of urban runoff,
Recognizing the importance of rainfall events 5 recorders have been set up
re.cently in the area of Budapest to collect historic<~;l rainfall data (Figure 3),

6 • The data read
The system RAM, is in $0000-$007F is
the same on both pages.
The data RAM is in $Ol00-$0FFF. Page
0 and Page 1.
'l'he USER scratch area $008.0-$00FF.
Page 0 and Page 1.
'rhe input
BLOCK-0 corresponds to $0000-$07FF Page 0
BLOCK-1 corresponds to $oaoo,..$OFFF Page o
BLOCK'-2 corresponds to $0000-$07FF Page 1
BLOCK-3 corresponds to $0800-$0FFF Page 1
The system RAM is copied into blocks
0 and 2. To keep the 8kbyte units for
furthe.r processing the $0010- $007F part
in the block 2 is used to store the local
comments during. the read procedures. The
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INTRODUCING "ELECTRONIC IMPACT SIZING" AS A NEW, COST-EFFECTIVE TECHNIQUE FOR
THE ON-LINE EVALUATION OF PRECIPITATION

Dipl. Chem. Volker Genrich

cjo Genitron Instruments GmbH, D-6000 Frankfurt, Germany (FRG)

1. Abstract

2. Introduction

using ceramic thick film technology,
a compact and cost-effective sensor unit
has been developed for monitoring kinetic
effects of falling rain. Semiquantitive
evaluation of every single drop is achieved by detecting small fluctuations in
the capacitance of a grid-shaped condenser. Signal conditioning by means of a
PLL-detector (phase-locked loop) eliminates the problem of sensor pollution in
the open air.

worldwide, about 200.000 gauges for
measuring the quantity of precipitation
are in use
the majority of which is
employing the principle of collecting
water by means of a funnel (e.g. Hellmann-Trichter). The "classical" way of
reading these instruments is done manually:
by metering the collected rainwater, using a graduated cylinder. In
Fig. 1 this type of gauge is shown (Observatory of Paris., 1881). Although in
service for more than a century, this
simple type of gauge is dominating up to
now
just smaller in design.

Rainfall intensities
from .01 to
20mm/h can be covered directly. Resolution according to size is acceptable for
drops from .5pl to 20pl. Thus, the new
sensor gains information for a coarse online classification of precipitation by
means of drop size distribution patterns
(drop spectra). Together with modern data
processing facilities, the new sensor
might help to advance rain-gauging closer
to its physical and technologcal limits.
Key
words:
electronic
precipitation
gauge, fast response, small intensities,
drop size distribution, on-line spectra.

Certainly, some reasonable progress
towards automation has been made in rain
gauging: Today, a greater number of instruments are using the so-called tipping-bucket-mechanism and/or
an optoelectric drop counter for metering the
volume of rainwater, collected in a simple funnel.
Furthermore, in
some applications
there are electronic rain indicators in
use, just for a YES/NO-decision. Mostly
these sensors employ some kind of direct
impedance-measuring technique - a method,
which has turned out to have poor reliability due to artefact effects: During
non-stop service near the ground they
often gain faulty results. From this kind
of sensors false-positive signals may be
detected for the following reasons:
- signs of corrosion on the metallic
electrodes.
- pollution, (airborn particles such as
dust, pollen, leaves etc.),
- growth of moss or algae,
- transient effects caused by animals
(birds, insects, worms etc.)
This is why electronic detectors of this
sort require maintenance (manual cleaning) on a regular basis
and so they
only have a limited range of application.

FIG. 1:

Rain gauge, anno 1881

But also the tipping-bucket gauges
exhibit a lot of random and systematic
errors
especially at lower rainfall
intensities, when wetting losses and evaporation losses play a significant role.
The German meteorological service, e.g.
takes in account a 16-40 % error (depen-
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ding on the season) due to system-related
mismeasuring (KEL 79). There may be an
even
higher error
during short-term
observations.
Summarized, it
becomes
clear, that only a limited accuracy is to
be expected of the commonly known rain
gauges.

4. The basic principle of an ELIS-gauge
First of all, Fig. 2 will give an
idea of the underlying principle. Some of
the internal signals to be discussed are
represented in Fig. 3.

Furthermore, most of the rain gauges of
the common design are far away from
matching the demands of compatibility to
modern digital data-processing equipment
( OEH 87, ZIE 87). Particularly, the aspect of regular (manual) maintenance is
restraining any effort in the direction
of large, fully automated networks for
the on-line observation of precipitation.

3. Scope of research and development

In the past, multiple efforts were
made to improve realiability and accuracy
of point precipitation measurement by introducing innovative techniques of gauging. A useful survey can be found in a
patent document (HAN 86). A mentionable
improvement in today's technical standard
is only obtained through extremly sophisticated techniques (distrometer, laserand radar-applications). Those high-priced, voluminous apparatus are mainly put
to use for scientific studies. Therefore,
these devices don't offer an alternative
to raingauge networks on a broad basis
all-over the country. This is why Genitron Instruments (Frankfurt) has declared
as one of their goals to eliminate some
of the disadvantages of conventional precipitation measurement by introducing a
new kind of. semi-quantitative instrument:
the so-called ELIS-sensor
(ELIS = Electronic Impact Sizing).
The ELIS-gauge as described here,
will first of all serve as a cost-effective tool for the on-line evaluation of
precipitation in fully automated networks. For minor demands in precision,
this new kind of gauge can be run in a
stand.-alone mode. But there are also some
good reasons for installing ELIS-raing.auges parallel to conventional instrumentation in order to eliminate some of
the major errors of common tipping-bucket
gauges (as demonstrated in 6.).
Consequently, in the ELlS-approach
less interest was paid to (integral)
accuracy. Much
rather, the following
features
were emphasized
during the
development:
- quick response at the onset of
a rainfall
- good resolution at low intensities
- maintainance-free, sturdy design
- low cost per unit (less than US $ 500)
- compatibility with modern data
processing equipment
Under this aspect, our recent developments will not serve to replace conventional tipping-bucket systems. ELISraingauges should rather be regarded as a
supplement and enrichment to the conventional techniques.

FIG. 2:

Principle of the ELIS-sensor

The ELIS-sensor utilizes a sensitive
measuring area (2), which is exposed to
the falling raindrops. This gauging-platform is made of a ceramic substrata which
is totally covered with a thin, weatherresistant glass coating. The raindrops
(1) directly drop onto the glass surface,
and during the short time of impact they
create a clearly distinct spot of water
(3). The maximum size of this impact-area
is mainly dependent upon the volume of
the raindrop.
The gauging-platform (2) is designed
as a large-surface interdigital condenser
(4). A typical design consists of two
separated meta.l electrodes, each in the
shape of a comb. This kind of construction is known from thick-film technology
in high tension condensers (REI 86).
Covered with glass, the pair of measuring
electrodes has no galvanic contact to the
water on the surface of the gauging-platform. Any leakance between the impact
area (3) and the electrode structure (4)
is to be avoided. Also, the covering
glass film must not show any interaction
with water: It may neither be permeable
for water nor vapour.
The electrodes (4) are directly connected to an electronic assembly (6) at
the rear of the gauging platform. Inside
this unit, an Re-oscillator is arranged
in such a way, that the oscillating frequency is determined directly by the
capacitance of the large-area interdigital condenser (4) of the gauging-platform (2). So, any. shift in the capacitance of the measuring condenser (4) will
result in a· corresponding shift in the
output frequency (7) of the Re-oscillator
stage (6).
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To understand the basic principle of
ELIS-gauging, those hydrodynamic processes must be examined, which are involved
when a drop of water hits the glass surface of the gauging-platform.

c
C2

-!······················,

FIG. 3:

1"

Internal signal pattern

According to Fig. 3, the measuring
condenser inside the gauging platform has
a value of capacitance, defined as Cl at
the initial (dry) state (12). Whenever a
drop of water hits the surface, there
will be a small, but quick rise (13) in
the capacitance to a new value (C2). The
difference in
capacitance during the
short impact of a single drop is defined
as a so-called DELTA c -lrap. Typical
values of DELTA C are 10- 4 Faffd for
very small droplets and about 10Farad
for extremely large drops. The increase
in capacitance (13) as shown in Fig. 3
takes about
1 millisecond,
and the
subsequent decrease will typically last
between 10 and 100 milliseconds.
By the aid of a defined tilt angle of
the measuring platform, and reinforced by
a special treatment of the surface, the
sensitive parts of the device are cleared
of water within a short time. The tilted
mounting (see Fig. 2) will prevent the
adhesion of any particles to the gaugingplatform (2). It
is advantageous to
integrate the measuring-plate in a way
into the sensor body, as to allow any
particles to glide-off easily from the
bottom-edge (Fig. 2, left side). This
supports the self-cleaning effect of the
sensitive measuring-area.
Basically, the measuring-area of the
gauging-platform (2) is ready to evaluate
the next drop (16), when the quick reset
phase (14) is completed, i.e. after 10 to
100 milliseconds. The successive signalprocessing (6,8,10) can only be triggered
by fast increases in capacitance (DELTA C
-leaps wtith a positive prefix). This is
why it is of no importance, whether the
initial level of capacitance (12) was
reached again or not (16). Even smooth
shifts in the Re-oscillator frequency
(e.g. temperature-effects) or adhesion of
small particles of any kind on the surface of the gauging-platform (2) could
not generate artefact signals nor hinder
the recognition and correct assessment of
a new drop.
Consequently, there is a parameter
derived from the DELTA C -le~ps with
positive prefix, which is correlated to
the respective volume of the drop. That
means
in mathematical terms
the

conversion of every single
DELTA c
occurrence into the actual dropsize may
be described as
a non-linear, semistochastic correlative. At this point,
there ls the problem, to correct the
inherent nonlinearity of the drop-evaluation: on one hand, the deviance from
the linearity is
compensated by the
special geometrical
alignment of the
electrodes (4), and on the other hand
through a special PLL-signal-processing
of the Re-oscillator frequency in unit 8.
Both features are subject of a patent
application (GEN 88).
At the output (9) of the PLL-unit,
the result is a discrete burst of N
pulses, representing the volume of a
single drop. Each of these bursts is
called a "drop-vector". Essential to the
procedure described here, is the fact
that the dynamic range of the primary
i•pact-signal is evaluated. Thus, for the
new principle the term "Electronic Impact
Sizing" has been proposed.
Using a programmable prescaler (10),
the number of output pulses (11) may be
calibrated. In the process of a wet calibration (with known drop volumes), the
exact divisor proportion can be established. Besides the drop vectors, also
the cummulated rainfall activity is given
out. Preferably, the integral is made
available at the output terminals of an
ELIS-raingauge in the resolution of .01
and .1 mm rainwater column.
At this point, it seems necessary to
discuss the influence
of the random
error, inherent to the ELlS-principle:
Every single raindrop will hit the gauging-platform in irregular cadence, yielding distinct bursts (drop-vectors). As a
consequence of these stochastic characteristics, there is an inherent statistical incertainty in the result concerning the quantity of precipitation. However, after a few minutes
by processing a greater number of drop-vectors
the statistical deviation will become
negligible. Referring to our field tests,
the remaining statistical error at determining exactly
1 mm of precipitation
(using a gauge with 10 cm 2 of sensitive
area) is in the range of 5 to 10 % •
Therewith, the inherent standard deviation of the ELlS-technique is acceptable
for practical purposes
even at lower
activities of rain.

5. Special features of the prototype
In order to continue operating ELlSgauges during winter season, electronic
de-icing is provided:
At lower temperatures the measuring-area is heated to 5
degrees
Celsius.
However,
for
the
evaluation
of snowfall
a completely
different calibration factor has to be
applied.
All mentioned functions of the ELISraingauge, including heating and electronic temperature regulation, are housed
compactly and water tightly inside an
aluminum box by the size of 60x70x55 mm 3 ,
as shown in Fig. 4 .
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mation, that can be derived from the output signals El to E5 :
- exact time of onset and termination of
a rainfall
- amount of precipitation with a resolution of .01 mm and .1 mm
- number of drops per square meter
- mean dropsize in microliters
- complete dropsize distributions
(drop-spectra)

6. Continuous recording in field tests

ELIS-sensor (incl. electronics)

FIG. 4:

In conclusion, the performance of the
ELIS-raingauge is documented by the presentation of some characteristical diagrams: Figure 6 shows the record of an
isolated, relatively short occurrence of
rain. The duration of this event was
limited to 7 minutes. During that time,
22 single drops were detected. The total
quantity of rain amounted to only .05 mm.
These figures yield a projected precipitation activity of .43 mm per hour.
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For comparison : For the standard
tipping-bucket gauge a deficit in the
range of .26 mm for the wetting-phase and
of .1 mm due to evaporation is reported
(KEL 79). one can see from the last mentioned figures, that an event of precipitation of comparable intensity would have
to last for at least half an hour, before
a gauge employing a collection-funnel
could respond.
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Figure 5 shows, how different signals
are gained by processing the original
drop-vec.tors ( 9) • At El calibrated dropvectors are put out to yield on-line drop
spectra. Each positive edge of a counting
puls in signal E2 represents exactly .01
mm rain; at signal E3 it is already .1 mm
thus, E3 is compatible with tipping
bucket systems. In signal E4 there is a
standardized pulse o.f lOO ms per drop at
hand, independent o.f size. Signal E5 will
remain on the high-level for 10 minutes
after each drop and can be regarded as a
simple (YES/NO)-indicator for rainfall.
Depending on the way of data processing, there is a lot of valuable infor-

Figure 7
represents two dropsize
distributions (raindrop spectra) gained
by computer-assisted on-line processing
of the drop-vectors. As shown by the
graphs, there are lOO successive drops
classified according to their volumes.
There are 40 classes in total, at an
increment of .2Ml • The range shown on
the graph covers drop-volumes from .2 Ml
to 8Ml.
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On the left part of Fig. 7, a fine
sprinkle and on the right, a June shower
(with medium-sized drops) are shown. At
the events, as they are documented here,
no drop-volumes above B~l were discerned.
At the occurrence of larger drop volumes
the graphic display is automatically extended to 100 ~1.

Also in environmental monitoring stations for continuous measurement of dust,
toxic substances (so 2 , NO~, o 3 ) or airborne radioactivity, certa~n washout-phenomena become visible at the onset of a
rainfall. such conspicuous values can
only be interpreted correctly, if parallel to the basic recordings precipitation
data are available on a minute-to-minute
basis.

7. General appreciations

Secure detection of low precipitation activities is of equal importance to
agro-meteorological forecasts. In this
field, it has proven a true disadvantage,
that (for the mentioned shortcomings) the
classical funnel-measurement techniques
are incapable of reliably detecting low
quantities of precipitation.

As practical experience has proven
under open-air
conditions, the ELISapproach seems to exhibit some promising
features. The particular ruggedness of
the new method is based upon :
A)
The capacitative technique of measurement
(the
electronics does
not
require any direct connection to the
"dirty outside world").
B)
The dynamic analysis of the data
obtained (quick events on the measuringarea are analyzed, slower drift phenomena
remain disregarded).
The positioning of the new technique,
relative to the well-established methods
can be demonstrated using a graphical representation. As shown in Figure B, the
various techniques of precipitation measurement are at first distinguished in
respect to their accuracy (in determining
the integral quantity of precipitation).
Secondly, they can be classified according to their speed of response (inverse
to the time lag at the onset of a rain
event). Doing this, each method is represented by a distinct area defined by the
coordinates of "ACCURACY" (vertically)
and "SPEED" (horizontally). In this way,
Fig.
8 serves
to emphasize,
which
features of the new measuring technique
can be utilized advantageously.
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.TIPPING-BUCKET

ELIS-sensors also might be a useful
tool for the assessment of precipitation
in maritime meteorology: Mounted on top
of an observation buoy, these rigid gauges could provide real-time information
about
precipitation
activities
from
selected points of the oceans (by means
of telemetry). It's obvious, that conventional gauges could not be operated under
those conditions.
Last, but not least, a network of
ELIS-sensors might be useful for the
calibration of large-area radar precipitation measurements: For the exact conversion of radar echo signals into regional precipitation charts, the drop size
distribution has to be entered in the
evaluation procedure. Normally, there are
no drop size
spectra available, and
therefore, the calibration must be done
by using some estimates. But, with a
number
of
ELIS-gauges,
distributed
systematically in
the region
to be
covered by the radar-beam, some reference
points would be available for the exact
on-line calibration:
Whenever a raincloud passes one of the ELIS-sensors, a
complete drop size
spectrum will be
transmitted to the radar station. By the
aid of special post-processing routines,
it should be possible to adjust the
relevant reflection parameters in such a
way, that the radar precipitation data
fit exactly to the corresponding ELISdata.
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Positioning of the ELIS-sensor

B. Projected fields of application
In a great number of applications, a
rapid and secure recognition of a starting rain is required. This is the case
in traffic-control, when a wet (hazardous) state of highways and aircraft
runways has to be detected as early as
possible.

9. Future research and development
It is largely known among experts,
that rain measurement can be affected by
strong wind. With the ELIS-sensor, this
source of error can reach a considerable
percentage. · In order to gain optimum
results, such wind-effects should be compensated:
A particularly
effective
method to avoid errors concerning wind
speed and wind direction, could be the
simultaneous application of four ELISgauges,
with their
gauging-platforms
pointing into four different directions.
The sectors of such a multiple assembly
preferably might be integrated within an
ellipsoid body or positioned on the side
faces of a pyramid-shaped body.
Another idea would be a high precision rain gauge. By simultaneous application of four ELIS-sensors lateral to a
conventional tipping bucket system, the
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advantages of the ELlS-technique (fast
response and optimum resolution at low
intensitiesl can be combined: with the
w.ell-e·stablishe.d features
of tippingbucket systems. (optimum results in total
rainwater assessment at med&um rainfall
activities).. According
to Fig. 8, an
"integral multidetector arangemi:mt" of
this design w.ill cover a maximum area
between the coord'inates "ACCURACY" and
"SPEED,".

Consequently, at
Genitron Ins.truments.
(Frankfurt), hard- and software devellopment towards the "intellig,ent multide.tectar-raingauge"' will be one of the
next steps. Scientific institutions are
kindly invited
for collaJJora.tion and
field tests - please. contact the auth.or.

According to this id'ea, all the signals
(1 x
t.ipping-bucket, 4 x ELlS) could be
fed·
into an
"intelligent" front-end
pro.cessor system, to give out just one
result. Taking in account the typical
error characteristics o.f each technique,.
(depending on precipitation activity), an
optimum precipitation signal could be
"synthesized" by the aid of special software routines:
At lower precipitation
activites, the ELlS--gauges should provide
the main contribution, while at higher
activities, the
tipping-bucket signal
will be dominant. so, by means of modern
electronics, fast response and high resolution could be added to the conventional
rain-gauge.

10. References

But there are also some other advantages:
Us·ing mul tidetector
arrangements, the
performance of the whole system can be
checked on a regular basis, employing the
tipping-bucket signal as a reference. If
necessary, the calibration factors of the
ELlS-gauges
could be
readjusted (at
medium precipitation activities). On the
other hand, if the tipping-bucket system.
should become clogg_ed, discrepant values
from the respective channel could be used
for raising an alarm-flag. Thus, using
redundancy, continuous self-chek o.f the
whole multidetector rain gauge could be
implemented.
Furtermore, by analysing the variation of
ELlS-gauges
with
opposite
location
( windward - leeward. ) , it should be possible to gain an estimate for the mean
wind speed (and the wind direction). In
o.rder to compensate the wind-caused error
of the tipping-bucket system, these differential signals could be used by the
front-end processor for continuous windcorrection procedures. With this kind of
on-line correction, the los.ses due to
wind field deformation will be assessed
(and compensated) with a high degree of
accuracy.
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on the left part of Fig. 7, a fine
sprinkle and on the right, a June shower
(with medium-sized drops) are shown. At
the events, as they are documented here,
no drop-volumes above a~l were discerned.
At the occurrence of larger drop volumes
the graphic display is automatically extended to lOO ~1.

Also in environmental monitoring stations for continuous measurement of dust,
toxic substances (so 2 , NOl<, Oj) or airborne radioactivity, certa~n washout-phenomena become visible at the onset of a
rainfall. Such conspicuous values can
only be interpreted correctly, if parallel to the basic recordings precipitation
data are available on a minute-to-minute
basis.

1. General appreciations

Secure detection of low precipitation activities is of equal importance to
agro-meteorological forecasts.
In this
field, it has proven a true disadvantage,
that (for the mentioned shortcomings) the
classical funnel-measurement techniques
are incapable of reliably detecting low
quantities of precipitation.

As practical experience has proven
under open-air
conditions, the ELlSapproach seems to exhibit some promising
features.
The particular ruggedness of
the new method is based upon :
A)
The capacitative technique of meanot
surement
(the
electronics does
require any direct connection to the
"dirty outside world").
The dynamic analysis of the data
obtained (quick events on the measuringarea are analyzed, slower drift phenomena
remain disregarded).

B)

The positioning of the new technique,
relative to the well-established methods
can be demonstrated using a graphical representation. As shown in Figure a, the
various techniques of precipitation measurement are at first distinguished in
respect to their accuracy (in determining
the integral quantity of precipitation).
Secondly, they can be classified according to their speed of response (inverse
to the time lag at the onset of a rain
event). Doing this, each method is represented by a distinct area defined by the
coordinates of "ACCURACY" (vertically)
and "SPEED" (horizontally). In this way,
Fig.
a serves
to emphasize,
which
features of the new measuring technique
can be utilized advantageously.
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ELlS-sensors also might be a useful
tool for the assessment of precipitation
in maritime meteorology: Mounted on top
of an observation buoy, these rigid gauges could provide real-time information
about
precipitation
activities
from
selected points of the oceans (by means
of telemetry). It's obvious, that conventional gauges could not be operated under
those conditions.
Last, but not least, a network of
ELlS-sensors might be useful for the
calibration of large-area radar precipitation measurements: For the exact conversion of radar echo signals into regional precipitation charts, the drop size
distribution has to be entered in the
evaluation procedure; Normally, there are
no drop size
spectra available, and
therefore, the calibration must be done
by using some estimates. But, with a
number
of
ELIS-gauges,
distributed
systematically in
the region
to be
covered by the radar-beam, some reference
points would be available for the exact
on-line calibration:
Whenever a raincloud passes one of the ELlS-sensors, a
complete drop size
spectrum will be
transmitted to the radar station. By the
aid of special post-processing routines,
it should be possible to adjust the
relevant reflection parameters in such a
way, that the radar precipitation data
fit exactly to the corresponding ELlSdata.
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a. Projected fields of application
In a great number of applications, a
rapid and secure recognition of a starting rain is required. This is the case
in traffic-control, when a wet (hazardous) state of highways and. aircraft
runways has to be detected as early as
possible.

9. Future research and development

It is largely known among experts,
that rain measurement can be affected by
strong wind. With the ELIS-sensor, this
source of error can reach a considerable
percentage. In order to gain optimum
results, such wind-effects should be compensated:
A particularly
effective
method to avoid errors concerning wind
speed and wind direction, could be the
simultaneous application of four ELlSgauges,
with their
gauging-platforms
pointing into four different directions.
The sectors of such a multiple assembly
preferably might be integrated within an
ellipsoid body or positioned on the side
faces of a pyramid-shaped body.
Another idea would be a high precision rain gauge. By simultaneous application of four ELlS-sensors lateral to a
conventional tipping bucket system, the
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advanta.ges of the. EL IS-technique (fast
response and optimum. resolution at low
intensities) can be combined with the
well-established fea,tures
of tippingbucket systems (optimum results in total
rainwater ass.essment at m.edium rainfall
activities). Acco·rding
to Fig. 8, an
"integral multidetector arangemt:mt" of
this design will cover a maximum area
be.tween the coordinates "ACCURACY" and
"SPEED".

Cons.equently, at
Genitron Instruments
(Frankfurt), hard,- and software devellopment towards the "intelligent multi.detector-raingaug:e" will be one of the
next steps, Scientific institutions are.
kindly invited
for collaboration and
field tests - please contact the author.

According to this idea, all the signals
(1 x tipping-bucket, 4 x ELIS) could be
fed
into an
"'intelligent,. front-end
processor system, to give out just one
result. Taking in acc.ount the typical
error characteristics of each technique,
(depending on precipitation activity), an
optimum precipitation signal could be
"synthesized" by the aid of special software routines:
At lower precipitation
activites, the ELIS-gauges should provide
the main contribution, while at higher
activities, the
tipping-bucket signal
will be dominant. So, by means of modern
electronics,, fast response and high resolution could be added to the conventional
rain-gauge.
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( windward- leeward ), it should be possible to gain an estimate for the mean
wind speed (and the wind direction). In
ord.er to compensate the wind-caused error
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10 YEARS OF SNOW DEPTH MEASUREMENT
D. LECORPS.

M. SUDUL.

centre d'Etudes de la Neige, BP 44, 38402 St Martin d'Heres, France.

1. INTRODUCTION:

2. SENSOR

Avalanche warning for French mountain areas is
estimated every
day
by
the "Meteorologie
Nat ionale". Daily reports are made from the
analysis of
snowpack stability and weather
forecast. Main
information
comes
from
observations collected
by a human network.
However in order to cover all mountain regions
an automatic weather station network has been
settled in
remote
hight
alpine
areas
Cphoto 1 >.Snow depth is one of the most
relevant parameters for avalanche warning: it
gives evidence to recent snow accumulation,
snow packing down and melting.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the
elaboration of a reliable snow depth sensor
which can be adapted for automatic stations
working in the hostile environment of hight
alpine areas. The sensor has been worked out
for the
first time ten years ago by the
"Centre d'Etudes de la Neige" CC.E.N.>.

The idea of elaborating an accoustic sensor
came out from an apparatus measuring the grain
level in a grain silo. The basic principle for
the apparatus is the following: one counts the
travel time of ultrasonic pulses emitted by a
transducer fixed
5 meters above soil and
reflected by
snow
surface
back
to
the
transducer. The transducer is excited to the
frequency of 40 KHz and successively works as
a transmitter
and
a
receiver.
The
microprocessor calculates the snow depth from
three parameters: the measured travel time,the
height of the sensor above the ground level
and the air sound velocity. As this latter
parameter is
temperature
dependent, it is
necessary to
measure air temperature in a
ventilate shelter and to account for it in the
calculation.
Numerous tests performed both in the lab and
in the field led us to change the original
gpain level
sensor
to improve the system
operating. Only a few elements of the power
supply and of the first level amplifier still
remain from this first sensor, all the other
components had been adapted for our specific
use Cfigure 1 >.
2.1. Electronic adaptations
An operational amplifier oscillator supplies
the 40 KHz frequency which is used to excit
the transducer after the pulse frequency goes
through a
power
level (600 V peak/peak>.
Pulses at a 10 Hz frequency are supplied by
the microprocessor of the automatic station
and transformed in square pulses of 400 ~s by
a monostable. These square pulses govern the
emission of the level power.
A second monostable short-circuits the signal
reception during
the
damping time of the
emitting wave (figure 2 l. The echo reflected
by a powdered snow, of a very little density,
is very weak. Concequently the amplifying line
gain has to be turned up to the maximum power.
led
to
the
appearance of
However, this
interference echos originating in a mechanical
resonance effect of the whole infrastructure.
2.2. Mechanical adaptations

-

---~~------

---

-~~~~----

Photo 1

Nevertheless one
managed
to
damp
the
mechanical vibrations
out
by
inserting
ordinary car
silent-blocks
between
the
transducer and its stand and by filling the
fixating arm with polyurethane moss.
proved
themselves to be
These ajustments
fairly satisfactory
exept
when
the whole
infrastructure froze.
This observation conforted us in the idea that
it was also necessary to adapt the software of
the automatic system microprocessor.
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2.3. Software adaptations :

The very last version of the apparatus is the
result of many succesive improvements.
This recent apparatus sends 255 pulses during
25 seconds, then it checks the received echos
and compares the last performed measurement
with the previous one recorded an hour ago.
Then if the result of the measurement is not
within an interval of +/- 30 cm with respect
to the
previous
result
a
new
set
of
measurements is performed. At the end of 10
such sets of measurements, the software would
print a warning message if the results are
still incoherent.
The accuracy of such a sensor is +/- 2 cm on a
smooth snow surface.
3.

RESULTS :

3.1. Snow depth data collection:

An automatic
weather
station "Nivose" was
first settled in february 81. Today 10 sites
are equipped; they form a network which can be
directly used
both
for
real
time
data
collection and climatological purposes.
A specific working system allows a fast and
straighforward data use: a set of measurements
is made every hour. It is stored until the
next·acquisition;
then
it
is transmitted
through Argos P.T.Ts. every 3 minutes towards
the satellite N.O.A.A. which sends the message
to the "Centre de Meteorologie Spatiale" in
Lannion.· There, the message is deciphered and
sent to
the
meteorological
transmission
network. Using this system one can receive
from 4 to 6 messages a day within a period of
3 hours.
Data exploitation is possible in
delayed time owing to data operating and data
storage on the C.E.N. computer in Grenoble.
Annual snow coverage profiles have been drawn
for the
whole
sites. one notes than the
precision of the sensor (+/- 2 cm> corresponds
to the
measured
one
in
the
lab.It is
sufficient to detect and follow the principal
phenomena for avalanche warning. For example
on the
figure 3, one can precisely marks
accumulations <duration
and
elevation>,
packing down and melting periods.Many stations
have been worked without any breakdown <figure
4 ).. That made
useful
operational
data for
avalanche warning.
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3.2.1. The frost
<photo 2) may stiffen the
whole framework
of
the
system
and
annihilate effects of the silent-blocks and
the polyurethane moss.
3.2.2. Heavy
snowfalls
may
induce
uncontrolled effects
leading
to
wrong
measuments.
3.2.3. Strong average winds < > 25 m/sl may
deviate ultrasonic pulses. Then, the pulses
which are sent back by the snow are unable
to reach the receiver.

These constatations led us to think about a
new system relying on the same principle but
with higher technical performances. They are
detailed in the next paragraph.
One must
note than they are few problems
considering hostile high alpine environment.
The site must be carefully chosen in order to
obtain measurements
supposed
to
be
characteristic of the effective snow depth. It
has to be located far from avalanche paths
<photo 3
).
It
was
chosen to put all
electronical components on the ground because
the snowpack
is
a
very
good
thermical
insulator. But
this constraint makes field
maintenance more complicated when the snowpack
is thick.

3.2. Specific environment problems

deta.iled study concerning the stations has
been conducted on 18600 days x stations. It
shows an average breakdown ratio of 10 per
cent. The snow depth sensor is almost never
involved done in a breakdown. In particular,
no transducer has ever failed. Though results
concerning the apparatus are satisfactory, the
sensor does not perfectly work. In particular
several plots
exhibit blanks <figure 5 >.
Their· presence ·can be explained from three
main reasons:
A

Photo 2
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4. EVOLUTION TO A NEW SENSOR :

Though we
have
seen
that
the
sensor
satisfactorily works,
extreme
climatic
conditions drastically
decrease measurements
reliability. In
order to account for this
problem, a
collaboration
has been created
between the C.E.N. and the society OPTION in
Grenoble which aimed at working out a new
sensor. This
sensor is based on the same
previous working principle but attempts to use,
at the
best
level,the
capacities of the
microprocessor in order to efficiently treat
the signal received from the snow surface.
The new features of the system are:
- a
gain
circuit
which
follows
a
logarithmic law as a function of time is
devoted to reduce interference echos close
to the sensor.
- A signal detection threshold is brought
under control by the white noise level.
- The
central
frequency of the signal
receipt filter is brought at the frequency
of transducer quartz resonance.
- The corresponding travel times associated
with echos
received
between
two pulse
emissions are stored by a specific timer.
- A statistical treatment performed by a
sweeping method
suppresses
wrong
measurements.
This sensor is now available on the market.
It can be used either in autonomy or adapted
on any automatic measurement station Cphoto 4>.

Photo 3

Photo 4
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HEAVY RAIN CHARACTERISTICS AND GROUND MEASUREMENT COMPARISONS

W. EDWARD MELSON, JR.
NASA GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY, U. S. A.

The effect of rain on the aerodynamic
performance of an airplane was addressed
as early as 1941 by Rhodes. The r13duction
in performance noted by Rhodes was
significant but of little consequence to an
airplane cruising at moderate altitudes.
The subject was not addressed again until
1982 by Haines and Lures who considered a
modern-day transport in a landing
configuration where the wide margin in
performance was not available.
Their
analytical

work

predicted

a

substantial

loss in performance.
To verify these
results, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) conducted
small-scale wind tunnel model tests in a
water spray (Dunham et al., 1985 and Bezos
et al., 1987). These tests have shown a
degrading influence on wing performance·
where a loss of lift, an increase in drag,
and a reduction in the stall angle of attack
of the wing have been observed. Because
scaling laws are not well known for a
combined air and water flow environment
and because the test in the wind tunnel
required a water spray with a high liquid
water content, a large-scale test was
designed which would be more realistic of
an airplane rain encounter.
The test article selected for the
large-scale test was the Aircraft Landing
Dynamics Facility (ALDF) at NASA, Langley
Research Canter (LaRC) which consists of a
550-meter track over which a carriage is
launched.
Modifications to the facility to
conduct large-scale testing of a wing in
simulated rain are described by Taylor et
al. (1988). For this test an instrumented
large scale wing was attached to the
carriage.
A rain simulation system built
12 meters above the track produced a
uniform rain field 4.6 meters wide and 152
meters long.
The system generates four
rainfall rates from 50 to 1000 mm/hr. The
wing
penetrates the rain field at a

simulated landing velocity of 87 m/s.
Large-scale testing started this year and
the data are currently being analyzed.
Preliminary results at the heavy rainfall
rates indicate performance changes
similar to the wind tunnel findings. Lower
rain rate tests were not completed at the
time of this paper.
An important observation from the
above large-scale tests was the fact that
the wing forces transitioned from a steadystate dry condition just prior to entering
the rainfield to a steady-state wet
condition before exiting the 152-meter
simulated rainfield for the lower angles of
attack. This transitional time takes place
in less than the 1. 75 seconds required to
move through the rainfield. For the larger
angles of attack around stall conditions,
Campbell
transition is still in process.
and Bezos (1989) also reported wind
tunnel results on the transitional period to
steady-state of a wing encountering a
simulated heavy rain. They observed that
transition takes place in less than 2 to 3
seconds for a large percent of their tests.
This short transition period led to a need
for measuring high-intensity natural
rainfall with a 1 to 2 second time
resolution. This type of rainfall has been
associated with low-altitude wind shears
and microburst phenomena which are
recognized as potential weather-related
safety hazards to airplane performance
and operations during the take-off or
landing phase.
The current data base of the National
Weather Service for rainfall is averaged
over relatively long time constants. This
averaging can result in a misunderstanding
of
the
short-duration,
high-intensity
rainfall characteristics. - Tt1e Effects ot
Heavy Rain on Aerodynamics program
recognized the need for measuring short-
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duration,
high-intensity
naturally
occurring rainfall at ground level.
This
information should provide a bases to
categorize natural rain by variables such
as rain rate, downpour duration, and
frequency of high rain rate occurrence.

The operation of the weight
measuring rain gauge is based on the
following equation:

(dW/dt)

R=

/1 I

ADg
NASA is planning a satellite system
to measure tropical rainfall (Simpson,
1988). The program is called the Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission.
One of the
goals of the program is to provide ground
truth rainfall measurements to validate,
within specified limits, the satellite
measurements.
Conventional
measureinadequate for
ments of rainfall are
ground truth validation of satellite data
(Thiele, 1987). The conventional tipping
bucket rain gauge has been used to deduce
rain rates. Plank et al. (1984) stated that
these type gauges, although acceptable for
rain rates somewhere between 200 mm/hr
and 700 mm/hr, are ineffective at rain
rates greater than 700 mm/hr. Therefore,
one of the goals is to obtain measurements
of high-intensity rainfall,
in addition to
comparing various rain gauges.

A weight measuring rain gauge
system was developed by Goddard Space
Flight Canter/Wallops Flight Facility
(GSFC/WFF) to provide a validation of the
calibration of the ALDF rain simulation
system. Since the ALDF system generates
a maximum rate of 1000 mm/hr for a
duration of about 20 seconds, the weight
measuring rain gauge system was designed
to take a weight measurement as often as
once per second and can be programmed
The weight
for a variable sample rate.
measuring gauge consists of a container
for holding water mounted on a platform
scaJe load cell having four load bearing
strain gauges which are wired in a
Wheatstone bridge configuration.
This
gauge has a rain collection area of one
square foot and is protected from the wind
by a windscreen. The collected rain water
is funneled through a wire screen and over
two baffles to the container. The system
is powered by a 10-volt DC power supply.
Data from the load cell is fed by cable to a
digital voltmeter through an amplifier. By
the use of a general purpose interface bus,
data is transferred from the voltmeter to
a computer at a sample rate determined by
the computer program. Rain rate is then
calculated from this data.

where R is the rain rate determined by the
change in the rain water weight, W, as
measured by the load cell over delta time,
t, which was intercepted by the rain
collector having area, A. D is the density
of water and g is the acceleration of
gravity. Other forces exerted on the load
cell due to the downward momentum of the
rain and the forces caused by the wind are
minimized by the use of baffles and
screens. The system is an accumulator and
the measured weight should increase as
long as it is raining.
The computer
samples the load cell to determine if the
weight has increased implying that rain is
present. When the computer senses rain,
the programmed software will switch to·
the data acquisition mode. This mode will
store data for 20 minutes before returning
to the rain search mode.
The performance of this weight
measuring gauge under short-duration,
high-intensity simulated and natural
rainfall; and the need for this rainfall
information at different locations led to
the construction of six gauges.
These
gauges are to be located at various places
in the world to collect rainfall data.
Currently, gauges are located at GSFC/WFF
and LaRC in Virginia and John F. Kennedy
Space Center (KSC) in Florida. An example
of the resulting rain rates determined
from the data collected at each site during
a high-intensity rainfall event is shown in
figures 1, 2, and 3.

The rain rates in figures 1, 2, and 3
were determined from the weight data
sampled once a second using equation 1.
No editing or smoothing has been
performed on the results shown in the
An examination of the weight
figures.
data showed a continuous accumulation of
rain water with time. No negative slopes
of the weight versus time were observed
to suggest the presence of large external
disturbances or noise in the data. Hence,
from all indications, the peak rain rate
value of 722 mm/hr in Figure 1 appears to
be a valid result.
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Figure

High-!ntensity Rainfall Event on March 3i, i 989, at GSFC/WFF
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Figure 2

High-Intensity Rainfall Event on June 7, 1989, at KSC
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Figure 3

High-Intensity Rainfall Event on August 18, 1989, at LaRC

Each of the figures presented
represents
a heavy rainfall event
exceeding a rate of 100 mm/hr for the
time duration shown. The frequency 9f
heavy rainfall rate events exceeding 100,
200, 300, and 400 mm/hr and the duration
for each event exceeding its defined level
are presented in Table 1.
Ten second
intervals were selected for the time
duration of events.
Table 1 Duration of Heavy Rainfall Rate
Events at GSFC/WFF (starting in February
1989) and at La RC and KSC (both starting
in June 1989) Through August 1989

Duration
of Event

Number of Events Exceeding

Sec.

100
mm/hr

200
mm/hr

01 -1 0

1597

440

1 i -20

75

8

21-30

18

5

31 -40

12

41 -50

8

51 -60

3

61 -

5

300
mm/hr
132

400
mm/hr
50

From Table 1, the cumulation of
events exceeding 100 mm/hr is 1718 and
of these events, 121 lasted longer than 10
seconds and 5 lasted longer than 1 minute.
The cumulation of events exceeding 200
mm/hr from Table 1 is 453 which includes
13 events with durations greater than 10
seconds.
Events exceeding 300 mm/hr
were 132 which showed only durations of
10 seconds or less. The number of events
shown at the higher rain rates is
decreasing with 50 events exceeding 400
mm/hr and although not shown in Table 1,
the number of events exceeding 500 mm/hr
This is about two orders of
is 18.
magnitude less than the number of events
exceeding 100 mm/hr. More data is needed
during heavy rainfall occurrences to
further describe a statistical frequency.
Comparisons
of
the
weight
measuring rain gauge to a conventional
tipping bucket rain gauge and to a newly
developed infrared optical rain gauge were
performed at the GSFC/WFF site.
The
gauges were located within two meters of
the weight measuring gauge and the
measurements were compared during
natural rainfall events. The tipping bucket
had a gauge orifice of 208 mm and a
specified resolution of 0.25 mm. The data
acquisition system was programmed to
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sample both the tipping bucket tip event
and the weight of the weight gauge
simultaneously at the time of each tip to
the nearest second. For a total of 1639 tip
events, the rain rates were calculated and
averaged to be 31.7 mm/hr for the weight
gauge and 29.0 mm/hr for the tipping
bucket. Hence, for the data examined, the
tipping bucket is showing an 8.5 percent
lower averaged value than the weight
measuring gauge.
The other rain gauge compared with
the weight gauge was the optical system
having a fast response with a one second
sample rate and a wide specified dynamic
range of 0.1 mm/hr to 3000 mm/hr. The
weight gauge and the optical gauge were
configured to sample data at a one second
sample rate for rainfall periods of 20
minutes.
The optical gauge performs a
short time averaging process on the data
of about 15 seconds.
There was no
averaging performed on the weight gauge
data. An examination of the data shows
that the weight gauge response is slightly
faster to dynamic changes in the rain rate

than the optical gauge.
However, the
weight gauge without averaging, exhibits
results which are fluctuating when
compared
with
the
optical
gauge,
especially at low rain rates where small
weight changes occur at or below the.
resolution of the system for each sampled
second. For a total of 600 minutes of data,
the rain rates were calculated and
averaged to be 20.9 mm/hr for the weight
gauge and 22.4 mm/hr for the optical
gauge. Hence, for this data, the optical
gauge is showing a 7.2 percent higher
averaged value than the weight measuring
gauge. Therefore, the comparison of the
weight measuring rain gauge with other
rain gauges shows good agreement in a
natural
rainfall
environment, where
averaged rain rate values of the weight
gauge are slightly higher than the tipping
bucket and slightly lower than the optical
gauge.
In summary, data of high-intensity
natural rainfall was collected at high
sample rates and examined in terms of
seconds which is normally averaged over
minutes, hours, and sometimes days. This
averaging tends to mask the shortduration rainfall characteristics which is
becoming an important consideration to
activities
effected
by
high-intensity
rainfall. lt was shown that the highest

a-

rainfall rate event just exceeding a 1
second duration occurred somewhere
between the levels of 200 and 300 mm/hr
for the data collected.
This observation
was based on a small sample size at only
three specific locations.
More data is
needed to establish a statistical
base
which will further define the shortduration,
high-intensity
rainfall
characteristics.
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Generally, a commonly used precipitation gauge, PG,
consists of the collector and the container, where the
accumulated water and melted snow are stored between
the observational times. The stored water is either poured
out from the container into a calibrated jar or its level in
the container is direct measured by graduated stick (PG
No 41, Tab.l). The upper edge of the gauge is reinforced
with a thicker orifice rim to prevent its deformation,
hence the possible change in the strictly defined size of
the orifice area.
PG s are elevated above the ground to be protected
against insplash and drifting snow. These types of PGs are
used for the standard method of measurement of the
daily and h8lf-dai!y sums cf rain and snow in tenihs oi
millimeters or hundreds of inches (less frequently).
The most important point is that PGs are subject to
systematic error of measurement due to adverse wind
action above the gauge orifice, wetting of inner walls and
evaporation of water accumulated in the gauge, and that
this error varies considerably according to the specific
type of PG depending on the construction parameters
mainly such as
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the size of orifice area
the size and the shape of orifice rim
the depth of the collector
the system and the protection of container
the material and the color of the gauge
the installation height above the ground
the use of wind shield and
other additional structures (e.g. snow cross,
bird protection ring etc.).

For instance, the orifice rim is an important variable
with respect to the wind induced error of P measurement
as shown by Sevruk (1989). Thus, the Hellmann PG (No.
27, Tab.!) has an open rim hanging inside over the orifice
like a console. Other types of PGs are more likely to have a
solid rim of a different size and shape as shown by Sevruk
(1989, see Fig.4). Generally, the larger the rim the
greater the wind induced error (see Sevruk 1989, for
references).
However, the magnitude of systematic error of
precipitation measurement also depends on the
climactical conditions of the gauge site and its degree of
exposure.
Considering the variety of types of PGs as used
worldwide and consequently different magnitudes of
systematic error according to the country and the degree
of latitude, the knowledge of construction parameters of
PGs is of paramount importance to assess the corrections
and to establish the global compatibility of precipitation

time series.
In this report, information is found and literature
cited on correction procedures for various types of PG s,
with respect of their construction parameters. The basic
reference is Sevruk (1989) where a brief review of the
problem of accuracy of precipitation measurement is
given. More detailed analysis of the types of PGs was made
by Sevruk and Klernrn (1989).
The report describes 54 types of national standard
PGs as used at present by national Meteorological Services
of 136 countries, covering an area of 90% of the global
mainland and islands. PGs are listed in Table 1 in the
order of the magnitude of orifice area. Each type of PG has
two numbers: the first one is the usual order number in
Table 1 and the second one is the code number, describing
the gauge type more comprehensively in terms of the
magnitude of orifice area, total depth of the gauge
collector and material of the gauge. By refering to the
second number, one easily acquires an overview of
pertinent information concerning a particular type of PG
depicted in the adjacent diagram in Table 1.
Beside the automatic PGs of the tipping-bucket type
which are used at present as standard gauges only in
Japan and to some extent in Switzerland, three groups of
manual, standard PGs can be distinguished with respect
to the construction of the body and the magnitude of
evaporation losses.

Evaporation error
There is a group with many gauges, each having at
least three parts, a removable collector with a fixed funnel
and removable container situated in the protecting can.
The water is either poured out through an outflow
situated on the top of the container or is directly
measured in the calibrated jar which is equally used as a
container. Examples include the Hellmann PG, No. 27 and
the Mk2 Snowdon PG, No. 9 in Table 1. Further gauges are:
Nos. 3-17, 20, 22-25, 27, 29, 35-42, 45, 48-51, 53.
Generally, the evaporation losses are small if the collector
fits snugly into the lower part of the gauge (i.e. the
protecting can) and consequently, ventilation in the
gauge is not extensive. They can be assessed from Curve
2 in Figure 9 presented in a paper by Sevruk (1989).
The gauges of the second group consist of a compact
body, without removing parts, thus joining the collector
and container via the fixed funnel. The water is poured
out into a calibrated jar through a tap fixed at the side of
the container. Such gauges are represented by the
following numbers : 19, 21, 31, 46 and 52 in Table I. The
evaporation losses are generally small and can be

TABLE

1

Types and parameters of manual standard precipitation gal.!ges orderE,d according to the magnitl.!de of the area of the gal.!ge orifice
~:

+ wind shield permanent

( +)

*

wind shield sporadic

no picture available

s

snow gauge

Aw total area of the

inner walls of the gauge collector in ( cm2)
Code consists of two numbers and one letter, the f i r s t

number indicating the gauge orifice area in (10 cm2),
the s e c o n d number indicating the total depth of the gauge c;ollector frcrn the top ·of gauge rim to the lowest
point of the funnel (outflow) in (an) and the 1 a. s t letter indicating the material of the gauge as follows:
A aluminium
B brass
C copper
G galvanized iron sheet
L lacquered iron sheet
P plastic
s steel,
empty space in the code indicates missing information.

Note

~ ttfr--0-

_______coUfibj ______Jlatertil______oepiii___

N~------coae-----~-0{-----Name

orlfice

He~tlt-~-

of
origin

Ao

of
collector
[cm!

[cm2J

1-04-P

7

Small

Israel

hardened P.V.C

4.5

of
gauge ;:;;
(cm!
12

2

4-18-P

36

Tru-chek

Oman

plastic

18

18

9.0

8-10-P

81

NylexlOOO

New Zealand

plastic

10

35

3.1

4

10-08-P

lOO

Amlr

Israel

hardened p.v.c

8

~

2.1

5

10-10-P(+)

lOO

AESTypeB

Canada

plastic

10

38

2.7

6

10-11-S +

lOO

IRMP50

Belgium

stainless steel

11

35

2.9

10-16-G

lOO

MP lOO

Mauritius

galv.iron

16

66

5.0

10-

-G

lOO

Indonesian

Indonesia

galv.iron

13-15-C

127

Mk2

U.K.

copper

7
•

*

13-15-S

127

Mk2

New Zealand

s tee!

13-15-P

127

Mk3

U.K.

fibreglass

12

13-16-G

127

Burma

Burma

galv. iron

w

13

13-20-C

127

Snowdon

U.K.

~

14

13-20-C"

127

Octapent

U.K.

copper
copper

Canada

copper
copper

!Ss

13-50-C+

127

Nlpher

16

13-27-C

127

5--

17

20-14-G

18

19

4-18-P

1-04-P

10-16-G

10-11-S +

I0-10-P(+)

10-08-P

8-10-P

13-15-C

~

!2

!3

13-16-G

1:3-2().-C

N

11 •

10

JE#

~- ·-,

N

m
m
m

9

~

B

5-0

3

8

.

():;

46

4.2

46

4.2

46

4.2

38

1.4

~

46
69

5.8
5.7

~

52

s

~

76

8.0

lJ
14

200

Portuguese

Portugal

galv.iron

M

43

4.0

20-15-A+

200

SMHI

Sweden

aluminium

3.9

200

Indonesian

Indonesia

galv.iron

20

20-16-C

200

Cyprus

Cyprus

copper

21

20-19-B

200

SPGN

Netherlands

brass

m
w
w
w

35

20-16-G

22

20-20-G

200

1YJ>o B

Paraguay

galv. Iron

~

46

4.6

23

20-22-G

200

Standard

Israel

galv. Iron

~

~

4.6

90

2.8

49

3.4

29

4.3

24

20-22-P

200

Indian

India

fibre glass

~

~

4.9

25

20-24-G

200

!MC

Romanle

galv. Iron

u

45

6.0

26

20-24-G+

200

Treyakov

U.S.s.R

galv.lron

u

40

6.0

13-20-C~

"'

13-....,.

~ -B23

....,.,

"
,.._,_,.

16
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J3-;l7..C
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w
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*~

!
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"'

20-16-C

2!

22

20-19-B

20-20-"

~ ~

.

.

26
~

27

20-27-<:

28
20-2.7-&

29
20-JO-C

27

20-27-G

200

Hellmann

FRG and GDR galv. Iron

iT

43

7.1

28

20-27-A

200

Tognlnl

Switzerland

aluminium

27

50

6.0

29

20-30-G

200

Icelandic

Iceland

galv. Iron

30

56

7.7

*

200

200-100

Colombia

aluminium

31

22-25-<: +
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Norwegian

Norway

copper

32 •

31-

314

Anagnostou

Greece

galv.lron

30

20-

-A

-G

33

31-20-B

314

RT-1

Japan

34

31-20-B+

314

IIT-4

Japan

25

3.1

brass

20

40

3.6

brass

20

45

3.7
3.5

35

31-22-G

314

China

China

galv.lron

22

59

32-07-G

324

Manuall508

Australia

galv.lron

7

30

1.2

37

32-14-C

324

S203DRG

Malaysia

brass

14

36

2.4

36

*

32-16-C

324

ML17

Iran

copper

16

36

2.9

39

*

32-19-5

324

Nepa1203

Nepal

steel

19

59

3.5
3.5

40

32-19-C

324

Casella

U.K

copper

19

56

41

32-20-<:(+)

324

USWBB"

U.SA

copper/steel

20

68

3.2

42

38-36-G

360

TypoA

Bolivia

galv.lron

36

88

3.4

43

40-13-S

400

Vllle Pari•

BrasH

stainless steel

13

63

2.5

44

40-14-P

400

SPIEAMN

France

fibre-glass

14

44

2.0

45

40-15-G

401

Mexican

Mexico

galv.lron

15

36

1.7

46

40-17-C

400

VanDorn

Netherlands

copper

17

40

3.0

47

40-23-G

400

Association

France

galv.lron

23

30/36

2.3

48

40-45-P

400

C1YpeNM

France

fibre-glass

45

80

6.8

Austria

galv.lron

15

56

2.4

24

77

3.4

3.3

49

50-15-G

500

50

50-24-G

500

KostliV!

Austria

galv.lron

.

-

36

Mountain

~

~
.

25

.

51

50-25-G

500

Wild

Bulgaria

galv.lron

25

44

52

50-30-B+

500

Wild

Finland

bronze

30

36

2.6

53

50-33-G

500

Melra886

CSSR

galv.lron

33

66

3.9

54

100-10-L

1000

SlAP UM8300

Italy

lacquered Iron

10

44

2.3
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Ust of countries using precipitation gauges with wind shield
Note

Country

Type of wlndshleld

Nlph;•·------------------iu9trta___________ onfyln-llie-moun&rns___________ _
(Different modlllcatlons
of original are In use).

(No 6, 18, 29, 31, 52)

Belgium
Bulgaria
Canada

only In the mountains
only on the Nlpher gauge, 350 gauges
only In the mountains

GDR
Iceland
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
Zaire

only In the mountains

(No 26)

Afghanistan
Czechoslovakia
Finland
Guinea Blssau
Mongolia

Alter

Canada

Tretyakov

only tn the mountains

USSR
Fishes-Porter (185 gauges) and Belfort
Universal recording gauges
Fisher-Porter (2200), Belfort Universal
(1100), Upping-bucked (110) recording
gauges and standard gauge USW S"(code
32·20·C, Tab, 3) sporadically

USA

Cyllndrlc

Japan

In the northern part of country and In
winter

Morocco

sporadically

(No 34)
Woelfle

Table

3

Most commonly used types of precipitation gauges classlfted
according to country and height above the ground.
• Change of types of prcclpltatton gauges going on at present
()code

Pr.:cijjiiaiiiili _________ii<igiii ________couniiY----------------------------f;w--------gaugc
above
-&:;;;-------wWiiberor
ground
lml

l1o3krn2)

gaug..

iieum;:;;:;;:-------------o:a--··------iiiiiilndi.-sYiia__________________ 2I3':'-------:-soo---c2o-27·G)

(No 27

0.8·1.0
i.o
l.Cl-1.2

1.0·1.5
1.5

Austria, Egypt

1084

796

~~~,;!'~~:a;tg~:;

2133

11590

1594

1898

312

1737

Colombia. Ecuador
Poland
ArgenUna, Chlle. Costa Rica.
~ark, Dominican Rep ..
El Salvador, Guatemala, Oulnea

Blsaau•, Honduras. PortugaL
Romania, Spain,

SwtiJ:!!ond. Un!!!Uay
I
30 countrie•

4916

13557

102&2

30080

Chin;;;--------------o:2---------RC'p:-Ko.-ea--------------------.oo----------74ir--(31·22·Gl

(No 35)

0.7
10
'

China

M

oountrl..

9561

17972

1JFas

196era

MK2-.tS'iOWciOD--------o:2---------aaiiraiii----------------------o:a-----------1---(13·lli·Cl
(13·20·C)

0.3

Abu Dhabl', Bunna, FIJI, Ghana.
Hong Kon.5;,Jraq, Ireland, Jamaica,

=d~o~~·==-~.

(No 13, 14)
0.5
0.6
0.8

0.8·1.0
1.0
1.3

Trinidad, U.K.
Abu Dhabl', Nigeria, Sd Lanka
Brunei
Gambia. Malawi, Seychelles
Zimbabwe
Angola. Sudan

4905
990
6
104-

12527
1560
16·
857

389

1136

3753

1500

~~~2~9~o~oun~t~rl~.~.----------~1~0~;~:~2~----~1"'7~
TiCtyakOV-------------o-:-4---------AfghftilJstBD(WiUiOUtWir\ds1iie1df---------------------l20·24·Gl

(No 26)
2.0

Flnland, Gulnea·Bissau• (beside the
Hellmann gauge), VIe! Nam (without
wlndshleld), DPR of Korea (without
wind shield)
!501
Mcnt![!a USSR
PW
I. 7 cowttrlea
25340

1620
12000

13620

u:s.-wcathera:---------o:s---------sahamas.-aangiadest;;PttitiPPliies.--------------------(32·20·C)

1.0

(No 41)

n.w•and
SaldAmbb,U5.A
.}; . 6 countrlea

968
llfW
1259$

1342
IOQQQ
11342

liidf.-----------------o-:3---------i0diQ ______ ...;;_ _____________ ..:..;3288_______ 1Ci97ff ... --

l'flo.21·PJ

~-2--~1------------------------------------------------------------Australlan
0.3
Australia. Papua New Guinea
Solxmn!si;w;h
:1: 3 oountrleo

(32·7-G)

(No 36)

"j9lO

7639

7940

7639

vmo-P.r11-----------------------sras~r----------------------sgii--------sa50-

2J ____________________________________________________________ _

__
l~o-1~·1>J

~-Q

SPIEA

1.0

cameroon.Chad, Djlbouu.

(40~14~P)

France•, Lebanon. Mall.

(No 44)

rc:.~;rl~f"

Reunton•

4715
4715

1805

1807

A;;;;;r.tt~;-----------i-:-s---------aenin~BLifkinaFaso~cameroon:---------------------

c4o-23·GJ

(No 47)

Congo. France•, Gabon, GU!nen,
Madagascar, New Caledonia•. Ntger,
Reunion', Togo, '1\mlsla, Cenlral

Mllllolm
I.

14 countde•

fil
4Hl

306!1

306D
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26)

assessed according to Curve 3 in Figure 9 (Sevruk 1989).
The smallest group includes only three types of PGs,
such as the Swedish gauge, the Tretyakov gauge and the
Chinese gauge (Nos; 18, 26 and 35 in Tab.l). The gauge
consists of a single body having a removable funnel. In
the wintertime the funnel is removed to enlarge the
volume of the collector for snow. Thus the accumulated
water is exposed to sunshine and wind. In the
summertime the funnel should protect the gauge against
the evaporation, but it seldom fits perfectly so that
ventilation is large as are the resulting evaporation losses
(Curve 1 in Figure 9).
On some types of PGs of the first group, the complete
collector with funnel is removed during the winter (e.g.
No 51 and 53 in Tab.l). In such case and with respect of
evaporation losses these gauges belong in fact to both the
first and the third group, depending on the season.

(iii)

The diagrams for the estimation of the correction for
PGs under (i) have been published by Bogdanova (1966)
and under (ii) and (iii) are found in Figure 10 by Sevruk
(1989). In the case that there is no correction procedure
for a particular type of PG, the above-mentioned
diagrams under items (i), (ii) and (iii) can be generally
used for the groups of PGs having similar construction
parameters as follows:
(i)

PGs with the Nipher wind shield in a form
similar to that as used on PGs No: 18, 29,
31, 52 but not as used on PGs No 6 and 15.

(ii)

PGs having the Tretyakov wind shield, No
26, or eventually with the Alter wind
shield as used in the U.S.A.

(iii)

PGs similar to the Hellmann gauge but
having orifice area between 100-300 cm2
and the same or smaller size of orifice rim
as shown by Sevruk (1989), in Figure 4,
numbers Ill and V.

Wetting error
The ratio of the total area, Sw of inner walls ·and the
orifice area, So is important with reference to wetting
losses. It varies considerably between 1 and 9 but lies
between 2 and 5 for almost 70% of all types of PGs, as
shown in Table 1. The greater the ratio the larger the
wetting loss. The kind of material also has to be accounted
for as seen from the diagram in Figure 8 (in Sevruk
1989) which is used to estimate the correction.
The smallest PG, made of hardened PVC, has an
orifice area of only 7 cm2. It is 12 cm high. The largest PG
has an orifice area of iOOO cm2 and is 44 cm high. it is
made of lacquered iron sheet by Siap in Italy. There are 5
types of PGs having an orifice area of 100 cm2 and 500
cm2, respectively. Most types of PGs have an orifice area
of 200 cm2, followed by 314-324 cm2, 127 cm2 and 400
cm2. Already 9 types of PGs are made from plastic and 3
from aluminium, but the most popular material seems
still to be galvanized iron sheet (21 types of PGs) and
copper (11 types of PGs). According to Table l, brass,
bronze and steel are also in use. Most gauges are 0.4 - 0.6
m in height, but as many as 10 PGs are higher than 0.6
up to 0.9 m.
The depth of collector varies between 5 and 50 cm,
most gauges being approximately 20 cm deep, as
indicated in Table 1.

Wind induced error
PGs come in a wide variety of shapes. From the point
of view of the wind induced error, however, the critical
factor, beside the size and shape of orifice rim as pointed
out by Sevruk (1989) and mentioned above, is wind
shield use. The gauges fitted with a wind shield have
smaller wind induced error, particularly in the winter
during snowfall. Unfortunately, there are several types of
wind shields, and only a few types of gauges use them
permanently. The solid Nipher type wind shield of
different forms is preferred in Belgium, Canada, Norway
and Sweden (Nos; 6, 15, 18, 29, 31, 34 and 52). In
Finland and the USSR the Tretyakov semi-solid wind
shield is used (No 26). More information is given in Table
2, where the countries are grouped according to the type
of wind shield used.
For the time being there are correction procedures
of the wind induced loss for three types of PGs:
(i)

PG having a Nipher wind shield similar to
that as depicted in Table 1 (No 52)

(ii)

PG having the Tretyakov wind shield (No

PG of the Hellmann type, without wind
shield (No 27).

Concerning the last item (iii) it has to be kept in mind
that the size and the shape of orifice rim considerably
affect the magnitude of the error as showed by Sevruk
(1989) in Figures 4, 6 and 7.
In Tabie 3 the type of a specific PG as used in each
country and the elevation height of the gauge rim above
ground are summarized. The elevation height varies
between 0.2 and 2 m. As seen from Table 3, the same
type of PG can be situated at different heights, according
to the country. The gauges are fixed in very different
ways, sometimes on a wooden or a metal pole and
sometimes they are placed directly on the ground or in a
special structure. Generally, increasing elevation height
causes larger wind induced errors.
All in all there are more than 150,000 PGs unevenly
distributed over the globe. As seen from Table 3, the most
widely used type of PG is the German Hellmann gauge
(approx. 30,000) followed by the Chinese PG (20,000)
and the English Mk2 Snowdon PG (18,000). Together
these gauges account for 50% of all PGs, yet they are
distributed over an area of only 31 x 106 km2, thus
demonstrating a very uneven density of PG networks.
Beside the standard PGs there are recording and
storage gauges which are used to measure P sums of time
intervals shorter and longer than one day, respectively.
These types of PGs are generally bigger than the standard
PGs. Moreover, a lot of special types of PGs exist which are
used by researchers and hydrologists for different
purposes (stereo. PGs, tilted PGs, vectopluviometers, etc.).
In this cases the systematic error has to be dealt with
individually.

Conclusions
The types of precipitation gauges as used at present
worldwide differ considerably among the countries. This
includes the size and shape of a gauge and its orifice, the
material and installation height above the ground, the
type of the funnel and the wind shield used, etc. This
diversity of precipitation gauge construction parameters
is the main reason for the global variability of the
magnitude of systematic error of precipitation
measurement and for the temporal and spatial
inhomogeneity of precipitation time series. Thus the
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correction of precipitation values for the systematic error
and the worldwide standardization of measurement
techniques are very urgent tasks facing the
meteorological and hydrological communities.
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1. Introduction
The accuracy of approximations to the
fields and area-averaged values of meteorological elements from the point measurements depends, among other factors, on the characteristics of the particular fields and the method of
approximation. In the case of the precipitation
fields, the former is determined by the largerscale patterns of precipitation-generating processes, their seasonality, the local orographic
effects, etc. The computational methodology includes the model selection and the estimation
of the model's parameters. (The measuring technology is considered here to be given, however,
the technology-related errors should be taken
into account in the overall evaluation of the
estimations.) The performance of various models
is essentially depends on the density and the
configuration of the observational network. The
·multitude of these varying factors of field estimations involves that no universal or 1unique
optimal method exists: depending on features of
the particular problem (i.e., the spatial and
the temporal characteristics), more or less so-·
phisticated methods are chosen. This choice is
further motivated by taking into consideration
the computational requirements of various methods.
The field approximation and area-averaging
procedures have been investigated by us in connection with the derivation of monthly precipitation fields on a rectangular grid for the
Transdanubian part of Hungary (Fig.l).The estimation problem was set separately for all subareas determined by the grid (named as grid-elements henceforth), however, a common (identical)
model was required and used for computational
purposes. For the comparability studies of a variety of methods, sample areas and sample fields
(particular calendar months)have been selected
with different terrain characteristics or climatic conditions.
Let P(z) denote the (monthly) precipitation amount at the point z of.the area Z0 • Due
to some surface-fitting method - eventually any
interpolation method -, a P' (z) estimating surface is fitted to the field P(z) so that a
certain optimization criterium is satisfied,
F\ P,P'} =min. Beside the surface approximation,
the estimation of the area value or the spatial
average v~lue is commonly required. The surface
integral P=SPCz)dz, zeZ is empirically calculated either by jhe formal integration of
the fitted surface P'=SP'(z)dz or direct integral estimators are applied with a specific criterium G{P,P'}=min.
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Fig. 1 The 15''.xl5' grid fa): 'th~ Tr;:!npdanub.i!ln
part. of. Hungary~ Il:le' ·sample areas are
displayed by indicating ttEir grid-coordlriates
This problem setting would be too general
for arbitrary surfaces, however, the choice of
the approximation is restricted to the class of
of "physically" possible precipitation surfaces
in our case. This class can be determined explitely, e.g., by defining the parameterizable
form of. the approximative surface or implicitely, using the information imbedded in the observational records and usually expressed by
various statistics. Consequently, the above optimization problems should be solved upon these
more or less restricted. classes of estimators.
In this paper, after a review of several
approximation techniques, results of numerical
comparisons will be presented for a few surface
fitting and/or area-averaging methods. The eventual purpose of these methodological and computational analyses was to find an adequate method of representation of the monthly precipitation fields on the above-mentioned grid. So,
at last, we demonstrate some of these fields.
2. Methodological background
Surface approximation methods can be classified according to different conditions: the
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"smoothness" or, more exactly, the functional
form of the particular surfaces; the division of
the area Z0 into subareas (and approximating
the field separately upon the subareas); the
form of the optimization criterium.
The relatively general functional form of
surface estimators (being consistent with the
most methods applied in meteorology)
is the
weighted sum of a series of functions (Gandin,
1970; Edwards, 1972; Chidley and Keys, 1970):
P(z)=Z:ck fl< (z), k=l,2, ... ,K, zt:Z 0 .0f course,z
is given in some co-ordinate system, e.g.,
z=
(x,y) in local rectangular coordinates.
Perhaps, the most frequently used surfaces
are polynomials of the co-ordinate variables of
order q. The case of constant surface (q=O, K=l
f 1 (z)sl) identical to the extention of an areaaveraged value for the whole area Z0 • For this
purpose, the ordinary area-average (the "mean
station method") is mostly used, c1 =2.b;P Czt),
for m stations, i=l,2, ... ,m. This is just the
solution of the common least-squares criterium
for this particular surface: F=!~(z,)-P'(z<~~
i=l,m with P'(z);const. Higher-order polynomial
surfaces were used, for. instance, by English
(1973) for q=l (i.e., a linear surface),Chidley
and Keys (1970) for q=2 (i.e.,a quadratic function), Edwards (1972) for q~3 (i.e.,up to a cu·
bic surface).
Other systems of (linearly independent)
functions{fk, k=l,2, ... ,K}, but preferably, orthogonal systems of functions can be used. Especially, orthogonal (or even more,orthonormal)
polynomials or, with some physical reasoning,
the two-dimensional Fourier-functions · are applied (Edwards, 1972) to precipitation surfaces.
In the case of normalized basic functions, such
estimation is just the expansion of a two-variable sample function in series with coefficients (being the projections of P(z) onto the
corresponding function) ck=JP(z) fk(z)dz. This
projection can be performed approximatively by
means of the available values PCzt), i= 1, 2,.;
.. m. A rather special orthonormal functional
system is provided by the principal component
analysis.The.derivation of this system is based
on a (statistical) sample series of . observations PjCzt), j=l,2, ... ,·n, however, these functions are not expressed in analytical form but
determined only at the gauge locations. Apparently,this method is not effective for presentation of particular (monthly) precip:Ltation
surfaces but useful for "feature extraction"
and time-series analysis of these fields in a
statistical sense (Tabony, 1981).
Obviously, all surface-fitting models provide an interpolation technique by determining
the value of fitted surface at the given point
z.~ Z0 , P' (z 0 )=Z:ci<fl<(z 0 ) . Actually, the so-called interpolation methods generally also define
some surface estimators. Such a procedure is usually given in the form P'(z 0 )=2:w,P(z,), i=l,
2, ... ,m for a selected network of "nearby" gauges. This form can be interpreted as a surfaceapproximation model with fixed coefficients c;=
PCzt), i=l,2, ... ,m, K=m, and "coefficients" (or
weights) w; being, in reality, functions of the
coordinates of the point Z0 • These weights can
be defined inversely with the distance di•d(z.,, Zt)
between z. and the station points Zt, w,(z) =
i/ ( dt Zc d·~ 1. )
(Salter, 1972). The statistically most effective weights can be found
by the optimal interpolation method (Gandin,
1970). In this case, the interpolation weights
depend on z0 through . the covariance functions

between· P(z 0 ) and P~l) which are considewd.,he:..
re to· be random variables. Under·some conditions, the statistical -structure .of the field
is homogeneous which results in closed but.complicated. .functional dependence .of the inter..;
polation weights on the .. point coordinates.

In principle, the set of functions fk(z)
and, in turn, the approximative surface P'(z)
in the general linear model is expressable in
analytical form, however,these surface values
are derived only at particular locations for
the interpolating models. By their means, a
surface is typically represented in a "tabulated" form, i.e., in the points of an arbitrary
grid (Salter, 1972):
'-'S::::e:;..t~o~f~f~un~c::..:t~i~o~n;::s...;.{~..;f:.~"UJ-..:...F.:::o=crm~.-"of presentation
polynomials of order q analyl:ical
harmonic functions
analyttcal
principal components
at gauge points
distance~related
at given points
weight-functions
covariance-related
at given points
weight-functions
(optimal interp.)
The division of the area Z0 (a catchment
area or a grid element· in our case) into subareas aims at improving the goodness-of-fit of
the local estimators, P,'(z), zeZ.t, t=l,2, ... ,L; ·
UZt=Z 0 .Beside the well-known methods of isohyets (Nagy,l985; Kagan, 1979) and Thiessen-polyg-ons (Keri, 1954 ; Czelnai, 1971), the models
of quadratic grids (Keri, 1954; Kagan, 1979) 'or
the triangular mesh based on the gauge-points
(Akin., 1971). can be used, as well. The splinetechnique (Fritsch,l971; Vager and 5erkov,l987)
is also used for a set of subareas determined
by some grid-points (or irregularly located observation points).The latter approach, however,
is refined so that the required surfaces are
not simply continuous but also differentiable
functions even at the margins of the subareas.
In precipitation surface estimations (and even
more for the area-averaging purposes), it is usually unnecessary to care the derivatives of
the surface. The choice of the surface approximation upon the subareas is optional, though
low-order polynomials are commonly used:
Division
isohyets
Thiessen
quadratic mesh
triangulation

Surface-approximation
constant surface (q=O)
constant surface (q=O)
polynomial surface (q~2)
linear surface (q=l)

The values of areal precipitation are estimated by integratinE the approximative surface over the area z., P'=SP'(z)dz=Z.oSfk. (z) dz.
The integration can be accomplished in the case
of "analytically" (explicitely) expressed functions (polynomials or harmonic functions) and,using these integrated weights, Wk=~fk (z)dz, the
calculation of the areal value reduces simPlY
to the evaluation of a linear combination, P' =
~ckWk. If the functions fk and,
consequently,
the surface P' are given only in points (of a
grid -or a raingauge network), the .integrated
weights are estimated as:
Wk.= L\bkt· fk Cz,).
(This approach is illustrated by Salter (1972),
accomplishing distance-related interpolations
first for the grid-points of a rectangular mesh
with a subsequent ordinary averaging of the
corresponding four corner-values for each gridelement.) Division of Z0 into subareas yields
the same procedure; e.g., for the method of
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lhiessen-polygons, weights equal to the sizes of
subareas Wt = I Z;l , P' =l.P(z,) \ Z;\. Thus,
i:ntegrating first the. basic functions
fk.,
significantly simplifies the derivation of the
areal value (Chidley and Keys, 19JD). Of course,
the area-averaged values of the precipitation
depth are obtained as P' I\ Z0 \ • The method of optimal averaging (Kagan,1979) offers a direct
procedure of the computation of areal values (avoiding the explicit surface approximation).

5. Case-studies
Numerical studies were carried out to get
some insight into the practical realization of
some of the above methods. For this purpose,
sample areas were selected from among the grid
elements (Fig.l) which represented the typical
terrain formations within the Transdanubian region of the country.

The ordinary mean-squares are ..commonly used
for the optimization criterium, however, the weighted values of the residuals are sometimes incorporated in that criterium. The mean squares
error is just the measure of the accuracy for
the various models.
The effectiveness of the various surfaceapproximation and area-averaging methods have
also been investigated by many authors. Certainly, the evaluation of different methods depends
on the spatial and temporal characteristics of
the fields to large extent, moreover the computational aspects also· play an i1nportant . ro1e
in the selection of a particular model. ·
The accuracy of area-averaging methods can
be estimated if the statistical structure• :of the
precipitation field (as a random field)is known.
This feature of the field can be described by
means of the covariance, the correlation or the
structure function. If in addition, the hypothesis on the homogeneity and the isotropy of the
field is accepted, closed formulae for the accuracy of the models are available (Gandin, 1970;
Kagan,l979). Assuming even the ergodicity of the
precipitation field, convenient nomograms can be
derived based on the values of the empirical
structure function for the given time period·
(e.g., month) and region (Czelnai, 1972).
Apart from the statistical methods of esti~
mation of the mean accuracy for the surface approximation and area-averaging models, the goodness-of-fit of the particular approximative sur-·
faces should be evaluated.• The basic problem of
such comparability studies (comparison of the
various surfaces and their area-averages)
is
that the reference surface or its area-averaged
value is unknown. Th ls. problem concerns,· first. :of
of' all, tbe. justification. of. the: application •.of
higher OI!der approximations . OL'· other~ rel?tiVely
complex. methods. ·Convential methods (e.g. the
isohyetal method) can be taken as those which
produce reference estimators for the evaluation
of other methods.This approach assumes that those convential methods are without serious bias
which is best guaranted with a dense and reliable gauge network (Edwards,l972). It was revealed
that the "convential" models are generally rather effective, however,their compilation is labarous and/or they are unstable to the changes
in the network of gauges and the representativiness of the observations (in the ;case of the
Thiessen p.olygons). According to numerical studies (Edwards, 1972; Kagan, 1979),the second-order polynomials proved to be the best among the
"trend surfaces", while the bivariete harmonics
were found especially unsuitable for representing monthly precipitation. The alternative way
of the generation of refined surface approaches
(instead of the sophisticated high-order polynomial or harmonic surfaces)is the division of the
area Z0 into a set of subareas with the subsequent derivation of the "local" precipitation fields of lower order (q=O or q=l).

fig.2 (a) Sample area from the Pilis region
(grid element L3) and the location of the
raingauges in this environment; (b) the
precipitation chart (isohyets) for January 1976
The average January precipitation amounts
in the Pilis-region (mountains of "medium"
height with elevations less than BOO m) is about 50 mm. As compared to this average, very
high values were observed during that month in
1976. The areal distribution of the .precipita,-.
tion was in a close agreement with relief (Fig.
2). Therefore,with the given (relatively dense)
local gauge network, a good correspondence of
the performance of isohyetal and·the (altitude7
stratigraphic methods is expected. The topographic effects on precipitation are generally
less exhibited (Table 1), conseqently, a division of the area according to altitudes with ·a
locally constant surface-fitting may lead in
some cases to large errors.
Table 1 Comparison of the isohyetal (#1)
and
"stratification" (#2) methods for the
Pilis region. (Area-averaged monthly
values are given for the L3 grid element; precipitation data in mm. The time period is indicated as month/year)
01/72
40.2
(#2)
71.4
33.5
deviation(%) 0.1% -16.7%
(#l)

01/76
71.3

06/75
100.0
118.0
18.0%

06/81
40.0
41.7

4.3%

Table 2 Comparison· of area~averages from the
,isohyetal and "iso-al:titudinal" surfaces for. the H5 grid element
06/72
(#1)
204.7
(#2)
218-;·0·
deviation(%) 6.5%

06/75
93.4:
85.8
-8.1%

01/82

57:5
53.1
-7.7%

Of course, the deviation of these two models is
essentially similar to that for the grid-element H5 (Table 2) which illustrates the . mountainous region _of Bakony. The July 1972 preci-
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a

Fig.3 (a) Sample area from Bakony (grid- element
H5) and (b)the areal distribution of monthly precipitation for July 1972
pitation field is depicted in Fig.3 with the
highest July amounts for the investigated period ..
The method based on the Thiessen-polygons
is a traditional technique for the derivation
of areal values of precipitation. As compared
to the isohyetal method, this model has the advantage that the se~of the sub-areas are fixed
(if ·the
gauge network does not change). The
"weaknesses" of this methods, however, are also
rather obvious: on the one hand, the weights of
the gauges (in the areal calculations) are interrelated in a complicated way; on the other
hand, this method is unable to significantly
decrease the effects of the irregular arrangement of the network. In other words, neither the
isohyetal nor the Thiessen procedure are easily
"automated" and free from (potentially)serious
bias (Edwards, 1972). For the latter feature,
our Pilis and Bakony sample areas were contrasted (Fig.4). The largest (normalized) weights·
and the average weights for the two areas are:
(L3) 0.16 and 1/11=0.09, (H5) 0.24 and 1/13=
0~08, respectively. This irregular (and scarce)

Fig.5 Polynomial surface approximations forl
January 1976 monthly precipitations, L3grid element; (a) linear estimate (q=1),
(b) quadratic surface (q=2)
with earlier results (Edwards, 1972; C1arke and
Edwards, 1972), the first-order (plain) approximation was poor (Fig,2 and Fig.5), whilst the
quadratic surface usually produced valid esti~
mates. This approach was also compared with the
performance of the method of quadratic mesh (applied to the particular grid elements). A subset
of gauges was assigned to each quadrate and ·the
precipitation field within its area was estimated with the "local" mean (q=O) or with fitting
a linear surface (q=l). For the same situation,
these results are presented in Fig.6 and Fig.7.

60.3

q~,&

611.~

68,5 82,11

6U 67,9
58.2.

93,5 1H.O

'H.~

64.~ 6~.5

84.~

6li.~

65,6

a
Fig.6 Local rectangular mesh for L3-box, the averages of monthly precipitation (January
1976) derived with linear approximations
and the reconstruction of the structure
of field (isohyetal plot)

a

b

Fig.4 Thiessen polygons for the L3 and H5 sample areas
arrangement of the gauges in the H5-box gives
considerable "overweights" to some of the gauge
observations, and it leads to coarse surface and
area-average estimates,
Polynomial surface estimates of various
orders (q=O, 1 and 2) have also been applied 1to
series of the monthly precipitation amounts for
several grid-elements. In good correspondance

The low-order estimators for this fine mesh provide acceptable goodness-of-fit for the grid boxes at average; even the 1ocal area-averages give a reasonable result for areal computations.
Numerical experiments revealed that the quadratic surfaces need to be fitted only in the case
of extremely complex fields (particular months
with high precipitation amounts from intense
storms).These conclusions were reinforced by the
comparisons of the area-average values for the
gri~nts .. For instance, the- following values of
the precipitation-depth take place for the above
approaches (January 1976, L3-box):
for the whole box : (q=l) 73.Bmm (q=2) 72.0mm
with quadratic mesh:(q=O) 71.0mm (q=l) 71.9mm
Triangulation (Akin, 1971) actually means
the fitting of linear surfaces for the elements
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which i~ the empirical threshold va~
lue of the mean square error for all the linear methods. The linear averaging was applied to
the standardized gauge values (in order the homogenize the field within the area of the gridelements). A few examples of these computations
are listed in Table 4. Mean square error of this
method can be estimated by using the covariance
structure of the field (Kagan,l979;Gandin,l970).

~ccuracy

58.8

-

J08.6 82.3

69.8

~'1,S

'11,5

b0.2 69.9

68.~

'f~.i

a;~.o

su

6().2,

Table 4 Some results of the optimal averaging
(#9) as compared with the areal values
derived by some other methods for the
L3-box: (~0) area-mean; (~3) Thiessen
polygons; (#6) quadratic mesh (q=O)

Gl!.B 62.5

Fig.7 Local areal means for the quadratic mesh
elements and the isohyetal plot (January
1976, L3-box)
of a special mesh. This method can be contrasted
to first order trend surfaces on the elements of
a quadratic mesh. Given the gauge-network, the
realization of this method is straightforward,
and it produces results similar to those of the
polynomial models. One example is depicted in
Fig.B. ; the area-average with this algorithm is
72.6 mm for L3 grid-element, January 1972. The
coincidence of the results of the polynomial models was equally good for all other cases, however, the use of the quadratic mesh is much simpler than the gauge-based triangular set.

Fig.8
Application of
the triangulation method for
the L3-box, January 1976

month

01/76

01/72

(1=9)

68.7
74.8
73.4
70.0

34.8
35.3
36.6
36.0

(#0)
(#3)
(N6)

07/75
106.7
109.5
106.7
107.0

As a background estimate, one may utilize the
tables (or nomograms) reported by Czelnai (1972)
for the 'fransdanubian region. According to that
study, the relative standard errors (in terms of
the areal means) of the area-averages of monthly
precipitation for the given region
(regularly
arranged gauges; sample area \Z 0 \~525 km, i.e.,
approximatively a radius of length 13 km can be
used in this calculations; m denotes the number
of stations) are:
Jan
Apr
Jul
Oct
m=5
5-7%
6-8%
B-10% 6-7%
m=lO
4-5%
4-6%
6-7%
4-5%
Assuming the exponential structure of the cotrelation function, a simplified
expression
holds for the ,relative error (Kagan, 1979) which
gives in our case, e.g., for July: 5.8% (if m=5)
and 3.5% (if m=lO). Of course, the mean value of
the standard error is higher for irreguarly arranged gauges. The empirical mean errors received in our calculations, for instance, for the
L3-box, are (m=lO):
Jan July
5.7% 6.7%
Thiessen vs optimal method:
quadratic mesh vs optimal method: 3.9% 2.5%
4. Monthly precipitation fields

Similar experiments were fulfilled for the
lowland sample area in the NW-region with even
higher performance of low-order polynomial approximations and estimates determined on a regular (3x3-element rectangular) mesh (Table 3)
Table 3 Area-average estimates from the ordinary area-mean <•o), the isohyetal surface (#1), Thiessen-polygons (:11'3) and by
averaging of the local means (q=O)
on
the rectangular mesh (#6) for the lowland sample area (F3-tiox)', The• e'stima•
tes are compared with that for the # 1approach
07/80
month
07/72
(#0)
96.2 (-9.9%)
120.4 (+3.2%)
(1!'1)
106.8
116.7
(>lt3)
101.8 (-4.8%)
114.4 (-2.9%)
(#6)
102.0 (-4.5%)
113.0 (-3.2%)
The method of optimal averages was also accomplished. (!ts results are just equivalent to
those of optimal surface approximation - i.e. ,
the optimal interpolation -with a subsequent
integration over the given area.) The optimal averaging provides estimates of the
(.best )

On the average, observations of 390 raingauges are available for the investigated period
in the Transdanubian region of Hungary. The preA B C

D E

F

- 90 84

G H

Januaru 1976
J

f(

L

M

2

-

3

- 75 79 84 86 83 72 63 59 68 72 70 61

4

-

5

- 27 34 52 72 83 89 70 45 36 38 31

- 75 61

- 61 7,7 88 81 77 76 61 57 47 39 42

6 13 16 18 21 43 58 59 49 39 30 27 27
7

- 32 18 18 19 32 42 43 40 36 32 25

8

-

- 21 22 26 28 35 38 43 48 37 30

9

-

- 34 32 48 39 45 51 50 46

10 -

- 34 42 37 35 42 4~3----~

Fig.9 Monthly precipitation depth:
area-averages for the grid-elements (mm)
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is measured with Hellman-type gauges
which are located at a height of 1 m above the
ground level. The average area represented by
one gauge in this region is 105 square km. Therefore, the average coverage of the 15'x15' grid
elements (Fig.1)is six gauges per box, however ,
considerably more point measurements (data of
the nearby gauges) were used for the evaluation
of the various surface-approximation and area-averaging methods. The network is denser in the
mountainous areas.

~ipitation

As mentioned before, the selection of the
approximation model had to meet certain requirements. Eventually, second-order polynomial surfaces and rectangular meshes (with local averages) have been chosen for the estimation of
precipitation fields within particular grid-elements and for the derivation .of area-average values over the whole region, respectively. ( We
distinguished these two problems as "fine-" and
"low-resolution" approaches to the precipitattion surfaces.) These methods could be easily
computerized and they are relatively stable to
the changes in the network of gauges (or to lack
of particular observations).
Using the above methods, all pr.ecipitation fields were computed for the period . 19511984 (Fig.9). These data set is also used for
the analysis of surface water;balance (which other components were presented or estimated over the same grid). In addition to the areal accounts for particular months,these data
serve
also for time-series analysis (drought incidences, interannual variability of the pr.ecipitation characteristics).
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5. Conclusions
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Fig.ll Monthly mean precipitation fields for the
Transdanubian region for ·the period.l951~
1984: (a) January, (b) July

b

c

Fig.10
Mean January precipitation field over
the L3 gri.d-box for
1965-1984: (a) isohyetal plot;(b) polynomial surface (q
=2); (c) quadratic
mesh with local averages

As concerns the application of the surfaceapproximation models to climatic mean precipitation, the goodness-of-fit of the estimates is
obviously even better (Fig.10). At last,
the
distribution of the long-term mean precipitation
depth on the grid-elements characterizes
the
precipitation climate of the Transdanubian region: such products are illustrated by the computer-outputs for the January and July precipitation amounts in Fig.ll.

M

- 66 61

- 9711211 96 91 84 81 77 75 70 68 64

..

M

In this study, several surface-approximation and area-averaging methods have been compared for the monthly precipitation fields. Beside
the methodological. analysis, the models were also investigated for their practicability, i.e.,
from the point of view of their automatization.
In good correspondence with the earlier results,
second-order polynomial surfaces were found to
yield reasonable surface estimates of the monthly precipitation fields over the 15'x15'
elements of the grid in the Transdanubian region of
Hungary. This procedure provides continuous approximations within the given grid-box. In order
to derive regional field of the
area-averaged values for the given grid, quadratic meshes
were introduced for each grid-box (with the assignment of the nearby gauges to the mesh-elements and taking their ordinary areal mean values). Both the fine- and the high-resoluation
data-set of the monthly precipitation over the
given region are used for different climatic investigations.
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Introduction
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condition that the estimate should be unbiased
on average can be written

= var(p(x))

x

( ~2 J J corr(p(x ),p(x )) dx 1dx 2 - i\:)
/8/
0 0
1
2
where var(p(x)) is the variance of the point
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E [A - A l

mse
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E [01 J p(X) dx ]

12i

rainfall through events.

Q

is the expectation operator and
where E
is taken over all events. If all events cover

Application to West African rainfall

the area, equation /2/ reduces to
;\

1
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2

/3/

Niger (15.3°N, 5.9°E) was monitored to provide

The second optimisation condition is that
the errors of the estimate should be a minimum
in the least squares sense.
the mean square error
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calculated for the western Sahel (Flitcroft et
al., 1989). Thirty six gauges were installed
at intervals of 2 km over a square of size 144
km 2 and thirty five events were recorded over
two wet seasons, of which twenty five covered
the entire grid. Correlograms of the rainfall
south and east - west directions are shown in
figure 1.
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that the correlogram used should pertain to
the type of event and the size of the area
fall; they classify the correlogram to be used
according to season and the size of the fall.
In a region such as the West African Sahel the

Figure 1 The average correlation coefficient
in the north-south and east-west directions,
between pairs of gauges with various
separations. The correlations were
calculated using only those events which
covered the entire grid.
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They show that point values above the

Where r is the separation in km and b is a
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(equation /9/) and is shown in figure 4.
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the Ibecetene data set (b = 0. 0304 km- 1 ) the
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2
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variance (169 mm 2 ) which is equal to 10.1 mm2 .
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Figure 2 Correlations from the Ibecetene
network fitted by a model of the form e-br,
with ti = 0.• 0304

km-l

and with r representing
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the separation in kilometres.
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When the modelled correlogram is inserted
in equation /6/ it yields the most likely area
falls from a gauge in the centre of a square
area.

The

integration

was

0.00

r-.,......,..,...,...,....,...,"'T""".,...,...,~..,....,...,'T"".,...,...,,..,...,...,........"T"'".,..,..._~

2

0
B

performed

Length of side of box

.3

.:.

numerically using a NAG library routine (NAG,
Figure 3 shows the most likely area

1980).

falls

for

various

point

various sizes of area.
well

with

those

from

amounts

against

The results agree very
a· regression

method

Figure 4

The mean square error .for the

point in the centre of a square of size

L x L (km 2 ) , assuming a correlogram of
the form e-br.

applied to the same data (Flitcroft et al.,

Application to satellite based estimates of
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One example is

the comparison of satellite based estimates of
area rainfall,

which for

sahel are

often derived

satellite,

with raingauge

1989).

equation

the west
from

the

totals

African
Meteosat

(Snijders,

The weights can be calculated from
/6/

for

such

cases

for

any

combination of b (the exponential coefficient)
Figure 3

The conversion of point

and separation of point and area.

Here·, the

rainfall measurements into area

possible

average falls, using a kriging

particular separation due to the geometry of a

technique.

The gauge is centrally

located in a square area.

variations

in

the

weight

at

a

square area have been averaged over all angles
between

gauge

and

area

(figure

5).

The
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weight,

1

~ •

As before,

is shown for any combination of b

required

r

estimates of area rainfall,

is the separation of

the gauge from the

centre of a square area of size 36 km
6).

2

large

(f.igure

to

a substantial correction is

and r (Bras and Rodriguez.-Iturbe, 1976), where

separations

rainfall

Such an area is the typical pixel size of

gauge

fields

data
or

when

making

best

particularly for

poorly

(large b).

correlated

The associated

estimation • errors can be calculated from
equation /8/ with the aid of figure 7 which

the Meteosat thermal infra red radiometer.

shows· the value of the Integral In equation
/8/ for various sizes of area given a value of

b.
y + L

area

2

a

The root Jil'ean square error for a point

separated from an area of size 36 km2 by ten

1

kilometres ls 8.3 mm, which is more than sixty·

L

percent of the standard deviation of gailge

l

amounts.

y- L

.When satellite based estimates of area

2

rainfall are compared with gauge totals for
x- L

(0,0)

calibration

x + L

X

2

2

gauge
Figure 5

or

validation

purposes

poslUon of the plxel area relative

The relationship between polar

is known only in a

to

the
the

stochastic sense

(Flitcroft et al., 1989) .. If the distribution

and cartesian coordinates for a

of separations between point and. area is taken

point (at (0,0)) separated from a

to be normal with a standard deviation of 5

square by a distance r at an angle 6.

km,

the best estimate of

of 25 km
by

2

a fall over an area

can be calculated from equation /10/

convolutir~

.separation

the weight

with

the

at

a

separa tl.ons., f R( r).

0.18

0.16

0.14

0.12

0.10
0.08
b

0.06

(km-1)
0.04
0.02
0.00

0

4

2
r

Figure 6

6

10

12

14

16

18

{km)

Values of the weight,

area of size 25 km2 .

8

~

1 • for the case of a point separated from an

A correlation of the form e-br is assumed.

particular

dlstrubution

of
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b

(km- 1 l
0.18

0.16
0.14

Figure 7
0.12

The integral of the

correlation function over areas
of various sizes and for various

0.10

values of b.

0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00

4

2

0

Conclusions
The methods outlined above are applicable
over areas which are relatively small compared
to the size of

the storms,

because it

is

assumed that the point and area mean falls are
Alternatively

identical.

the

correlation

structure and mean rain could be calculated
and applied
events.

solely for

spatially extensive

The means of discriminating between

local and extensive events might be provided
by a dense network of gauges or by satellite
. fR(r)

Bx By

/10/

8~ Br

The nomenclature is that used in figure 5.

observations of cloud amounts.
Single gauges should not be used to make

For an area of 5 by 5 km and a distribution of

estimates

separations as described above the calculated

correction.

weight inserted in equation /11 yields

from the curves presented in figures 4 and 5

A=

0.88 p + 2.2

/11/

(mm)

2

var(A) = 27.7 mm
The true errors of colocation are not
/121

of

area

rainfall

without

some

Such a correction can be deduced

if the correlation structure can be modelled
for the climate considered.

The correlogram

may need to be classified according to season

well defined but the distribution used above

and storm type, but in the Sahel the dominance

is probably an underestimate.

of squall line activity allows the successful

suggests

that

gauge

values

Equation /11/
should

not

be

use of a single correlogram.
When longer periods, such as dekads, are

compared with pixel area estimates of rain
wl thout prior correction.
Even when a

considered, estimates over larger areas may be

correction has been applied, the errors due to

justifiable

the

poor

representivity

possibility·

of

incomplete

Proportionally more data will be required to

differences observed between the gauge amount

construct correlograms with the same accuracy

and the satellite estimate.

as a correlogram derived for dally totals.

substantial

gauge

the

the

a

the

because

may

account for

of

fraction

of

wetting

of

the

area

is

less.
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EPSAT-Niger: A PILOT EXPERIMENT FOR RAINFALL ESTIMATION OVER WEST AFRICA.
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* ORSTOM. Laboratoire d'hydrologie. Montpellier. France.
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Introduction.
The
EPSAT
(Estimation
des
Precipitations par SATellite) program
was set up in France in 1985 to provide
a cooperative framework for researchers
interested
in
exploring
the
possibilities
of
estimating
precipitations using satellite data.
The program has rapidly focused on the
intertropical regions, where it seems
that satellite data were both the most
convenient (notably with respect to
geostationary satellites) and bearing
the
best
prospect
of
significant
progress due to a general lack of
measurement
capabilities
and
of
tropical meteorologal knowledge. In the
mean
time,
researchers
from
other
countries, especially U.K. researchers
have joined in.
'

variability. At the interannual and
regional scales, the semi-arid zone of
west Africa
(the Sahel)
has been
subject to a persistent drought for the
past twenty years. Whilst there are
serious disagreements among scientists
regarding the climatic significance of
this drought
(i.e.
whether
it is
additional evidence of a major climatic
change of just a normal oscillation)
the local populations are learning
first hand the dramatic consequences of
drought and seasonnal precipitation
variations on a fragile agricultural
activity.
A good
estimate of the
spatial
and
temporal
rainfall
distributions
would
thus
be
very
useful, especially if available on a
real or slightly delayed time basis
both from a climatical and economical
points of view.
As

This rather unformal network of
scientists meets
twice
a
year to
discuss the major scientific objectives
and to decide on specific experiments.
The EPSAT-NIGER experiment, which is
pr7sen~ed
here,
has
the
specific
obJectlves
of
both
improving
our
knowledge of sahelian precipitation
systems
and
deriving
operational
algorithms to estimate precipitation
using any appropriate combination of
remote
and
ground
based
sensors
depending on the temporal and spatial
resolutions needed.
The spatia-temporal variability of
precipitation in the Sahel is very
large at all scales. At the storm
scale,
80%
of
the
precipitation
occuring over the Sahel originates in
squall
lines
or
local
convective
systems displaying a. great spatial

a

matter
of
fact
the
of the tropical regions
are a ma] or source of energy from the
terrestrial
energy
budget,
through
latent heat being released into the
atmosphere. ·It is widely anticipated
that a more accurate knowledge of
tropical
precipitations
would
thus
great~y. . enhanced
the
forecasting
capab1l1t1es of the General Circulation
Models (GCM) . The climatic variations
associated with the irregularity of the
sahelian
precipitation
regimes
are
thought to be linked with perturbations
at a larger scale (El nino southern
Oscillation for instance). While these
interactions
are
still
not
well
understood (~ot to say proved) , any
progress
1n
this
field
of
teleconnections requires a much more
precise description and understanding
of the tropical precipitations systems
than currently available.
precipita~ions
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Besides the problems stated above,
a good understanding of the proces
involved and the deriving of good
rainfall estimation methods could lead
to
a
better
management
of
the
agricultural and pastoral ressources of
the
countries
concerned.
These
countries are already working .in that
direction through the AGRHYMET center
("Centre
Regional
de
Formation
et
d'Application en Agrometeorologie et
Hydrologie Operationnelle") in Niamey
which centralizes the rainfall data
given by their operational raingauge
networks and dispatch them to various
technical services all over the region.
The efficiency of this work is still
relatively poor due to the low density
of the recording raingauge networks.
From an economic point of view, these
countries
can
ill
afford
heavy
investments in telemetered raingauge
networks or wheather radar systems
without having a clear idea of the
potential benefits of a gi~en solution.
On
the
other
hand,
meteorological
satellites provide a virtually free
coverage
of
tropical
regions;
but
require a cumbersome and up to now
never
fully
satisfying
calibration
methodology
for
use
as
rainfall
measurement devices.
The previous researchs devoted to
satellite based rainfall
estimation
over West Africa are of two types. In a
first approach, one concentrates on the
evolution
of
cloud
clusters
that
constitutes the squall lines. Thiao et
al. (1988) defined a convection index V
which is a measure of the cloud volume
for top temperatures below -40"c. This
index is calculated at the hourly scale
and its variation in time is correlated
with the mean hourly rainfall over the·
area concerned, yielding the following
expression
P

aV + bjV.dV/dT + C

where a,b,c are coefficients which
have to be calibrated. While there is a
global coherence between the respective
evolutions of P and V,
Thiao et
al. (1989)
found that using constant
coefficients
whatever
the
cloud
clusters considered is impossible, thus
rising the question of how to calibrate
those coefficients. In another approach
the satellite image is processed pixel
by pixel. Lahuec et al (1986) count the
number of cloud occurences •for cloud
top temperatures below -40 •c. for each
meteosat
pixel.
This
counting
is
performed using one image every three
hours. Assad et al. (1986) determine the
maximum surface temperature Ts
for
periods of five days. A synthesis of
the two methods was performed by earn
and Lahuec(l987) 1 generally yielding
good
results
for
monthly
rainfall
estimation. Nevertheless the estimation
is not satisfactory over some regions :
north of the latitude 14·N, centre
Senegal, lac Tchad and for certain
periods especially at the beginning of
the rainy season.

Other experiments have also led to
the development of specific algorithms
such as GATE (e.g. Stout et al., 1979,
Woodley et al., 1980) and a comparison
of several methods was performed by
Wylie and Laitsch(l983) to study the
impacts of different satellite data on
rainfall estimation schemes for the
great plain states in the u.s. There is
thus a whole range of methods already
developed, but their very number shows
that none is totally satisfactory and
thus explains why the spatial agencies
and meteorological services do not yet
provide a satellite based estimate of
rainfall.
Today large international projects,
such as TRMM and BEST, aims at studying
the precipitation cycle in tropical
regions, using active remote sensors
embarked aboard satellites. In a first
step, the main goal of the EPSAT-NIGER
experiment is to determine what kind of
calibration (raingauges and radar) is
needed to use the data provided by the
more
classical
radiometers
already
available on geostationary satellites.

Experimental site and
instrumentation.
The region of study. Since satellite
imagery does not provide a direct
measurement of rainfall but of indices
(soil
temperature;
cloud
top
temperature, etc .•• ) correlated with
precipitation, any attempt at using
satellite
data
for
precipitation
estimation requires a calibration by
other
sensors.
Precipitation
measurement may
be
performed
with
raingauges and radar systems, none of
which
are
free
of
shortcomings.
Raingauge networks are not dense enough
to provide a correct vision of rainfall
spatial
variability
at
small
time
scales. Radars are limited in their
range of investigation, have to be
carefully calibrated using gauge data,
are partly blind in mountainous areas,
and above all are very costly which is
a major impediment to the development
of an integrated wheather radar network
in West Africa. This is why the crucial
point in such a project is the setting
up of an appropriate validation network
of raingauges, spread over an area
covered by a radar. This dense local
network acts as a complement of the low
density networks covering the whole
region and allows the study of the
precipitation at smaller scales. Given
the accessibility of a radar, thanks to
the
coooperation
of
the
national
meteorological service of the Republic
of Niger and the favorable context
provided by AGRHYMET,
it was thus
decided to establish this network over
a
square measuring one degree
in
latitude and one degree in longitude,
the location of which is shown in
figure 1.
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!

_Fig. 1. Location of the EPSAT-Nigerfield site

The raingauge network. A total of a hundred
static memory recording raingauges are
available
for
the
sake
of
the
experience. A basic network of seventy
eight gauges covers the square degree
with a pseudo regular grid pattern
(fig. 2) , and nineteen others will be
located on sites of specific interest
for the radar calibration, three gauges
beeing put aside as backup. In 1988
thirty seven stations were installed as
shown in figure 2. As for 1989, sixty
one gauges were set up by mid august
and the remaining seventeen by the end
of the rainy season. The basic mesh of
the network is a square of twelve by
twelve kilometers, with a target of
fourteen gauges covering the central
mesh, allowing the study of the spatial
variability
at
a
scale
of
one
kilometer. Note that the basic mesh of
twelve by twelve kilometers corresponds
roughly to the aggregation of nine
meteosat pixels in the infrared chanel.
Even though the static memory recording
technique
provides
two
months
of
autonomy for each gauge, the survey of
the network includes field maintenance
at a cycle varying from one to two
visits
a
month
depending
on
the
location of the station (distance from
Niamey;
accessibility).
The
overall
reliabilty of the material appeared
satisfactory as shown by the summary of
the 1988 campaign (avaibility rate over

90%), which is of primary importance
since the accessibility problem is
accute in a region where paved roads
are rare.

2"E

3"E

10Km

>--------<
+

1988 (37)

;.

AUGUST 19B9 (61}

6

OCTOBER 1989 (7B)

~

RADAR

Fig. 2. EPSAT-Niger recording raingauge
network.
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The
radar
system.
The
ASECNA
(Association pour la Securite de la
Navigation
Aerienne)
owns
a
radar
located at the Niamey airport and
operated by the Niger meteorological
service for purpose of meteorological
survey. This radar is an EEC type WR
lOO option 5. The wavelength is 5.4 cm
(5600-5650 Mhz), the peak power is 250
kw, the recurence frequency 250 hz and
the impulse width 2 tJ s (600m). Till
this year this radar was not digitized,
hence his data wer not available for a
posteriori rainfall studies. The SANAGA
digitizing system was thus developped
by
the
Laboratoire
d 'Aerologie
de
Lannemezan
(France),
and since the
beginning
of
August
1989,
it
is
possible
to
store
the
digitized
reflectivity meas.ureroents on magnetic
cartridges
and
to
visualize
the
reflectivity fields on a calor screen.
The system operates on a micro computer
and is radar independent, which means
that it could be. easily installed on
other African radars. Thanks to the
location of the airport (North West of
Niamey) and the flat topography, the
radar is almost completely free of
ground clutters over the region of
study,
which
allows
to
perform
measurements at the basic site of .a•,
the width of the main beam being 1.5',
Alternative
measurements
at
higher
sites are also performed in order to
analyse the effect of the beam heigth
on the reflectivity measurement.
Satellite imagery. For rainfall. studies.
over West Africa the METEOSAT satellite
is especially well suited since its
suborbital point is o· in latitude and
o•
in
longitude.
The
period
of
measurement is half an hour for three.
chanels : 0.4 - 1.1
(Vis); 5.6 - 7.6
(Water Vapor) ; 10.2 - 13.2 (IR) . Other
satellite images will also be used in
the future, notably those provided by
the microwave chanels of the SMM/I
sensor of the american satellite DMSP.

First results.

The raingauge measurements.
The data
processing of the 1988 and 1989 data
gave·some interesting indications about
the spatial structure of the rainfall
fields at the storm scale. The way in
which
this
structure
is
caught
depending on the network density is
presented in detail in a ,companion
paper by Thauvin and Lebel.
Spatial variability of the radar parameters in
tropical
squall
lines.
Precipitation
measurement by radar consists at first
to interpret radar reflectivity factor
z in term of precipitation intensity R,
using an approximate Z-R relation, then
to correct (or calibrate) the estimates
against pluviographic network data. The
accuracy of the method depends on the
dynamic and microphysical structure of
the observed rainstorm systems and on
the grid spacing of the calibrating
network.

As a first approach to the radar
calibration problem in the sahelian
region
as
selected
for
EPSAT,
a
precampaign was organized during the
rainy season of 1988. The 5,5 cm
wavelength meteorological
radar,
at
this time not digitized, was used for
qualitative observations of rainstorm
structures, and a Joss-Waldvogel type
disdrometer (Campistron et al., 1987)
for
the measurement of drop
size
distributions. Time resolution of the
...disdrometer data was set at 1 min. If N
(D) is the number density by drop
diameter D, we have

I

0

max NIOI 06 dO

and

D .
m1n
R

!
6

I

D
max NIDI

o3 VIOl dO

D .

m1n

where V(D) is the terminal
speed of drops of diameter D.

fall

Z-R relations have the general form
of a power function :

where a and b are coefficients (or
parameters) ·which depends on N(D). They
can be analytically calculated if N{D)
is known. In the real case of an
experiment where N (D) vary with space
and time, a and b can be obtained by a
least square fitting, from a set of
measured pairs of Z and R values. These
pairs can be obtained either from a
pluviograph
{R)
and
a
radar
(Z)
measuring just above the pluviograph,
or, using the above formula, from a
disdrometer giving the temporal series
of N (D) • We used the second method in
our first study of Z-R of the Niamey
rainstorms.
In
1988,
17
rainstorms
were
observed. Most of them had a squall
line structure. The main conclusions
concerning these squall lines can be
summarized as follow.
The hyetogram of tropical squall
line
classically
shows
first
a
convective region of heavy short-lived
precipitation
followed
by
a
large
stratiform region of continuous light
precipitation (see for example Houze,
1977). We find that this structure is
associated with a systematic pattern of
the
variations
of
the
a
and
b
parameters. In other words, to each
region of the squall line, identified
from
the
rain
rate
R
and
its
derivative,
there
are
corresponding
values of these 2 parameters.
The
observed values are nearly the same for
the corresponding regions of all the
studied squall lines. A comparative
study with disdrometer data gathered in
Congo, on precipitating systems of same
structure
(tropical
squall
lines),
gives similar results. The case of 8
July 1988 presented in Fig. 3, 4, 5 and
6 examplifies these results. Fig. 3 is
a photograph of the radar display in
azimuthal scan mode showing the squall
line echo.
The
receiver gain was
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FIG. 3. Radar echoes at 8.40, 8TH July
1988.

Fig. 4. The hyetogram of the 9 th july
1988 rainfall at Niamey.

reduced so that only the preciEfta~ion
rates higher than about 30 mm h
(~.e.
the convective region) appear on the
display. Fig. 4 is the hyetogram (R in
mm h-1 versus time in minutes) deduced
from the disdrometer measurements. We
have identified four regions, numbered
1 to 4, corresponding to the growing
and the
decreasing stages of the
convective
and
stratiform
rain,
respectively. Fig. 5 is a plot of the
Z-R pairs deduced from disdrometer
data. Four different symbols have been
used to identify the four groups of
points
associated
with
the
four
regions. The regression line fitted to
each
group
and
the
corresponding
equation and correlation coefficient
are also
indicated.
Fig.
6 shows
typical
drop
size
distributions
corresponding to these four regions,

with
the
parameters.

value

of

the

relevant

Our tentative conclusion from these
results is that the structure of the
precipitation field
associated with
tropical squall lines is simpler than
those usually observed in the other
parts of the world. This is due to the
particular dynamic organisation of this
type of system, which influences the
microphysical
processes
of
precipitation growth. The systematic
pattern
of
variation
of
the
Z-R
parameters observed in tropical squall
line ought to facilitate and simplify
the precipitation measurement by radar
in these systems.

Z (mm6/m3)

NIAMEY 08 07 1988
10H24 15H10
1

3

r=0.959
r=0.988
r=0.929
r=0.950

~ 2~1~

R(mm/h)

i.E-02

1. E-01

1.E+OO

1. E+0 1

1.E+02

Fig. 5. Values of Z (radar) and R (disdrometer) for the four domains identified in figure 1. The curve equation is
plotted along with the correlation coefficient.
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Infrared Meteosat Data. As compared tc
previous works cited above (e.g. Thiao
et al., 1989 or earn and Lahuec, 1986),
the
relatively small area covered by
the EPSAT calibration network dictates
that a study of the coherence between
ground observed rainfall and cloud top
temperature at smaller scales can now
be made. The subject was roughed out by
correlating every thirty minutes the
numeric count of each meteoat pixel in
the infrared chanel with the ground
rainfall
measured
in
a
raingauge
located within this pixel, using the 38
raingauges of the 1988 rainy season.
The results of this approach were not
fruitful and no systematic relation was
observed between the occurence time of
the maximum numeric count
(minimum
temperature) and the occurence time of
the maximum five, ten or even thirty
minutes rainfall intensity. Correlating
the maximum numeric count of a given
pixel with the total rainfall measured
at the corresponding raingauge for the
whole rainfall event yielded better
results, showing that some averaging
may improve the relatio~shop between
satellite and ground based data. In
this respect it is believed that an
appropriate spatial averaging is the
best direction to explore but this
requires a denser network than the one
which was available in 1988. As a
matter of fact, the analysis of the
gauge data presented by Thauvin and
Lebel (this conference) shows that the
spatial variability of rainfall at
small time steps is such that it
necessitates
a
mean
interdistance
between
gauges
well
below
twenty
kilometers if it is required to compute
areal
rainfall.
Only
by
computing
reliable mean rainffal over relevant
surface areas (i.e. 3x3 meteosat pixels
or more will it be possible to find the
satellite data which correlated the
best with the ground rainfall, and this
should be possible with the complete
network presented in figure 2.

Perspectives.

Contrary
to
many
hyuro~
meteorological experiments relying on
heavy instrumentation, the EPSAT-Niger
experiment will last for several years
(at least up to 1992), thus allowing to
minimize the risks of carrying out the
measurements
on
a
climatically
"abnormal" year. The elapsed period,
the results of which have been briefly
presented above, hence constitutes a
period of adjustment and testing, both
for
the
sensors
and
measurements
devices,
which
are
operated
in
a
physically hostile environment, and for
evaluating the logistics of such an
operation.
The complete network presented in
figure 2 will be available in 1990, as
well as an additional 20 raingauges
located west of the radar for purpose
of tracking the squall lines moving
away from the radar. This will allow
the carrying out of precise studies
regarding
the
spatial
rainfall
distribution
thus
helping
to

determine
the
range
of
temporal
resolution at which it is possible to
work for a given raingauge network
density
in
sahelian
regions.
Furthermore, it will be possible to
evaluate
the .
contribution
of
conventional
radar
measurements
in
terms of additional information, better
estimation
of
the
instantaneous
precipitation fields and possibilities
of reducing gauge network densities
while
maintaining
equal
estimation
capabilities. This first set of studies
shoukd prove very useful for the water
resources management of the sahelian
countries,
as
it
is
illusory
to
correctly manage an unknown resource.
It is additionally considered to
use
an
association
of
several
conventional
radars
located
a
few
hundred kilometers apart in order to
study whether it would be realistic and
useful to set up a wheather radar
network covering, at least partially,
the
sahelian
and
neighbouring
countries.

The
final
objective remains of
course to determine the true potential
of satellite data as far as rainfall
estimation
in
these
regions
is
concerned, and the means necessary to
allow for their calibration. At time
steps smaller than the decade, there is
little hope to get precise estimates
using only geostationnary satellites.
Nevertheless
the
development
of
operational and powerful algorithms for
time steps larger than ten days, based
on optimal gauge and radar calibration
specific to these regions, would be a
dramatic progress per se. In addition
the setup of a dense calibrationvalidation network, covering several
thousands square kilometers should also
allow the test of the improvement that
can be expected from the usage of
microwave
sensors
embarked
aboard
satellites, especially to work at small
time steps. Here may lay the true
future of satellite rainfall estimation
in sahelian countries (and elsewhere),
allowing, perhaps, a bypass of the
intermediate radar stage,
which is
necessary today but is costly and
cumbersome.
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Introduction.
The study area.
The high density,
static memory raingauge network of the
EPSAT-Niger experiment presented in an
accompanying paper by Hoepffner et al.
was designed with the aim of studying
in detail the Sahelian precipitation
and of determining the best way to
measure it. This network covers an area
east to Niamey, measuring one degree in
longitude(108 km) and one degree in
latitude(lll km). The basic patt~rn is
a regular grid, with a 12x12 km mesh
(see fig.2 in Hoepffner et al.). A
Target ·Area, made of sixteen gauges,
was also set up. this Target Area is
roughly a lOxlO km square. The cent~r
of the
Target Area
is
lxl
km ,
instrumented with four raingauges. A
first subset of 37 raingauges was
installed in 1988, an additional 16 by
mid August 1989 and the remaining 25 by
mid September, thus providing a network
of 78
ra~ngauges
spread over the
108xlll km
study area.
While the
partial
network
available
in
1988
allowed only for a general description
of the spatial pattern of the rainfall
over the study area, the 1989 network
has the required density to carry out
studies
at
smaller
scales.
Unfortunately, given the schedule of
the conference, it was impossible to
process in time the data acquired after
mid August 1989. The results presented
herein are thus only a first overview
of the enhancement of tropical rain
systems
knowledge
at
various
time
scales that can be expected from such a
network.
Climatic conditions in 1988-1989.
The
Sahelian
precipitation
regime
is
characterized by the succession of one
dry season (October-May) and one rainy
season (June-September), the maximum
monthly rainfall occuring generally in
August. The yearly average rainfall for
the period 1905-1975 is 585 mm (BrunetMoret et al., 1986). With 558 mm of

rainfall recorded at the station of
Niamey in 1988 and over 600 mm in 1989,
the total rainfall of the past two
years was good as compared to that of
the nine previous years. As a matter of
fact, from 1979 to 1987 the yearly
total was over 500 mm only once in
1975, and four times in the order or
below the dry ten year rainfall which
is 424 mm. The years 1988 and 1989 may
thus be considered "normal", after a
long period of dry years, at least from
the yearly total viewpoint.
Geostatistical techniques to analyse rainfall spatial
distribution. Given the point nature of
raingauge data, any attempt at mapping
them or at computing areal values
requires to interpolate them. Finding
the best methods to perform such
interpolations has long been identified
as a major research field in hydrology.
our purpose here is not to elaborate on
this topic, but since contour mapping
and areal rainfall computation will be
largely used in this paper to illustrate our results, some indications
regarding the methods selected will be
helpful.

Following the work of Creutin and
Obled (1981), several studies (e.g.
Tabios III and Salas, 1985; Lebe.l et
al., 1987) have shown that optimal
linear interpolation techniques perform
generally
better
than
their
counterparts which do not make use of
the statistical structure of values
observed in a 2D space. These results
hold for medium density networks, since
when the density is too low the
statistical
structure
can
not
be
studied, and when it is high (with
respect to the spatial variability) a
local
arithmetic
mean
is
accurate
enough. Based on these conclusions,
kriging
will
be
used
here
to
interpolate the point data,
mainly
because it allows to identify the
spatial structure function separately
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for each realization of the random
process. Kriging, a method developed by
G. Matheron belongs to the BLUE (Best·
Linear Unbiaised Estimators) family of
interpolation techniques,
using the
variogram as the structure function
describing the data correlation in the
2D space. An experimental variogram is
computed from the experimental data,
and a theoretical model is fitted which
is then used to· fill the variancecovariance matrix of the interpolation
s.ystem
(for more details see e.g.
Delfiner
and
Delhomme,
1973).
Two
models of variogram will be used below:
the linear model :
-y(h) • 'Yo + bh

(0>0).

the spherical model :
-y(h)= 'Yci+ (a--y 0 ). [3/2 h/a- l/2{h/a) 3 ]
for O<h<a
-y(h)= a

(h>a).

where r, -y 0 , and a are in mm 2 (for
rainfall measured in mm), and h and a
are distances in metric units.
In the latter model, a is the
range, that J..~ ~.out:: distance beyond
which no correlation exists any longer
between two points. For h< 2/Ja, the
spherical model is almost identical to
a linear model with b= 3aj2a. Since the
identification
of
the
parameter
a
largely depends on the observations
available
at. large
distances
(as
compared to the decorrelation distance.
of the phenomenon), it is frequent that

HIHIONAL METEOROLOGICAL NETHORK.

Fig. l. 1988 yearly rainfall (mm). Daily raingauge
network of the Niger meteorological service (11
stations within the study area and 6 stations in the
vicinity; all seventeen stations used for the
contour mapping).

either model may· be used with similar
results as long as the interpolation is
performed
over
relatively
short
distances.
This
point
will
be
illustrated below when studying the
spatial
distribution
of
rainfall
cumulated over a whole precipitation
event.

Preliminary studies in 1988.
Pattern of monthly rainfall fields.
The
seventeen stations o.f the conventional
raingauge network of the meteorological
service of Niger are loca.ted within (11
stations)
or
in
the
vicinity
(6
stations)
of the EPSAT-Niger study
area. This allowed for the drawing of
the
isohyetal
map
of
the
total
rainfall, as shown in figure 1. The
rainfall is seen as a well organized
process
displaying
a
decreasing
gradient from the south northward. The
EPSAT-raingaug.es could not be used to
get more information about the 1988
yearly rainfall since the EPSAT-Niger
had been pro.gressively installed all
along
the
rainy
season.
It
is
nevertheless possible to compare the
monthly
rainfall
isohyeta1
maps
obtained
from
the
conventional
raingauge network and from the complete
network (conventional gauges and EPSAT
gauges).
In
September
1988
for
instance, 25 EPSAT stations have been
fully
operating,
thus
providing
a
complete network of 42
raingauges,
which may be used concurrently with the
meteorological network to draw contour
maps of the September monthly rainfall
(fig.
2).
The contour ma~ping was
performed over a 100*100 km , a zone
slightly smaller than the basic study
area, and using a linear variogram.
The map of figure 2a (meteorological network) is rather smooth with
the
noticeable
exception·
of
an
irregularity created by the station of
Birni N'Gaoure which recorded 66 mm
only while the values at all the
nearest. stations are over 120mm.
In figure 2b is shown the contour
map obtained from the complete network
of 42 stations (met.+ EPSAT stations).
The pattern is dramatically different,
globally as well as in detail. Indeed
such a chaotic structure as the one
observed over the Target Area,
is
expected for storm or daily rainfall
contour maps, but in no way for monthly
rainfall during the rainy season. As a
matter of fact,
eighteen different
rainfall events were recorded during
september 1988, among which twelve were
well organized storms (more than half
of the stations recording rainfall
during more than two hours).
The
accumulation of such a large number of
storms is generally believed to result
in a strong smoothing, which is not the
case here. This means that, in these
regions, the maps drawn using networks
with an interdistance between stations
greater than twenty kilometers give a
very simplified picture of the monthly
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rainfall spatial distribution. It may
of course be objected that the very
dense
central
network
creates
a
singularity biaising the perception of
the rainfall field.
Yet the local
perturbations are not created by the
network
they are observed (twelve
stations of the Target Area were
operating at that time). This suggests
that similar unobserved "singularities"
may exist elsewhere, and prevent us
from deciding whether the "anomaly" of
Birni in figure 2a is related to a
measurement error or to a strong local
variation of the rainfall field.
In order to check the influence of
the Target Area on the general pattern
of
the
contour
map,
the
central
stations were removed (six out of a
total of eight have operated properly
all along september 1988). This operation has the consequence of erasing
some local irregularities, but the
strong central gradient remains clearly
visible, again showing that even at the
monthly scale the rainfall fields are
not as smooth as generally thought.

Area/ rainfall. It is of first importance to hydrologists to assess the
consequences of such dissimilarities
when it comes to compute areal rainfall
which are the only meaningful variables
in water resources management, the
improvement of which is the remote but
ultimate goal of the EPSAT-Niger experiment. Areal rainfall over reference
areas were therefore computed using a
direct kriging estimation procedure
(for more details, see e.g. Bastin et
al., 1984 and Lebel et al., 1987). The
structure function used was a linear
variogram with no nugget effect <ro =
0) . While the choice of such a function
would deserve to be discussed in more
details,
it is believed that the
results given below would be only
slightly modified by using different
structure functions (especially to take
into account an obvious linear drift).
Two reference a~eas were chosen : 1)
the 100x100 km
sq~are
and 2) the
Target Area (10X10 km ) . The results of
the computation are given in figures
2a,
2b and
2c for
each network
respect! vely. While the areal rainfall
computed over the big square varies
little (110, 130, 130 mm), there are
large differences between the estimates
over the Target Area.

Fig. 2. September 1988 monthly rainfall (mm).
Comparison of the isohyetal maps obtained with
three different networks. a : meteorological
stations; b : meteorological and EPSAT(1988)
stations; c : same as be except for the removing of
six stations in the Target Area. The numbers on the
right side are a real rainfall I) over the 100x1 00 km2
square (total) and il) over the Target Area (T.A.).

Although these results need to be
validated by a more thorough investigation which is underway using the
1989 data and working at smaller time
steps, a tentative interpretation is
al~eady possible. At a scale of 100x100
km , ten stations are enough to provide
a fairly good estimate of the monthly
areal rainfall. Adding more stations
improve slightly the accuracy. Beyond a
de2sity of around one gauge for 400-500
km , more details are obtained but they
are no longer relevant to increase the
accuracy of the estimation (it is
noteworthy that the values given in
figure 2b and 2c are identical).
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At the lower scale of lOxlO km 2 ,the
error
involved
in
using
the
meteorological network (only 1 station
within the Target Area) is probably
very large since the computed areal
rainfall is only 107 mm against 149 mm
and 182 using the two other networks
(respectively with 6 and 12 stations
within the area). Note that all the
stations were used for the computation
and not only those of the Target Area.
Here again at least ten stations are
probably
needed
to
get
a
stable
estimate of the monthly areal rainfall.

Of course this result is more a
provisional rule of thumb than a very
precise and definite answer to network
design problems in Sahelian regions. In
any respect,
it does not hold for
smaller spatial scales (would it be
necessar~ to install ten gauges over a
lOxlO m
square to get a
precise
estimate of the monthly rainfall over
this area ?) , and it would be of great
interest to obtain figures for smaller
time steps.
Rainfall spatial distribution in
Sahelian squall lines : a first qlance.
At the time of writing this paper,
the data of about fourty raingauges
only had been processed for 1989. The
first
significant
rainfall
were
obserJed in mid~June, and by mid-August

several
interesting
mesoscale
convect! ve systems were recorded. The
most efficient, in terms of rainfall
intensi ties and total amount, was the
convective system which gave 155 mm of
rainfall
at
Tafakoira
the
4th
of
August. It may be seen in figure 3
that, while the isohyetal map of the
event is relatively smooth, the point
rainfall
intensity
pattern
greatly
varies from one station to another as
soon as the raingauges are located a
few kilometers apart. At Tafakoira the
hyetogram is somewhat different from
the typical squall line hyetogram as
shown
by
Hoepffner
et
al. (this
conference).
The structure of this
event thus appears rather complex and
it would be beyond the scope of this
general presentation to study it in
detail. By contrast, the two convective
systems observed on June 29th and July
11th are
simple and
representative
examples of Sahelian squall lines.
It typically takes between three
and six hours to a squall line to pass
over the study area.
The resulting
cumulative rainfall (fig. 4a and 5a)
display a good spatial organisation,
but variations across the area may be
large, with strong local gradients.
Using either a linear (29th June) or a
spherical model (11th July) to fit the
experimental variogram, gives a fairly
similar
model
between
1
and
30
kilometers, the slope
of which is
2
about .45 mm ;km.
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The area covered by the network as
well as its density allows the study of
the
squall
1 ine movement with an
appropriate time step ranging from 15
to 30 minutes. At such time steps the
convective part of the squall line is
easily identified
as well
as
the
movement. (fig. 4 and 5). At smaller
time steps, strong local variations or
the low number of stations affected
either hinder the global perception or
prevent the drawing of precise rainfall
contours. With a time step of 30
minutes the size of the basic 3 mm
contour is between 60 and 80 kilometers
in
the
movement
direction.
This
corresponds to a 40-50 km wide rain
zone travelling at an average speed of
50 to 60 kmjh. These observations are
in close agreement to those of Roux et
al (1984) ., made during the COPT 81
experiment.
Keeping only the stations affected
by the convective zone of the squall
line at a given time step, it was
possible to study the variogram of 30
minute convective precipitation. The
aspect of this variogram depends on the
presence of the Target Area stations in
the sample. When they are present it is
difficult to fit a model accounting for
both the small and the large distance
behaviour of the experimental variogram. When they are not present the
number of stations is often too small
to
obtain
a
reliable
experimental
variogram. The complete network will
thus be required to determine the best
way to compute areal rainfall at this
time step, as far as the squall 1 ine
convective region is concerned.
A similar study was performed for
the stratiform region, the area of
which is two to four times as large as
the convective one. The rainfall distribution is fairly homogeneous within
this region (fig. 4.b5 and 5. b5), and
the associated variograms are regular
(inset in fig.5. b5). A spherical model
fits the experimental variograms well.
The
inclusion
of
the
stratiform
precipitation in the event cumulative
rainfall is one reason for the smoother
spatial pattern of the total rainfall
as compared to the 30 minute convective
rainfall.
It must be underlined that these
first results, however partial, are an
interesting complement to the squall
line
studies
performed
earlier
by
atmospheric physicists
(e.g.
Houze,
1977, Roux et al., 1984). While sophisticated
doppler
radar
measurements
allowed the description and understanding of the main features of the
squall
1 ines,
the
ground
rainfall
produced by such convective systems had
yet to be studied in detail in Sahelian
regions.

Perspectives.
As

a

effort
of
and
hydrologlsts, the EPSAT-Nlger experiment has
the important goal of linking a better
understanding and description of the
squall
lines
to
better
estimation
capabilities of ground rainfall fields
The first step in that direction is t~
determine the ability of raingauge
networks
to
provide
independently
reliable
point
and
area!
rainfall
estimates at various space and time
scales.
A
preliminary
measurement
campaig~
in
1988
and the
partial
proces~1ng
~f
the 1989 EPSAT-Niger
record1ng ra1ngauge data has given some
hints on what might be the future
1mportance of the experiment results.
atm~spheric

cooperative
physic~sts

1. To begin with, it is noteworthy
that at medium scales (10 to 100 km in
space and 30 minutes to a few hours in
time), there is a strong agreement
between
the
atmospheric
structures
identified by atmospheric physicists
and the ground rainfall fields.
In
particular the separation of a squall
line
cumulative
rainfall
into
a
convective and a stratiform rainfall is
often possible. The convective rainfall
generally amounts to about two thirds
of the squall line cumulative rainfall
at a given point; the convective region
is sufficiently well organized in space
to allow for interpolation at time
steps ranging froJll 30 to 180 minutes
with a 12x12 km 2 mesh network. The
stratiform rainfall amounts for the
re~aining co;mponent (approximately one
thlrd) and 1s more smoothly organized
in space than the convective one; it is
consequently
still
easier
to
interpolate.
Given
the
differences
between the convective region and the
stratiform region, it is preferable
when possible, to separate these tw~
regions when interpolating the point
data
or
computing
area!
rainfall.
Regarding area! rainfall, it was shown
that, at the monthly scale, the network
density required to compute reliable
area! rainfall varies depending on the
surface area concerned. For 10000 km 2
this density is in the order of one
gauge for 500 to 1000 km 2 . For 100 km 2
it is about one gauge for 50 to 100
km 2 • These figures must be taken as
first estimates. They give a rough idea
of the ground based instrumentation
that would be
needed
in Sahelian
countries to obtain good area! rainfall
estimates over small surfaces. Moreover
greater densities would have to be
considered for smaller time steps.
Further work
is thus underway to
provide more accurate estimates of the
error
involved
in
area!
rainfall
computation, for time steps varying
from 30 minutes to a few days. This
should be possible as soon as the 1989
data processing is completed.
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2.
At smaller scales
in space
(below a 5 km resolution), the spatial
variability is very large and possibly
may
not
be
described
using
the
geostatistical tools used for larger
space steps. The smaller the time step,
the greater is this variability, and it
would probably require radar data to
study it in detail. Nevertheless even
monthly
rainfall
display
strong
irregularities
at such small
space
scales, and the Target Area of the
EPSAT-Niqer network could provide the
relevant information to get a better
appreciation
of
the
hydrological
consequences of this fact.

3. The EPSAT-Niger network covers
too small an area to provide a good
insight of the ground rainfall fields
at larger space scales (a few hundred
to a few thousand kilometers) . Here
remote sensing data (whether radar or
satellite imagery)
will have to be
utilised, and the EPSAT-Niger network
will provide the ground truth which is
compulsory to calibrate them.
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1.

Introduction

An important concern of hydrometeorology is
the calculation of area average precipitation,
either to estimate total precipitation over river
basin catchment areas for catchment modelling and
forecasting or reservoir planning, or to derive
regional scale indicators of climate and climatic
change. The problem can be separated into two
related aspects each of which is equally
important.
How can point precipitation estimates best
be combined to form an areal precipitation value?
How accurate will this areal precipitaion
estimate be? Previous work has rarely considered
these two aspects together and although the
present paper is primarily aimed at problem (ii)
some introductory discussion concerning problem
(i) is relevant.
2.

Areal Precipitation Computation

Until about 1960 areal precipitation was
generally calculated using one of three basic
methods (Linsley et al. 1975): a simple
arithmetical average of all the rain gauge data
on the catchment; a weighted average of such data
(eg using Th i essen polygons); or an i sohyeta 1
mapping technique. The isohyetal technique is
normally regarded the best method of the three
but is generally only practical for the
computation of catchment areal averages for
reference periods when the ra i ngauge density is
high. The advantages of the isohyetal method are
twofold: firstly, the data are inherently checked
for errors when plotting and secondly contouring
can take into account additional information
known about the region such as topography.
Calculations of areal precipitation are,
however, still made using a Thiessen polygon type
of method. The weights for each gauge are the
proportion of the tot a 1 catchment area that is
nearest the guage.
Areal precipitation is
computed using the formula:N

<X;> = L tj X;j
j=l

(1)

All techniques of areal precipitation
computation make the basic assumption that the
position of raingauges over the catchment is
approximately uniform. This is rarely the case.
A simple way to alleviate the effects of the
assumption is to weight each gauges' tot a 1 by
factors Cj where
Cj = <Xk> j=1,N gauges

N

£::
t ·=1
. 1 J
J=

(2)

Xkj
where <Xk> is the catchment average for some time
i nterva 1 k (eg month or year) averaged over a
reference period and Xkj are the gauge values for
the same interval averaged over the same
reference period.
This technique can be regarded as a method
of areal precipitation estimation in its own
right, provided both <Xk> is well known and the
An
network of gauges is regularly spaced.
advantage of this approach as a method of area l
precipitation estimates is that it ensures a
homogenous series.for <X>, something which is not
guaranteed by other methods.
3.

Accuracy of areal precipitation computation

In the hydrological literature questions
concerning the accuracy of areal precipitation
are generally posed as one of two related
questions. These are:
Q1
Q2

where N is the number of gauges
Xij the precipitation at guage j during time
period i
<X;> the areal precipitation for time
period i
and tj the Thiessen weights where

The weights are originally calculated
by
Thiessen using geometric and planimetric
techniques, hence the term Thiessen polygons. As
can be readily visualized, however, the weights
are dependent on the gauge network.
If the
network changes new weights must be calculated.
Nowadays with computers this is not a drawback.
With computer help a variety of new techniques,
which might loosely be termed trend surface
techniques, have been proposed (see for example
Edwards, 1972 and Vahl, 1972). Each tries in its
own way to simulate the isohyetal approach.

How accurate are precipitation estimates for
a certain gauge network?
How many gauges are required on a catchment
to achieve a certain accuracy?

Here we consider the following: how accurate
are areal precipitation estimates based on a
limited network of N gauges, roughly evenly
spread over the catchment compared with the
population value (using an infinite number of
gauges). We also consider the related problem of
how well theN-site areal average is approximated
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by averages based on a smaller subset ot n
raingauges. This second problem is important in
riverflow reconstruction using catchment models
and precipitation data prior to riverflow
gauging. In such modelling exercises, the early
raingauge networks are invariably more sparse
than those over the more recent calibration
periods. Some estimate of the additional error
in areal precipitation estimates due to a smaller
ra i ngauge network is necessary as these wi 11 be
passed on as an addition to any modelling error
inherent in the reconstructed riverflow (Jones,
1984).
Rodda (1969) has reviewed most of the early
work on the network design problem.
Here we
consider some of this but introduce all proposed
formulations in a common terminology, to enable
comparisons.

<X>
Xi
Si

SEn
~n

number of gauges
precipitation total at site i
area average based on n evenly
distributed gauges
true area average
= average precipitation for a period (eg
year) at site i
Standard Deviation of precipitation at
site i
SO of <X>
SO of <Xn>
Standard Error (SE) of <Xn> as estimate
of <X> [There is a 95% probabi 1ity that
<X> lies in the range (<Xn>±2SEn)]
SO of X; over space

Previous work on raingauge network design
and/or the accuracy of areal precipitation
estimates falls into two categories, empirical
techniques applied to a particular catchment and
the more general theoretical approach. An early
example of the empirical approach was Horton
(1 923), who proposed a formula that related the
percentage error of estimation to the mean
rainfall, the ranged (proportional to s and snl
and the number of rain gauges:
14.7d
% error in <X> = - <Xn>frl

(3)

Ryecroft ( 1949) genera 1i zed the formu 1a to
give the accuracy of areal precipitation
dependent on the coefficient of variation and the
number of raingauges,
4~n

Accuracy

= -[ri

SE~ = ~n!_ (1 - r

0

+

0'23 JA)
xo.[n

(6)

where A is the catchment area (in sq km).
Recently Wigley et al. (1984) have developed
a related theoretical approach and show that a
simple solution to the problems posed at the
beginning is possible based on the mean
C£rrelation coefficient between all raingauges
(r) on the catchment. r is an unbiased estimator
and shows no systematic variation with the number
of raingauges used.
Based on r, Wigley et al. (1984) show that
the expected correlation (~) between the areal
precipitation series calculated using n gauges
and the population value (using an infinite
number of rain gauges) is approximated by
nr
(Rn)2 = - - -

(7)

1+(n-l)r

This equation may be used to answer Ql.
As (SEn) 2 = s 2(1-(Rn) 2) this means
(SEn)

2

=

s 2 (1-r)
(8)

(l+(n-l)r)

Secondly, they show that the correlation
between an areal estimate of rainfall bared on N
gauges and one based on n gauges (ffri]') can be
shown to be
'
_

(Rn N)

2

'

n(l+(N-l)r)

=- - -

(9)

N(l+(n-l)f)

implying as would be expected that
(~N)2 = (R;)2 /(i{r4)2

(10)

Although the results were theoretically derived
they were verified using precipitation data from
the River Wye catchment in southeast Wales. A
problem of using equ.(8) to estimate the standard
error of estimation of an areal 2 rainfall series
is that it is dependent on s , the standard
deviation of the true area average, a variable
that is difficult to estimate.
Wigley et al.
(1984) have derived an approximation for this
(their equ. BS - see a.lso Clarke, 1976)

(4)

<Xn> n

As accuracy also is equivalent to SEn/<Xn>
Ryecroft' s, formula reduces to SE 0 =4~ 0 / n.
Ryecroft 1 s formula is therefore similar in
structure to Horton 1 s as d and ~n are re 1ated,
and it has been widely used.
Gangul i et al.
(1951) showed that the coefficient of variation
and the number of raingauges were relat(;ld such
that ~n n/<Xn> is a constant.
The most widely used of the theoretical
approaches was developed by Kagan (1966).
He
makes use of the decay of corre 1at ion between
raingauge data such that the correlation (r)
between two raingauges separated by x is given by
(5)

where x0 is the corre 1at ion decay 1ength and r 0
the correlation at zero distance (whose value is
<1 because of microclimatic factors).
This
approach is developed (see also WMO, 1972) to
give the. accuracy of areal precipitation as

(l+(n-l)r)

(11)

n

which when combined with equ.(8) gives
2.
si 2
SEn = -

(1-r)

(12)

n

Either this equation or equ. (8) may be used to
answer Q2 posed earlier.
4.

Results

The theoretica 1 expressions developed by
Wigley et al. (1984) are illustrated with two
examples. The first comes from England and Wales
where a 35 gauge network is used to calculate
average areal rainfall (Wigley and Jones 1 1987).
The 35 gauges are divided equally into· 5 regions
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As an example, the r value for daily data in
tl!§ 2SE region is 0.624 (see Table 1), so that
(Rnl (n=7) is 0.921. In other words, in the SE
region seven sites is enough to explain 92% of
the daily preci.J!..i\at ion variabi 1ity over the
region. Since (Rfi) increases quite rapidly for
small n, but more and more slowly as n increases,
increasing n beyond 7 improves thl explained
variance only slowly. For n~8 (jfn) is 0.930,
onJy 2 a 1% gain, and n must be_9reater
than 11 for
(Rn) to exceed 0.95. The (R~) 2 value is lowest
for daily data in the NE reg10n, but even here
the 7-site network is sufficient to explain 87%
of daily precipitation variance over the region.
In genera 1, spatial coherence increases as the
summation interval increases, although there
appears little further increase above 20 days.

Kllomo1n11

too

100

The second example makes use of a data set
of daily precipitation data for mid-western
states in the United States assembled by Lamb and
Ri chman ( 1983). These data cover the 33 years
1949-80 bu~ are for the summer months only, May
to August 1nclus1ve. A network of 52 sites from
one of the coherently defined regions by Lamb and
Richman was used. The gauges are located at
roughly, intervals of 1•1atitude and 1•1ongitude'
This region (No.5 on page 7.5.5) covers N.E:
Texas, the eastern half of Oklahoma, all of
Arkansas, northern parts of Louisiana and
Mississippi, eastern Tennessee, southeastern
Kentucky, southern Missouri and southeastern
Kansas. The area is approximately 550,000km 2
nearly four time? the area of England and Wale~
(about 150,000km ). Table 2 shows r and (Rn)
va 1ues for the US ex amp le.
As in the other
~xample days with zeN rainfall everywhere were
wcluded in the computation of 'F. Despite the
markedly low values of F, the number of gauges
(52) means that the network estimates similar
percentages of . the popu 1at ion variability when
comp~red to southeast England.
As with the
Engl1sh example there appears little increase as
the summations increase above 20 days.

G\,~~-J'
u

• ., ........

National boundary

Figure 1: Map of England and Wales showing the 35
sites used in the present study,
together with boundaries of the five
coherent precipitation regions and the
Water Authority boundries. Each of the
five regions is labelled SE (southeastern England), SW (southwestern
England and
south Wales),
NW
(northwestern England and north Wales)
and NE (Northeastern England).

Conclusions

of the country, seven gauges in each ~ion
(see
Figure 1). Table 1 shows r and (Rn) 2 values
(n=7) for the five regions for six different
precipitation sums, for 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 30
days.
Daily data for the 1931-83 period have
been used
to estimate the interstation
correlation coefficients. Days when rainfall was
zero at all gauges in a region were included.

We have developed a theory for estimating
uncertainties. in the average of a set of
correlated t1me series.
The determining
oarameter is the mean inter-rainguage correlation
coefficient (r).
Although area average
precipitation may be based on a weighted average
of precipitation gauges r can be calculated from
the ra~, .unweighted da~a. _Jh! important accuracy
determ1n1ng parameter 1s (R 0) . This can be used
to estimate the number of gauges required to

Table 1: Average correlations __ (f)• variances explained by the 7-site
regional network (Rn
for 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 30 day
precipitation sums. England and Wales regions (see Figure 1).
Region

Days
0.525
0.491
0.524
0.549
0.624

NW
NE
CE
SW
SE
(Rnl 2

Days

2

5

10

20

30

0.579
0.553
0.582
0.610
0.681

0.662
0.619
0.653
0.704
0.736

0.714
0.655
0.695
0.749
0.791

0.740
0.686
0.730
0.769
0.811

0.745
0.692
0.738
0.768
0.806

2

5

10

20

30

0.906
0.897
0.907
0.916
0.937

0.932
0.919
0.929
0.943
0.951

0.946
0.930
0.941
0.954
0.964

0.952
0.939
0.950
0.959
0.968

0.953
0.940
0.952
0.959
0.967

Region
NW
NE
CE
SW
SE

0.886
0.871
0.885
0.895
0.921
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Table 2:

Average correlations Cr) ~ variances explained by the 52site regional network (If;;) for 1,, 2, 5, 10, u2qt a~d 0 t~:Y
precipitation sums.
Southern m1d-western n1 e
a
·
Values based on May to August data for 1941-81.

sl

2

5

10

20

30

0.175

0.234

0.288

0.308

0.338

0.346

0.917

0.941

0.955

0.959

0.964

0.965

Days
r

achieve any desired level of accuracy. This can
be done either directly using equ(7) or more
conveniently using the standard error (SEN) with
equ(lO), Our results may only strictly apply to
uniformly distributed raingauge networks, but
they can be. used as a basis for evaluating the
results
of
network
optimalization
and
rationalization plans.
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ACCURACY OF MEAN AREAL PRECIPITATION ESTIMATES

Ek. Koleva

Institute of Hydrology and Meteorology, Sofia, Bulgaria

The mean area precipitation has a
great practical application. To study
the water balance at a given territory
it is important to be known the
mean
~ea
precipitation.
In
many
works
( Kagan, 1967; Kagan, Lugina,
1977;
Kagan,1979> so•• aspects of averaging
c~
~or
different
meteorological
fields as well as specific problems
arising in individual fields such as
precipitation or temperature fields are
discussed. These averages are computed
on the bassas of discreta observation
data, as a mean arithmetic or average by
weight •ethod.
In such generalization
some error can be allowed to slip in
both
of
territory
scale
and
precipitation structure above it. Even
if the aaount of precipitation in a
given point is measured eKactly average
~••
precipitation as a
result
of
natural variability is not equal to the
average obtained from a limited number
of points. For that the assessmant of
discrete observation data averaging is
important. If
the location of the
stations on a given area is known
on
the basses of the statistical structure
of the fields in question the average
error of avaraging
can be estimated.
Obviously this error decreases
with
augmentation
of
stations
density.
Therefore the problem of finding the
optimal density of the network
and
rational
stations
location
is
important. In this case the accuracy
with which it is necessary the average
value to be known should be given and
than the •ini.u• d•nsity of the network
securing this accuracy is to be found.

a work of time. It i!i preferable to be
determined respective average by data of
statistical structure of the examined
field.

It should be not•d that going into
and comparing the different methods of
averaging met•orological fields it is
natural to put on the question for
criterions which should be used for its
esti111ations.

where n is error accounting for micro
climatic differences and measuring error
CKa.gan, 1967).

Obvious criterion is the accuracy
by which a given method allows
by
discrete observations data to obtain
.aan for a given area. Accuracy of
assessment of the mean for a given area
can be obtained empirically by dir•ct
comparison of the mean values obtained
on data respectively from a "de,,,,~" and
rare" network. But such investig;;.tion is

!.Accuracy of the arith. .tic . .an
of unevenly diatributed point•
area s are 5ituated n
If on
stationa in which the quantity f is
measured the error measure & hi derived
by substitution of the true mean area fg
with f, derived on the base of the data
from n points (Kagan, 1967)
(1)

&

1

lt

--lt-

n

2
--LW. + JJ,.
\

I:I:r i.j

n

where w. is cross correlation function
between' the
true
mean
area
and
the values of fi. in points i., JJ,. is the
variance of fa.
Calculating by formula
(1)
it
should be accounted that the
diagonal
elements r l L of carrel ati on matrix r i. j
can be given in two ways.
If
we
are
interested
in
the
error
of
determination of mean
owing only to
the natural area variability of the
investigated variable than
ri.i.
1.
Calculating
full
accidental
error
accounting micro climatic differences
and measuring errors it is necessary
1
J-1(0)

The values of nand r(O) obtained
for some regions in Bulgaria are given
by Koleva (1983).
not

For a bigger
but

visualization

&

E "'

p
-f-

is calculated.

0'

&-f-·-·

often
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2.Deteraining of optiaal
by area averaging

w.ights

The results obtained by Polischuk,
Gluhova (1973), Kagan <1979) show that
for precipitation in case of
unevenly
situated points the method of arithmetic
mean is unfit because of the big error.
In these cases for determination of area
mean precipitation it is more expedient
for determining the weights of
the
separate
stations
the
optimal
interpolation to be used.
The cor·e of this problem consitot in
division of examined
territory
on
rudimentary areas so that each station
to be situated ·by possibility in the
center of the rel;ated elementary "cell",
On
determining of mean to each station
weight pl is attributed and the mean fi
is1

and

on

(2)

I&

i

z,

j

..

.. 1 ••••• n
1 ••••• k.

•

'

at p. •
•

1

- -.
n

So .as the value of the error depends on
the choice of weights p. the condition
of Minimum error requi~es zeroing of
derivatives of
&~ which leads to a

•

system of n linear algebraic equation in
regard to P,
<i=1,2 ••• n>

(3)

Solution of the system determines n
optimum weights P,
besides simple
because thu system is correlative and
hence is positive
determined
<with
determinant different from zero). After
(2) and (3) it comes that at such choice
e
is

e'

/-1 •- :t:p i. "'\ •

Here as above instead of
E =

At detecting of the weights by (3)
it is assumed that n=O. However a part
of the weights turned out to be negative
which mean that the system (3) is badly
conditioned. The presence of negative
weights
can
be
aroused
by
characteristics
of
the
stations
interlocution
"screening" effect
(Gandin, 1976). For avoiding this effect
the method used by Polischuk, Sluhova,
<1973) is applied which consist in the
following : the examined region in which
n stations are ~ituated is divided in k
squares. For each square mean area fro~
the station& situated in .it, but no mere
than 6 is determined. So for station i
the weight plj is derived with which it
participate on detecting of mean area
in square j. The weight of each station
with which it is taken at defining of
mean area of the entire examined area is
obtained by summarizing of pl.j ,

analogy with (1) it comes out1

Formula <2> is
a
result
of
generalization (1) and coincide with it

'

determined as each station gat weight pi.
by (3).

Ps
--r;

C1

&

the value

is used.

In this paper evaluation of error
for deturmination of the mean
area
precipitation for two regions <Western
Danube Plain and Thracian Lowland> is
made. The results
of
precipitation
5patial statistic structure are used
<Koleva, 1983).
Mean
area
precipitation
is
determined as mean
arithmetic
of
precipitation
totals
in
~>eparate
stati~ns giving to
each station weight
area
is
Pl'" .,-- • Besides
mean

where summarizing by j is done only for
these k squares on detecting of mean of
which data for station i are used.
By the method described above the
weights of stations in western· Danube
Plain which cover area of 7000 sq. km.
and Thracian Lowland with area 14500
sq.km. are computed. Calculations
for
the four basic months <January, April,
July and October) are made The obtained
1
weights differ from p,~--n- which are
used when arithmetic mean
<Koleva, 1983>
For determining
averaging & and e,

is

computed.

the accuracy of
are
calculated

<respectively E and E4 >.

Comparison

of

the errors E and E, show that
the
precision at determining of the mean by
optimal interpolation is bigger than
that, obtained by arithmetic mean at the
same location of the stations.
For
verification how E <E,>
is changing
depending on the number of stations and
their location these errors are computed
for a reduced number of stations <Table
1>. As it can be seen from the table
when the
number
of
the
stations
decreases the relative error increases.
At first sight
the
difference
between E and E, is not to big and
it
hardly
worth
such
complicated
calculations.
It
should
be
paid
attention that the mean obtained fro~ 14
stations <by weight method) 5ec:ure the
same precision as the arithmetic aean
from all stations. This designate that
transition from arithmetic
mean
to
weighed mean is equivalent to diminution
a number of the stations which data are
used.
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Table 1
Error

of

VII

IV

Number
of stations

interpolation

E

Et

E

Et

E

X

E

E,

Et

Western Danube plain 0 - 200 m a.s.l.
36
14

8

11 t 0
17,0
22,6

9,5
15,0
17,1

6,8
11,0
14,8

5,1
7,7
10,5

9,8
15,0
21,0

7,1
10,7
15,5

9,0
13,4
18,0

6,2
9,9
22,8

13,2
19,4

9,6
14,2

Thracian lowland 0 - 200 m a.s.l.
32
12

9,9
14,5

7,7
11,2

7,5
9,5

5,8
2,1

8,6
14,2

4,8
8,4

It should be noted that in cases
when in a given area there is only one
wtation the most punctual evaluation of
the areal mean is obtained not by its

exchange with precipitation for this
point but by utilization a kind of
weight. This is equal of reducing of
point data to areal mean <Kagan, 1979>.
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BASIN PRECIPITATION AS RESIDUAL IN ALPINE WATER BALANCES

M. KUHN and F. PELLET

Institute of Meteorology and Geophysics, Innsbruck, Austria

!.Introduction
The annual water balance of a high
alpine catchment is dominated by two large terms, precipitation P and runoff R,
whereas evaporation E and changes in storage of snow and ice S play a minor role
on an annual time scale.
Mainly on account of the aerodynamic
influence of topography, precipitation,
snow storage and evaporation have a
highly variable pattern and defy simple
extrapolation procedures from or between
reference stations, It is the aim of this
paper to show to what extent and under
which assumptions annual and monthly values of the four components can be approximated for central alpine basins of 100
km2 area and 40 per cent ice cover.
In order to test the reliability of
the method employed, two adjacent basins
were chosen that have different area/altitude distribution and consequently different runoff and storage charateristics,
but can be expected to experience similar
basin precipitation because of their similar general exposure. Both are situated
in the ~tztal Alps: Vent - Rofenache has
a gauge at about 1800 m, an area of 98
kmz and is 44 per cent ice covered, the
corresponding figures for Obergurgl are
1900 m, 72 km2, 39 per cent, respectively.
2. The data
Runoff data for these basins were
taken from the yearbooks of the Austrian
Hydrographic Service without further manipulation. Daily precipitation records
at Obergurgl and Vent are supplemented by
a variable number (10 to 12) of totalizing rain gauges at altitudes from 1900

to 2900 m that are checked at the beginning of April, June, August and October,
From short term measurements and knowing
the distribution of soils and vegetation,
monthly evaporation was estimated. Detailed determinations of mass balance by the
direct glaciological method have been
carried out for Hintereis and Kesselwandferner (Kuhn et al. 1985) and for Vernagtferner (Reinwarth 1972) which constitute one third of the ice cover of Rofen
Valley. A weighted mean of the specific
mass balance was applied to lOO-maltitude intervals of the total glacier
area of the two basins.
For the reconstruction of the water
balance, average values for the 18 years
1967/68 to 1984/85 were used in the case
of Vent, and from 1967/68 to 1982/83 for
Obergurgl, As is customary in the Austrian Hydrographic Service, the hydrological
year was taken as !.October - 30.September.
3, Residual basin precipitation
The average basin precipitation was
then computed as the residual of the balance equation:
p
= R + E + s
Rofenache 1490 = 1280 + 250 - 40 mm
Obergurgl 1500 = 1430 + 250
180 mm

-

Obviously the long term average resiudal
P is nearly identical for the two basins
inspite of their different runoff and
storage values, The root mean square deviation of the two basin precipitation
values is ± 108 mm or 7 per cent. This
implies that the basin-to-basin variability is less than the year-to-year variability, since the standard deviation of
18 annual P values for the Rofen basin is
± 170 mm.
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Fig. 1. Monthly values of the .components
of the water balance, in mm

4. Correlation to station records.
The average ratio Qv of the Rofen
basin pxecipitation to that of the station Vent is 2.35 which reflects the
strong increase of preciptation with altitude in that area (nearly 1000 mm from
1900 to 2900 m, Kuhn et al. 1982). The
merit of the ratio Qv lies in its application to individual years or periods
when there were no runoff measurments to
compute a basin balance residual but station precipitation was available.
It is to be expected with such a
stron~increase of precipitation with altitude that rain gauges situated at the
mean basin altitude will give a better
correlation with total basin precipitation than a valley station like Vent.
From the available totalizing gauges,

therefore, a group of four was selected
at altitudes between 2700 and 3000 m and
Qt= P (basin) /P (totalizers) =1.2 was
obtained. Likewise, the correlation between basin and totalizer values was higher than that between basin precipitation
and Vent:
4 totalizers
rt = 0, 86
Qt = 1. 2
Vent
rv = 0.73
Qv = 2.4

5. Construction of monthly values.
Having established annual values of
basin precipitation we can subdivide annual total into monthly values Pm (basin)
by
Pm (basin)
Qv P. (Vent)
where Qv by necessity remains constant.
Table 1 and Figure 1 show the results for
Vent - Rofenache and Obergurgl.

=
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Table

Water balance

Vent-Rofenache

Man

p

11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

100
70
100
60
90
70
160
170
190
200
140

1967/68-84/85

R

E

s

30
20
10
10
10
20
60
190
350
340
180

10
10
10
10
10
20
30
50
50
20
20

60
40
80
40
70
30
70
-70
-210
-160
-60

R/P

-S/R

0.30
0.29
0.10
0.17
0.11
0.29
0.38
1.12
1. 84
1. 70
1. 29

-2.00
-2.00
-8.00
-4.00
-7.00
-1.50
-1.17
0.37
0.60
0.47
0.33

---------------------------------------------------10
110
60
10
40
0.55
-0.67

---------------------------------------------------Sum
1490 1280
250
-40
0.86
0.03
Water balance
Month

Obergurgl
p

1967/68-82/83

R

E

s

20
10
10
10
10
20
100
270
400
350
170

10
10
10
10
10
20
30
50
50
20
20

100
70
90
50
90
60
40
-170
-280
-200
-70

R/P

-S/R

0.15
0.11
0.09
0.14
0.09
0.20
0.59
1.80
2.35
2.06
1. 42

-5.00
-7.00
-9.00
-5.00
-9.00
-3.00
-0.40
0.63
0.70
0.57
0.41

------------------------------------------------------10
120
60
10
50
0.50
-0.83
1~

12
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

130
90
110
70
110
100
170
150
170
170
120

------------------------------------------------------Sum
1500 1430
250
-180
0.95
0.13
Once the monthly values of basin
precipitation are thus determined, the
balance needs to be solved for monthly
storage values. In order to do so we made
use of published monthly runoff data and
attempted to subdivide the 250 mm annual
evaporation, itself an estimate, further
according to our estimates of the seasonally changing availability of water and
energy, This finally led to monthly values of storage change.
In this procedure the use of an invariable conversion factor Qv for all
months is unsatisfactory from a meteorological standpoint, Indeed, when comparing the bi-monthly totalizer values to
the precipitation of Vent we found a
stronger increase of precipitation with
altitude in April + Mai and August + September , possibly justifying an increase
of basin precipitation in these months by
20 mm and a smaller decrease in other
months.
However, we felt that adjustments of
such a small order were not realistic in
view of other simplifications made and of
the general accuracy of hydrologic and
climatic measurements.
In this context it is interesting to
note that at the end of May 1983 the area
was hit by an extraordinary precipitation

event, yielding a monthly total of 581
and 586 mm in the two respective basins,
This has elevated the 18-year average of
May by at least 25 mm.
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tal basin. Rainfall events with a high
spatial variability have once more led
to
significant
floods with
severe
damages in the county of Styria in this
year. Earth slides and floods can result
from a local extreme situation, where
punctual precipitation information often
can have no meaning at all.

1. INTRODUCTION
The acquistion of precipitation data
with the help of conventional measuring
instruments on the ground is usually
affected through several error sources
(Sevruk,
1986). These errors measuring
punctual
precipitation
depend
for
example on the design, color and form of
the instruments, the measuring technique
and its time resolution,
and many other
other features.
The measured precipitation height thereby is representative
for a small surrounding of the measuring
location.
In
many
cases,
though,
information about a certain aera is
needed,
f.e.
a mean
precipitation
height, where information from more than
one
measuring
instrument
must
be
included. The question,
if the mean
measuring error in this case will be
intensified or balanced,
has not been
yet investigated thorougly in comparison
to point errors.
The paper will deal
with some questions of the variability
of point measurements in a network data
acquisition and a comparison of
~emote
sensing techniques with the help of
investigations in an Austrian experimen-

Fig. 1

2. DATA ACQUISITION IN THE RESEARCH BASIN

~

Continous
precipitation
m~asurements
take place in the research basin Pollau
since the year 1979 on seven locations
with high spatial and time resolution.
The kettle-like experimental basin is
situated in a height between 399 and
1288 meters above the Adriatic Sea and
has an ~era of 58.3 km2.
It is also a
natural park, and consists mainly of
forests (45 %) and meadows and fields
(5~ %) (Bergmann & Zeyringer, 1987). The
9l1matic
characteristics are
mainly
lnfluenced by the middle and eastern
european climate with mild winters and
war~ summers.
The mean yearly precipitatlon values 800 mm whereby a large
amount of the precipitation results from
heavy
thunderstorms in the
summer,

Spatial distribution of precipitation heights for 1980 (left)
and 1984 (right); influence function method, p=O.S.
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whereelse in the winter there is little
snow falling.
Precipitation is measured with the
help of the time-variable registration
method (Stubenvoll & Zeyringer,
1985).
The measuring instruments use a bucket
to collect the rainfall which,· wenn
filled,
equals a preciptation height of
0.1 mm.
The time of the bucket fall is
recorded as day of year and second of
day on an electronic storage medium.
This allows to save huge amounts of
storage
space in
precipitation-free
times and a high time resolution of the
measured data with a maxiumum intensity
of 6 mm/min for convective events.
This
resolution thus also allows a precise
analysis of
the micro structure
of
precipitation events. But it is also
possible to simulate a
time-constant
data
acquistion by summing up
the
precipitation h~ights for the fixed time
intervals.
The measuring instruments of the first
generation record the sampled times of
cassette tapes with the time measurement
relative to the start time of the tape.
Through the experiences won in the years
of data acquistion these instruments
were further developped. The instruments
of the second generation use CMOS-storage with a storage capacity of about
a year and record the real time,
which
can be also very easily checked in the
field.
The disadvantage is that these
data
must still be read into
the
microcomputer via an interface.
The
instrum~nts of the third generation
are
connected directly to the micro-computer
and record the data on-line ( a power
supply is necessary).
The recording
logic allows the connection of up to
eight instruments using a software-realized
reference
clock,which
is
displayed;
the softwar~ also allows the
display of the recorded data at any time
in the form of tables and graphics· and
the display of important event parameters,
its hyetographs, etc..
Through
transmitting the signal of
the bucket
fall
from the remote stations it would
be in such a way possible to gather data
at a central station and to synthesize·
them to a spatial image,
which could be
then inputted to a
r~al-time
runoff
model.However, for running such a model,
detailed information about the spatial
distribution of precipitation events in

the basin must be existent for choosing
a method to estimate point precipitation
for a grid method.
Errors occuring during measurements
included
systematic
errors,
errors
through
pollution
in
the
funnel,
transmission errors through electronics,
deviations of the reference clock and
time resets through lightnings.
All
precipitation events investigated were
recorded
through instruments of the
first generation and precisely analyzed;
synchronization errors could be corrected through time calibration marks,
and deficits could be compensated by
using information from the parallel used
second-generation instruments. However,
it could be seen,
that especially for
convective
events large
differences
between parallel instruments can occur
due to wind influences.
3. CHOICE OF 134 SPATIAL EVENTS
Based
on empirical
investigations
(Stubenvoll,
!985)
a
delimitation
interval of two hours without precipitation was found to delimit individual
events on a measuring location.
From
these events values for
the precipitation height and the maximum intensity
can be determined for a certain bivariate probability;
events above the
95%-probability
were taken as storm
events.
These events were expanded by
comparing all overlapping time intervals
from events at other locations,
thus
yielding spatial storm events.
For the
years 1980-1985 134 such spatial storm
events could be found,
which possess
convective, advective and mixture forms
(an overview is given in (Zeyringer,
1988)). At station 7,
data were only
sampled since 1982.
4. DETERMINATION OF MEAN PRECIPITATION
For the determination of mean precipitation heights mostly weighting factors
are calculated,
which represent the
station value as a certain part of an
aera.
Thus we get a set of planes as
spatial rainfall distribution.
The most
well-known method is the arithmetic mean
value,
which is easily to calculate and
robust against the loss of data at
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Dynamic representation of a complex storm development over
the research basin (isochrones calculated with influence
function method, p=0.5)
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certain stations; also stations outside
of the aera can be considered, whereelse
the Thiessen method is suitable for
irregular station configurations
and
must
be re-calculated for each new
configuration. It can be approximated by
the Monte-Carlo-method for grid models.
The Akin- (Triangle-)method is also an
aera-weigthing m~lhod especially
for
stations
near or outside the
aera
border. However, most the time a unique
triangulization does not exist.
The
Two-Axismethod, on the contrary,
is
suitable for configuration changes. A
variant is the method of Characteristics,
which takes long-term average
values into account for the weighting
factors.
The Isohyete method allows to
also utilze subjective knowledge about
the aera.
The Kriging method is only
suitable for large networks (with more
than 20 stations) and istropic processes
(which f.e.
does not apply for the
research basin Pnllau through existing
preferred storm directions).
5. SPATIAL INTERPOLATION METHODS
The
assumption
of
a
linear
precipitation curve can be substituted
by
non-linear
approaches
through
high-order
two dimensional functions
like the trend surface analysis, spline,
polynomial or fourier functions.
The
mean precipitation can be calculated
through the integral (if solveable) or
by a discretization of the aera through
rectangles or triangles.
These methods
usually need a huge calculation amount,
and
don't
correspond
to
physical
properties of the rainfall.
For using a suitable interpolation
method, the aera of the basin Pollau was
divided into 233 square grids with a
length of 500 meters each by minimizing
the maximum station distance to the
neighbouring grid centre. The distances,
however,
were calculated using
the
station coordinates.
The most wide-spread grid method in
hydrology is the quadrant method,
where
for
every grid centre the
nearest
station
value in each quadrant (i£
existent)
is weighted by the square of
its distance.
It can be easily calculated, but leads to inconsistencies near
the border, as not all quadrants can be
considered.
By respecting all station
values weighted again by the square of
the distances,
the distribution
is
smoothed;
however, it is must be stated
that both distributions have significant
disadvantages,
namely,
that it
is
assumed,
that the values of the distribution decrease with distance to the
border and that the maximum value cannot
exceed the maximum station value.
The
basin of Pollau is bordered by mountain
ranges on the west-,
north~
and east
border thus yielding higher values on
most
of
the border especially
for
advective events. convective events,
at
the contrary,
usually have one or more
cells with locations of the maximum
intensity
anywhere between measuring
locations or even outside the aera.
The influence function method (Bergmann & Zeyringer,
1988)
assumes an
exponential form of decrease of
the
influence of stati6n values with an

influence parameter p<1 powered by the
square of the di?tance. Then, a point
value can be expressed as the sum
h(x,y) = sum(a(i)p

d(i)*d(i)
)

(i=1,n)

with a(i) called "station constants" and
d(i) the distance from point i to (x,y).
These values are calculated by solving
the n x n equation system h=Pa with
h(i)

= sum(a(j)p

d(j)*d(j)
(i,j=l,n)

with
d(j)
the distance
from
the
measuring station i to station j. The
calculation takes place in a standarized
coordinate system.
Fig.
1 shows representations of the
yearly sums of the year 1980 (maximums
on the north west border) and 1984
(maximum in basin centre).
6. THE DYNAMICS OF PRECIPITATION
The synthesis between spatial and time
behaviour of precipitation is still a
neglected field of investigations due to
the
very complex structure .and the
missing of accurate time and
space
resolution for measurements. With such a
resolution it is possible (Niemczynowicz,
1987) to discover patterns of
cloud movements for different weather
situations.
The existing methods for
determinations of speed and directions
are
correlation methods (which
are
complex to calculate,
assume constant
speed
and direction and
stationary
attributes)
and
triangle
methods
(assuming constant speed and direction
for each triangle thus leading ~o inconsistencles on the border). If,
instead,
the influence function method is used
again by substituting the preciptation
heights by time parameters for each
station,
the isochrone distribution can
also
represent very complex weather
patterns
with
changing
directions
typical for thunderstorms (Fig. 2). The
accurate
investigations of
the
134
events in Pollau has shown that for
advective events the time centre of mass
of the hyetograph can be frequently used
as a time parameter,
whereelse for
convective events the times of the peak
intensity of cells can be used, if it is
possible to associate them with the
corresponding
peqks
at
the
other
locations. The begin time of events,however, was not representative.
The 134 events comprised all forms of
weather phenomenons with small isolated
cells (including'"border events" with
only one station value at the border) up
to large synoptic fields.
The spatial
coefficient of variation showed significant correlation with several synoptic
parameters.
The dynamics of a number of
events could be compared' with radar
images from the meterological station
Vienna and METEOSAT satellite images.
The radar images proved the calculated
direction of storm events, whereelse the
METEOSAT resolution could not be used.
Values sampled through radar are still
influenced
by
several
sources
of
errors,including
the
"bright-band
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effect",
calibration
dependency
on
seas.onal
effects,
di ff icul ties
for
measuring low clouds, etc .. However,
they seem suitable to track movements
providing accurate resolution of time
and space. The METEOSAT ima~es were only
available in the 82-resolution (30 x 30
km in 3 hours).Only infra-red images
were regarded.
It could be shown that
even with an accurate calibration one
image pixel represents almost the size
of the research basin and can be only
used as a mean value, whereelse the
point measurements proved that
peak
intensity can be six times higher than
the mean value. Also, inconsistencies
exist again at the pixel borders. For
the investigations in Pollau,
remote-sensing techniques can be an aid for the
dynamics
of
preciptitation in
the
corresponding
spatial
resolutions
(SMSA's and cells for radar, LMSA's and
fronts for satellite images), but cannot
substitute the point measurement in the
high time and space resolution with the
help of the time-variable measurement
method.
~oint measurement seems
to be
still
the most accurate
monitoring
technique of precipitation he~ght ~nd
intensity for small aeras Wlth hlgh
spa.tial variability.
By using the spatial and isochrone
distribution, a time and space variable
rainfall-runoff model was developped on
the basis of the grid. In such a way it
is possible to investigate the behaviour
of design rainfall for different speeds
and directions in a research basin.
Firs.t results proved that "unfavourable"
cond.:itions (storm direction parallel to
rrow direction, minimal retention due to
spa•tial distributi.on) can significantly
increase the water level of runoff,
which i-s usualLy ne.glected in common
rainfall-runoff models. This will be
e·xtremly
important
for
calculating
probabilities for flood protection as it
can be ass.umed that the number of storm
events will increase in the future ..
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Introduction
The lack of knowledge about spatial rainfall.
variability as well as the mechanisms involved in
the different scales of rainfall variability
causes errors and uncertainties in a number of
hydrological applications such as runoff production rates, water balance computations and water
quality modelling (Milly and Eagleson, 1982;
Sivapalan and Wood, 1986; Berndtsson and Niemczynowicz, 1988). A detailed investigation of the
spatial character of rainfall during different
parts of the year may, however, yield a basic
knowledge of the underlying governing meteorological and physiographical factors. This basic
knowledge may in turn increase our ability to
model water balance components and, e.g., predict
future runoff and environmental impacts with a
greater precision.
Studies of
spatial rainfall variability
frequently
involve
the
use of correlation
functions. Correlation between two variables may
indicate that there exists some kind of underlying mechanism which causes the variables to
fluctuate. similarly in time.
The degree of
correlation between two rainfall stations may
give an
indication of how closely the two
stations are connected in terms of similarities
in rain producing mechanisms governed by meteorological
and
physiographical
features. The
present study is mainly based on correlation
analyses. For this the Pearson product-moment
correlation was calculated for each pair of
raingauges on a daily time-step. The correlation
coefficients
were
then
elaborated with by
relating
the
coefficients
to inter-station
distance, inter-station direction, season of the
year, etc.
The present paper sums up findings regarding
the spatial and temporal rainfall variability for
studies performed in Tunisia (Berndtsson, 1987;
1988a; 1989). The daily rainfall data used were
collected by Service de la Meteorologie Nationale, Tunis. A 5-yr record (1979-83) of daily
rainfall observed at 67 locations throughout
Tunisia is used to visualize the topographical
and coastal influence on the spatial rainfall
properties. For a further description of the
gauging network, see Berndtsson (1988b).
Seasonal variability in the spatial dependence
A preliminary
investigation
of spatial
correlation structures was undertaken by use of
correlation linkage analysis as described by
Sumner (1983a). This is a cartographical technique that simply means that the correlation

coefficients above a certain correlation level are
drawn between the actual raingauges on a map over the
area. Fig. 1 shows an example of this technique for
November to March for the daily data and all stations. Each of the diagrammes displays high correlations in different intervals (e.g. November; >0.80,
0.70-0.80 and 0.60-0.70). The diagrammes in the
figure can be used to get an immediate qualitative
knowledge of what the spatial dependence of rainfall
looks like during different parts of the year.
It is seen that November has a spatial dependence that is uniform throughout the country. This
indicates that the rainfall mechanisms are of a
broad-scale character. In December this pattern is
changed into a pattern indicating that the rainfall
is a result of more local-scale mechanisms. High
correlations prevail
mainly south
of the main
topographical barrier of Tunisia (the High Tell and
the High Steppes, indicated by a thick line) oriented
parallel to the alignment. The northernmost parts
completely lack high correlations, which indicates
that the rains come from other directions than west
to north. This pattern is completely different from
those of the rest of the year
January also displays a different correlation
pattern. High correlations are confined to a small
area along the northern part of the east coast and
the Cap Bon peninsula •. The topography of the major
mountain ridges seems to be of little importance for
the rainfall pattern during this month. In February
both the topography and the coast influence the
correlation pattern. High interdependence is noted
both along the entire coast and along the ridges of
the High Tell and the High Steppes (indicated by the
thick line). March, finally, displays a pattern
similar to that of December, with a nearly total lack
of high correlations in the northernmost parts of the
country. Instead, high interdependence is noted in
the areas along and south of the the High Tell and
the High Steppes. Little interdependence is noted for
the coastal areas.
It is noteworthy that, in some months, the
topographical ridges seem to act as important divides
between areas of high interdependence, instead of
constituting areas of marked similarity themselves.
This is the case especially in the summer period, for
example, May, June and August (see Fig. 2). For these
months, the highest ridges of the High Tell and the
High Steppes (indicated by the thick line) almost
completely lack high correlations, in contrast to the
months of, for example, March and December. This is
probably an effect of the different main rainfall
regimes pertaining to the summer and the winter
period respectively. In the winter period, largescale cyclonic rains, covering the major part of
Tunisia, are the dominating form of rainfall. These
rains are augmented by the topography and result in a
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large release of water over the topographical
barriers (see also Hobbs, 1978). In summer, on
the other hand, the relative importance of local
rainfall mechanisms such as convergence, local
convection and coastal influence becomes greater
than the cyclonic mechanisms, leading to rainfall
over very limited areas. In this case, major
topographical ridges may tend to delimit and act
as barriers between different rainfall areas,
rather than
acting as
release factors for
rainfall. An example of this may be the effects
of mountain
and valley
winds described by
Petterssen (1969). Barker and Banta (1984), Banta
(1984) and Banta and Cotton (1981) found that

convergence regions formed in mountain valleys and
basins in response to surface heating. They also
found that convective clouds tended to initiate on
the leeward side of the mountains and in leeside
valleys as a combined effect of large-scale wind
circulation and local valley winds (see also Chen and
Orville, 1980; Henz, 1972; Ulanski and Garstang,
1978; Whiteman, 1982), The same mechanisms may be
involved in
the summer
rainfall generation in
Tunisia.
The higher correlations along the major topographical ridges during some winter months (e.g.
December and March) may also be an effect of a
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phenomenon described by Parsons and Hobbs.(l983).
Orographic features
may
tend
to dissipate
mesoscale elements in cloud systems moving inland
over hilly areas, thereby contributing to a more
uniformly spread, low intensity rainfall and to
resulting higher correlations.
Based on the above preliminary study of
spatial correlation structures, the area over
which rainfall observation stations are distributed was divided into 7 different sub-regions
with various physiographical and meteorological
features.'This was done in order to study local
influence on the correlation structure. This
subdivision is
in
agreement
with previous
studies. Rodier et al. (1981) proposed a similar,
though
a
larger-scale,
regionalization and
stressed that the Kroumirie and the High Tell and
the High Steppes act as important divides for
different rainfall regimes (see also Bousnina,
1986). Thirriot et al. (1981), however, also
stressed the coastal influence on the intensity
and the duration of the rainfall.
The division into sub-regions allowed for a
more detailed investigation of the topographical
and coastal interaction with the daily rainfall
variability. Composite correlation fields were

for daily

rainfall depending

on month (December-

calculated according to Sharon (1979) and Sumner
(1983b). This means that cross~c9rrelation coefficients as a function of.both inter-station distance
and inter-station orientation& are plotted in the
same diagramme. Each"diagramme then contains correlation values at n(n-1) points, where n is the number
of raingauges in each sub-region. Hence, due to
symmetry in the correlation matrix the correlation
value from each pair of raingauges occurs twice in
the same diagramme (depending on the two orientation&
for each pair of combined rainfall stations) and thus
the composite correlation diagrammes are symmetric
about the origin.
Since the composite correlation diagrammes give
a concentrated
picture of the spatial rainfall
characteristics in, each sub-group, they will also
visualize to what extent the chosen sub-groups are
homogeneous regarding rainfall producing mechanisms.
Very scattered diagrammes with no spatial pattern
will indicate that the sub-group under study is
influenced by a diversity of rainfall mechanisms and
by no means can be treated as one separate unit.
The
seasonal
fluctuations
of the spatial
correlation structure were investigated by calculating
the
composite
correlation diagrammes, as
described above, for each of the sub-groups and each

289 month. In most cases the divergence from the. data
without any seasonal division is considerable.
Especially the sub-groups south of the High Tell
and the High Steppes display a great seasonal
variation. In general, a rather clear directional
dependence can be seen for most of the different
months in the wet period. The summer period,
however,
usually
represents
a
correlation
structure with an indistinct or even nonexistent
spatial pattern. This is partly due to the
localized character of the rainfall as observed
by the sparsely spaced raingauge network and
partly to the limited number of rainfall data
during the summer period. The period for which
this indistinct pattern remains, increases with
decreasing latitude. Consequently, for sub-group
no. 1 (northernmost sub-group), June is the only
month with no spatial pattern, while the same
period for sub-group no. 6 (southernmost subgroup) is May to October. The change in the
orientation of the major axis of the correlation
occurs most frequently for the sub-groups south
of the High Tell and the High Steppes. For these
sub-groups the main trend
of a directional
dependence
in
a
northeasterly-southwesterly
orientation for the data without any seasonal
division can be seen in most of the winter
months. However, this general pattern dissolves
in December into a northwesterly- southeasterly
directional dependence. In January, sub-groups
no. 5-7 display a rather clear spatial correlation pattern with a northwesterly-southeasterly
orientation (see
Fig. 3). In February this
pattern is
again changed
into the general
northeasterly-southwesterly orientation. Consequently, December and January seem to be months
when the rainfall regime for the area south of
the High Tell and the High Steppes differs from
that of the rest of the year. The change in the
directional dependence may indicate a change in
the orientation of the main rain-carrying winds
from the general northwesterly direction into a
southwesterly one during December to January,
affecting the areas south of the High Tell and
the High Steppes.

the outer limits of the observation points. The true
areas are therefore greater than those visualized in
Fig. 4 in these cases. The non-closed correlation
isolines indicate that the different sub-groups may
not act as independent areas regarding the rainfall
producing mechanisms.
Especially the sub-groups in the coastal areas
appeared
with
typically
non-closed correlation
isolines along the coastline. Fig. 4 displays the
general distribution of the areas within the 0.7
correlation isoline for all sub-
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16000
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Fig. 4

Distribution
of
areas within the 0.7
correlation isoline for correlation fields
of daily rainfall.

Topographical and coastal interactions
A rather distinct spatial pattern, permitting correlation isolines to be drawn, could be
seen in 68 out of the 77 diagrammes (7 sub-groups
during 11 months). July was excluded because of
no rainfall at all. Sub-group no. 5 displayed the
largest variability and only 6 months with a
clear spatial correlation structure. The spatial
extension of the composite correlation fields was
determined by calculating the area within the 0.7
correlation isoline. A correlation isoline equal
to or exceeding 0.7 was found in 55 out of the 68
cases. The
13 cases
where the correlation
isolines were less than 0.7 were set to an area
equal to zero in the further analyses. In a few
cases the correlation pattern was irregular in
the way that correlation isolines only for higher
correlations than 0.7 could be drawn (only very
close stations showed any similar correlation
pattern and these were generally high; see e.g.
sub-group no. 7 in December or sub-group no. 5 in
January in Fig. 3). In these cases the area
within the 0.7 correlation isoline was set to the
corresponding area within the higher correlation
level.
Many of the correlation structures exhibited
correlation isolines with a banded rather than an
elliptical structure. Therefore in 27 cases the
0.7 correlation isoline did not appear in a
closed form. In these cases the area was calculated as the area delimited by the 0.7 isoline and

groups and months. It is seen that the common size of
the correlation fields is less than about 8,000 sq
km. Observations of areas larger than about 10,000 sq
km seem to occur only occasionally. Since both largescale and local-scale rainfall
mechanisms occur
depending on season, it is assumed that Fig. 4
reflects a wide range- of rainfall
fields from
individual cells and up to synoptic areas. It must
also be remembered that the areas determined by the
0.7 correlation isoline occasionally displayed a
great variability depending on month and sometimes
the distinction between different correlation levels
was not very clear. The areas indicated in Fig. 4 may
therefore only give a rough picture of the rainfall
fields in the actual area and observed as daily
rainfall amounts.
Practically all of
the
correlation fields
occurred with elliptical or band-shaped structures.
The elliptical character, however, appeared to be
more frequent in-summer and early autumn months. Fig.
5 gives a description of the distribution of the
elongation of the correlation fields. The elongation
was defined as the ratio of width to length (approximating irregular correlation fields to be cellular).
In the case of the non-closed correlation isolines,
the length was defined as delimited by the outer
observation points. The elongation as visualized in
Fig. 5 may therefore be underestimated in the nonclosed cases. In two cases the correlation surface
was so irregular that the elongation could not be
defined. The number of observations to be found in
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Distribution of the orientation of elongated correlation fields in relation to
mean monthly surface wind direction.

Fig. 5 is therefore only 66 as compared to 68 in Fig.
4. Fig, 5 may be compared to the findings by Austin
and Houze (1972) regarding the elongation of large
mesoscale areas. The most common elongations found by
Austin and Houze (1972) were between .0.1 and 0.4,
i.e., the same range as is displayed in Fig. 5,
The banded
or elongated
structure of the
correlation fields was further
compared to the
orientation of the coastline and the surface wind
direction. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the
orientation of banded or elongated correlation fields
in relation to the coastal line for the 5 coastal
sub-groups. It is seen that the bands or elongations
are usually parallel to the local coastline.
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Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the orientation
of the bands or elongations in relation to the mean
monthly surface wind directions (observed during
1979-83). As expected, and similar to what other
studies have shown, there
is little accordance
between the main surface wind direction and the
orientation of the bands or elongations (see e.g •
Austin and Houze, 1972). There seems, however, to be
some dependence between the surface wind direction
and the orientation of the bands or elongations.
Similar to what Austin and Houze (1972) found, there
seems to be a slight rotation in the axis between the
surface wind direction and the orientation of the
banded and the elongated correlation structures.
However, wind directions from the 500-700 mb layer
would probably be more closely correlated to the
orientation of bands and
elongations (see e.g.
Maddox, 1980; Marshal!, 1980; Niemczynowicz, 1984).
Wind data on this level have not, however, been
available for the present study.
Summary and discussion

Fig. 6

Distribution of
the orientation
elongated
correlation
fields
relation to coastal line.

of
in

The daily
data, as
visualized by composite
correlation fields, usually occurred with banded or

- 291 elliptical patterns as influenced by coast and
topography. Elliptical patterns occurred usually
towards summer or early
autumn. Correlation
isolines were usually oriented in a parallel
pattern along the coastline or the topographical
ridges. The composite correlation fields defined
as the area within the 0.7 correlation isoline
were usually less than about 8,000 sq km. The
ratio of width to length of
the elongated
composite correlation
fields was in general
between 0.1 and 0.4. The major orientation of the
coastline seems to be a more important factor for
the rainfall generation than are local irregularities in the coastal orientation and local
topographical differences. During periods with
rainfall characterized by large-scale cyclonic
disturbances, the main topographical barriers
tend to act as enhancement factors, leading to
high correlations along
the
ridges. During
periods with more locally influenced rainfall
mechanisms, such as local convection and convergence, the
main topographical barriers seem
rather to
act as
demarcators of different
rainfall areas, leading to high correlations
within each of these rainfall areas.
The results of the present rainfall study
can be used directly, for example, in hydrological
regionalizations
or
raingauge
network
optimizations. The sub-groups used in this study
proved to be rather homogeneous. Consequently,
the same sub-groups can probably be used in
further hydrological regionalization studies.
One of the more important results of this
study is that also rather short rainfall records
with a fairly good spatial coverage may carry
essential information about spatially influential
factors for the rainfall distribution. Also rare
rainfall events may be estimated from relatively
short time series on large observation areas
instead of long time series on small observation
areas (Drufuca, 1977). If the spatial variability
of rainfall can be linked to meteorological and
physiographical factors which are governing this
spatial dependence, the gain will be possibilities to interpolate and extrapolate in both space
and time and thus to improve the accuracy in a
number of different hydrological applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Sitanadi is one of the 22 west flowing
rivers of Dakshina Kannada district covering
an area of 650 sq. kms.
The basin lies
between
l3°20 1 -l3'0 35'N
latitude and 74°30'-75010'E longitude (Fig.l).

Sarma and Narayanaswamy (1982) have computed the coefficient of variation (C ) in order
to study the distribution of rainfdll.
They
have classified the distribution of rainfall
into five classes as· noted below on the basis
ofC •
V

cV

The
physiography
of
the
area
comprises
of
undulating
topography
with
hilly terrain and flat valleys.
Geologically
the area comprises of granitic gneisses and
laterites
with
occasional
intrusions
of
dolerites and quartz veins.
The climate
of this area is marked by heavy rainfall
with high humidity and oppressive weather.
The hot season from March to ·May is
followed by the rainy season
south west
monsoon from June to September,
The basin
area receives an average rainfall of about
4600 mm.

Rainfall distribution

Rainfall
is
one
of
the
major
controlling factors in agriculture and water
management planning especially in rain-fed
areas.
Statistical analysis of rainfall data
is
therefore
of
greatest
value
in
the
operational planning of cropping program 11e.

These computations reveal that during
the months from November to March the
distribution of rainfall varies from medium
and
scattered
to
very
heavy
scattered
during the rest of the months the rainfall
distribution ranges from normal to medium
scattered.
There are, however, a few
instances of uniform distribution of rainfall
in almost all parts of the study area,

Rainfall data for sixteen years (19721987)
from
seven
rain gauge
stations
of
Sitanadi basin is made use of in the study
of distribution and trend analysis of the
rainfall,

Uniform
Normal
Medium scattered
Heavy scattered
Very heavy scattered

0-0.25
0.25-0.50
0.50-0.75
0.75-1.00
More than 1. 00

The values of coefficient of variation
and standard deviation are calculated for
the
Sitana:di
basin,
The
same
are
presented in Table 2.

Based on the classification given by
Sarma et al (1982) and the computed values,
the following conclusions are drawn.

RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
Coastal
Karnataka
(western
ghats
region) receives heavy rainfall during the
south-west
monsoon . period
(June-Sept.),
It receives less of north-east monsoon too.
The percentage of annual rainfall during
each season has been found out (Table 1).
It shows that the major portion of about
90%
is
received
during
the
south-west
monsoon period while about 7% of the annual
rainfall is received during the north-east
monsoon period, the balance being for other
seasons.

a) 30% of the monthly rainfall is classified
as ·normal distribution,
b) 17% of the monthly rainfall is classified
as very heavy scattered distribution,
c) 12% of the monthly rainfall is classified
as uniform distribution, and
d) the balance of the monthly rainfall is
classified as medium to heavy scattered
distribution over the entire basin.
The
wide
variations
in
the
distribution of rainfall over the Sitanadi
basin are due to its physiographical location
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Table 1 : Average Distribution of Rainfall During South-West and North-East Monsoons.
Rain
gauging
station

Average
rainfall
(cm)

708.59
Agumbe
407.01
Hallady
553.29
Sitanadi
465.10
Ardi
Brahmawar367. 93
Xota
342.59
375.88
Udu:ei
Figures represent

South-west
North-east
(Oct-Dec)
(June-Se:et)
% of
Rainfall
Rainfall
% of
(cm)
(cm)
rainfall
rainfall
93.3.
661. 39
33.17
4.7
362.99
89.2
35.11
8.6
502.51
90.8
36.27
6.6
415.45
89.3
40.27
8.6
90.0
25.04
6.8
331.10
309.26
90.3
20.46
6.0
331.36
88.1
24.96
6.6
the <>.verage of 16 years (1972-1987).

,;hich is between the
western ghat region.

west

coast

and

the

In order to study the general pattern
of rainfall over the area, an isohyetal map
has been drawn (Fig.2).
The map clearly
indicates that the eastern part of the basin
receives more rainfall as compared to the
western part of the basin.
This may be
due to
the fact that the area lies at the
foot hills of the western ghats which arrest
the rain bearing clouds of the south-west
monsoon
resulting
in
heavier
rate
of
precipitation in the east rather than west.
The
and total
calculated
results are

mean annual precipitation (MAP)
quantum of annual rainfall
are
using different methods.
The
presented in Table 3.

Mean Annual Precipitation and
Annual
Total
Volume
of
Rainfall.
MAP
Total volume of
(cm)
rainfall over
Method
3
the area
)
460.0
3, 0 X 10
Arithmetic mean
3,0} X 10 9
Thiesson polygon
463.9
3,02 X 10 9
464.6
Isohyetal
Table 3 :

<.r

From the graph of mean rainfall over
a 16 year period, it is evident that the
rainfall is above the mean value for
years,
while it is below the mean value for

a

Other season
Rainfall
(cm)
14.03
8.91
15.37
9.38
11.79
12.87
19.53

% of
rainfall
2.0
2.2
2.8
2.0
3.2
3.7
5.2

the remaining If years, ln.d~cl,lt'tng ·that ·toainf;,.,\l
over the basin for a lt> consecutive yeai
period is normal.
It is important to note
that the period of rainfall is confined.
to
only
four
successive
months
(June-September).
It is not surprisinc:,
therefore, that the area faces an acute
scarcity of water during summer months
on account of scanty rainfall for nearly
8 months (Vastrad and Puranik, 1986).

TREND ANALYSIS
Periodicity in Precipitation Pattern

1

For
detecting
periodicities,
two
techniques are employ'ed.
In the first
case, a simple moving average technique
was
used.
In
second,
spectral
characteristics
and
autocorrelation
coefficients
are
determined
by
Fourier
analysis
and
autocorrelation
techniquee:
respectively (Renukaprasad et al, 1984).
Moving Average Technique :
. . In the temporal precipitation pattern
1n 1ts raw form, the periodicity is not
clear. Moving averages have been calculated
(Tables 4 and 5) for 3 year and 5 year
(Figs.3 and 4). In both the graphs 3 year
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Table 2 : Coefficient of Variation (C ) and Standard Deviation (Sd)
V
Jan
1972C
SV
d
1973C
sv

-

1974C
SV

-

1975C
sv

2.4
4.4

1976C
SV

-

d

d

d
d

1977C
sv
d

-

1979C
sv

2.6
1.32

1980C
sv

-

1981C
SV

1.62
5.10

1982C
SV

-

d

d
d

d

1983C
5

V

d

1984C
sv
1985C
SV
1986C
sv

2.64
0.07

d

d

1987C
5

V

d

1.0
9.29
2.64
0.38
I. 70

9.40

2.64
3.80
1.36
9.60
2.20
6.90

Apr

May

Jun

1. 80
8.16

0.42
362.40
0.63
822. 4 0
o. 25
166.60
0.14
179.20
0.25
149. 10
0.11
114.10
0.31
491.10
0.11
116.80
0.28
42.90

0.27
23.50
0.80
18.80

0.65
103.70
0.38
42.40
0.69
122.80
0.43
54.30
0.62
21.90
0.36
41.90
0.16
40.80
0.80
13.40
0.55
48.60
0.62
34.40
0.38
58.90
0.56
31.60
0.64
15.70
0.22
28.80

2.64
7.71
2.64
1. 13

1. 00
16.00
0.93
65. 10

1. 60
15.00
1. 70
17.50
1.40
16.40
1. 00
21.20
0.80
22.60
1.30
35.30
1.80
3.10
0.69
39.60
0.77
31.00
1. 83
3.15

1. 30
5.10
1. 88
18.70

d

Mar

-

1978C
sv
d

Feb

2.13
9.50

0.90
51.40
1. 30
4.00
2.60
4.40

-

e UDUPI

Fig. 2.

74•

so'

Jsohyetal

Jly

0.14
206.00
0.12
149.0 0
0.30
186.00
0.17
263.70
0.41
572.00
0.25
338.30
0.14
131.90

74"

Map

Aug

Sept

0.60
0.51
968.50 344.90
0.49
0.59
567.50 768.00
0.32
0.84
661. 10 1149.20
0.11
0.40
144.00 575.00
0.21
0.22
315.90 171. 90
0.26
0.35
417.10 237.60
0.57
0.41
661.20 540.10.
0.23
0.64
353.80 501.90
o. 51
0.46
833. 50 741.80
0.32
o.so
498.00 812.70
0.21
0.31
293.60 630.00
0.20
0.31
431.40. 399.90
0. 52
0.52
708.60 480.80
0.52
0.44
473.10 592.90
0.46
0.44
462.70 528.50
0.62
0.41
338.60 727. 70

ss'
of

0

7S 00

Sitanadi

Oct

Nov

Dec

0.79
0.69 1.10 1.55
133. 10 2 67. 00 57.90 5.50
0.46
0.50 0.96 1. 80
122.70 78.90 30.00 3.90
0.44
0.41 1. 77 169.20 88.40 6.76 0.60 0.72 0.48
297.60 117.20 51.70 0.22
0.76 0.44 1. 84
96.10 38.20 73.50 6.50
0.29 0.21 2.60
0.47
156.70 97.30 57.00 0.94
0.48 0.45 o. 92
0.53
185.40 79.50 43.30 17.50
0.43 0.38 2.64
0.36
114.90 86.40 33.10 12.10
0.68 0.59 0.87
0.31
97.40 120.00 66.20 0.70
0.42 0.60 0.70
0.37
183.60 66.40 49.60 6.10
0.35
69.70

0.45 0.26
48.00 17.10

-

0.19
0.20 0.34 0.65
200.50 49.70 31.20 15.10
1.18
0.40 1. 90 2.64
526.20 84.80 91.50 0.49
0.36
0.43 0.63 0.86
87.50 118.90 29.00 15.10
0.15 0.44 1.26
0.34
85.60 28.10 73.00 1. 87
o·. 61 0.41 0.59 0.94
1 J 9. 90 94. 60 70, 50 23. 80

I

75 •

Basin

os'
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cycle is noticeable.

Spectral Analysis

Table 4 : 3 Year Moving Average Results
Sl.No.

Fourier analysis is one of the best
methods
for
studying
the
spectral
characteristics and periodicities.
In the
Fourier
method
a
periodic
function
is
represented by

Moving Av!'lrage

420.7467
473.9334
450.9567
432.7800
449.6767
461.0967
499.8900
499.7233
537.9734
529.0100
501.9733
476.8233
441.4700
403.9800

1
2
3
4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14

t)o

Yi =

.;:::::L

2n 7T x,
2n
l
(an cos~ + bn s1n
0

7r x.

--x-

l)

n=l
where, an and b

are

Fourier
coefficients,
the fundamental wave
length equal to the length
of the data

)..n is

In I

and

x.
l

is

the
harmonic number
is the variable whose
trend is being studied.

420.7467
473 ° 9334
450.9567
432 ° 7800
449· 6767
461 ° 01167
499 8900
499· 7233
537. 9734
529· 0100
501 ° 9733
476· 8233
441· 4700
0

403.9800L____L__~~--~--~----L----L--~~--~--~----~--~--~
403.9i00
426.3122
448.6444
470.9766 493.3088
515.6411
537.97'33
415.1461
437.4783 459.8105
482·1427
504.4749 526.80'12

Fig. 3.

3-Vear

Moving

Average

425 .7540~---------c--------~----~
443 5880 ~
4 67 .5140
449 .9640
459 .1620
496 .7740
513 .oeoo
506 ° 7620
52.1 ° 3000
499·2401
471 8100
0

0

440 . 9040 t:__..L__:~_J_ __J--:--L-:-::~=:-'--::::--;-;:~--;;;-;~;;;..~,_-;;,-'
425. 7540
441· 6783
457.6026
473.5270
489.4513
433.7162
449.6405
465.5649
481· 4891
497.4134

Fig. 4.

Table 5
Sl.No.

5- Year

5 Year Moving Average Results
Moving Average

Moving

Average

The
obtained

component
by

an

maxtrix

and

bn

inversion

can

be

method

(Davis, 1973).
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

425.7540
443.5880
467.5140
449.9640
459.1620
496.7740
513.0800
506.7620
521.3000
499.2401
471.8100
440.9040

The precipitation data of the basin
for the year 1972-1987 has been used in
the
analysis.
The
significance of a
harmonic is given by its power which is
equal to a 2 + b 2,
Power spectra from
n
n
the harmonic number 0 to 8 have been
The powers of the different
determined.
harmonics are given in Table 6 and shown
graphically in Fig.S.
I 0I
harmonic
whose square
mean
precipitation.
harmonics, the highest

The

209907.10

power of
has a
root 458.15 is the
Of
the
remaining
powers are noticed
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Table 6 : Power of Different Harmonics
Harmonic number

This shows that there is no periodicity
in the
precipitation
pattern.
However,
longer length of the data might indiqate
such
a
periodicity
in
the
precipitation
pattern.

Power spectrum
209907.IOOOO
36I3.I0200
I462. 79600
527.89060
996.90560
993.I5400
I296.5I700
562.22160
52.56245

0
I

2
3
4
5

6
7
8

Table 7
Lag position

for lst, 2nd and 6th harmonics.
It is a
well known fact that the reliability of the
54649.0300
1766.6460
878 .&708
878.7139
1069. 9330
1012 . !020
568 . 3806

Autocorrelation Coefficients for
Different Lags
Autocorrelation
coefficient

0
I
2
3

I.000003
O.I47847
0.033415
0.165290
0.147960

4

~~~~~~~--~-L~--~~~~

568 ·3803 1216.5490 2603.8740 5573. 275 11928.920 25532.410 54648.9200
831.5421
1779.814
3809.476 8153.719 17452.060
37353.970
LOGRITHMIC

PLOT OF SMOOTHED

Fig. 5.

POWER

Power

Fnarmonic analysis is limited to harmonic
number n/4.
In the present case, only
the first 4 harmonics can be considered •.
In the present study, the harmonics having
high powers coming in this range are only
the lst and the 2nd.
When these are
treated
for
their
significance,
all
the
harmonics turn out to the not significant
(Davis, 1963).
Autocorrelation Analysis
Autocorrelation method can be used
as a study complimentary to the spectral
analysis
method
for
determining
the
periodicity.
The autocorrelation of a time
series at lag 1 L 1 is given by
Cov X. + L
l

Var X.

1

where lag is the amount of offset between
the two series being compared.
The power
spectra
and
autocorrelation
are
related,
in that the power spectra is the Fourier
transform of the autocorrelation function.
Autocorrelation
values
are
generally
considered
meaningful only upto a lag
1
1
position n/4, where
n
is the length of
the sequence (Davis, 1973).
Autocorrelation
coefficients
upto
lag
4 have been determined.
The values are
given in Table 7 and are plotted in the
correlogram
(Fig.6).
But none of the
correlation coefficients is found significant.

SPECTRUM

Spectrum
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn
from the analysis discussed so far;
a) The area receives 90% of the total annual
rainfall during south-west monsoon (June
-Sept.) and 7% during north-east monsoon
( Oct-Dec.).
b) The rainfall is very heavy scattered
during the months of November to March
and normal to medium scattered during
the rest of the year.
c) The rainfall received by the eastern
part of the basin ·is more than the one
received by the western part of the
basin •
d) The mean annual precipitation is about
460
cm
and
total
volume
of
water
received through rainfall over the area
9 3
is about 3.0 x 10 m •
e) Eventhough
the
area
receives
heavy
rainfall, it faces an acute water scarcity
during summer months.
This is because
the
rainfall
is
confined
to
only
4
months.
The topography and lithology
of the study area are not suitable for
groundwater storage since highly porous
laterite formation allow seepage out of
the basin while hard granite gneisses
reduce the rate of infiltration
thus
allowing more of surface runoff which

:~m ~[:___j__L.___,L___L___j:?EI___...l__._JL...--L----1---~
-1.0000
-.6661
-.3333
.oooo
.3333
-.83'33
-.sooo
-.1667
.1667

Fig. 6.

Correlogram

.6667

.sooo

1.0000
.8'333
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ultimately moves into the sea.
f)

Moving
averages
with 3-y.ear and
year cycle.

g)

Spectral
analysis
and
autocorrelation
analysis do not show any periodicity
since the length of the data is rather
short,
Longer lengths of data might
reveal the periodicity, if it exists.
The knowledge of such a periodicity
is useful in the planning and management
of water resources.

of
different
orders
5-year indicate a 3-
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COMPARISON OVER FRANCE OF TWO METHODS OF MONTHLY RAINFALLS
ASSESSMENT

Odile LE BRETON
Meteorologie Nationale. 2 ave Rapp. 75340 Paris. France.

1. INTRODUCTION

R0

In statistical and climatological
applications, it is always difficult to
deal with missing data, because of the
necessity of working on complete time
series. Hence the need for a correction
procedure, generally integrating data
from the nearest stations and a good
knowledge of local climatology. Such a
correction
procedure
(Trendel
and
al., 1973) has been operationally used
for the last 16 years over the French
precipi tations network and for monthly
rainfalls assessment.
But this method has not proved
quite satisfactory which has led us to
try to apply for correction purposes a
new method AURELHY (Benichou, 1986,
Benichou and Le Breton, 1987) taking
topography into account for monthly
rainfalls
fields
estimation.
The
purpose of this paper is therefore to
compare these two methods and to select
the best one for further operational
use.

observed monthly rainfall
n
number of stations of department
which have not any missing data.
2.1.2 "Homogeneity index"
The
formula
(1 )
allows
us
calculate the homogeneity index I 0
station Sk :

(3)

It
is
possible
to
make
a
cartography of these indexes over the
department. This index will be eq~al to
zero for stations without any ·data,
smaller than real values for stations
with lacking data and will depart from
the spatial structure of the field for
stations with mistaken data.
2.1.3 Estimated monthly rainfall.
In the case of a station Sk with
missing data, the estimated monthly
rainfall is given by the formula (3) :
(4)
Ie(Sk) : estimated homogeneity index
This index may be computed as follows
by using the three .nearest stations:

2. PRESENTATION OF THE TWO METHODS.
2.1 "Critical method"
This
method
termed
"Method
of
theoretical rain" divides the observed
monthly rainfall R0 into two parts
Ro

= Rth

x Io

to
at

(1)

-the "theoretical rain" Rth represents
the
physical
and
climatological
features of the station (elevation,
geographical position ... )
-the
"homogeneity
index"
I0
characterizes the weather types which
occured during the month.
2.1.1 "Theoretical rain"
We make the following assumption:
over a limited area (as a French
department),
the monthly theoretical
rain
Rth of a station Sk depends on
the weighted sum of measured monthly
rainfalls at other stations
n

m
reference value (mean monthly
value over a 50 year period)

(5)

K(Si)
: weight depending on the
distance between Sk and Si·
2.1.4 Validation of the method.
The "critical method" allows to
estimate monthly rainfalls but presents
some failures :
- application over administrative but
neither
. climatological,
nor
geographical homogeneous areas,
importance of computational time
necessary
for
estimation
of
the
"theoretical rain",
reference
to
the
three
nearest
stations which may result in misestimated homogeneity index ...
All these drawbacks have led us to
apply the AURELHY method.
2.2 The AURELHY method.
The
AURELHY
method
has
been
elaborated for analysing pluviometric
fields
such
as
normal
monthly
rainfalls. It takes into account the
possible
statistical
relationships
between the
field
to analyse and
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regional topography, coded in vector
form. The principle of the method is
the following:
linear regression involving coded
topography f ( T ) ,
"mathematical"
analysis
of
the
regression residuals
kriging) ..

c(

R(Si)=R(xi,Yi,Ti)=f(Ti)+C(xi,Yi)
R

Xi,

Yi

site Si
Ti
site Si

observed field at site si
geographical coordinates

(6)
of

topographical environment of

The "landscape" or topographical
environment T surrounding a grid point
G is determinated by (llxll) mean
elevations surrounding the point G. A
Principal Components Analysis has been
applied to 27000 ( llxll) matrices all
over France. Thus
each site G is now
coded by a vector, with 16 predictors :
the average altitude z of central
point G,
- the first 15 principal components.
The field of study must be vast
enough to provide sufficient sample of
measuring points, but not too vast
either, for the regression equation to
make sense, which brought us to divide
France into ten regions, each of them
representing a geographical entity
Pyrenees,
Brittany ... After
the
regression equation f being calculated
over one of the ten regions (Fig .1) ,
it is applied at any grid point G in
the studied field. Then we assess the
residuals through a kriging method. The
knowledge of those two elements
regression equation value f(T)
and
estimated residuals e *- induces us to
assess rain at any given point :
R*(M)=R*(x,y,T)=f(T)
+E *(x,y)
(7)
(application (interpolation
of regression) of residuals )

4

In our paper, the AURELHY method
has been applied for the following
three parameters :
- raw monthly rainfall (case 1).
rainfall anomaly, i.e
difference
between monthly rainfall and its normal
(case 2) .
rainfall
ratio
monthly
rainfall/normal monthly value (case 3),
often used in climatology.
We will term "case 4"
the "critical
method".
'
3. THE FIELD OF STUDY.
3.1 Test sample.
In order to compare the two methods
above mentioned, we will observe the
estimated
and
measured
monthly
rainfalls, over a test sample.
From a file of 1342 stations having
high quality data over the period 19511980 (Normales climatologiques,l986),
we have selected 193 stations randomly
distributed over France (Fig .1)
The
remaining stations will be used for
monthly rainfalls assessment.
3.2 Period of time.
The chosen period consists in the
last five years
( 76-80)
of the
reference period
(51-80).
For each
year, ~ix months representing different
hydrological seasons have been selected
: January, March for Winter ; May for
Spring ; July, September for Summer ;
November for Autumn.
We have therefore 30 time units (5
years x 6 months). We have checked that
the chosen period is representative of
the rainfall interannual variability
(balance between dry and rainy months).
3.3 Estimated monthly rainfalls.
Three applications of the AURELHY
method (cases 1 to 3
) and the
"critical method" (case 4) , provide an
estimated monthly rainfall for each
time unit and each station from the
test sample (e.g in Table 1) .
estimated rains
for cases

code of

observed

station

rain

070641

562

530 482 579 540

071531

788

649 783 662 700

072862

756

639 505 626 620

1

2

3

4

Table 1
Estimated monthly rainfalls
in January 1976, for three stations
(lOth of mm)

3.4 Estimation errors.
From
the
estimated
monthly
rainfalls, we have computed four types
of errors :

Fig. 1 : Test sample over France ( 193
stations) and the ten areas of the
AURELHY method.

- algebric error : R*(S)-R0 (S)
- absolute error : absolute value of
previous error (ERABS)
- relative error : (R*(S)-R 0 S))/R0 (S)
- relative absolute error : absolute
value of the previous error (RELABS),
which has allowed us, for each case and
each
time
unit,
to
compute
the
percentages of stations having:
a) ERABS < 10 mm ; 10 mm < ERABS < 15mm
; 15 mm <-ERABS < 20 mm ; 20 mm <-ERABS
~ 30 mm (Table 2).
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b) RELABS < 15 % ; 15 % < RELABS < 25 %
35 % < RELABS
25 % < RELABS ~ 35 %
~ 45% .
percentages of stations
having ERABS
lOmm 15mm 20mm 30mm

"critical method" (percentage : 75% at
size test 0. 05 and percentage 50% at
size test 0.01).

year/
month

case

97701

1

46.6

14.0

14.0

11.9

ERABS <lOmm

97701

2

51.3

19.2

7.2

13.0

97701

3

49.2

19.2

9.8

13.0

97701

4

50.3

16.9

10.6

12.1

Table 2 :Percentages of stations having
ERABS < different thresholds (mm) for
JANUARY 1977.

4.DETERMINATION OF THE BEST METHOD FOR
MONTHLY RAINFALLS ESTIMATION.

4.1 Test of concordances.
This test (or test of KENDALL over
ranks) has been used for studying the
homogeneity of rainfalls series (cf
3.1). We have applied it over the
previous
percentages,
in
order
to
distinguish
the
"critical method"
(case 4) from the three applications of
the AURELHY method (cases 1 to 3 ) . We
replace the observations (percentages)
by their ranks,
these observations
being ranked by growing order. The
hypothesis is the following :
The four cases are equivalent <===>
the ranks are randomly ditributed
To test the probability of this
hypothesis, we use the following Fstatistic : F = (N-l).W /(1-W)
with freedom degrees,Y'l = (q-1)-2/N
and Y 2 = ( N-1) .Y'1 and W coefficient of
Kendall : W = S/max S =S/8°. We have :

Kind
error

of

4/1

4/2

4/3

0

X

X

10<ERABS <15mm

0

0

0

15<ERABS <20mm

0

0

X

20<ERABS <30mm

0

X

X

RELABS<l5%

0

X

X

15<RELABS<25%

0

X

0

25<RELABS<35%

0

X

X

35<RELABS<45%

0

0

X

Table 3
Results of the test
concordances at threshold 0.05
-X
heterogeneous serie
-0 : homogeneous serie

of

The
study
of
percentages
has
allowed us to check for significant
differences between the four methods
but not to select the best one, so w~
are going to work over ditributions of
errors
(cf
3.4)
by
using
three
statistic parameters :
-khi-2 test always applied to the
comparison of the "critical method
with each application of the AURELHY
method.
mean
of each distribution of
errors.
- standard deviation of each
ditribution of errors.

(8)

S

0

= max S = N2.q.(q2-l)/12
(9)
maximum value for S, when the ranks
have the same value in all the columns,
let Xj be equal to N.j.
N : number of months
q : number of cases (q<4)
Xj: sum of the ranks in the jth column

We will therefore test the previous
hypothesis at size 0. 05 and 0. 01, for
the following series -"critical method"
with each application of the AURELHY
method- and for all processed months .
We had applied this test over each year
(6 years/months), but we could not
conclude about the equivalence or non
equivalence
between
the
different
cases, because of a too failing sample.
The study ,at size 0.05, of the results
over the two errors -ERABS and RELABS
(cf 3.4 )shows
that
there
is
equivalence between the 4th and 1st
cases at 100% (8 cases on 8) ; there is
equivalence between the 4th and 2nd
cases at 37,5% (3 cases on 8) ; there
is equivalence between the 4th and 3rd
cases at only 25% (2 cases on 8) (Table
3). As a conclusion, it can be said
that the application of the AURELHY
method is the most different from the

4.2 Application of khi-2 statistic.
A first experiment over the six
months of each year (period 1976-1980)
has
not
given
decisive
results
(difficult interpretation). So for a
given month
(e.g.january)
we
have
gathered in the same sample all the
january months from 76 to 80, in order
to work over a larger sample -5xl93
stations -. For each kind of error we
have
plotted
the
graph
of
']\ 2
probabilities and choosed PA 2 =0,05 to
acc~pt or to reject the hypothesis of
equ~valence between all the methods. we
have calculated all the cases for which
the
previous
hypothesis
has
been
rejected (Fig.2). As a conclusion the
three
applications
of
the
AURELHY
method are all different from the
"critical method"
(75% to 83 3% of
cases), but if we remember the ~esults
of the test of Kendall over the ranks
we can conclude that the applicatio;
for ratio to normal value is the most
different. This must be also the best
one, and this is the purpose of the
following paragraph.
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Fig. 2 : Probabilities of Khi-2 between
the case 4 and each other case ( 1 to
3), for absolute error and for all
processed months :
-PX 2 < 0.05 non equivalence of cases
-PK2 > 0.05 equivalence of cases

4.3 Mean and standard deviation of
estimation errors.
We are going to study, over the
year, the set of 24 means and standard
deviations
of
errors
ditributions
(Table 4)
four kinds of errors and
six months - with the help of graphs
representing the four methods (Fig. 3).
The
comparison
of
this
set
is
concluding
means
and
standard
deviations of case 3 are smaller than
those of case 4 (in 95% of cases) and
the smallest of all cases (in 62,5% of
cases for mean and 79% of cases for
standard deviation). In the same way,
we have found similar results when
studying means and standard deviations,
over hydrological seasons.
JAN.

MAR.

MAY

1

-2/222

-11/208

-13/207

2

13/181

-1/179

-6/175

3

14/195

1/170

-5/171

4

23/204

16/179

13/190

case

Table 4 : Mean and standard deviation
for : -the four cases
-three months
-algebric error
(lOth of mm)

SEPT

"""'Fig.3b

Fig. 3 : Example of mean and standard
deviation for algebric error, for all
the cases and for all processed months.
The case 3 provides a smaller MAE than
for case 4 over all the period and the
smallest
standard deviation over 5
months on 6.
-Fig 3a
Mean
-Fig 3b : Standard deviation

5. CARTOGRAPHY OF ESTIMATION ERRORS.

In order to visualize the results
of previous section, we have worked out
several maps
over France
for
two
parameters :
- mean algebric error (MAE) for cases 3
and 4 (mean over the 30 processed
months),
difference between mean relative
absolute errors (case 4 minus case 3).

For this purpose, a kriging method has
been carried out over the 193 stations
with a 15km-mesh grid.
5.1 Cartography of mean algebric error
MAE (Fig.4).

4.4 The best estimation method.
To sum up, bearing in mind the
results obtained with the different
tests
-test
of
concordances,khi-2
statistic,
means
and
standard
deviations of errors distributions - we
can conclude that the application of
the AURELHY method to the ratio of
monthly rainfalls to normal values, is
the most "different" from the "critical
method" and also the best one.

The mean algebric error must be the
nearest
possible
to
zero.
Its
cartography
may
yield
areas
with
positive or negative bias and areas
where the method is satisfactory
it
cancels
interannual variability,
by
taking an average of the errors over
the period 1976-1980. An observation of
the obtained charts shows :
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Fig.4a

Fig. 4 : Mean algebric error (MAE) over
France for cases 3 and 4. The hatched
areas, where absolute values of MAE >6
mm are more important for the case 4.-Fig 4a
case 3
-Fig 4b : case 4
the positive areas are vaster for
"critical method" than for the AURELHY
method,
which means that estimated
monthly rainfalls seem overestimated by
the
"critical
method"
(and
underestimated by the AURELHY method).
- on the other hand, the negative bias
introduced by the AURELHY method does
not seem important (-3 to -6mm). There
are two more important, but punctual,
values over smaller areas,
one near
Pyrenees ( -12mm < MAE
< -15mm) and
another south of Massif Central (-24mm
< MAE < -27mm) (Fig.6).
- the mean algebric errors provided by
the
"critical
method"
are
more
important ( 3 to 9-12mm)
particularly
over
southern
France, with vaster
areas and more important values ( 6 to
18-21
mm).
All
these
observations
confirm the conclusions of previous
chapters.
5.2 Difference between mean relative
absolute errors (cases 4 minus 3) over
the period 1976-1980 (Fig.5).
This
cartography
is
useful
to
quantify contribution of the AURELHY
method.
This
contribution
will
be
positive if the difference between the
mean
relative
absolute
errors
is
positive (RELABS (4) > RELABS (3)). An
observation of the chart shows :
important
positive
areas
with
differences of 3% to 24% (very heavy
punctual
value
78% over
south of
France!),
some negative, but not very vast,
areas (differences of about 3% to 6% :
west of Massif
Central,
plain of
Limagne). We find two areas with a
little greater differences,
possibly
caused by a poor application of AURELHY
method
(low density of network, low
percentage of variance accounted for by
topography, stations not representative
of elevation ... )

Fig.
5
Difference between mean
relative absolute errors (cases 4 minus
3) (%). This map allows to visuali.ze
the
positive
contribution
of
the
AURELHY method
all the areas where
the difference is positive (areas non
hatched).

Over a representative time period ( 7680), and globally over FRANCE, it can
therefore be said that the contribution
of the AURELHY method is positive.
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6. CONCLUSION

The
comparison
over
France,
calculated on 30 time units, of two
methods
of
monthly
rainfalls
assessment, allows us to distinguish
the
best
statistically
method
app·lication of the AURELHY method on
ratio -monthly rainfall/monthly normal
value-.This
method
has
several
advantages : application over any area,
whatever the size of the network ;
topography taken into account ; short
computation time
mean algebric and
absolute errors
smaller than for
"critical method".
This selected correction procedure
will be soon run operationally over the
French network (about 3600 stations),
for the assessment of lacking monthly
rainfalls.
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TAKING TOPOGRAPHY INTO ACCOUNT FOR
NETWORK OPTIMIZATION IN MOUNTAINOUS AREAS

Patrick BENICHOU
Meteorologie Nationals. 2 ave Rapp. 75340 Paris. France.

1. INTRODUCTION
The
general
problem
in
network
optimization is usually dealt with in
statistical
terms.
In
the
case
of
raingauge
density
improvement,
the
solution is
clearly related to the
accuracy
of
spatial
interpolation
(Gandin, 1970. Schilperoort, 1986), or of
areal estimate such as mean rainfall on a
watershed (Shih,
1982).
But whatever
method is used, a preliminary knowledge
about the spatial structure of rainfall
field is needed. It may be in the form of
either a covariance function for optimum
interpolation, or a semi-variogram for
kriging.
In most of the cases, the standard
error given by interpolation is used to
determine the best locations for the new
gauges. When the number n of additional
gauges is low, these gauges may be sited
where the standard error is maximum
( Brouwer, 1986), or in the places where
the gain in estimate accuracy is maximum
(Delhomme, 1973). However, this kind of
method yields suboptimal solutions for
gauge locations and can work only with
strong assumptions about the rainfall
fields:
homogeneity and isotropy for
optimum
interpolation
(Cislerova
and
Hutchinson, 1974), isotropy and existence
of variogram for kriging. Furthermore,
the covariance function as well as the
variogram are to be computed from the
existing network, without any guarantee
on the quality of the resulting spatial
structure.
Concerning sampling in mountainous
areas, there is no precise recommendation
to be found (Rodda, 1972, 1981): though
orography induces marked gradients, one
could think that the network density
might remain average, since "rainfall
patterns are usually repeated from year
to year and probably from one period to
another"
( Sutcliffe,
1965,
quoted by
Rodda) . On the contrary, .it has been
shown (Benichou,
1987)
that rainfall
patterns depend strongly on mesoscale
topographic
features
and
that
the
rainfall I topography relationships may
vary widely from a period to another,
according
to
anomalies
in
general
circulation. On the other hand, the usual
statistical optimization methods do not
consider systematic variations induced by
topography, so that the spatial structure
may be misestimated
if
the
initial
network is not satisfactory. In this
case, the results given for optimization
must be considered with extreme caution.

That is why a new method is proposed,
by the name of OSIRIS
(Optimization
Statistically
Integrating
Relief
for
Implantation of Stations). This method is
original in that it does not only operate
from the study of the spatial structure
of
rainfall
fields,
but
it
also
extensively refers to topography: the
network
optimization
is
carried
out
through a better use of the AURELHY
method (Benichou, 1986, Benichou and Le
Breton, 1987), a method taking topography
into
account
for
rainfall
fields
interpolation.
We shall study the case of a French
region, Auvergne, where they wish to set
up 90 additional raingauge stations.
Suggestions as to potential benefits,
brought
about
by
this
method
of
optimization for a rational implantation
of a national climatological network,
will be made in the conclusion.
2. DEFINITION OF THE WORKING PLAN.
Though
meteorological
services
theoretically
have
to
meet
the
requirements of their various partners
(Dept. of Agriculture, Boards of Tourism,
... ) , the optimization study is to be
conducted
in
the
rather
restricted
framework of meteorology. In the case of
Auvergne, a further requirement was not
to modify the existing network.
Our
choice was to work on the monthly
rainfall fields, as they are, on the one
hand, the most suitable for automatic
cartography, and, on the other hand, the
fields· for which the effects due to
relief are the most visible. AURELHY, the
automatic cartography method which was
developed in the French Meteorological
Office, is based on a simple principle.
2.1 Principle of the Aurelhy method.
We expand in each station i and for
each month m the associated rainfall:
(1)

in which
Fm
linear relief/rainfall regression
equation for month m.
Ti = topographic features for station i
(Principal Component loadings on
elevation grids).
Em(i) = residual value of the Fm relation
in i for month m.
Assessment of rain at any given point G
(grid point) is made as follows:
( 2)
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in which
Fm(TG)
application in G of the Fm
relation.
Em*(G) =estimation of regression residues
by kriging.
This estimation of Pm(G) can be made at
any point of a 5km-mesh grid.
2.2 The method proposed.
There are two possible sources of
error during the application of AURELHY,
essentially
due
to
a
wrong
spatial
·distribution of the measurement network.
a) The standard error Cl' m associated
with the Em*(G) estimation is all the
more important as the G point is far from
a measurement point. The higher tS m(G),
the more vital it is to set up a post in
G.
b) The Fm relation may be difficult
to identify from the network, or to apply
out of the network stations, especially
if the network stations are not randomly
sampled on the relief of the area.
Consequently,
improvements
are
expected along two lines:
1)
Reducing
the
standard
error
committed during the interpolation of the
Em residues.
2)
Making
the
entire
network
(existing network + additional gauges)
the image of the relief of the region, in
the sense of a certain criterion.
The latter point seems to be a
minimal
objective
to
be
respected
whenever a network is implanted in a
mountainous
region.
Therefore,
the
directions
we
give
for
network
optimization
may
be
deliberately
diverging
from
the
classic
methods
(network
informativity,
interpolation
errors), in so far as the latter are
systematically including the underlying
hypothesis that the spatial structure of
the field to be intercepted by the
network is suitably identified on the
initial
network,
whereas
this
very
network may be basically deficient (since
efforts are made to improve its design).
3. ANALYSIS OF 28 MONTHLY RAINFALLS
FIELDS THROUGH THE AURELHY METHOD.

Fig.l
The
network
in
1988:
384
raingauges (202 over Auvergne region).

I~ ll~lllllffllllll=

IJ ~nrJ1.1111111•J m
J

Fig.2

The method is applied on 28 monthly
rainfall fields over the period 1982-1986
to a sample of 384 raingauge stations
(Fig.l), 202 of which are located in
Auvergne
proper.
This
implies
the
definition of a working grid set on the
region (Fig.2).
3.1 Products supplied by the Aurelhy
method.
a)for each field studied:
- the topography/rainfall relation Fm and
the topographic features selected for the
month
m
in
decreasing
order
of
importance.
- a map of standard error 0' m associated
to Em* estimation; this map depends both
on the spatial structure of the field Em
and on the gauge locations at month m.
- of course a map of the rainfall field
Pm* corresponding to the month m.
b)Products worked out:
- A map of mean standard error (CS') for
the year 1986 (Fig.3). This map indicates
areas
for
priority
siting
(hatched
areas). This type of map is traditionally
used in network optimization; however, in
our case,
the cr m are computed from
regression residues Em which are hoped to
have a more sui table spatial structure
(isotropy, range, ... ) for kriging than
raw data Pm.

Interpolation grid (5x5 km).

- Results concerning topography/rainfall
relations Fm obtained from the 28 monthly
rainfalls, can be roughly summarized in
the shape of the Table 1. It may be
practical to grant a mark O(p to each
predictor p according to these results.
Table 1
Topographic parameters which have been
the most often selected for multiple
regression (e.g. Cl was selected 13 times
in 2nd position, its final r<mk is 3rd,
with a mark~cl = 0.245).
predictor
p
Mean alt. z
Embankment Cl
W/E slope C2
S/N slope C3

nb. of months
lst2nd3rd >3
4 4
2 13
12 3
9 5

3 17
4 9
7 6
4 10

mark
c<p

final
rank

0.196
0.245
0.295
0.264

4th
3rd
1st
2nd

This "prize-list" reveals that the
rainfall
distribution
over
Auvergne
depends both on the direction of the flux
(indirectly detected through the C2 and
C3 PC. loadings), and on the rugosity of
the surface ( z and Cl parameters), all
these effects being, of course, mesoscale
effects (10-50 km).
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distance dp( SoldN, SGrid) between networkand
grid.
The
problem
of
optimum
implantation of new gauges is therefore
set in terms of minimization of the Khi-2
distance
dp(SnewN,SGridl
between
the
entire network and the grid. Which is, in
fact,
equivalent to enunciating this
general problem:
"How is i-:: possible to increase the
size of a sample of N individuals by n
individuals so that the resulting sample
may be statistically either the closest
possible to another sample or the most
representative of its parent population ?

Fig.3

Mean
monthly
interpolation
error
(~)
for
1986.
The
interpolation (kriging) is carried out
over anomalies Em from a linear relation
between monthly rainfalls and topographic
parameters.

4.2 Practical minimization of the
Khi-2 distance between network and grid.
The problem is thoroughly dealt with
in (Benichou, 1989): the best possible
way to distribute the n individuals in
the K classes covering the range of
variation of a given variable is exposed
in this article. A software has been
written, based on this working plan, that
provides the optimal number np(k) of
gauges to be implanted for each class k
of the topographic parameter p studied,
Some aspects should be remembered:
- The problem is trivial when n is
important
(greater than an "optimum"
number no). In this case, all classes k
are modified and the number np(k) of new
gauges to be implanted in the area
related to the class k of the parameter
p, is given by:

standard

3.2 Discussion.
How dense the new implantation must
be will therefore depend on both the gaps
to be filled (Fig.3) and the shortcomings
of the networks because of topography.
Consequently, what is suggested in the
following paragraphs is to work out a
document, in the form of a compound map,
which will locally advocate such or such
density of implantation of new gauges,
taking into account the type of relief
and of course the "prize-list" obtained
before. This map will be the
logical
complement of Fig.3 and will meet our
second goal: make the complete network
the image of the area relief, or at least
of its most important features as far as
rainfalls are concerned.

4. ADEQUATING THE NETWORK TO THE RELIEF
OF AUVERGNE.
4.1 Setting the· problem.
We have seen that the topography in a
given point was characterized by the
value of various parameters. For any of
these
parameters,
we
are
able
to
calculate
the
spatial
statistical
distribution for two different samples:
SoldN: the existing(old) Network over
the region (N=202 stations for Auvergne).
SGrid: the interpolation Grid points
belonging to the region ( NG=1066 points
for
Auvergne).
This
sample will
be
considered as the reference sample.
Defaults or surpluses in the basic
network as to the frequency of posts by
range of the topographic parameter p
studied, may be summed up by the Khi-2

np(k) = (N+n). fc(k) - N fN(k)

(3)

in which fN(k) and fG(k) are the spatial
frequencies of class k of parameter p on
the area studied (Auvergne)
for the
existing
network
and
for
the
grid
respectively,
- When such is not the case (which
most frequently occurs in practice), the
problem is less obvious:
it becomes
impossible to modify all classes k. Just
a subset C(nl) of classes k, verifying:
fN(k) ~ (1 + n1/N) fc(k)
are modified this way:

(4)

in which n1 is a number lower than n,
determined iteratively and verifying:
n1

=

E£ l (k)

[ n- N.l:(fG(k)-fN(k))]
kEC(nl)
k(C(nt)
(6)
which leads to two consequences:
1- There are subregions where it is
not advisable to implant new gauges
(these subregions correspond to the nonmodified classes).
2- For other subregions, it is more
or less vital to implant new gauges, the
degree of "urgency" depending on the
contribution of each class to the Khi-2
distance dp.
4.3 Relative Density of raingauge
implantation (RD ),
From a prac!'ical point of view, and
with a view to quantify, we are going to
define a new field from the variables
hitherto defined: it is the Relative
Density of raingauge implantation ( RDp),
for each class k of the topographic
parameter p.
Let NG be the total number of grid points
over the studied area (NG=1066).
Let NG(k) be the number of grid points
belonging to class k: NG(k) = NG.fQ(k).
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Then:
NG
np(k)
RDp(k)
100.--.-(7)
NG(k)
n
In the same way, we define the relative
density of implantation at any point M:
RDp(M)

= RDp(k(M))

(8)

where k(M) is the class to which point M
belongs for the_M!"arneter p.
___ _
_
I f RDp(M) > 100% implantation of a
station in M is recommended.
I f RDp(M) < 100% Implantation of a
station in M may prove superfluous.
A 100% value appears as the value
obtained for a purely random implantation
of the additional gauges. It is also the
average value or RDp on the grid.
Remarks: We may notice that with
number n of additional gauges growing
indefinitely, or with initial network
size N tending to 0, field RDp tends to
become flat. Indeed,
lOO.NG
np(k)
lim RDp(k) = ------. lim ----n~~
NG(k) n~•
n
As np(k)/n = fG(k) + (fG(k)-fN(k)).N/n
(see(3))
Hence lim np(k)/n = fG(k) = NG(k)/NG
and
lim RDp(k) = 100%
for any k
n~~

That
means
that
the
influence
of
topography in network design tends to
become null when n grows indefinitely,
which is normal: in this case a random
drawing of new gauges locations is enough
to make the whole network representative
of the relief. Conversely, the smaller
the number n of additional posts, the
higher the role played by topography. In
the latter case, we do feel the need to
correct
the
locations
of
additional
gauges
recommended
by
Fig.3
alone
(interpolation standard error).

4.4 Practical application to the case
of
Auvergne
Weighted
density
of
implantation {WD).
The process used for Auvergne closely
follows the suggestions made in the
preceding section: in the first stage,
for each of the 4 topographic parameters
cited in Table 1, we operate a division
into
10
classes
of
the
variation
interval,
thus
defining
associated
subregions over Auvergne. In a second
stage, we calculate the compared spatial
distributions fG (grid) and fN (network).
The method mentioned above is run to
determine for each class k the number
np(k) of raingauges to be implanted, on a
basis of n=90 or n=45 additional posts.
The
two
scenarios
selected
for
calculation are the following:
- n=90 represents the case when all
posts are to be implanted on new sites.
- n=45 represents the more realistic
case
when
half
the
size
of
the
complementary
network
is
to
replace
existing posts.
What remains to be defined is now a
new criterion globally including the
results obtained on the
4 selected
parameters. Hence the notion of Weighted
Density of raingauge implantation (WD) at
a given point M:
4

WD{M) = ~ o<p.RDp(M)

( 9)

in which the weights p are the compound
marks defined in Taole 1 for each
topographic parameter p.
The notion of weighted density rests
on some statistical independence of the
topographic
parameters,
which
is
generally verified since they are PC
loadings obtained on elevation grids.
Under these conditions, the OSIRIS method
yields a map of WD field for a given
number n of additional raingauges (see
Fig.4a for n=90 and Fig.4b for n=45).

Fig.4 Weighted Density improvement (%) (WD) according to statistical
distribution of relevant topographic parameters. These parameters are
those which are the best related with monthly rainfalls over this region.
Additj.onal raingauges are needed where WD is greater then 100%.
Fig 4a: n=90 additional raingauges available
Fig 4b: n=45 additional raingauges available
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It
is
this
kind
of
map
which
completes the information brought about
by the map of Fig.3. Practically, it will
therefore be advised to use jointly Fig.3
(interpolation standard error ~ ) and
Fig.4
(weighted density of raingauge
implantation according to topography).

5. BIASED DRAWING OF NEW RAINGAUGE
LOCATIONS.
5.1 Recapitulation.
-The map of Fig.3 reveals areas where
post implantation is a priority.
- The maps alike to Fig.4 recommend a
local density improvement by taking into
account the number n of available posts,
and topography as well.
At this level, it may prove useful
for the planner to have at his disposal a
map combining all these results taken
together. In order to meet those needs,
we offer a new map obtained by locally
correcting the
interpolation standard
error ~ (M) of the regression residues
(Fig.3) by the weighted density WD(M) of
Fig.4. we then obtain a new corrected
error standard-deviation field (CS):
CS(M) = WD(M).cr(M)/100.

(10)

This field may be used directly for
practical
implantation of new posts.
However, we may yet optimize the process
by simulating this implantation through a
biased drawing of raingauge locations.
5. 2
Biased
drawing
of
raingauge
locations.
To do so, we effect a drawing of n
points
out
of
the
NG
grid
points
belonging to Auvergne. In this drawing,
we impose upon each grid point G a

Fig.S

drawing frequency fo(G) which is directly
related to CS(G). A grid point G is all
the more likely to be selected for
implanting a raingauge station as value
CS (G) is above average and number n is
high. Fig.5a and Fig.5b give the lines of
equal drawing frequencies for n=90 and
n=45
respectively.
As
the
spatial
accuracy of the proposed locations is
equal to the mesh of the working grid,
i.e. 5 km, the final locations for the n
raingauge
stations
are
to
be
new
naturally refined by taking into account
all the usual requirements (presence of
observer, access, other interests, ... ),
but must be as representative as possible
of this mesh.
5.3 Drawings made. Results obtained.
Four scenarios have been envisaged,
based on the number n and on the field
used to calculate drawing frequencies:
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario

1:
2:
3:
4:

n=90 posts
field CS
n=45 posts
field CS
n=90 posts
field ~
n=90 posts
flat field
(purely random sampling)

Scenarios 3 and 4 present a more
limited interest and were envisaged only
to be compared with scenario 1. Scenario
3 represents the usual reaction of the
planner ("filling the gaps"). Scenario 4
proves ininteresting as to the final
network (all possible locations, even
already sampled, are equiprobable), · but
it may serve as a reference for the value
of
the
weighted
Khi-2
distance
~(SnewN,SGridl between final network and
grid:
_.4..

(11)

~(SnewN•SGridl =Jf«p·dp(SnewN,SGridl

Computed frequencies for a biased drawing of raingauges sites.
These maps are a combination of Fig.3 and Fig.4.
Fig Sa: n=90 additional raingauges
Fig Sb: n=45 additional raingauges
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For
each
scenario,
we
made
20
drawings of n positions, the best one
being sel~cted in the sense of the final
distance 11. The theoretical value of ~,
given by tne minimization of the four
Khi-2 distanc~s dp, is impossible to
reach practically: its value is 7 .lo-4
(n=90) and 26.10-~ (n=45), for an initial
value ~(SoldN,SGridl = 247.lo-4 . The
mean
(and
minimum)
final
weighted
distances ~ obtained out of the 20
drawings are:
108.10-4
( 68.10-4)
Scenario 1:
134.10-4
( 62.10-4)
Scenario 2:
(
111.10-4)
146.10-4
Scenario 3:
189.10-4 (148.10-4)
Scenario 4:
The mean final distance obtained for
scenario 1 is significantly lower than
those obtained for scenarios 3 and 4,
which justifies the method used. As the
distance obtained for scenario 3 (use of
field) is better than the distance for
scenario 4 (random sampling),
it is
patent that the gaps left in the initial
network (Fig.l) were not random gaps, at
least
concerning
topography:
they
corresponded
to
statistically
underrepresented types of relief.

6. CONCLUSION
What has been proposed here is a
methodology
bringing
an
objective
assistance for the planification and
implantation of a complementary network
in a given mountainous area. The method
developed, called OSIRIS, is essentially
based on a climatological study using the
Aurelhy method of automatic cartography,
and upon a software permitting to suggest
raingauges
locations
that
make
the
complete network as representative as
possible of the relief in the area, while
reducing the mean standard error of
rainfall estimation. To this end, we
propose an algorithm allowing to minimize
the Khi-2 distance between two samples.
The example of the automated network
in Auvergne has been dealt with. It
stands as a concrete case of how to use
the OSIRIS method.
We would like to add that a similar
approach could be followed if we wished
to rationalize the whole climatological
network in France. In which latter case,
we may surmise that the problems to be
tackled and solved would be more serious,
and the results obtained more spectacular
in some regions (Pyrenees, Corsica) than
in
Auvergne.
It
would
be
likewise
possible, indeed, desirable., to twin the
method we have just proposed with a
covariance analysis in order to suppress
redondant posts as for as rainfalls and
their
topographic
environment
are
concerned.
Such a rationalization, whether it be
regional or nation-wide, is the vital
prerequisite
to
a
joint
study
of
rainfalls and topography on a local
s·cale.
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ATTEMPT AT A RATIONALIZATION OF PRECIPITATION STATIONS NETWORK
IN AN OROGRAPHICALLY COMPLEX TERRAIN OF SLOVAKIA

GAJAR, B.
Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute, Bratislava, CSSR
1.

Introduction
One of the most characteristic features of
activities of the hydrometeorological service
are the increasing demands on the standard, quantity and operativeness of meteorological data provision.
The meteorological stations network, having
been built up in course of dozens of years is a
conservative system and responded only insufficiently to new conditions. The question that arose
by the end of the seventies whether the meteorological station network was able to fulfill new
tasks."Optimization of meteorological and climatological stations network" became part of the
research activity for the years 1981 - 1985. When
setting the task the following main requirements
on its solution were decided to concentrate on:
1. The task is to be solved by means of objective
mathematically-statistical methods.
2, The objective methods are to be applied on the
whole territory of Slovakia provided it is
possible.
3. The objective results are to be processed for
a period as long as to make them sufficiently
representative from the temporal viewpoint and
thus to give a groundwork for a long-prospective development of the station network.
4. Results will have to be achieved that make
possible·the most detailed optimization of the
meteorological station network in Slovakia.
Among the station networks: the precipitation
measurement network has a unique importance. On
the territory of Slovakia there is only one greater
tributary river and thus from the long-range viewpoint the source of any water is represented by
atmospheric precipitation. This is the reason why
this network is of extraordinary importance and
any intervention upon its structure could have serious practical consequences. From the viewpoint
of orography the territory of Slovakia is rather
articulated. A territory with such characteristics
causes a lot of difficulties when applying objective mathematical methods.
Having in mind all the mentioned circumstances, we tried to accomplish the set aims within
the framework of the rationalization of the precipitation stations network in Slovakia.

2.

Method of "optimum interpolation error"
As far as the atmospheric precipitation processing is concerned, we made use of a procedure
based on the theory of a locally homogeneic and
isotropic turbulence. This is again based on the
analysis of correlation coefficients (of fields)
and results into the dependence of the accuracy
of the processed element on the mutual distances

of the sitings or density of measurement points,
respectively 1Gandin,l970I. At first it is necessary to calculate the average, the covariance and
correlation function as basic characteristics of
statistical structure of meteorological fields. We
proceeded as follows:
Let n measurements of element f at m measurement points (stations) A1 A ... A be carried out,
2
then
m
-

f(A.)

1
;=

-

n

J

Ln

i=l

f. (A.)

/1/

J

1

is the selected average in point Aj
f'i (Aj) = fi (Aj) - f (Aj)

/2/

is the deviation of the instantaneous value from
the average in point Aj
D(A.) = - 1
J
n

.fltJ

[f'

i

(A )] 2

/3/

j

is the selected dispersion of data in point Aj
n
m(A.,Ak) =
f' 1. (AJ.) • f'i(Ak)
/4/

+?:

J

1=1

represents the selected covariance function of
points Aj, Ak and
~ (Aj,Ak)

=

m(Aj,Ak)

/5/
VD(Aj).O(Ak)
is the correlation coefficient for the pairs of
points Aj, Ak ..

The computation of those characteristics is
identical to the procedure of calculation used at
temperature characteristics, more generally characteristics, occuring jointly with one difference:
All mentioned characteristics for atmospheric precipitation are calculated if at least at one station measurable atmospheric precipitation occured
1Kagan,l965l. The selected average for the respective station is calculated only on basis of these
days.
The given statistical characteristics are
necessary for the determination of error of optimum
interpolation. This error can be detected by means
of relationships, which can be derived as follows:
1Gandin,l970I
For deviation of element field value from the average in point·A 0 it is valid
m

f' 0 = p f'

=L

+ p t ' + ... +p f'
p.f·.
1 1
2 2
·
m m i=l 1 1

/6/

where o are interpolation weights, that are not
1
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determined beforehand, The interpolation error is
determined
:m~~---------------

E=

[L
i=l

P· (f'. +J.)- f ' ] 2
1

1

1

0

3.

/7/

whereJthe accidental measurements error is in
the ith point.
After the modification we obtain
E --m
'2i=l
:::: ~
. j=l
: . __ p.m
.. + ~m
· p.2 62
1 1J
i= l

/8/

where 6 2 is the accidental error square. By means
of differentiation of the relationship according
to all Pi provided they equal zero, we obtain
the equation system

I!!;:f1

m.. p.

+

1J J

62p.

1

=

m.

10

i•l,2 .... m

/9/

and eventually the relationship concerning the
optimum interpolation error
Eopt = moo -

~ Pi mio

/10/

Eopt stands for the interpolation error in the
element units. If the conditions of homogeneity
and isotrophy of the analyzed field are fulfilled
the relationship 1101 can be modified by the
'
devision of D.l = 0.J =m 00 to

£..
m
opt = 1 - ~ p.u.
1";T

1 10

62=0, therefore t2=0.

/11/

where f expresses the interpolation error in %
of dispersion. In practical applications the
relationship 1111 in the form
/12/

Processed material
The mentioned mathematical procedure was
applied to day precipitation totals. We started
from an survey 1Lapin,19BSI which has shown that
it was just the day totals that are most frequently used and required among all the characteristics
of atmospheric precipitation. The processed period covered the years 1971 - 1980 ., the originally suggested period was from 1976- 1978.The period
length was changed because of the fact that a 3year period had been too short and not enough representative. This (short) period was made use of
for the comparison of temperature and precipitation characteristics. The data base of climatic
datal, which was built up ra~her rapidl¥ enabled us
to make use of the ten year s period. JGajar,Zeman,
19861. The building up of the database and precise
preparation of complex processing programs needed
for this task was carried out by Dr. Zeman and his
colleagues, which deserves candid thankfulness.
The day precipitation totals were evaluated
in annual periods; December, January and February
were considered winter months, March to May were
considered spring months, summer lasted from June
to August and autumn September to November.
The condition of solvability of the system
equation of optimum interpolation the homogeneity
and isotrophy of the processed field, a necessary
and sufficient condition from the mathematical
viewpoint was accomplished as follows (the mean
value and dispersion is constant and the correlation function depends only on the distance between
points, not on their direction; at the same time,
the correlation coefficients fall sufficiently
rapidly, depending on the distance):
Instead of field value we made use of its
deviation from the mean value. The mean value of
this deviation equals zero and is thus equal for
all points. The individual dispersion was substituted by the average one (calculated as the
arithmetical average). Functions of the following
type were substituted into formulae (12) for the
calculation of the optimum interpolation error:
8
u(x) A -e Ax
/15/
0

The last three relationships can be used for the
calculation of the optimum interpolation error
in any field point. The condition of homogeneity
and isotrophy of the field of the processed
element is not, with exceptions, valid, (it is
explained later with the problem solution), the
task is often simplified in such a way that the
optimum interpolation error in the centre of
simple geometric figures (most frequently equilateral triangles or squares), the tops of which
represent the regular station network. The error
E 1Hrda,l969l is thus calculated only in dependence on the average density - the distance of
tops (stations) of this regular grid. If
~ij = ~(x) is placed where x represents the distance between points i, j, the calculation of
error of optimum interpolation in the centres of
equilateral triangles within a regular trialillle
network can be modified to E=m 00 [1-3p~(x/ V3)]
/13/
the interpolation weight p will be determined
p = --"IJ~(x::.!./_'13~3..!...)_ _ __
/14/
1 + 2u (x) + 1:'2

where

l

62

'1" = -m--

, JJ(x) is obtained by an

00

approximation of correlation coefficients Uij
by means of an analytical function. With regard
to the fact that measurement error was ommitted

or

~(x) A0 (1-Ax 8)
/16/
where x is the distance between the tops (stations)
of the regular grid, A0 , A and B are constants.
Functions 1151 or 1161 were formed by an approximation of points of the individual correlation
coefficients (the function with a higher correlation index was substituted to the calculation)
after excluding apparently non-isotrophic points.
The points of the joint approximation curve fulfil! already the condition that the value of the
correlation coefficient depends only on the mutual
distance between points. The last condition of
solvability of the optimum interpolation equation
system, represented by the conditional character
of the correlation matrix was fulfilled automatically. Since a rapid loss of precipitation field
similarity depending on distance (a rapid fall of
correlation coefficients along with increasing
distance) is a typical feature of atmospheric precipitation.
The disadvantage of this simplification that
cannot be overcome at certain applications is
the fact that the dependence of interpolation
error on the distance (density) between stations
of an ideal (regular) network is obtained as an
average expression of these dependences, provided
by the station complex used. in the processing.
The results do not thus make possible to optimize
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the precipitation station network by a precise
calculation of the optimum mutual siting of the
station network but enable us to consider and
suggest only an average and economic density of
this network in a given region and a given period.
The procedure aimed at fulfilling the condition of applicability of the optimization results
to the majority of the territory of Slovakia was
as follows: Slovakia was divided into 2 categories of regions - lowlands and hollows. Stations~
in the lowlands were situated in locations, which
covered the region in a relatively uniform way.
From this group stations were selected, that
were actually situated in lowlands, but close to
an orographic obstacle (mountains). Stations situated in hollows were selected according to
their position, i.e. stations at the bottom of
hollows, being simultaneously situated in the
hollow and valley axes with a minimum difference
of altitude above sea level. This selection made
the individual categories of stations as homogeneic as possible. (The influence of orography
and exposition of stations was supressed to a
maximum extent). At the same time the selection
featured the majority of the economically significant territory of Slovakia, owing to its
economic structure IGajar, Zeman,l9B61. In
Slovakia, the economic life is prevalently concentrated in the lowlands (especially intensive
agricultural production) and in mountain region
into hollows (actually all fields of human activity). On the whole Slovak territory there is
virtually no upland plateau with economic importance.

average) was calculated for various 5-year, 10-year
and 3-year periods for both basic regions in order
to asses the results stability. The results (Fig.l)
showed that although the curves of individual periods are different quantitatively, their proportion as to quality remains preserved. Thus it can
be maintained that the results of the 10-year atmospheric precipitation series processing from the
period 1971 - 1980 can be made use of for a longtime planning of precipitation station network development in Slovakia.
The course of dependences of correlation
coefficients in hollows (Fig.2) shows that the closeness of relationships of day precipitation totals
decreases with increasing distance. This is especially significant in summer, when any similarity
for points in 200km distance and more may disappear (correlation coefficients decrease to zero
and may be even negative). A similar dependence
was detected in this period in the lowlands, too.
The course of interpolation error of the day
precipitation total field shows that this error
increases intensely with increasing distance in
case of great differences in individual seasons,
the smallest error occuring in winter, the greatest
one in summer. In case of the same distance the
error is greater in hollows than in lowlands in
all seasons.
~(x)

E
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10 yoo rs 1971 -80
71 -75
5
76-80
5

3
40

0,4
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76- 78

80

40

x J!<m]

80

Fig.2 Dependence of correlation coefficients~)
of..day precipitation totals on distances
of stations x, hollows, processed period
1971 - 1980.
Fig.l Dependence of interpolation .error E of
day precipitation totals on the distance of stations x for various periods.
Vertical profiles (dependence of the analyzed
element on the altitude difference among stations)
could not be studied like air temperatures during
precipitation since there are great variations
of statistical characteristics even for horizonzal
distances of several dozens of kilometers, which
was the actual distance between stations taken
into account durin~ the vertical profile processing
IGajar, Lapin,l9871.
4.

Results
The course of interpolation errors (annual

5.

Conclusion
The results prove clearly that if day precipitation totals in hollows with the same precision as in lowlands are required, the station
network must be at least ten times as dense as
the network in the lowlands (Fig.3,4).
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1. Introduction
The density and distribution of
gauging stations within a network and
the length of records, depend upon the
areal and time variability of hydrological and meteorological elements, which
in turn can only be defined as a set of
stations
at
which
hydrological
and
climatological observations are made as
a function of time {WMO, 1981), The aim
of a network is to provide a density and
distribution of stations in a region
such that, by interpolation between data
sets at different stations, it will be
possible to determine with sufficient
accuracy for practical purposes, the
characteristics ofthebasic hydrological
and meteorological elements anywhere in
the region.
A network of hydrometeorologic stations may be intended to serve
one or more of the purposes, such as
water
supply,
hydro-electric
power
generation,
irrigation,
flood
alleviation and general river management.
It provides the necessary information to
achieve a statistical description of
rainfall process in time and space.
Different techniques are available for
designing a raingauge network based on
the
topography
of
the
region
and
availability of data.
Two different
techniques namely, polynomial surface
fitting and analysis of variance have
been employed here to design raingauge
network.

2. Polynomial Surface Fitting Technique
Polynomial surface filling method
used in the comprehensive storm studies
by Pullen et al. (1966) has been made
use of in this analysis. The fitting is
done by method of least squares.
The
height r of the rainfall surface above
the catchment surface at a particular
point (x,y) is considered as a function
r (x,y).
The mean areal rainfall is
estimated by finding out the mean value
fJ. of the surface over catchment \vi th an
area S:

/J.

=

jr

(x,y) dx dy/jdx dy /1/

In practice, r (x,y) is not known and
therefore, an approximation must be made
for r
( x, y) from the ,•point rainfall
values r , r , • • • measured by gauges
2
1
sited at (x,_, y ), (x , y::>), •••
The
2
unknown rainrall 1 surface can be approximated through the formulation of
a
E/litistical
linear
model
and
the
associated analysis of variance.
If
there are n gauges, the equation to the
linear model can be written as ( Clarke
and Edwards, 1972):
ri =}J-+-fi + e i ; i

1,2, ... ,n;

-ll+-12+ ... +-l=o
n
.,.

/2/

/3/

E(ei)=O; E(ef)='"i";

/4/
where: r. - rainfall measured by ith
gauge; )-l+1 Yo - mean areal rainfall; e. random err&r with zero mean and variaffce
~'"; E (e.) - expected value of e .•
Since ther~ are n parameters to
estimated and point rainfall is measured
at each of n gauges, nothing can be said
about the distribution of e.. The model
must be further modified bl introducing
additional assumptions, if this distribution is to be studied, In this paper,
estimation is done by fitting a trend
surface; for' example_, the general model
of
equations
for
first
and
second
degrees are respectively (Clarke and
Edwards, 1972):

Be

=Jf+ {3-:lCxi +~ yi

ri

/5/

+ ei

and
ri =fl\fixi

~

x.y.
:X.!:J J. J.

+~

+-!:?~::t

y~

J.

Yi +f;,;:(.xf +

+ e.J.

where, the parameter

/6/

,(i

of equation /2/
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has been replaced by J31X. x. + ~ y. , with
X;Y.
the grid co-ordinat~s ~f t1ie ith
g~uge in catchment, in equation /5/
(assuming rainfall surface is a plane
and equat}on /5/ replaces the n-1 parameters I' . by two parameters ~ #. ) ;
while in ~equation /6/, n-1 param~iers
Y. have been replaced by the ftve
parameters j3
and
Substitution xof y,{ ~~' a 'Nigh degr~~
polynomial as a hescription of the
rainfall surface requires a large number
of
parameters
to be estimated and
therefore, very lengthy computations,
The parameters of the equations /5/ and
/6/ are estimated by the method of least
squares by minimising the sum of squares
of the residuals ~ e ?-. For example, for
eq,llation.:~/5/ denotiftg the estimates by
;.;-·:", ~-x. Pu the least squares estimate of
~is th~ sum of squares of residuals
divided by its degrees of freedom, which
in this case is n-3 (ie, (n-1) less two
degrees of freedom for the ~stimation of
the two parameters k" and fo.. ) • Thus the
estimate of
is: x
Y
A~
h~ J.~
~
2
6\: = I.(r. -f\-t? x. -li: y.) /(n-3)
/7/

/3

/3

/?

w· .

ro-;-

~

~

~

J

~

:>-

Similarly the estimate of GE for the
general second degree polynomial is:

~'-=

"'* "
:l.(ri -/'- /i_xi
lit

-rq':J

,.,

1\

-~ yi -gxx~-1~xiyi

'l.. ,_

yi)/(n-6)

/8/

"'"-can be used to measure
The computed GE
the precision of an estimate of the mean
areal rainfall. Hence equation /8/ can
be used to determine the number of
gauges required to estimate the mean
areal rainfall with a stated precision.
3. Region of Study and Data Base
In the pr.esent study, two regions
of Kerala State in India namely the
Kadalundi - Bharathapuzha and Periyar Muvattupuzha river basins are considered;
the Kadalundi - Bharathapuzha region is
situated in the northern part of Kerala
while the Periyar - Muvattupuzha region
in the southern part.
Bharathapuzha is one of the major
rivers of south - west coast of India;
it originates from the Western Ghats and
flows towards west and joins the Arabian
Sea.
It has a catchment area of 4400
sq,km and a length of 209 km. Kadalundi
is a small river of a drainage area 1122
sq.km and length 130 km (PWD, 1974). The
annual rainfall data for 10 years (197483) from 30 non-recording raingauge
stations have been utilized in this
study (Fig. 1).
Periyar river, the longest of all
the rivers in Kerala and also the largest
in potential originates from the Western
Ghats and flows towards west.
It has
got a length of 244 km and a drainage
area of 5284 sq.km.
The Muvattupuzha
river basin lies adjacent to the Periyar
basin. The length of Muvattupuzha river
is 121 km and its drainage area is
1554 sq.km.
The annual rainfall data

for 15 years (1965-79) from 25 non~
recording raingauge stations have been
made use of in this study (Fig. 2).
4. Analysis
The position (co-ordinates) of the
raingauge
stations
and
the
average
rainfall for Kadalundi - Bharathapuzha
basin are given in Table 1.
A basic
network was selected from the existing
raingauges in such a way that they are
uniformly
distributed
as
far
as
possible, over the basin area.
Ten
stations are selected to arrive at the
basic 'network.
The
parameters
are
estimated
by
the
method
of
least
squares.
The standard error is also
obtained, Afterwards, two stations are
added to the basic network by keeping
the uniformity, and standard error is
calculated.
Stations 1-10 in Table 1
are the base stations; thereafter two
stations each are added at a time for
estimation of standard error and their
sequence is same as that given in
Table 1.
Table
2
gives
the
position
(co-ordinates) of the raingauge stations
and the average rainfall for Periyar Muvattupuzha basin.
Here the basic
network contains 9 stations and the
procedure is repeated as above adding
two stations each at each time.
5. Results
Table 3 gives the standard errors
obtained
for
different
networks
in
Kadalundi
Bharathapuzha basin and
those of Periyar
Muvattupuzha are
given in Table 4.
The variation of
standard error with number of gauges for
the two regions are given in Figs.3 and 4.
6, Discussions
Networks
of
raingauges
can
be
established. in these basins ba•ed on the
results o·f present" study a.fter defining
the level. of . ·ac'curacy required by th~
users.
The level of accuracy is based
on the percentage reduction in standard
error by addition of one raingauge with
existing
stations.
However,
the
economic aspects also may have to be
considered while specifying the accuracy
requirements.
The degree of accuracy obtainable
by using this method can be improved by
fitting higher order polynomials, though
this
will
increase
the
computation
exercise.
This method was applied to
the catchment of Wear river of UK for
two sets of data, namely, long term
annual and monthly data (WMO, 1976). The
degree of the polynomial was increased
from the initial quadratic to find an
optimal fit.
It was found that the
fourth degree polynomial was the most
efficient for both annual and monthly
data.
However,
the
improvement
by
higher order polynomial is not warranted
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considering the extra complexity of
computations. The present analyses were
done with annual data which will be

particularly
useful
isohyetal maps.

for

preparing
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Table 1
Position of Raingauge Stations and Average Rainfall
(Kadalundi - Bharathapuzha Basin)
-·

Code No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9,
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.

Name of Stations

Thrithala
Mannaarghat
Silent Valley
-Mallisserikavu
Mathur
Nelliampathi
Manalaroo
Chulliar
Pal ghat
Eruthumpathy
Thirurangadi
Malampuzha
Elanadu
Moolathara
Chittur
Pazhayannur
Ottapalam
Perinthalmanna
Vadakkencheri
Shornur
Cheerakuzhi
Erimayur
Walayar
Meenkara
Pothundi
Mangalam
Meeraflores
Koduvayur
Pokkunni
Olavakkot

x-co-ordinate,
km
38.70
70.00
72.50
61.90
81.20
91.20
102.00
105.00
91.20
116.30
21.80
93.80
65.00
1I8.80
105.00
. 68.80
63.80
50.00
75.00
55.00
70.60
93.70
114.20
108.80
87.50
80.00
100.00
93.70
98.00
91.20

Y-Co-ordinate, Average Rainfall,
km
cm
36.70
58.80
75.00
23.80
32.60
8.50
8.80
13.50
36.50
30.60
53.80
42.50
20.00
21.20
26.50
23.50
3.5.00
57.50
11.50
33.80
25.00
15.00
39,00
18.10
11..20
6,90
10.00
25.00
20,00
36.50

266.00
274,00
337.00
307.00
205,00
388.00
356.00
156.00
209.00
128.00
290.00
196.00
248.00
166.00
153.00
266.00
235.00
302.00
225.00
234.00
235.00
210.00
142.00
139.00
243.00
220.00
272.00
168.00
155.00
241.00

Table 2
Position of Raingauge Stations and Average Rainfall
(Periyar - Muvattupuzha Basin)
Code No.
1.
2,
3,
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.

Name of Stations
Alwaye
Piravam
Shertalai
Malayattur
Neriyamangalam
Periyakanal
Velloor
Thodupuzha
Cochin
Gandhi para
Rani coil
Upper Kallar
Kodungallur
Keerithodu
Vandanmedu
Parur North
Kothamangalam
Navaripara
Perumbavur
Rajakad
Peermade
Natrajavilasm
Odakali
RK Vilasm
Vaikom

x-co-ordinate
km
31.00
50.00
30.00
59.00
90.00
105.00
93,00
80.00
31.00
124.00
118.00
135.00
19.00
105.00
12.8. 00
25.00
-66.00
130.00
52.00
125.00
115.00
124.00
60.00
129.00
40.00

Y-ea-ordinate
km
106.00
81.00
60.00
120.00
98.00
115.00
77 .oo
77.00
90,00
83.00
38.00
65.00
112.00
85.00
52,00
115.00
109.00
75.00
114.00
87.00
37.00
80.00
110.00
78.00
67.00

Average Rainfall
cm
313.00
309.00
274.00
184.00
286,00
201.00
153,00
372,00
334.00
183.00
280.00
477.00
318.00
300.00
177.00
304.00
317.00
162.00
240.00 .
209.00
360.00
222.00
322.00
183.00
206.00
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Table 3
Variation of Standard Error with
Number of Gauges
(Kadalun~i-Bharathapuzha Basin)

Standard Error
cm

Number of Gauges

18.77
14.94
13.55
11.54
9.99
10.51
9.79
9.43
9.45
8.85
8.64

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30

28

26
24

E

u

';:' 22
0

t::
"E"'

..,c

20

0

.E

18

fJ)

Table 4

a

4

-12

I&

Number of gauges

Variation of Standard Error with
Number of Gauges
(Periyar - Muvattupuzha Basin)
Number of Gauges

Standard Error
cm

9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25

26.07
23.49
25.31
24.29
21.34
20.17
18.52
16. 9l
16.01

19

IT
16

15
14

-13

e

u
: t2

~

"'11

"E0

~ 10

2
fJ)

9

8
I

14

16

I

20

2

4

2

0

32

Number of gauges
Fig 3 Variation of standard error with number
of gouge,s in Kadalundi-Bharathapuzha
basins when a second degree polynomial
was fitted

:cM

za

Fig4 Variation of standard .error with number
of gauges In Periyar- Muvattupuzha
basins when second degree polynomial
was fitted

7. Analysis of Variance Technique
This approach is based on the
separation of observed variance into a
number of parts, each ascribable to a
certain source, as proposed by Clarke
and
Edwards
( 1972).
The
following
.equat·ion can be derived by considering
the rainfall surface known in each of
the periods.

rij = jJ- + ~f +

18

zo

-~j ~ e.ij

191

where f.\ is the mean rainfall for the
whole catchment over all the periods 1
7\j a component describing the departure
from fJ. of the mean areal rainfall in
ith period (so that~ +7\t , is the mean
areal rainfall in the ith period),~ is
a gauge effect such that the mean areal
rainfall in that sector of the catchment
sampled py gauge j in period
i is
?-+ 7'i; + Yj and the quantity e. . is the
error,
measuring
by
how
fu~ch
the
observed rainfall r:. . fo.r gauge j in
period i deviates, ff-om the mean areal
rainfall fJ. + 7\ 1 + 'Yj appropriate to that
period and· sector· of the catchment.
Uncertainty regarding the true form of
the rainfall surface is introduc.ed by
considering e.. as a random variable
with an exp~cted value of zero and
variance ~~ •
The linear model for
rainfall measured by n gauges in each of
p periods therefore becomes:

r ..
1

=Jv..

]

subject to

+71t+ \1+ e .. ;
j

= 1,2, ••• ~~

i = 1,2,, •• p;
/10/
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7',+7\.... +

+ 7'\p= 0

/11/

1, + -('J.. +

+in= 0

/12/
/13/

0

E (eij}
2
E (eij}

':1...

~

/14/

E (eij ek 1 } = 01 i,j ~ k,l

"'lj

!J.=

\:>

r

( =

7\,= r.
"

L.

Yl

'Lri./np}
J

.. h.\ J :1

A
I

- r

(r. =
l."

1.,

1f.= r
J

.-r

•J

••

(r . =
•J

/16/

\'\

L.. r .. /n)
p J:.l l.J
z:_r .. /p}

/17/

of

the

raingauge

With Aj a random variable, the RSE
of an estim~f mean ar~l rainfall is
no longer { (;Ji 7n but
G'i +n
/n where
<>j;....is the period to period variation,

J1

rst'l

B. Region of Study and Data Base
Again, the study areas are the
Kadalundi - Bharathapuzha and Periyar Muvattupuzha river basins of Kerala
(India}.
The details are given already
in Section 3.

/18/

l.J

i::;l

adequacy

/15/

The parameters~' Aj,
are estimated by
the method o·f least .S'{.I.11l-Yes :
..

mining the
network.

9. Analysis

The linear model given by equation /10/
corresponds to a partitioning of the
total sum of squares 2 of deviations from
the mean .L. (r .. -r } into three parts,
two of which ct;e ascribable to differences between the period means and to
differences
between the gauge means
respectively, while the third measure
the variability of the random component
e. . •
This partitioning is sho"m in
Tiiihe 5 together with the formulae for
computing the sums of squares (SS} from
the data r .. , the quantities which the
mean squaleb
(MS}
estimate ie,
the
expected mean square, E(MS}, and the
degrees of freedom (df}.

In the Kadalundi
Bharathapuzha
basin,
the
reduced , standard
error,
persistence factor, Gj:j , GG,._ and ~.._are
computed for each chosen number of
gauges and this number is increased from
10 by 2 at each stage, till all the 30
gauges are counted.. The basic network
of 10 gauges was selected from the
existing raingauges in such a way that
they are uniformly distributed over the
basin are.a. For Periyar - Muvattupuzha
basin
reduced
standard
error
and
persistence' factor are caluclated and
the procedure is repeated.
10. Results

Table 5
Analys.is of Variance for Data from
p Periods and n Gauges
df

ss

Periods

p-1

A.

K

Gauges

n-1

B

L

(p-1} (n-1)

Residual

where A = n

..

Q

D

2

L:,{ (r ~.
. -r
1
::L./r. j

E(MS}

C

np-1

Tota1

r·1S

11. Discussions

1

2

- r .• ) 1
. .
2
c = L_li:..IJ (ri J."'"r.l. • -r • J.+r • • ) 1
D = L'£.1r .. -r )2;
.'J. tJ
l.J . . . .
K =~+ n!.,71;/(p-l);

B

p

L

= G'i+

"l.

\

p

Fig·.
5 shows the variation of
reduced standard error with the number
of gauges in the Kadalundi - Bharathapuzha
basin and Fig. 6 gives that of Periyar f.1uvattupuzha basin.
The analysis of
variance of the region considering all
the 30 raingauge stations is given in
Table 6. The values of reduced standard
error, perisistence factor ( PF}, ~~GG,"'and
..-i'for different values of n for the
same region of study is provided in
Table 7. Variation of reduced standard
error with number of gauges in Periyar Muvattupuzha basin is given in Table 8.

~

:a.

E)jf< n-1};. and

Q

=

6E'

'>.

The purpose of computing GE is twofold: it can be used to provide a
measure of ~he precision of an estimate
of mean areal ra.infall, for a particular
period;
second, it can be used to
determine how many gauges would be
required to estimate that mean areal
rainfall with a stated precision • .,_The
derivation of a good estimate of G"E· is,
therefore, of prime importance in deter-

As the Kadalundi - Bharathapuzha
basin is concerned the decrease in
reduced standard error is quite large up
to n = 24. After this point, it slightly
decreases
with
the increase in n,
Reduced standard errors of residuals are
computed to be 10.46 cm for 24 and
10.31 cm for 30 stations providing only
1. 45% decrease in the reduced standard
error by increasing the number of gauges
by 6.
In . Periyar
Muyattupuzha basin
also the variation of reduced standard
error with number of gauges is very
similar to that of Kadalundi - Bharathapuzha basin..
Up to n = 22, the reduction in reduce.d standard error is very
large.
After that there is no considerable reduction in standard error with
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Fig 5 Variation at reduced standard error with
number of gauges in Kadalundi-Bharathapuzha
basins

Table 6

Years
Gauges
Residual

9
29
261

16

24

Fig 6 Variation of reduced standotd. error with number
of gouges In Periyor- Muvattupuzha basins

variance of the random errors, eij'

Analysis of Variance
(Kadalundi-Bharathapuzha Basin)
DF

I

Number of gauges

ss
323632
1399670
832784

MS
35959
48265
3191

increase in number of gauges. However,
the saturation is attained with less
number of stations in Periyar - Muvattupuzha basin compared to · Kadalundi
Bharathapuzha basin.
2..

It can be shown that 65 (and hence
the RSE) will be large if the difference
between gauges va;ry widely from period
to period.
In statistical terms, the
presence
of .an
interaction
between
periods and gauges will inflate the
estimate of 6E;.,_ and hence the estimate
of the number of gauges required for
given precision; in practical terms,
variation in the shape of the rainfall
surface from period to period will
result
in
over-estimation
of
the

Calculation of the RSE as[~!N gives
a standard error applicable only to the
mean areal rai.nfall in the periods
(years) for which data are available.
This is because the quantities 7'il in the
model (equation /10/) are regarded as
fixed parameters, while .in certain circumstances it would seem more reasonable
to regard the mean areal rainfalls in
the periods providing data as a random
sample· from a population of mean areal
rainfalls,
any member of
which
is
required to estimate with the stated
precision.
Hence, 7tt should
not
be
regarded as a constant but as a random
variable as~uming differing values from
period to period, according to a distribution with variance ~'-which could be
estimated as (MS years - iE'-)/n. With as
a random variable, the RSE of an est~a~
of mean ar~ rainfall is no longer 62/n
but J ( Gf;""+n ~)/n, a much larger quantity.
This is the standard error applicable to
network design if a. given level of
precision is to be achieved in any
future period.
This means that ~n
determining the number of gauges required
to give estimates of mean areal rainfall
with a desired precision from a small
number of past periods of records, it
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Table 7
Variation of RSE, PF,
and
with Number of Gauges·
(Kadalundi - Bharathapuzha Basin)

.,_

..,_
n
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30

RSE

l?F

56.23
40.00
31.41
26.33
20.47
16.33
13.08
10.46
9.45
9.45
10.31

0.982
0.932
0.896
0.867
0.791
0.753
0.662
0.592
0.581
0.587
0.643

Table 8
Variation of Reduced Standard Error.
with Number of Gauges
(Periyar - Muvattupuzha Basin)

GP

GG'

22347
18675
14534
ll285
7828
5550
3768
2296
1416
935
1092

1177
2895
3369
3653
4513
4063
4826
4861
4557
4760
4507

"-

GE

31623
19204
13310
11095
7540
5536
3760
2628
2323
2504
3191

method, for the regions studied.
But
the difference decreases as the number
of gauges are increased.
Acknowledgements

Number
of
Gauges
10
12
14.
16
18
20
22
24

Reduced
Standard
Error (cm)
56,36
43.33
33,86
24.96
18.49
13.81
11.34
10.93

Persistence
Factor

0.949
0.871
0.829
0.748
0.657
0.573
0.525
0.528

cannot be guaranteed that the mean areal
ra·infall for any future period will be
estima·ted with anything like the same
precision if the estimated number of
gauges is determined solely from GE."-·
,_ But, with data from several periods
GEmay be estimated, provided the shape
of the rainfall surface does not very
significantly from period to period. If
an estimate of the long-term period
rainfall is required,. and if G"'f..,_is large
relative to <OE"'then the long-term mean
will be estimated more precisely by
increasing the number of periods of
record 1 While 1 if ss" iS large relatiVe
to <51>.,_ then greater precision will be
obtained by increasing the number of
gauges •.
In
the
analysis
presented
for
Kadalundi
Bharathapuzha it can be
observed from Table 7 that ~~is l.arger
(in most of the cases) compared to~";,
Hence, it is inferred that greater
precis.ion can be obtained by increasing
the. number of gauges instead of going
for more depth of data.
In comparison with the analysis of
variance method, the number of gauges
required for a specific standard error
is much less when the number of gauges
used· are small,. from the surface fitting

The authors are grateful to the
Executive Director, Centre for Water
Resources Development and Management,
Kozhikode,
India
for
permitting
to
publish this work.
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1. Introduction
A raingauge network can be considered as an integral part of an information system, the basic functions of
which are the collection, processing and
dissemination of rainfall data. Scientific planning is essential to determine
the
optimum
numbe~
of
measurement
stations.
Poorly developed networks,
with no rational basis for their design,
offer the greatest hindrance to water
resources
assessment
and
to
flood
forecasting and prediction (O'Connell,
1977). The network should provide necessary information to achieve a statistical description of the rainfall process
in time and space. Based on this description,
rainfall values not directly
obtainable by the network can be estimated
statistically
and
associated
measures of error of spatial interpolation specified. This error is primarily
a function of network density.
The
network density required to meet the
stated error criteria can be determined
when these criteria can be specified by
users (Kagan, 1966). A number of approaches have been followed by various
research workers to design rainfall
network to cater to different purposes.
The gamma distribution has been used to
design the raingauge network in this work.

2. Methodology
If there are n points of observations in a catchment of area A, a series
of seasonal or annual prec"ipitation for
T years for each point may be formed and
the
product
moment
correlation, . r i
between all possible pairs of ser~es
computed. If the value of r. are plotted
against the distance betweefi the stations
(Si) , the curve is expected to exhibit
a decreasing trend (dr/ds<O). This type
of curve is generally known as the
correlation
structure
of
seasonal/
annual precipitation in the catchment.
Kagan (1966) has suggested the exponential structure to capture the above
trend which is:

;1;
while in some cases, where the rate of
decreace is smaller, a modified Bassel
function has been observed as best fit.
The distance ( S) may be regarded ·as a
random
variable
as
it
may
assume
different values between zero and D with
frequency funct_ion P ( S) • For instance,
for circular area (Erikson, 1972),

/2/
For other types of geometrical shapes
like square or rectangular, expressions
for P(S) have been derived by some
authors (Rodriguez et al, 1974). These
may
be
complicated
for
practical
computations. Moreover, the shape of an
actual basin differs significantly from
regular geometrical
shape. As such,
instead of going for exact sampling
distribution, it is proposed to adopt
gamma probability density function for
s.
Its frequency functions may be
written as
I -/_,
-S/
1
P(S)=!It7S
e
,Of:S~CO;:-f>O
/3/
It may be seen that with a value of S as
66 km and GS as 34 km, the maximum
density is concentrated in 0 < S < 200 km
range and P ( S > 200)....) 0. It is on this
logic that a number of distributions
like, normal, gamma, EVl, 2 and 3,
Pearson's etc are valid for infinite
ranges.
These
are also applied to
rainfall and other variables which are
bounded.
·
In this case, although a correction
factor
'l.Oo

eO

C

=

j

P(S)

0

may also
practical
unity.

dS/1 P(S) dS

/4/

0

be calculated but
purpose its value

for all
will be
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The mean correlation
g.iven area CA} is given by

r

E(r/A} =

('r}

over

a

Error due to areal averaging is given by
1/a,.

CV [[ (l-r }+0.23./A/(bJir)}/n)
0

= ]r(Sl P(S). dS

k"~-Cbf,i+ll/Pds
~0

= "(,.

/11/

3. Study Area and Data

-(

= r 0/H+b/3 l

/5/

where b and r are constants for a
particular area. The e:ffect of area is
included in equation · /5/ indirectly 1 in
the form -of parameters r ,.b, /3 and 'l as
these pa.rameters assume di~ferent values
when A changes. If these parameters are
computed for different areas of similar
shape,
may be expressed as a func.tion
of
Ab ,
which
is
a
dimensionless
quantity.
IL is shown ·by Rodriguez
(1974) that i' ~s ge.nerally a decreasing.
function of Ab • In their study it has
bee·n indicated that the variance of long
term areal precipi ta.tion can be split
into 3 multiplicative components, viz'·

f

a) the. vari,ence of point rainfall
process(c;-):
b) temporal reduction factor f(T),
which dep~mds on period of the
data used for estimation of PA;
and
c) spatial reduction fact.or.'f(n,r),
which depends on the number of
stations· n used for estimation of
PA. Thus,
V(PA) = ~f(T) \i'(n,F)

/6/

In a time series, with significant
autocorrelation lag 1 (.f), f (T) may be
evaluated from:
f

(T)

1
1

= 1:.
T

+.f

/7/

-f'

In the pre.sent st.udy,
the
two
largest river basins o.f Kerala are
considered, namely, the Bharathapuzha
and the Periya-r; the Bharathapuzha is
situated in the northern part of Kerala
and the Periyar in·the southern part.
Bharathapuzha is one of the major
rivers of South-West Coast of India; it
originates from the Western Ghats and
flows towards west and joins the Arabian
Se·~·
The · river
basin
lies
between
75 45 1 0 and 77°15 1 E longitude and 10 .. 15 1
1
and 11 15 N laai tudes having a catchmen.t
area of 4400 km and the length of river
is 209 km (PWD, 1974). Forty standard
raingauge stations. have been identified
in the basin of which data from 28
stations have been analysed as a part of
this study (Fig. 1) •.
J'eriyar
r~ver
basin
"ties
77 0 1 and.- 77 30 1 E longitudes
and 9:bl0; 1 and 10°20 1 N latitudes. Th.e
catchmel2t
area
of
river
basin
is
5284 km and the length of the river is
244 km. Sixty standard raingauges have
been ident,ified in the basin, of which
data from 23 stations have been analysed
tFfg. 2) •
Ten years data for rnonsoon
montl:).s (June-November) were made use o.f
in the study, from 28 raingauqe stations
of
the
Bharathapuzha
river
basin
(1974-83)
and 23 stations from the
Periyar basin ( 1965-74). The c.omputations
were done on monthly basis and each
station had 60 monthly values.
The

betwe~

\jl(n,r} may be shown as

lf'( n ,F)

= I+Gn-1 )r

/8/

l'l

4 •. Analysis of Data

4.1 Bharathapuzha River Ba.sin

There are several methods suggested for
spatial interpolation of rainfall, for
example, a tringular grid net\~ork in
which
the
stations
are
located
at
apexes. It has been shown by Kagan
(1972) that in such cases the error of
interpolation depends on:
a} the_ variability of point rainfall
process,
b) the network density n, and
c) the spacing between two stations
or areas of the catchment and
corre.la.tion
structure
of
precipitation field.

The mean correlation for various
distances are given in Table 1. The
average distance S is wo.rked out as
34 .1 km. The· average correlation is
plotted against average distance and a
curve is drawn on semi logarithemic
paper. Then r
in eq_uation /1/ is found
0
out
by
extrapolat~ng
r(S)
to
z.ero
distance and b is obtained as a distance
corresponding to a correlation of rB/e.
The· estimation of r 0 and b have
een
worked out and are given as
r

0

= 0.85 and

b = (1/295) km-l

Therefore,.
The. error of int.erpolation
estimated from the expression
cvr<l-r )/3+0 .52 r ,JA/(b.[!i'}] ~
0

0

may

be
/9/

wh.e.re. CV is the coefficient of variation
For a
triangular
area
the
spacing
between two stations is

f.

= 1.07

J (A/nl

/10/

r(S)

=

0.85 e-S/ 295

Using
the
method
of
moments,
the
coefficient ,of _skewness is estimated as
L 6.4, Then '"1 and ja are obtained as 1. 483
and
23.04
re.spectively.
The
mean
correlation o.f precipitation field.
is
computed usinq equa;tion /5/ as 0. 76. The
autocorrelation with Iag. 1 is computed

r
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Table. 1
Average Distance and Average Correlation for Stations in Each Interval
(Bharathapuzha River Basin)
Sl.No ..

Distance class,
km

Average distance,
km

0-10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
90-100

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

a.

9
10

Number of
cases

7.08
15.53
25.34
34.86
44.54
54.87
63.71
74.89
82.99
93.45

Average correlation
coefficient

22
70

0.801
0,802
0.769
0.737
0.734
0.702
0.691
0.708
0.674
0.632

as

81
42
39
20
15
3
1

as 0. 242. The temporal reduction factor
f(T) and spe.tial reduction factor "''(n,i')
are computed using equation /7/ and
equation
/8/
as
0.273
and
0.7686
respectively.
The
combined
reduction
factor f(T}. "t' (n,r) to the variance of
PA is provided in Table 2. The t;r?tde o;E;E
betv;een
n
and
T for · reducing
the
variance, V(PA), to 10% is given in
Table 3, If r J.S taken into account for'
finding the areal average, the number of
stations required for accepta~e error e
given by equation n = (Cv/e)
(1-r) is
given in Table 4.

4.2 Periyar River Basin
The mean .dis.tance S for various
distancesisworked out as 51.4 km. The
estimate of r 0 and b hsye been worked
out as1 0.86 ana 1/154 km
respectively.
Then "f and }'1. are obtained as 0. 8 0 3 and
64.07 respectively. The mean correlation
of precipitation field is computed as
0.65, the autocorrelation with lag 1 as
0.143, the temporal reduction factor as
0. 022 and spatial reduction factor as
0.665. The combined reduction factor to
the variance of PA is provided in

Table 2
Reduction Factor for Bharathapuzha

N-7

T

1

2

3

4

.819
.328
.164
.109
.082
.066
.055
.047'
.041
.036
.033
.016

.721
.288
.144
.096
.072
•. 058
.048
.041
.036
.032
.029
.014

.688
.275
.138
.092
.069
.055
.046
.039
.034
.031
.028
.014

.672
.269
.134
.090
.067
.054
.045
.038
.034
.030
.027
.013

5

10

.662
.265
.132
.088
.066
.053
.044
.038
.033
.02.9
.026
.013

.642
.257
.128
.086
.064
.051
.043
.037
.032
.029
.026
.013

15

20

25

30.

50

100

.636
.254
.127
.085
.064
.051
.042
.036
.032
.028
.025
.013

.632
.253
.126
.084
.063
.0'51
.042
.036
.032
.028
.025
.013

.630
.252
.126
.084
,063
.050
.042
.036
.032
.028
.025
.013

.629
.251
.126
.084
.063
,050
.042
.036
,031
.028
.025
,013

.626
.251
.125
.084
.063
.050
.042
.036
.031
.028
.025
.013

.624
.250
.125
.083
.062
.050
.042
.036
.031
,028
.025
.012

-1.2
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40'
45
50
100

Table 3
Trade off Between Number of Gauges
and Period
(Bharathapuzha Basin}
SI.No.

Number of gauges

Table 6. The trade off between n and T
for reducing the variance, V(PA} to 10%
is given in Table 7. If f is taken into
account for finding the areal average,
the number of stations required for
acceptable error is given in Table 8.

Period
5 .• Discussion of Results

I

2
.3
4
5
6
"7
8
9
10
11

1
2
3
4
5
10
15
20
25
50
100

17
15
15
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
13

Raingauge
networks
have
been
designed for the Bharathapuzha and the
Periyar river basins using the Gamma
distribution technique. A lower number
of raingauge stations are required for
estimation of areal rainfall with same
degree of accuracy (e) if r, the mean
correlation is taken into account. It
can be seen that while estimating areal
mean ~Ph) for a rainfall f'>VP.nt, the
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Table 5
Average Distance and Average Correlation for Station in Each Interval
(Periyar River Basin)
Sl. No.

Distance Class
km

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9.
10

Average distance
km

0-10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
90-100
> 100

11

No. of cases

6.39
14.67
25.66
35.89
45.14
54.17
65.79
74.79
84.35
94.67
113.16

Average correlation

13
40
35
25
18
26
21
18
18
19
20

0.799
0.726
0.655
0.630
0.590
0.531
0.559
0.599
0.608
0.583
0.594

Table 6
Reduction Factor for Periyar
N

T

2
5

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
100

1

2

3

4

5

.667
.267
.133
.089
.067
.053
.044
.038
.033
.030
.027
.013

,550
.220
.110
.073
.055
.044
.037
.031
.026
.024
.022
.011

.511
.204
.102
.068
.051
.041
.034
.029
.026
.023
.020
.010

.492
.197
.098
.066
.049
.039
.033
.028
.025
.022
.020
.010

.480
.192
.096
.064
.048
.038
• 032
.027
.024
.021
.019
.010

10

15

20

25

30

50

100

.457
.183
.091
.061
.046
.037
.030
.026
.023
.020
.018
.009

.449
.180
.090
.060
.045
.036
.030
.026
.022
.020
.018
.009

.445
.178
.089
.059
.045
.036
.030
.025
.022
.020
.018
.009

.443
.177
.089
.059
.044
.035
.030
.025
.022
.020
.018
.009

.441
.177
.088
.059
.044
.035
.029
.025
.022
.020
.018
.009

.438
.175
,088
.058
.044
.035
.029
.025
.022
.019
.018
.009

.436
.174
,087
.058
.044
.035
.029
.025
.022
.019
.017
.009

Table 4

Table 7

Optimum Raingauges Corresponding to
Desired Degree of Percentage Error
(Bharathapuzha Basin)

Trade off Between Number of
Gauges and Period
Sl.No.

Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Percentage
error
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

Number of gauges
60
15
7
4
3
2
2
1

Table 8
Optimum Number of Raingauges
Corresponding to Desired Degree of
Percentage Error
Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Percentage
error
5
10
15
20
25
30

Number of gauges
51
13
6
4
2
2

spatial reduction factor for V(PA) can
not be less than r. Thus there has to be
an optimum value of n which minimises

Number of
gauges

Number of periods

'1
2
3
4
5
10
15
20
25
50
lOO

14
12
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

the product of spatial and temporal
reduction factors. From the trade off
between n and T for achieving 90%
accuracy in estimation of long term
areal precipitation, the period of data
is more important than the den&ity of
network.
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RAINFALL NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

SAAD, A. Y.
Water Authority, Jordan

Introduction
Jordan has an area of 88500 square
kilometers it belongs climatologically
to the Mediterranean region. Though,
it is divided by hills from the sea.
This type of climate is characterized
by a dry season with high temperatures
from May to September and a rainy
season
with
lower
temperatures
-including moderate occasional frosts at
some highlands from October to April.
Purpose of study
·The study was made to come up with
the optimum number of rain
gauges
needed for network at areas similar in
climate
to
Jordan,
taking
into
consideration the topographical changes
and
their
effect
on
rainfall
distribution, within the Mediterranean
sea region.
Description of the study Area
oue
to
large
variations
in
topography, Jordan has different types
of climate, reflecting variations in
rainfall amounts. In order to show
these types of climate the country can
be divided to four regions as follows:
1.
Low
Land:
This area is
located between the River Jordan in the
west and zero elevation line related to
Mediterranean sea level.
This means
that the area is totally located below
sea level as low as (-340) meters in
some locations near the Dead sea.
It
has
an
area
of
about 2540 sq.
kilometer·s. In average, annually, this
area receives the amount of rainfall
varying from below 50 millimeters (mms)
in the south, upto 400 mms. in the
north.
2. Western Escarpment Slope: This
part represents the area between the
zero elevation and the edge of the line
connecting the highest points over the
hills.
these
points
a~e
having
elevations over 1600 meters above sea
level.
The area is cdmprising some
4100 square
kilometers
which
has
rainfalls varying from 100 mms. in the
south upto more than 600 mms.,
in the
mid-north, near Ajlun hills, on which
the highest rainfall occurs in the
country.

3.
Eastern Escarpment Slope: It
represents some 8100 sq. kms. lying in
the
beginning
of the rain shadow
region, which is located between the
line connecting the top of the hills in
the west and a line
approximately
coinciding with the isohyetal line of
150 mms, in the east, where the . flat
desert begins. Rainfalls vary between
100 mms in the south, 150 mms ·in the
east
and around 600 mms in north
western part of the area.

4.
Flat
Desert:
This ar.ea
represents nearly %83 of the whole area
of the country, (i.e.
73760 sq. kms.),
located to the east of 150 isoline Also
it includes the southern desert, the
rainfall of which below the 100 mm
isoline and the part located to the
south of the zero elevation (sea level)
extending to the gulf of Aqaba. The
mean annual rainfall over this area is
normally from 20 mms to 150 mms.
Existing Network
The existing network of rainfall
stations in Jordan consists of more
than 200
daily
rain
gauges,
40
totalizers and more than 70 continuous
recorders. The first rain gauge was
established in 1922 at Amman Airport,
Other stations were added in following
years to the network, but the greatest
increase in number of stations added
occurred
latter
1960's
and early
1970's. The exist-ing distribution of
stations
is mostly conformable the
distribution of
rainfall
occurring
related to both, the topography and
distance from the Mediterranean, which
is the origin of the air mass movements
causing rainfall over Jordan.
·Method Used
Isohyetal maps were used for the
computation of average rainfall volumes
over Jordan calculated from different 8
maps, firstly based on 20 stations,
then increased to 40, 60, ... etc., upto
160
stations.
In each stage the
resulting volumes were compared with a
base map drawn depending on over 200
rainfall stations and a
continuous
record of 50 years.
Procedure
Annual

means

of
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observations during the last 20 years
were considered, ( i.e 1968- 1~88 ),
observations during the last 20 years
The reason behind this procedure was
the availability of the continuous data
for the greatest number of station
during the mentioned period of time.
Firstly 20, good distributed, stations
were chosen then the isohyetal map was
drawn.
The. volume of rainfall was
calculated and found to be equal to
12290 million cubic meters (MCM).
In the second stage another 20
stations were added to the previous
one. Again, an isohyetal map was drawn
for the 40 stations. The volume of this
stage found to be equal to 10929 MCM.
same procedure was repeated for
the 60, 80 ... etc. upto 160 stations by
adding 20 stations to the number used
in the previous stage.
The resulting volumes found in
each stage and their deviations from
the true mean, found by using a base
map drawn by hydrologist Zakaria Haj
Ali, Water Authority, depending on over
200 rainfall stations, were tabulated
in the following manner mentioned in
table 1.

summary of Results and conclusions
1. It can be seen from table 1
there is a good relation between
the increase of station number and the
decrease of the deviation from tnte
volume. ( see Figure No. 1 ).
tha~

2.
During the first four stages
each station proved to be of the at
most necessity to be included, however,
in the fifth stage only 3 stations had
to be excluded without
appreciable
change in results. In both the seventh
and eighth, other 6 for each to have in
total that 20 stations were found to be
redundant, and can be eliminated from
the to.tal number of stations used in
the last map. so the number of 140
stations
can
be
accepted
as
representative
of
the
network
optimization.
3.
The network density of 140
stations over the four climatological
regions described in this paper was
found to be of appropriate value and
this total number distributed on these
areas would give the following density
norms mentioned in table 2.

Table 1
Rainfall Volumes And Their Deviations from the True
Value Related to station Number
---------------~---------------------------------------~--------------------

No. of·stations

Rainfall Volume
( MCM )

Deviation from
True Mean
( MCM )

Percentage of
Deviation ( :t. )

---------------~-------------------------------------------------------------

20

12290

3790

44.6

40

10929

2429

28.6

60

9579

1079

12.7

80

9001

501

5.9

lOO

8822

322

3,8

120

8700

200

2.4

140

8613

113

1.33

160

8538

38

0.45

-----~-----------------------------------------------------------------------

over 200
( Base Map )

8500

00

0.00
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Table 2
Density of Rainfall stations Distribution

Region Name

Density in Sq. Km. I Gauge

-----------------------------------------------------~--

1. Low Land ( below sea level

420

2. Western Escarpment slope

108

3. Eastern Escarpment Slope

219

4. Flat Desert ( Rain Shadow

4. In order to show the difference
between distribution of rainfall using
only 20, and 160 stations in Jordan two
maps are attached in exhibits 1 and 2.
and
the
four
regions
which are
mentioned in table 1 are shown in
attached exhibit 3.

1250

Limitation of Application
The difficulty of attempting to
use this method for optimization in
cases
of thunderstorms is obvious,
because such thunderstorms require more
dense network than the existing one
especially in desertic areas.
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RAINGAUGE NETWORK DESIGN AND ITS OPTIMIZATION
CASE STUDY: DAILY STORM OF ANKARA BASIN, TURKEY

Sorman, A. U.
King Abdulaziz University, P.O. Box 9034, Jeddah 21413, Saudi Arabia

Deteraination of Area! Averac• Rainfall and lt•
Accuraoy

is referred to B. Sevruk (1982>.

For•ulation of Network DaliCn
In many hydrological applications, one
may be interested to know the average value of
area! rainfal I over an area. Some errors may
arise in the estimates of mean area! rainfall
from transforming point values of spatially
variable events into regional estimates. Useful
measure to evaluate the accuracy of network i~
to determine the mean area! error variance, aA
called as mean square error Cmsel and expressed by the equation (1)

.

(1)

where PA is the true average value and PAis an
estimate from point observations. The error
term depends on the number of stations, the
interpolation weights and
their locations.
Therefore, these errors may be reduced through
the selection of raingage sites on the proposed
network with the optimum number or reducing or
Increasing the number of stations of the existing network by optimising the interpolation
weights to be applied to the point estimates.
For any raingage network configuration,
the value of mean square error
or the area!
average error variance can be derived from the
covariance structure
of the
precipitation
field. Host of the
network design models
require homogeneous and isotropic field at
which the covariance function can be modelled
using one of the following three equations
(2.1)
Crl= a2p expC-hvl
double exp cov Crl= a2p exp<-iv 2 >
C2.2l
2
(2.3)
bessel type COY <r>= a p bv K (bY)
2
where a
is the variance of point rainfall, v
is thepdistance between any two random point
over an area A, h, a , and b are covarlance
parameters.

exponential

In order to obtain a given degree of
accuracy in area! average of rainfall, a less
dense network is required than to obtain the
same degree of accuracy for point rainfall. The
error in the area! average is much more sensitive to changes in network density than error
of point interpolation. This has been de•onstrated with Kagan's approach in 1965 assuminc
that N number
of
stations
are
evenly
distributed over a homogeneous and isotropic
area A.
Then a true average value PA is the
arithmetic average of the N observed points
(3)

Further
it is assumed that the interstation correlation can be expressed by a
simple exponential correlation function
r <vl= r Col exp(-hvl

V )

0

(4)

where r Cvl denotes the correlation coefficient
of the rainfal I amount of any two stations at a
distance v, r (o) and h are two unknown parameters which have to be estimated from observed
data. Under the stated assumptions, the following approximation is done by Kagan to derive
the error variance,

COY

M.V. Guschina et al <1967) in USSR for
daily rainfall, J.W. Van der Made <1986> in the
Netherlands for an average monthly rainfall and
A.U. Sorman and B. Guven (1983> for annual data
gave plots of root meancsquare error <r•sal
against Nand A/N for the following derived
statistical rainfall characteristics a·s shown
In Tab I e ( 1J •
Table Ill Stati stlca I rainfall characteristics

A simple approximate formulas for mse are
proposed by Kagan (1965), Gushchina et al
<1967> and WHO (1972) and other techniques are
followed by others such as R. Iturbe and Mejia
<1974a, b:! and Matheron <1971 l. Examples of the
use of aA in raingage network design are given
by R.L. Bras and R. lturbe <1976>, Jones et a!
<1979) and Bastin et a! ( 1984) with numerical
and graphical
solution techniques
or
by
Mattern, B. <1960) and Rhenals et al (1974) by
using double exponential correlation models to
solve the error variance analytically.
For a
comprehensive review of the subject, the reader

In USSR

(1967)

Ho nth I y rain

Dai lr rain
~

p

' 10.5 ••

r<ol= 0,966
h= 0.0055 kR
A= 7200 k1

2

In the Nether lands <1966)

f

p

Annual rain

' 30 ••

a p' 29.611

r(o)• 0.96
·1

h= 0.0029 kl

In Turkty (1963)

r(ol= 1.00
·1

A= 500· 2000 k1

h= 0.0048
2

A= 36400

k.- 1
kl
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The numbers presented in the Table (1)
generally show that rmse is rather sensitive to
network density. In daily rainfall data, doubling the gage number in a given area gives about
a 35" reduction in the value of "A' This is
much larger than the percent reduction in the
rmse of point interpolation,
The equation (5) gives a rough idea about
the error magnitude. Further, the exponential
correlation function is rather doubtful for
small distance v. But, from a practical point
of view, the equation is sufficient to have a
general idea about rmse and can be influenced
by change in the .network configuration. Kagan's
formula is applicable for regular networks wit~
uniform distribution. The. error variance, erA
will be greater when the stations are unevenly
distributed over an area. For that purpose R.
lturbe and Mejia (1974a,bl have developed the
fol !owing equation to express mse as

where

aA =

Jf

bA

a. =
1

J

r (x.
l

-

X:)

1

di<. dx~ /A2
1

correlation between two random
ly selected points
The above equation has dependent on three
parameters, ·namely N (station numbers), a
(weighing coefficients> pnd the coordinates o/
the stations <x. and x. > by assuming that
1
correlation funbtion is already selected and
area A is known beforehand.
If someone would like to get an optimal
estimate of rmse then the equation becomes
N

<a- E "'i bA<ui>'j..7J
p
A i=1

In. the abov.e equation, it is important to know
how to get aA and bA (u.> by numerical solution
technique originally pfesented by Ghash, B.
<.1951> and Mattern, B. <1960) and applied by
The
R.L. Bras and R. lturbe (!976c) later.
numerical solution for exponential and bessel
correlation structures and analytical derivation using double exponential correlation model
is described below~

N <N - llE (r(x .- x~ l/Al )/ N2

E< r<x.- x'.l/Al
1

l

I

=!

1

r<v> f(v) dv

<9>
<10)

where r<v> is correlation function, f<v> Is the
spatial distribution function of two random
points over an area whose longitudinal diagonal
is d.
Mattern, B. (1960> hu shown that for
most of shapes exist in nature, the characteristic distance d , does vary between 0.510 and
0
0.5691
for circular and rectangular shape
respectively.
For that reason, the determination of F <N> depends on N, r<v> and f(v), For
2
simple exponential and bessel type functions,
F <Nl is graphically presented by R. lturbe and
2
Mejia (1974 a,bl for simple sampling and for
stratified sampling depending on N and Ah 2 or
Ab'. In those expressions, h and b are decaying
parameters of the correlation functions. The
values for F <10) are read from the graphical
2
plots of the reference <R. I turbe and Mejial
for the two sampling technique for exponential
and bessel type correlation functions and are
presented in Table (2).

Ex2onent!al
r (v) = exE( ·hvl
A h'
~ (10)

Bessel
r (v)=b v K (b v)
A b' F2UO>

1
10
100

0.019
0.075
0.095

10. .018
100 .055
1000 .092

0.016

10

o.oa6

lOO

10
100

0.073

If the correlation function type is selected as double exponential then the terms ~f the
eq~ation (6) can be determined
using the technique ~resented in the same reference above

R. Iturbe and Mejia <1974 a) have defined
the variance of the'average of N stations over
a-region A using the expression given by

where ~
is the variance of point rainfall,
F rn End F <NJ are the variance reduction
1
2
factors depending
on time and area. F 1 <T>
depends on correlation structure in time and
I engt.h of the record. If T is considered to be
one day, one month or year then F <T> = 1.0. On
1
the other hand,
F <N> depends on spatial
correlation distribu?ion model, number of station and on sampling geometry
such as simple
random or stratified sampling.

.003

.019 stratified
1000 .055 sa1p.

Analytical Solution

1t

(8)

rando1 saap.

The results indicate that the reduction In
F <N> reduces the mean area! variance. If area
2
increases the number of stations must also
increase if the error variance would be kept
constant. Finally, the station coordinates, the
type and decaying parameter of the correlation
function create significant changes on the
variance of error term.

Nu1erloal and Analytical Solution Techniques
Nuaeri,oal Technique

2

t

2

Table (2) Variation of correlation function wrt sa•pl1nc techniques
and types

station weighing coefficient

2

F <Nl = <N

1

r<x.- X~) dx~ I A
1
1

cr

The spatial variance reduction factor
F <N> is expressed by
2

(

(e

perf <f>

..lL

(erf<«<L-~

-p

t

2
- 1)

l+erfi«J lHerf<a(L·r lterf(a1 ))

·~
where

(11)

(12)
.

r=

A

erf ( x >

2

and
L

2

J e-xdx/rll

0

The application of this technique is described
in the reference, Sorman, A.U. (1979).
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Error Variance due to

Sy&te•atic Error&

Gandin, L.S. <1963) has proposed a modified equation for the determination of error
variance over an area due to systematic errors
using
mse E

2
mse + a E

N

E

0<

2
i

(13)

i=1

where a 2 is the variance of measuring error
assumed ~o be the same for each gagIng station,
<Xi is the weighing coefficient.
CASE STUDY1 KDDELLING
ANKARA BASINS

OF

DAILY

STORMS OVER

General
In this section, the network design techniques previously described are applied to the
daily storm data over Ankara urban city and
surrounding rural areas, by the author (1979>
in order to estimate the mean area! rainfall
error with a different network configuration
over each homogeneous areas. For minimizing the
error, an optimal estimate of rmse is determined. Raingage design models are derived for
each homogeneous sub-areas and
the optimum
station weights are calculated for E=O and

E#O, The root mean square error for the existing network for different configuration Is
determined and optimum gage number is proposed
for each sub-area. Then, comparison oi error In
the mean area! rainfall estimates resulting
from two techniques followed by R. lturbe and
Mejia,
J.M. (1974) <random and stratified
sampling) and by R.L. Kagan (1965) (uniform) Is
done in tabular form.
As a first step, the study area located
within Ankara river basin as shown In Figure
( 1) Is dIvIded Into three homogeneous subareas
11, 11 and Ill). Using some statistical analysis techniques such as variance and factorial
analysis as well as Barlet, Cochran tests.
Over 2120 daily storm data collected at 20
raingage recording stations. Raingage network
and variation of coefficient of variation of
daily rainfal I data is shown in Figure (1.cl.
Then, cress correlation coefficients are determined for each homogeneous subreglon trying
three mathematical expressions of exponential,
double exponential and bessel type. So that
the parameters of the equations 12.1
2.3),
rlo), b and h can be expressed.
Table (3)
gives the daily rainfal I characteristics over
each sub-basin. Two of those are located in
rural area 11 and Ill) and 11-region covers the
Ankara urban city limits.

Table SSJ. Daily rainfall characteriaticl in ANKARA urban and 1uburban area1.
REGIONS
Para11ttu
Geometric
character

Hydrae logic
character

Correlation
Parameter

SY1bol

Unit.

J(ayb·urbanl

II<Urbanl
315.

!II<Sub·urbanl

Area

A

<km2 l

45.

Equivalent Rectangular
dimensions

Ll

<kml
(kml

11.
4.10

Characteristic
diagonal distance

de

<kml

4.24

Mean storm depth

I'>

<mm)

Standard deviation

ap

lmml

1/(Coef. of variation)

1/cv

Correlation coeff.

r(o)

lkml

0.074

0.051

0.062

o. 165

0.101

0.135

1.:!

Decaying parameters
for exponential and
bessel

h

lkm' 1>

b

<km'1>

Dimension less
parameters

Atl-

19.7
16.
9.68

9,02

6.72

105.
11·.

9.5
5.4

7. 72

7.07

7.50

6.53

1. 28

1. 16

1. 16

0.963

0.963

0.979

0.246

0.443

0.778

Determination of optimum point
interpolation error "Eopt"
The weighing coefficient of the ralngauge
stations, a can be determined using
1

N

E t = 1 - t a 1. r 01.
op
i=l

(14)

where E t is the optimum point interpolation
error fg~ homogeneous and isotropic area ap~
r
is the correlation coefficient of i
1
2
s~aticn with respect to station a. If "E is
the representative variance of instrumentationa! errors to be same for all stations.
Then,
the Eopt may be written as:

E

opt

= ( 1 -

(

N

N

2

N

2 }

E
t a cxJ. rij +erE t ex.
i=1 j=l 1
i=l I

15)

The root mean square error of p~lnt rainfall (rmse) is determined by a E p and presented in T~ble (4).
p 0
Determination of errors for mean
area! precipitation <rmse)A
Area! mean precipitation error terms are
determined by procedure similar one used in
point interpolation error using the integral
terms in equation (6). For this purpose, the
covariance models are derived for each region
so that the point rainfal I estimator can be
extrapolated over the area so that (rmse)A term
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may b2 calculated ~or two error variances namely "e = o and "E = 0.025.
For ~etermining
errors for mean area! precipitation "A one has

l'lG.( ta), LOCATION

I'IG. (1b):

LOCATION

MAP 01' ANKARA

01' STU.DY AREA IN ANKARA RIVER BASIN

l'lG.(1c); RAIN GAUGE NETWORK

~ 1 ICv

• Ralngage st.llonl
- · - Boalnboundary
--Creek

=Mountain

OF DAILY RAINFALL IN STUDY AREAS
LEGEND

•

A
I

-

to know the terms aA and bA<u > used in the
1
equation <7>.
For that purpon, the sum of
area I covar lance term a. b A <u. > for each
number of existing and'pr6posed network varying
from 1 to N is determined for each region and
prgsented in Tab I e ( 5).
The second term a A,
which is defined as the mean value of correlation coefficient between any two random points
over the region can be determined using numerical or analytical solution technique. In numerical approach, the value ~f aA is found to be
dependent on the Ah2 or Ab dimensionless numbers expressed by R. lturbe and M. Mejia (1974)
and Sorman A.U. <1979). The values for aA are

U,lt~ 11)

RG operated by TORRAKSU
RG operated by
DMI
RG operllted by
DSI

Sub. llulnl
City. baundary
Study area baundary

found 0.97, 0.85 and 0.96 for each of the
areas, respectively.

sub-

One may also propose a new network configuration using most of the existing stations
but only dropping out the ones which have less
than a certain weighing coefficient (i.e. a. ~
0.10> and add few stations in order to redOce
the error .. As an example, in Region I, station
12 <R3) is dropped out and new one <R19) is
added by keeping the total raingauge number at
seven.
Similarly, in Region 11, numbers 5
(SAY> and 8(R13) are dropped but no one is added.
Finally, in Region Ill, three stations

- 341 Table (4) Optiaua point interpolation error• of the
raingauces with and without aeasurinc errors
2 '
2
Region Station)Network Existing (ae=O~:Network
Existing (a€=0.025)
I

~ Name ~ri r oi

<~1Ea 1 r 0 tae'Eaj> <meb

(~)

).40
2.03
2.19
3.36
3.23
2.61
2.56

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.95
0.89
0.87
o. 74
0.77
0.82
0.81

1. 62
2.30
2.53
3.60
3.39
2.98
3.05

16
13
16
7
5
14
19

YMA
DIK
DMI
KAY
GUB
MAM

0.63
0.68
0.60
0.79
0.56
0.75

4,56
4.27
4.74
3.45
4.96
3.76

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.62
0.65
0.64
0.53
0.63
0.70

4.61
4.41
4.50
5.12
4.56
4.10

1
3
-5
48
-8
9

1 R6
2 R12
3 R
4 R13
5 ETJ
6 R19
7 YMA
( 1) Ea r

0.96
0.93
0.92
0.80
0.70
0.64
0.62

1. 50

1

1. 72
1. 79

2
New
4
5
New
7

0.92
0.89
0.88
0.73
0.64
0.56
0.59

1. 67
2. 11
2.22
3.42
3.90
4.31
4.19

25
23
24
18

6

7
1
2
3
4
5
6

Ill

I

I

!

0.960
0.92
0.90
0.77
0.79
0.86
0.67

1
2
3
4
5

11

<me>~

R1
R3
R6
R13
R14
R15
R19

=1-E
opt
1 01

(4)

(rmsef

p

2.89
3.57
3.90
4.00

(2) (rllse)O= ap 5pl
p

(3lt

ap Eopt~

9
11

5

)=1-E
opt

(5)=
(rmseJO
p

Table <5> Areal oovarianoe values for existin& and
proposed raincauc• network
2
2 '
Region) station) Network Existing (a EO> )Network proposed (a€=0.025>:
N

a!

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.113
0.080
0.102
0.113
0.102
0.186
0.305
Sub total

11

0.166
0,177
0.134
0.119
0.018
0.184
0.166
0.027

1
2
3
4
5
6

-7
8

Sub total
Ill

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

0.029
0,100
0.095
0.252
0.124
0.029
0.248
0.124
Sub total

*

omitted stations

a 1bA(u!
0.1053
0.0778
0.0961
0.0965
0.0600
0.1436
0.2417

N

3
4
5
6
7

<X.
1

0.169

0.160

0.144
0.084
0.091
0.167
0.233

0.129
0.073
0.067
0,129
0.192
0.640

0.825
0.125
0.125
0.0904
0,1039
0.024
0.126
0,130
0.0144

1
2

3
4
6

7

0.167
0.197
0.134
0.147

0.104
0.129
0,086
0.0785

0.183
0.166

0.1154
0,1165
0.6289

0.738
0.027
0.0956
0.089
0.226
0.071
0.0188
0. 1353
0.0622
0.724

IXibA (ui)

New
4
5
New
7
8

0.050

0,046

0.174

0.154

0.139
0.170
0.173
0.041

0.101
0.096
0.112
0.041
0.750

•-\00
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<R7, Rll and R15 J are omitted and two new
stations <R and R19J are located properly so
that the total station number becomes six in
the proposed system.

basin for the existing network with different
station numbers and the proposed configurated
ones with a specified ralngauge per region, a
comparison in the mean area! rainfall estimate
is done using other two techniques proposed by
R. I turbe and Media (19741 for random samp'llng
and R.L. Kagan <1965) with uniform distribution
assumption. The results are tabulated in fable
(6) for four different station number namely 1,
3, 5 and 7 and the results of F <NJ and (rmse>
are listed in respective four 2columns in order11
to derive the following conclusions listed
below:

Due to some systemic errors at the existing stations, E, the erro.r variance for mea~
area! rainfall is recomputed by considering a€
to be 0.025 in equation <13>.
The <rmse)
values increased 5 -20" in region I, 5 - 25i
In region J 11 and over the urban region 11, the
values varied in the range of -10~ +10" except
at 4th station. This was due to high values of
error in region ll varied between 3.5 •• 5.0 mm
compared to other regions I and Ill in which
the values ranged ·from 1.5 mm to 4.0 mm.
Comparison of the results
with the other approaches
In order to make the justification of the
results determined in the real case of Ankara
Tablt

o.

OptiiUI Interpolation trron.of tht nhtln1 and propo1td network ttatlons of Ankua
olty illd thtlr oo~parilont with othtr rando1 and un!tor1 diltrlbutlon appr01ohn.

Randoa
sa•pllng(J)
!by R. lturbel

Techniques

Uniform
Dist. 121
(by R. ~. Kaganl

Proposed
Hetwork13 l
!by A.U.Souanl : Region
l E=O
E=O 0 5

Exist!"!>
Netwod
!by A. U. Soraan)

:No. of
Re&!on :st!tlonl

(rmsel4

11
!use lA

: (6)

(6)

'z <N>

0.21

0.07

0.04

0.33

0.14

0.024 0.014 0.009

0.31

0.22

0.16

0.11

o.ou

0.072

IIX,

3.24

1.6

1.43

1.26

2.63

1.1

0.67

3.93
3. 73

3.23
3.09

2.63
2.55

2,36
2.04

0.71
0.66

1.90
1.45

(5)

(5)

0.65

1ean

Fz CHI

0.34

0.12

0.068 0.042

0.25

0.054 0.027 0.017

0.615 0.46

0.370 0.2;!1

0.370

1).437

1111.

4.37

2.60

1.96

1.54

3. 7.0

1. 75

5.88
5.12

4.55
3.50

4.58
3.50

4.96
..03

(61

16)

1.23

0.98

1ean

Ill

r2 1Nl

0.275 0.095 0.055 0.040

lrtJSelA

1ax.

3.42

2.01

1.53

1.31

5.09
4.07

3.53
2.00

0.174 0.04

0.02

0.01

0;40

0.36

0.32 ;0.28

0.054

0.184

2.81

0.90

0. 71

4.14
3.93

3.92
3.68

3.67
3.43

1. 79
1.22

2.60
2.48

1.28

eean

3.48
3.21

(1)

~!Hl

Detenined using the graphic presented In rei 1161

m

~<NJ

111-rlol + 0.23 h !AIN1°·"'11N ·

13)

~!HI

1; C2t"'i

!rase lA

•pJ• 2cNl

The minimum error variance <mseiA for
determining area! mean precipitation Is
obtained with uniformly distribution network configuration and followed by random
sampling and the highest error values are
obtained as expected with the existing
network station. This happened due to the
fact that the existing station network !s
representing neither uniformly nor randomly sampled case, the weighing coefficients
were not equal but rather diversified In a
range 0.02- 0.25.
In order to achieve a smaller value in the
error term, the network system must be

''¥

+ ttafil

)[

Ill

re! eq 151
ref eq 161
re! eq 181

redesigned by Installing the'stations looat!on uniform. This is not a feasible way
to solve the prob1em and it Is also a time
consuming process.
T.he author
suggests
to keep the key !prime) stations in the
existing system and add few numbers of
stations for a proposed network in order
to decrease the error variance in rura·l
and urban areas with minimum cost.
When the proposed station numbers are kept
!61, (51 and (6l in the regions 1, 11 and
111 respectively, the rmse values decreased significantly as shown in Table (6) in
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regions I and Ill.
But the values were
still high in urban region 11. There are
two reasons to explain this, first some
modifications In the conflgurated network
system are done in regions I and 11 I although the total station number was the
same as before, but in region 11, no new
station Is added due to rather uniform
station distribution. The second fact is
that the number of station per unit area
was less compared to rural basins,
As an overall conclusion, it can be stated
that, the design criteria for daily or for other time intervals of raingauge network should
differ depending on region characteristics (rural or urban>. Otherwise, more uniformly distributed stations with high
density is required firstly on urban areas and
rural areas if the interpolation error is needed to be reduced by users. The mean interpolation errors for daily storms of Ankara basins
are found to vary between 0.65-1,45 mm for Area
I, 3.50.-,4.03 mm for Area 11 and 1.22-2.48
mm for Area 111.
The Wessex Water Authority
and English Meteorological Organization <O'Cornell et al 1977, 1978) recommended the area!
interpolation error for daily mean values to be
around ± 2 ~ ±3 mm requiring one raingauge sta2
tion per 5- 10 km ,

GGO, Leningrad, 175, 117-131.
10.

MATHERON, G. (19711
The theory of regionalized variables and
Its applications.
Centre de Morphologie Mathematique, ENSMP,
Paris.

11.

MA TTERN, B• ( 1960 >
Spatial variation.
Alamaenna Foerloget, Stockholm

12.
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Report No. 44, Institute of Hydrology,
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Report No. 51, Institute of Hydrology,
Wa 11 i ngford, U.K.

14.
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SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF SHOFT DURATION PRECIPITATION ON NORTHERN ITALY
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The yearbooks of the Servizio Idrografico Italiano contain annual maxima pf precipitation recorded in intervals of 1, 3, 6, 12
and 24 hours. Data are available since the
onset of recording raingauges at the end of
the
Twenties.
In Northern Italy <about
100.000 km 2 > 1036 sites offer series more
than half of which with more than 15 years.
The region is partitioned in five networks
operated by the following local offices:
- Ufficio
Idrografico
al1e Acque (Venezia>
1911 i

del Magistrate
operating from

- Ufficio Idrografico del Pc
with three local offices at
Milano and Parma from 1913;

(Parma>
Torino,

- Local office at Geneva since 1917;
- Ufficio Idrografico of Provincia Autonoma di Bolzano since 1975;
- Ufficio Idrografico of Provincia Autonoma di Trento since 1975.
According to the general instructions of the
national Servizio Idrografico, fixed duration.
values are derived reading strip-charts with
variable starting point. A few shortcomings
must be pointed out:
- the most common recording device is a
mechanical clock operated drum with
weekly duration at a rotating rate of
about 2 mm/hour.
In case of very in-.
tense rainburts or when the pen is not
properly writing, the traces may tend
to melt thus causing difficulties in
obtaining an accurate reading of short
duration amounts. The fact that the
strip-chart may be not squarely placed
can induce additional serious troubles;
- data are supplied with no regard whether snowfall occurred instead of rainfall. This is particularly true for
longer durations in the cold season
since raingauge funnels are electrically warmed up out of the control of
observers;
- only the maximum annual value
is
supplied
so that it is not possible
to process data with regard to seasonal variability. The analysis of the
monthly distribution of maxima showed
impressive differences according both
to the geographical location of the
station and to the rainfall duration,
- an accurate inspection of data may
reveal errors ranging from
easily
detectable misprints to undetectable
ones (for example, when two distinct
storms were summed up in a single
longer duration event>.

Such errors can affect the results of the
statistical investigation particularly when
single-site analysis is performed.
Data here considered are generally used
to compute depth-duration relationships according to the form:
h

a·tn

/1/

T

being t the duration and T the mean return
period of the depth h. The relation is very
simple and still preferred to more sophisticated forms even if evidence exists of its
inability to satisfactorily represent depth
variation at short durations (Penta et al.,
1972>.
Traditionally, the main field of
application of such relations is the estimation of design discharge of small catchments generally performed by means of the
rational formula.
Statistical analysis was up today performed processing single-site series. Underlining the influence of outliers on the
results of the analysis is out of the scope
of this paper; but, it must be stressed that
in the region here considered the number of
long tailed distribution is reasonably small
if compared with that in geographical areas
directly influenced by the
mediterranean
climate (Central and Southern Italy, for
instance)·,
Regional methods have been proposed with
the purpose of fitting as well as possible
the lower tail of the sample distribution
Wallis(l980>, Artina and Todini<l983>, Rossi
et al.
(1984). First results have been obtained and they are being commented and evaluated. It is general opinion, anyway, that
efforts toward a better estimation of extrapolated values may be vanished by wrong data
or inaccurate measurements.
The extreme value distribution (Gumbel>
fits reasonably well the data recorded in the
region here .considered. From the point of
view of practical use, extreme value distribution provides higher values than, for instance, the log-normal one, so that it may be
considered more conservative. Computations
were performed by means of the method of
least squares applied to plotting positions
estimated with the relationship proposed by
Gringorten (Cunnane, 1978>, and 90% confidence limits computed according to the procedure
found in .Kyte(1978> and
Kaczmarek
( 1957).
Extensive application, also to rainfall
daily values, is shown in the Italian literature of the last two decades Indri(1971>,
Fastelli and Silvagni (197~), Benedetti et
al.
(1979), Anselmo et al. ( 1980 >, Villi et
al.
<1986), The statistical analysis so ousted the use of enveloping curves, introducing the concepts· of return time and risk.
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Rossi and Versace (1982>.
The availability of almost uniformly
spread stations allows drawing isohyetal maps
of rainfall depth with assigned return period. Such maps enhance the influence of
orography even if the lack of stations on
side slopes of the valleys is a limit for a
deep insight of the isohyet pattern.
A

map of isohyets with 50 years recurrence time and 12 hours duration is shown in
Fig. 1. It may be considered reasonably repreaentative of hydrological features responsible of flood flows in the alpine catchments
ranging up to 10000 km 2 at the outlet in the
plain, :such duration is of the same order of
the concentration times of the largest catchments in the region and a 50-years event
may occur each 5 years with a risk of 10 %.
The content of the map in Fig. 1 is in close
ag.reement with observations expressed
by
Gazzola<1973> after an extensive analysis of
weather situations. Heavy rainfalls on Northern Italy are related to long lasting flows
of warm moist air masses coming from the
Mediterranean sea, .Moreover, it must be considered that rainfall in winter depends on
the circulation in the lower layers, while
vertical instability of the atmosphere prevails in causing precipitation in summer.
The main physiographic characters of
Northern Italy may be summarized as follows:
- the large plain of the river Po and the
other tributaries to the Adriatic Sea;
- a piedmont belt of minor reliefs bordering the Southward slope of the Alps;
- the inner valleys of the alpine range.
Keeping in mind such distinctive characters,
stations were clustered comparing the shape
of the depth-duration relationship; then a
general equation was computed by regression
considering the original data. ·Confidence
boundaries (90 %) were derived according to
the .formula:
1

CL

(X -

tx/NP

y±t·Sy •. x <1+-+
N

n

Friuli
0.50

\
•

50

._,.
• .....- Ligaria

100

a

Fig. 3 Plot of the values of paraters a and n
of the relationship h = a t" found in
Northern Italy for precipitation with
duration of 1 to 24 hours

p.howed on Fiq. 2. Values are derived from.
official data and from indirect evaluations
found in literature Servizio Idrografico,
Pubbl. n. 17, Ministero Lavori dei Ptibblici(1967>, Tonini et al.
(1971) Commissione
Interministeriale<l974), Anselmo(l985), Villi
et al. (198.9 >.
In the areas above cited, indeed, the
largest values of unit dischar?e were observed up to more ·than 20 m 3 s- km- 2 in catchments of about 100 km 2 •
Thi:s is a preliminary effort to link
investigations of general climatologic characters to the requirements of applications.
Large scale meteorological conditions induce
hydrological events whose intensity depends
on local, mainly orographic conditions. These
facts must be considered in the .solution of
many practical problems.,
particularly in
alpine areas strongl,y affected <by orography
and small scale meteorological distllrbances.

Dx• - (tx>'IN

where CL is the width of the boundary, t
depends on the degree of confidence-and on
the number of data in the sample, with:
Ey 2 -(Eyl'/N- 13 2 • (Ex 2 Sy.x=C

(l:X) 2

/N)
]

N -

1

!2

;3/

2

is a parameter of the linear relationship
, obtained from equation /1/,
where y = log<h> and x = log(t).
Such boundaries defines the limits inside
which the rainfall depth of assigned duration
will be found with the stated risk level
Bender Y.E et al. <1982).
13

y =a+ llx

Nine regions with well defined properties were found and they are shown in Fig. 2.
A plot of the a-n values is presented in Fig.
3; the variability of the parameters depends
on the relationship between orography and air
circulation. This is ~articularly evident in
the windward areas of Liguria and Friuli
where moist air masses come in conctact with
the first relieves.
A reasonable agreement between the · spatial distribution of low frequency rainfall
and high flows could be expected; in )"act the
hydrologic regions above defined on the basis
of depth-duration relations are able to explain
the spatial distribution of
peak
discharges. Maximum observed unit discharges
2
in about 150 catchments <up to 9763 km > are
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APPLICATION OF POINT AND AREAL ESTIMATES OF RAINFALL FOR
STORM WATER MANAGEMENT STUDIES
CONSUEGRA. D. and MUSY A.
INSTITUT DE GENIE RURAL
ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE FEDERALE DE LAUSANNE
1.

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, the use of deterministic
hydrologic modeling of rainfall runoff processes
in Switzerland has increased sharply. The most
important input to any hydrologic model is
rainfall. Since no model can yield correct results
if the input is wrong, it is of primary importance
to estimate correctly the input rainfall. Because
rainfall data is often scarce, many applications
of runoff models consider rainfall inputs as
historical or design storms obtained from one
point observations. It is usually assumed that
rainfall is stationnary and uniformly distributed
over the watershed regardless of the size of the
catchment area. Uniform rainfall inputs do not
account for areal and dynamic properties of real
rainfalls. The shape of runoff hydrographs and
the magnitudes of peak flows for the same event
may be different
even if the catchment
characterisitics and sizes are the same. The
effects of areal and dynamics properties of
rainfall on runoff generating mechanisms have
been extensively assessed by Niemczynowicz
(1984) for urban ·areas. The conclusions of that
study emphasize on the importance of adequate
areal estimates of rainfall and storm movement
effects.
If the raingauge network is sufficiently dense, it
is possible by means of interpolation between
stations to track a given storm and define at each
time step the extent of the rainfall field
(Meteorologie, 1980).
From a very dense
raingauge network, it is also possible to evaluate
the relationship between network density and
accuracy of areal estimate of rainfall. Figure 1
shows an example of such a relationship
(Meteorologie, 1980). This figure shows the
variations of the relative error of areal estimate of
rainfall with network density and a probability of
non-exceedance. This relationship has been
derived for daily rainfalls occuring during the
summer period.
Unfortunately such representations of the
rainfall phenomena can only be obtained when
the raingauge network is very dense. This is
rarely the case. In Switzerland the number of
raingauges recording rainfall at very low time
steps (ie: 10 minutes) is not dense enough to
define correctly rainfall fields. The network of
pluviometers (daily rainfall) of the Institut Suisse
de Meteorologie (ISM) is more dense; 1 device per
100 km2 in the west part of the country. From
figure 1, the risk of a relative error of areal
estimate being higher than 50% is almost 20%.
This risk falls to a value less than 2% when the
network density increases to 5 raingauges per 100
km 2. For shorter rainfall durations, errors are
expected to increase since the spatial variability
is higher. Therefore, accurate estimates of areal
rainfall can only be obtained with dense
networks. The required density varies with the
time resolution. Smaller time steps will require
higher densities.
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Figure 1.
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10 100 Km 2

Accuracy of a real estimate of rainfall
with network density and risk of
relative error (from Meteorologie,
1980). (for daily rainfalls in the
summer period)

When the density of the raingauge network is
small and rainfall fields can not be defined
precisely, the spatial variability of rainfall can be
taken into account by means of area! reduction
factors (ARF). Estimates of area! rainfall can
then be used in conjunction with representatives
rainfall patterns to define design storms which
are inputs to hydrological models. This approach
was followed in the downstream area of the Broye
river watershed, located in the Swiss Plateau
region between the lakes ofMorat and Neuchiitel.
This paper illustrates the significance of spatial
variability of rainfall in the study area and
proposes ARF values for 24 hour duration
storms and for different return periods. The
temporal distributions of rainfall intensities
during selected events were also analysed. The
results were used to derive s y nth et i c
representative rainfall patterns.

2.

THE RAlNGAUGE NETWORK

Figure 2 shows the study area and the locations
of all raingauges. In the study area there is only
one raingauge (Payerne-Aerologique) with
precipitation records at time steps of 10 minutes
starting on January 1978. The nearest recording
raingauges with similar characteristics are
located in Neucha.tel and la Fretaz. There is also
a relatively large number of pluviometers with
chronological series starting in most cases on
January 1969. All this data is processed and
archived by ISM. The quality of the daily rainfall
and the 10 minutes records of ISM was assessed
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Figure 2.

The study area and the raingauge network

and verified in previous works (Jordan et al., 1986
and Thoni, 1987). Figure 2 also shows for each
gauge the length of records available for the
purpose of this study. The data was taken as
given by ISM and no further corrections were
applied.
The locations of new raingauges (typing bucket
type) are also indicated. This new network
started the measurements at the beginning of
1987. It was installed to allow further studies of
the rainfall phenomena in the region.

3.

SPATIAL VARIABILITY OF RAINFALL
IN THE STUDY AREA

Comparison of recorded daily rainfalls between
stations indicates that areal variability of
precipitation is significant for all ranges of
measured depths. The scatter seems to increase
for larger events.
Figure .3 compares the maximum annual values
registered at Payerne-Aerologique with the
values measured at the .stations of Thierrens and
Avenches (cf. figure 2) the same day the
maximum at Payerne occured. The differences
are very important and do not show any
particular trend.
Spatial variability of daily rainfall varies with the
season and is much lower during the winter
period (cf. figure 4). It also appears that most
annual maximums occur during the summer.
Confirmation of this statement is obtained by
inspection of the monthly variations of the mean
of maximum recorded daily depths per month.
The larger values are recorded between April
and September. This situation can be explained
by the type of storms occuring in the different
periods of the year. During the summer,
convective storms are predominant. These are
short duration, very intense and localised events.
In winter, rainfalls have longer durations and
smalle.r intensities and cover larger areas.

However, the spatial variability of recorded
depths for frontal events can also be significant.
Figure 5 shows the approximative location of the
lines of equal total rainfall for the event occured
on the 25 of September 1987. These isohyetal
curves were established with the measurements
of all raingauges in the study area. · This storm
caused extensive flooding in the sector. Rainfall
duration was 33 hours and total recorded depths
varied between 80 and 220 mm. The epicentre of
the storm was located nearby St-Sulpice in the
canton of Neuchiitel (cf. figure 2). Similar maps
for other important events indicated that the
location of the .epic"entre is practically
unpredictable.
Moreover, representative
abatement patterns from the epicentre could not
be identified.
COINCIDENCE DES VALEURS MAXIMALES
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Comparison of the annual maximum daily rainfalls measured at
Payerne-Aerologique with the depths
recorded at other stations the same
day the maximum at Payerne
occured
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COMPARAISON DES PLUIES JOUANALIERES
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Spatial distribution of rainfall depths for the storm
of the 25 of September 1987

REGIONAL ESTIMATES OF DAILY
RAINFALL IN THE STUDY AREA

A comparison of daily rainfalls for different
return periods for all the pluviometers shows
differences between stations. The scatter between
stations remains practically constant for all
return periods and is approximatively equal to 15
mm (cf. figure 6). Factors such as altitude,
exposure, orientation and wind could explain
these discrepancies.
Jordan et al. (1986), in a regional analysis of
statistical estimates of rainfall for the west part
of Switzerland, found that altitude could explain
almost 60% of the total variance. For instance,
figure 7 shows the regression line between
altitude and daily rainfalls for a return period of
10 years. In the same study, it was also
mentionned that the correlation coefficients of
the linear regressions between daily rainfall and
altitude decresead slightly with increasing
return periods.
This phenomena can be
explained as the result of extrapolation errors
for high return periods.

With regressions similar to that shown in figure
7 and using a kriging technique, a map
indicating areas where the point statistical
estimates of daily rainfall are identical can be
drawn. One of these maps is shown in figure 8
with the associated standard errors of estimate
as calculated by the kriging technique.
Therefore, with such maps, it is possible to
calculate point daily rainfall values at any
location for a given return period.
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period of 10 years (from Jordan
et al.,1986)

Map showing the areas where statistical point
estimates of daily rainfall are identical for a return
period of 10 years and the corresponding chart with
the standard error of estimate (from Jordan et al.,1986)

AREAL REDUCTION FACTORS

To account for spatial variability of rainfall, the
statistical estimates of daily rainfall obtained
from figure 8 have to be corrected by areal
reduction factors (ARF). ARF are defined as
follows:
ARF (T,D) = Pa (T,D)/Pp (T,D)
where ARF (T,D) is areal reduction factor for a
given return period T and a given duration D and
Pa and Pp are the areal and point estimates of
rainfall with the same duration and return
period. Since point measurements are normally
higher than areal estimates, ARF are lower than
1. The ARF concept assumes that point and
areal rainfall of a certain duration and with the
same return period differ by a factor.

Because of the limited data available, only ARF
values for daily rainfalls have been calculated.
The point estimates for different return periods
were obtained for the study area with maps
similar to the one shown in figure 8.
Areal rainfall was calculated with the Thiessen
Polygon method. Since this technique uses only a
distance criteria between stations, the shape of
the polygons was modified to account for land
topography. Each station had therefore a surface
of influence for which the point measurements
are assumed to be identical to the areal
estimates. Only the pluviometers numbered
from 1 to 7 (cf. figure 2) were considered since the
surfaces of their polygons are the smallest,
ranging from 34 to 79 km2. Inspection of
published results (Witter, 1983 and C.T.G.R.E.F,
1980) shows that for this range of areas, ARF
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values for 24 hour duration rainfalls are very
close to 1 and not lower than 0.9. The Thiessen
method was choosen because of its simplicity.
Research work comparing different techniques to
estimate areal rainfall (for instance: kriging
(Witter, 1983)) shows that there is little influence
on final ARF values. Statistical estimates of
areal rainfall for a given area were computed as
follows:

0.9

a) For a given number of gauges, chronological
series of mean areal rainfall were generated
using the Thiessen weigths.

0. 7 -l..-""'"rn'.,.,.,..,....,I"TT.,.,..,...,..,..-......,......,..,.,...,.....,..-n....;

b) A frequency analysis of the mean areal
rainfall series allows the determination of
values for different probabilities. These values
are associated with an area equal to the sum of
the areas of all polygons involved in the
combination. To improve the reliability of the
results several combinations were analysed
(several combinations of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
gauges). Combinations were always done with
adjacent gauges.
The results for return periods of 5, 10 and 50
years are shown in figure 9a. The horizontal
lines represent the point estimates. The symbols
represent the areal statistical rainfall for a given
area and a given probability. The scatter of the
results seems to increase with return period.
This is probably due to extrapolation problems for
high return periods. For each probability an
average curve can be drawn. For the same
return period, the areal values decrease with
increasing area. The rate of decrease is more
significant for larger return periods.
These
tendencies have also been observed by other
investigators (Niemczynowicz, 1984 and Witter,
1983). ARF are obtained from the ratio of areal
and point rainfall.
Figure 9b shows ·the
variations of ARF with area and return period.
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Figure 9b. Variations of statistical areal
reduction factors with area for
different return periods
6.

TIME DISTRIDUTION OF RAINFALL
INTENSITIES

Figure 10 shows observed temporal patterns of
rainfall for the most important. events (frontal
and convective) recorded at the station of
Payerne-Aerologique. The temporal patterns are
significantly different in both cases.
For the convective storms (durations s; 4 hours)
most patterns are located above the 450 line which
represents the constant intensity rainfall. In
most cases, the volume of the event occurs in the
first third part of the total duration.
The frontal events do not seem to have a clearly
defined structure. Nevertheless, the temporal
distributions are far from uniform since it is
always possible to locate maximum intensities.
However, their position within the storm varies
from one event to another.
a) episodes convectifs
100 ,-------:-::=;:=.~...,
90

It is reminded that most frequency analysis were
done with partial duration series and Gumbel
distributions.
Since most maximum daily
rainfalls occur during the summer, it can be
stated that the proposed ARF correspond to
summer events. Since the spatial variability of
precipitation is lower for winter storms, it is
expected that during this season ARF will be
closer to 1.
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Figure 9a. Variation of statistical areal
estimates of daily rainfall with
surface area and comparison with
point measurements for different
return periods
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Figure 10. Observed time distributions of
rainfall intensities for convective and
frontal events at the gauge of
Payerne-Aerologique
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To derive representative rainfall patterns, the
recorded events were classified in 4 groups
according to their duration. The first group
included short rainfalls with duration ~ 4 hours.
The other groups included rainfalls with
durations between 4 and 8 hours, 8 and 12 hours
and higher than 12 hours. Only total rainfalls
higher than 10 mm were considered. For each
group the number of events was always higher
than 20. Two events were considered as different
storms if during the inter-storm period, total
rainfall was less than 1 mm in 3 hours.
Representatives. structures were derived for the 3
pluviographs of Payerne-Aerologique, Neuchiitel
and la Fretaz.
As a first approach, the classical procedure was
applied. It consists on performing for each % of
the duration a frequency analysis on the
cumulative % of rainfall depths.
A
representative rainfall. pattern for a given
probability is obtained by joining together the
values of percentage of precipitation with equal
probability (Huff, 1967; Hogg, 1980). However
application of this method to the long duration
rainfalls does not give satisfactory results (cf.
figure 11). The rainfall patterns for different
probabilities are similar and very close to a
uniform distribution. This does not correspond to
reality (cf. figure 10).

The results for the station of Payerne-Aerologique
are shown in figure 12. For short durations
(convective storms), the representative pattern is
realistic and corresponds to the observed
structures.
For the remaining durations, the derived
patterns are very similar.
The maximum
intensity occurs in the middle of the storm. This
is probably due to the fact that the location of the
maximum intensities is random. For durations
> 4 hours a smoothed distribution is drawn.
Figure 13 compares the results for PayerneAerologique with those obtained for the other two
stations. Results are very similar. It can be
concluded that synthetic represensative rainfall
distributions are equivalent within the study area
for all ranges· of durations.
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This situation was already discussed by Cordery
et al. (1984). The authors indicate that with the
classical approach "considerable smoothing of
the patterns occurs and the average distributions
are unlike those of most individual storms".
They propose an improved method which has the
advantage of explicitely taking into account the
observed positions of the maximum intensities
within the storm.
For each event the periods in chronological order
for each individual burst are ranked according to
the amount of rainfall in the periods ( the
maximum has a rank of 1, the second biggest a
rank of 2, etc.). Where equal amounts of rain fell
in more than one period, average ranks are
assigned. This procedure is repeated for each
storm. For each % of duration average ranks are
These represent the most likely
found.
chronological order. The smallest rank which
corresponds to the maximum intensity, is
associated with the average value of the
maximum rain depths per period of each event.
The. rank immediately higher will be associated
with the average. of the second biggest depths and
so on so for.
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Figure 12. Representative rainfall time
distributions obtained with the
improved method for the gauge of
Payerne-Aerologique (different
rainfall durations)
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7.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUI'URE WORK

The spatial variability of rainfall in the
downstream area of the Broye river watershed
was found to be significant specially during the
summer period where convective storms are
predominant. Moreover, the maximum daily
rainfalls also occur during the summer.
However, large discrepancies in .rainfall depths
for frontal events have also been observed.
The variations of point statistical estimates of
daily rainfall can be explained on a regional basis
by altitude. Application of a kriging technique
allows to establish maps showing areas where
point statistical estimates of daily rainfall are
identical. To account for spatial variability of
rainfall, the values from these maps can be
corrected by the area! reduction factors proposed
in this paper. Finally, a design storm can be
constructed using the representative rainfall
distributions which were found to be similar
within the study area.
For the time being, this procedure applies only
for 24 hour design storms. More work is required
to extend this methodology for shorter duration
rainfalls for which only synthetic time
distributions ofintensities are available. For this
work, the new network of typing bucket
raingauges will be used.
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EXTREME PRECIPITATION CHARACTERISTICS.

FARAGD T. and WANTUCH I.
National Meteorological Service,
Budapest, 1525 P.O.Box 38·

1. Introduction
Extreme meteorological events related to
considerable precipitation anomalies or surpluses on various time-scales are characterized
by the likelihood of their occurrence or the
threshold values which are exceeded with a given probability. In this paper, three types of
extraordinary phenomena are studied which are
determined by: the short-term very high precipitation intensities, the dry spells of unusual persistence and the extremely low or high
values of monthly precipitation amounts.Investigation of drought incidences associated with
varying moisture deficits for periods of several months or longer, differs from the approach to the analysis-of the above-mentioned phenomena, namely, various time series models are
commonly introduced for that case.Methods of
the extreme value theory and statistics are directly applied for the samples within the framework of the present study. The knowledge of
the average recurrence periods or other features of the extreme events under consideration
is of significant_ value because of potential
adverse effects or for the adequate solution
of the corresponding design problems.
Depending on the particular problem, the
application of either the theory or that of
the statistics of extreme values -will raise several specific questions. On the one hand, the
finite number, the statistical or the . seasonal dependence of the observations should be
properly taken into account when the theoretical results are used, on the other hand,certain considerations can take place for our samples. Especially, probability distribution of
the intensity variables can be parameterized
with the duration factor, the recurrence rate
of such periods may also be incorporated in
the extreme model, or,in the case of the monthly amounts, no direct extreme value analysis
can be applied because only the series of the
"parent" variables is available.
2. Methods of extreme .value analysis
The classical theory of extreme values is
based on independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)"parent" random variables. If ~<m)
is the maximum of m i.i.d. variables with parent distribution function (pOF) F, according
to the main convergence theorem (Leadbetter et
al., 1983), the extreme distribution function
(eOF) of ~(mltends to an asymptbtic eDF under
f(m)(x)=F'"(x)+G(y), where
certain conditions,
y=(x-u,..)/b"' is the reduced V<Jriable, Urn and b,
are the attraction coefficients. Depending on

Hungary·

tail of the pDF; one of the three types of limiting distributions holds which can be expressed through a unique formula introduced by Jenkinson (1955, 1969): G(y)=exp{-[1-kyJ¥1<.}, ky<l
where the Gumbel-, Weibull- and Frechet-eDF
are determined by the sign of the shape parameter: k=O, k>O and k<O, respectively. ·similar
results take place for the minimum values.
The most frequently met pOF's in climatology belong to the "domain of attraction" of
Gumbel-eOF. However, the goodness-of-fit of the
limiting eDF to the actual eDF F<m>depends on
the sample size m to a large extent (Tabony,
1983; Court, 1986; Farag6 et al., 1989). This
problem is further motivated by the possible
autocorrelation of the parent samples, though
asymptotically .the same theoretical results
are valid, e.g., for weakly dependent samples.
The application of the extreme models to
real samples typically begins with the type selection (Sevruk and Geiger, 1981; Tiago de Oliveira, 1986). Otherwise, the estimation of the
shape parameter comes together with the assessments of the attraction coefficients for the 3parameter (or Jenkinson-) approach. To decide
between the 2- and the 3-parameter models various hypothesis tests have been developed:
a "median-test" can be considered as · perhaps
the simplest one among· such procedures (Gumbel
1965; Van Montfort and Games, 1985; Demaree and
Sneyers, 1986); Van Montfort (1970) introduced a test for the choice between the Gumbeland the Frechet-eDF which was used, inter alia
by Sevruk and Geiger (1981) for precipitation
data; the test based on the 3-parameter log-likelihood function is considered as the "locally most powerful" one (Otten and Van Montfort,
1980; Tiago de Dliveira, 1986); at last, the
very special method of probability weighted moments was studied by Greenwood et al,(l979),
Landwehr et al. (1979), Hosking et al. (1985),
Buishand (1986). (The latter tests will be referred to as MED-, ML3- and PWM-tests, respectively.)
Given the Gumbel-eDF, a few methods are
known for the parameter estimation. In addition
to the 2-parameter max-likelihood (ML2) or the
the moments' (MOM) methods (Gumbel, 1965; Jenkinson, 1969; Tiago de Dliveira, 1986), estimators are also derived from some empirical quantiles of the extreme ·sample of size n, x~ , x~,
... , xn, or one can use the (LBL-) statistics
developed by Lieble.in (1966). The estimation of
all the three parameters of the Jenkinson- (or
the generalized) eOF is provided by one of the
following methods: the ML3-procedure, the sextile (SXL) method (Jenkinson,l969) or the PWM-method (Buishand, 1986). All of the ·above-men-
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fioned methods are summarized in Farag6 (1989);'
Buishand (1989) reviewed many applicational aspects of the extreme theory. The efficiency of
various estimators have been studied, inter alia
by Landwehr.et al. (1979) and Hosking et al.
(1985). As mentioned before, extreme statistics
cannot be used in some cases: the eDF 's. · for finite m's may not converge at all or they tend
to a limiting eDF which differs from the above
types; the extreme sample is not available. Special methodological aspects of extremes will be
·illustrated for both cases:dry spell·durations
and the precipitation amounts for a given ea~·
lendar period (e.g., month) are important examples, respectively.
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"/o
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ML2 0
5.70 2,26
MOM 0
5.58 2.60
5'0 LBL 0
5.76 2,06
ML3 -0.10 5. 58 2.19
SXL -0.11 5.52 2.13
'lJ)
PWM -0.15 5.25 2.07

Largest annual intensity values are usual~
ly derived for several time intervals t. The above methods of extreme value analysis can be
used for such extreme sample series generally
without any special considerations if one assumes the "stationarity" of the underlying climatic and observational conditions (that is, the
i.i.d.-nature of the sample-series). Actually,
the eOF-type selection,as a first stage, is considered to be an ambiguous problem because of
the nonstationarity
inadequate sample size,
of data series etc. That is why different eDF's
are used as models of the annual maxima series
(Sevruk and Geiger,l981). We note that the above convergence holds from below, f(M)~ G so that
for limited sample sizes the Weibull-eDF or other OF's (for which the above inequality holds
for the right tail) may give a better fit (as,
e.g.,in the case of lognormal-DF; Winter, 1970).
However, for large samples, the use of the common eDF-types are theoretically established, and
"it is not advisable to use" other OF's (Buishand, 1986; Tiago de Oliveira, 1986).
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Fig.l demonstrates some results of the statistical calculations for the annual maxima of
rainfall intensities at Budapest. Such analysis
was performed for various samples and time intervals t from 5 min to 24 h. The sampling period was generally 1921-1988 with only a few
(not more than 4) missing values. Sample points
and the eDF-estimators are depicted on a Gumbel
probability paper. The test values for the t=5
min series are as follows:-H(ML3)=1.44, -H(MED)
= 1.49 and H(PWM)=1.00. Given the null-hypothesis of the Gumbel-eDF, ML3-statistics is asymptotically normal with zero mean and 2.10n variance so that the Gumbel-eDF is accepted here at
a 95% level. (The evaluation of the two other
tests would lead to the same result~'Estimates
of the shape parameter k: k(SXL)=-0.11, k(PWM)=
-0.15 and l(MU)=-0.10 which mean a slight tendency towards the Frechet-eDF. The attraction
coefficients and the design values (quantiles)
for various return periods T are rather sensi-

k

90 10

3. Rainfall intensities

Buishand (1986) dealt with the problem of
dependence of rain-rate observations. The case
of mixed pOF's was treated, inter alia, by labony (1983), Buishand (1986), Carter and Challenor ~1981). Besides the annual maximum series,
the partial duration series, i.e., all observations above a given (high) threshold value can
be used in the derivation of extreme statistics
(Sevruk and Geiger, 1981; Buishand, 1986). Revfeim (1982) extended the eDF-model with combining that with a random occurrence model due
to which the rainfall events are supposed to
follow a Poisson-law. Another generalization was
made by Demaree and Sneyers (1986) seeking for
functional dependence of the eDF-parameters on
the time interval (rain-rate unit) t.
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Fig. 1 Probability plot of eDF-approximatidns
for annual maximum rainfall intensity
series in t min at Budapest
tive to the choice of the eDF-type:
k

ML2 0
ML3 -0.10

u
b
T=50 T=lOO
5.70 2.26 14.52 16.10
5.58 2.19 15.99 16.32

The type selextion is similar for samples of other time intervals:
t(min)
5:
10
20
30.
60 180'.. 1440
-H(ML3)L.44· 1.75 0.26 0.49 1.44 2.83 1.74
k -0.10 -0.13 -0.04 -0.10 -0.18 -0.14 -0.12
Deciding in favour of the Gumbel-eDF in all ca.ses, the dependence of .the other parameters
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Fig.2 Dependence of ML2-estimations for the
attraction coefficients on the time interval t of maximum rainfall intensities
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(their ML2-estimates)on the time interval ' t was,
analyzed (Fig. 2) which led to similar results
achieved by Demaree and Sneyers (1986),
4. Duration of dry spells
The statistical behaviour of dry and wet
spells has been investigated by many authors,
however, the extremes of the duration of such
spells has almost not been studied yet. An extremely dry period, especially during the vegetation season, is considered to be one of the.
most adverse meteorological hazards. The timeseries of dry and wet days is modelled as a
first-order Markov-chain. This approach results
in a geometric distribution for the duration
variable where the duration is measured in days
and, for the determination of the dry or wet day
an arbitrary threshold value (for daily precipitation amounts) is accepted. The probability
of the t-day length dry period is (1-q)qt·i,the
eDF for the maximum duration of m dry spells is
Fm(t)=(1-qt-i)m, t >-0
where q is the conditional probability of a dry
day given a preceding dry day.The p-quantile or
the "design-value" for the T=1/(1-p) return period is
t(T)=i + ln(1-p1 /m)/ln(q)
which is, in average, exceeded once in a T-year
period. Unfortunately,this "parent" model (i.e.
the geometric pDF) does not meet the conditions
of the convergence theorem for extreme value so
that none of the three limiting eDF-types fits
asymptotically this pDF (Leadbetter., 1983).

..

Dry periods for the Great Plain in HungaDy
were, in particular, analyzed. Calculations are
demonstrated for gauge 8aja, period 1951-1985.
The annual means of the transition probabilities are q=0.733 and r=D.548 (the latter is that
of a wet day given a preceding wet day). Thus,
the average annual number of dry spells is m =
365·[1/(l-q)+l/(l-r)]"1 =61.2 (note that the expec{ed value of geometric distribution, e.g., in
case of the dry spell durations, is 1/(1-q) )
The quantiles for several return periods are
t(10)=21.5;t(20)=23.8;t(50)=26.8;t(100)=29.1
As a matter of fact, a priori probabilities and
the transition probabilities of the dry and wet
days are seasonally varying, that is, the Markov -model is not homogeneous. However, the most
persistent dry periods are determined with the
highest values of q, consequently the above method underestimates the extreme durations. To
avoid this problem, the seasonality can be taken into account by combining the seasonal (or
monthly) distributions
F(m) (t)=~(l-qit-l)mi
where the index in our calculations stands for
the seasons,
t(10)~23.3;t(20)=26.l;t(50)=29.9;t(l00)=32.8

This combination is similar to that used for
the eDF's of mixed samples (subpopulations; Tabony,1983). Method of large values (Sneyers and
Vandiepenbeeck, 1983) is an alternative way to
improve the effectiveness of the extremal estimators, though that procedure requires the homogeneity of the series of large values.

.5. Monthly precipitation amounts
In the case of one sample element per year
situation, no extreme value series is generally
available. Namely, if m-year extreme characteristics are required then n.m (i.i.d.) annual
observations are needed for an n-size extreme
sample. Even a modest n.m=30·10-size sample is
unrealistic with the typical observational periods. Consequently, the methods of extreme statistics cannot be applied.
Indirect approaches are also based on the
extreme value theory. The procedure involves the
determination of pDF, the identification of
its domain of attraction and the estimation of
the parameters of the corresponding eDF.For the
latter step, either the characteristic extremes
(ll.Jmbel, 1958) or, for certain pDF-types, the
special formulae · of the attraction coefficients
(Leadbetter et al., 1983) can be.l3sed.In accordance with the theory, these coefficients are
asymptotically identical.
The monthly precipitation amounts obey
gamma distribution with parameters c~.~) which
can be estimated by maximum-likelihood method.
The m-th characteristic maximum of the pDF F is
its (1-1/m)-quantile, x{1-1/m} . Then the estimators of the two attraction coefficients for
the Gumbel-eDF (being the limiting eDF for the
gamma-pDF, as well): u~=x{l-1/m}, b~=l/(m.fCum))
where f denotes the density function (Gumbel,
1958). Such method was used for monthly precipitation amounts by 8alogh et al. (1984).0bviously, the estimators are rather sensitive :to tile
selection of pOF, · and, especially, to the shape
of its rigth tail. As an alternative, let us take the normal distribution for which other parameter estimators are also known
(Leadbetter
et al., 1983): b* =S(2q._r'IL , u!,=p+6' {1/b:\', b~ [ln(q 111)+ln(4·,JJ /2}, where q~=ln(m) and p,tr
are the mean and the dispersion of pOF. Toillustrate the significant dependence on pOF-selection, the empirical estimations for January
and July amounts at Szeged from the 1881-1~80
period are tabulated below including the empirical mean of the lOO-years maximum, E=bm.f+u..,,
where ~=0.577 is the Euler-constant:
January observed max: 111 (mm)
normal-pOF
f=31.1, o=18.7, u!=75.3, b~=6.2,
E=78.9
u..,=74.6, b~=7.1,
E=78.7
gamma-pOF
~=2.3, P=13.3, u..,=97.2, bm=16.1, E=l05.6
July
observed max: 141 (mm)
normal-pDF
,u=52.0, 6'=29.0, u~:120.8!b!:9.6). E=126.3
u111-119.6,bm-1l.u, E=126.0
gamma-pOF
0{=2.6 ~=19.8, u..,=l53.5;bm=23.9, E=167.2
The emphasis is here on the adequate pOF-selection, however, this problem is similar to that
for the eOF-types where; for instance,Weibullor lognormal OF's are chosen for extreme rainfall amounts instead of the theoretical limiting Gumbel-eOF (Winter, 1970;Sevruk snd Geiger,
1981 ;Hershfield, 1962; ·.8uishand, 1986; Farag6
et al., 1989 ; IAEA, 1981.) In other words: the
rigth tail of the pDF determines the eDF-type,
the right tail of the eDF determines its high
return period quantiles (design values) so that
despite the possible close coincidence of various OF's in the mid-range, large deviancies
take place for the high values.In the case when
only the parent sample is available, the potential failure of the eOF-selection may "double"
the estimation biases.
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Systematic errors in precipitation measu-·,
rements affect these computations in a specific way. The propagation of a bias in the location of the pOF without the change in its· shape
is a simple problem, but these relationship becomes much more complicated if, e.g., larger errors (losses) occur for higher precipitation amounts. To achieve at least an estimate · of the
magnitude of these errors, ·we demonstrate here
the results of some simulations. A 3 to 5 % re~
duction in sample values above a certain threshold value (e.g.,. the upper tercile) has led to
the decrease of the standard variation and the
coefficient of variation by a factor of 2-5 %
and 1-2 %, respectively. Especially, for the July amounts at Szeged, we have:
a'

-3%
-3%
-5%
-5%

5'/f
-1%
-2%
-1%
-2%

"'

2.6
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

~

19.8
19.2
18.6
18.8
17.8

um

153.5
150.7
148.9
147.7
142.6

bm

23.9
23.5
23.8
23.1
22.8

E"'

167.2
164.3
162.6
161.0
155.7

-1.7%
-2.8%
-3.7%
-6.9%

Besides these problems, many other factors may
essentially influence the required extreme characteristics, such as the dependence• ·or the nonstationarity of the sample series.
Climate of a particular region is described, first of all, by means of the "normal values" of the meteorological elements. Generally,
much less consideration is given to the extreme statistics, and these features, for simplicity, are characterized by the record values registered during the observational period.
In
particular, the following climatic '•parameters
of the monthly precipitation amounts are available for a series of Hungarian meteorological
stations: mean value, parameters of •gamma-OF,
attraction coefficients, mean and standard deviation of the eDF and extreme "design values".
These data are presented here for one station
(Szeged, 1881-1980):
max !'- o<.
Jan 111 31.1 2.3
Apr 135 47.0 3.0
Jul 141 52.0 2.6
Oct~138 46.5 1.4

r.>

13.6
15.5
19.8
33.1

Ujoo

97.2
131.1
153.5
178.9

b,oo
16.1
19.6
23.9
33.1

1: l~o·

105.6
142.4
167.2
198.0

D\ao
20.7
25.1
30.6
42.5

.

.x •••
171
221
263
331

(We recall that Em=Um+b ....r, D,.,=bm1!/ '/6',
XT=Um+
where G~ is the Gumbel-eDF, T is
the return period.)

b~G{i(1-i/T)

6.

Conclusions

The recent development in extreme-value
theory and statistics provides more sophisticated and partly more effective methods for the
derivation of extremal characteristics of climatic elements. Nevertheless, deviation of the
real observation series from the idealized theoretical conditions leads to uncertainties in
the interpretation of the statistical results.
A further problem takes place when the methods
based on the extreme-value theory cannot be applied for some reasons. In this paper,some examples are drawn for these problems in relation
with our ongoing studies on the characterization of extreme climatological events for our
country.
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ABSTRACT

Alternative approaches for determining
design storms for urban hydrology applications
are considered. It is shown · that the twoparameter gamma function can adequately be used
as a design storm, either derived from internal
structure of temporal precipitation or through
derivation from the traditional intensityduration-frequency curves. This approach shows
good agreement with typical observed temporal
patterns and provides mathematical tractability.
Applications are presented for a sample of 57
maximum rainfall events occurred at Alicante
(Spain).

INl'RODUCTION

Usually, design storms derived from I-D-F
curves correspond with a longer return period
than the specified. This overestimation is more
accused when many points of the I-D-F curve are
incorporated simultaneously
in a single
theoretic storm, because the most critical
conditions for different durations, which are
treated independently and correspond to 1nany
real storms, are all assumed to belong to the
same event. Obviously, the resulting associate
return period will be longer than that of the
individual points taken from the I-D-F curve.
These considerations have led to a variety
·of
studies
analizing
the within-storm
intensities, typical temporal patterns around
maximum intensity peaks, and internal structure
of temporal
precipitation
(Pilgrim and
Cordery, 1975;
Brummer,
1984; Woolhiser and
Osborn, 1985).

Rainfall events are the input functions in
the design of urban stonn drainage systems. In
most practical applications, a risk level, or
associate return period, is required, which
implies that certain statistical operations for
synthesis of rainfall data are needed.

There is a general agreement in the strong
effect of the selected temporal pattern of the
design storm, as it has been shown by
comparative studies (Marsalek, 1984).

These operations usually consist on the
statistical description of the maximum rainfall
intensities taken from the observed series, for
populations corresponding to different time
intervals. This allows the definition of the
classical intensity-duration-frequency curves
(I-D-F), from which design storms can be
derived.

On the basis of a model describing internal
structure of precipitation, and according with
Brummer's results about most typical temporal
patterns, GarGia-Bartual and Marco proposed a
design storm
defined through a single
mathematical· function (Garcia-Bartual and Marco,
1987).
Simple procedures for determining
parameters of that functional· form on the basis
of I-D-F curves are presented herein.

The simplest form of a design storm is a
uniform intensity rainfall obtained directly
from the I-D-F curves, for a specified duration
and return period. The need for a more realistic
temporal pattern has led to the development of
many other design storms, examples of which are
the Chicago Storm (Keifer and Chu, 1957), the
Sifalda rainfall
(Sifalda, 1973), Desbordes
(Desbordes,
1978)
and the
Design Storm
Triangular Design Storm (Yen and Chow, 1980).
The advantages of storms obtained from I-DF curves are mainly two: First, I-D-F curves
have an extensive use, and are available in many
sites.
Second,
the most critical rainfall
conditions are always represented,
which
guarantees a safe design. Nevertheless, I-D-F
curves do not provide infonnation about temporal
patterns of rainfall, and this can lead to the
definition of unrealistic rainfall intensity
profiles.

ME'rnODS

Many storms have a relatively small and
well-defined period or periods centered around
maxinn.1m intenties or peaks, that cover only a
part of the total hietograph of the storm. such
intervals of high activity are associated to the
occurrence of convective cells, as essential
features of convective precipitation that
explain rainfall intensity fields in the smaller
scales (10 to 30 km2 , and durations ranging from
severa~·minutes to one hour).
Typical patterns of temporal precipitation
in the smaller scales should be. associted with
cell's occurrences, and their growth, maturity
·and dissipation processes. Among different
intensity profiles, .the most characteristic one
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estimate values of IP and V. Inversion of
the system of equations (2) and (3) allows
to calculate parameters a and p, and the
design storm will be then completely
defined.

showing rainfall intensities evolution during
the intense periods is characterized by a quick
increase, with a maximum followed by an longer
decay.
A ganma function of two parameters (a, ~)
can adecuatetly fit the observed evolution in
most cases (Garcia-Bartual and Marco, 1987):
a

I(t)

t

-13t

· e

(1)

being I (t) the rainfall intensity at time t
(with t=O at the initiation of the cell
activity) and a, 13 parameters. According to this
formulation, the maximum intensity (IP) and the
total rainfall depth (V) associated can be
obtained in terms of a and 13 as follows:

The use of procedure b) has the advantages
of I-D-F based design storms. Its application
becomes even less costly because its not
necessary to go through the hole process of
defining I-D-F curves. Statistical analysis of
only two selected durations is needed, one of
them being the shortest titre interval or
discretization level provided by the raingage.

APPLICATICN

A sample of 57 maximum storms at Alicante
(Spain) during the period 1940-1985 has been
selected, and series of rainfall intensities are
available with a time resolution of 10 minutes.

(2)

r(a+1)
(3)

V
a+l

13

Intensity-duration-frequency curves have
been calcu.lated using EV1 (extreme value type I
distribution function, or Gumbel distrib.ltion)
to describe maximum rainfall intensities for
each duration (10, 20, ..• 120 minutes). The
following equation was used to fit I-D-F curves:
k

i(t)

The assumption of this mathematical form as
a design storm has several advantages. For one
thing, it is always desirable to condense in a
single functional form the intensity profile,
for a better tractability in applications. On
the other hand, it is consistent with typical
observed temporal precipitation structures.
In order to be succesfully applied in urban
hydrology, it is necessary to incorporate in
such a formulation values of intensities
representing different risk levels, so that the
final design storm is associated to a return
period. For this p.u:pose, several procedures
have been used:
a)

b)

An extensive cell identification method to
be run with every hietograph as an input is
applied,
providing
a
numerical
decomposition of storms into cells, each of
them characterized by a and p parameters.
Cell's intensities and depths are obtained
through equations (2) and (3), and an
statistical analysis is performed in order
to described these variables. This allows
to establish a correspondence between a
design storm defined by equation (1) and a
specified return period.
I-D-F curves are obtained in the classical
manner.
That is,
for a number of
durations, the maximum average intensities
are searched for each storm. Then, the
intensity values for each duration are
described in terms of a fitted statistical
distribution function. Finally, values for
the different durations for a specified
return period are plotted, and the smooth
function fitted to them gives the
corresponding I-D-F curve. For a given
return period, two selected points of the
corresponding I-D-F curve can be taken to

(4)
a

(t+B)
being k,a,B parameters.
Figure
curves.

(1)

shows

the

resulting I-D-F

The following design storms have been
calculated from I-D-F curve for T = 10 years:

1.

A roonotonic decreasing function I, (t),
resulting from the relation:

Jt I, (x) •dx = i(t) •t

(5)

0

This
formulation
follows the same
conceptual approach of the Chicago Design Storm
(Keifer and Chu, 1957). That is, the condition
of equality of the design storm volume with the
rainfall volume of the average constant
intensity and equal time t is applied. As a
difference, the peak intensity is now locat.ed at
t=O. In this case, substituting equation (4) in
(5) gives the continuous form of such a
function:
a·k·t

k

I,

(6)

a

(t+B)

a+1

(·t+B)
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Rain
intensity
I, (t)
Time

Figure
2
shows
the
results of the
application of these three roothods to Alicante
rainfall data. The corr sponding parameters for
the functions involved are showed in tal:lle 1. It
can be observed that, for the same risk level,
design storm containing all points of the_I-D-F
curve is rrore pesimistic, as it was previously
stated.

PARAMETER ESTIMATES

I-D-F curves
2.

Shifting the naxin'DJm from t=O to t=k, two
functions (rising part and decreasing part)
can describe the design storm (Urcikan and
Horvath, 1984):

T=S
k
B

a

Design storm no.2
(Eqs. 7 and 8)

I~=-------

a

a+1
{ [ (trn-t) /r] +B)

{r (trn-t)/r]+B}

Design storm no. 3

{r

a
<t-trn)/ <1-r) J+B}

1289.9 929.4
14.0
8.8
0.77
o.66

-t:, = 70 minutes
r = 0.35

a. = 2. 666
~

a•k• [ (t-trn) I (1-r) J

k
Iz .= - - - - - - -

T=25

k = 1289.9
B = 14.0
a = 0.77

a•k• [ (trn-t)/r]

k

1414.0
17.1
0.83

T=10

{r (t-trn)/(1-r) J+B}

a+1

L - - - - - - - TABLE

= 0.169
1 ----~---'

being:

t.c.
= Total design storm duration in minutes
trn
= Time position of the peak intensity
r
trn/k
k,B,a = Parameters of the I-D-F curve

The two-parameter garrrra function can be
effectively used as a design storm for urban
runoff design. Th.e main properties that recoroond
its use are the following:
1.

Rain
intensity

2.
Time

3.

3.

Two parameter ga.rma function design storm,
as defined previously. Values of I., and V
are estimated from points of the I-D-F
curve corresponding to 10-rnin. and 1-hour
durations.

Rain
intensity

It can adequately fit typical Observed
temporal profiles of the most intense
periods of extreroo precipitation events.
. It providea an. easily

handle form for
applications,
compared
with
design
hietographs composed of several blocks or
triangles. Mathematical
tractal:lility is
improved for further applications.
Its parameters
can be estimated fran
intensity-duration-frequency curves, and
risk level can adequately be incorporated
in the determination of the design storm.
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URBAN HYDROLOGISTS NEED METEOROLOGISTS I
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Introduction:
Traditional
Versus
Approaches In Urban Hydrology

Modern

Rainfall (defined as the liquid hydrometeor reaching
the ground) is the most important load driving runoff
and pollution transport processes In urban drainage
systems (UDS). For decades planning methods for
UDS have been conceptually crude. Hence, it was
appropriate to take rainfall Input as spatially homogeneous, temporally constant "block rains", taken from
intensity-duration-frequency (1-D-F) curves. These
curves were derived by analysis of raindata recorded
at a gauge hopefully not too far away from the area
where a UDS was to be planned.
Since the old days of these "paper-and-pencil" methods both the tasks of UDS engineers and the numerical tools have expanded dramatically. Hydrologic
processes such as infiltration, evapotranspiration,
surface runoff, pipe flow routing, pollutant accumulation, washoff and transport can be simulated with a
resolution up to seconds and meters. Recent research
indicates that non-adequate rain input data is
becoming one of the major sources of modeling
uncertainty (Schilling and Fuchs, 1986).

With the improvement of numerical simulation models
describing the transformation of rainfall into runoff and
pollution transport the sloppy truism "garbage in garbage out" becomes more evident than ever for hydrologic modeling. Today urban hydrologists realize
that adequate raindata for simulation exercises is
either not available or, if available, is not really useful
for their purposes.
This paper describes some typical new approaches
for UDS planning to make meteorologists more familiar with the fate of recorded raindata. Thereafter,
some aspects such as temporal and spatial resolution
highlight the needs of raindata for UDS planning.
Finally, some economic considerations are presented
to document that, more than ever, construction and
operation of UDS will consume a significant fraction of
economic resources. Hence, it would be a great
progress if meteorologists could support engineers in
defining proper input data to help minimizing these
costs.

Some Examples for Modern Urban Drainage
Planning Methods
Design of Storm Sewer Systems
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Figure 1: Modern urban hydrology needs a wide
spectrum of both methods and rainfall data matching
to the applied metods: from simple and cheap
methods applicable to the simplest design tasks to
complicated and expensive methods for simulating
large numbers of real rainfall-runoff events.

The traditional practice of storm sewer design to
calculate the maximum design flow Omax for a given
return period T is to use a "design storm" based on
1-D-F curves. Examples are the rational method or the
1ime area approach. The implicit assumption is that
the designed UDS should work well (i.e. convey all
storm runoff) as long as storms occur that have a rate
of less than the design storm rate. Only in cases of a
higher rate (in the average every Tlh year) the UDS
may be overloaded. In the past, these simple procedures have worked well in so far, as overloading
(surcharge or flooding) usually does not occur more
frequently than indicated by the chosen return period
of the design storm (in most countries T is between 1
and 5 years). In fact, with this respect most parts of a
sewer network are "over-designed".
The return periods of overloading usually vary in a
wide range within the same catchment: At some
points surcharge or flooding never occur. At other
points surcharge occurs more often than desired. After
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detailled investigations it turns out that standard
design practice using unrealistic "artificial" design
storms derived from IDF curves leads to return
periods of surcharge and flooding, which are much
different from the return period of the design rainfall
(Table 1).
Table 1: Comparison return periods of design
storms and return periods of surcharge and flooding
(example from urban catchments in Germany, after
Fuchs, 1987).
Catchment

Average Return Period
for all Pipes in [a]
Design Storm Surcharge

Flooding

CEL
HP4
HP7
KP2
KP4
LGH

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0

5.7
6.3
5.1
2.9
6.0
1.7

30.0
28.6
55.6
22.2
47.6
12.0

Mean

-1.0

4.6

32.7

procedure to match operating return periods much
closer to their pre-specified design return periods and,
hence, to avoid over- and under-design.
A more realistic way to design or analyse hydraulic
capacity of a drainage system is to use multiple
event simulation using large historical storms from a
long observation period. A subsequent statistical
analysis of the resulting flows and water levels reveals
the "real" overloading statistics. In a first step, the
approximate flow peak (or water level) and its
respective return period are calculated using a simple
and fast simulation model. In a second step selected
single storms with a return period of the design return
period are used for detailled and more realistic calculation of the peak flow or of the water level. The
necessary time resolution of the Input rainfall data
should be 5 min or less.

Dimensioning of Combined Sewer System Detention
Ponds
Traditional guidelines for the design of storage ponds
use tables which include IDF rainfall rates as input
parameter. Recent investigations and measurements
question the validity of these dimensioning procedures
in the sense that the assumed return period of failure
(I.e. pond overflow) is usually shorter than the return
period of the design rain input (Figure 3).
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V design
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Figur 2: Distribution of the return periods of surcharge
(more than full pipe) within two catchments (after
Fuchs, 1987).
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The calculated return periods of all pipes can be
arranged in descending order and related to the
number of pipes expressed as percentage of the
whole catchment. Figure 2 (after Fuchs, 1987) shows
that only for a few pipes the return periods of
surcharge occur less often than once per year. In
other words, using the simplified design procedure
based on the return period of the design storm, most
of the pipes are too big (not economic), while a few
are too small (causing frequent flooding). Only runoff
simulation with realistic rain input can reveal this
undesired feature.
Numerical models allow to simulate the rainfall runoff
process with tolerable differences between measured
and simulated runoff: They can be used in a step-wise

0.6

= Oout

0.7 11 (·)

/Oin

Figure 3: Over- and underdesign of retention ponds
using the German guidelines A 117 (after Verworn,
1989).
With state-of-the-art computer models and long
periods of rainfall input data it is no longer necessary
to use IDF rainfall as design input for detention ponds.
Again, long periods of recorded rainfall data Including
the dry weather periods can be used instead. The
recommended time resolution of the input rainfall is 10
-20 min. This approach is called continuous simulation. The advantage of this procedure is that the
complete sequence of real rainfall events is used.
Therefore, the filling and depletion process of a detention pond is simulated in a more realistic manner.
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Runoff Source Control

Rainfall Data for Operational Purposes

Through application of on-site detention, infiltration
and re-use of roof runoff it is intended to reduce runoff
at its source, thereby also reduce pollution discharges
of and investment cost for drainage systems. In a
case study the rainfall runoff processes were continuously simulated in some urban catchments over a
period of eleven years (Schilling,et al. 1987). The roof
runoff through each downspout was assumed to be
connected to storage tanks of 1 to 4 m3/1 00 m2 roof
area, namely

A relatively new approach to manage a UDS is by real
time control (RTC) where currently monitored process
data (rain, flow, water level) is used to operate flow
regulators during the ongoing runoff process. By this
means storm runoff can be controlled as it is occurring. RTC is the only way to fully use the transport and
storage capacities of a UDS under all operational
conditions.

- infiltration tanks,
- detention tanks,
- re-use tanks (e.g. for toilet flushing).
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A very sensitive part of RTC is the rain input. Only if
phenomena such as spatial distribution of rainfall, and
growth, movement and decay of rain cells can be
identified on-line there is a chance to use the UDS
capacity to the limit. So far, hardly any data exists that
describe these phenomena in a temporal and spatial
resolution that fits the time and space constants of a
UDS. Nowadays, UDS engineers have to install a
fairly dense network of rain gauges and use the
measured rain data as input to an on-line surface runoff model. Another way of obtaining high resolution
rain data seems to be the radar technology which also
provides a better possibility of rain forecasting.
Although this technology is well known in meteorology
it is not routinely offered to urban hydrologists to make
it operational for applications in UDS.
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Ralndata for Urban Hydrologic Modellng
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What kind of raindata do urban hydrologic applications
require? Apparently, there is neither a single nor a
simple answer to this question, since different problems require different solution approaches.
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Figure 4: Runoff statistics for present situation, after
application of re-use, and with roof runoff disconnected (after Schilling et al. 1987).
For all types excess water is directed to the sewer
system through a by-pass pipe. A detailed model was
used to simulate rainfall-storage-runoff process. In
Fig.4 the 30 largest computed runoff peaks from a test
catchment in a 11-year period are plotted versus their
estimated reeurrence intervals. Although apparently
on-site re-use allows for significant peak runoff reduction, it should be noted that even for small and frequent storms the runoff reduction does not reach the
theoretical optimum. This is due to the effect of
"overlapping" where runoff from the next storm enters
a tank that is not empty yet. Obviously, such an effect
can only be quantified with continuous simulation of
the rainfall runoff process (i.e. including the dry weather periods).

For example: The calculation of peak flow in small
catchment areas (for plannJng or for real time control
purposes) is very sensitive with respect to the rainfall
intensity. However, the value of the rainfall intensity is
significantly influenced by the time resolution and by
the time shift(= differences to exact time).
Figure 5 shows an example of the transformation of
the time varying rainfall intensity of a historic storm
caused by simply changing the length of the time
interval and by time differences (time shift to exact
time) (Gujer and Krejci, 1988).
Figure 6 shows the differences of the calculated peak
flow for the transformation of different time varying
rainfall intensities: For the change of time interval (1,
5, 10, and 20 minutes) and for the time shift of 0, 1, 2,
3, and 4 minutes the calculated peak flow varies
between 900 1/s and 550 Vs I (Gujer and Krejci,
1988).
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This example ·shows that apparently not all UDS
planning .tasks require rain data with a very high
temporal resolution.

Time shift 0 Min
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Based on the current state of knowledge, raindata as
described in Table 3 is required.
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Table 2: Computed necessary (design) storage
volume as a function of raindata time resolution.
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Figure 5: Transformation of the time varying rainfall
intensity of a historic storm (16 mm depth and 20
minutes duration) caused by changing the length of
the time interval from 1 minute (Figure 5a) to 5
minutes (Figure 5b) and time differences (time shift to
exact time) of 1, 2, 3, and 4 minutes (Figures 5c, 5d,
Se and 51) for a time Interval of 3 minutes (Gujer and
Krejci, 1988).
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Table 3. Requirements of Ralndata for Urban
Hydrologic Investigations

Task

Reoording
Period

Temporal
Resolution

Spatial
Resolution

pipe
design

>2XT

1-5 min

1 -10 km 2

pond
design

>2XT

10-20 min

1 -10 km 2

real time
control
planning

many
historic
storms

10 min

0.1-1km 2

real time
operation

on-line

1-5 min

0.1- 1 km 2

historic
event eval.

single
storm

1-5 min

0.1-1 km 2

technical
infiltration

>2XT

10-20 min

1 - 10 km 2

pollutant
transport

>2XT

10-20 min

1-10km2
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Figure 6: Computed peak flows as a function of raindata time resolution and time shift errors (after Gujer
and Krejci, 1988).
Another example is demonstrated in Table 2: To design a detention pond and to calculate its necessary
volume historical rainfall data with a time resolution of
5 minutes were used. The transformation of 5 minute
time intervals to time intervals of 10 minutes (for 4
selected storm) has a negligible influence on thecalculated volume of the storage (Krejci, 1988).

T Design return period

In principle, the rain data should be recorded at the
site of the hydrologic investigation. This would require
a large number of rain gauges or a oountrywide
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coverage of 24-h radar service. Both are no_t feasible
in the foreseeable future. Hence, reglonallzatlon of
raindata is a major problem to be solved as soon as
possible.
The question to be answered is: How far away from
the location of the rain gauge(s} can the data be
transfered to a different location? For example: The
knowledge of the regional character of the rainfall may
allow to use some recorded rainfall data with high
spatial resolution within the same "rainfall region"
(Figure 7):

is more than sufficient for urban hydrologic purposes.
Both low intensity recording accuracy and winter
operation are hardly of any interest. In principle, urban
hydrology allows to use less accurate ("cheaper") rain
gauges. Table 3 shows, that the money saved should
rather be invested into a greater number of gauges.

The Swiss Approach to Overcome the Ra!ndata
Deficit
The Swiss professionals dealing with planning and
design of UDS urgently need a wide spectrum of
rainfall data to solve the existing and the future tasks
of urban drainage. Two main problems should be
answered by a project initialized by the Swiss Water
Pollution Control Assocoation (VSA):
- the existing statistical rainfall data (1-D-F curves)
should be revised, completed and updated,
- the mostly lacking historical rainfall data should be
provided.
The following conditions must be considered:
- the nationwide standardized recording, analysis,
evaluation,storage, and maintenance of the data,
- simple, fast and not prohibitively expensive transfer
between the rainfall data base(s) and the user.
The project should be elaborated in two phases:
Phase _1 of Project:
a) Selection of suitable rain gauges with long term
historical gauges,
b) Determination of registrated time periods for the
data evaluation (for each-selected rain gauge),
c) Elaboration of the method(s) for the evaluation, for
the storage and for the transfer of the rainfall data,
d) Elaboration of recommendation for the installation
and the equipment of new rain gauges for urban
hydrology purposes,
e) Evaluation of the practical possibility for using the
rainfall data recorded through the "automatical
network"(ANETZ") of the Swiss Meteorological
Service (SMA)

Figure 7: Raindata recorded in ZOrich used for rainfallrunoff investigations in Fehraltorf (15 km east of
Zurich).
Another question to be answered: which raingauge in
the vicinity of the area of interest would be
representative for the specific kind of investigation.
Apparently, in a design situation one can take raindata
recorded with a raingauge nearby, provided that the
"general characteristics" of the rainfall process are
similar. However, urban hydrologists have hardly any
idea how this can be proved. Meteorologists, however,
might be able to advise engineers with this respect.
Recording accuracy is not covered by Table 3. In fact,
the accuracy provided by state-of-the-art raingauges

The first step of the project will be based on existing
knowledge and experience (no research activity and
no new data sampling). However, the project engineer
will be supported by a special commitee of different
professionals. The first step of the project should be
finished until end of 1990.
ph~~!l __2 gf eroject:

The second step of the project (main project) will be
based on the results of the first project step. During
thi~ phase rainfall data for planning and for design of
urban drainage systems in Switzerland should be
succesively provided nationwide. This main project
will probably not been finished within the next ten
years.
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Economic Importance of Urban Drainage
To provide the rainfall data for urban hydrology in
Switzerland, the following approximate costs can be
expected:
-Phase 1 of Project: 150'000.-U.S. $
-Phase 2 of Project: 1 - 1.5 Mio U.S. $
-Maintenance of Data Base(s) 100'000.- U.S.$/year
The total expected cost for the next ten years is
approximately 2.5 Mio U.S.$.
The total value of the existing urban drainage networks (without waste water treatment plants) in
Switzerland is about 15 Billion U.S.$. The necessary
renewal of this network requires about 250 to 300 Mio
U.S.$/year. The increase of urbanized areas in
Switzerland is still 2% p.a. Therefore, the total yearly
cost for the renewal of the existing urban drainage and
for new drainage networks may reach at least 500 to
600 Mio U.S.$/year.
The estimated yearly costs for the rain data project
decribed above and for the maintenance of the rainfall
data base is about 250'000.U.S.$. Apparently, this
cost is negligible in relation to the yearly cost for the
renovation and for the expansion of drainage systems.
lt can very well be assumed that using proper rainfall
data will save more than 0.1 %of the total cost above.

What Can Meteorologists Conclude ?
1. There is a clear boundary between the interests
and needs of classical hydrology and urban hydrology
(different time and spatial constants of the processes).
2. The modern urban hydrology is faced with many
new problems caused by. modification of the traditional
urban drainage philosophy (separation from polluted
and unpolluted wastewater, water pollution control
measures during rain weather, ate).
3. To solve the existing and the future tasks in urban
drainage management, a wide spectrum of methods
and detailled rainfall data are needed. The engineer
uses both simple and cheap methods applicable to the
simplest design problems as well as complicated and
expensive methods for simulating a large number of
historical rainfall-runoff events.
4. Urban drainage is one of the most expensive
infrastructure items in our urban areas. Planning and
operation of the drainage systems contribute
significantly to total public costs (taxes, etc).
5. The rainfall data are the necessary base for the
calculation of runoff quantity and quality in urban
hydrology. Similar to a wide spectrum of compitong
methods, the engineer also needs a wide spectrum of
rainfall data matching to the applied methods and to
the desired accuracy of the results.

6. To provide the rainfall data for modern urban
hydrologic investigations many open questions (i.e.
regionalization, new rain gauges, use of radar in urban
hydrology, etc.) should be answered. The urban
hydrologist is frequently not able to cope with these
questions without the help of meteorologists.
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ON THE RAINFALL DATA FOR URBAN HYDROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS
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1. INTRODUCTION
Urban explosion observed in many developing
countries, together with increasing environmental problems in developed countries, makes urban
hydrology to grow in importance. Hydrology of
urban areas,
dealing with relatively small
catchments compared with rural areas, requires
rainfall data with very fine time and space
resolution. Such data are usually not available
from national weather services. Computerized
runoff modelling has became a standard method
for planning, design and analysis of sewerage
systems in many cities. Both manual and computerized methods of rainfall-runoff calculations
require adequate data; rainfall data are of
greatest importance to ensure good accuracy of
such calculations. Several investigations have
shown that the lack of adequate data resolving
spatial distribution of rainfall is the greatest
source of errors in runoff simulations (Shilling
1984, Shilling and Harms 1983, Niemczynowicz
1984). As
it often happens, the available
rainfall data
comes from
only one gauge,
sometimes even not situated within the catchment
in question.
Moreover, different
rainfall
data are
needed for different applications. For example,
for simple conduit design, where only a peak
discharge is of interest, required rainfall data
may consist of simple block rainfall relating
duration with intensity and return period. For
detailed analysis of existing sewerage system,
rainfall data should reflect the real, in time
and
space
distributed
rainfall. Different
rainfall data are required for catchments of
different sizes; while one gauge is perhaps
sufficient for 1 km2 catchment, several gauges
is
necessary
to
resolve spatial rainfall
variability on a catchment of, say, 200 km2.Discussing the rainfall data necessary for runoff
simulations on urban catchments, two distinctly
different cases must be considered: 1) model
calibration runs
without frequency considerations, and
2) simulation runs aiming at
assessment of the return period of different
runoff characteristics such as peak flow, volume
or pollution wash-off etc., on a probabilistic
level. In a case of calibration runs, observed
single rainfall events are used. The availability of data which well represent time and
space variation of rainfall pattern is crucial
for proper calibration of the model. The lack of
good rainfall data causing errors in rainfall
input is especially harmful in a case of model

calibration using single rainfall events. The
error in rainfall input can be hidden by unrealistic setting of other model parameters. In a
case of simulations for prediction of runoff
frequencies, it is of great importance that
available rainfall data have sufficient length
in order to cover, preferably, return periods
longer than those of interest for runoff.
Summing up the above, it may be stated that
no simple definition of what is a good rainfall
data set necessary for urban hydrological applications exists; the requirements
depend on
several factors such as: 1) type of application
(planning, design, analysis, operation), 2) size
of the catchment, 3) type of modeling (calibration, simulation, real time control operations). After several years of use of mathematical models for runoff simulations, there is a
great deal of experience how the rainfall data
collection is to be arranged, and how existent
rainfall data are to be used in order to provide
proper input to rainfall-runoff models used in
urban areas. This paper aims at bringing some
order in question what kind of rainfall data is
really needed for different urban hydrological
practical applications.
2. MODEL CALIBRATION.
The procedure of calibration of any runoff
simulation model requires that a set of observed
rainfall hyetographs with simultaneous observations of runoff hydrographs is available. In
order to represent the real physical process of
rainfall, the available rainfall data should
represent the time and space distribution of
real rainfalls. If we want to take spatial
rainfall distribution into account, the model
should be distributed. In real life however, the
available rainfall data seldom reflect above
stated
requirements.
Traditionally,
static
rainfall inputis used, i.e. rainfall which is
assumed to be .a function of time only and is
uniformly distributed over the entire catchment,
no meter its size. Most of known urban runoff
simulation models are adapted to this approach.
From 18 models reviewed by Yen (1986) only three
allow for areal rainfall distribution, even
though all of them are s.c. distributed models.
In clear contradiction to this traditional
approach, rainfall field is never uniform nor
static. Several investigations have shown that
the lack of knowledge about the spatial distribution of rainfall is the greatest source of
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Mignosa and Paloetti 1986, Niemczynowicz 1981,
1986). It was shown by many researchers that the
average areal rainfall intensity decreases with
increasing area (Area Reduction Factors • se
f.ex. Rodriguez-Iturbe and Meija 1974, Bell
1976, Niemczynowicz 1984). It was also shown
that the rainfall movement influences the runoff
hydrograph (Surkan 1974, Niemczynowicz 1984).
There is no simple solutions for this
problem. Facing
the reality that available
rainfall data are usually
insufficient to
resolve spatial and temporal distributions of
real rainfalls, without installation of new
raingauges we can only hope that the error in
rainfall distribution will be somewhat compensated if
many rainfall events is used in
calibration. However, since calibration is done
without any frequency considerations, it is not
necessary to have long series of rainfall-runoff
records. Practical conclusion would be that
several portable raingauges should be immediately installed within the catchment where
runoff simulations
are planned. With luck,
several rainfall-runoff events necessary for
calibration can be recorded during a few months.
Remains a question how dense the ideal raingauge
network should be and what time resolution of
record should be used.
Departure point of the discussion about the
required density of raingauge network may be the
recognition of the cellular structure of convective rain-field and its kinematics. The spatial
distribution of rainfall depends on 1) cell
size, 2)
intercellular distance,3) rate of
develop and decay of cells, and 4) velocity and
direction
of
movement. Thus, the distance
between gauges should be shorter than the size
of the rain cells, the time resolution of
registration should be such that a number of
intensity samples
can be taken during the
passage of a single raincell, volume of resolution should be small enough to ensure meaningful
readings during short time intervals, and gauges
must be synchronized in time.
According to literature, the observed size
of convective raincells ranges between 2 and 30
km2 (Austin and Houze 1972, Niemczynowicz 1984,
Read and Dales 1988). Assuming circular shape of
the raincells, we obtain cell diameter from 1.6
to 6.2 km. In order to "see" the same cell in at
least two gauges we must have distance between
gauges about 0.5 km i.e. about one gauge per one
square kilometer.
Velocity of raincell movement has been
reported to vary between 2 and 25 m/s (Hobs and
Locatelli 1978), average velocity of 400 events
observed in Lund was 10 m/s (Niemczynowicz
1984). Counting with the average velocity 10 m/s
we obtain a time of passage of raincells above
the gauge from 2.7 to 10.3 minutes. In order to
"sample" the same raincell in the same gauge at
lease two times we must have a time of registration about one minute.
In order to have meaningful registration of
small rainfall intensities we must have small
volume resolution of instrument (fox example
tipping
bucket).
If the least interesting
rainfall intensity is assumed to be 0.1 mm/min
and the time resolution is one minute, then the
reasonable volume resolution of one "tip" of the
bucket is 0.1 mm. Thus we arrived to the "1-10.1" rule of thumb: one gauge per one km2, one
minute time
resolution and
0.1 mm volume
resolution
of
registration. These are the

maximal rainfall data collection requirements
applied for urban hydrological applications if
the spatial distribution of
the convective
rainfall is to be resolved by measurements. In
real life, however, there are very few locations
in the world which match these requirements.
The reasonable level of time and space averaging of rainfall intensity data (made by any
gauge) depends on the size of the catchment and
necessary time resolution taking into account
integration ability of the catchment. On relatively small urban catchments (say up to 20 km2)
the required time increment of registration
should be of the above stated order of 1 minute.
On larger catchments, say 20 - 200 km 2 , the time
resolution may be longer, say 5-10 minutes data
will still be useful.
The life time of convective raincells has
been reported to vary between 10 and 60 minutes
(Austin and Houze 1972, Felgate and Read 1975,
Hobs and Locatelli 1978). Thus, the raincells
travel between 6 and 36 km before they dissipate. We may note that the lifetime of raincells
is sufficiently long to let them travel over
most of urban catchments before they disappear.
It is therefore reasonable to expect that the
development and the decay of the raincells play
a less important role on a small scale, relevant
to urban catchments, than on a large scale of
rural basins. This has implications on possibilities of using rainfall movement as a source
of additional information for runoff calculations.
3. RUNOFF SIMULATIONS
3.1. General.
When the
model is
calibrated, it is
supposed to respond to the rainfall input in the
same way as real catchment do. This is the main
reason why runoff simulations are so widely used
in solving of many hydrological problems. Thus,
the runoff simulations are considered to be
powerful and cheap method to test different
changes of physical
structure
of sewerage
systems. By simulations we also expect to get an
answer on the question what is the catchment
response for the higher rainfall than was ever
recorded. We also expect to be able to judge the
return period of runoff.
Following rainfall input may be used during
runoff simulations:
-

single rainfall events,
design storms of various time pattern,
specially chosen historical rainfall events,
multi-event rainfall series,
historical rain series run in continuous mode.
additionally, multi-event, moving storm rain
input may be used (Niemczynowicz 1988).

Usually, the rainfall input of all kinds is
uniformly distributed on catchments with different sizes. Sometimes, if data from several
gauges are available, the rainfall is distributed over the catchment. In most of cases, the
important features of rainfall pattern such as
areal reduction
of
rainfall
intensity or
rainfall movement are not adequately taken into
account. This brings errors in runoff simulation. (Shilling 1984, Shilling and Harms 1983).
An obvious solution in order to diminish
errors in
runoff simulations
would be to
increase the density of raingauges, and to use
spatially distributed rainfall
so that the
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This solution is not a very
be resolved.
realistic one because of the time and costs
involved, The same requirements with respect to
the necessary time and space resolution as
listed for the calibration purposes are also
valid for using single events in runoff simulation for the design and analysis of sewerage
systems. Another solution is to complement the
rainfall data available from one or a few gauges
with additional information taken from OTHER
meteorological OBSERVATIONS than the rainfall
data themselves. The method of using multievent, moving storms in runoff modeling is
briefly described in section 3.4.
3.2. Design storms.
In traditional hydrological applications,
the rainfall data are used for prediction of
runoff
frequencies.
Frequency
analysis is
performed in order to derive return periods for
different durations and ·intensities. Results of
such frequency analysis often appears as so
called
intensity-duration-frequency relationships (I-D-Fs). From I-D-F curves, design storms
with different time pattern can be derived. The
simplest example of such design storm is a so
called "block rainfall" with constant intensity
over its duration. The block rainfall is used in
manual calculations or together with simple
models of type ILLUDAS or STORM, in several
countries for simple design of conduits.
During the 70-ties, many efforts have been
devoted to development of new design storms with
time pattern better adapted to the shape of real
rainfall hyetographs
(Keifer and Chu 1957,
Sifalda 1973, Yen and Chow 1980, Desbordes
1978). Some of these design storms have proved
to be useful in design of conduits, but most of
these efforts
were not very successful in
matching the frequencies of the rainfall and
runoff. The reason for that is that the time
pattern alone can not explain spatial variability of the rainfall. The observed time pattern is
a RESULT of several rainfall characteristics
such as movement, size and the distance of he
raincells, their development and the decay.
Figure 1 gives an overview of time pattern of
most frequently used design storms, showing
their shape in time-intensity domain.
Since I-D-F relationships are constructed
based on ranked maximum intensities for given
durations, the total volume of "block rainfall"
and other design storms derived from I-D-Fs is
about 25-65 per cent less on
the average
compared with the real events (Arnell 1982). So
called "Sifalda design storm" (Sifalda 1973) and
its modification called "Sifnell" (Arnell 1982)
tries to compensate for the volume error.

Figure 1. Overview of the time pattern of
most frequently used design storms.
In Sweden and in many other countries, the
so called "Chicago design storm" (Keifer and Chu
1957) is frequently used for design of conduits.
The assumption about equal frequencies of design
rainfall and simulated runoff is considered to

hold well when the Chicago storm is used,
especially when the peak flow or the total
runoff volume is of interest, Since the Chicago
design storm is constructed from I-D-F relationships for any duration, the volume problem may
be omitted by choosing the duration long enough
to involve "tails" of the real rainfalls. For
prediction of max flow for the
design of
conduits, the total duration of 60-240 minutes
is used in Sweden. For design of detention
facilities the duration between 100 and 600
minutes is used depending on the design capacity
of the outlet (Arnell 1987).
In Canada the used duration T of uniform
block rain is equal the time of concentration tc
of the catchment and the total rainfall depth is
T = i*tc• The duration of Chicago design storm
is between 2 and 6 hours, the total rainfall
depth is i*T where i is the average intensity
for the return period and the selected duration.
3.3. Historical events.
The runoff simulated from one design storm
may have different return period with respect to
the different runoff characteristic features.
For example, the return period of peak flow may
be different than the return period of runoff
volume or the pollution wash-off. The concept of
using series of historical events in runoff
simulation models
solves
this
problem by
shifting the stage of frequency analyses from
rainfall to simulated runoff. All available
storms in existing rainfall series are used as
an input in single event or continuous runoff
simulation model. The maximum flow, or any other
flow characteristics
of
interest,
may be
simulated at any suitable point of the drainage
system. The return period of this characteristics is obtain by usual ranking procedure and
the use of plotting formula. This approach was
modified in so called "Staged Approach" (Harremoes at al 1984). The procedure is different
when the cumulative effects of the rainfall are
under consideration and for the case of extreme
effects. The procedure is divided in several
stages and the first
stage contain runoff
simulation using all events grater than 3 mm
using simple model based on time-area theory.
Later stages lead to the selection of the rain
event or the number of rain events which are
associated with the return period of the runoff
characteristics of concern. The number of chosen
events decreases and the sophistication level of
the used model generally increases through the
stages of the procedure.
3.4. Historical series.
When the historical rain events are used
for runoff simulation, the event models are
usually used. This assumes that there is no
significant changes in antecedent precipitation
conditions between the events. This assumption
is partially justified in a case of catchments
on which the contribution to the runoff from
permeable surfaces is small. When this contribution becomes significant,
the
used runoff
simulation model should be run in a continuous
mode. The calculation of evaporation losses and
changes in soil moisture content between the
events is included in continuous modelling.
There
are
several
rainfall-runoff
models
available which can be run in a continuous mode.
The processing of long time series of rainfall
may be time consuming and costly, the time step
used in the simulation is to long to resolve
fast hydraulic processes
in
sewer system.
Typical time steps used in continuous simula-
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tions
are
1-6 hours. Continuous modelling
require additional data concerning temperature,
and soil properties.
The most important requirement with respect
to the rainfall data used in urban hydrological
applications concerns the adequate length of the
available ratnfall data series. Return periods
of interest for the design of conduits. usually
range between 3 and 5 years. In the design of
detention facilities, return periods of 10-50
years is used. In the design of sewerage systems
in newly planned cities using, for example, the
so called
Dual Drainage Principle (Ontario
1987), the return period of 100 years is used.
In order to assure meaningful definition of
return period of runoff, the available rainfall
series should,
in principle, several times
exceed the
return period
in question. In
practice however, available rainfall records
with the adequate accuracy seldom extend for
longer periods than 30-60 years. The longest
series
in
Scandinavia
from Gentofte near
Copenhagen which is 47 years long. When the
available series is shorter than return period
concerned,
the
statistical extension using
frequency distribution is used. The choice of
the used frequency distribution is crucial. The
most frequently used distribution function are
Log-Person type III, exponential and Log-normal.
Some supremacy of Log-Person type II distribution was proved by Arnell (1982).
3.5. Multi-event moving storms.
If the rainfall data are available from
only one gauge, the spatial rainfall distribution can not be resolved from the rainfall data
itself. It is possible
however, with some
assumptions, to transform one-gauge rainfall to
areal rainfall
using additional information
taken
from
rainfall
movement data. Thus,
storm-movement constitute valuable complement to
the historical rainfall data. (Niemczynowicz
1987, 1988, 1988a). If we assume that there is
no change in the pattern of a rainfall field
during its passage over an urban catchment, or
that any
changes are small, then we can
consider the one-gauge hyetograph to represent
the spatial properties of the rainfall field
along the line of movement. This hyetograph,
lagged in time to represent the movement, could
be used for runoff simulation along the line of
movement. Areal expansion in a lateral to the
movement direction
can be easiest done by
assumption of izotropy of the rainfall field in
this direction.
The rainfall movement parameters can be
obtained from weather radar, or may be calculated from high-altitude wind data measured at
most airports using known relationships between
700 mb wind and storm movement (Bellon and
Austin 1984, Niemczynowicz 1986, 1987). If the
high-altitude wind records are not available,
the rainfall movement may be roughly calculated
from archived synoptic maps or even from weather
maps printed
in newspapers.
Thus the new
technique of choosing rainfall input for runoff
simulation, based on multi-event, moving storms
approach, can be developed. This technique is
specially applicable when the available rainfall
data are insufficient to resolve spatial distribution; in practice : when only one-gauge data
exists. This technique can be shortly described
as follows:
1) Complement
all available historical
rainfall events with storm movement parametersvelocity and direction. 2) Choose a number of

greatest rainfall events which may reasonably
influence runoff parameters of
interest on
frequency level of interest (f.ex. all rains
which can produce runoff with volume of return
period of 5 or more years). 3) Run all hyetographs of chosen rainfall events through runoff
simulation model
with
sophistication level
relevant to hydraulic characteristics of the
catchment and expected flow. All hyetographs are
lagged in time trough the subcatchments according to the time of arrival calculated from
velocity and direction of movement. This is
easily done in any distributed model type SWMM
which allow for multi-gauge input; all subcatchments, (or clustered subcatchments) will have
their own imaginary input hyetographs which,
actually, differ from the original hyetograph
only by time of rainfall arrival. 4) Make usual
frequency analysis on simulated runoff series to
assess return period of interested runoff parameter.
Thus,
multi-event
(or
continuous)
simulation can be made using observed one-gauge
rainfall data moved in observed (for each event)
direction and velocity. Such procedure is very
similar to the physical process of rainfall
which is really occurring in the nature. Such
rainfall input
has,
by
introducing storm
movement, intensity and duration which are area
dependent; average AREAL INTENSITY will be lower
on a large than on a small catchments, average
AREAL DURATION will be longer on a large than on
a small catchments. Thus, the use of Area
Reduction Factors will be redundant. Runoff
produced by this input will depend on catchment
size and its geographical orientation (which
means that effects of reinforcement of runoff on
the flow direction will also be taken into account),
4.

AREA REDUCTION FACTORS

4.1. Traditional, static approach.
It was shown by many researchers that the
average areal rainfall intensity decreases with
increasing area, (Rodriguez-Iturbe and Meija
1974, Bell 1976, Niemczynowicz 1984). It was
also shown that the rainfall movement influences
the runoff hydrograph (Surkan 1974, Niemczynowicz 1984). It is worth to notice that the most
of traditional methods used in rainfall-runoff
modelling in urban hydrology do not take the
areal distribution nor dynamic properties of
rainfall into account. In order to deal with
this problem a number of depth-area relationships or Area Reduction Factors (ARFs) have been
developed (Chow 1954, US Weather Bureau
1957, Rodrigez-Iturbe and Mejia 1974, Bell 1976,
Niemczynowicz 1982, WMO 1983, Desbordes et al
1984). Figure 2 shows a comparison of a number
of such relationships. !he use of ARF on urban
areas greater than 25 km is recommended by some
researchers (Yen and Chow 1980, WMO 1983).
Facing this recommendation it is interesting to
notice that all existing ARFs were developed
without taking into account rainfall kinematics.
4.6. Introducing storm kinematics,
Frequency analysis of rainfall intensities
leading to development of ARFs were performed on
chosen
durations;
the same durations were
analyzed as point and areal values. However,
considering rainfall kinematics, it is easy to
prove that areal decrease of rainfall intensity
is usually followed by the areal increase of
duration. These two phenomena act simultaneously
in the coarse of natural rainfall process as a
result of the rainfall movement. This is the
reason why, on a small spatial scale, the ARFs
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simply results in a volume error (Berndtsson and
Niemczynowicz 1987). Figure 3 shows how the same
hypothetic uniform raincell moving over the
catchment gives different shapes of point and
areal hyetographs. The figure 3 shows that the
areal rainfall intensity is always lower than
point intensity, areal duration is always longer
than point duration. Figure and explains the
origin of volume error in traditionally developed ARFs.
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forecasts. (Jacquet et al 1987, Bellon
Austin 1984, Einfalt and Denoeux 1987).

and

The same constraints and requirements as
listed above, denoting time and space resolution
of rainfall data collection, are valid for data
collected by radar. Typical values of space
resolution for existing radar facilities range
from 2 to 6 km2 for single pixel values. Typical
times of integration of
radar readings is
between 3 and 5 minutes
These numbers show
that, compared with the
fine structure of
convective raincells, the radar resolution is
still too coarse. The radar-obtained rainfall
data can not be used in any calculations when
the return period is considered; the need of
long series of record can not be satisfy by
presently existing radar records.
The
conclusions
of
the international
symposium "Le
Radar en hydrologie urbaine"
(Seine Saint-Denise 1988) state that the radars
have not been adopted yet by the sewer network
managers. The radar in urban hydrology will
require new
developments to
adapt to the
following: -to the time scale under a quarter of
an hour, - to the space scale of one km2 - to
the context of a sewer network design (Seine
Saint-Denise 1988). In order to solve these
problems there
is a
need for information
exchange between National Weather Services and
the reserchers and users.
Figure 4 shows graphically the summary of
several literature
positions describing the
order of magnitude of possible improvement of
rainfall input for hydrological calculations
which may be expected using output from weather
radar facilities (Hildebrand et al 1979, Bellon
and Austin 1984, Jaquet et al 1987, Damant et al
1983, Koistinen and Puhakka 1984). It can be
noticed that very high error in gauge-calculated
areal rainfall, and the high improvement using
radar may be expected when the raingauge network
is scarce. The errors due to inadequate density
of gauges and the possible improvement by radar
decreases parallel with increasing density of
gauges and increasing duration. Thus, when for
examplei the raingauge network is one gauge per
one km
and the considered duration is one
minute, the possible improvement by radar is of
the order of 5 per cent. When the gauge network
is one gauge per 100 km2, the expected improvement may be about 90 per cent.

time
duration

arcal _ _ )
dwation

Possi~e

improvement
using radar

Figure 3. Schematic representation of point
versus areal hyetographs resulting from a moving
uniform raincell.
5. RADAR

An area where the spatial and kinematic
properties of rainfall are especially important
is the
real-time control and operation of
drainage systems. These methods require shortterm rainfall forecasts as an input for the
runoff
simulations.
Some
researchers have
claimed that the use of radar can significantly
improve
the
real-time
control operations.
However, even the raingauge calibrated radar
still gives rather disappointing quantitative
results in terms of the accuracy as compared
with a dense network of gauges. On the other
hand, radar has been found to be superior to
raingauges in its ability to produce rainfall

-------------------

Duration

-·---------

Figure 4. Possible improvement of rainfall
input using weather radar in comparison with
raingauge network for different gage densities
and rainfall durations.
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6, CONCLUSIONS
Hydrology of urban areas, dealing with
relatively small catchments compared with rural
areas, requires rainfall data with very fine
time and space resolution. Such data are usually
not available from national weather services.
Different rainfall data are needed for
different applications. For detailed analysis of
existing sewerage system, rainfall data should
reflect the real in time and space distributed
rainfall. Different rainfall data are required
for catchments of different sizes. The availability of data which well represent time and space
variation of rainfall pattern is crucial for
proper calibration of the model. In a case of
simulations for prediction of runoff frequencies, it is of great importance that available
rainfall data have sufficient length in order to
cover return
periods longer than those of
interest for runoff.
The reasonable time increment
of data
collection for runoff modelling on relatively
small catchments up to 20 km 2 is of the order of
1 minute. The good rainfall network density is
one gauge per one km2, the volume resolution
needed to obtain meaningful data for 1 minute
durations is about 0.1 mm. Time synchronization
between different instruments is crucial.
Since above stated requirements are seldom
met in reality, other methods of expanding onepoint data to areal values may be used. One of
the promising methods described in the paper
uses
information
about
rainfall
movement
obtained from other sources than gauge network,
namely meteorological information present at
airport weather services or general meteorological conditions.
Using multiple event moving storms as an
input to runoff simulation models give possibility to avoid using Area Reduction Factors on
large urban catchments and to take into account
directional influence of rainfall movement of
runoff.
It is shown that the use of Area Reduction
Factors on real rainfall events would result in
a volume error in runoff calculations.
The same constraints denoting time and
space resolution of rainfall data collection are
also valid for data collected by radar. The
space and time resolution of radar facilities is
too coarse in order to resolve time and spatial
variation of convective rainfalls. The radar in
urban hydrology will require new developments to
adapt to the needs of modern urban hydrology.
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REQUIREMENTS OF PRECIPITATION DATA FOR URBANIZED WATERSHEDS

TURCAN,J. TURI NAGY,J,
HYDROCONSULT BRATISLAVA, CZECHOSLOVAKIA

We can speak about the requirements
of precipitation data in connection with
their application for urban drainage, only if we take into account both the mode
of application and the purpose of sewerage. This task must be comprehended as well
in the historical evolution, which contains on one hand development of computational methods used in design and evaluation of the sewage networks together with
structures on them, on the other hand development of the most important requirements for the sewage networks, which changed during the time from the aim to assure the convenience of population into the
part of environmental protection strategy.
Urban drainage systems are composed
of: (1) An input meteorology rainfall/
/snowmelt , (2) a catchment transforming
the meteorological input to runoff, (3)
engineered elements of the drainage system such as transport elements pipes,
channels , storage elements reservoirs
and treatment elements centralized treatment plants, overflow treatment devices
and (4) receiving waters. A major problem
in the planning and design of the engineered elements of the system is to establish the size, configuration and operation of these elements to best meet the
performance objectives of the drainage
system (Adams et al., 1986).
The application of rational formulas
for computing of peak runoff from small
catchments allowed the use of precipitation data in the case, where are no data
from the direct runoff measurements. The
basic presumption for using the rat~onal
formulas is the indentity of probabi~ity
of rainfall occurence with required -~axi
mal intensity and of the peak flow, caused by this rainfall, and the presumption
of forming peak flow by the ·maximal rainfall intensity, duration of which is equal
to the concentration time (time to peak
flow). The method of using rational formulas for determining sewer pipes dimensions
was proposed by Kuichling in 1889, one
hundred years ago. Various modifications
on the level of "national application"
confirmed viability of this method and the
possibility of its use until! now. Processing of maximal intensities of rainfall into intensity-duration curves with
different frequencies is now common method, which is used by hydrometeorologists
~nd by engineers and consultants. In the
time of origin of these methods the basic
role of sewage network was the fast and
safe transport of wastewater and stormwa-

ters. Hydraulic computation methods for
sizing of sewers were already perfected
and their accuracy is till now so high,
that it many times exceedes the accuracy
of hydrological computations of peak flow.
Maximal rainfall intensities, although do
not represent the features of real storms,
nor from the point of view of rainfall duration, nor from the point of view of rainfall amount, after accepting the conditions for forming the peak runoff, can be
used for this purpose for which are the
rational formulas intended - determination of peak runoff.
Today new views on purpose and functions of sewage networks are oriented on
the crucial society problem - protection
of the natural environment. In connection
with solving problems of wastewater and
stormwater discharge from urban watersheds
it is the protection of receiving waters.
Now on one hand we cannot say, that stormwaters are clean, because they are washing off a lot of communal and idstrial
pollutants from the surface, very often
toxic. In the case of increased flows the
pollutants settled in the sewage networks
are washed out. But on the other hand the
receiving waters are so polluted, that we
can't contribute wi-th additional pollu~
tion. So it is evident, that stormwater
discharged by combined sewer system require special handling. That's why besides the sizing of the pipes it is necessary to consider the question of discharge of stormwater into receiving waters.
Recent concepts of solving stormwater runoff are based primarily on the following
'principles:
- reduction of the volume of stormwater
runoff, that the part which is not contaminated infiltrates into the soil and
the groundwater and does not participate in flow th~ough the sewage networks,
- slow down the stormwater runoff utilizing the temporary surface retention,
the capacity of sewage network and
stormwater reservoirs, and then treat
it in wastewater treatment plants prior
discharging into receiving waters,
- reduce the volume of stormwater directly discharged into receiving waters up
to the lowest economically acceptable
levels and discharge only the least contaminated part of runoff,
- control stormwater runoff in sewage network,
Above mentioned principles determine,
that if in the recent past we used in
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stormwater drainage mainly intensity-duration-frequency curves (I-D-F curves),
today's
requirements are oriented on
informations about volume and distribution of runoff, as well about duration
and number of.occurences of runoff with
given magnitude. Associated with stormwater drainage instead of rainfall ii is
necessary to speak about runoff or discharge. Combined sewage systems or stormwater
drainage are however the special cases of
technical design of drainage. Original
territory is subdivided to smaller catchments with corresponding hydrographical network. It is natural that in this
case for design purposes there are no informations about runoff from the past.
Use of precipitation data is then a logical compensation for missing discharge
data.
On constructed sewer networks we can
measure runoff of wastewater and stormwater. These types of measurements are rare
and they have not a long tradition. Interpretation of measured data from one catchment into another with different features
is an open question, too, usage of mathematical runoff models in the conditions of
urbanized watersheds gives chance to establish runoff hydrographs from longterm rainfall time series, which is know as longterm runoff simulation. Model computations
allow to give required properties to the
catchments.
Therefore we shall deal separately
wit~ the source data deduced from the precip~tation measurements and separately
with data obtained by runoff simulation,
Statistical elaboration of rainfall data

chment.is loaded by another design storm
to its size. Forming hydrographs
as a summary of partial hydrographs by
their superposition is therefore impossible.
With the establishment of modelling
techniques into runoff calculation were
gradually developed the model-· storms, which
better correspond with the requirements of
an unified input for the whole catchment.
Today we can use a widespread spectrum of
commonly known model storms as are Chicago (Keifer and Chu, 1957), FSR- Storm
(Keers, 1977), Design storm (Sifalda, 1973,
Desbordes, 1978, Yen and Chow, 1980, urcikan and Horwath, 1983) and other modifications of these stQrms.
accord~ng

Expect of such determined design
storms, which mostly have an analytically
defined form, another statistical evaluations of real measured storms are provi. ded by looking for intensity distribution
in thirds or quarters of the total duration ( Bergmann-Stubenvoll, 1984), Statistical processing of 2 218 storms from the
Bratislava - Airport raingauge station
showed, that in the first third of rainfall duration had a peak intensity 30,5 %
of storms,,in the second third 56,1%
and in the last third 13,4 % of storms
(Turcan et al., 1987). As an effective
method for investigation of intensity distribution of storms also the Cluster-analysis could be regarded, which help to
get typical distribution of the so called
Cluster-storms ( Bauer et al. 1 1989).
In connection with development of design storms we could fully agree with the
opinion of Adams and Howard (1986): A rainfall hyetograph such as a design storm
cannot possess a unique frequency, only
its characteristics possess unique frequencies. The design storm cannot be labelled a "T-year storm" as an entity in
itself. It can be labelled aT-year design storm only with respect to one of
its characteristics, such as its volume
or average intensity over a specified duration. Thus, the drainage design engineer's quest for the single design storm
of a given retwn period cannot succeed,
even with computer programs.

All statistical calculations, no
matter how sophisticated, performed on
the rainfall data will reduce the amount
of information included in the original
record. A synthesis, which is a result of
all statistical operations, is only a useful way to practical applications (Arnell
et al., 1983).
Rainfall data in sewerage are used
for: (a) design of network, (b) solving
of volumetric problems, (cJ evaluation o'f FIG .1
sewage network relation to receiving waters and (d) estimation of runoff quality
(pollution).
The results of statistical processing
could be principaly divided into:
design storms for calculation of peak
discharges,
- statistical tools for design and evaluation of engineered elements for the sewage networks.
Till now an effort to produce the design storm, which by the required frequency of occurence would fulfill conditions
of ~ntensity and its distribution and durat~on as well, was not crowned with success and according the meaning of many
authors remains unsatisfied for a long tim~ (e.g. Adams, 1986, Harremo~s, 19S3
S~eker-Verworn, 1980).

'

~
~rom

Storm of constant intensity derived
I-D-F curves can be considered as the
simplest design storm. Disadvantage is
that it couldn't be used for design o/ the
whole sewage network, but each partial cat-

We want to discuss here at least the
most significant statistical elaborations
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of measured storms, although at the begining we have to say, that in the available literature more and more of them with
different author's approaches have different graphical representation which evoke
nonuniformity into used methods, although
basically they can be reduced into common
used forms.
Scatter diagram (Fig.l) gives a very
good information about runoff from the
drainaged areas (Pfeiff, 1962). In this
diagram storm depths of 1 mm and more are
plotted. Number of storms in the sommer
half-year varied in Bratislava between 50
to 58 while the maximum average storm intensity is 233 1/s•ha. There we can draw
izolines of equal intensities in 1/s.ha.
This diagram serves mainly as a source for
another statistical elaborations, but it
is a very informative graphical illustra-
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From these plots we can derive dependences pointed out on Fig.4. They are cumulative frequency curve in dependence on
A .. AMOUNT
duration using 5 min. intervals and the
B... DURATION
cumulative frequency curve in dependence
C. NUMBER OF EVENTS
on st_orm depths.
Frequency distribution curves of
storm depths (Fig.5l, storm intensities
(Fig.6) and storm durations (Fig.7) give
us an information about a large number of
DEPTH OF INDIVIDUAL RAIN FALLS (mm
rainfall occurences with low depths, with
intensities from 2 till 4 1/s.ha and with
The mass curves of rainfall characteduration about 50 min.
ristics in dependence on storm depths (PeInformation for evaluation of the
cher, Rieger, 1982). Fig.2 demonstr~tes
function of overflow structures is taken
three rainfall characteristics. They are
from the cumulative curve of rainfall inthe summs of depth, duration and nUffiber
tensities in dependence on their duration
of events, which are expressed in percents
(Fig.4 1 curve T). Integrating the area
of total.
bounded by this curve and by the axes T,q,
Fig.3 shows the mass curves of rainin vertical direction from q ~ 0 we get a
fall characteristics in dependence on the
sum of rainfall depths in dependence on
average storm intensity in 1/s.ha (Pethe rainfal+ intensity (Fig.B, curve B)
cher, Rieger, 1982). There are again the
(Turi Nagy, 1980). This curve shows the
percentual ratios of sum of depth, durapossible detention of rainfall depths in
tion and number of events. These relations
sewage networks in dependence on particuare closer to the methods applied in sewelar intensity, or the rainfall depths
rage, where we deal with the term "storm
overflowed into receiving waters. Inteintensity".
grating this area in the direction from
FIG.3 . 'I -~~------'-!'·· •~·~-----r---- ..
right to left (from T m maxT if q • 0) we
' •r .. .
get the amount of rainfall depths in der/y::~
:.
: -~--- ':
pendence on intensity (Fig.B, curve A).
: ~-··----This curve shows smaller values than the
previous one and does not show the ove~
~-;;:iMA.ss c-uRvEs oF RAINFALL
:now in 1ts quant1ty, but only the· sum of
/~·
icHARACTERISTICS IN DEPENDENCE rainfall depths to the given intensity.
~~
.r _ _ ____;Qt'LBAINFALL INTENSITY
· Special interest in storm drainage
is dedicated to the interevent time bet;·
ween storms, specially in relation with
depletion of stormwater ponds, but also
in connection with the calculation of
A ... AMOUNT
accumulation of the pollution and its
B ... DURATION
transport by stormwater runoff. CumulatiC... NUMBER OF EVENTS
ve frequency curve of interevent times
···--·-·------··----------·----------------·--·----------·
-between rainfalls (Fig.9) shows the occu''
.'·'
.
rence probability of the interevent time
of given duration. For example interevent
time longer than 1 hour corresponds to
··-·
·-·····----------·
n
•o
,,
42 % of all occurences. The duration of
AVERAGE INTENSITY OF INDIVIruAL RAIN FALLS (Vs ho) -stormwater ponds depletion, presumed to
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Concluding from the point of view of
rainfall statistics we can consider these
informations as useable for solving the
most of problems in sewerage, as far as
they are not data about measured or simulated runoff. Unification of statistical
processing methods could be the way to
the application of common computational
methods by solving the practical tasks of
sewerage. Open questions are e.g. in determining of isolated storms. No convention or objective method is for the determination of minimal duration of the interevent time, what of course affects the
statistical elaboration of storms and
their intercomparison. The question of
the data extrapolation from warm half-year (rainfall) to the cold half-year
(snowmelt) is also not solved satisfactorily, Search for approaches of unified
rainfall statistics will surely lead to
new sources for planning and design of
sewage network in the future.

Longterm runoff simulation
·An effective tool for solving of problems of longterm runoff simulation are
lumped hydrological runoff models. These
consist mostly from two parts: (1) runoff
formation - calculation of effective rainfall, (2l runoff concentra~ion - runoff
hydrograph calculation. Lumped models are
not limited by particular configuration of
sewage network, so they can be used for
preparation of commonly used sources,
which can be applied in arbitrary catchments. Decisive parameters for simulation
and for application of results in given
conditions are the concentration time and
the runoff coefficient.
The result of application of rainfall-runoff model can be runoff hydrograph
calculated for unit catchment area 1 ha.
From the point of view of precipitation
measurment is important, that the time se-
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in the past and we suppose that they will
occure also in the future. Simulation integrates more aspects of solving the problems, refer to peak discharge, runoff volume, runoff duration, duration of interevent time and so on. For longterm runoff
simulation in conditions of the city Bratislava were used the lumped model UMOUP
(Turcan, 1978) and 10 years time series
of measured rainfalls with 5~in. time interval.
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As an example we can show on the Figs,
11 a,b,c sources for designing of overflow

structures, by which. we can determine conditions of overflowed rainfall volume as
ratio of the whole runoff (Fig.lla) ,
overflow dura.tion (Fig ,llb) and number of
overflows (Fig.llc) • These informations
allowe to assess the influence of overflow to receiving waters from the point of
view of their protection against pollution.

waters serve the dependences shown in
Figs.l2 a,b,c, These dependences are valid for the time to peak flow TP "' 30 min.
Likewise there were elaborated dependences for different times to peak flow from
10 to 90 min ( Turcan et al., 1989).
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s.imilar results are obtained by modelling the discharge through. stormwater .
ponds. For the choise O'f n.g.ht volume of
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These sources for design and assessment of structures on sewage networks
correspond to conditions in average year
for the given site. Their extrapolation
to the urban areas where the longterm runoff simulation was not performed and to
extention of the processed period into
the whole :tear (also winter J prop.oses Pecher (1988) by use of the annual precipitation depths.
The reliability of retention ponds
is calculated for the reccurence interval
more than l year •. For the design is used
dependence of the ponds volume from the
frequency of runoff volume ( Turcan, Turi
.Nagy, 1988).
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Runoff control in sewage networks
Runoff control begun already with
using of uncontrolled (fixed) elements as
are the constriction of discharge and overflow chambers.
Usage of control elements, mainly of
gates and mechanical weirs in sewage networks allowed to control the flow of stormwater to consider the advantages and deficiences of particular drainage system.
There are possibilities to utilize theretention volume of sewage network itself or
of stormwater ponds, water diversions in
the system and only in the case of necessity an outflow of stormwater to receiving
waters without previous treatment or admissible temporal surface flooding of
drained areas. The presumption for runoff
control is thorough konwledge about instantaneous runoff and a good forecast of
future conditions (Schilling, 1987). Runoff control is advantageous especially
in large spread drainage networks with a
number of control elements, which form
the controled system. In catchments with
large areas we must take into account also the uneven area! and temporal distribution of rainfall. Storm runoff modelling
is inevitable part of control process. Input to the model ar1 moving storms with
variable intensityNiemczynowicz, 1989).
Special approach is needed for collecting
of input data. Remote transfer and automation are inavoidable presumptions in runoff control. For increasing of the lead
time of forecasts are with advantage.
applied the radar informations on precipitation fields ( Denoeux et al., 1989).
Requirements on precipitation measurement
Demands on the space and time density, and on accuracy of precipitation measurment depend on purpose to which the
measured data have to be used. Experiences show, that for statistical processing
of rainfall, the density of network is
usually sufficient when for the area df
50 km2 or more is one, raingauging (pluviographic) station, Areal distribution
of precipitation is not very variable, so
while there are not requirements on synchronous information, refering to individual areas, the mentioned density of networks is ;SUfficient. With respect to automatic processing of measured data it is
necessary to have the pluviographic devi·ces with registration suitable for computer processing. Time resolution 1 min.
and registration accuracy of precipitation depths in this time interval more
than 0,01 mm have to be selfevident. The
time interval 1 second mentioned in literature (e.g. Semplak, Kelley, 1969) are
still considered as exceptional and in
near future maybe will be not commonly
applied. It is questionable if such detailed time resolution is usable.
In connection with measurement accuracy we are not dealing with the methods
of measurement corrections konwing different sources of errors (Sevruk, 1982).
This ways measured data can be used in
statistical processing and in longterm
runoff simulation.
As far as the widespread urbanized
catchments areas over 25-30 km2 are con-

cerned, or catchments with altltudfonal
variability, where the windward or lee
effects can occur, it is necessary to
spread precipitation measurement stations
so, that the local nonuniformity of rainfall distribution would be respected. These informations are necessary mainly when
the runoff is modelled from the whole
drainage system divided into subcatchments.
Density of existing measurement·networks in developed countries is sufficient
for statistical processing of rainfall and
also for longterm runoff simulation.
Design of structures on sewage net~
works in particular case require assessment with application of local runoff or
at least precipitation measurement (sieker, Durchschlag, 1988), In such case the
operation of special network will be unavoidable.
The greatest demands to precipitation measurement has automation of runoff
control from the point of view of number
of stations and precision of measurment
as well as from technical equipment for
rapid transfer of data to the control centre. Forecasts of movement of precipitation fields and of distribution of rainfall intensities over the catchment area
will be probably realized by remote sen·Sing methods while using satellite and radar informations.
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INTRODUCTION
Recently much effort has been devoted to
research related to observation, modelling and
prediction of precipitation (Georgakakos and
Kavas, 1987). This is perhaps due to the recent
developments of inexpensive computing facilities
and remote sensors, and a need for better
operational control of water resources systems.

For example, the U.S.
National Weather Service
has encountered difficulties due to the fact
that
stream flow predictions are
severely
limited
by
the
availability
of
rainfall
predictions
at
spatial
and
time
scales
compatible
with
its
river
basin
models
(Georgakakos
and
Bras,
1984),
Generally,
rainfall models can be divided into three
classes, namely:
physical, conceptual, and
statistical.
Data availability in addition to
computational
burden are perhaps
the main
reasons that physical models are not available
(Schilling, 1984).
Efforts have been made to
identify structural properties of rainfall data,
e.g.

micro,

meso

and

synoptic

structures

(Georgakakos and Kavas, 1987); however, their
variability in time and space was so large that
for
forecasting
purposes
using
standard
raingauge
data
these
pattern
recognition
techniques
(conceptual
models)
were
not
sufficiently
reliable.
Past
attempts
at
precipitation foreca.sting using probabilistic or
statistical models have been of limited success
because the rainfall correlation structure is
quickly decaying (Johnson and Bras, 1980).
Smith and Krajewski (1987) have attempted
to d-evelop a statistical framework for modelling
space-time rainfall using radar and raingauge
observations.
This study is another approach
which
follows
this
trend
by
coupling
a
deterministic
meteorological
model
with
a
stochastic real-time model using state-space
theory and applied optimal estimation.
Rainfall Measurement Techniques
Recording raingauges provide_ an accurate
method for measuring point values of rainfall.
They are,
however,
inadequate
to describe
accurately
the
area!
extent
of
rainfall,
Techniques
based
on
remote
sensing,
in
particular radar, are capable of rectifying this
inadequacy.
Weather radar has shown good
promise
in
the
development
of
powerful
techniques
for
monitoring
the
quantitative
distribution of rainfall in time and space on a
real-time basis, while the events take place,
The radar is capable of providing estimates of
the amount and distribution of rainfall over an

area of about 50,000 square kilometers.
The
accuracy of radar rainfall measurement varies
with duration, area size, storm type and radar
range, Accuracies in reported measurements vary
also
with
radar
types,
time
intervals,
geographical
locations
and
data
processing
techniques (Wilson and Brandes, 1979).
Other
disadvantages include the high cost of the
required hardware and the substantial amount of
data
processing
before
area!
rainfall
measurements
can
be
realized.
These
deficiencies, combined with the variability of
rainfall in time and space, bring about the need
for various adjustment procedures in conjunction
with ground-truth raingauge data.
Traditionally, three methods have been used
to weight storm rainfall from several raingauges
over an area,
They are (Linsley et al., 1982):
the Arithmetic Mean Method, the Thiessen Method,
and the Isohyetal Method,
More recently, another technique known as
the reciprocal-distance weighting technique for
objective weather and storm analysis has been
developed (Dean and Snyder, 1977) and will be
described in the next section.
The Square Grid Reciprocal Distance Model
This technique uses a square grid for
locations of points in space.
The square grid
is superimposed on a map of the area and the
raingauge network.
Or-ientation of the grid is
not critical.
The location of each grid element is
specified by Cartesian grid-index values (x, y),
The grid distance of any raingauge from the
midpoint of the element is
[1]

where d, is the distance of raingauge i from the
midpain~, (x., y.) are the coordinates of
raingauge i, ~ and~ (x; y) are the midpoint
coordinates.
The weight, which is based on powers of
inverse distances, is determined by:

[2]

wi (x, y)

where w. (x, y) is the weight for raingauge i
with re~pect to the element (x, y), di is the
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(nxn) error covaniance matrix given

where Pk/k
by
[ 10]

P

;

= E{X

T

}

k/k k/k

k/k

where xk/k =.xk/k- xk/k is .the state estimation
error,
k 1s t.he ennovat1on, and Kk is the
Kalman ga1n matrlX,

The Z-R relationship will be cast into
state-space formulation and a discrete Kalman
filter will be used to estimate the parameters A
and b and, hence, compute the rainfall rates.

State-Space Rainfall Model
Taking logarithms on both sides of equation
(5) yields,
[11] log Z = log A + b log R
The system model then becomes,
[12]

b
+

1 0
}og=A[
k
0 l 1k-l [

}og A
k-1

b

The State-Space Model
Initial estimates of A and b were obtained
from Stout and Mueller (1968).
From this data,
the variance and covariance of log A and b were
calculated.
These values provided initial
estimates of the variance and covariance of log
A and b used in the state model noise covariance
"Q" matrix of the Kalman filter.
The measurement noise covariance "R" matrix
was determined from equation (17) where

w log A
w l k-1

1 0

1o 1 1k-l 1

and the measurement model (scalar) is,
[13 l

log A]
V
log Zk = [ l log Rg l k [ b
k + k

where

[14]

w = !w log A] = 0
k
k
wb

[ 15]

vk

0

[16]

Qk

12
0

[17]
and Rk

E {Vk

o

2

log A

0

2

2

V~}

= (

log Zk is the average of the log Z readings for
the kth. hour.
The value of R
in the
measurement model (equation (13)) wJk evaluated
using the average rainfall computed from the
square grid model.
Hourly data was filtered in approximately 5
minute intervals which provided 11 or 12 time
steps for the Kalman filter.
Finally,
the
rainfall
values
were
calculated on a square grid 2 km x 2 km and
compared to those calculated by the square grid
model.

log A, b)
ob

log A,b

k

log zk - log zk 2
)
N-

where N is the number of grid elements in the
area, k is the time step, and Rg is the average
ground truth reading.
This is the model which will be developed
for the watershed under consideration.
The
rainfall values (R) computed using this model
will be compared to those obtained from the mean
areal rainfall computation (G) and the G/R
ratios evaluated and compared to previous values
for the same region (Dalezios, 1985).
MODEL DEVELOPMENTS AND DATA ANALYSIS
The Watershed and the Data
The Grand River Basin above Galt was
selected for this study.
The watershed, 3,480
square

kilometers

in

area,

is

located

superimposed over the entire watershed area. The
dimensions selected were 2 km x 2 km which
provided
a
grid/gauge
density
ratio
of
approximately 13: 1.
This ensured a value of
approximately 2 for the exponent n in the
weighting factor given in equation (2).
The computation of average rainfall for
each grid was derived in the following manner
(1) the closest gauge to each mid-point for each
quadrant was calculated, (2) the reciprocal
distance and the rainfall corresponding to the
closest gauge was calculated, (3) the rainfall
amount for each mid-point was calculated by
considering the sum of the reciprocal minimum
distances to each quadrant as weighting factors,
and
(4)
an
average
rainfall
amount
was
calculated.
The rainfall values computed using this
model were compared to those calculated using
the state-space model. In addition, the average
rainfall computed using the square grid model
was utilized as one of the input parameters for
the Kalman filter in the state-space model.

in

Southern Ontario, west of Toronto, and between
the 40 kilometer and lOO kilometer range of the
radar installation.
The study examined a warm season storm
which took place on August 16th, 1977. Raingauge
data was examined between 13:00 and 18:00 hours.
The Square Grid Model
Following the developments presented in the
introduction,
a
square
grid
lattice
was

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The "Q" matrix value for the Kalman filter
was determined from the variance and covariance
of the log A and b values as follows:
[19]
Qk0~52 -0.040]
0.040 0.065
where 0.52 and 0.065 are the variances of log A
and b respectively and -0.040 is the covariance
of log A and b,
I t is taken to be a constant
for each k value, k ranging from 1 to 11 or 12
intervals for each hour.
The "R" value was computed using eq. 17,
where log Zk is the radar value in 0.1 dBz and
log Zk is the average of the log Zk readings for
the kth. interval and N is the number of grid
elements in the area and is equal to 2401. Rg
(equation (13)) was computed at each time step
from the square grid model as an average ground
truth reading over the grid.
Rk and R were computed at each time step
whereas Q re\hained constant within the Kalman
filter.
~he other matrices required were those
in equations (12) and (13).
The Kalman filter
estimated log A and b values for approximately
twelve 5 min. time step data corresponding to
each k value,
and finally calculated the
rainfall rates for each hour.
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raingauge distance from equation (1), and the
exponent n is an empirical coefficient usually
taking a value of two (Dean and Snyder, 1977).
In order to determine the rainfall for each
element,

the

raingauge

amounts

must

be

multiplied
by
their
corresponding
weight
(equation (2)) and the products totalled.
The
results obtained by this technique will be
compared to those obtained by a Kalman filter
which will be described later.
The Z-R Relationship
Radar is an active remote sensor,

i.e.,

it

transmits energy to the object and measures the
portion reflected back.
During the early
developments
it
was
found
(Marshall
and
Palmer, 1948) that an empirical relationship
exists between the radar reflectivity factor Z
and the rainfall rate R; The expression, which
explains the characteristics of precipitation,
is often referred to as the Z-R relationship and
is given by

6 3
where Z is expressed in mm ;m , R is in mm/hr,
D/2 is the raindrop radius
in mm and A and b are empirical coefficients.
There are several factors affecting the
returned power of the radar signal. The various
sources of error have been described in detail
by several investigators (Linsley et al., 1982).
Krajewski (1987) in a recent paper has
developed a statistical technique to treat
outliers in radar rainfall fields.
It is
therefore

not

surpr~s~ng

that

a

considerable

effort has been devoted by many researchers in
determining the appropriate Z-R relationship.
Crozier (1975) states that "Z and R are not
uniquely directly related since many drop-size
distributions can produce the same rainfall rate
but
different
reflectivity
factors."
Nevertheless, all investigators agree that there
are large variations in Z-R relationship between
geographical areas, between storms, and within
storms.
In hydrologic applications tf'i; most often
used Z-R relationship is Z=200R ' , which is
called the Marshall-Palmer (1948) relationship.
Several attempts have been made to classify Z-R
relationships by rainfall type and synoptic
condition.
Richards
and
Crozier
(1981)
conducted a similar study in Ontario and
developed an Ontar~io Z-R relationship.
There
have· been recent research efforts by Smith and
Kraj ewski (1987) to improve the reliability of
the Z-R relationship by using statistical
techniques on the radar-rainfall field.
This
study is one more contribution in this direction
and presents a novel application for Kalman
filtering,
The Use of the Kalman Filter. for Parameter
Estimation in the Z-R Relationship
One
of
the
main
problems
in
the
quantitative measurements of precipitation by
radar is the variability in the relationship
between the equivalent radar reflectivity factor
Z and the rainfall rate R, which was an
exponential relationship of the form (see also
equation 4).
[5]

where the values of A and b are assumed to be
constants, but in reality may vary considerably
from case to case and even during a single
rainstorm.

The developments which follow will examine
the usefulness of Kalman filtering techniques
for real-time estimation of the constants A and
b for the Z-R relationship,
Discrete Kalman Filter
Since rainfall
is a phenomenon which
exhibits both temporal and spatial variability
it is necessary to expand the concept of Kalman
filtering to the more general multi-dimensional
system case,
The discrete state space system
equation is given by (Gelb, 1974)
[ 6]

xk = ~k-1 xk-1 + 8 k-l uk-1 + wk-1

where
k • time, Xk • n vector state variables at time
k, Xk_ • n vector state variables at time k-1,
1
Uk_ = n vector control (input) variables at
1
t1me k-1, ~k-l • (nxn) state transition matrix
at time k-1, Bk-l • (nxn) control variable
coefficient matr1x at time k-1, W
• n vector
white Gaussian noise processes kaJ time k-1,
N{O,Qk}, and ~k • (nxn) state model noise
covar1ance at tlme k where
[7]

Discrete measurements on the system state
are given by the measurement equation
[8)

where Z = m vector measurement variables at
time k ~m s n), Hk = (mxn)
measurement coeff1cient matrix at time k, Xk • n
vector system states at

time k, Vk = m vector measurement noise,

N {O,Rk}, a~d E(Wk VTs = 0 Vk,s.
And Rk is g1ven by
[9]

The steps of the discrete Kalman Filter
(KF) algorithm are summarized by the following
vector - matrix recursion relations:
initial conditions
·(a)
(b)

E(X(O)} • X(O)
E{(i(o)-X(O))(X(O)-X(O))T} = P(O)

prediction eqns.
(c)

•
!k~k-1 u
k-1

(d)

:k4k-1
k-1

~
X
k-1 k-1/k-1
k-1/k-1

=

~

. k-1

pk-1/k-1

update equations
(e)

i>k

(f)

1:

{g)

Kk

(h)

xk/kxk/k-1 + Kk uk

(i)

pk/k = (I - Kk Hk] pk/k-1

Z = ARb

k

=

zk - Hk xk/k-1
T
Hk pk/k-1 H k + Rk
T
-1
pk/k-1 H k 1: k

T
k-1

11>
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TABLE 1

The Rainfall Rates Obtained from the Square Grid (RSG)
and the State-Space (RSS) Models.

a)

(using the Mean log A and Mean b values)

Time. (Hour)

RSS

RSG

RSS

RSG

RSS

0
1
2
3
4
5

a. 746

0.426
0.165
1.014
0,304
9.390
7.555

0. 799
1.499
0.460
1.022
0,881
1.056

0,500
0,100
0.275
0.224
1, 207
14.336

o. 759

1.092
1.092
1.092
o. 757
o. 733

Cell (32,21)

b)

Cell (49 ,30)

Cell

(using the Hax log A and Max b values)
RSS

RSG

RSS

RSG

RSS

RSG

0.864
1.092
1.092
1,092
0.757
0,733

0,426
0.185
1,014
0.304
9.390
7,555

o. 799

0,500
0.100
0,275
0.224
1.207
14.336

o. 759

9,683
2. 771
1.494
2.042
3.022
7.685

1.499
0,460
1.022
0.881
1.056

Cell (32,21)

c)

1,645
0.644
0.959
0.848
1.631

RSG

9,683
2.771
1.494
2.042
3.022
7.685
'-··-··
(22,27)

1.645
0.644
0.959
0,848
1.631

Cell (49,30)

Cell (22,27)

(using the Hin log A and Min b values)

RSS

RSG

RSS

RSG

RSS

RSG

0,685
1.120
1.120
1,120
0.699
0.670

0,426
0.185
1.014
0,304
9.390
7.555

0.749
1.684
0.368
1.029
0.849
1.072

0,500
0.100
0,275
0.224
1.207
14.336

o. 701

9.663
2.77i
1.494
2.042
3.022
7.685

Cell (32,21)

1.898
0.568

o. 948
0.804
1.878

Cell (49,30)

Cell ( 22. 27)

TABLE 2

Mean Hourly G/R Values

Hour

G/R

G/R

(Oalezios, 1982) (Adamowski and
Hutr, 1988)

1
2
3
4
5
6

NoteJ

1.089
1.589
3.067
2.561
1.307
1.291

1.585
1.508
2.240
1.829
1.327
1. 784

The mean area! rainfall computed by using Kalman Filter Model (R)

and raingauge network (G).
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The rainfall rates obtained from both the
square grid model and the state-space model are
presented in Table 1 for arbitrary selected
cells throughout the grid.
In addition, the
mean hourly G/R ratios obtained using the
average values of log A and b are given in Table
2. For comparison purposes, the mean hourly G/R
ratios obtained by Dalezios (1985) for the same
watershed are also indicated.
It was observed that the results were
relatively insensitive to variations in the
input estimates of log A.
For example, the
results using "max. log A, max. b" and "min. log

A, max. b" were almost identical.

Likewise, the

results obtained using "min. log A, min. "b and
"max. log A, min. b" were identical.
It was,

however, observed that the filter responded to
variations in the initial estimates of the b
values.
As can be seen from Table 1 (cell
(32,21)), for the first tour hours of the storm,
the
lower
b values
showed
results
that
correlated more closely to the values obtained
from the square grid model.
For cell (49,30)
there was good agreement between the state-space
model values and those for the square grid model
for the first five hours.
For the third hour,
at the lowest b value the two results were
coincident,
again
indicating
improved
correlation for lower b inputs,
Cell (22, 27)
indicate good agreement from the second to the
fifth hours and again, closer correlation with a
decreased b input.
The G/R ratios obtained using the mean log
A and mean b closely followed those obtained by
Dalezios (1985) who compared "ground truth
values" with rainfall values calculated using a
bivariate objective analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
An attempt has been made to integrate a
square grid mean areal rainfall model utilizing
raingauge measurements, with a state-space model
based on the Z-R relationship, which uses radar
measurements.
The latter model incorporates a
discrete Kalman filter within the state-space
formulation and provides real-time parameter
estimation.
The

results

obtained

show,

in

each

case,

good agreement between the square grid model and
the state-space model for the three selected
cells over a considerable part of the time
interval considered.
The results demonstrate
the. successful application of Kalman filtering
when applied
to
parameter
estimation and
indicate that this approach provides a sound
basis for improved estimation of rainfall.
In addition, since the average of the A
values is approximately 200 and that of the b
values is approximately 1.6, then the choice of
A and b as system state parameters places the
vector components of equation (12) in the same
range of magnitude. This preven.ts divergence of
the estimates in the filtering process.
The rainfall state-space model so developed
can operate at spatial scales of the order of a
river basin, can predict rainfall with at least
several hours lead time, and is simple enough to
realistically operate in real-time and with
reasonable computational needs.
The model
allows updating, given rainfall observations,
using modern estimation theory concepts.
These
features can accommodate the variability of
rainfall in both time and space.
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Abstract - D}rnamics of rainfall fields is analysed here by processing radar
images of different storm events monitored by means of a weather radar located
in Northern Italy. Empirical evidence of space-time rainfall structure is characterized by means of fractal geometry. This allows for some interesting in
describing dynamics of rain event morphology.
The significance of the scaling
properties in rainfall patterns is emphasized on the basis of ,experimental
evidence descending from radar imagery. Some further implications in measuring
and modelling rainfall fields are indicated.

1. IMTMODUCTioH

In the last decade, the increasing need for
better understanding of rainfall properties
has pushed the development of both experimental, and theoretical investigations of rainfall
process in time and space. Radar measurement
technology plays a major role within this
context because of its ability to monitor
rainfall variability continuously in time and
space.
Therefore, weather radar ,is very
attractive from both operational and invest!gatlve points of view.
Recent encouraging
contributions and large available literature
show the weather radar to be able to form the
basis for space-time rainfall modelling and
forecasting [Kumar et al., 1989; Kavvas and'
Chen, 1989].
However, the preliminary issue
for rainfall analysis deals with storm characterization by means of physical and geometrical descriptors (see, e.g., Austin and Houze,
1972; Lovejoy, 1982; Pawlina, 1989a).
Under
this point of view radar imagery can provide
the appropriate information to analyze scaling
properties of space-time rainfall process.
This could provide a framework for physically
drawn up models based on the, application of
fractal concepts and geometry to rainfall, as
it has been recently proposed by different
authors [Lovejoy and Handelbrot, 1985; Lovejoy
and Schertzer, 1985; Schertzer and Love joy,
1987; Lovejoy et al., 1987;
Skoda, 1987;
Fader, 1988; Tsonis, 1989].
In the present paper processed images of
radar measurements from a weather radar
located in Northern Italy have been analyzed
in order to assess scaling and fractal properties of rainfall fields.
The characteristic
patterns of clouds and rain areas depicted, by
radar imagery can be easily analyzed within
the framework of fracta1 geometry as introduced by Handelbrot (1977).
Much research
work available from the literature deals with
rather geometry of clouds than measured
precipitation on the field, let alone some

difficulties and errors that are embedded in
the procedure of identifying rain areas, from
radar and remote-sensing image processing.
The definition of fractal proposed by
Mandelbrot (1986) - a fractal is a shape made
of parts similar to the whole in some way epitomizes the "look" displayed in nature by
clouds, which look the same whatever the
scale. It can be therefore argued that clouds
and rainfall may exihibit fractal properties.
Such a result was indeed obtained by Lovejoy
(1982), who investigated the geometry of cloud
and rain areas ranging from 1 km2 to 1. 2 •106
km2 obtained from infrared pictures of Indian
Ocean clouds sampled on a grid of 4.8 x 4.8 km
and from digitized radar pictures at a resolution of 1 x 1 km.
The fractal dimension, D,
was estimated by the perimeter-area relationship to be equal to 1.35 ± 0.05, for both
clouds and rain areas where the rain rate
exceeded 0.2 mmjhr.
A similar result was obtained by Rys and
Waldvogel (1986) from the analysis of the
fractal shape of hail clouds and by Skoda
(1987) from the analysis of radar measurements
of different type of precipitation fields
observed over the region of Vienna airport,
Austria.
The fractal dimension estimated by
analyzing the evolution of hail storms from 1
minute interval images by means of the
perimeter-area relationship showed the presence of a crossover perimeter (corresponding
to a diameter of 3±1 km) above which the
process exihibites the same fractal dimension
observed by Lovejoy
(1982),
that
is
D - 1.36 ± 0.1. On the contrary, for smaller
scales the perimeter of hail storms does not
appear to be fractal, being D- 1.0 ± 0.1.
Skoda (1987) analyzed a total number of 630
reliable data points from different types of
rainbands, so obtaining by least squares
regression an estimate of D "' 1. 38 for the
fractal dimension of precipitation fields
moving over an hilly terrain.
This still
agrees with other referred experiments.
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The fractal properties of rainfall have
been also detected on the basis of the theory
of relative turbulent diffusion by Hentschel
and Procaccia (1984).
They proposed a simple
model of a cloud based on the specification of
the state of the atmosphere as described by
physical variables and parameters ~u~h as
temperature, pressure, water content and
droplet sizes. Some of these parameters were
also used by Lovejoy (1982) to detect the
portion of the atmosphere which was part of a
cloud. Accordingly, the fractal dimension of
cloud perimeters was estimated by Hentschel
and Procaccia ( 1984) to be in the range
1.37 < D < 1.41, which fairly agrees with the
results based on empirical observations.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND DATA
The basic information is provided by the
digital images of Horizontal Rain Maps (HRM's)
derived from radar measurements.
These maps
have been retrieved from a large collection of
HRM's available for the experimental radar
system of Spino· d 'Adda, which is .located in
the Po river valley in Northern Italy, not far
from Milan. An example of radar maps is shown
in Figure 1, where the radar location is also
indicated.
The measurment campaigne carried out by the
Spino radar ( S-band, single polarization,.
3.6m antenna, pulse length 0.5 us) in 1980
within the SIRIO programme supplied 3-D
registrations of almost all precipitation
events of that year. The subsequent processing
(details in Pawlina, 1987) lead to the generation of the SPIN080-GRM data base (see
Pawlina, 1989b) which contains over 1800 HRM's
representing the rain reflectivity field in

the observation window of 120x66 km2, mapped
onto the plane at approx.l.5 km above the
ground (i.e. close to the ground but high
enough to avoid the ground clutter). The
spatial resolution of HRM is lxl km, the maps
are spaced by 6 minute intervals (duration of
full 3-D scan). Each pixel codifies the
average value of rain reflectivity, Z,(mm6;m3)
in the space volume intersected by the grid
element. Only the data exceeding the threshold
of 34 dBZ (5 mm/h) were included (well above
the noise level).
The data base contains 70 rain events
lasting from some tens of minutes up to six·
hours, occurring within the observation window
between April and October.
The event # 142 was chosen for this study
as the one featuring a typical behaviour of a
summer thunderstorm lasting long enough for.
the significant time tracking. It started at!
22:30 GMT of July, 20th, and was registered up'
to 24:24
when, following the campaigne
schedule, the radar was switched to monitoring
of the SIRIO path, crossed by the event that
time. The station logbook reports for this
event the turbulence coming from ·N-W and
approaching the station as .a front extended
over 100 km, with very intense echoes,
lightening and thunders, as it can be recognized by the development of the storm event
which is shown in Figure 2. The station
raingage registers the rainfall (up to 25
mm/h) between 0:13 and 1:05 GMT.
3. ESTIMATION OF FRAGTAL DIMENSION FROM RADAR
IMAGERY
The present analysis is mainly. aimed to
estimate the fractal dimension, D, of a

RADAR LOCATION

AI!
!

T

Figure 1.

=

Event #142, HRM #15. Example of HRM and radar location.

90 min.
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rainfall field throughout the evolution of an
event, and to assess the properties of selfsimilarity or self-affinity of the space-time
field.
This could allow for detecting i f
fractal properties are preserved along the
development of a storm event or for different
threshold of rainfall intensities within the
storm. Two empirical methods for estimating
the fractal dimension are used, namely the
perimeter-area method, and the box-counting
method. Both these methods do not provide the
exact measure of D, but just an estimate of
it, as it descends from the definition of
fractal dimension (see e.g. Mandelbrot, 1982;
Feder, 1988).
Due to this reason a brief
illustration of the two methods is hereafter
reported, although the reader should make

IllA.P
T =

The fractal dimension D of similarly shaped
objects in the plane can be estimated according to Mandelbrot (1982) by means of

(1)

P(S) - C s1-D [A(S)]D/2

where P(o) denotes
the length of the
perimeter, A(S) the area of the figure, both
measured using a given resolution of the

# 1

MAP# 6
T = 36 ,..-. "

# 11

66 min.

MAP#
r;::::

The perimeter-area method

6 m n

MA.P
T =

reference to selected literature for detailed
discussion on the validity of the estimates
produced by the two methods (see, e.g. Feder,
1988).

l

MAP# 16

I

T =

191

7 74 mln.

)

Figure 2.

96 min

j

I

Event
#142.
30-minutes
spaced
HRM's #1, #6, #11, #15, and #19.
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based on covering the map with a grid of
squared r-spaced cells (boxes), and counting
the number N(r) of such squares needed to
cover the rainfall surface in the HRM.
The
box-counting method, which was introduced by
Hentschel and Procaccia (1983), was used by
Lovejoy et al. (1987) in cloud analysis. This
is based on the notion of covering used in
defining the Hausdorff measure of a set,
although the dimension resulting from boxcounting procedure is just an estimate of the
Hausdorff dimension. Accordingly, by varying
box size r the number of boxes N(r) needed to
cover the set varies proportionally, and the
box dimension D (i.e. the fractal dimension
estimated by box-counting) will be given by

yardstick equal to 6; C is a constant of
proportionality which, jointly with 61-D,
accounts for differences in resolution when
different 6' s are used to measure different
maps. To estimate PandA in practice attention must then be paid to the resolution of
the available measurements.
Furtherly, Fed er
(1988) observed that the perimeter-area
relationship only holds in the limit of small
yardsticks 6, where the length of the fractal
contour dominates any "regular" part of it.
The perimeter-area relationship has been
used to estimate the fractal dimension D of
rain areas obtained from digitized radar
pictures of the above illustrated event # 142
at a resolution of 1 x 1 km.
Therefore, no
correction factor has been used due to the
homogeneity in resolution
of the maps, and
equation (1) is reduced to the form P - AD/2
The area A is then evaluated by the number of
cells where rainfall intensity exceeds a gi.ven
threshold; the perimeter P is estimated by the
boundary of rainy cells which have no-rainy
neighbouring cells.
The point values
obtained from the analysis of the complete set.
of maps for a given intensity threshold have
been reported in log-log plot of P vs. A; the
slope of the straight line fitting these
points gives the required value of D.
The
results are presented in Figure 3, where these
are plotted for rainfall intensity thresholds
of 5, 10, and 20 mrnjhr.
Each point in the
Figure corresponds to a particular time during
the evolution of the storm, sampled with a
resolution of 6-minutes.

which is obtained asymptotically in the limit
of small r, that is
log[N(r)]

D- -

method

to

perimeter-area

Lim
r-->0

Lim
m->oo

(3)

log(r)

Accordingly, one can estimate the fractal
dimension D by finding the slope of log[N(r)]
plotted as a function of log(r).
The resulting plot for map 9 of event # 142 is shown in
Figure 4, where linear fitting is reported for
threshold of rainfall intensity ~5, >10, and
>20 mrnjhr. The structure of the method allows
for estimating D at each time step for which a
HRM is made available, so that a plot like the
one shown in Figure 4 can be drawn for each of
the nineteen maps of event 11 142. Therefore,
dynamics of the fractal properties of rainfall
throughout the evolution of a storm .event can
be tentatively drawn, as it is discussed in

The box-counting method
An alternative

(2)

N(r) "' r-D

is
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Figure 3.

Perimeter-Area relationship for event //142:
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the following section. Fur.therly, the average
value of these estimates can be compared with
the perimeter-area estimate of D.
4. RESULTS

From Figures 3 and 4 one can observe that the
scaling properties of storm event 11 142 are
quite satisfactorily represented by the
fractal approach.
Table 1 summarizes the
estimates of fractal dimension D which have
been obtained both by the perimeter-area and
the box-counting method, for different
thresholds of rainfall intensity.
These
results are still consistent with the other
experiments which are available from the
literature. The estimate of D for the lowest
threshold (intensity ~ 5 mmfhr) is practically
equivalent, either this is obtained by the
perimeter-area method or by the box-counting
method. Both the perimeter-area and the boxcounting estimates are yet somewhat higher
(D- 1.53 + 1.54) than the values which were
obtained by other authors, although these were
performed on rain areas measured above flat
lands or sea surfaces (see, e.g. , Love joy,
1982).
On the contrary, one can observe
that the values of D do not present a conservative behaviour with increasing threshold of
rainfall intensity. So that a tendency of the
estimates to decrease for higher thresholds is
exihibited, being such tendency stronger when
the perimeter-area estimates are considered.
Such tendency could be in some way explained
in the 1 ight of turbulent properties of the
rainfall field.
Infact, the intense cores of
the precipitation area should be characterized
by a higher vertical motion due to strong
gradient of temperature. This is the case in

which it can be shown from Kolmogorov's theory
of isotropic, homogeneous turbulence [Handelbrot, 1982; Lovejoy and Handelbrot, 1985) that
a
predominantly
vertical
motion
is
characterized by a lower value of the dimension (D - 4/3) than the predominantly horizontal one (D- 5/3).
~his allows also for
possible explanation of the higher estimates
of D which have been obtained for event # 142,
let alone any variation and scattering that
could have occurred due to observational
errors or deviations from homogeneity.
In
fact, the largest rainfall field in event
# 142 (i.e. the field corresponding to the.
lowest threshold of intensity) is subject to a
predominant horizontal motion, as it has been·
illustrated in the above section 2 and·
displayed in Figure 2; therefore a higher D
should be expected, which actually happened.
One can furtherly observe that the value of
D - 1. 53 + 1. 54 is close to the one observed
by Skoda (1987.) - i.e. D- 1.50 - by averaging
the estimates from the analysis of 142 individual pairs of radar-echoes separated in time
intervals of 1 hour and pertaining to different storm types.
The analysis of evolution of fractal
properties of rain areas in time has been
performed by estimating the box dimension of
each radar map of event 11 142.
The fractal
dimension D is found to slowly varying
throughout the time during the evolution of
# 142 storm, although the fluctuations seem to
be confined in a quite narrow band.
In
table 2 these estimates are reported for different thresholds of rainfall intensity.
These values are also plotted in Figure 5 for
thresholds ~s. >10, and >20 mm(hr.
From both
Table 2 and Figure 5 one can observe that the
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TABLE 1 - Estimates of fractal dimension D for event

Box-counting method

Perimeter-Area Method
estimated
value

Threshold
of rainfall
intensity
[mmjhr]

5

2:

> 10
> 15

> 20

# 142

standard
error

estimated
value

standard
error

[ -]

[ -]

[ -]

[ -]

1. 53
1. 25
1.21
1.17

0.07
0.04
0.03
0.03

1.54
1.43
1. 36
1. 37

0.04
0.05
0.05
0.04

tainties involved in processing radar images.
Further re!!.earch is then needed in order to
clarify this issue.
Some final remarks should be made about the
overall fractal dimension which can be
obtained by averaging the values estimated for
each thre.shold of rainfall intensity and for
each time step of the event.
The estimated
value is 1. 34, as it is reported in Table 2.
As a matter of fact, this value is surprisingly close to the ones obtained by Lovejoy
. (1982), by Rys and Waldvogel (1986) and by.

highest fluctuations, either in time or in
threshold level sensi ti vi ty characterize the
early stage of the storm event.
In fact,
after one third of the recorded duration of
the event the estimates of.D ten9. to be stable
around the averaged estimate which is obtained
at the end of the event for each threshold of
intensity.
The major· origin for initial
instability stems with the fact that a transient occurs at the beginning of a storm,
after which a well-defined structure is
achieved.
However, the physical processes
involved in this transient stage can be
tentatively explained by two causes.
First,
the predominance of the horizontal component
of motion on the vertical one tends to produce
fractal structures shapes with values of D
larger than the ones at the. beginning of the
event, as it was recognized by Handelbrot
(1982) and Lovejoy and Handelbrot (1985) on
the basis of turbulent motion theory.
Moreover, the tendency of D to increase with
the time from the beginning of the storm up to
a quite stable dimension could originate from
the intensification of local humidity fluxes
that is caused by lateral entrainment processes producing influx of environmental dry air
into the preexisting organized air current of
the perturbation.
The latter explanation has
been pointed out by Skoda (1987), who obtained
similar estimates of the fractal dimension
from the analysis of narrow cold-frontal
storms, like the event here under exam.
There.fore ,·
there is some evidence for a
clear link between mesoscale variability and
fluctuations of the fractal dimension like in
the experiment reported by Skoda (1987).
Moreover, one could also observe that scattering around the average D could have also
occurred due to sampling errors, or to uncer-

Henstchel and Procaccia (1984).
5. CONCLUSIONS

Dynamics of rain event morphology has been
investi,ga.ted by means of radar maps in the
light of fracta.l geometry.
The fractal
dimension has been first estimated by the
perimeter-area relationship which has beerl
applied dynamically to the rainfall field at
different thresholds of intensity . . The value
of D for the basic threshold of intensity
results to be equal to 1.53 ± 0.07, which
rather exceeds the ones reported by other
authors
[Lovejoy,
1982;
Lovejoy .and
Handelbrot, 1985] for not thresholded rain
areas without any threshold. Reasons for such
difference are mainly hypothesized to lie into
the nature of the storm field, and into the
experimental setup, that is the land area over
which the rainfall field was measured.
It
must also be stressed that a similar value of
the fractal dimension was obtained also by
Skoda (1987) another author under similar
conditions of experimental setup and of storm
type.
The box-counting method has been used to

.TABLE 2 - Box-counting estimates of 0 for event 1 142
-----------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jap I

-->

t [Din] -->

---------Threshold
of rainfall
intensity
1••/hr]
~ 5
> 10
) 15
) 20
) 25
> 30
> 35
> 40

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

6

12

18

24

30

36

42

18

54

60

66

72

78

84

90

96

102

108

111

-----Event

values

--------------:------------------------------------------------------------------------<---•• ·-·-·---------·-·· -----····--·-------·-·------ D ---·----··-------············ •••••• ···---------·······--> o.
I. 36 1.24 1.15
1.07 1.11 o. 88
o. 85 o. 94 0, BB
0.84
0.95

I. 25
1.20
1.46
1.53
!.53
1.81
1.81
1.67

1.41
1.41
!. 30
1.22
1.18
1.32
!. 22
1.09

1.45
!. 36
1. 27
1.32
I. 25
1.22
1.15
0.96

1. 35
1.36
!. 22
1.20
1.17
1.16
1.00
1.00

I. 48
1.33
1. 32
1.27
!. 20
1.14
1.10
0.87

!.55
1.47
1.37
1.33
1.29
1.22
1.05
0,98

1.66
1.57
l. 55
l. 44
I. 33
1.17
1.13
1.04

1.65
1.57
1. 54
!.50
1.35
1.31
!. 24
1.19

1.66
1.55
I. 50
1.39
1.33
1.27
1.28
1.22

!. 73
1.61
!.51
1.45
1.36
1.32
1. 24
!. 21

1.72
1.54
1.51
1.41
1.35
!. 28
!. 30
1.32

!. 70
!.56
1.46
1.46
1, 38
1.29
1.15
1.14

1. 78
1.67
1.59
1.49
1.38
1.30
1.21
1.16

std

I. 75
1.65
1.55
1.51
1.46
1.38
1.35

1.69 1.74 !.54 0.04
1.56 1.65 1.43 0.05
1.51 1.55 1.36 0.05
1.44 1.48 1.37 0.04
1.38 1.39 1.31 0.03
1.30 1.35 1.30 0.04
1.15 1.20 1.22 0.04
1.24 1.09 1.20 1.15 0.04

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

1.34 Oat
averaged 1.01 1.10 0.97 1.53 !. 27 1. 25 1.18 1. 21 I. 28 I. 36 1.42 1.40 1.43 1.43 1.39 1.45 1.49 1.39 l.H !. 32 OaT
over
0,09 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.05 o. 06 o. 05 0.06 0.07 0.05 o. 07 0.07
Thresholds
nx std
Overall averaged estilated fractal diunsion ----------> 1.31 0.02
__________1_______________________________________________________________________

----
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estimate the fractal di•ension throughout. the
temporal evolution of a storm event.
Accordingly, the estimated D averaged over the
nineteen maps of the event at the lowest
threshold of intensity was 1. 54 ± 0. 04, which
practically
equals
the
perimeter-area
estimate. The estimates of D obtained at each
time step, i.e. for each HRM, generally show a
weak non-conservative behaviour of the fractal
dimension; this effect is particularly strong
in the early stage of the storm.
Such a
behaviour could be intrinsically explained by
th'i' transient, which can be associated with
the turbulent motion, as it has already
hypothesized in other studies.
Nonconservative estimates of D have been found
also for the thresholded field, decreasing the
values of the fractal dimension with
increasing the threshold of intensity. This
has been detected both from the perimeter-area
method and from the box-counting one.
Also
this behaviour can be explained in terms of
turbulent motion theory.
Infact, the larger
rain areas corresponding to lower thresholds
of rainfall intensity are predominantly
governed by horizontal motion, that has been
recognized according to turbulence theory to
be characterized by D- 5/3, a value which is
close to the estimated ones.
The smaller
areas corresponding to higher thresholds
(cores of intense precipitation) are predominantly influenced by vertical motion, that
has been recognized from turbulence theory to
have D - 4/3, which is again close to the
presented estimates.
All of the presented results seem therefore
to confirm that rainfall exihibits
a
mul tifractal nature in all of its dynamics.
Further research and further experimental
analysis is however needed for deeper

understanding of the implications that selfsimilarity and fractal properties could play
in rainfall modelling, 'and how far fractal
models coupled with turbulence theory could
reproduce the actual process of precipitation.
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ABSTRACT
In order to produce quantitative estimates of rainfall intensity, analogue radar return signals are converted to a
digital form by signal quantisation. In the U.K. quantisation takes place across 208 (high intensity resolution,
eight-bit data) or 8 (low intensity resolution, three-bit data) intensity levels. A case study is used to introduce
the concept of operation utilisation of three-bit data. The results of investigations by the authors into
assignment procedures indicate that a logarithmically based scheme produces three-bit rainfall estimates that do
not differ significantly from the fundamental eight-bit data, still further improvements resulting from the use of
a probability based method. Accuracy of the three-bit rainfall data is intrinsically linked to the quantisation
scheme used to slice the fundamental data: this paper proposes an adaptive slicing scheme as a means of
significantly improving the information per bit ratio of the three-bit data.

INTRODUCTION
The spatial and temporal resolutions of hydrometric data, and the models which use them have been the subject
of thorough and continuing research and discussion. Intrinsically linked, easily overlooked though no less
important is the influence of intensity resolution on the quantitative representation of rainfall and the
performance of flood forecasting models. The U.K. Meteorological Office uses two quantisation methods to
convert the analogue radar return signals to a discrete form so that discrete quantitative weather radar data fall
into two intensity resolution groups: eight-bit data whereby rainfall intensity is represented across 208
intensity ranges (often referred to as 'quantitative' data), and three-bit data whereby the representation is across 8
intensity ranges ('qualitative' data). Detailed research by the authors has shown that three-bit radar rainfall
estimates can be successfully used for flood forecasting in rural catchments and urban runoff simulation with
negligible loss (and often an improvement) in forecast/simulation accuracy. This is illustrated with a brief case
study. The properties and characteristics of eight and three-bit rainfall time series are investigated in by an in
depth analysis of synthetically derived rainfall sequences. The results show

CASE STUDY:

UTILISATION OF THREE-BIT RADAR RAINFALL ESTIMATES

The utilisation of low intensity resolution radar rainfall data for rural flood forecasting and urban runoff
simulation has been demonstrated (Cluckie, Tilford and Shepherd 1989), and the following case study briefly
illustrates the use of three-bit data for flood forecasting in a small rural catchment in eastern England.
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• The simple linear transfer function model (Owens, 1987: Harpin 1984: Powell, 1986: Cluckie and Tilford,
1989) provides forecasts based on recent and previously observed rainfall and flow values. The lumped model
transforms an input of spatially and temporally integrated rainfall depths to runoff using current and past
rainfall and flow values. Real-time updating (via a rainfall correction factor) facilitates the input of total
rainfall, the percentage runoff represented by the model changing with time. The basic model structure is shown
in eq. 1.
·

(eq. 1)
• The small rural catchment of Willow Brook in eastern England is used to demonstrate flood forecasting using
three-bit and eight-bit radar rainfalUnput data. The Brook is gauged by a standing wave flume 85km from a
weather radar located north of London (Chenies): the catchment area is 90sq km.
• Quantitative three-bit rainfall values are determined from subcatchment averaged eight-bit rainfall data using
(for reasons discussed in the following section) a logarithmic assignment procedure: three-bit assigned values
corresponding to the logarithmic mean of the upper and lower slice levels in which the eight-bit value falls (see
also figure 2).

(eq. 2)
where:
Ri = three-bit rainfall intensity assigned from eight-bit data (mm/hr).
= bounds of intensity ranges used to slice eight-bit data (mm/hr).
• The accuracy of forecasts derived using inputs of eight and three-bit rainfall data can be judged comparatively
from table 1 (root mean square error of two, four six and eight hour-ahead forecasts) and figure I (simulation
hydrographs): in both cases perfect foresight of rainfall is assumed. For the three selected verification events the
difference in forecast accuracy is negligible and for each, forecast accuracy is marginally improved. Similar
results have been observed for a large number of flood events in catchments in north-west England (filford,
1987: Cluckie, Yu and Tilford, 1989).

TABLE 1: Forecast (root mean square) Error of Two. Four and Six and Eight Hour-Ahead Forecasts
Event Date

2hours
8-bit
3-bit

4hours
8-bit
3-bit

6hours
8-bit
3-bit

8hours
8-bit
3-bit

0.104
0.153

0.241
0.436

0.364
0.747

0.436
1.042

------------------------------------------------------------0.093 0.091
0.260 0.256
0.448 0.442
0.627 0.620

06-06-85
08-10-87
14-10-87

0.095
0.151

0.219
0.430

0.338
0.738

0.426
1.032

A comparison of models calibrated from eight-bit and three-bit calibration rainfall sequences reveals negligible
difference in model properties in both the temporal domain (model impulse responses, steady state gain) and
frequency domain (model frequency response). This suggests that the mathematical structure of the models and
consequently the manner in which they transform an input signal to output are essentially identical despite
being derived from rainfall data of significantly different intensity resolutions.
The power spectra of typical event rainfall time series data (see eq's 3 and 4) show a decrease in variance with
increasing frequency: this is the same as the frequency response of a transfer function model which is
essentially a low pass filter with a narrow bandwidth. Rainfall runoff models which utilise a mathematical
reconvolution to simulate runoff have frequency responses similar to that described above and therefore have
similar data information requirements i.e. the low frequency 'process describing' information which is preserved
despite intensity resolution degradation. The power spectra of eight and three-bit rainfall data do not differ
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greatly.
The power spectrum (spectral density function) of a stochastic process is given by the continuous function:

f(co) = (27tf

1

[c.+ f
2

C 1 cos cot]

1=1

(eq. 3)

though in practice an alternative method is used to estimate spectra from sampled data (involving taking
Fourier transforms of truncated sample autocovariance function and using a weighting procedure to smooth the
sample spectrum).

f(ro)

=..!... [w• C1 + 2
21t

f

1=1

wC
1

1 cos

rol]

(eq.4)

where:
wi = set of weights: the lag window.
i = number of data.
m. = window truncation point.

SIGNAL ANALYSIS OF SYNTHETIC RAINFALL DATA
To facilitate analysis of the quantisation process and the errors it introduces, normally distributed synthetic
rainfall data were generated. By varying the value of the variance 0' in eq's 5 and 6 synthetically generated
rainfall sequences with different intensity distributions can be generated (rainfall rate increasing with increasing
0').

The ordinary normal distribution density is given by:
f(x) =

2

r-

e

-~
2cJ2

G'i 2K

where:
- oo<x<oo

m

(eq. 5)

<DO and - oo<J.t<oo

Since rainfall cannot be negative a modifying qualification is introduced i.e. x (the rainfall variable) be
distributed from [O,oo]. Hence, the modified normal distribution is given by:
l!z

f(x)

2
= ,--e -'Jtil

O'"i27t

(eq.6)

where:
~x<oo

and 0'>0

Figure 3 shows a synthetically derived rainfall sequence ij.L=o,o-=2) quantised at eight (figure 3a) and three-bit
(figure 3b) levels using the scheme adopted by the Meteorological Office and a mean-based allocation scheme
(figure 2). Even at this low variance level (rainfall intensities tending to be less than 8mm/hr), the nonrandomness of the quantisation (intensity degradation) errors (figure 3c) is apparent, a feature that becomes more
obvious as the rainfall variance increases. Bias in the quantisation error suggests that the mean-based three-bit
assignment scheme is sub-optimal since an optimal scheme would have randomly distributed quantisation
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errors.
A feature of the slicing framework described when coupled with the mean-based allocation scheme is the
tendency of the three-bit data to be higher than the corresponding eight-bit data often resulting in significant
differences in eight and three-bit cumulative depths especially as the signal variance increases (figure 4a). In
addition the quantisation error power (figure 4b and eq. 6) also increases with increasing signal variance whilst
with the signal to noise ratio, SNR (figure 4c and eq. 7) falls.
n
I~

Power = - £.J (x1
n 1"1

•

2

x)

(eq. 7)

s

SNR=~
Epower

(eq.8)

where:
spower

Epower

=
=

signal power
error power

Such systematic errors in rainfall depths are intolerable when conceptual or physically-based models employing
a mass balance/water budgeting approach are being used for flood forecasting. Thus, alternative· methods of
assigning three-bit rainfall intensities were investigated (e.g. harmonic, logarithmic etc; see Tilford, 1989). Of
these, an allocation scheme based on the logarithmic mean as used in the case study consistently gave the best
results (smallest quantisation errors) when used with actual observed rainfall data (cumulative depth typically
differing by less than 5%, see Cluckie, Tilford and Shepherd, 1989), and also synthetic data synthesised with a
Monte-Carlo generation process for a range of rainfall intensity distributions (Wessex Radar Information
Project, 1989).
The following comparison of different quantisation bit levels (from two to eight-bits) is based on slicing
schemes optimised for each bit level by maximumising the entropy of each. Normally distributed noise is
generated by application of eq. 5. Quantisation error tends to a small positive value as the number of levels the
original data are quantised across (quantisation bit level) increases, the SNR correspondingly tending to a large
finite value: (for perfect original data the respective signals tend to zero and infmity) (figure Sa). As noise
contamination of the signal increases the finite value to which the SNR tends falls (figure Sb).

ADAPTIVE SLICING SCHEME
Though intrinsically linked the schemes used for data slicing and quantitative data assignment should be viewed
as separate procedures. For a given slicing framework the assignment scheme can be optimised for average
circumstance though it is not possible to determine any one scheme which will be optimal for all rainfall
events. Future progress will be dependent on the formulation of an adaptive slicing frame which can expand and
contract according to the maximum rainfall intensity present in the radar frame. In this way full use can be
made of all the available quantisation bits overcoming the waste of unused levels.

CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

The use radar rainfall data quantised across just eight intensity levels (low intensity resolution, three-bit rainfall
data) for flood forecasting has been illustrated with a case study. Utility of such data is not limited to flood
forecasting in rural areas (a preliminary study has indicated that three-bit data can be used for simulating urban
runoff), and probably not to the transfer function rainfall runoff model described: further work may help clarify
the latter.
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The reduction in the number of bits reduces the intensity resolution but not integrity of the rainfall data, and
though conversion of eight-bit data to a three-bit representation by application of the logarithmic assignment
technique may produce differences in the respective rainfall profiles, the differences between the cumulative
rainfall depths derived from each are small.
Quantisation accuracy is a non-linear process and for inherently noisy rainfall radar rainfall estimates the use of
a high quantisation bit levels is not worthwhile, since not only will cost increase but quantisation error and
SNR will not necessarily be improved. Ultimately the decision is a subjective one which will be based upon a
consideration of financial budgets and expected applications. It may be that we are preoccupied with the
'accuracy' of the data we use (itself a contentious issue for rainfall data given the difficulty of defining 'groundtruth'). Hydrological data are extensively sampled and filtered both at a physical level (catchment processes act
as a low pass filter transforming high frequency rainfall to low frequency runoff) and a monitoring level (spatial
and temporal data sampling).
The implications for operational utilisation of radar data are significant. Preoccupation with data precision has
been at the expense of an appreciation of data information content. It is probable that for a great many
applications, rainfall data with a much lower intensity resolution than we are used to or indeed feel comfortable
with may be adequate. Potentially this may result in significant cost reductions not only in the direct cost of
the data, but also with respect to transmission, processing and archiving.
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Figure Se: Signal/Noise Ratio for Quantised Data
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Tropical Rain Measurement Mission (Goldhirsh,
1988), For ground based dual-wavelength radar,
Fujita et al. (1986) proposed new computing
schemes, and carried out some comparison with
the rain rate measured on the ground. However,
seldom research is found in Japan that carried
out the detailed valuation of operational ground
based dual-wavelength radar measurement.

1. INTRODUCTION
The ministry of Construction of Japan has
the rain observing radar network system covering
the country, apart from the weather
radar
network system managed by the Meteorological
Agency. Although the information from the system
is offered to municipal governments and is
proved
to be very efficient for
disaster
prevention at the moment, the improvement of the
accuracy of radar observed rain rate is desired.
For that purpose, the Public Works Research
Institute of the Ministry of Construction (
P.W.R.I. ) is now developing a dual polarization
radar system (Yoshino et al., 1989).

In July 1988, the rainy season in Japan,
a
cooperative meteorological observation program
was carried out in Kyuushuu district, southern
part of Japan.
P.W.R.I. attended the program
with its dual-polarization Doppler radar (C band
radar) and ground rain measuring equipments. The
Meteorological Research Institute also attended
the program with its Doppler radar (X band
radar). The two institutes made simultaneous
measurements of rain with their radars. Other
than the main purpose of the mission - analysis
of meso- (3 and meso- a-scale disturbance - each
institute
had its own purposes for
these
measurements.
To
check
the
rain-caused
attenuation was among the purposes of P.W.R.I .•

In this paper, the result of simultaneous
observation by two radars with different wave
length is examined, which might give
some
information about another multi-parameter radar
system, dual-wavelength radar.
Eccles (1979) showed that precipitation
rate computed from attenuation obtained by dualwavelength radar measurement is more accurate
than that computed from the radar reflectivity
factor
Z alone. Recently many
researchers
including Japanese are interested in spaceborne
dual-wavelength radar for the planned
NASA

2.0BSERVATION AREA AND EQUIPMENT
The
!Skm
x 12km objective
area
of
observation is shown in fig.!.
The area is in a
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flat delta with a height near sea level. Twenty
rain gauge stations were set in the area (shown
by small circles and station No's in fig.1).
Each station was equipped with O.Smm tipping(black
bucket
rain gauge. Three
stations
circles) were equipped with disdrometers, too.

data were chosen so that the starting times of
the scan at these elevations should not differ
by more than 1 minute. The starting
time
difference of most data sets are less than 30
seconds. The number of data sets thus chosen is
28.

Two radars were set outside of the area, C
band radar about Skm east of the area,· and X
band radar about 13km south of the area. The
characteristics of the two radars are shown in
table 1.

Averaged radar reflectivity factor within 1
km from the point of interest is used, for the
sizes
of the meshes of both
radars
are
considerably different from each other.

Joint measurements were executed several
times during the mission. Usable data were
obtained on the 12th and 15th of July. Maximum
one hour precipitations observed in these terms
were 24mm (at the station No.20) and B2mm (at
the station No.6), respectively.
Each O.Smm tipping-bucket rain gauge is
connected to a electronic recorder which stores
the count every one minute. The disdrometer
stores the counts of drops classified into 20
ranks every one minute.
C band radar gives the reflectivity factors
of meshes of (360/256)degree x O.Skm, while the
size of X band radar mesh is 1degree x 0.25km.
Two radars were operated in Doppler mode,
in which they rotate at the rate of 1 rpm
approximately.
Nine elevation
angles
were
scanned in one set of observation, which means
that a certain volume is scanned only once in
about 10 minutes. This is not a very good
condition to measure rain rates.
3.DATA PROCESSING
For C band radar, calibration factor F was
decided by comparing rain gauge data with the
radar data of the mesh just above the station on
one hour basis. The procedure is as follows.
First, radar data are classified according to
rain gauge data which consist of
discrete
values. The mean value of radar reflectivity
factors in each class (radar-Z) is calculated.
Virtual
reflectivity factor
(ground-Z)
is
calculated from corresponding rain rate observed
by rain gauge on the ground using
(1)

relation, where Z is the reflectivity factor, R
is the rain rate, and the parameters B and ~ are
fixed
as standard ones i.e. 200 and
1...6
respectively. The decibel value of radar-Z. is
plotted versus that o·f ground-Z as shown in
fig.2,
where a dot represents each
radar
reflectivity value and a small square represents
the average radar-Z value in the ·class. The
regression line with the gradient 1 is drawn to
derive the factor F. If the gradient of the
regression line is not fixed to 1, which gives a
better fitting, t9 value different from 1.6 will
be obtained. Mentioned above is the
usual·
routine to decide F value in P.W.R.I..
All the
available data during the whole mission were
employed to decide F. "C band radar rain rate"
Re
is calculated using relation (1)
with
standard parameters.
Calibration of X band radar is done by the
signal generator to decide radar constant C.
F value of X band radar is fixed to 1.
The elevation angles used here are 4.1
degrees and 4.7 degrees respectively for C band
and X band radars, which are the lowest angles
with negligible ground clatter. Sets of radar

To make "ground rain rate" Rg, the counts
of 0.5 mm tipping-bucket rain gauge are summed
up for 3 minutes after the moment of observation
of C band radar, the radar beam height being
taken into account. This makes the minimum step
of Re 10 mm/h.
Disdrometer data are treated in a little
bit finer way, that is, to decide the averaging
duration, rain drop velocity was assumed as 5
m/s and the beam diameter and height were
considered at each point. Rain rates derived
from
disdrometer
data
show
pretty
good
coincidence with those from the rain gauge data
of the same station.

Table 1.

Radar Characteristics

c
frequency
peak power
pulse width
PRF
antenna diameter
<parabola)
beam width

X band

band

5280
75
0.5
1120
2.0
1.8

pps
m

9810
50
1.0
2000
2.0

pps
m

0

1. 07

°

MHz
kW
}J-S

MHz
kW
)1-S

60
111
'0

so
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I
1-1
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40
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Fig.2

Radar-Z verses ground-Z
for c band radar calibration
A dot represents each radar-Z
while a square represents the
averaged radar-Z value in a class.
The number of samples is 697.
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If the scattering properties of C and X
band waves are assumed to be the same, and if
the non-attenuating characteristic of C band
wave
is
assumed,
the
rain
attenuation
coefficient k of X band wave is calculated by
the following equation for dual-wavelength radar
(Atlas, 1954):

k

5
.tl

r

log

Pc(r+ Llr)/ Pc(r)}
----{ Px(r+Ar)
Px(r)

factor in dB that is calculated from
the
received X band echo power without paying any
attention to rain-caused attenuation. If Z is
independent of the direction of the beam coming,
X band and C band radars may be placed at
different sites, synchronism of
measurement
being put aside. In such a case, distance r
obviously means that from X band radar site.
"AT
rain rate" RAT is calculated
by
following equation:
(3)

where P is the received echo power; suffix shows
the band; value in the parentheses is the
distance from the radar site. This expression is
rewritten as follows:
k =

2 ~r{<

ZdBC(r+Ar)-Z'dBX(r+Ar)
-( ZdBC(r)-Z'dBX(r)

>}

<2 )

where ZdBC is the reflectivity factor in dB, and
Z'dB is the "apparent" X band radar reflectivity

A and d. are parameters whose values
are
proposed by many researchers. Here, MuellerJones values, ~ =1 and A=0.018 dB/(km•mm/h) are
employed (Battan, 1973). At a point where the
gradient is negative, AT rain rate is set to 0.
Negative value of the gradient might be observed
by the presence of hail (Eccles et al., 1973).
However in the present case, there is little
possibility about it, i.e. all the negative
values are considered due to errors.

where

4. RAIN RATE COMPARISON AND RESULTS

10

Fig.3 shows the comparison of C band radar
rain rate Re versus ground rain rate Rg. In this
figure, radar rain rates correspondig to 10 or
20 mm/h ground rain rate are shown by mean value
and standard deviation. For greater ground rain
rates, each radar rain rate is plotted.

0
0

0

a0

8
0

100
ground rain rate !mm/h)
Fig.3

Radar rain rate <Re)
versus ground rain rate

(Rg)

For R • 10, 20 mm/h, Re is shown
by megn and standard deviation.
Points a and b correspond to the
points of the same names in fig.4.

Fig.4

The correlation between two kinds of rain
rate is not good. Many low radar rain rates are
seen at higher ground rain rates. Some possible
causes .are presumed. For example, radar data
sampling time for a target area.is too small to
get stable echo power; the space and time in
which radar rain rate is calculated may not
correspond well to those for ground rain rate;
the radar calibration method may not be adequate
for this case, etc.
Two possible causes are checked
here.
First, to see the effect of rain drop size
distribution (DSD) on Z, disdrometer data are
·examined. There are only two disdrometer data
sets that meet a condition that the ground rain
rate is greater than 30 mm/h. At least in these
cases, DSD causes the smaller Z values, i.e.
smaller radar rain rates. However, the number of
examples is too small to say anything sensible.
Rain-caused attenuation of C band wave is
also examined. Fig.4 is a radar rain rate
contour map, where points "a" and "b" correspond
to the points with the same name in fig.3.
Integrated (rain rate) x (path length) value

c band radar rain rate contour
Points a and b correspond to the points of the same names in fig.3.
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from C band radar site to each point amount.s
about 300 km•mm/h. If one-way rain attenuation
coefficient of 0.0033 dB/(km•mm/h) of MuellerJones is employed (Battan, 1973), the value
yields 2 dB attenuation of the wave during the
round trip. If the drawn radar rain rates along
the path are lower than the "true" rain rates,
the attenuation should be greate·r. So in the
case like a or b, rain attenuation can explain
certain part of disagreement between ground and
radar rain rates in fig.3.

A
lot of severe conditions for
this
attenuation method are counted up:
The times of observation of the same area by
both radars are different from each other by'
tens of seconds.
The measurement volumes of both radars are
considerably different from each other in scale
and in height.(depend on location),
Rain-caused attenuation of C band radar is not
considered, although it may not be negligible in
certain heavy rain cases as mentioned above.

Fig.S shows AT rain rate RAT versus ground
rain rate Rg in a similar way to fig.3. The
correlation 1s not good at all. The standard
deviations of AT rain rates in the region of low
ground rain rates are extremely great. This
characteristic of attenuation method is commonly
this
known (Meneghini et al., 1986). Except
region, the level of coincidence in fig.S is
comparable to that in fig.3.

These
difficulties
being
taken
into
account, obtained result seems meaningful if not
satisfactory.

0

5. CONCLUSIONS

The data from a cooperative observation of
rain by a X band radar and a C band radar w.ere
analyzed. Rain rates obtained by adapting usual
B- /~ method to C band radar data, .rain rates
calculated from attenuation coefficient of X
band wave using dual-wavelength technique, and
rain rates observed on the ground were c.ompared.
These
rain rates did not
show
good
agreement.
C
band radar
wave
might
be
significantly attenuated by rain .under .certain
heavy rain conditions. Z-R relation's dependence
on DSD was recognized. Attenuation method or
dual-wavelength
method
seems
t·o
have
possibilities in the region where both echo
powers are not too small.
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I

Introduction

Rainfall is one of the most significant
meteorological and hydrological parameters with
implications also for vegetation and crop
growth,
water
resource
management,
the
deposition of atmospheric pollution, industry,
commerce, and recreation,
However, it is
notoriously difficult to monitor, because of its
very high spatial and temporal variability.
During the last two decades increasing efforts
have been made to improve global rainfall
monitoring through the use of satellite image
analysis techniques, particularly in attempts to
exploit the excellent spatial attributes of
satellite image data in support of radar and
point measurement (raingauge) observations of
rainfall to provide better assessments than
could be generated on the basis of any one type
of data alone, (See Atlas & Thiele, 1981;
Barrett & ~~rtin 1981}.
It is the combined experience, and growing
realisation,
of
the
satellite
rainfall
monitoring community as a whole that no one
satellite technique is well-suited to all
climatic regions, applications, or operational
environments.
However,
through different
algorithms each section of the user community
can be offered a very flexible set of options
from which to choose the methods and processing
systems best suited to its particular needs. In
the present context, attention will be paid
particularly to the monitoring of rainfall for
weather
forecasting,
climate
monitoring,
hydrological
monitoring,
and
environmental
management, using not only visible and infrared,
but also passive microwave image data,
II

and the scan angles of the sensor systems.
Sensors from which passive microwave data of
proven value in rainfall monitoring have been
obtained are listed by Bailey et al,, 1986.
With the above problems and opportunities in
mind,
it
is
clear
that
multi-technique
(hierarchical) approaches are necessary if all
end-user needs for satellite-derived rainfall
data are to be satisfied,
III Physical Problems of Satellite Rainfall
Monitoring
Satellite rainfall research over the last
twenty years has led to the development of many
different techniques based on visible and/or
infrared data (see D'Souza & Barrett, 1988),
because work with these channels is confronted
by a number of common problems.
The most
important of these may be summarised as
follows:1)

Convective rainfall is generally more
amenable to assessement by visible and/ or
infrared
techniques
than
stratiform
rainfall.

2)

Thick middle to upper level cirrus causes
problems particularly for objective visible
and/or infrared techniques,

3)

Particularly in coastal regions, rain may
fall from clouds with relatively warm tops,
presenting
problems
for
infrared-only
techniques.

4)

Extreme meteorological conditions may prompt
very
high
intensity
rain
events
in
restricted localities,

5)

Clouds with similar appearances but located
over different types of terrain may have
quite different associated rain rates.

6)

Clouds
with
similar
appearances
but
associated with different types of weather
systems may precipitate quite differently
from one another,

Practical Problems of Satellite Rainfall
Monitoring

Meteorological satellites can be classified,
in two groups on the basis of their altitudes
and
orbital
configurations,
namely
the
geostationary
satellites
(GEOS),
the
low-altitude Earth arbiters (LEOS). The former
have the advantage of being able to view the
same area on Earth very frequently.
Commonly
visible and infrared analyses of geostationary
satellite data are based on hourly imagery,
though
for
severe
local
storm
studies
half-hourly or even ten minute interval data may
be used,
Unfortunately, no geostationary
satellite has yet been equipped with passive
microwave imagers, nor are there current plans
for any to be so. The low Earth arbiters carry
the relative disadvantage of being able to view
individual areas of the globe much less
frequently, the precise length of the repeat
cycle being governed by the satellite altitude

Although some visible/infrared techniques
are very simple, others are extremely complex
Much
and very demanding in machine time.
ingenuity has been shown in their design, and it
would seem reasonable to suggest that all the
obvious uses of satellite imagery for these
purposes have now been identified and tested
out, As a consequence, increasing attention has
been paid recently to the possibility that
passive microwave data might be either better
than, or a useful supplement to, visible and/or

- 426 infrared data for satellite-improved rainfall
monitoring, However, physical problems are also
encountered when these data are analysed, not
least because of the differing responses of
land,
sea,
and hydrometeors at different
frequencies
within
the
relevant
passive
microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum
(19-90 GHz), (See NASA, 1987). Some expressions
of these problems are as follows:
1)

Rain areas generally show low polarizations,
but high or low brightness temperatures
depending upon the microwave frequencies
investigated.

2)

Sea areas show low brightness temperatures,
but high polarizations.

3)

Land areas in the tropics show
brightness
temperatures
and
polarizations (unless wet).

4)

Land areas in higher latitudes show low
brightness
temperatures
and
low
polarizations.

high
low

Not surprisingly therefore, it is a current
challenge of no small interest and importance to
try to develop a single microwave technique
which might perform well across a wide range of
different circumstances and, if possible, to all
regions of the globe.
If experience with the
visible and infrared is any guide, achieving
such a single microwave technique may prove to
be a very considerable challenge, and already
(see Barrett, 1988) there are several families
of techniques from which to choose,
IV

rainfall.
ii) Polarization Algorithms exploit radiation of
a single frequency, but through consideration of
its horizontal and vertical polarization.
By
using a proportion of each polarization the
background characteristics can be subdued,
leaving atmospheric attenuation as the major
feature in the signal,
This approach may be
used over both land and water; however, the
choice of a rain/no-rain threshold is relatively
subjective.
For general purposes a combination of the
above techniques is desirable, Our present
strategy is to use a frequency algorithm for
over-land rainfall, but also to establish the
rain/no-rain
threshold
for
a polarization
algorithm over land, before extending this
relationship to the polarization algorithms for
over-water rainfall.
The passive microwave data for a number of
case studies has been collected by the RSU for,
the period from 16th to 23rd August 1989 from
the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) on
board the DMSP Block 5D-2 satellite. Its launch
in June 1978 provided data at four frequencies,
three of which are dual-polarized,
The
resolution at the highest frequency (85,5 GHz)
is four times that of the highest resolution of
the
previous
passive
microwave
imaging
instrument (the Scanning Multichannel Microwave
Radiometer on Nimbus-7). With the increase in
resolution has come an increase in the signalto-noise ratio, pro-riding a more accurate data
stream accurate to -1,5°K, plus improved global
and temporal coverage.

The Promise of Passive Microwave Algorithms

Recent
results
from
combined
passive
microwave/radar/rainfall studies over parts of
the British Isles and neighbouring sea areas
suggest that algorithms based on passive
microwave data - although relatively new and
unrefined - are more accurate and reliable than
most,
perhaps
even
all,
visible/infrared
techniques,
At present passive microwave data
supplies are limited by the orbital parameters
of low-orbiting satellites, Despite the limited
number of sensors from which suitable data have
become available, numerous algorithms have been
developed for rainfall retrieval from passive
microwave radiometry (see Table 1), and it is
possible that passive microwave-only techniques
are
already
superior
to
visible/infrared
techniques
for
some
purposes,
e.g.
climatological
and
large-area,
long-term,
hydrological monitoring.
Our own past studies have suggested that
simple Frequency Algorithms and Polarization
Algorithms provide good overall results (Barrett
& Kidd, 1987; Barrett, Kidd & Bailey, 1988):
i) Frequency Algorithms have been developed
using a fundamental property of microwave
radiation: at microwave frequencies most objects
display increasing emissivity with increasing
frequency, excepf for areas of precipitation, or
ice and snow,
Thus, if a high frequency
brightness temperature is subtracted from a low
frequency brightness temperature and the result
is positive, precipitation, ice or snow are
indicated, Since such algorithms rely upon the
difference between frequencies (at the same
absolute temperature) the method is essentially
temperature independent, although their use is
best restricted to land for all rain-rates, and
not over water for all but the heaviest

Collateral data have been obtained for
comparison with the satellite data.
Digital
radar imagery has been obtained from the
FRONTIERS archive, by courtesy of the U.K.
Meteorological Office.
Radar data have been
obtained in the form of both the 15 minute
product closest to the time of the satellite
pass, and the subsequent product 15 minutes
later,
Hourly rain gauge data have been
collected as widely as possible for southern
F.ngland and Wales.
Data from about 300 gauges
have
been
obtained
from
autographic,
telemetering and tipping-bucket type gauges,
All these data sets have been mapped onto
the British National Grid projection using the
bounds and resolution of the pre-mapped radar
data, Since the microwave data has a resolution
of 15 km * 13 km, compared with that of the
radar at 5 km * 5 km, the nine radar grid cells
nearest to the location of the field-of-view of
the SSM/I have been used in the statistical
analyses, Rain-gauge data can only be compared
qualitatively with the radar and 'satellite data
because of the much longer period to which the
rain-gauge data relates.
In
view of
the applicability
of
a
polarization algor! thm for use simulataneously
over land and water, it is our hope that we
might be able to devise and calibrate such a
technique
for
successful
use
in
middle
latitudes, Applying a polarization technique to
the 85.5 GHz data would provide, if required,
rainfall products at the highest possible SSM/I
resolution, approximately 13*15 km.
However,
believing that a combination of frequency and
polarization techniques might be more successful
in the short term, we devised a new strategy to
use a frequency algorithm for over land
rainfall, but also to use this to establish the
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Table 1
Individual Families of Passive Microwave Satellite Rainfall Monitoring Techniques
(From Barrett, 1988).

TYPES OF

BASIC
RELATIONSHIPS

1. Brightness

Temperature

REQUIREMENTS

SPECIAL
COMMENTS

Single frequency,
non-polarized
brightness
temperature data

Low frequency PM
technique for use
over oceans only
for medium/heavy
rain rates; can
identify very heavy
rain over land at
high frequencies.

Brightness
·temperature data at
two frequencies, and
the same single
polarization

2. Frequency

3. Calibrated

As in (2) above

Collateral data
necessary to
evaluate a, b & c;
use as in (2) above.

Single frequency
dual-polarized
brightness
temperature data

Can be used over
water & over land
in 'tropics; local
calibration of
desirable.

Frequency

4. Polarization

Best for over-land
use in middle
latitude; evidences
rain over water
also, if rain is
heavy.

5. Brightness
Temperature/
Polarization

R=a(b*TBH-TBV+c)

Single frequency
polarized brightness
temperature data

Useful over water
for most rain
rates?

6. Frequency/

Combination of
(3) & (4) above

Brightness temperature
data at two frequencies,
and two polarizations
for the higher frequency

Developed for use
over land & over
in middle latitudes.
Applicable to all rain
rates, including very
very light rain?

Polarization

Key:

Factor to equalize microwave responses from land and sea areas
Microwave brightness tempeartures
Vertically-polarized radiances
Horizontally-polarized radiances

13
TB
V, V1, V2
H, H1

rain/no-rain
threshold
for a
polarization
algorithm to be used for monitoring rainfall
over water. The polarization algorithm which we
chose to include in such a strategy was first
described by Grody (1984), and takes the form
of:
PCT = (1 + y )

*

Tbv -y * Tbh .•

Where the PCT is the polarization-corrected
temperature. For 37 GHz, Grody found the value
of
where y =
to be 1.08, and suggested that this should be a
constant.
However, work by Kidd (1988), and
subsequent work by Barrett et al. (1988) has
indicated
that
this
value
varies
both
climatically and seasonally. Similar variations
might be expected at 85.5. GHz, at which

frequency a value for y of 0.66 ha·s been·
theoretically derived by Spencer et al. (1988),
although they also suggested that a figure of
0.818 might be more practical.
Tests with our
data from the British region for August 1977
suggested that, for this region and time of the
year, a value of 0, 64 was necessary to unify
the background emissivities from land and sea
until
visually
and/or
statistically
no
differences in brightness temperatures across
the coasts were discernible.
This value, it
should be noted, is very close to the figure
originally derived theoretically by Spencer et
al. ( 1988).
Once a suitable PCT has been
established for each pixel, a temperature
threshold is necessary to determine whether this
pixel falls in a rain or a no-rain area. The
temperature threshold values selected for this
purpose have also varied. Spencer et al. (1988)
have suggested that rain is identified if the
PCT is less than 255 K.
Our own tests on the
same data set as used above suggested a
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PA = ~72- 1.17*FA.
The r for this equation is 0.91.
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Although Figure
reveals a pleasing
separation
between
the
rain/rain
and
no-rain/no-rain pixels, it also shows a confused
relationship between rain rate and distance
along the regression from the zero rain-rate
point, especially in the mode~ate rain-rate
region from about 2mm per hour and upwards. A
further problem is that the regression of
rain-rate
versus
algorithm
temperature is
biassed, because there are many more low
rain-rate data values than moderate or high
rain-rate values,

G
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Rainfall Rates (mm/hr)

Fig.

Scatterplat
for
outputs
from
a
Polarization Algorithm versus a Frequency
Algorithm for data points within 75 km of
radar stations over southern England. Far
further details, see text. (From Barrett
et al., 1989).

threshold of about 270 ~. However, in the light
of previous experience we might expect this to
vary also according to both climate and season.
It is in the context of this very
problem of the choice of the best
rain/no-rain threshold temperature
related use of a frequency algorithm
least temporarily necessary,

important
possible
that the
seemed at

The advantage of a frequency algorithm
approach is that this is essentially temperature
independent; its disadvantage is that i t can
only be used aver land,
The advantage of a polarization algorithm is
that this may be used aver both land and water;
its disadvantage is that it is temperature
dependent,
Figure 1 shows the result of a plot of
polarization algorithm outputs against frequency
algorithm outputs for all over land data points
within the 210 km FRONTIERS radar range for 16 23 August 1987 over southern Britain. Each data
point is for one 85.5 GHz SSM/I footprint, with
which coincident radar data have been associated
by degrading the 5*5 km FRONTIERS radar pixels
to arrays of 9, and averaging them,
By
projecting a line upwards from the zero point on
the ordinate (line (a)) and calculating the
best-fit regression through the distribution for
points (line (b)), the rain/no-rain boundary of
the polarization algorithm can be identified as
the horizontal (line (c)) that passes through
the point at which lines (a) and (b) intersect.
Statistics
for
microwave
versus
radar
rain/no-rain pixel classification revealed a
satisfying 96% correspondence.
The regression
for the data from 16 - 23 August 1987 is as
follows:

We attempted to reduce these two problems by
categorising the rain-rates, and calculating the
mean algor! thm tempera tu res for each rain-rate
category, Subsequently, the data for each study
were divided into land,
coastal and sea
categories as discussed later.
A total of 18
radar-satellite comparisons,
from different
times on different days through the period from
16 - 22 August 1987, were used to establish the
mean rain-rate radar/ satellite relationships
which were used to generate rain-rate intensity
maps derived from the SSM/I imagery.
It was noted
that the radar/satellite
rain-rate relationships seem to be more stable
in the lower categories than in the higher
categories. This rather unexpected finding may
be explained in part by the relatively small
number of data points which we have so far
obtained in the higher rain-rate categories, but
also perhaps, by physical differences within the
clouds themselves which may be at least partly
responsible for the greater scatter of data
points in the middle to high rain-rate regions
(E. Smith, p.c.), reflecting the .complex and
dynamic microphysical behaviour which is now
thought to be characteristic of clouds in this
region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Applying the principles established above,
analyses have been undertaken for· a number of
days in August 1987, involving the preparation
of rainfall area and intensity maps, the
generation of contingency table statistics, and
further investigations of the radar/satellite
rain-rate relationships in both graphical and
tabular forms,
(Barrett et al., 1989),
For
present purposes it will be necessary to
restrict our treatment of the results to two
contingency tables, one each for overland
(frequency
algorithm),
and
over
water
(polarization algorithm) outputs,
(See Table

2).
From these it will be seen that the
satellite suggests rainfall when radar does not
about twice as often as the reverse.
This may be explained by the radar
increasingly failing to identify rain in a
down-beam direction especially when rain clouds
are low and shallow. On most of those occasions
when the radar suggests rainfall and the
satellite does not the principal cause would
seem likely to be the understimadable failure of
the satellite to resolve small raincells because
of the relatively large passive microwave
footprint
sizes,
These
suggestions are
supported by computer maps of radar, raingauge
and satellite generated rainfall for each
individual instance, maps which confirm the
general success of the satellite in identifying
and quantifying rain areas using the technique
described above.
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Table 2
Contingency Tables for radar/satellite intercomparisons for the polarization algorithm over water plus
coasts (left) and the Frequency Algorithm over land (right) for 16- 23 August 1987. (From Barrett et
al,, 1989),

MICROWAVE

R NR

MICROWAVE

R NR

TOTAL

R 258 141 399
NR 282 6852 7134
TOTAL 540 6993 7533
V

An Hierarchical Approach to Satelliteimproved Rainfall Monitoring

It has been proposed elsewhere (Barrett,
1988) that i t cannot be expected that any one
type of satellite-improved rainfall monitoring
scheme will be suitable for all areas or
situations. Indeed, it seems that, for general
purposes, the use of an hierarchical set of
techniques is absolutely vital. One such set is
summarised in Table 1, This has been compiled
from the suite of techniques developed in the
Remote Sensing Unit of the University of Bristol
with operational applications strongly in mind.
In an operational context, (1) and (2) might be
considered
alternatives,
since
both
are
objective visible/infrared techniques, PERMIT
being a unispectral thresholding technique, and
ADMIT a bispectral thresholding technique, Both
have been designed for automatic application to
substantial areas on climatological time scales
(five days and upwards),
The third technique,
BIAS, is an interactive technique designed for
application
to
shorter
periods
under
circumstances in which objective techniques
might not be expected to perform well, e.g. when
layered clouds are. present, special weather
conditions occur, or when expert intervention is
thought likely to be desirable for any other
reason.
The fourth technique, IFFA, is in
operational use in the US Weather Bureau for the
monitoring and evaluation of severe local
convective storms, i,e, particularly significant
events
characteristically
short-lived
in
duration,
Fifthly and finally, reflecting
recent research findings, Table 3 suggests that
a microwave technique or techniques should be
used either independently for climatological
purposes,
and/or
in
conjunction
with
visible/infrared techniques especially where
conventional data are sparse or absent,
In this arrangement the passive microwave
data
and
methods
have
a
special,
and
increasingly
valuable,
role
to
play
as
c:alibrators of the visible/infrared techniques,
especially in conventional data sparse regions.
Their
value
in
this
context
should
be
under-estimated:
not only are
there many
applications for which a satellite-only method
of rainfall monitoring is highly desirable, but
also there are many areas of the world
(including much of the so-called 'First World')
in which radar or gauge data suitable for
calibration purposes are simply not available,
or are not available quickly enough for the
purposes in hand. Further work is necessary to
produce passive microwave calibrations suitable
for global use.

TOTAL

R
NR

154 78 232
147 2786 29:53
TOTAL 301 2864 3165
VI
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Table 3
---Techniques Suggested for Inclusion in an Operational Hierarchy

ALGORITHM

BASIC RELATIONSHIP

REQUIREMENTS

BASIC OUTPUTS
TEMPORAL
SPATIAL
RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

PRINCIPAL
APPLICABILITY

PERMIT

R=f(CT' CD' SW' Mc)

Background
climate fields
plus full
resolution LEO
or GEO IR
imagery 4, 8,
(16 or 24)
times per day.
SYNOP data as
available

5, 10, or
30 day
aggregated
rain

IR pixel
resolution
or less as
required

Cllmatology,
Hydrology, Crop
Prediction, Pest
Control especially where
rainfall is
convectional,

2.

ADMIT

R=f(CT, CB' CD' SW' Mc)

Background
climate fields
plus full
resolution GEO
VIS & IR
imagery 8 (16
or 24) times
per day. SYNOP
data as
available

(Daily),
5, 10 or
30 day
rainfall
totals

IR pixel
resolution
or less
as required

Climatology,
Hydrology,
Crop prediction,
Pest Control especially where
rainfall is
convectional

3.

BIAS

R=f(Ct' CD' SW' Mc)

Background
climate fields
plus full or
near full
resolution LEO
or GEO IR
imagery 2, 4,
6, or 12 times
per day. SYNOP
data as
available

4, 6, 12
or 24 hour
rain totals

IR pixel
resolution
or less as
required

Meteorology,
Hydrology, and
special event
(hazard)
monitoring especially where
rainfall is not,
or no.t purely,
convectional

4.

IFFA

R=f(CT' CG' MA' Pw)

Locallyt or 1 hour
appropriate
rain totals
& weather-type
related rainfall required
totals look-up
tables, analysed
meteorological
fields, plus full
resolution GEO
IR imagery, 24
or 48 times
per day

IR pixel
Hazard
resolution
Monitoring or less as
especially
associated with
short-duration,
high-intensity
rainfall events

s.

MW

R=f(TB' RP, LSC' SW)

Local
calibration
data plus full
resolution MW
imagery for
selected
frequencies &
polarizations
1 or 2 times
per day.

MW pixel

Key:

Cloud brightness
Cold cloud duration
Cold cloud growth rate
Cloud top temperature
Cloud type
Local surface characteristics
Meteorological amplifier
Morphoclimatic (terrain/climate) weight
Precipitable water
Synoptic weather weight

Once or
twice daily
instantaneous
rain rates

resolution
or less as
required

Potentially
Climatology,
Meteorology,
Crop prediction
Pest Control
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Introduction

It is important in testing numerical models
of the tropical atmosphere to have good estimates
of tropical rain rates against which to compare
model predictions, since a considerable fraction of
the heating of the tropical atmosphere occurs via
latent heat release in precipitating clouds. Because so much of the tropics is ocean-covered,
however, rainfall data are difficult to obtain.
Recently NASA has begun exploring the possibility of orbiting a satellite dedicated to accurate
rainfall measurement in the tropics, the Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM). Simpson
et al. (1988) discuss it in detail.
Many problems of a statistical nature arise
in anticipating the performance of such a satellite
and in developing methods for converting the data
returned by the satellite into useful information
about rain. For example, one of the goals of the
mission is obtaining accurate estimates of
monthly averaged rainfall over areas of order
500 km x 500 km. Because ofits orbit, the satellite
will view such areas only a few times per day, and
monthly averages of its measurements will differ
from true monthly averages due to the satellite's
sampling characteristics even if it could measure
rain rates perfectly. Sampling error in fact tends
to dominate other errors in these averages. Large
errors in individual measurements, if
statistically unbiased, can be surprisingly well
tolerated in obtaining estimates of monthly
averages (Wilheit, 1987; Bell et al., 1989).

km box cantered at latitude 25°N is shown in Fig.
1. Note that the satellite cannot always see the
entire area each time.
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We shall review here some recent studies related to these problems.
Satellite sampling studies

The satellite orbit is expected to have an inclination of 35° and altitude 350 km. The satellite
views a given area sporadically during the day.
An example of overflight times for a 500 km x 500

6

I

18

12
Hour

24

Fig. 1. Viewing times of box for a satellite scanning 54° to left and right of nadir.
We first consider estimates of the sampling
error for monthly averaged rain rate in such a
box. The true monthly averaged rain rate is

R =
A number of studies have been undertaken to
estimate the likely sizes of errors in rain rate
statistics gathered by the satellite during its anticipated three-year life. The sampling error expected for monthly averages of rain rate over 500 km x
500 km boxes has received considerable attention
(Shin and North, 1988; Bell et al., 1989; Seed and
Austin, 1989). The ability of the satellite to detect a
diurnal cycle in the statistics has been explored
(Bell and Reid, 1989). Promising new methods of
estimating rain rates are being rapidly developed,
using statistical techniques (Atlas et al., 1989, for
example) and combined physical/statistical approaches (Kummerow et al., 1989, for example).
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rL
dt ;}

2

d x r(x,t) '

(1)

where T = 1 month, A is the area of the 500 km
box, and r(x, t) is the rain rate at point x in the box
at timet. The sat~llite estimate of the monthly averaged rain rate R is assumed here to be just the
arithmetical average of all the observations within the box available during the month. This estimate can of course be improved by taking advantage of spatial correlations of the rain and by adding information from other satellites and ground
stations. We estimate the sampling error without
such improvements. The r.m.s. error E can be
written as
(2)

where the brackets indicate an average over ·a
large ensemble of climatologically similar
months.
In order to estimate E, rain fields were simulated using a two-dimensional stochastic rain
model whose rain rate distribution and space and
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time correlations were adjusted to agree with
those observed in GATE (Global-AtmosphericResearch-Program Atlantic Tropical Experiment)
radar observations during Phases I and II. The
model is described in detail by Bell (1987) and statistical details are given in Bell et al. (1989).
Monthly averages of many months of simulated
rain rate fields were compared with the satellite
estimates that would have been obtained, and
r.m.s. values of the error were calculated following Eq. (2). It was found that the average sampling error E was less than 10% of the mean rain
rate when the rain field statistics were similar to
those of the GATE data. It will, however, be
necessary to study the sensitivity of E to variations
in rain statistics with geographical location and
season, which will become possible as more data
is collected in preparation for TRMM.
·
Measurement of the diurnal cycle

Because solar heating varies with the time of
day, it is likely that rain rate statistics will depend
on the time of day. Randall (1989) and others have
recently pointed out the interest in comparing
general-circulation-model diurnal cycles with
observed ones. The TRMM satellite will, because
of its orbit (See Fig. 1), be able to view the earth
during a month at almost all hours of the day,
and so may be capable of establishing the characteristics of a diurnal cycle if one is present.
This possibility has been explored recently by Bell
and Reid (1989).
Evidence for a diurnal cycle might be obtained if rain rate data is binned according to the
time of day, the statistics for each hour are computed, and a statistically significant change in the
statistics from hour to hour could be established.
The simplest statistic to examine is just the mean
rain rate. Bell and Reid (1989) considered the
problem of detecting a sinusoidal variation of the
mean, represented as
r(t) = r 0

+ c cosa>t + s sinwt ,

(3)

where r(t) is the area averaged rain rate at time t,
ro is the time-mean rain rate, ro = 21t/(24 h), and
(4)

is the amplitude of the first harmonic. It can be
shown that a least-squares fit of expression (3) to
the rain rate binned and averaged as described
above is equivalent to a least-squares fit of expression (3) to the original time series (without the intermediate step of binning the data according to
hour).
Once an estimate r1 has been obtained, it is
still necessary to establish that it is statistically
significant. If the time series is lonll enough, it
can be shown that the distribution of follows a
chi-squared distribution with two degrees of
freedom; that is,

r;

(5)

r,

with (r~) the expected variance of
under the
null hypothesis of no diurnal cycle. This can be
estimated from the time correlation structure of
the area-averaged rain rate and is described in
Bell and Reid (1989).
The GATE data from Phase I has been analyzed and shows a strong diurnal cycle with

rl "'

ro "'

amplitude
0.22 mm!h relative to
0.49
mm/h. It is significant at the p =0.03 level when
a correlatio~ time of about 8 hours is used to
calculate (1\) in expression (5) (Bell and Reid,
1989). Suppose a month of rain rate data with a
diurnal cycle of this strength were taken by the
TRMM satellite. Would the diurnal cycle be
detectable at a statistically significant level from
such data? Calculations following the ones
described above show that an amplitude half that
found in the GATE Phase I data would be
detectable at the 0.05 level. It therefore appears
that the TRMM satellite will be able to provide
valuable information about the diurnal cycle over
at least some parts of the ocean.
Summary

Many questions remain to be answered concerning the expected performance of the TRMM
satellite and the optimal use of the data it would
provide. They include improved use of ground
based data, development of algorithms capable of
integrating the information from the many sensors and the space-borne radar system, and
eventual incorporation of data from other satellites. The result will be a unique data set for use
in the hydrological, atmospheric and oceanic
sciences.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. RAINFALL ESTIMATES FROM SATELLITE DATA

The use of satellite data for providing
rainfall estimates for hydrological purposes has
several attractions. The satellite data refers
to an area and can easily be integrated over a
catchment
or sub-catchment;
the
data
is
available within minutes of the observations
being made, and the satellite view is not
constrained by national boundaries.
Only radar
offers
similar
advantages
but
rainfall
measurements
by
radar
are
prohibitively
expensive over most of the world. Techniques
for estimating rainfall from satellite data have
been available for some fifteen years; what then·
has
prevented
their
incorporation
into
operational schemes for forecasting streamflow
as an aid to water management?

2.1 General

There are many reviews of the various
methods which may be used to estimate rainfall
using observations from satellites, including
those by Barrett & Martin (1981) and more
recently by Barrett (1989).
These illustrate
various
possibilities
and
describe
the
experiments which have shown their feasibility.
However, for
most
operational
purposes a
technique is required which is automated, has
been tested over several years and which can
provide information instantaneously in a form
which the user needs. Progress towards this end
has been slow for a variety of reasons. Those
parts of the world which most need this type of
information have been least able to pay for the
development and
testing of the appropriate
methods; the equipment to receive and process
the satellite data has been
expensive
to
purchase and operate, and the long term archives
of satellite and surface data needed to develop
and validate techniques have not been easily
accessible.
Since 1981 the
TAMSAT group has been
studying the contribution that· data from the
geostationary satellite Meteosat can make to
water
balance studies for agricultural and
hydrological purposes in Africa. Recently the
advent of low cost equipment for the reception
and processing of the satellite data has opened
the possibility of dedicated systems for use in
individual countries or even in single projects.

This paper describes the methodology which
has been developed for the estimation of daily
rainfall over catchments, the testing of the
technique over some African river basins and a
low cost automated system for implementing the
scheme.

Currently available data from operational
meteorological satellites includes information
on the temperature of the surface below the
satellite and its reflectivity in different
parts
of
the
solar
spectrum.
Further
information on the distribution of water vapour
and temperature within the atmosphere can also
be
obtained.
While
future
operational
satellites will give information on the water
content of clouds we are at present restricted
to deducing rainfall from the temperature and
reflectivity of cloud tops and, as much of the
rainfall occurs at night, the reflectivity is of
limited value.
The principles of most of the current
techniques for estimating rainfall from the
temperature of the cloud tops are to associate
rainfall with cold (high) clouds assuming that
these are the tops of active storms. The rate
of vertical or horizontal growth of clouds or
their minimum temperature can
give further
information on the type
of cloud and its
likelihood of producing
rain:
techniques
incorporating such features are known as the
"life history" methods. However, these have not
yet been developed to the state of g1v1ng
operational,
real
time
products based on
validated calibrations.
Most success has been
gained from analyses of thermal infra-red (TIR)
data to produce statistics on the occurrence of
cloud associated with rainfall over defined
periods.
2.2 Rainfall estimates from cold cloud
stat1stics
The
basic
methodology
of the cold cloud
statistics procedures is simple.
A regular
series of thermal infra-red (TIR) images of an
area
is
received,
pixels
with
apparent
temperatures lower than
some
predetermined
threshold are classified as "cold cloud", and
their
characteristics accumulated over some
period.
The resultant map is converted to a
rainfall estimate, possible with the help of
information from contemporary sources (which may
be other satellite sensors or observations from
the earth's surface). The procedures adopted
and the form of the algorithms are regarded as a
statistical model, which is calibrated through
the
cold
cloud
comparisons
between
characteristics
and
sets
of
conventional
raingauge data. To establish the utility of the
method, it must subsequently be validated by
comparing estimates from some area or period
distinct from that used for the calibration.
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Within this sequence there are many
decisions to be taken and numerical values to be
assigned. These relate to:
the interval between images (slots)
the time averaging period
the space averaging scale
the temperature threshold adopted
the regression model used
the localization of the calibration
the seasonality of the calibration.

2.4 Calibration and validation
Choice of temperature threshold.
The objective is to select a temperature
threshold which will discriminate between clouds
which are producing rainfall
and
inactive
clouds.
This threshold, which can only be
applied to convective cloud, is a function of
the dynamic and physical structure of the storm
which may vary widely.
Fortunately, over the
tropics, these features are usually related to
the region and season. Hence, for short periods
(say one month) and climatologically homogeneous
areas, we may hope to find a suitable threshold.
This is achieved by constructing contingency
tables of surface observed rainfall and the
eo-located cold cloud duration (CCD) for each
climatic zone and month.
This is done at
several thresholds and that g1v1ng the best
discrimination
between
significant
and
non-significant rain is chosen. The definition
of significant depending on the application of
the rainfall estimate. See fig.l.

The optimum choice of the above factors is
complicated by their interdependence and by the
requirements of the user. The rationale behind
the selections made for the Reading rainfall
estimation techniques is described below.
2.3 Space and time considerations
Space and time intervals of satellite data
from Meteosat provide half-hourly TIR data with
a nominal spatial resolution of 5km at the
satellite sub-point.
Studies have shown that
there is little difference between the results
obtained
from
using half-hourly or hourly
satellite
data, Milford
& Dugdale (1989).
However, if a system is to be dedicated to
rainfall estimation there is no disadvantage in
acqu1r1ng and processig half-hourly data and
some compensation is possible for missing poor
quality data. The full spatial resolution data
must be used for calibration and validation
purposes because the spatial variability of
rainfall is high and we wish to compare a
raingauge (point) measurement with the rainfall
estimate for the corresponding satellite pixel.

Figure
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Fig.l(a) Dekad contingency tabl~s for zone 2 in figure 4, using three
temperature thresholds. For -50 C occasions with rain and no cloud are
almost equal in number to those with cloud and no rain. The sum is close
to the minimum. -50°C is therefore used as threshold.
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Fig. l(b) As Table 1 but for discrimination between rainfall amounts above
and below 10mm. A threshold of -60°C is indicated.
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Calibration

70.0

Having chosen a threshold there is still no
information on the rainfall distribution beneath
an individual cloud so one cannot make estimates
of the instantaneous rate of rainfall over a
satellite pixel.
Instead estimates must be
aggregated over a period of time and/or a large
area to reduce the influence of the short
period, small scale variability of rainfall.
The m1n1mum periods over which single pixel
rainfall estimates are useful is probably about
10 days.
However if spatial as ~-.ell as time
aggregation is included daily rainfall estimates
can be made. This is the approach used for
catchment rainfall estimation.
Calibrations may be achieved either in
terms of rrm of rainfall over the catchment per
hour of cold cloud duration or, if a rainfall/
streamflow model is to be used and flowgauge
measurements are available, it may be possible
to use the CCD as a direct input to the model as
a surrogate for rainfall. The CCD calibration
is then included in the total model calibration.
The method used in the testa made by the
University of Reading was to compare the average
of
the daily rainfall measurements over a
catchment to the average CCD over the pixels
corresponding
to
the
raingauges.
The
regressions, made separately for each month
exclude days of zero CCD. This has been applied
to catchments of some tributaries of the river
Senegal (fig.2) and the results are shown in
fig.3.
These are very similar in terms of mm
of rain per hour from cold cloud to the results
of ten-day CCD/rainfall regressions for single
pixels in the same climatic zone. Milford &
Dugdale (1989).

10.0

-50oC RE:GRESSIONS

...o

z.o.a
10.0

CCD (HOURS)

Figure 3 Regressions of rainfall measured
at raingauges against satellite measured
cold cloud duration for sites in and near
the Dakka-Saidou catchment.

A major problem in using raingauge data to
calibrate or validate satellite estimates of
rainfall is the poor repreaentivity of area
rainfall given by raingauge data. This topic is
discussed in Flitcroft et al (1989).
3. TESTS OF SATELLITE RAINFALL ESTIMATES IN
RIVER FLOW MODELLING AND PREDICTION.
The
utility
of
the
satellite based
estimates of daily catchment rainfall was tested
using rainfall/run-off models. The performance
of the model using estimates based on satellite
data as an input was compared to its performance
with raingauge data.
In the Senegal Basin (fig.2) a model based
on that of Pitman (1976) has been used. The
results obtained for the Oualia catchment for
1986 and 1987 are shown in figures 4 and 5. The
model was calibrated using 1986 raingauge data.
These results are quantified in Table 1 where
the results from the model using raingauge data
are compared to those when satellite data is
input. A more detailed account of similar tests
on other tributaries of the river Senegal is
given in Hardy et al (1989), together with
information
on
the
model
used.
These
tributaries of the river Senegal were chosen
because of
the relatively high density of
raingaug2s in
the
catchments, (10 in the
85,000km
Oualia
catchment),
and
the
availability of run-off data.

Figure 2

The catchments of the tributaries
to the River Senegal.

The validation of the calibrations may be
made by repeating the calibration procedure with
an independent data set for subsequent years.
However, because of the sparsity of data sets it
is
probable
that all available data will
initially have to be used to acquire an roequate
set for meaningful analysis. Another validation
technique is to monitor the performance of flow
prediction models
using
satellite rainfall
estimates as inputs and to compare them to the
performance using the best available raingauge
data.

From the table and from figs. 4 and 5 it
can be seen that the simulations produced using
satellite data are as good as those using
raingauge data in 1986 and significantly better
than those produced using raingauge data in
1987.
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Figure 4
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TABLE 1

Efficiency is defined as (Fo 2

RMS and
efficiency
of Pitman model using
satellite rainfall estimates and raingauge data
as input, Oualia catchment.
9

1

being the simulated streamflow and

9 the measured streamflow.
Satellite input

Raingauge input

RMS

54. 14

ss. 25

EFF

0.57

0.55

RMS

29.75

49.02

EFF

0.68

0.14

1986

1987

HMS

- F2 )/Fo 2

in m35 1
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A further development of this technique is
to use CCD data as a
direct input to a
hydrological model. This has been done on four
of the Nile catchments (fig.6).
Figure 7
shows the result of such a modelling exercise on
the Roseires catchment on the Blue Nile. CCD is
used as input to the hydrological model of
Sutcliffe & Green (1986). The period modelled
is July - September 1988, and due to the snall
amount
of
data
available the
model
is
necessarily calibrated over the same period.
Validation must await the availability of the
1989 data.
However the results are encouraging
and again indicate the potential of satellite
estimates of rainfall as inputs to hydrological
models.
CO~D

Figure 6
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Streamflow forecasts at Roseires,
Sudan: day 1 is July 1, 1988.
Solid line is recorded streamrlow, dashed is
modelled flow using average cold cloud
duration over the Blue Nile catchment as
input. Lag between input and the catchment
output at Roseires is up to rour days.
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4. AN OPERATIONAL SATELLITE DATA BASED SYSTEM
FOR CATCHMENT RAINFALL MONITORING.
Bradford University Research Limited have
developed a low cost system for the acquisition
of digital data from Meteosat and in conjunction
with the University of Reading and with support
fr-om the United Kingdom Overseas Developnent
Administration
have
incorporated
several
applications packages including the automated
production of ten-day rainfall estimates at
single pixel resolution and daily cold cloud
durations. One option allows catchments to be
defined and produces daily cold cloud averages
over
these areas.
Subject to rainfall/CCD
calibrations having been determined for the
zone, the CCDs can then be easily converted to
ea tchment rainfall. ( Dugdale et al ( 1989)).
The hardware
The system consists of a reliable, low cost
receiver coupled to well proven micro-computers
A specially developed high performance, low
noise amplifier feeds the signal from a l.Bm
antenna to a receiver which may be up to BOrn
from the antenna. The data stream from the
receiver is fed by coaxial cable in bit serial
form to any number of computers each of which
can be dedicated to a particular application.
The computer selected is an IBM-AT (or
clone with EGA or VGA). Extended memory allows
the capture of areas up to 2500km x 2500km,
adequate for national rather than continental
coverage.

Figure 8

Schernalic

renrescnrarion of

a PDUS/SDUS/DCP syslern

A second channel on each receiver allows
the reception of the ~~teosat SDUS signals which
are used to carry messages
from satellite
monitored surface stations (DCPs) as well as
lower resolution satellite data. Redundancy of
all parts other
than the antenna at each
installation ensures reliability of operation.
Figure 8 shows a schematic illustration of the
data flow while fig.9 shows the sites at which
this hardware is now operational.
The software
A real time capture programme allows the
operator to select the zone and schedule of
images to be collected. For automated rainfall
or cold cloud duration measurements the operator
stipulates
the
temperature
threshold
and
calibration constants at the beginning of each
month. These may vary over the image up to a
maximum of 16 zones.
Software
also
allows the operator to
delineate catchments and the mean daily CCD over
the catchments to be calculated.
Within the programs procedures correct for
missing images or parts thereof.
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6•

Figure 9
Areas currently monitored by
PDUS systems sited in Africa
by ODA/Bradford/Reading
collaboration.

Thanks are due to the
United Kingdom
Overseas Development Administration and to the
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation
who have sponsored most of the work described in
this paper.
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1.

Introduction

In this note we show that it is possible to derive,
under a certain homogeneity assumption, very simple
linear relationships between the area average rain rate and
the area average of any function of rain rate. The type of
function of rain rate and its precise mathematical form are
not important. The function may be highly nonlinear, not
one-to-one, and even quite noisy. As long as the
homogeneity assumption is satisfied, linear relationships
between area averages prevail. The precise nature of the
slope and intercept of each linear relationship can be
identified by recognizing that the probability distribution of
rain rate is of a mixed type containing an atom at zero. The
practical outcome of this fact is that as long as we can
measure consistently a single quantity related to rain rate, it
is possible to infer from it the average rain rate linearly.
This fact can be exploited in connection with the Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

measuring rainfall from space depends critically on the
reliability of the relationship between rain rate and its
covariates.
The above remarks pertain to point measurements.
However, fortunately enough, when it comes to area
averages, an appreciable simplification is possible in the
sense that nonlinear and complicated relationships are
replaced by simple and useful linear ones. To understand
this fundamental fact, it is helpful to examine with care the
sample space of rain rate in space and time.

2.

The Distribution of Rain Rate

Suppose rain rate is observed over a given region A
with area !AI and throughout a specific period [0, T]. Then
each space-time point eo,
eo

=(a, t}, a e

A, t e [0, T]

TRMM is a NASA program designated for the study
of rainfall. The idea is to equip an orbiting satellite with a
precipitation radar and passive microwave radiometers
operating at several frequencies for the purpose of
measuring and collecting rain rate data in the tropics. Such
data are needed for a better understanding of the Earth
system and long range weather prediction. A detailed
account of the TRMM mission and its significance is given
in Simpson (1988) and in Simpson et al. (1988).

is endowed with an instantaneous rain rate measurement.
If we wish to estimate the true total rainfall volume for the
region A in the period [0, T], then the set of all these
endowed eo's constitutes the sample space of interest. Let
X( eo} be the random variable that gives the value of rain
rate associated with eo,

The TRMM initiative leads to an important concept,
that of measuring surface rainfall from satellite
instruments. But at the same time the mission poses new
and challenging problems that are compounded by the
great variability of rain and its capricious nature. In
particular, a serious obstacle is the fact that from space we
can only measure rain rate indirectly from other quantities
whose correspondence to rain rate is quite uncertain and
often not one-to-one. For example, it is well known
(Wilheit, 1986) that the relationship between rain rate and
microwave temperature in the centimeter wavelength
region is not one-to-one. This means that from a given
measurement of microwave temperature it is impossible to
tell whether the corresponding rain rate measurement is
large or small. For regions where rain rate is moderate at
best, this is not a serious problem because we can ignore
the possibility of large rain rate. However, over the
tropics the problem becomes very tangible because rain
rate admits values across a wide range where 100 mm/hr is
not uncommon. The relationship between rain rate and
radar reflectivity is one-to-one but is far from being known
perfectly. These observations point to the fact that

Then X has a mixed distribution because it admits the
value 0 (no rain) with positive probability, say, I - p:

X: A X [0, T] ~ [0, oo)

P(X =0)

= 1- p

But otherwise, that is conditional on rain, X admits values
in a continuum and therefore has a continuous distribution.
Let G(x) denote the distribution function of X. Then G(x)
is of a mixed type that has the general form (Kedem et al.,
1986).
G(x) = (1 - p)H(x} + pF(x)

(1)

where H(x) is a step function defined by
Oifx<O
H(x) = { 1 ifx~O
and F(x) is a continuous distribution function with positive
density f(x} = F(x}, x > 0. In other words, F(x} is the
conditional distribution function of X given that X > 0.
That is, conditional on rain. We refer to F(x), or
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equivalently f(x), as the continuous part of the distribution
of X, and to H(x) as the discrete part. The weight given to
each part is detennined by p, the probability of rain.
Another interpretation of G in ( 1) is that with
probability 1 - p we observe the discrete distribution H,
and with probability p we observe the continuous
distribution F, such that P(X = 0) = 1 - p > 0, ·but for x >
0

1.

E(X) and E[$(X)] are linearly related by the equation
E(X) = ~4I{E[$(X)]- <!l(O))

2.

The slope

~41

From a mathematical as well as practical perspective
it is convenient to generalize our sample space by
assuming that each ro .=(a, t) is in fact endowed with more
than a single instantaneous measurement. For example, ro
can be thought of as being endowed with, in addition to
instantaneous rain rate, instantaneous vertical wind
velocity, instantaneous 6'th order moment of drop size
distribution, a noise measurement, and so on. In this way
we can define many more random variables on the same
sample space. Thus, while X measures rain rate, another
random variable Y could measure brightness temperature
plus noise. Clearly, X and Y have joint distribution whose
marginal distribution with respect to X is of a mixed type.
It should be noted that although we speak of space-time
measurements, our random variables are not taken as
observations from a stochastic process. The stochastic
process point of view can be accommodated easily by a
slight reinterpretation of ro.

linear relationship depends only

on the continuous part of the distribution of X and <!l(O)
and is given by

=pf(x)dx

P(x <X < x + dx)

~$of the

(9)

3.

E[XIX>O]
= E[<!l(X)IX > 0]- <!l(O)

(10)

The slope is independent of the probability of rain p.

4. If <!l(O) = 0 then the linear relationship does not
contain an intercept term.
As illustrations consider the following examples.

Example 1: Moment Relations

2.1.1

Let

<llCX) = xk
Then $(0) = 0 and
E(X) =

l34lE[Xk]

where

l3 =
4l
2.1

The Expected Value of a Function of
Rain Rate

E[XIX >0]
E[Xk!X >0)

depends onfonly.

Let <!l(X) be any function of X. The central idea
expressed in this paper is inherent in the particular form of
E[<jl(X)] as dictated by the mixed distribution of X.
The mean of X is given by
T

E(X) =

Jn. J JX(a, t)dadt
A

J

0

Let 1: > 0 be fixed and defme

00

=

Example 2: Relation to Exceedance
Probabilities

2.1.2
(2)

(3)

xdG(x)

1 ifx>t
cp(x) = { 0 ifx !!> t

0

J
00

(1 - p) · 0 + p

xf(x)dx

(4)

Then $(0) =0 and

0

= pE(XIX >0)

Ef$(X)IX > 0] = P(X > tiX > 0)
(5)

It follows that

More generally, we obtain
E[<!l(X)] = (1 - p)$(0) + pE[$(X)IX > 0]

E(X) = 13l(X > t)

(6)

Observe that when <!l(X) = X, (6) reduces to (5) as it
should. Solving for p in (5) and (6) we obtain two
equations:
E(X)
p = E[XIX>O]

(7)

where
E[XIX >0]

1341

= P(X > tiX > 0)

depends on f only. It is interesting to observe that as a
function oft

1

and

13lt) ''t > 0
p =

E[ <jl(X)] - $(0)
E[$(X)IX > 0]- $(0)

By equating (7) and (8) we have
FACT: Let $(X) be any function of X. Then,

(8)

is a probability density function because
00

J -~41(t)-dt = 1
1

0
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2.1.3 Example 3:

Relation to Noisy
Measurements

Suppose that instead of <j>(X) we can only measure
y = <i>(X)

Regression of the Area Average Rain
Rate

3.

+E

where e is any form of noise. Then E(X) and E(Y) are still
related linearly where the slope of the linear relation is ~cjl·
More precisely we have:

What does the above line of thought really mean?
We argue that if the rain field is homogeneous in a sense to
be made precise shortly, then the above relationships mean
that the area average rain rate can be measured by simple

regression as long as the independent variable is measured
consistently; with or without noise, with or without bias.
Fix t. Let X 1(a) be the random variable that gives the
value of rain rate at a at time t:

E(X) = ~ q. {E(Y)- [E(e) + <j>(O)J)

The significance of this expression will be made clear in
the next section.
2.1.4 Example 4:

Linearizing the
Expected Z-R Relation

The distribution of X 1 is, once again, mixed and is
governed by p1 andfi(x) that play the same role asp and
f(x) for X. Clearly p 1 andfi(x) need not equal p and f(x),
respectively. Therefore, the ratio ~q. corresponding to X 1
depends onfi only and by (10) is given by the equation

The widely used empirical Z-R relationship (Battan,
1973, p. 89)
(11)

where c, b > 0, relates space time point measurements of
rain rate X to radar reflectivity Z. By this empirical
equation the relationship between E(X) and E(Z) is
nonlinear. However, the relationship between the
expected values can be linearized as follows.
First we must relate Z to X. We might assume that
there is a function <j>(X) such that

This is probably less realistic than the models
Z=<j>(X)+e

or
= <!>(X)· e

Z

= <!>(X· e)

E[X 1X >0]
1

1

(17)

= E[<j>(X )1X > 0]- cj>(O)
1

1

We shall assume that ~q. is independent oft, and refer to
this assumption as our homogeneity assumption. The
assumption holds when, for example, ruin rate conditional
on rain is homogeneous in time and space such thatfi =./
uniformly in t. Intuitively, uniformly infi can materialize
when the period of observation is not too long, perhaps
several weeks at most, when physical conditions are
expected to be stationary. Another example is portrayed in
Figure 1 below. The figure shows contour lines of ~q.
surfaces along which ~q. is constant and yet each contour
line corresponds to a changing[ More specifically, the
figure pertains to variations in the mean and variance of R,
with R gamma distributed, that leave ~q. nearly unaffected
from stratiform to convective rain. Thus our homogeneity
assumption that ~q. is independent oft makes good
intuitive as well as good mathematical sense.

z =<!>(X)

z

~q.

or

lOO

and so on, for some noise e. None of these, although very
reasonable, is completely satisfactory. A much better
approach from our point of view is to define ljl(X)
precisely as the expected value of Z given X:

14

80

cj>(X) a E(ZIX)

This can be done because our sample space clearly
accommodates the joint distribution of (X, Z). Now,
cj>(O) = E(ZIX = 0) = 0

(12)

~

60

n:
~

12

~

!!!
E(<j>(X)) = E[E(ZIX)] = E(Z)
E[<j>(X)IX

> 0] = E[E(ZIX)IX > 0]

(13)

(14)

= E(ZIX >0)

20

and so by substitution in (9), (10),
E(X) = ~ E(Z)
cjl

40

(15)

~0
6
E[RlR

where
_ E(XIX >0)
E(ZIX > 0)

~q. -

> 0]

(16)

It is important to note that (15) is exact and that no
empiricism is involved in deriving it as opposed to the
empirical power form ( 11 ).

Fig. 1. Contours of ~q.(4) from example 2 for rain rate
gamma distributed. The dashed line indicates
variations from stratiform to convective rain
observed over the tropical eastern Atlantic Ocean.

10
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Let <X1> and <$(X1)> be the sample averages of X1
and $(X1), respectively, obtained from a random sample
over an instantaneous "snapshot" at time t. We refer to
<X1> and <$(X1)> as (sample) area averages. Then by the
law of large numbers, in some sense, e.g., almost surely
or merely in probability, as the sample size increases

--t E(X1)

(18)

<$(X1) > -7E[$(X 1)]

(19)

<X?

4.

A Real Data Example

The principles outlined above are best illustrated by
application to rain rate data sets that reasonably satisfy our
homogeneity requirement. The homogeneity assumption
is catered to by sampling a large area during a time when
the meteorological dynamics produce similar conditional
rain rate statistics from day to day. Radar rain rates from
GATEl (Patterson et al., 1979 and Hudlow et al., 1979) is
such a data set.

Therefore, for sufficiently large sample (9) implies that for
each t we have the approximation
(20)
where ~q, is by assumption a constant slope. This
motivates the method by which the area average rain rate is
estimated linearly from the area average of any function of
rain rate that can be observed from space. The total rainfall
volume can be obtained by time integration.
If instead of cj>(X) we can only observe a noisy
measurement Y
y =$(X) +E

as in Example 3 above, a similar relation holds provided

In this case, Example 3 implies that
<X1>

=constant + ~q, <Y >
1

(21)

The slope and intercept in these equations can be estimated
by the method of least squares. In fact the method of least
squares, under appropriate conditions, provides estimates
of the standard errors involved. This subject will be taken
elsewhere.

3.1

P(X> t) Versus <X>

4.1

Figure 2 shows the fractional area of rain rates
exceeding 4 mm/hr versus the area averaged rain rate from
1715 radar snapshots during Phase I of GATE. In this
case R has been averaged over an area of about 8 x 104
kfn2. The high correlation (more than 0.90) and slope are
consistent with numerous previous studies of the threshold
method (Doneaud et al., 1984; Chiu, 1988; Rosenfeld et
al., 1989).
To emphasize the idea that temporal variations in the
conditional rain rate statistics do not detract from the
threshold method we present Fig. 3. For each of the 1715
snapshots of Fig. 2 the mean and variance of the rain rate,
where raining, was calculated and plotted in Fig. 3. The
dashed line, a second order polynomial fit to the data
points, is also indicated in Fig. 1. By comparing Figs. 3
and 1 we see that variations from stratiform (low mean and
variance) to convective (high mean and high variance) rain
tend to keep ~q,(4) close to a value of 14 mm/hr, as found
in Fig. 2. Similar ~.p('t) contours are found for log normal
and inverse Gaussian distributions of rain rate when the
threshold is 4 nun/hr (Kedem et al., 1989). While it is not
likely that rain rate is distributed exactly gamma , log
normal or inverse Gaussian, we see evidence that it is not
very much different from these.

The Threshold M.ethod

A useful special case of the one discussed in
Example 2. Here, the area estimate ofP(X1 > 't) is given
by <I(X1 > 't] > where
1 ifX1 >t
I[Xt > t] = {0 otherwise

y

As such, <I[X1 > t] >is the fractional area covered by rain
rate above a fixed threshold 't. By our homogeneity
assumption,
(22)
where ~.p(t) is a constant for each given t. Note that an
intercept term is not included because $(0) = 0 for any t.
The last relationship, referred to as the threslwld metlwd
relationship has been verified from data by Doneaud et al.
(1984), and more recently by Chiu (1988), Atlas et al.
(1988), Rosenfeld et al. (1988), Lopez et al. (1989), and
Short et al. (1989). In these works quite a few different
data sets have been used obtained from radar as well as
rain gauges. In Kedem et al. (1989), it is shown that,
when the threshold t is not too far from the true mean rain
rate, the slope ~.p('t) is remarkably stable and is immune
even to relatively appreciable changes in the parameters of
ft =.!. where f is modeled as either log normal, gamma, or
inverse Gaussian densities. This means that even when
~.p(t) is estimated crudely, valuable information about the
area average rain rate can be obtained using the threshold
method.

13.9Z8x

+ .035, A-squared: .977

6
5.5
5

fE

3.5

.§.

3

"

2.5

a:V

2
1.5
1
0
0

.05

.1

.15

.2

.25

.3

.35

F(4)

Fig. 2. Fraction of rain rates above 4 mm/hr versus the
area average rain rate during GATE, Phase I.
Radar rain rates at 4 km x 4 km resolution over an
area 280 km x 280 km were used.
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Battan, L. J., 1973: Radar Observation of the
Atmosphere, University of Chicago Press, Chicago.
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Chiu, L. S., 1988: Rain estimation from satellites: Area!
rainfall-rain area relations. 3rd Conf. on Satellite
Meteorology and Oceanography, Amer. Met. Soc.,
January 31-February 4, 1988, Anaheim, CA.
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Doneaud, A. A., S. I. Niscov, D. L. Priegnitz, and P. L.
Smith, 1984: The area-time integral as an indicator
for convective rain volumes. J. Appl. Meteor., 23,
555-561.

>
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E[RIR > 0]

Fig. 3. The mean versus variance of rain rate, where
raining, for the 1715 radar snapshots of GATE
rainfall used in Fig. 2. The dashed line, a second
order polynomial fit to the data points also appears
in Fig. 1.
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Atlas, D., D. Rosenfeld, and D. Short, 1988: The
estimation of convective rainfall by area integrals.
Part I: The theoretical and empirical basis. Conf. on
Mesoscale Precipitation: Analysis, Simulation, and
Forecasting, MIT, Cambridge, MA September 1317, 1988. (Accepted,]. Geophys. Res.)

Summary and Conciusions

We have shown how to obtain linear relationships
for the area average rain rate under the homogeneity
assumption that the slope jl<ll is independent of t.. From
Fig. 1 we see that the assumption for the threshold method
is very reasonable.
An important point is that when rain rate conditional on
rain is homogeneous in time and space in the sense that ft
=!.. for ~1 t, we c~ ide~tify precisely the slopes of the
vanous hnear relations m terms off, the continuous part of
the distribution of rain rate X. By assuming different
distribution models forf, we can study the sensitivity of
the slope to changes inf. This is a valuable fact, because
no data are needed. This fact has been exploited in Kedem
et al. (1989), in connection with the threshold method.
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POTENTIAL ACCURACY OF RAINFALL ESTIMATES FROM METEOSAT FOR ZIMBABWE AND NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES

MAKARAU, A.
Department of Meteorological Services, Belvedere, Harare, Zimbabwe
Introduction
Many attempts have been made to accurately determine the areal accumulation of convective rainfall (Martin and Scherer (1973), Follansbee and Oliver (1975), Griffith et al,
(1976, 1981) and Dugdale et al, (1987)). Several methods. involved use of raingauges, weather radars and, more recently, satellites. No
method has been found to be without a flaw. Raingauges in sufficient density are ideal for
areal convective rain measurement. However,
due to the spotty distribution of thundershowers, the measurements from a raingauge network
are not truly representative of areal accumulations. It is impractical to gauge an area
large enough to serve as a standard for estimates of rainfall from satellites. The radar
observations, on the other hand, are more accurate because of the higher resolutions in time and space. They provide the equivalent of
an infinitely dense network of raingauges as
well as a first guess of the true areal rainfall. However, they are accurate within a
limited range. Under these circumstances, satellite observations become very valuable. Apart from producing accurate time histories and continuous observations of clouds, satellites provide information across political boundaries, where data acquisition can sometimes
be difficult, and in sparsely populated regions especially in the tropics.
Almost all tropical storms are generated
by organised deep convection. Surface measurement of precipitation is inadequate with the
sparcity of the raingauge network available.
Investigations have indicated that it is possible to estimate convective rainfall from satellites (Martin and Soumi, (1971), Woodley and
Sancho (1971), Arkin (1979), Griffith et al,
(1976, 1978), Turpeinen et al, (1978, 1988),
Milford and Dugdale (19~7)). The methods used
are based on the emission or reflection of radiation by clouds and using digital data from
geostationary satellites. The .techniques applied are all based upon the observations and
the fact that precipitation is strongly dependent on cloud properties, the m·ost common parameters of which are cloud top temperature and
cloud brightness. The techniques can be statistical in nature correlating mean cloud temperature, infrared fractional cloud cover or spatial variance against area-averaged rainfall
(Arkin, (1979), Turpeinen et al, (1987, 1988)).
They also involve cloud isolation using selected temperature thresholds (Negri et al, (1984). A cloud tracking technique, as is used operationally in the United States (Scofield ,
1987) also estimates precipitation.
For the African region, the rainfall estimation studies have only been done recently
most of which catering for the northern Hemisphere and funded by the United Nations Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO). Notable
articles are from Barrett et al, (1987), Kale-

nsky et al, (1985), Dugdale et al, (1987). TAMSAT (Tropical Agricultural Meteorology using
Satellite and other Data) at Reading University, England applied the temperature threshold
technique to seven Southern African countries,
namely Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique,
Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe using data from
METEOSAT for January and February, 1987. The
technique is based upon the fact that thick
clouds tend to have cold tops and cold tops are normally associated with precipitation. In
terms of this approach, this therefore mean that precipitation rates increase with increasing cloud height which is associated with decreasing temperature. The technique uses selected cloud temperature thresholds and attempts
to find a relationship between the temperature
and resulting precipitation. Employing -50°C,
-60°C and -70°C as thresholds for the region,
the group failed to determine a unique relationship between the cold cloud duration (CCD)
and rainfall (Milford and Dugdale (1987)). For
operational purposes, the technique has potential and is subject to further modification before being incorporated in drought monitoring
schemes presently underway in Southern Africa,
particularly in the SADCC region. This article is part of a response to TAMSAT's request
especially that of Dr. J.R. Milford, to review
its previous work in Southern Africa. It is
also intended to provide information for referral for future attempts to estimate precipitation in the region regardless of the methodology applied.
·comments on the Applications of the temperature threshold technique
The determination of a threshold temperature is dependent upon numerous factors, inter
alia, the physical and dynamic characteristics
of the cloud system and the atmosphere system
and upon the requirements of the user. Before
selecting a temperature threshold a detailed
study of the climatology of the region under
study is imperative, taking into account for
example, differential/dynamic and/or diurnal
heating, height of cloud above ground level,
cloud thickness and topographic influence. Such a study necessitates the analysis of the
lifespan of a cloud from emergence through all
the developmental phases to dissipation. The
thresholds used by TAMSAT and Huygen and vanDijk (1987) for the whole Southern Africa region and Zambia respectively are rather low
to account for all the rain events. The region is too large to use the same temperature
threshold throughout as the synoptic patterns
in the region are different. The precipitation in the north is attributable to the Inter
Tropical Convergence Zone, Monsoon circulation patterns and the low-level esterlies while
the southern areas (Botswana, south and west
Zimbabwe, Lesotho and South Mozambique) are
influenced by the westerly waves and effects
of cold frontal systems. Regrettably, only a
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few objective studies have been carried out in
the region most of which are of a general nature and have not been officially documented.
In spite of that use of -50°C threshold fails
to detect precipitation of warm cloud~ as well
as rain and drizzle from low-level clouds associated with the westerly waves and cold fronts passing across the south of the subcontinent. For the tropics, by the time the cloud
temperature reaches -50°C, most probably the
cloud would have attained its mature stage which is normally associated with cirrus clouds.
The cirrus clouds tend to remain even after the precipitating clouds have dissipated thereby increasing the cold cloud duration. Thus,
large errors are made in estimating the total
rainfall using cold cloud duration. It is therefore, of vital importance to accurately determine the beginning and ending times of convective events.
The results of TAMSAT and Huygen and van
Dijk were inconclusive. However, there appeared to be a link between cold cloud duration
and associated precipitation although the correlations between the two were weak. This indicated that the technique was still in the developmental phase and needed to be improved
further. Analyses of their data even further
revealed rather interesting observations.
(a)

Cold cloud durations at different
thresholds

Cold cloud durations (CCDs) were checked for
consistencies at the three temperature thresholds, . the results of which are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
The data for Table 1 was obtained from Table 3 of Huygen and van Dijks' paper. It is
apparent that there is a pattern in the behaviour of the cold clouds, The durations of all
clouds with temperature at or less than -50°C
were about 59% of those at -40°C. It can also
be inferred that use of a temperature threshold of -60°C failed to account for most of the
events involving 'warmer' clouds. Also, the
ratio of the percentages in January were 8 10% lower than those for February maybe due to
stability of the air masses in January resulting in more shallow (and so warmer) convective
clouds. Maybe it is because of the ITCZ when
it is more established in February than in January. This can also partially explain the observation that the percentages of last two decades of February were virtually independent
of the total durations of the clouds.
Table 2 was processed from raw data provided by TAMSAT. With 6% error, the cloud characteristics for Botswana, Malawi, Zambia, Zimbabwe and Tanzania are similar, implying that
the same temperature threshold can be used for
all of them. The percentages for Mozambique
during the first two decades of February are
relatively high. Lesotho appears to be in a
category of its own as the clouds there were
shallow and the percentages of the CCDs at different levels are small throughout the two months. The warrants a review of the weather
systems over at the same time noting that the
country is hilly with altitudes ranging from
6 500 to 13 000 ft above mean sea level.
(b)

Cold cloud durations versus actual
rainfall

Correlation analyses were carried out using the TAMSAT data for the seven countries to determine a quantitative relationship between CCD
and rainfall at -50°C and -60°C temperature t-

hresholds. The coefficients and related parameters are summarised in Table 3. The period chosen for each country was assumed to give the
best results, for example, the fewer the non-zero stations the better as these were included.
The correlations are poor for Malawi, Zimbabwe and Lesotho and weak for Botswana, Zambia
and Tanzania. The correlation coefficients for
Mozambique are strong at both thresholds, However, in view of the relatively small samples used for it, further testing is essential before
significant tests are carried and firm conclusions made. With the exception of Mozambique,
use of -50°C and -60°C thresholds eliminate rainfall amounts less than 16 mm and 6 mm respectively.
(c)

Use of contingency tables

With a -50°C thresholds, again with TAMSAT data
the relationship between CCD and rainfall for
different decades for some of the countries was
determined using contingency tables with rain/
no rain categories. The period chosen was from
21 January to 20 February, 1987 when there was
significant rainfall for most of the stations.
The results are illustrated in Table 4.
Except for Botswana, the scores for the
yes/yes and no/no quadrants are generally correct. Further correlation analyses were carried
out for the non-zero stations in the Yes/Yes quadrants for selected countries. Reference to
Table 5 reveals varying results, which are
better
than those in Table 3.
(d)

Zimbabwe situation

For Zimbabwe only, daily CCD events from satellite data and daily rainfall from raingauges were analysed for 32 stations. The events had
been calculated by TAMSAT. using -50°C, -60°C and -70°C thresholds for January and February
1987, Apart from 13 to 25 January, the period
was uneventful. Consequently, the 11- 20 January decade was selected and using -50°C, For
the 10 days of study, the daily events were compared by means of contingency tables, the observed results of which are shown in Table 6a and the expected results in Table 6b, The YES/
YES and NO/NO observed scores are 75,3% correct
compared to the expected 50%.
Concluding Remarks
The characteristics of rain-bearing systems over a region should be fully known before
selection of a temperature threshold. For very
active convective systems with low cloud temperatures and, as such, with a high probability
of cirrus debris, it is essential to know the
onset and, more importantly, the end times of
convective events. This can best be achieved
through a radar-satellite combination. Also,
it is now possible to estimate the total rain
volume of a storm at its maximum stage of deve. lopment (Doneand, Makarau and Johnston, 1987),
In other words, to avoid the complications in
determining the end-times of storms as convective entities due to cirrus cloud contamination,
it is not necessary to analyse the whole duration of an active storm once the maximum echo
area on the radar has been reached. Once the
time taken to reach peak convective activity has been determined by radar, the end of the convective entity can be determined from satellite imagery. This, of course, assumes that the
necessary calibrations concerning the radar and
satellite data has been done and the time lag
between the maximum echo area from radar and the maximum development from satellite is known,
However, for warm and relatively shallow clouds
where there is very little or no cirrus debris,
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Table 1
Comparisons of cold cloud durations for Zambia at different temperature thresholds using data from
J. Huygen and A. van Dijk (1987)

Total Cold Cloud Duration (Hours)

Temperature
Threshold (OC)

January 21 - 31

February 1 - 10

February 11 - 20. February 21 - 28

-40
-50
-60

1 024
556
217

967
608
295

797
477
202

592
356
150

y/x
z/y
z/x

54.3%
39.1%
21.2%

62.9
48.5
30.5

59.9
42.4
25.4

59.9
42.2
25.3

(x)
(y)
(z)

Table 2
Comparisons of cold cloud durations for southern African countries using data from TAMSAT (1987)
(a)

Januar;:t: 1987
(Number in brackets (e.g.
COUNTRY

9 STAT) means number of stations involved)
Total Cold Cloud Duration (Half Hours)

Temperature
Threshold (°C)

January 1 - 10
Botswana

(x)
(y)
(z)
y/x
z/y
z/x

Zimbabwe

(x)
(y)
(z)
y/x
z/y
z/x

Lesotho

X

(x)
(y)
(z)

-50
-60
-70

64
8
0

100%

12,5%
0
0

-50
-60
-70

158
54
4

-50
-60
-70

(x)
(y)
(z)

(·x)
(y)
(z)
y/x
z/y
z/x

Mozambique

(11)

(9)
(2)

(6)
(0)
(0)

514
246
80

(12)
(12)
(12)

47.86
32.52
15.56
-50
-60
-70

515
231
73
44.85
31.60
14.17

1760
946
276

262
114
28

775
393
93

(32)
(32)
(32)

423
191
54
45.15
28.27
12.77

352
156
26

(32)
(28)
(8)

782
428
139

(28)
(23)
(17)

54.73
32.48
17.78
(7)
(7)
(4)

20
4
0

(6)
(2)
(0)

20
0
0

(12)
(12)
(11)

50.71
23.66
12.0
(10)
(10)
(8)

January 21 - 31

44.32%
16.67
7.39

43.51
24.56
10.69

0

-50
-60
-70

(40)
(37)
(21)

53.75
29.18
15.68

0
0

y/x
z/y
z/x
Tanzania

22
0
0

945
478
105
50.58%
21.97
11.11

34.18
7.41
2.53

%

y/x
z/y
z/x
Malawi

(9 STAT)
(3)
(0)

January 11 - 20

1197
814
423

(11)
(11)
(11)

68.0
51.97
35.34
(10)
(10)
(9)

404
172
40
42.57
23.26
9.9

(8)
(8)
(6)
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Table 2 (Contd)
(b)

Februar;t 1987

COUNTRY

Botswana

Temperature
Threshold (°C)

X

y
z

-50
-60
-70

X

y
z

-50
-60
-70

X

y
z

-50
-60
-70

X

y
z

-50
-60
-70

X

y
z

-50
-60
-70

X

y
z
y/x
z/y
z/x

38
6
0

424
202
46

90
56
12

-50
-60
-70

415
210
50
50.60
23.80
12.05

207
96
24

(24)
(11)

(5)

124
52
18

(7)
(3)
(0)

62
16
0

(14)
(11)

(7)

539
247
70

(7)
(5)
(0)

159
101
42

(12)
(12)
(9)

(10)
(7)

463
214
58
46.2
27.1
12.5

136
35
0

(23)
(9)
(0)

14
2
0

(4)
(1)
(0)

302
96
10

(12)
(12)
(3)

31.79
10.42
3.31

(2)
(2)
(2)

63.52
41.58
26.42

(11)

(36)
(24)
(3)

14.29
0
0

45,83
28.34
12.99

(7)
(7)
(3)

330
97
6

25.74
0
0

25.81
0
0

(12)
(12)
(4)

February 21 - 28

29.39
6.19
1.82

41.94
34.62
14.52

62.22
21.43
13.33

y/x
z/y
z/x

Tanzania

(32)
(28)
(19)

47.64
22.77
10.85

y/x
z/y
z/x

Mozambique

568
254
58

February 11 - 20

46.38
25.00
11.59

15.79
0
0

y/x
z/y
z/x

Malawi

(38)
(30)
(10)

44,72
22.85
10.21

y/x
z/y
z/x

Lesotho

632
280
46
44.30
16.43
7.28

y/x
z/y
z/x

Zimbabwe

Total cold cloud duration (Half hours)
February 1 - 10

82
36
6

(7)
(4)
(1)

43.90
16.67
7.32

(9)
(8)
(6)

NOT
AVAILABLE
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Table 3

Correlation coefficients at selected periods

Correlation Coefficients

Table 4

Country

Number of
Stations

Malawi

24
(1-20 Jan)

r
slope
Intercept

0.050
0.027
51.984

r
slope
Intercept

0.071
0.028
24.844

Zimbabwe

32
(1 - 10 Feb)

r
slope
Intercept

0.210
0.08
16.09

r
slope
Intercept

0.275
0.076
6.676

Botswana

38
(11 - 20 Jan)

r
slope
Intercept

0.550
0.234
16.134

r
slope
Intercept

0.457
0.138
7.448

Zambia

24
(21 - 31 Jan)

r
slope
Intercept

0.527
0.286
41.63

r
slope
Intercept

0.487
0.164
20.518

Mozambique

8
(1 - 10 Feb)

r
slope
Intercept

0.86
0.377
2.067

r
slope
Intercept

0.816
0.201
2.337

Lesotho

21 (11 - 20 Jan) ·
1 - 10 Feb
11 - 20 Feb)

r
slope
Intercept

-0.198·
-0.13
21.867

r
slope
Intercept

-0.215
-0.082
9.843

Tanzania

22
(1 - 10 Jan
11- 20 Jan)

r
slope
Intercept

0.425
0.194
29.785

r
slope
Intercept

0.378
0.102
12.274

-5o°C
CCD(x) vs
Rainfall (y)

-60°C

Contingency tables comparin5 coincident values of rainfall measurements and durations of
cold cloud

BOTSWANA

(a)

(b)

21 - 31 Jan

1 -10 Feb

No
Rainfall

(c)

11 - 20 Feb

CCD

CCD

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

2

12

No

15

8

Yes

1

25

Yes

3

13

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

0

1

11

1

Yes

0

31

7

13

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

0

1

No

0

0

Yes

0

11

Yes

0

12

Yes

No

7

5

Yes

1

26

Rainfall

CCD

ZIMBABWE
No
Rainfall

Yes

No

2

5

Yes

2

23

No

Yes

No

0

0

Yes

0

11

Rallnfall

No
Yes

MALAWI

Rainfall

Rainfall
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Table 4

Contingency tables comparing coincident values of rainfall measurements and duration of
cold cloud

LE SOT HO

(a)

Rainfall

No

1

4

Yes

0

2

No

Yes

No

0

0

Yes

0

24

(b)

21 - 31 Jan
CCD
No . ,Yes
Rainfall

(c)

1 - 10 Feb
CCD
No
Yes

11 - 20 Feb
CCD
Yes
No

No

0

0

No

0

0

Yes

0

7

Yes

0

7

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

ZAMBIA

Rainfall

Rainfall

No

No

Yes

Yes

MOZAMBIQUE
No
Rainfall

No

Yes
Rainfall

No
Yes

Yes

No

0

0

No

0

0

Yes

1

7

Yes

6

2

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

1

0

No

0

2

Yes

0

11

Yes

1

6

TANZANIA

Rainfall

Table 5

No

Yes

No

2

0

Yes

2

B

Rainfall

Correlation coefficients for non-zero stations in the YES/YES quadrants (Table 4) in
selected countries (CCD (x), Rainfall (y))

Country

No of
Stations

Correlation
Coefficient

Slope

Intercept

0.41

7.99

Botswana
(1 - 10 Feb)

25

0.49

Zimbabwe
(1 - 10 Feb)
(11 - 20 Feb)

31
13

0.21
-0.22

0.08
-0.07

16.09
10.36

11

12

0.76
0.33

1.7
0.29

-13.4
47.74

11
6

0.70
0.1

1.19
0.21

4.2
69.67

7

0.81

0.32

4.33

Malawi
(1 - 10 Feb)
(11 - 20 Feb)
Tanzania
(1 - 10 Feb)
(11 - 20 Feb)
Mozambique
(1 - 10 Feb)
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Table 6

Contingency tables comparing daily CCD events with daily events for Zimbabwe.
CCD Events

CCD Events

No • Yes
Rainfall

Rainfall

Total

No

Yes

No

93

93

147

. Total

No

93

54

147

Yes

25

148

173

Yes

64

109

173

118 . 202

320

Total

118

202

320

Total

(a) Observed

(b) Expected
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there is no harm in analysing them for their
entire lifetime. This will determine the optimum threshold values for different rain-bearing systems.
The two month period of study is rather
a short time to make .firm conclusions. However, based on the samples analysed, there is
a definite association between the clouds that reach -40°C, -50°C and -60°C for Southern
Africa, with the exception of Lesotho. It would be interesting to find out if the association could be traced to warmer clouds which
are frequent.
There is ·no unique relationship between
cold cloud duration and rainfall, as evidenced by the poor correlations between the two.
Therefore, any quantitative relationships so
far derived using low temperature thresholds
cannot be operationally used. The techniques
are subject to further research. Maybe a simple regression analysis is not appropriate
for this kind of study. Second or higher order polynomials and multiple regression analyses can also be tried. These should take
into account the effect of different parameters which affect the cloud temperature, hence
cloud duration.
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RAINBEARING WEATHER SYSTEMS AND THEIR MOVEMENT MONITORED BY SATELLITE IMAGERY

A M MARTIN
DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES, HARARE, ZIMBABWE

The aim of the exercise, within the Drought M::oi toring
sub-project, has been to analyse the IIOVerrent of the weather
systetrs by using geostatiooary satellite irregery.

M assessnent of system IIOVerrent was rrade for the period 15th - 18th January 1987, a period of coosidereble activity especially during t:h3 first two da,ys, and a decline in
intensity during the last tv.c da,ys.
The novement of the systetrs carpared with syrq:>tic
data have, so far, indicated that satellite i.Jmgery has
t:h3 potential to inprove the krl<J.ollodge of ccnvective uctr
ivity within the varirus systetrs, By using digital processing equiprent the possibilities of rainfall can be
assessed for areas where no data, or sparse data, is
available.

In Zi..rrbabiJe, a cruntry of approxiJrately LIOO <XXl
square kilaretres, there are over 1 100 staticns lhhich
send in returns each rrmth sh<:Ming the daily rainfall for
that rrmth. This is rwghly cne to three I<E!Elks after the
end of the rrmth. lb.llever, the spatial distribution of
the raingauges is not even, with sare areas having a very
sparse netv.crk as, for exanple , in the Sebungwe snd Kal-

ahari catchrents and part of the Lirq:lOpo catchrent,
Chly sixty staticns in the rainfall network provide data each da,y <i.lring the ra.i.ey seascn - \'klen canrrunicaticns permit. Ninet;y-five staticns are utilised
in the 1\eekl.y rainfall schedules snd naps are carpiled
fran the data, with such fACtors "" tm topograr*\y and
the weather systerrs being taken into account, for example , interacticn between the effect of the central
watershed snd an incaning h:i.gtl pressure system,
Ccnventicnal rainfall rreasurements in ZirrtJabwe
are rrade by a variet;y of different gauges the standard raingauge
the auto-raingauge
tipping bucket gauge, etc,
These care in lffii'\Y shapes, forms and sizes, snd
al ti'lQigh the standard ra.iiJ.!Iauge should have a diarreter
of 127 mill:iJretres - 5 inches, it can be posi timed at
various he:i.gtlts above the gt'CX.Il1d. This !"Elsults in problerrs of crnparability.
r-E!'EOSAT

en the standard ~teosat pictures currently received at the ~teorological Office, as a secondary data
statioo, the irrages are cmpcsed of black-grey-'Nhite with
little distincticn of the br:i.gtlt 1hhite clruds. This causes
sare difficul t;y in analysing the possibili t;y or probabilit;y, of precipitatirn, or not.
By using the digital irrage processing system the
tenperature of the top of the clrud can be assessed fran
the radiance value en the themal infra-red channel, and

hence the depth of the clood.

Reflectivity in the visible channel is related to thickness of clood
clrq:llet size within the clCA.Jd
distributicn of clrq:llets
the liquid water ccntent
solar elevaticn.
Increases of brightness are generally associated with
increases in total clCA.Jd thickness. The mininun thickness
for precipitation to OCCUl" is approxirmtely 10 COO feet, or
a top of clCA.Jd tenpere:b..Jre betJ.oeen -10°C snd -20"C. &.lbstantial rainfall can cnly be
\'klen clCA.Jd tops are
colder that -20° snd the thickness of the clood is greater
that 15 COO feet.

expected

H::Mever, br:i.gtltness does not alweys indicate the thickness of the clood. Cla..xls forned of water clrq:llets are brigj"lter than the cla..xls forned fran ice-crystals, 'lhe brigj"ltest cla..xls are the to.<Jering CUTUlcn:intJus. Deep ccnvective
cla..xls are indicated by cold tops en the infra-red i.Jmgery
and a very br:i.gtlt appearance en the visible irragery,
Visible irregery can cnly be used d.lring da,yl:i.gtlt, but
the themal ~ can be used for the 1J.o.oent;y-frur hoor
period.

As the carpositicn of the weather systerrs affecting
Zi..rrbabiJe, at the t:iJre used in the present sil.ldy produced
thunder activi t;y an analysis of curulonirrb.ls cla..xls was
necessary.
Over Zi.rriJal:Me the curulcnirrb.ls base is usually between
1 fill and 3 <XXl feet above the grani level snd the tcp the anvil -starts spreading rut at abcut 3) <XXl feet, 01"
~oc, and carries en~ to the trcpcpause wch, at
the t:iJre of the analY'sis was abrut 53 <XXl feet with a temperature of -75°C. 'lhe potential depth of cloud was, therefore, ccnsidereble.
Thunderetorm activit;y does not generally last long
and satellite i.Jmgery at two-l'rurly intervals v.ruld not
indicate all the rainfall received over the area. lb.>iever, in rrmi taring the systerrs sare idea en hoN active
the systerrs are can be obtained: and v.rether the rainfall
rreasured en the ground can be related to the IIOVerrent of
the system and the rediance values.

WEATHER PATI'ERI'S OVER SOUI'HERN AFRICA IN JANUARY
Seasonal rainfall in the tropics'nrl:grates with the
inter-tropical convergence zcn:>, 'lhe rrean annual IIOVerrent of the tro..J.!?)1 lags the rroverrent of the sun by approxirrately tv.c rrmths, In January the tro..J.!?)'l, en ai'\Y da,y,
ney be positimed between latitude 20° south and the equator,
The rrcz falls between the northern limit of the southeasterly trade winds, the souttiem limit of the mrtheasterly
JJUlSOCt'l winds and the bamdary of the warm rroist air fran .
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Harare Airport rrakes hourly observaticns
hour period.

~

the 24

The ccnditions en all four days were favrurable for ccnvective activity. lb.o.ever en 16th the ccnvectioo was act;...
i vated into fairly widespread m:>derate to heavy tlu1derstonm
due to the slight pressure rise in the southeast, which imreased coovergence.
a.

F:ig.!re 1 'llE M!'.AN REI.TICN <F 'JlE IN.lER-'lRPICAL ~
:zz::t.E IN JMUIR'L

the northwest called Ccngo Air, These three air flo.oJS provide the necessary conditions for convective activity to
oovelop. Coovective cloods are responsible for nearly ninety per cent of the rainfall received during the Zirrt:>ai:Moe
rainy seascn.
figure 1
As the pressure systems over the southern oceans rrove
eastwards the positien of the ITCZ fluctuates north and
south. I..cw pressure over the interior induces the rroist
northwesterly Ccngo Air into Z:intlabwe with its associated
r-ain and munoor activity. The cool er southeasterly air
UllOOrcuts the warm rroist air as the high pressure area rroves
ro..nd the southern African coast behind a cold :f'rcnt. Ccnvergence occurs beb.o.een the air rrasses and convective act;...
i vi ty us prevalent, l±avy falls can be expected, saretirres
with hail.

Due to the varying positions and intensi ties of the
weather systems the rainfall is variable in duratien, quanti ty and spatial distributien,

The present study airred to ootermine the rrovement of
a weather system and the ~iscn with the ~ synoptic charts, the upper wind charts and the rainfall data
within the system fran grrund stations.
CXJe of the difficulties with satellite irragery is to

be able to distinguish that part of the clcod producing
precipitaticn fran the sectien which is not producing rain.
The period 15th to 18th January was a fairly wet spell over
Z:intlabwe.
Before acy analysis ·was carried out en the digital
processor the follOo\/ing preparations were made,

i.
ii .

Synoptic data for 06CO 00' was plotted for each day
and the charts analyses,
The rainfall 8100LU1ts were plotted for as nany staticns

Analysis of weather systems

Initially there was difficulty in locating Zil!bal:me
en the digital irrage processor. 'lhe irrage oo the rroo:i tor
had no intematicnal, nor coastal lxuldaries, nor a grid of
latitude and loogitude, The line ao:l pixel values were
calculated for the positions of the meteorological stations
and for the northern, southern, eastern, and western ext;...
remi ties. A polygcn enclosing Zil!bal:me was calculated in
or00r to e:xanine the local data, th::ugh this was haipered
by a 'floating' joystick; it was sinpler to 1..13e 'the keyboard.
A relatively cla.rl free visible irrage was used to coostru::t
an overley oo which notable features such as the f.bzarbique
coastline, lake Kariba, Caborra Bassa etc were traced. The
Zirrt:>ai:Moe outline was then drawn in using calculated values,
This overley was used for each irrage tracing nac1e d.Jring
the exercise.
A secrod draM:lack: was that the files oo the tape were
not labelled and each irrage had to be scrutinised ao:1 canpared with the hard ccpy for the chraxllogical orOOr, Hard
copies were cnly available for the 15th, but as the irrage
bands were in correct 0r00r it was assured that the follOo\/ing days were also in correct d1r'ax>logical crcler, This
was subsequently proved correct 1Atlen a'lalys~ 'the -..eather
system sequences.
It is possible to identify weather systems in the
satellite irr..ges, especially tT.rVJjjf1 their attendant cla.rl ao:1
radiatien terrperature fields. This is a fairly sinple rrethod
of ootennining the posi tioo of cold :f'rcnts, westerly waves ao:1
the ITCZ where synoptic data is sparse or ni'xl-€xistent. Radiosc:nOO ascents, which transmit pressure, tenperature arrllunidity of the a1:m:lsj:tlere, have a poor spatial distributioo over
the sub-ccntinent. The thernal intra-red chamel pro<ilces a
IIUch better pattern of tenperature than a few redio-sa1de
ascents.
At OOXl (00') cn the 16th the synoptic reports stn.OO
curulonirrbus over the Eastern Border ITIJI.I1taina ao:1 beb.o.een
G.o.oeru and Kacbra.. lbwever, nooe of the reports indicated the
aTX:UJt of rainfall. By 1Ero 00' nearly all stations reported
thunderstonm at or near. the statioo. Extensive 1eyers of
mediun clcod, except in the northwest \\here cirrus precbninated.
The digital data at 1200 stn.ed a sig;llficant change
frcm the other three days in that the rrode value was alrrost
at the bottcm of the cla.rl tcp range, indicating that rrost
of the brightest cloods were at the trqJqJause level.
The IIEP oo which was plotted the rainfall, was divided into !JJ kilaretre squares ao:l the rainfall for each
square was ari thnetically meaned. A grid was nac1e for the
satellite ilmgery and the rainfall corpared with the 1\eather
systems. Over ooe third of the reporting static:tJS received
m:>re than a:J millimetres during the 24 hour period frcm
OOXl 00 the 16th to 06CO 00 the 17th

as possible.
iii. The tilres of rainfall were extracted fran the autoraingauge charts ; ha.>ever cnly 45 meteorological stations are equipped with an auto-raingauge,
i v.

v·

The observaticns at the intenrediate tilres \\ere extracted fran statien records in 0r00r to establish a
correlatien between the weather systems, cloud development and precipi tatien and the satellite irrages,
LWer winds, terrperature and hunidi ty \\ere analysed
fran the tephigrarrs and upper wind charts,

There are disadvantages in using ground data cnly as
the observations are generally at three or six hourly int;...
ervals during the day at the rrajority of stations, Chly

Over the south and east of Zirrt:>a!:Moe, trrler the influence of the rising pressure, rainfall was generally
higher than that over the western areas which \\ere affected
by the southern limit of the Ccngo Air, and which was retreating as the high pressure llOVed into ZinbaJ::I,<,<e,
b.

Syooptic Anal,ysis
15 January 1007

Pressure fell over the sWca1tinent as a cold :f'rcnt
approached the Cape and a high pressure cell to the south
llOVed way eastwards. A lOo\/ pressure area over northern
Botswana extended a trough northeastwards into Zarbia and
a weak trough eastwards across Zil!bal:me to a lOo\/ pressure
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area beb.o.een the Eastern Borcer and Beira. A high pressure area llo'lS centred over norlilcm !YUL.mbique and
Tanzania, Fran the surface up tD 5:D millibars the winds
were northerly tD northeasterly: trough at 500 millibars a weak ccnvergence lay across the watershed: above
5:D millibars the winds were v.ester1y.

16 Jaruary 1987
The inland 1011 pressure area remained over the
north of Botswana with the northeasterly trough tD
Zarrbia and the eastward trough pivoting slightly eastsoutheastwards tn lie along the Z~tswana border
tOIJards a coastal 1011 off Il.lrban: an intercell front
developed beb.o.een a small high pressure area over soothern
1\bzoobique and the high over northem 1\bzoobique. Little
change in the upper winds.

17 January 1987
Pressure ccntinued tD rise over soothern Africa
ridging along the Eastern BorOOr IID.llltains and strengthened the easterly surface fl0o11 intn Z:i.rrtJab,.oe. The
Botswana 1011 pressure area noved northwards intn soothem Angola with a small cut-off 1011 ITDving intn the
Southern Province of Zarrbia: weak ccnvergence lay across
the noM:h\o.estern half of Zinbabwe. Ccoler, rrore stable
air noved intn the south and southwest during the day.
The intercell front lay north of Beira tD a shall011 1011
in the 1\bzoobique Cllannel. A small cyclonic circulatioo
developed over the Save Valley at 500 millibars.

18 January 1987
The intercell front moved north of QJelimane ,
Mozarrbique and intn a 1011 over soothwest M9dagascar.
As a rew cold froot ITDVed south of the sub-continent
the anticyclone ITDVed eastwards with little change over
Zinbabwe, Pressure remained 1011 over Angola and soothem Zarrbia, In the upper levels the cyclrnic circulatioo was displaced westwards over the centre of
Zirrbal:>Ne.

From the thenml infra-red satellite irregery the
weather system bcundaries were traced for each t..ohourly i.rrage, An analysis was made using the densityslicing method for the thenral infra-red counts of 33
and 18, approxi.Jrately tenperatures of -EO and -75°C,
en the infra-red inage, It was ascertained fran the
tephigram that the tropopause was at about 53 OOJ feet
-arrsl- with a tenperature of -75°C. This analysis was
cbne for each of the foor days together with a further

slice at TIR co.mt of 52, that is
veloprent.

-a:J•c

for the anvil defi3re 2

Statistics for each oo lnJrly i.rrage were extracted
fran the digital processol' for the cla.rl tcp range, giving
the mean TIR co.mt valUe, the node and mediun values together with the standard deviaticn. The size of tl-:.e re.i;;
areas varied coosiderably within each system as well as the
spatial distributioo.
Within the rresoscale ccnvective activity, the precipi tatioo shcJNs a large variability, but the heaviest rainfall is associated with intense activity. This is not always
detected in syncptic reports especially when reporting statioos are as far apart as 200 km (Bulawayo tD Htiange Naticnal
Park) or 10CI<m (Kariba tD Gd<we). Satellite i.rragery analysis
will assist greatly in assessing limited data areas of precipi tatioo potential
MAPPOO

Several atterrpts were made in trying tD produce a lll3p
of the precipitaticn areas using the density slicing method •
The pictures varied fran blurred navy blue tD grey tD shades
of blue and l'klite - or bright yell0o11 and red. The darker the
blue, or the darker the red indicated the cold clcul tops.
1-i::Mever, no real distinctioo was visible beb.o.een the
varioos slicing layers althoogh values had been given tD the
RED, GREEN and BUE coloor codes. The next step was tD try
and coovert tD a GIS file l'klere rrore detailed analysis could
be dooe, The first print was an absolute blank as the file
I!.O..ll.d not take a straight ccnversioo, or rename.
The ITDSt successful print was using the palette method,
oopying the screen and then having a GIS file up-dating the
trailer with the screen colours.

Foor inage pictures were made for one file shOIJing the
development during the day and the sl0o11 decay of the convective system. A C<lJPCl'li te lll3p was atterrpted using the
overlay programre , but tllis ooly selected the l0o11est value
of each successiVe overlay. The lll3p then produced, shcMed
the coldest tenperature during the 24 lnJr period and was
caJpCl'led alllDSt ooly of red and black indicating that the
whole of Zinbabwe had been covered by cold-top clculs i.e. cunulcnirri:Jus at some time during the 24 lnJr period.
A finer scale of colooring was tl1en applied and the resultant msp shOIJed the temperature range ccntnurs of -75•c,
-70•c,
-oo•c tn -a:J•c.
f:igre
3
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The study of hail and its distributioo is of ec<n:mic
Hail is an ~t agricultural hazard as
ccnsiderable darrage can occur 1n such crops as tobacco,
vegetables and soft fruit.
irrpcrtance.

The coodi ti ons of the 15th and 16th January 1987
were both favourable for the developnent of haiL
The pressure rise over the southeast, a trough
across Zirrbal::we and warm, rroist oorthwesterly air 1n
the northern half of the COIA'ltry.
Hai 1 is dependent on the strength of the up-currents
in tile curulcniJTi:lus c lOJd. This in 1:l.lm depends oo
the steepness of the terrperature lapse rate in the a"brosphere. Water drq:llets carried up.vards to a great height
will freeze; IM1en caught in a clc:1wrtward current it collects
rrore water drq:llets. If this cbuble jwmey is repeated
rrany tinEs, the hail becanes large. Hailstooes are rrore
frequent within the c loucl than at the ground since rrany
of them rre l t en the way cloml.

Fran ooe four da.y sequence and nine randan da.ys, it
is net possible to assess all the benefits of digital
processing of satellite imagery, but there can be little
d:Jubt that in Zirrbal::we satellite data coold be used in
rainfall ass....ossrrent and lead to m:A.-e realistic ev-aluatialS
oo a da.y to da.y basis.

In addi ticn to the original four da.ys, a further
nine da.ys of thmcler activity were analysed with images
at half-hourly intervals. These were selected fran the

period January to March 1987.
lvbst storns occur between noon and 2100 and each
digital analysis of storns ch.!ring this period was
assessed fbr hail, as 00% of the hail reports, where
a tinE was illdicated, 'M!lre between noon and ls:xl.
A preliminary led{ at a limited nuri:Jer of hail
reports, together with the digital analysis of l>t!teosat,
'I.Ollld indicate that a clcud tcp tenperature of -60 to
-70°C is required for the developnent of hail within
the c 1cud. It is also observed that within a th:irt;y
minute period there was rapid clcud developnent fran a
general clcul tcp height of 20 0::0 feet to a general
cloud top height of 5C axJ feet with ove!'-Shooting tcps,
that is, beycncl the tror:opause. The greater the rise
in cloud developnent the larger the nuri:Jer of hail reports.
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There is a cootinual clerrand for rainfall data by
agriculturalists, cydrologists, civil engineers, etc.
and not everyooe wishes to wait until the nmthly
returns care in. The satellite imagery can, therefore
pla,y an illportant part in classifYing and nmitaring
the develcprent and rroverrent of the 'M!lather systerrs.

M::oi taring the weather systerrs could perhaps be
an excellent Jrethod of assessing the rainfall in areas
where ne recording is being undertaken. This \\Klllld
assist in preparing the 'lo<lekly and rrmthly rainfall
llBPS•
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ON PROBLEMS OF MEASUREMENTS AND INDIRECT EVALUATION OF SNOWPACK
WATER EQUIVALENT IN WEST CARPATHIANS
BABIAKOVA, G., ~!MO, E.
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With modelling the process of snow
accumulation, snowmelting and runoff in
winter - spring period, we ecounter,right
at the beginning, the basic problem of solution the fundamental component - quantity and areal distribution of water accumulated in the snowpack. In the paper
a brief analysis of some problems related
to determination of snow accumulation,either by direct measurements or by indirect
evaluation in the studied area is presented. With regard to the prescription extend of the paper we have tryed describe
the mentioned problems and used procedures very briefly. References of the published studies and the achieved results
at the Institute of Hydrology and Hydraulics SAS completed this analysis.
In the Western Carpathians region the
winter season is a period with below-average amount of precipitation with regard
to their annual distribution. The temperature conditions however enable to long
duration of snow cover, espetialy in mountainous areas, where in spring its supply
substanlially determines the runoff regime and inflow volume into water reservoirs.
Therefore, the snow cover also in this region has to be considered, besides other
well-known aspects, as a natural water resource which should be utilized economiCqlly. Then it is also a natural element
which during intensive snowmelt connected
by rainfall respectively, causes a danger
of floods. In this struggle for water and
against water accumulated in snow it is
necessary to know the temporal and spatial
formation of this accumulation which is,
with regard to orographic and climatic conditions, rather complicated.

Meteorology and climatology, pay attention to snow cover, grant in its main
climatic characteristics valuable information about its temporal and spatial distribution and also certain quantitative
evaluation of this important runoff resource. Within detailed systematic climatologic processing it was not possible
to process the most necessary data from
hydrological point of view: water equivalent and deduced water supply available
for runoff. Previous materials about water equivalent of snow included so many
errors and inaccuracies that they had to
be omithed in processing of snow conditions. Attemps which were carried out in
framework of climatologic research, concerning either indirect evaluation of the
mean snow accumulation in smaller areas
or measurement of density of snow, could
not cover a large gap from the aspect of
hydrology requir~ments. Latest measure ments are more accurate and verifiable,
but they are carried out in standard precipitation network which is not always
satisfactory for the given p~rposes. An
exce~tion are some smaller basins
with
selected stations, considering more elevation zones and their areal distribution,
but using traditional method of measurement - value one point.
More detailed study of snow accumulation has been for a long time out of
the attention of hydrology, without deeper interest, characterized by non-systematic approach to the solution. There was not considered sufficiently the
fact that the basic data are determinate
for the solution of problems in given direction. Satisfactory data in the required:
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extent determine about the option of methodical procedures and quBlity of solution
the problems.
Qualitative differentiation of these
procedures is not possible without .satisfactory certainity in the data.Only in the sixties
the interest of hydrologists in this problems is definitely formed, especially at
the Institute of Hydrology and Hydraulics
of the Slovak Academy of Sciences in 8ratislava.
An attention was concerned to direct
measurements of water equivalent of snow,
at the point as well as to the measure ments at the chosen sides of the studied
basins and also the errors of these measurements were evaluated. There were proposed the alternatives for rationalize tion of snow measurement gage network.
A considerable attention was devoted to
indirect evaluation of snow accumulation
to spatial interpolations of direct measurements in the relation: open area - forest, and to extrapolatio·n of the measured values up to elevation zones without any data. Recently, there were also
initiated direct measurements pollution
of sno\'1 cover.
A team of research workers of the above ~mentioned institute (V.Kozlik,
J.Turtan, G.8abiakovA, E.Simo) began to
deal with more accurate measurement of water snow equivalent. They presented in several studies the quantitative analyses
of objections to existing network of measurement methods and the instruments on
the basis of investigation and field work
(mainly in experimental basin of 8ystra).
An analysis of measurement errors was carried out (Turcan-Loigens, 1975c, 1977).
In the chosen basins there were compared
the measurement errors in the points of
the given standard stations network with
the measurement errors in the chosen stations network where snow surveys were used. These differences are considerable
and they often exceed the limit of practical applicability. There demonstrated
the necessity of reconstruction both the
given snow network and its measurements
method (Kozlik, 1964). Analysis of variation coefficient of snow density in a re-

gion (Kozlik 1968), analysis of regional
distribution of snowpack (Kozlik, 1971)
and analysis of chanseable snow acumulation in mountain areas (Kozlik 1968, Tureen 1972, turcan-8abiakovd 1970, Turcan
1975 a) were available source for obtaining representative data about snow accumulation in the studied areB.
In the studies (Kozlik 1964,
1967) there are given a detailed analysis of existing network with regard to
accuracy and representativeness of mea~
surement water qquivalent of snow
and
they also contain a proposal of the so-called genetic-geographic network (Kozlik 1969, Turcan 1971). This is based on
the principle of selection of proper distribution of snow gage elements ~point,
survey, region) over the territory, so
that the dat• obtained by measurement
might represent snow conditions of the
surrounding territory with the required
accuracy.
There were elaborated the alternativesof optimum snow network for the whole territory of Slovakia, representing the•global conception. It was not possible, in
a relatively short time, to carry out such
re-organization of network, machinery equipment and measurements which would provide the required data from the whole territory. Therefore, from economic and operational reasons its implementation began
in the chosen and significant basins. It
was shown that the representative method
for obtaining reliable data of water equivalent does not require further increasing
of stations network ./Existing precipi tat ion network of the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute covers more than 700
stations .I But· the rational distribution
of station over the territory is more important. By combination of statistical
and genetic network there were selected
the_stations, representing, by their snow
conditions, the given post and the more accurate measurement method was ~uggested. ·
Sugestion for economical managing this
problem, either by effective utilizing of
existing stations with their economical
increase, or by considerable reduction of
existing stations together with using the
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suitable measurement method is given in
the study by J.Turcan (Turcan 1973 b).
Establishment of detailed snow gage network for the period of 4-6 years for accurate calculation of water equivalent of
snow and then its subsequent simplification to economically acceptable measure
with observing the required accuracy represents another means, of rationalization.
There were performed experiments concerning the application of measurement
methods by means of which we get relatively quickly information about snow accumulation in large territories. Using of
ground stereophotogrammetry showed (Turcan 1970), that it is advantageous to measure the depth of snow in the so-called
indicator areas. By correct selection of
number and position of indicator areas in
large basins the data can be obtained
which, after completing with parameters
of snow cover density, can serve for calculation of water equivalent. lhere was
also conducted an experiment with evaluation of aerial picture of snow cover.
(Turcan 1982).
Besides verification and correction
of the current as well as of the latest
measurement methods it is necessary to concern attention to perspective methods
which under present conditions seem to be
rather unique, little verified, but in a
short time they can be' come standard approaches. There is a tendency to development of measurement of area! and temporal
distribution of snow cover and its water
content by means of meteorological satellites, even to operative use. This method
is time-consuming and rather difficult
with regard to interpretation of complex
signals and ihis delays its putting into
practice. In the given region this development is observed (Turcan 1985 a, 1976,
1977, Tureen et al. 1985 b), and concrete
measures are taken in our country and also to join our results into the international programs.
The most significant value of accumulation of snow in the basin is a relationship between the water equivalent and elevation above sea level. J.Turcan (1973a

1975 b) analyzed these relationships and
showed the possibilities of their application for extrapolation and interpola tion in elevation zones where there are
not direct measurements. Regional aspect
of these relationships allows to use them
also in other basins without satisfactory
measurements (Turcan 1975 a). At the same time it creates a proper basis for rational arrangement of snow network in large basins.
From the problems related to determination of snow accumulation the influence of forest on its formation cannot be
omitted. Forest as a component of basin
forming special conditions for snow accumulation. lts measurement is, however,
complicated ·due to .substantial shortage
of snow gage stations. This was the reason look after the way of indirect derivation of snow accumulation in the forest
from the condition in open area where the
measurements is considerably more. There
were studied relationships of snow accumulation, in both places, in optimum distributed snow network in the Orava basin
·. (Babiakova, 1973 a, 1973). Missing of satisfactory data did not ~llow the use of
more complex analysis of relations, consid.er"ing impact ·of winter weather conditions and· relief. Therefdre we were obliged to compar~ statistically the differences of water equivalent in both the
forest and in open area. In"higher ele vation coefficients were within the range r=0,7D-0,86. In lower part of basin
r=D,50-0,65 (Babiakova 1975). It is due
to great temperature variability in that
parts where occur frequent snow-melt,incompactness of forest cover is another
factor and all this results in non-continuous growth of snow accumulation. An
attempt was done in ordBr to find a way
for indirect determination of snow den~
sity in the forest, using basic meteorological indexes which take part in the
snow density change (Babiakova 1973 b,
1975). There was also tested a.procedure
with the use of the measured water equivalent in open area and the characteristics of meteorological elements used in
indirect determination of snow density.
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The correlation coefficients range from
0,86 to 0,97. It should be noted that
these relations are local, but can be use as methodical instructions for calculation in other basins. There exists a
great differentiation of forest
impact on snow accumulation according to various sorts of forest cover,
climatic region and weather condition of
winters. From this follows a necessity
for verification of modification of snow
accumulation by forest cover under concrete conditions with the aim of gaining
satisfactory coefficients for the correction of calculations for the whole basin
means of the data in their unfforested
parts.
Lack of direct measurements of water
equivalent call for advantage of its indirect derivation as a substitute (Simo,
1973). It is also often necessary to lead the schematization of water supply index in snow up to. the extreme limit.There was an experiment of its evaluation
only on the basis of daily precipitation
amount, daily mean, maximum and minimum
air temperatures and of the data from literature about degree day index. The pros
and cons of this calculation were analyzed, reasons for its schematization and
the real possibilities for its corraction under given natural conditions and
hydroneteorological data were shown. The
comparison of calculation with new direct
measurements in the Orava basin in specially chosen network of snow survey, considering their areal distribution acco~
ding to elevation zones, according to exposition together with taking into account
the representation of afforested and unforested parts of the basin in individual elevation zones and expositions, schowed a good agreement (Simo. 1975, 1976).
Proximity of relations, expressed by correlation coefficient was within the range 0,86-0,96. In the whole set of the
studied years 1967/68-1973/74 it was. r=.O, 94
Derivation errors, given by the standard
diviation between the direct measured and
calculated values of this supplies were
within the range 15" =19,0-6,0 mm, in the
whole set of years ~ =15,8 mm=l8,6mil m3

On the assumption that the mean maximum
water supply in s.now cover o.f the studied
basin is ea 150 mil.m 3 considering the direct measure.ment results (Turcan), then
this supplies are derived by indirect i~
dex during the studie~ years with the accuracy about 12%. This accuracy is close
to that of the. evaluation of water equivalent in this basin by means of direct
measurements from the data of all eight
snow gage stations, in which the value of
water equivalent is still measured by traditional method, known in hydrometeorological practice. It appears that the cal.culation according to this simplest scheme is able to reflect the change of accumulation in individual years of the studied period and its quantitative expression is within the errors, approach to estimation of volume of water supply in snow
to the given date. Entire lack of the measured data determines useful life of these regressiv~ derivation for longer period. If we, in our conditions, succeeded
to specify this scheme, which would include precipitation, air temperatu~e, their
lapse-rates, specified degree day factor,
slope and exposition and distribution of
vegetation, this would be the maximum of
what can be reached.
Snow chemistry has become a very important topic in the international community becauie of the world-wide distribution of atmosferic pollutans.
Snow is an important source of ground
water storage recharge and also a suitable
medium for the accumulation of pollutants
from the air. However, recently snow is
stiring to be used as an indicator of the
environmental pollution which directlyaffects the quality of meltwater and hence
the quality of surface and groundwater.
Respect to mentioned consequence function
of snow accumulation we pay attenntion also measurement its pollution.
Surface runoff from snow accumulation
means from hydrological point of view increasing of discharge in river, according
to hydrochemical stadpoint the metamorph~
se accumulated substances in the system
water-vegetation-soil. One of the most i~
portent phases in the winter season afec-
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ting th~ natural balance of the ecosystem
is the period of snowmelt, when the impurities accumulated during the snow cover
duration are washed out into surface water and groundwater. That process demonstrate decreasing pH of water in stream
increasing concentration of ions which is
joining with rise trace elements. In some cases, the increising can be so high,
that processes negative hit into biological system of river (acid shock), (Babiakova-BodiS 1986, 1987). One of the method
which can be very progressive used for
study above mentioned problems is mathematical modelling. In this case the model
join the quantitative and qualitative moduls. There are some type of well-known
models, which are able to simulate of
course pH, so 24 , NO}, Al component with

!

Water yield from snow (Y ).

more-less accuracy. Each of these calculation modul can be compiled in depend~
ce to the corresponding level of know ledge, the ability of expressing the physical and physico-chemical regularities
of the studied processes as well as amount and quality of disposal input data
(Babiakova et al. 1988). There is important note that just input data determining structure and complexity of model.
An integrated model for simulation and
prediction uf snowmelt quantity and quality from seasonal snowcover in a mountain basin has been .developed at the Institute of Hydrology and Hydraulics SAS
in cooperation with the Geological Institute of Dionyz Stur. The model used
for both the simulation and forecast of
snow accumulation and the accumulation
Concent. of water yield from snow(CY)

~\
\\

Water equivalent of snow(WES)

Ooncent. of water equiv. of snow(CWES)

Fig. 1
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of so 42- washout. Input data are preclpltation amount, wet and dry deposit. The
result of snow and sulphate .modul is the
calculation of the amount of water mel too
from snow and reaching the surface ·af basin and the amount of sulphates in this
water. The results model was tested on
observation data, which enable evaluated
the deviation. Fig.l ilustrated work of
model. The result are from Bystrianka b~
sin, where the model was calibrated (Babiakova, et al., 1989), In conjunction with
10

hydrological runoff model was obtained cause
of sulphate and discharge during winter
season (Fig.2). The present calculation
scheme is under next correction and improve. At the some'time its aplicability
into other mountain basin is under investigation.
This contribution documents the extent and results of investigation the problems of direct measurements of water equivalent:af snQw and their indirect evalu~tions in the ~~stern Carpathians
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Fig. 2
(Slovakia) as a part of research program
realized at the Institute of Hydrology
SAS. In' the
chosen
baand Hydraulics of
.
.
·'
.
sins the basic ·data for practical application were obtained, e.g. in the sphere
of short-time and seasonal forecast of
runoff volume from-~now and in appreciation of the pollution of this natural media. Demands on the extent, quality and
complexities of these data still grow, oo
well as their economic significance. To
afford of data is an exacting profesional
work. The current theoretical bases (principles and modern machinery equipment)
necessitated increase and specification
of measurements in this respect. From the
cristical comparison of the past with the
present situation follows the necessity to
.'-

continue work in specializ~d and economically acceptable snow network together
with the measurements of the basic hydrologic.ai parameters of snOw cover, This
network should represent a system for realization of new requirements on the data,
following from the new ·needs. Every specification of the data would mean a considerable improvement/correction of the
subsequent results and a significant profit from practical application of these
results. Time and money expended on getting satisfactory data on snow cover is
a good investment which would be repaid
from savings gained by economical utilization of water accumulation in snow and
by effective protection against unfavourable concentrations of its runoff. The
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extent and quality of the data in the
standard networks wirl decide whether the
solution of many problems will be only in
the research stage, restricted to small
but good equipped basin with regard to
measurements and observations, or this solution will result in a concrete application. Moreover, it should be noted that
with completing, interpretation and extrapolation of the data about water equivalent in an area of larger basin, the interrelations of its main qualifying factors and seeking of the concrete causes
of its spatial variability are neglected.
A certain progress in this respect would
mean that also incomplete data could give
relatively better results than more complete information, inadequately expensive
but neglecting these relations.
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SNOW MONITORING IN THE UNITED KINGDOM USING NOAA AVHRR SATELLITE IMAGERY
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1.

Introduction

The distribution of snow in the United
Kingdom (UK) is presently mapped by the National
Snow Survey which is comprised of a network of
recording stations.
Each station observer
measures the snow depth and occasionally the
snow water equivalent and also estimates the
snow line altitude.
The snow records are
returned to the Meteorological Office each month
and are published annually in the "Snow Survey
of Great Britain".
The main limitations of the Snow Survey
however are
i)
The spatial pattern of snow cover is
not adequately assessed.
ii)
Observations
are
generally
unavailable in remote and inaccessible areas
iii) Snow station data are unavailable on
a real time basis.
Since snow was first detected by the
TIROS-1
(Television
Infrared
Observation
Satellite) in 1960, a range of operational snow
monitoring schemes have been generated which are
able to significantly improve the mapping of the
spatial distribution of snow cover. However, no
procedure is presently available for use over
the UK.
This paper therefore describes the
development and application of a snow mapping
algorithm which utilises
NOAA-9
(National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) AVHRR
(Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer)
midday imagery.
2.

Snow Detection from NOAA AVHRR data

The NOAA AVHRR, with a spatial resolution
of lkm2 provides daily observations of the UK,
and the range of spectral and thermal channels
enables a detailed description of snow surface
characteristics. However, snow observation from
the AVHRR is inhibited by a number of factors.
i)

imagery

Geometric distortion within AVHRR
prevents both accurate geographical

location within the scene and intercomparison of
imagery between dates.
ii)
The similarity of the spectral and
thermal response of ·snow and cloud severely
inhibits snow detection.
Furthermore, snow
extent is unable to be mapped beneath cloud
layers.

iii) Definition of the snow covered/snow
free boundary is hampered by variations in
target response over a lkm2 area.
iv)
Detection of snow cover is difficult
in heavily vegetated areas, particularly in
conifer forest.
Across-track panoramic distortion of AVHRR
data was corrected by linearising the scan
lines.
Subsequent navigation of imagery to a
latitude/longitude grid enabled the overlay of
digital ancillary information,
including a
coastline (Brush, 1988).
Image registration
between dates was then possible by establishing
ground control points on the digital coastline
rather than on the observed coastal areas within
the imagery. Consequently, comparison of AVHRR
scenes over successive days, regardless of cloud
conditions, was permitted.
Snow/cloud discrimination was achieved by
employing AVHRR 1, AVHRR 3 and AVHRR 4 in an
unsupervised cluster analysis.
Statistical
class information from previous classification
results were also used for subsequent clustering
of other AVHRR imagery, thereby initiating a
semi-supervised classification procedure.
The discrimination of snow from cloud was
improved by employing the visible/near infrared
difference to separate mixed snow/vegetation
pixels from cloud or cloud-shadowed surfaces.
This technique also facilitated the definition
of snow extent in densely forested regions.
A
majority filter was also employed to further
reduce confusion between snow and other surface
covers (Figure 1) .
The success of snow/cloud
discrimination was assessed by calculating the
proportion of cloud pixels misclassified as snow
over sea areas.
From this analysis, >95% of
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snow pixels in the images examined
"correctly" classified as snow covered.

were

The multispectral clustering procedure
simultaneously permitted the definition of the
snowpack periphery.
Comparison with coregistered
same-date
Landsat
TM
imagery
indicated a high correspondence between the
observed snow margin in TM scenes and the AVHRRdefined snow boundary. However, the AVHRR based
technique tended to slightly overestimate snow
extent due to the inclusion of mixed snow
free/snow covered pixels into the final snow
map.
3.

Snow description using AVHRR imagery.

With the confidence of almost complete
snow/cloud discrimination and accurate snowpack
delineation, a description of snow surface
characteristics was possible. Furthermore, the
developed image registration procedures enabled
multitemporal comparison of snow covers.
The approach to the routine description of
the snowpack is illustrated in Figure 2.
In
addition to the AVHRR-defined class map,
calibrated AVHRR 1 and AVHRR 2 imagery are
required for
the
analysis
together with
atmospherically
corrected
thermal
infrared
imagery.
The division of the UK into Water
Authority areas and elevation zones also enables
an improved description of the spatial location
and dynamics of the snowpack.
For snow coverage estimation, the NDSCI
(Normalised Difference Snow Cover Index), which
is
effectively
the
Normalised
Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI), was calculated using
calibrated AVHRR 1 and AVHRR 2 imagery. NDSCI
values above 0. 0 suggested partial snow cover
while negative or zero NDSCI values indicated
complete snow cover.
Snow depth or percentage
snow cover was unable to be reliably calibrated
using AVHRR visible or near infrared intensities
due to the complexity of the surface response
over a lkm 2 area.
In mountainous areas, a snowline was
defined by comparing the observed snow extent
with digital elevation data.
The magnitude of
variation of the actual observed snow margin
from the estimated snowline was then employed to
assess the ·altitude restrictions on snow
distribution.
Melt
and
accumulation
zones
were
approximated by employing thermal infrared
imagery.
On a daily basis, pixels with a
measured temperature of above or equal to o•c
were assumed to represent snow in a melting
state or a snowpack susceptible ·to melt, while
snow surface temperatures below o•c suggest an
accumulating or more stable snowpack.
Multitemporal variations in snow condition
were only able to be assessed through the
comparison of snow covered areas which are cloud
free on two consecutive dates.
A melting
snowpack was suggested by

i)
An increase in the percentage of the
snowpack above o•c or a general rise in surface
temperature.
ii)
An increase in NDSCI values on the
second day suggesting a reduction in snow depth
or optical thickness.
iii) A reduction in the extent of the
total observed snow area
iv)
A decrease in the proportion of
complete snow cover (i.e. NDSCI <0.0) relative
to partial cover within the snow field.
Snow accumulation was indicated by inverse
relationships to those described above.
The area of snow concealed by cloud was
also able to be approximated by using snowline
altitude estimates and assuming a similar
accumulation . of snow above the calculated
snowline in these obscured areas as on observed
surfaces.
Again, the calculated deviation of
the observed snowpack periphery from the
estimated snowline provides some indication of
the confidence of snow area interpolation
beneath cloud layers through extension of the
snowline,
An alternative, and often supplementary
approach to daily snow area estimation beneath
cloud considers that where a snowpack is stable
or accumulating, at least a similar distribution
of snow cover as on the previous days'
observation can be assumed.
Furthermore, snow
. area may only be detected within a limited
number of daily AVHRR images over a weekly
period. Snow duration estimates and assumptions
concerning the likely variation in snow extent
between the days when ··snow was able to be
observed may then be use:d to approximate the
spatial distribution of snow area ·during these
periods of cloud cover.
4.

The application of the procedure

The technique described in this paper has
been applied to a range of AVHRR imagery over
the 1985/1986 winter period,
In all cases, a
high level of snow/cloud discrimination was
achieved and comparison of the derived snow maps
with Landsat TM imagery and calibrated AVHRR
data suggested accurate definition of the snow
boundary, The ability of the algorithm to map
snow extent is clearly illustrated in Plate 1,
which also demonstrates the importance of the
NDSCI in describing the coverage of snow.
5.

Conclusions,

This paper has presented a potentially
operational daily and/or weekly snow area
mapping procedure for application over the UK.
Furthermore, the algorithm includes subroutines
relating to snow condition assessment and is
also independent of ground information or
alternative imagery. The procedure does however
require digital ancillary data in order to
describe the spatial distribution of snow cover.
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The
algorithm
shows
considerable
advantages over the present UK Snow Survey
although, in its present state, is unable to
completely replace the Snow Survey as absolute
measurements of snow depth or snow water
equivalent
are
unable
to
be
provided.
Furthermore,
the
technique
is
limited
in
application where cloud obscures the snowpack.
Even so, the spatial information able to be
derived from multispectral AVHRR imagery far
exceeds the capabilities of the Snow Survey and
its use in an operational system is therefore
recommended.
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DETERMINATION OF THE TRANSffiON AIR TEMPERATORE FROM SNOW TO RAIN
AND INTENSITY OF PRECIPITATION
M. Rohrer
ETII Zurich, Switzerland, 8057 Zurich
Summary
In snowcover modelling and runoff forecasting it is
important not to misclassify the aggregational state
of precipitation. In a flrst step observations of the
conventional network of the Swiss Meteorological
Institute from 1901 to 1977 were analysed. The
summed relative frequency of the aggregetional
states of liquid, solid and mixed precipitation events
in a certain temperature range above and below 0 ·c
were determined. It is shown that the relative percentage of these forms of precipitation depends on
the location, on the hour of observation and sometimes on the season of observation. In a second step
observations of the automatic network from 1981 to
1988 were used. It is shown that, snowfall events at
temperatures above about 2 ·c or rainfall events below about - 1 ·c are all of low intensities.
Keywords: snow/rain-transition, modelling of aggregational state, precipitation intensity

1. Introduction

The Temperature of the air layer in which snow is
formed has to be clearly distinguished from the temperature of the layers through which the snow is
falling.'
A. v. Humboldt, 1843, 'Central Asia', volume 3
The question of which portion of precipitation is
falling as snow is important not only in modelling
the mass balance of seasonal snow covers and of
glaciers, but also for short-range runoff forecasts. A
rainfall on a seasonal snowcover reduces the retention
capacity of the suowcover and helps to reduce its cold
content. If this retention capacity is exceeded, the excess water can contribute to runoff. On the other
hand, a snowfall increases the water equivalent of the
snowcover and there is no immediate runoff from
those parts of the catchment where precipitation is
falling as snow. A snowfall on a bare glacier can increase the albedo from perhaps 0.3 up to 0.9. This
implies that not only there is no immediate runoff of
the precipitated water, but also melting of glacier ice
is severely reduced for some time. If the runoff-system of the glacier is already well developed, a rainfall
on the snowfree parts of a glacier can reach the
glacier mouth within a few hours (Lang et al.,
1979). Therefore a misclassification of the aggregational state of precipitation may have a serious implication on the performance of runoff modelling.

In modelling this aggregational state there are some
important points to be considered:
1. What is the optimal frequency of air temperature
and precipitation measurements ?
2. At what air temperature does the transition from
solid to liquid precipitation occur?

3. Which data interpolation and extrapolation procedures should be used?

In the literature one can flnd investigations on modelling the aggregational state of precipitation for a
glacier mass balance using daily or even monthly
mean air temperature. Particularly in the lower regions of the Alps, where there is no clear accumulation and ablation season, it is important to be aware
of the possible error when working with daily or
monthly data. The transition air temperature may be
evaluated by a optimization technique, but the outcome may be physically unrealistic. Often it is set
to a constant value or a temperature interval is used
to allow for a proportional transition from snow to
rain. Finally, as a modeller you should not forget errors introduced by.inter- and extrapolating temperature and precipitation data in space.
In this investigation the emphasis is laid on the second point mentioned above, the transition air temperature from solid to liquid state of precipitation.

2. Relation between form of precipitation
and air temperature
The ftrst really convincing investigation from a scientific point of view in this field was carried out by
Kassner (1908). He used thermograph records and
term observations of the form of precipitation at
three stations in and near Berlin from 1896 to 1905.
He obtained the following results: Most frequently it
snows between o·c and 1·c. The highest temperatures with (light) snowfall were between 7•c and
8T. In the urban region it snows more often at temperatures above o·c, which he attributed to the urban
heat island. Geiger (1944) calculated the frequency
distributions for all the different coded forms of
precipitation from all available European stations
(without mountain stations) using morning readings
for the decade from 1930 to 1939. Boehm (1975)
evaluated the air temperature for greater snowfalls in
Vienna for the years 1934-1973. For snowfall events
with more than 5 cm increase in snow depth he
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evaluated the highest mean temperature to be 3.6'C,
for snowfall events with more than 15 cm increase
in snow depth 0.4'C. Lauscher (1982) investigated
the temperatures during mixed precipitation for the
period from 1880 to 1980 in Vienna. He found a
dependency of this temperature on the time of the
day, the season and the weather situation. The
highest temperature for mixed precipitation was
7.2'C, the mean 1.74'C and the standard deviation
lSC. Steinacker (1983) showed that the wet bulb
temperature is related to the form of the precipitation
in a closer way than the (dry) air temperature. The
reason is that the snowfalls occurring at high temperatures are usually falling at low relative humidities. It seems a trivial point to state that melting
starts at
but this is not necessarily true, because
there is a psychrometric effect due to the evaporation
of water vapour from the snow crystal, which reduces the temperature of the snow crystal. This type
of precipitation often occurs in spring, in connection
with polar cold air with low relative humidity. For
operational purposes the Swiss Meteorological
Service determines the altitude of the transition-line
between snowfall and rainfall by using a fixed value
of 1.3 ·c of wet bulb temperature, which can be
derived from continuous measurements of air temperature and humidity at the stations of the automatic network [SMA, (1981)]. Grebner (1978)
pointed out that the melting occurs in an altitude
zone of up to several hundred meters thickness rather
than at a transition line.
·
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air temperatures below O'C? What is the effect of introducing new instruments from the automatic network of the Swiss Meteorological Service?
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From long time series of stations of the conventional network of the Swiss Meteorological Service
all term readings with observed precipitation are extracted. The observations of the aggregational state
are now related to the corresponding air temperature
measured in Stevenson Screens using non-ventilated
thermometers. The observations are grouped into
classes of 0.5'C width. The relative portions of
snow, rain and mixed precipitation are determined.
The resulting distribution differs according to time of
observation, station and in some cases, season.
Generally at 13 MEWZ snowfalls can occur at higher
air temperatures than at 7 MEWZ or at 19 MEWZ .
At Arosa mixed precipitation occurs at much higher
temperatures in winter than in summer (Fig.l).
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- 477 Presumably these differences are a result of the features inherent to the location of the station and the
kind of temperature measurement. (Station sun-exposed or not, station situated in a valley floor or on a
hill slope, on a mountain top, etc.)

The aggregational state of precipitation at the time of
weather observation at the two stations Davos and
Zurich-Kloten were related to the actual temperature
measurements of the Swiss Meteorological Service
during the official observation period (Figs. 4-7)
Automatic Station at Zurich-Kloten:

4. Aggregational state of precipitation and
precipitation intensity at stations of the
automatic network (ANETZ)
For the period 1977 to 1987 at the automatic station
Davos the temperature interval in which mixed precipitation occurred is much smaller than for the period 1901 to 1976 (conventional station). One one
hand, this may be the effect of the different instrumentation of the two types of stations: automatic
stations are equipped with ventilated thermometers
with radiation protection, conventional stations with
unventilated thermometers in Stevenson Screens.
One the other hand the differences may be due to the
change of location from Davos-Platz (conventional)
to Davos-Dorf (automatic). Of course the consistency
of the result has been checked for each decade between 1901 and 1976.
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The snowfall with a measurable precipitation intensity and the highest mean air temperature within the
observation interval (20 minutes) and the period
1981 to 1988 was at 2.4'C (except snow pellet event
at 3.8'C, cf. Table 3). The corresponding wet-bulb
temperature was l.TC. It was a snow-shower event
with an intensity of 0.6 mm/h. All the following
events (except one: single snow crystals) with significant snowfall were also during snow-shower events.
The first non-shower snowfall with snowflakes was
at a mean air temperature of 1.4 'C.
Liquid precipitation at air temperatures below O'C:
The lowest event with significant rainfall was at an
air temperature of -5.8'C (cf. Table 4). All the
other rainfall events at subfreezing temperatures occurred during the same weather situation from 7th
Jan. to 11th Jan. 1982:
7th Jan: Arctic air masses come from the north and
reduce air temperature to values clearly below zero in
all altitude regions.
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8th Jan: A depression system coming from Ireland
brings warm moist subtropical air which, however,
cannot remove the cold air in the lower parts north of
the Alps. This situation causes a strong inversion,
with positive air temperatures at 1400 m a.s.l. and
clearly subzero temperatures in the Swiss lowlands.
9th Jan: In the course of the day the warm air invaded
the lower parts also.
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Fig 3: Relative frequencies for snow, rain and
mixed precipitation for each 0.5 'C air temperature
class at Davos for the period from 1901 to 1976
(conventional station at Davos-Platz) and for the
period from 1978 to 1987 (station of the automatic
network at World Radiation Centre at Davos -Dor[)

air masses to the lower parts of northern Switzerland
one more time. In the altitude regions above approx.
800m-1000m the advection of subtropical air masses
persists.
11th Jan: In the course of this day subtropical air can
displace the cold air in the lower altitude regions.
In the course of the strong inversion during the night
of 8./9th Jan. rainfall at subfreezing air temperatures
was at least 5.2 mm with a maximum intensity of
2.4 mm/h rain at an air temperature of -3.6'C
(Fig. 8).
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Fig. 4: Snowfall-intensifies and
corresponding air temperatures
(left) and wet-bulb temperatures
(right) for term readings at the
automatic station of Davos for
the period 1981-1988.
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ZUERICH-KLOTEN
NAPF

1-40?

438

m.a .., I.

-------

m.a.s.l.

Fig. 8: In the course of a weather situation with
two well-developed temperature inversions significant amounts of precipitation fell at subzero air temperatures as rain. Hourly precipitation and air temperature records ofZurich-Kioten (436 m. a. s. l.) are
shown as continuous lines, these of Napf (1407
m.a.s.l.) as dotted lines. Term observations of
Zurich-Kloten are shown by symbols:
0 rain
*snow

Automatic station at Davos
Solid precipitation at positive air temperatures (hail
events not considered):

JANUARY

82

Solid precipitation events at air-temperatures above
1·c of the period 1981 to 1988 are recorded in
Table 1. The maximum air temperature with a
snowfall event was 4.8·c. In this case there was no
measurable precipitation. The observer classified the
precipitation as single snow crystals. The first
snowfall with measurable precipitation was falling at
an air temperature of 2.9·c. The first snowfall with
an ·intensity of over 2.0 mm/h was occurring at
0.6"C.

Table 1: Solid precipitation events at Davos at air temperatures above
h

I

date

form of precipitation

urc
12
18
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
17
12
18
12
18
12
12
18
6
12
12
6
6
18
12
12

24
5
24
3
17
4
23
3
28 12
8 2
24 11
1 5
16 12
6 6
31
5
25
4
11
1
29
5
26 10
24 11
17 11
2 10
28 12
22
6
24 5
25
1
18
6
11
1
25
4
8 5
20 12

82
86
86
86
85
85
87
85
87
86
86
82
88
84
81
82
87
84
85
81
83
88
87
88
82
84
87

single snow crystals
single snow crystals
snowfall (snowflakes)
snowfall (snowflakes)
snowfall (snowflakes)
snowfall (snowflakes)
single snow crystals
snow pellets
snowfall (snowflakes)
snowfall (snowflakes)
snowfall (snowflakes)
single snow crystals
single snow crystals
single snow crystals
snowfall (snowflakes)
snowfall (snowflakes)
snow pellets
snowfall (snowflakes)
snowfall (snowflakes)
single snow crystals
snowfall (snowflakes)
snowfall (snowflakes)
snowfall (snowflakes)
single snow crystals
single snow crystals
snowfall (snowflakes)
snowfall (snowflakes)

wet bulb t.

·c

.6
1.0
.8
.8
-.1
.5
.6
.6
.6
.3
.9
-2.9
.6
.6
-2.9
-.3
-.2
.7
.4
.6
-.1
-.2
.7
-.6
-.3
.4
0.6

re of the period 1981 to 1988
prec. int.

air temp

mm/h

·c

0
0
0
.3
0
0
0
0

4.8
4.0
3.3
2.9
2.1
2.1
1.9
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

•3
0
0
0
0
.3
0
0
0
.3

sushine dur.
[min/20 min]

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

- 480 Table 2: Liquid precipilation events at Davos at air temperatures :s; l'C of the period 1981 to 1988:
form of precipitation

date

h

6
12
18
6
18
18
18
12
6
18
18
12
12
18
18

wet bulb t.

["C)

urc
1
23

5
6
23
12
2
11
18
30
26
26
2
30
8

4
12
1
4
12
11
3
1
11

11
1
1

9
1

5

84
83
83
81
83
87
87
86
86
85
83
83
88
85
82

rain
rain
rain
drizzle
rain
rain
rain
rain
rain
drizzle
rain
rain
rain
rain
rain

-3.0
-.1

.5
.5
.3
.6

.4
.4

.9
.6
1.0
.3
.. 8
.8

.4

prec. int.
[mm/h)

0

.6
2.1
0

1.8
•9
1.2
.3
0
0

1.2
.3
.6
0
0

air temp
["C)

-1.5
.2
•5
.6
.6
•7
.7
.8
•9
•9
•9
•9
1.0
1.0
1.0

sushine dur.
[min/20 min]

0
0
0
-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 3: Solid recipitation events at Zurich-Kloten at air temperatures~ 15•c of the period 1981 to 1988
h

form of precipitation

date

urc
15
12
12
12
15
9

6
21
15
6
9
12
6
15
12
3
15
9
15
15
3
9
6
3
12
9
9
15
15

15
21
24
24

10
27
11
7
17
11
8
15
31
11
28
30
19
25
7
10
24
1
25
2
17
19
1
30
27
8
24
26
31
20
14
13
24

9

9

18
21
6
6
24
10
15
6

25
7
29
13
15
6
19
2

2
11
3

3
3
3
2
11

1
2

11
4
2
2
2
1
1

2
3
12

1
2
1
11
12
2
1
3

1
12
1
4
12
2
11
3
12
4
1
1
2
2

88
81
82
88
87
82
84
82
83
88
87
82
88
83
83
82
86
84
83
81
81
88
81
81
86
88
86
83
88
86
83
86
81
84
81
88
82
83
84
86
82
83

snow shower
snow pellets
snow shower
snow shower
single snow crystals
snow shower
single snow crystals
single snow crystals
snow shower
snow shower
single snow crystals
snow shower
single snow crystals
snow pellets
single snow crystals
single snow crystals
snow shower
single snow crystals
snowfall (snowflakes)
snow .shower
snowfall (snowflakes)
snowfall (snowflakes)
single snow crystals
snowfall (snowflakes)
snow shower
snow shower
snow shower
snow shower
snow shower
snow shower
snowfall (snowflakes)
single snow crystals
snowfall (snowflakes)
snow shower
snowfall (snowflakes)
single snow crystals
snowfall (snowflakes)
snow shower
.snow shower
snow shower
snowfall (snowflakes)
snow shower

wet bulb t.

rCJ

1.4
1.4
1.3

1.4
.4

.7
.9
2.1
.8
.9
1.5
1.7
.3
.3

.6
1.8
.8
.1
.8
.7
.7

.5
-.1
1.1
.6
.8
.2
1.1
.7
.6
-.1
-.3
.2
.4
-.2

.9
.7
.5
.8
.5
.8
.I

prec. int.
[mm/h)

0

.3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
•9
0

.3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.3
0
0

1.2
0
0
0

air temp
[.C)

3 ..9
3.8
3.7
3.3
3.2
3.0
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.4
2.4
2.4'
2.1
2.1
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

sushine dur.
[min/20 min]

0
0
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

-

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table 4: Liquid precipitation events at Zurich-Kloten at air temperatures< 05 ·c of the period 1981 to 1988:
h

form of precipitation

date

urc
15
6
9
24
3
6
3
3
6
6
3
24
6

6
6
21
6
18
6
9
12
24
15

10
18
18
8
11
19
19
19
11

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

20
1
9
27 12
19
1
24
1
10
1
20 11
20 2
3
2
12 1
22 1
26 11
11
1
20
2

82
87
87
82
82
87
87
85
82
87
82
81
85
87
82
85
87
87
84
82
88
82
87

freezing rain
freezing drizzle
freezing drizzle
freezing rain
freezing rain
freezing drizzle
freezing drizzle
freezing rain
freezing rain
freezing drizzle
freezing rain
freezing rain
freezing rain
freezing drizzle
freezing rain
freezing drizzle
freezing drizzle
freezing rain
freezing rain
freezing rain
drizzle
rain
drizzle

wet bulb t

·c

-6.6
-5.7
-5.4
-5.2
-5.6

prec. int.

·c

.3
0
0

-5.8
-5.3
-5.0
-4.9
-4.8
-4.6
-4.4
-3.8
-3.8
-3.6
-3.4
-3.3
-2.7
-2.5
-2.2
-1.8
-1.5
-1.2
-1.1

•9

0
0
0
0

-5

-4.9
-4.3
-4.3
-4
-4
-3.9
-3.2
-3.1
-2.3
-2
-2
-2.1
-2.5
-.6

air temp

nun/h

•9

0
2.4
0
0
0
1.2
0
0
0
0
.3

-.5

0

0.0
0.0

-.2
-.1

0
0

.2
.3

sushine dur.
[min/20 min]

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
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temperatures:
The minimum air temperature with rainfall was lSC (no measurable precipitation). the lowest temperature with measurable precipitation was
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5. Conclusions
The relative percentage of liquid, solid and mixed
precipitation depends on the location, on the hour of
observation and sometimes on the season of observa. tion. At wet-bulb temperatures above
there are
practically no more snowfall events. This limit includes snowfall events occurring at rather high air
temperatures and low relative humidities (eg. falling
of single snow crystals). The transition from conventional to automatic meteorological measurements
may have some implication on time series of temperature data. Snowfalls occurring at relatively high
air temperatures are all of low intensities. Rainfalls
at temperatures below
are rare and generally of
low intensities, with exception of stations in the
Swiss lowlands when warm moist air from southwest is gliding up on cold air masses moving in
from the north (eg. resulting in freezing rain.)
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF PRECIPITATION IN CLIMATIC ZONES

SHWER T.A.
Main Geophysical Observatory, Leningrad,
In climatology basically one of
physically clear and geographically justified boundaries is determined from
the atmospheric precipitation air temperature complex. Precipitation division
into two main types-solid and liquid is explained first of all by thermal
factors. Of interest are external and
genetic differences, as well as different effect of these two types of precipitation on natural features. Suggestion on the need to measure solid
and liquid precipitation /5/ using
different technique was reflected in
later instrumental studies /1-4/.
To analyse observation series homogeneity in the USSR climatological
treatment practice, the year is conventionally divided into the warm
(April-October) and cold (NovemberMarch} periods /5,6/.
This division is based on monthly data and is convenient for mapping
precipitation over extensive territories since the unity of time interval
is reached. Such a separation of cold
period on a certain territory coincides
with the actual beginning and end of
the period of solid precipitation prevalence. The period with solid precipitation for south regions is naturally
shorter than conventionally accepted
one, i.e. it begins later than November and ends earlier than March,and
in the North, particularly in the Arctic, and at definite height in mountains /7/ this period is longer. In
autumn and spring, and in mountains
in any month of the year depending on
the height above sea level, fall of
all three types of· precipitation
(solid, liquid and mixed) is observed.
Moist snow and snow and rain were considered mixed precipitation, though
these forms are clearly distinct genetically. Thus, moist snow /8,9/ is
observed at small positive temperatures close to zero and mainly in air
masses of marine origin, while snow
and rain in the form of snow flakes
and rain drops falls under different
synoptic conditions. With only monthly data available it is impossible to
divide the whole period with precipitation accurately enough into time
intervals of the prevalence of each
precipitation type. Therefore, in
1962 a thermal criterion was suggested for distinguishing the period
with solid precipitation prevalence

USSR

/1o,11/ within decade. Later on /12/
it was verified based on high-quality
visual observations with distinguishing mixed precipitation according to
monthly mean air temperature in the
range of -1oc to 2oc. Some improvement was made using the values /3/ of
annual air temperature amplitude as a
characteristic of the climate continentally degree, related to precipitation
type.
The portion of solid precipitation over the European Territory of
the Soviet Union (ETU) changes within 10-30% (Fig.1).
Over Middle Russian and Volga
Hills solid precipitation portion increases by 3 to 5% as compared to adjacent plain, and at the foothills of
the Urals (Preduralie) and in their
mountain area the increase is 10%. In
the plain part of Central Asia republics not less than 10 to 15% of solid
precipitation falls during the year,
and in North Ka7.alchstan not less than
20%. In the South of Turkmenia, in
Charjou and Samarkand oasis, th& solid
precipitation portion does not exceed
3-5% of the annual amount.
In West Siberia,southward of the
polar circle, the portion of solid
precipitation varies from 20 to 30%.
In East Siberia, northward of the polar circle,it increases up to 40%,and
eastward of the Lena river valley to
50%. In Transbaikal area and Primorye
only 10 to 15% of precipitation falls
in solid form.
Of certain interest is better estimation of not only each precipitation type portion but also many-year
mean periOd in which a particular precipitation type prevails. The month
with a given precipitation type portion exceeding 75% is considered the
beginning of a period with a given
precipitation type prevalence. If
monthly data are assumed to be 100%
provided that a particular precipitation type amounts to 33% ± (3-5) %,
one can speak about its prevalence
during one of decades /10,11,12/.
In the plain part of ETU the beginning of the period with solid precipitation prevalence varies from
mid-October (the second decade) on
the north coast of Kola Peninsula to
early January southward of 4700N
.(Fig.2). There is no stable period
with solid precipitation prevalent in
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the many year mean between 47°N and the .
Caucasus foothills. The isochrones of
the beginning of period with solid precipitation are · .
. directed northwest to south-east. 0
The longitude 35 E can be a distinct boundary of the ETU Atlantic
warning effect which is expressed as
thickening of isochrones. To the east
of it between the polar circle and
500N the period with solid precipitation
prevalence sets in during the first and
second decades of November, to the west
in the same area only in late December.
Thus the Atlantic effect can be estimated ~s the shift of setting in the period with solid precipitation by a ~onth.
The period with solid precipltation prevalence on ETU north of GOON
ends up in the first decade of April,
on the rest territory during March
(Fig.2). In Siberia north of the polar
circle the change to the period with
mixed precipitation is observed in
the second decade of May. South of 65 0
N the period with solid precipitation
ends up in April (to 55°N) and March
(the area west of Baikal Lake (Pribaikalje).Fig,J shows the number of decades with solid precipitation prevalent. The length of period with solid
precipitation on the USSR territory
varies from 26 decades in the northeast of Siberia to three decades in
the south of Central Asia, i.e.,from
almost one month to nine months.
We shall consider separately
the dependence of precipitation type
on absolute height in mountain systems. In this case one can probably
assume that in mountains, excluding
the topmost zones, mixed and liquid
precipitation can be continued during several months. This is particu~
larly true for the Central Asia mountains. In the Caucasus and Transcaucasus
area liquid precipitation to the
height 500 m accounts for 85-90% of
the annual amount. With height increase by about 500 m the rain portion
decreases to 15-20% and at 2500 m
it comes to only )0%. The change with
height of the beginning and end of
each of three precipitation types is
given in Fig.4 and Table 1. The period with solid precipitation is longer
(26 decades) in the west of the Caucasus, in the east it is 21 decades, namely till mid-May, and in the Transcaucasus it is only 15 decades, i.e.
it ends up in early April.
At the height above )OOOm the observed precipitation values are found
only in the west of the Caucasus.Here
solid precipitation prevails practically
during the whole year from late August
to mid-July.
In the Carpathians, according to
the data up to the height of 600 m,one
can observe simultaneous the combination of all three precipitation types
from December to March.
In the Pamirs the period with solid precipitation sets in later and
ends up earlier than in Tien Shan,the
maximum difference in its length being
observed at altitudinal belts of
500 to 2500 m.
It is interesting to mention

that at 1500-2000 m in Tien Shan the period with solid precipitation amounts to
13 decades, i.e. of the same length as
in the Pamirs at much higher altitudes
( 2500-)000 m).
In the Altai up to 8900-1000 m
heights a very short~period change from
solid to liquid precipitation is typical,
i.e.mixed precipitation is observed only
during one decade in spring (the second
decade in April) and autumn (the second
one in October) (Fig.5).
In the Vostochn~i and Zapadnyi Sa'a•
ny three altitudinal zones can be distinguished, the change in the length of period with solid precipitation between zones
reaching two decades - one in the beginning and one at the end of the period,
The period with liquid precipitation also
becomes shorter. However, in all altitudinal zones the intermediate decade with
mixed precipitation remains in spring and
autumn (Fig.5).
Fig.6 shows changes 'in the length of
period with precipitation of different
types in the junction of ridges north of
Baikal·Lake. It is seen in the Fig. that
at 200-1000 m the period with prevailing
solid precipitation increases from 6
(x -Iv2 ) to 8.5 months (Ix -vi 1 ),
3
3
Comparison of the dates of temperature passing over ooc and those of the
beginning and end of the period with solid precipitation shows that their coincidences are observed over a very small territory. Over the most part of the territory of the USSR there is observed a shift
by 1-4 decades (Table 2),
Solid atmospheric precipitation is
one of the basic sources of forming snowice resources. Their estimates; both relative (in portions of annual amount) and
absolute (in mm), are difficult to obtain
since there is no separate measurement of
solid, liquid and mixed precipitation. It
is most difficult to estimate for mountain
systems with insufficient meteorological
information which have a decisive importance for glaciers and mountain river flow.
In the north of the European Territory
of the USSR, including Preduralje, the solid precipitation sum reaches 200 mm. To
the south of 6ooN isohyets have almost latitudinal direction and the amount of solid precipitation becomes half as much
(IOO mm) to 500N, The isohyet 75 mm passes
near 500N; and 50 mm in the lower reaches
of Dnieper. The Urals are outlined by the
isohyet 250 mm, at the tops of the Upper
and Middle Urals solid precipitation comes
to the maximum for ETU values - 400 mm.
In the longitudinal belt 50-600E a rapid and comparatively uniform decrease in
solid precipitation amount is observed from 200 mm at 540N to t5 mm at 50°N.
At the foothills of the Carpathian
Mountains (to the height )00 m) solid precipitation does not exceed 75 mm. At the
height 500 m the amount of solid precipitation increases up to 100 mm, In the
Central Carpathians at the height above
1000 m, in the upper reaches of Tissa and
Dnestr right-hand tributaries, solid precipitation exceeds )00 mm. According to
the data observed, more than 600 mm of solid precipitation falls in the area of Pozhizhevskaya meteorological station.
In the Caucasus the solid precipitation amount (like the annual amount) is
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different for the wet West Caucasus and
the dry East Caucasus and Transcaucasus.
The whole Caucasus territory,including
Transcaucasus and North Caucasus, is outlined by the isohyet of solid precipita ..
tion 75 mm. The maximum amount of solid
precipitation (above 1200 mm) is observed in the open south slopes of the Main
Caucasus Ridge.
In the Pamirs in the Zaravshansky
Ridge at the heights above 3000 m solid
precipitation amounts to 800 mm. Northward and southward of the watershed its
amount decreases gradually to 100 mm
at the foot of the ridge to 25 mm in
Fergana valley and in the Amudarja, Pyanzh and Vakhsh Rivers valleys. At the
Fedchenko glacier (the height is more
than 4000 m) Solid precipitation for
the year accounts for 99%,i.e, above
2200 mm.
In the foothills of Altai and Vostochnyi Sa'an solid precipitation comes to 100-300 mm. An extensive zone
of damming effect with solid precipitation amount increasing to 200-JOOmm
westward of Kuznetsky Alatau, in high
mountains more than 400 mm of precipitation falls, and at the east slopes
solid precipitation amount decreases
suddenly to 75-100 mm,
The portion of solid precipitation in the foreign Europe decreases
from north-east (40-45%) to southwest (Fig.9). Southward of 50°N, except for mountains, itdoes not exceed
20%. The solid precipitatioH portion
westward of the meridian 20 is of the
same order. On the Peninsula and on
the ----· coast of Mediterranean Sea
solid precipitation portion is small
and comes to only 5% of the amount
sum.
In the foreign Asia the fall of
part of precipitation in the form of
snow is observed northward of the
)Oth parallel (to the south only in
some high mountain areas). In the narrow band along 30°N (to 90°E) solid
precipitation amounts to about 5-IO%

of the annual amount. The distinguish ing feature of solid precipitation portion change over the territory is its
rapid increase northward of Mongolian
Altai. The frowth of solid precipitation
portion from 10 to 50% occurs at as
short distance as 500 km, which is explained by the presence of mountain rises. Another feature is the high share
of solid precipitation (more than 20%
of the annual amount) in relatively low
latitudes, in mountains of Asia Minor &
on Japan Islands.
Solid precipitation is not typical
for Africa but at some mountain tops
even in equatorial belt snowfall is observed (Kilimanjaro, the Cameroons,and
in Atlas Mountains). Only in the very
south of the continent, in Drakensberg,
solid precipitation portion is 10-20%.
In North America solid precipitation portion is rather big-more than
30% of the total amount northward 45°N
(Fig.
). To the south solid precipitation portion decreases to IO% (J 0 N),
and southward of 350N solid precepitation is not observed. The extent of decrease of solid precipitation portion in
southward direction changes on the Pacific coast. Here, the portion of solid
precipitation decreases twice, as intensively as on the Atlantic coast. Thus,
at the 50th parallel (of the Atlantic
coast solid precipitation amounts to
40% and on the Pacific coast 20%, On
the Alaska in latitudinal direction
from north to south solid precipitation portion decreases almost linearly
from 60 to 30%.
In South America snow cover is formed only in mountains at high altitudes;
in the south-west of the continent,
southward of 40°S, solid precipitation
portion comes to 5% of the annual amount,
and southward of 500S more than 17%. The
boundary of light snowfalls reach the
tropics. In connection with wetter southwest coast the snow line lies comparatively low (at 500-800m), and glaciers extend directly to the sea~ in some places.

Table 1
Solid precipitation portion in the Caucasus and Transcaucasus

Height a.
s.l., m

500-1000
1000-1500
1500-2000
2000-2500
2500-3000
)000

West Caucasus
period

number
of decades

:xrr -rr
1
3
3
10
XII 2-III 2
xr 3-rrr 3 13
:x -rv2
18
3
26
r:x 3-vr 1
VIII -vu 2 33
3

East Caucasus
number
period
of decades
r 1-rrr 1
r 1-rrr
3
xrr .,.rv 1
1
:x -rv2
3
x3-v2

7
9

13
18
21

Transcaucasus
period

number
of decades

:XII -rr 2
3
xrr 1-rrr 1
xr 3-rrr 3
:xr - rv 1
3
xr 2-rv 1

6
IO
13
14
15
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Table 2
Solid precipitation portion in the Pamirs and Tien Shan

Tien Shan

Pamirs

Height
a.s.l.

XII

500-1000
1000-1500
1500-2000
2000-2500
2500-3000
3000-4000

-r

3 1
XII3-I1'2
XII3-I1,2,3,II1
xr -III 1
3
XI2-III3
IX 2-v2

number
of decades

period

number
of decades

period

2
3
5
II
14
25

8

XII 2-IIJ

xr 3.,.nr 1

11.
1J
16
19
29

XI 2-III 2

xr 1-rv 1
x2.,.rv 2
rx 1-vr 2

Table J
Periods with different types of precipitation.

Al ti tudinal zone

Solid

400-900

x3-rv1
x2-rv2
x1-rv3

900-1200
1200-1400

Sa'any

Mixed

Liquid

x2 ,rv2
x3 ,rv3
rx 3 ,v 1

rv3-x 1
v1-rx 1
v2-rx2
Table 4

The difference between temperature passing over 0° in autumn and the
beginning of period with prevalence of solid precipitation (number of
decades)
~

Northern
70
20
25
30

35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
1.15

0
0

65

60

-1

3
3

-1

2

1
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
J
3

J

2

2
1

4

3
2
1

2

1
1
1
1
2

0
1
1
2

3
3
2
3

2
2

2
1
1

1
1

2

2
2
2

Hemisphere, degree
55
0
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
j

1
1
1

1
J
2
2
1
2
1

50
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
1
2
1

45

40

1

4
4
4
4
3

J
3

3
1
0
1

0
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Table 4 (to be continued)

f2o

125
130
135
140
1~

150
155
160
165
170
175
180

70

65

60

55

1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

1
1

0
0

50

45

40

0
-1
1

1
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BACKGROUND

The need for analyses of large-scale
areally-averaged precipitation for periods of 5
days to JIDnths covering at least the tropics to
satisfy the requirements of the World Climate
Research Prograrrme (WCRP) became clear in early
1985 as the Tropical Ocean-Global Atmosphere
(TOGA) Programne was beginning.
A workshop on
Global Large-Scale Precipitation Data Sets for
the w::RP was held in Camp Springs, MD, USA, in
July 1985, and recarrnended (WCRP, 1986) that a
Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)
be instituted to use available algorithms and
data to produce these analyses.
Its objectives
include:
a.
the production of estimates of tropical
precipitation for areas of 2.5° latitude x 2.5°
longitude for periods of 5 days using
geostationary satellite data;
b.
the derivation of rainfall estimates
for similar spatial scales and for m:>nths from
passive mict~ve radiometric data;
c,
the use of these data together with
conventional rainfall data to produce analyses of
nonthly rainfall en a near-global scale; and
d.
the development of a capability to
validate and calibrate the various satellite
est:ima tes •
2.

ORGANIZATION

The structure of the GPCP is shown in Fig.
1.
The derivation of estimates from
geostationary data requires statistics, including
histograms, means and spatial variances, of IR
brightness temperatures for 5-day periods from
each of the available satellites. This activity
is carried out at the several Geostationary
Satellite Data Processing Centres (GSDPCs}. The
integration of these data into rainfall estimates
for the global tropics is done by the
Geostationary Satellite Precipitation Data Centre
(GSPDC) ,
Data from the SSM/I (Special Sensor
Microwave/Imager) instri.Jl\el1t on a u.s. Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program polar-orbiting
satellite is processed at the Polar Satellite
Data Processing Centre (PSDPC) and sent to the
Polar Satellite Precipitation Data Centre
(PSPDC), where it is used to obtain estimates of
monthly oceanic precipitation.
Both of the
Precipitation Data Centres use calibration and
validation information provided by the Surface
Reference Data Centre (SROC), where develoflllental
work on new methods of measuring rainfall over
the oceans is also coordinated.
The Global
Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) receives
the various satellite estimates and, by combining
them with conventional rainfall measurements,
produces monthly analyses of near-global
rainfall.

3.

CURRENr S'rATUS

a.

Geostationary Oomponent

The GSDPCs for each of the geostationary
are currently producing the statistics
required by the GPCP and, .with the exception of
that for INSAT, are regularly delivering data.
The GSDPC for GOES is eo-located with the GSPDC
and has ~en producing data routinely for both
satellites, when available, since July 1987. The
GSDPCs for Meteosat and GMS, operated by the
European Space Agency under contract from
Eumetsat and by the Japan Meteorological Agency
(JMA), respectively, have been delivering data
since late 1987. Both JMA and ESA have canpleted
post-processing and delivery of older data, as
well.
While India has not yet agreed to
participate in the GPCP, the functional duties of
an INSAT GSDPC have been carried out since June
1, 1986, by the India Meteorologice>l Department
as a result of a collaborative effort under a
joint Indo-U.s. research program.
sa~ellites

~1e GSPDC has developed preliminary merging
and quality control algorithms, and analyses have
been obtained for all pentads from January 1986
through February 1989.
Rainfall estimates are
computed from each satellite for each 5-day
period and then merged into an analysis covering
the global tropics.
Data frcm the NOM polarorbiting satellites are used to fill spatial and
temporal gaps. The experience gained by the
Global Processing Canter of the International
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project has proven
very useful.
Figure 2 shows an example of
estimated tropical rainfall for a 30-day period
during June 1988 in which data from GOES West,
GOES East, Meteosat, Q-18, NOAA-9 and NOAA-10 were
used.

b.

Polar-Orbiting Oomponent

Estimates of rainfall based on passive
microwave observations from the SSM/I offer
considere>ble .potenti< l for supplementing and
improving the geostationary estimates.
The
satellite was launched on June 19, 1987, and data
began to be produca:i near the end of that month.
No formal cannitments for either the PSDPC or the
PSPDC have been received, althou;Jh initial data
processing, as well as development and testing of
estimation algorithms, is under way.
SSM/I data will be archived at NOAA/NESDIS,
and the possibility that the Satellite Data
Services Division of NESDIS could provide the
PSDPC is being explored.
In the interim, data
are being supplied by a NASA/NESDIS contractor to
a group headed by T. Wilheit at NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center.
This group has agreed to
provide the PSPDC, assuming a satisfactory

- 492 -arrangement for supply of the data can be made.
They have presently received data for more than
one year, and have applied the preliminary
estimation algorithm to monthly data for the
period July 1987-June 1988 (see example, Fig. 3).
This algorithm, which uses 18 GHz data and a
physically-based model of the absorption due to
raindrops, yields qualitatively good results over
the oceans, but is subject to systematic errors
in the vicinity of coasts, islands or . surface
ice. 'Ihis algorithm ~s usable only over oceans;
another algorithm, based on scattering due to ice
at 86 GHz, is being developed by R. Spencer of
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center and should be
applicable over both ocean and land.
Other
microwave algorithms are being developed in a
number of locations.
c,

calibration nnd validation

The use of indirect estimates of rainfall
(such as those based on observations of clouds or
ice particles) requires calibration and
validation in order to be used with confidence.
The calibration/Validation (Cal/Val) Program of
the GPCP consists of three principal efforts: the
aquisition and organization of surface
observations of rainfall frcxn areas representing
different climatic regimes; sponsorship and
coordination of efforts to develop new methods of
observing rainfall over tlle oceans; and the
execution of an Algorithm Intercanparison Program
Which will use detailed, relatively short-term
rainfall analyses and satellite observations to
refine existing algorithms and develop new ones.
A wo;kshop on the Validation of SatelliteBased Precipitation Estimates for the GPCP (WCRP,
1988) was held in November 1986.
One of its
principal recommendations was that a Surface
Reference Data Center (SRDC) be established to
coordinate this effort.
'!he National Climatic
Data Center of NOAA/NESDIS has offered to provide
the srux::, and initial developnent is under way.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of primary and
secondary sites frcxn Which calibration/validation
might be obtained.
CUrrent efforts to acquire
and format these data have begun.
The Cal/Val Project has arranged for an
experiment in the application of new rainfall
measurement techniques to oceanic rainfall to be
conducted during the June-September 1989 period.
A subsurface acoustic sensor and an optical rain
guage are to be rrounted on a buoy in the Atlantic
OcE>.an near Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and within
range of the KSC rain-measuring radar. If usable
rainfall measurements can be obtained, the
possiblity of mounting such instrunents on buoys
in the tropical Pacific will be explored.
The first project of the Algorithm
Intercamparison Program will be conducted during
June-August 1989 in an area of the northwest
Pacific Ocean enccxnpassing the main islands of
Japan (Fig. 5). It will use CMS visible and IR
data with SSM/I observations, and will canpare
estimates with a composite rainfall analysis

constructed by JMA from automated rain gauge
observations over Japan and digital radar data
for the nearby ocean regions.
Future algorithm
intercanparisons are expected to be held in the
area surrounding Great Britain during winter
1990-91 and in the western Pacific in conjunction
with the T08A Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response
Experiment.
A critical component of the GPCP is the
Global Precipitation Climatology Center (GPCC) •
The Federal Republic of Germany has offered to
provide the GPCC, and it began operations on 1
October 1988.
Its mission will be the
integration of station observations of rainfall
and estimates frcan both IR and microwave data
into global analyses of rronthly rainfall averaged
over 2.5° latitude/longitude areas. The most
critical developnental task facing the GPCC, and
one Which will be critical to the future of such
v/CRP programs as GEWEX, is the developnent of
methods of analyzing rainfall which can make
optimal use of the many available sources of
information, such as station observations,
radars, various satellite estimates, circulation
data and model forecasts of precipitation.
All
of these data types contain (or at least will in
the future contain) information on the
distribution and intensity of large-scale
rainfall. The challenge is to begin to learn h:>w
to use that information in scxne optimal fashion,
possibly through sane process analogous to that
used by operational numerical weather prediction
centers in producing circulation analyses to be
used as initial conditions.
4.

OCEANIC PRECIPITATION DUlliNG 1986-88

_ During late 1986, a wann episode of the El
Nino/Southern Oscillation began. The warmest
surface water .L-. the equatorial Pacific shifted
eastward to near the date line, and the maximum
in convective activity rocwed eastward, as well.
Near the beginning of 1988, the warm episode
ended.
Warmer than normal sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) disappeared frcxn the central
and eastern equatorial Pacific and were, within a
few months, replaced by below normal ssrs. 'Ihis
cold episode was characterized by less than
normal convective activity in the central
Pacific, with a pronounced westward extension of
the. equatorial dry zone.
/
The interannual chang.,; in SST can be seen in
Fig. 6, Where seasonal ssr has been taken £ran
tlle blended analysis of Reynolds (1988).
N:>te
the change in the eastward extent of the 29°
isotherm in the central and western equatorial
Pacific. The estimated precipitation for the
December-February (DJF) and June-August (JJA)
seasons during this period (Figs. 7 and 8)
clearly shows the large decrease in rainfall near
the intersection of the equator and the date line
from the warm episode to the cold episode.
Estimated seasonal totals of more than 1 meter
during the warm episode are replaced by totals of
less than 25 mu during DJF 1988-89.
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Figure I. ~~~j~~~~tion and d•t• flow of the Global Precipitation Climatology

Figure

2.

Merged IR-based estimates for May 31-June 29, 1988 using data from
GOES-E, GOES-W, GMS, Meteosat, NOAA-9 and NOAA-10. Contours at
200 mm intervals beginning from 200 mm and at 25 and 100 mm.
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Figure 3. Estimated rainfall for August 1988 us1ng 19 GHz data from SSM/1 and
an absorption a1gorithm (see text).
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available.
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Figure 6. Mean sea surface temperatures for the indicated seasons from the
blended analysis of Reynolds (1988),
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Figure 8. As in Figure 7, except for JJA 1986
(top), JJA 1987 (middle) and JJA 1988
(bottan).
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In spite of the importance of precipitation
variations to economic activities throughout the
world, they have received far less attention than
variations in temperature. This is partly the
result of difficulties associated with precipitation
variability (both spatially and temporally) and
partly due to problems of devising a system
which will represent large scale precipitation
changes in a meaningful way. Here we compare
the results of two methods devised to examine
precipitation variability over large regions of the
world. Each method used a different number of
stations yet the results are remarkably consistent.
One approach to constructing large scale
averages is to scale precipitation amounts to the
appropriate probability value of the gamma
distribution, based on shape and scale
parameters derived from a long-term reference
perjod (1921-1960) at each recording station (cf.
Ropelewski and Jalickee, 1984; Ropelewski et
al., 1985). Annual precipitation amounts at each
station can thus be converted to probability
values. In our research, over 1,500 Northern
hemisphere and 600 Southern hemisphere station
records were processed in this way.
The
resulting probability values
were then
interpolated to an equidistant grid and the grid
values were averaged to produce composite
probability indices for large regions (Bradley et
al., 1987; Diaz et al., 1989).
A major problem with this approach
(termed here, "Method 1") is that the resulting
series of precipation probability indices is
inherently difficult to interpret in absolute terms.
If precipitation is not uniform across a region,
the average of a wet year in a normally wet
region (p> 0.5) and a dry year in a normally dry
region (p< 0.5) may produce a mean index of
-0.5, but the regional precipitation anomaly (in
terms of total water excess) could be large.

An alternative approach ("Method 2")
has recently been developed by Groisman
(1989). Precipitation anomalies from the 192160 . reference period were. averaged using
Th~tss~n polygons to. determtne the appropriate
wetghttng factor applicable to each station. The
regional mean anomaly values for each year are
thus the average of all the weighted station
anomaly values. Figures 2 to 4 show the results
of each approach for the regions shown in Figure
1. Table 1 shows the correlation coefficients
between the time series.
The correspondence between the two
methods is clearly extremely good and provides
confidence that the underlying variations are
meaningful. It should be noted that not only
were the two methods quite different, but the
amount of data (number of station records) used
in each method varied considerably.
For
example, in the analysis of data for the Soviet
Union using method 1, only a small sub-set of
,the data used in method 2 was selected, yet the
resulting time series are highly correlated (r=
0.86). Conversely, for the region of North
America from 350-550N, method 2 was applied
to a sub-set of the stations that were used in
method 1, yet the two resulting series were also
highly correlated (r= 0.8).
In fact, the
correlation coefficient for the period 1891-1970
(after which our North American data set
declines in coverage dramatically) is even more
significant (r= 0.9).
We conclude from this exercise that
large-scale precipitation variations can be
characterized by either method, and that very
large data sets are not a sine Q\Ja non for
producing useful estimates of precipitation
changes.
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Figure 1. Location of the regions shown in Figures 2 to 4. Region 1 ("U.S.S.R.") consists of the the
five boxes shown. Region 2 ("America") consists of 2 boxes (350-7QON).
Region 3
("Northern continents") consists of all boxes,excluding the southeastern U.S.
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Figure 2. Precipitation probabilities derived from gridded station data (method 1) and regional
precipitation anomalies derived using Theissen polygons (method 2) for region 1
("U.S.S.R.").
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Figure 3. Precipitation probabilities derived from gridded station data (method 1) and regional
precipitation anomalies derived using Theissen polygons (method 2) for region 2
("America").
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Figure 4. Precipitation probabilities derived from gridded station data (method 1) and regional
precipitation anomalies derived using Theissen polygons (method 2) for region 3
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Figure 2 for the U.S.S.R. region.
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Figure 2 for the northern continental region.
Table 1.
Correlation Coefficients between time series
shown in Figures 2 to 4 (1891-1986).
U.S.S.R.

0.86

America (35o-55oN)

0.80

Northern continents

0.74
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ANALYSIS OF REGIONAL SCALE PREC1P1TATJON FLUCTUATIONS
ON DECADAL TJNlE SCALES
DIAZ, H. F.
Air Resources Laboratory, NOAA, Boulder, CO, USA

Many sources or inhomogeneities in precipitation data, both systematic and random have been
noted in the scientific literature (Hare and Hay,
1971; Rodda, 1971; Sevruk, 1982; 1986; Folland,
1988). One way to minimize such errors in large
networks, and for regions outside of the polar regions is to use threshold intervals, where, for instance, year-to-year totals are analysed in terms of
the daily contributions from precipitation events of
different sizes (see Englehardt and Douglas, 1985).
The purpose of the study was to determine how
the magnitude of· particular daily precipitation
amoullls, averaged spatially over selected regions,
varied between wet and dry periods. Daily precipitation totals were used from nearly 720 observing stations for the period 1931-86. The results show that
the precipitation-producing processes operating during the wettest and driest years are substantially different, with wet years generally displaying large increases in the heavier precipitation categories compared to the dry years. These differences can be related to changes in the large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns associated with the development oF
persistent anomalies that are likely related to variations in air-sea exchange processes over the Paciric
Ocean and, depending on the particular region of
the U.S, in the Atlantic Ocean as well. Another purpose was to ascertain what connections, if any, the
occurrence of such extreme precipitation regimes
have to the annual cycle. Presumably, changes in
precipitation associated with greenhouse warming
may manifest themselves most strongly, were they to
either amplify or dampen the characteristic precipitation patterns linked to the seasonal cycle. A more
detailed treatment of this topic, including analyses
of several other U.S. regions is given in Diaz
(1989).
Two approaches were taken to minimize the effects of inhomogeneities in the data record, and enhance the associations between pre.cipitation and
circulation patterns. First, the frequency of occurrence of different precipitation threshold amounts
was determined, and the contribution of these precipitation classes to the yearly total at each station
was calculated. Second, for each regional subdivision (see Karl il.l....aL., 1988, Fig. 12 for a map of the
regional boundaries), the resulting station values
were averaged together and the contribution from

each category was tabulated. Furthermore, by focusing on differences between the driest and wettest
years (roughly corresponding to the upper and lower
quintlles), it is felt that any errors or biases introduced by station and instrument moves, and other
problems has been minimized.
The characteristics of the seasonal changes in
the frequency distribution of precipitation between
wet and dry years for different climatic regions of
the U.S., provide clues as to the changes in atmospheric circulation patterns that are typically associated with such anomalous periods (see, Klein and
Bloom, 1987). As such, they may be useful for assessing the significance of future cllmallc patterns as
a response to increases in greenhouse gases.
The daily precipitation data for each station
was divided into five categories. Although the
threshold limits were chosen arbitrarily, they are
generally indicative of different types of synoptic
situations, regardless of season. The first category is
simply the number of days each year (1931-86)
with no measurable precipitation; the second category (precipitation from .01 to .1" ,inclusive) was
considered to represent 'light' precipitation events;
the third (precipitation from > .1, to .5", inclusive)
is taken to represent 'moderate' events; the fourth
(precipitation > .5 to 1", inclusive) is considered to
denote 'heavy' precipitation events; and the fifth
(precipitation > 1") is considered characteristic of
'extreme' events. It should be noted, that daily station totals exceeding one inch are not that uncommon, but when one aggregates all the station data
within each region, there are relatively few daily
events in most parts of the U .S. which, on average,
exceed this threshold.
An example of the resulting precipitation time
series for two of these subregions (the North Pacific
Coast (NPC) and Southeast Coast (SC) regions) are
presented in Figs. 1 & 2, respectively. The total
length of each bar denotes the annual precipitation,
expressed in terms of percent of the long-term
mean (i.e., the value for that year divided by the
56-year mean). Also shown are the contributions to
the annual total from each of the four precipitation
categories, also expressed as a percentage of the
long-term mean. In this manner the amounts are
directly comparable, since they are all referenced to
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the same quantity (different for each subregion).
The conlinuous line curve denotes the percent ofdays in each year with no measurable precipitation.
It is clear from the record, that all regions exhibit
considerable interannual as well as multi-year variability. For both the NPC and SC, the dry/wet classification limits correspond to about 85% and 1 15%
of normal, respectively. The value of the threshold
limit ls not all that important, so long as it effeclively
selects a sufficient, but not too inclusive, number of
extreme years.
The statistics for the various precipitation categories are given in Table 1. The NPC is a region of
high annual precipitation, most of which comes during the winter half-year. A high frequency oJ' cyclonic storms originating in the North Pacific is
prevalent in this area (Oiaz and Fulbright, 1981).
The region is also affected by the changing phases of
the Southern Oscillation through large-scale teleconnections with se,a surface temperature and rainfall
variability in the tropical Pacific (Emery and Hamilton, 1985; Yarnal and Diaz, 1986). However, as
shown in the latter paper, more often than not, this
region lies at a kind of nodal zone, between regions
of more consistent response to the north and south.
Annually, the number of days without precipitation averages to about one day in three. However,
since there is a very strong annual precipitation cycle (the first harmonic of the annual cycle accounts
for about 97% of the monthly variance about the
annual mean), about 70-75% of the days during the
winter half-year period records some measurable
precipitation, whereas only about a fourth of summer days may be rainy.
The proportion of the annual precipitalion contributed by the largest ('extreme') precipitation
category is among the highest of any of the U .S.
subregions (around 12%). In fact, the 'heavy' and
'extreme' categories account collectively for 45% of
the mean annual total (see Fig. 3). During the wettest years, the number of days without precipitation
is not that much different from the average, but it
represents close to 20% fewer dry days compared to
the corresponding proporlion for the dry category.
The contribution from the 'light' category is very
nearly the same in both sets of years, and we can
conclude that changes in the frequency of these synoptic events will not have much of an impact on
the annual mean. The differences in the contribution by the 'moderate', 'heavy', and 'extreme' categories however, is significant, as shown in Table l
and Fig. 3. The change is greatest in the two highest
categories, where differences in the corresponding
contributions to the annual total are nearly a factor
of two for events in the . 5 - 1" range, while the
contribulion during wet years by daily events ex-

ceeding one inch is greater by nearly a factor of five
compared to the corresponding contribulion during
dry years.
The second region studied, the Coastal Southeast (CS), is also an area of high annual precipitation with a strong seasonal component. The first
harmonic of the annual cycle of mean monthly precipitation accounts for two-thirds of the monthly
mean variance about the 12-month average; the
semi-annual component and the third annual harmonic each contribute an additional 10% of the
monthly mean variance. A secondary precipitation
maximum in March accounts for this situation. As is
the case in the other regions dry and wet years tend
to occur in close proximity to each other. Dry
weather was prevalent in the early to mid- 1950s,
with the occurrence of three consecutive dry years
from 1954-56, and from 1977-81, which resulted
in severe water shortages in the region, particularly
in Florida. Wet years were prevalent in the middle
1940s and around J 960. Consecutive wet years were
recorded in 1947-48, 1959-60 and 1982-83.
Table :1 shows that, on average, about 5-o
more dry days per year are experienced during dry
versus wet years. The contribution from 'light' precipitation events is roughly equal in both sets of
years, but an additional· 10% of the mean annual
total is provided during wet years from 'moderate'
events, 15% more is contributed by 'heavy' events,
and another 10% comes from the 'extreme' category.
The separate seasonal contribution to the annual precipitation totals during wet and dry years
was calculated for all 23 regions to study seasonality
effects more closely. As expected, those seasons associated with maxima in the annual cycle experience
large differences between wet and dry years. An interesting finding is that in most regions, the equinoctial seasons generally experience the largest relative
differences in precipitation amounts between regimes. Jn particular, the autumn season, which in
the contiguous United States is nearly as dry as the
winter season, displays large and consistent wet versus dry differences across the country (see Dia~.
1989)
0

In many parts of the contiguous United States,
the 1980s have been much wetter than average. A
plot of the area-weighted annual precipitation for
the continental U .S. illustrates this point (Fig. 4).
From this perspective, the drought of 1988 does not
appear to be an extreme occurrence. For example,
during the 1950s there was a 5-year period in which
precipitation for the continental U .S. was consistently below the long-term mean, and the last year
of that sequence was even drier than 1988.
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TABLE 1
The wettest and driest years for the North Pacific Coast and
Southeast Coast regions, and the proportion (in percent) of average
precipitation contributed by different daily amount catego.ries (see
text) . Also shown is the percent of days during the year with no
measurable precipitation.
Region: North Pacific Coast
Number of stations = 15 Mean annual precipitation
Wet years: R > llS%, Dry years: R < 85%
%of days with
no precip.
Long-term avg.
Wet Years
1937
1950
1953
1968
1.982
1983
avg.
median
avg. rank*
Dry Years
1935
1936
1939
1943
1944
1949
1976
1985

53.66 in.

% of mean precipitation from
Light
Moderate
Heavy
Extreme
(. 01- .l ")
( .1-.5")
(.5-1")
(> 1")

34.4

8.3

46.7

33.0

12.1

29.3
31.0
29.3
30.1
37.5
24.9

7.5
7.9
7.9
7.7
7.2
8.5

55.9
58.7
54.6
55.6
42.4
52.2

38.7
41.0
40.3
33.6
39.6
61.0

21.1
15.2
13.0
21.5
27.4
25.8

30.4
29.7
43

7.8
7.8
36

53.2
54.1

--zo:7

11

42.4
40.0
13

34.8
41.1
36.4
38.4
36.7
36.7
37.3
42.4

9.3
9.2
8.8
7.6
8.6
8.1
9.3
8.2

41.8
37.6
38.7
43.8
43.0
43.1
40.8
34.1

29.1
27.7
25.9
16.4
26.4
24 .. 8
12.5
17.6

4.1
8.8
5.0
9.1
0.0
4.0
0.0
4.0

"""8.6

40.4
41.3
48

22.6

avg.
38.0
median
36.8
avg . rank*
13

8.7
21

25.4
47

21.3
11

;

3.5
4.05
48

. * Out of 56 values, 1 represents the highest value in that
category, 56 represents the lowest.
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TABLE 1 (cant)

Region: Coastal· Southeast
Number of stations = 17 Mean annual precipitation= 50.21 in.
Wet years: R > 110%, Dry years: R < 90%
%of days with
no precip.
Long-term mean
Wet Years
1945
1947
1948
1959
1960
1964
1971
1973
1979
1982
1983
avg.
median
avg. rank
Dry Years
1931
1938
1940
1951
1954
1955
1956
1977
1978
1981
avg.
median
avg. rank

Light
(.01-.1")

% of mean precipitation from
Moderate
Heavy
Extreme
(.1-.5")
(.5-1")
(> 1")

30.3

10.2

53.7

27.3

8.8

26.9
20.6
21.1
22.5
35.6
28.5
26.3
30.1
34.5
23.8
26.0

10.2
9.1
11.4
10.7
10.3
8.9
10.2
9.6
9.9
11.0
10.0

55.8
70.6
65.0
61.3
46.6
55.5
66.6
57.2
51.0
55.7
54.9

30.6
33.9
41.4
38.9
29.9
35.7
23.7
33.9
43.0
29.2
37.3

20.6
12.8
4.9
17.1
26.0
36.9
11.5
9.9
9.0
17.5
14.3

26.9
26.5
41

10.0
10.2
30

58.2
57.2
18

34.3
33.9
13

16.4
14.3
12

35.9
29.9
34.5
32.1
33.2
34.8
32.1
31.0
30.7
38.1

9.7
11.7
9.9
9.6
15.0
9.5
9.8
9.2
11.0
8.3

43.6
46.7
46.9
50.7
35.7
48.9
49.6
45.1
49.8
45.6

19.3
17.5
19.0
15.1
12.9
23.3
18.4
31.0
22.8
28.4

2.1
12.1
10.5
7 . 4

33.2
32.1
15

10.4
9. 8
30

46.3
46.8
48

20.8
19.2
43

6. 4

6.7
4.5
2.1
4.9
4.5
6.1
5.7
37
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In summary, ensembles of wet and dry years in
two climatically distinct regions of the contiguous
United States are characterized by large differences
in the contribution of different precipitation classes
to the annual total. Wet years are associated with
much higher totals from higher daily precipitation
amounts which occur over relatively large areas, as
well as with smaller annual totals of dry days. The
contribution from 'light' precipitation amounts was
not much different during wet years compared to
dry years. For these two regions of the U.S., the
changes in the •no precipitation' category do not appear to be as significant as the differences in the
contribution from the moderate to extreme categories.
ll is clear that temporally persistent large-scale
atmospheric circulation patterns are the dominant
factor producing the observed extreme differences
in annual precipitation in those regions; some phase
locking to the annual cycle also appears to be involved.
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1.

Introduction

In time GCMs will improve by reducing grid
spacing, and with the attendant better physical
understanding and modelling of precipitation
making processes, the simulations of climate
shou 1d improve. The change in mode 11 i ng being
made at the moment is in the type of experiment
being made. All the major modelling groups are
attempting to simulate the past, present and
future climate in a more realistic way than
equilibrium experiments, by running the model in
a transient mode. In this mode the GCM simulates
climate from some time in the past (eg 1880) to
some future time (eg 2050) using known levels and
future
projections
of
greenhouse
gas
concentrations. In order to validate these
experiments we will require a knowledge of the
large scale variations of temperature and
precipitation for the instrumental period.

With the increasing levels of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere, General Circulation
Models (GCMs) predict that for a doubling of the
equivalent concentration of CO§ the world will
warm by between 1.5 and 4.5 C and that the
The
hydrological cycle will be enhanced.
increases in global precipitation predicted from
a comparison of 2 x C02 and 1 x C02 equilibrium
model runs for five GCMs vary between a 7 to 15%
increase (Table 1, from Schlesinger, 1989 and
Sch 1es i nger and Mitche 11, 1987).
The
geographical distribution of the change in
precipitation is not the same between models, and
the simulation of present-day precipitation
amounts are poor for all models in some regions
of the world.
Table 1:

Changes in global mean surface air temperature and global
precipitation rate simulated by equilibrium atmospheric
GCM/mixed-layer ocean models for a doubling of atmospheric C02.

Model/Reference
GFDL/Wetherald and Manabe
(1986)

4.0

8.7

GISS/Hansen et al. (1984)

4.2

11.0

NCAR/Washington and
Meehl (1984)

4.0

7.1

OSU/Schlesinger and Zhao
(1988)

2.8

7.8

UKMO/Wilson and Mitchell
(1987)

5.2

15.0

The problems in modelling precipitation in
GCMs relate to the finite grid spacing which
varies between models but is of the order 5°
latitude x 5° longitude.
Physical processes
occurring on scales below this must be accounted
for in some roundabout way often referred to as
parameterization. Orography and geography are
also highly idealized on this scale. of grid
spacing. Because of these problems, the regional
projections of the potential effects of increased
concentrations of C02 on precipitation are rarely
considered.
Bradley et al. (1987), .however, note that
certain extremely large scale generalizations can
be made. Precipitation increases are generally
predicted poleward of about 35°N and 35°S and in
the equatorial zone (5°N to 5°S). In between
there is considerable intermodel variability, but
a tendency for a decrease in precip~tation in at
least one season of the year.

The purpose of this article is to consider
potential methods for developing a land-based
data set of grid point precipitation. The
approach follows on from previous work by Bradley
et al. (1987), Jones et al. (1988) and Diaz et
al. (1989).
2.

Methods

A variety of different analysis techniques
has been proposed for interpolating irregularly
sampled meteorological data onto regular and more
manageable grid point networks. Data sets are
available for surface air temperature, sea
surface temperature, sea-leve 1 pressure, upperlevel heights and temperatures {see Bradley and
Jones, 1985 for further details). Precipitation
data, however, are much more difficult to deal
with than temperature data. Precipitation data
are often positively skewed (Fiering and Kuczera,
1982) and this can influence ana lyses when
inadequate allowance is made.
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Some form of transformation of the data is
necessary before interpolation of site data onto
a regular grid can be made.
The use of
percentage departures from normal has been
proposed (Corona, 1978; Gruza and Apasova, 1981)
as has the use of the gamma distribution (Bradley
et al. 1987).
Transformation of the data
achieves a number of useful purposes.
Neighbouring data is made compatible eliminating
to a large degree problems related to the
elevation of the site, the exposure of a
raingauge and the type of raingauge.

Interpolation of the station probability
values was accomplished by using a negative
exponential function;
2

w= e-d /4c

where d is the distance from the station to grid
point and c (the weight constant) was set to 500.
If no station was located within 500 km of a grid
point no value was computed. One station value
became the grid point value if this was all that
was available. In order that stations in datasparse regions did not have undue influence on
large-scale averages, a single station could not
influence more than the four nearest grid points.
A maximum of 1410 grid points (45.8 per cent of
the equal area grid used by Bradley et al. 1987)
were able to have interpolated values out of the
maximum poss i b1e of 3077 for the Northern
Hemisphere.
Diaz et al. (1989) extended the
analysis to the Southern Hemisphere, analysing
the region to 6o•s. The maximum possible points
for the Southern Hemisphere is 2932.

The Gamma Distribution
The gamma distribution has been used by
Bradley et al. (1987) and Diaz et al. (1989) to
convert station monthly precipitation totals to
probability estimates using the gamma
distribution in a manner described by Thorn (1958;
1966). Previous work has demonstrated that the
gamma distribution provides a good fit to
precipitation data and enables precipitation
amounts to be quite accurately expressed as
probabilities at each station (Ropelewski et al.
1985). The gamma distribution is a two-parameter
probability distribution:
f(x)

=

1

~'Y[V

XY-le-X/~ ~>O,Y>O .

(1)

3.

{2)

calculation of which necessitates computation of
the incomplete gamma integral. Simple algorithms
are available for this purpose {e.g. Lau 1980).
Shape and scale parameters were calculated,
using maximum likelihood estimates {Thorn 1958),
for monthly, standard seasons and annual
precipitation at 1487 stations using data for the
reference period 1921-60 (selected as the period
that would retain the maximum number of
stations).
Examples of the shape and scale
parameters for four representative stations are
(Note that the mean
given in Table 2.
precipitation is equal toy~.)
Table 2:

Shape (y) and s.ca le
stations.

(~)

Results

The gamma distribution approach has been
used by Bradley et al. {1987) and Diaz et al.
{1989) to show the course of precipitation
fluctuations this century for zonal and
continental scale regions.
In both papers no
explicit attempt has been made to adjust data for
homogeneity, but records from stations that were
known to have had major changes in elevation were
not used. It was assumed that, because of the
large number of station used {Bradley et al. use
1487 for NH while Diaz et al. use 1545 (NH) and
656{SH)), errors arising from such factors as
individual station moves are negligible in large
scale averages.
Such an assumption, is
justifiable here as we consider only large scale
averages. It would probably 9ot be appropriate
if the data were used to examine changes
encompassing a few grid points.

where x is the monthly, seasonal or annual
precipitation, y is the 'shape' parameter, ~ is
the 'scale' parameter andf"is the gamma function.
The probability is obtained from the cumulative
density function,
F{x) = /{t)dt

parameters for four representative

0.0
o.o
0.5
0.4
0.7
0.5
1.1
1.7
1.0
1.5
1.2
0.0

o.o
o.o
1.1
2.3
6.7
15.8
51.3
47.3
24.2
6.6
0.1
0.0

San Juan
Puerto Rico
p
y
3.5 31.1
1.8 37.7
2.0 29.1
2.1 46.7
2.7 63.3
4.5 30.5
4.1 36.7
10.1 15.9
5.7 27.0
7.2 18.7
4.6 33.8
3.9 31.8

Khartoum
Sudan

J
F
M
A
M
J
J
A
s
0
N
D

5.5
1.7
3.4
4.2
5.4
7.4
4.7
4.5
3.6
1.9
2.5
2.5

12.7
37.0
17.9
19.7
18.8
17.0
28.2
27.4
27.2
41.9
29.1
26.9

Irkutsk
USSR
y
p
3.2
3.7
2.7
2.9
3.3
2.8
2.6
5.7
2.6 11.5
3.1 25.6
4.6 20.0
4.9 17.8
4.4 10.6
3.7
5.4
5.5
3.1
5.2
2.8

MAM
JJA
SON
DJF

12.7
12.1
8.3
10.2

19.5
31.6
30.2
19.9

7.2
9.9
9.9
6.6

7.5
26.2
8.4
5.6

0.6
3.3
1.3
0.0

9.3
43.9
19.7
o.o

5.1
14.4
12.6
7.1

64.3
31.2
35.2
42.2

Annual

33.8

31.9

18.9

22.8

4.9

36.2

32.6

46.6

Station
Country

Zurich
Switzerland
y

~

(3)

y

~
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Bradley et al. (1987) show an increase in
precipitation over the last 40 years in the zone
35-70°N and a corresponding decrease in the zone
5-35°N (their Figure 7).
This result is in
qualitative agreement with some GCM results. For
the Southern Hemisphere subtropical zone Diaz et
al. (1989) show an increase in precipitation in
the 0-25°S zone.
They state that the
interhemispheric contrast in subtropical zonal
precipitation is consistent with a rise in the
average sea surface temperature of the Southern
Hemisphere by 0.3°C when compared to the Northern
Hemisphere.
This interhemispheric contrast in
sea surface temperatures has been postu 1ated as
being the cause of the long Sahelian drought
(Folland et al. 1986).
One of the most interesting features of the
Bradley et al. (1987) study was the remarkable
rise in precipitation over the Soviet Union
(their Figure 6).
As has been stated, no
attempts were made in Bradley et al. (1987) or in
Diaz et al. (1989) to assess the precipitation
data for long-term homogeneity. It was believed
in 1987 that the USSR average precipitation
series reflected not only changes in climate but
also changes in observation practice with regard
to snowfall measurement and precipitation gauge
changes which have occurred at certain times
during the present century in the Soviet Union.
Large changes on the century time scale however,
were also noted by Bradley et al. (198711 over the
contiguous United States.
The remainder of this paper wi 11 compare
time series of precipitation derived using the
ga~a technique with more conventionally derived
ser1es.
Comparisons with large-scale precipitation series

For three large regions of the Northern
Hemisphere precipitation series have been
developed from station data. The Bradley et al.
(1987) gridded data will be compared with an
annual series from the contiguous United States,
a ra i nv season, May to October, for the Sahe 1

region of Africa and an annual series tor the
Soviet Union. The contiguous United States
series has been developed by Diaz and Quayle
(1980) and has been updated by the National
Climate Data Center, Asheville, NC. The Sahel
series is representative of the zone 10-15°N
between 20°W and 35°E and has been produced by
Farmer (1989). The Sahel series d.iffers from the
other two region a1 averages by expressing the
average in standard deviation units. The gridded
data with which this series will be compared
cover the calendar year. However as at least 95%
of a 11 Sa he 1i an rain fa 11 s between the May to
October period this difference wi 11 be
negligible. The final precipitation series is
for the Soviet Union and was produced by Vinnikov
et al. (1990). This series is expressed as a mm
departure from the overall period of the
analysis.
For all three regions, the conventional
analyses use considerably more data than the
gridded data set.
The Soviet series also
incorporates correct i ens to the station
precipitation data for increased snowfall
shielding and gauge wetting problems following
the work of Schver (1975), as well as using about
600 precipitation gauges over the Soviet Union
(Figure 1).
·
Figure 2 shows annual. precipitation totals
for the contiguous United States calculated by
the two methods, (a) convention a 1 ( Di az and
Quayle, 1980) and (b) gridded data in probability
units. Figure 3 shows similar comparisons for
the Sahel region, while Figure 4 shows the
comparisons for the Soviet Union.
Correlation coefficients between the two
different methods of calculation for the three
regions are shown in Table 3. For all three
regions the correlations are between 0.79 and
0.92. The values are higher in the Sahel and
USSR regions, partly due to the two series having
greater and concommitant longer time scale
The change in precipitation (in the
trends.
various units) explained by a 1inear trend fit
through the entire period is given in Table 3.

Figure 1: Locations of the precipitation stations
over the Soviet Union for the data set
produced by Vinnikov et al. (1990).
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Table 3:

Correlations and trends of annual estimates of regional
precipitation
Contiguous United States

Sahel

Soviet Union

1896-1984
0.79
30.0
0.10

1896-1986
0.92
-0.47

1896-1984
0.92
46.7
0.1.9

Period
Correlation
Trend1
Trend2

-0.08

lTrend of the conventional data in mm or standard deviation units
2rrend of the gridded probability data

950
900

1.5

Contiguous USA (mm)

Sahel (SO units)

1.0

850
800

0.5

750

0.0

700

-0.5

650
-1.0

600

-1.5

550

0.8

Contiguous USA gridded

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

1900

1920

1940

1960

1980

Figure 2: Time series of annual preciptation
totals for the contiguous Unit~d
States, a) conventional data (Diaz and
Quayle, 1980) and b) gridded data.

Sahel gridded
/

1900

1920

1940

1960

1980

Figure 3: Time series of precipitation totals for
the Sahel (10-15°N by 20"W-40"E) for
the May-October season a) conventional
data (Farmer, 1989) and b) gridded
(annual) data.
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Climatology requires an improved data set
to answer both these and other questions. The
data set, therefore, has to be in mm and gridded
to a fine re solution. The data set is needed in
order to know what has happened to precipitation
and precipitation variability in the past, what
is happening at present and to enable the mean
and standard deviation of GCM generated
precipitation data to be adequately validated.

USSR (mm anomaly)

50
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1. Introduction

It has long been known that precipitation gages
underestimate the actual amount of rain and snow that
reach the earth's surface. Errors induced by the wind,
wetting on the internal walls of the gage, and evaporation from the gage seriously hinder an accurate evaluation of the true spatial and temporal variations in precipitation. Although physically-based correction procedures were developed in Finland as early as 1944
(Sevruk, 1986; 1987), gage corrections generally have
not been applied outside Finland and the Soviet Union
(Sevruk, 1979). Only recently, however, have both
cooperative and individual efforts throughout Europe
been directed towards removing these gage-induced biases from the existing precipitation records. Nevertheless, most studies to date which have utilized precipitation data have tacitly assumed that these biases must
be negligible.

Regional studies have indicated that errors in precipitation gage measurement may be rather large. For
instance, Mendel (1986) found that precipitation gages
in Central and Eastern Europe underestimate rain- and
snowfall from between five and thirty-five percent. In
the Soviet Union, gage undercatch ranges from less
than twelve percent in the summer months to between
forty-five and seventy percent during the winter ( Golubev, 1986). UNESCO (1978) incorporated gage corrections into their global water balance and discovered
that for a long-term global average; the terrestrial precipitation gage catch is an underestimate of the actual
precipitation by nearly eleven percent. These and similar studies indicate that the measurement errors associated with standard precipitation gages in use throughout the world are not trivial. Consequently, they must
be taken into account if accurate conclusions are to be
drawn from climatological and hydrological analyses
which use precipitation data.

This research has been. directed towards the compilation of a high-resolution (0.5° of latitude by 0.5• of
longitude), global climatology of mean monthly precipitation. It is hoped that these fields may prove useful
in many applications including 1) providing data for
large-scale hydrological and ecological studies, 2) evaluating remotely-sensed estimates of precipitation, 3)
verifying general circulation model ( GCM) simulations,
and 4) establishing a base for climate change studies.

2. Precipitation Data

2.1 Terrestrial Gage Measurements

Long-term, monthly averages of gage-measured
precipitation were obtained from the following primary
sources: 17,347 stations from Wemstedt (1972), 13,659
stations from Willmott et al. (1981), and 3679 stations
from Spangler and Jenne (1984). Data were also included from several additional sources to enhance the
resolution in China and the Far East (584 stations),
and in Australia, New Guinea, and Indonesia (208 stations). These data were screened for potential coding
errors, merged, and redundant station records (stations
included in more than one source) were removed (cf.,
Legates, 1987). As a result, 24,635 independent station records were obtained (Figure 1). Industrialized
countries in North America, Europe, and East Asia are
well-represented although many areas in polar, mountainous, and arid regions are under-represented.

To provide a dense spatial resolution, all of the
available data were used even though they may be
based on differing time-periods. Since a majority of
these averages were obtained from data recorded between 1920 and 1980; this climatology largely represents these sixty years although more observations were
taken during the latter portion of this time-period.
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Figure 1:. Locations of the 24,635 terrestrial precipitation stations used in this climatology. These mean
monthly data were screened for coding errors, merged, and redundant station records were removed.

Figure 2: Locations of the 2223 oceanic grid points at which mean monthly precipitation estimates were
obtained.

2.2 Oceanic Estimates

The direct measurement of oceanic precipitation
by ship-borne raingages is subject to additional errors
including the influence of roll, pitch, and forward movement of the ship and the capture of spray from the surf.
In addition, the tendency for ships to avoid storms
(a "fair-weather bias") further decreases their utility.
Consequently, indirect techniques must be employed
to estimate oceanic precipitation.

For this climatology, oceanic estimates were obtained from Dorman and Bourke (1979; 1981). Their
procedure is based on a modification of a technique proposed by Sawyer and used by Tucker (1961). It utilizes
a derived relationship between the "current weather"
synoptic reports and the observed rainfall at coastal
stations. This relationship is then applied to the shipbased synoptic weather reports. A more complete discussion of this procedure is given in Dorman and Bourke
(1978).
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Due to infrequent ship traverses, this procedure
could not be employed for the Indian and Southern
Oceans south of 3o•s. Jaeger's (1983) global precipitation climatology, therefore, was used to obtain oceanic
grid-point estimates in these regions. His data were
interpolated from maps of monthly precipitation frequencies and converted to annual percentages using
Geiger's map of mean annual precipitation. A regression equation was fit to Jaeger's estimates to make
them commensurate with the Dorman and Bourke data
(cf., Legates, 1987; Legates and Willmott, 1989a).

Using Dorman and Bourke's values (1335 gridpoints) and Jaeger's estimates for the Indian and Southern Oceans (888 grid-points), 2223 oceanic grid-point
estimates were obtained (Figure 2). A fairly even coverage is afforded for most of the world's oceans except for a few regions between 15•N and 3o•s where
a paucity of synoptic observations prevented Dorman
and Bourke from obtaining reliable estimates. Raingage data from several island stations are available in a
few of these areas (Figure 1). A more thorough discussion of both the terrestrial and oceanic data are given
in Legates (1987) and Legates and Willmott (1989a).

3. Estimation of Gage Errors

Sevruk (1979) indicates that for most gages, the
general model for precipitation correction can be written as

where Pc is the corrected precipitation estimate, P9
is the gage-measured precipitation, K is the correction
factor for wind (K;::: 1), llPw is the correction for wetting loss, llP. is the correction for evaporation, and
/l.P, is the correction for blowing snow. Since precipitation can fall either as a liquid or a solid, and since
K. often accounts for the error due to blowing snow,
Sevruk's equation was rewritten as

Pc =

+ llPwr + llP•• )
+ R "• (P9 + llPw, + llP.,)

(1- R) "• (P9

(2)

where the R is the proportion of precipitation that falls
in solid form and the subscripts r and s denote the
liquid (rain) and solid (snow) components, respectively.
This general equation (Equation 2) was used to remove
biases from the gage records.

Each of the terms in Equation 2, with the exception of R, must be evaluated using gage-specific equations. National standard precipitation gages were described using 1) the orifice area of the gage, 2) the
gage shield used (if any), and 3) the height of the orifice above the ground. These parameters were specified for many countries of the world from a variety of
sources (cf., Legates, 1987). In third-world countries
which have no standard gage, average gage characteristics had to be inferred. The R.M.O. Mk I raingage
(elevated at 30cm height) was specified for British protectorates and most countries that were formerly occupied by Great Britain. This gage was also used for

the Far East, Indonesia, New Guinea, Libya, and Near
Eastern countries (UNESCO, 1978). In South America
and Africa, the Hellmann gage (elevated to one meter)
was employed (Sevruk, 1982). For the oceanic data,
the Royal Meteorological Office Mk II raingage was assumed since Tucker's (1961) method was developed in
England using this gage and, therefore, errors associated with this gage will have biased the oceanic estimates.
A global wind speed climatology was compiled
to facilitate the estimation of "• and "-• (cf., Legates,
1987). Wind speed data were converted from wind vane
height to gage orifice height using procedures outlined
by Sevruk (1979; 1982; 1986). Golubev's (1986) equation to estimate the wind speed correction was used
for most gages although other parameterizations were
employed when gage-specific values for his coefficient A
were not available. A complete discussion of the wind
speed data as well as the procedure for estimating "•
and "• is given in Legates (1987).
Wetting losses were estimated using an equation
given by Sevruk (1979). The average wetting loss per
precipitation event was specified as a function of the
gage type. Values were taken from Sevruk (1979; 1982;
1985). An empirical equation also was computed to
estimate the average number of precipitation days in
each month.

Evaporation from the gage was estimated from
Sevruk's (1984) equation. To estimate the evaporation intensity, Legates (1987) developed a procedure
that approximates the monthly vapor pressure deficit
at each station. Since this procedure requires both surface air temperature and precipitation measurements,
a high-resolution, global air temperature climatology
was also compiled (Legates, 1987; Legates and Willmatt, 1989b).
The coefficient R was estimated by fitting a logistic curve to Cehak-Trock's (1958) data which resulted
in a better fit than his linear equation. A complete discussion of the procedures by which each of the terms in
Equation 2 were estimated is given by Legates (1987)
and Legates and Willmott (1989a).

4. Interpolation of Grid-Point Values

From the "gage-corrected" terrestrial and oceanic
data, grid-point estimates were interpolated to a 0.5°
of latitude by 0.5° of longitude lattice. However, the
interpolation procedure must account for the sphericity
of the earth since serious interpolation errors may be
introduced when planar-based methods are used to interpolate global fields (Willmott et al., 1985). An evaluation of several spherically-based interpolation algorithms (Legates, 1987) revealed that a spherical adaptation of Shepard's numerical approximation method
(Willmott et al., 1985) was the most accurate for interpolating precipitation. This procedure is a numerical
approximation method which uses weighted-averages
to calculate point estimates. A complete discussion of
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this procedure is given by Willmott et al. (1985) and
Legates (1987).

5. Gage-Corrected, Global Precipitation

When spatially integrated, the average annual precipitation is 1123 mm, 820 mm, and 1251 mm for the
global, terrestrial, and o~eanic areas, respectively. These
values are nearly eleven percent greater than estimates
obtained by "uncorrected" gage studies (cf., Legates,
1987) and are commensurate with "gage-corrected" averages obtained by UNESCO (1978) - 1130 mm, 800
mm, and 1270 mm for global, terrestrial, and oceanic
regions, respectively. Based on the close agreement
with the UNESCO study as well as values suggested by
Kessler (1985) who has examined several recent studies, it can be concluded that these values provide a
good estimate of the true average .annual precipitation.

A discussion of the mean annual, January, and
July fields of precipitation and the associated errors in
gage measurement follows. Maps of these fields were
drawn using a 4• of latitude by 6° of longitude subset
of the 0.5• by O.s• grid. A complete discussion of the
annual and seasonal summaries using the 0.5° by 0.5°
lattice as well as maps for each of the twelve months are
presented in Legates (1987). The annual mean, temporal standard deviations, and first and second temporal
harmonics of mean monthly precipitation are given in
Legates and Willmott (1989a).

the North Polar regions. Errors associated with the
measurement of snowfall are primarily responsible for
the observed elevational and poleward increases. In
Canada, however, percent errors are not as large owing largely to the efficacy of the Canadian snowgage
(Goodison, 1978; 1981).

5.2 January Precipitation

In January, the ITCZ is near its most southerly
position of the year (Figure 5). Heavy rainfall is again
observed over the Equatorial Pacific and Oceania as
well as over central South America, Madagascar, Mozambique and Malawi, northern Australia, and Indonesia. Arid conditions cover large portions of the Northern Hemisphere including northern Africa and much
of Asia and central North America. By contrast, the
Southern Hemisphere is. much wetter as the arid conditions associated with the Atacama, Kalahari, and Australian Outback are primarily confined to the western
coast of their respective continents.

Percent errors in the measured January precipitation (Figure 6) indicate that gage errors exceed ten
percent for much of the area north of 30°N except for
Canada (the Canadian snowgage) and interior Asia.
For the remainder of the world, gage errors are generally less than ten percent except for the Southern
Ocean, Antarctica, and the southern and southwestern
parts of Australia, Africa, and South America.

5.1 Annual Precipitation

5.3 July Precipitation

Annual total precipitation is a maximum along
the lntertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and diminishes toward the poles (Figure 3). Areas of heavy precipitation (greater than 8mm day- 1 ) are observed over
the equatorial Pacific between. 175•W and 75•w and
over a large area extending from Tonga northwestward
to the Philippines and including parts of Indonesia.
Annual precipitation rates exceed 4mm day- I for much
of Southeast Asia, Oceania, the African and South
American rainforests, southern Chile, New Zealand,
southeastern and northwestern North America, and localized areas in the North Atlantic and Southern Oceans.
Desert regions and offshore areas associated with coastal
upwe!ling also are evident for the Atacama, Kalahari,
Gobi, and Sahara Deserts as well as the desert southwest of the United States and the Australian Outback.
Precipitation patterns associated with major global circulation patterns such as the Hadley and Walker cells
are evident.

By contrast with January, the ITCZ approaches
its most northerly position in July (Figure 7). Heavy
rain extends in a small band from 180• longitude eastward to 30°E and over most of western Oceariia and
monsoonal Soutlieast Asia. Desert-like conditions extend over much of the land areas in the Southern Hemisphere except for Chile and Indonesia. The relatively

Precipitation gage errors were expressed as a percent of the corrected precipitation ( 6) using

6

=

(Pc-P9 )Pc- 1 x100.

(3)

For annual precipitation totals (Figure 4), these errors
tend to be rather low in Equatorial regions, especially
in the Amazon, Congo, Southeast Asia, and the tropical Pacific. Percent errors increase toward the poles,
sometimes exceeding eighty percent in Antarctica and

wet conditions in Antarctica from o• eastward to 120°E
are probably caused by the interpolation since there are
no stations located in this area (Figure 1). Dry areas
also extend across Africa into the Near East and along
the west coast of the United States. Humid conditions
prevail over the eastern two-thirds of North America
and over much of northern and central Europe and central Asia.

Percent errors for July (Figure 8) indicate that
gage errors are greater than twenty percent only for
Antarctica, the North Polar icecap, and several small
areas along the northern Caspian and Aral Seas and
near north-central Iran. Errors are very small (less
than 2.5 percent) over the arid regions of North Africa,
the Near East, south-central Africa, northern Chile,
and over the Southern Ocean.
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Figure 3: Mean annual corrected precipitation. Isohyets are 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, and 12.0 mm day- 1 • Areas
receiving less than 0.5 mm day- 1 are not shaded while areas receiving more than 12.0 mm day- 1
are darkest.

Figure 4: Percent error in the measured annual precipitation. Isolines are 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0, 40.0, and 80.0
percent. Areas where the gage error is less than 2.5 percent are not shaded while areas where the
gage error exceeds 80.0 percent are darkest.

·6. Summary

A climatology of global precipitation has been
compiled using existing station data and the most accurate estimates of oceanic precipitation available. Gage
errors caused by the wind, wetting, and evaporation
have been evaluated and used to produce gage-corrected
estimates of precipitation. A spherically-based interpolation algorithm was then used to interpolate these
station measurements and oceanic grid-point estimates
to a 0.5° of latitude by 0.5• of longitude resolution.

Errors in precipitation gage measurement are generally proportional to the precipitation intensity although percent errors in the measured precipitation are
strongly dependent on latitude. This reflects the major
source of error in gage-measured precipitation - the
effect of wind on snowfall. Gage errors also increase
with elevation for the same reason although this is not
readily apparent in this subset. Overall, gage measurement errors in Equatorial regions are usually less
than five percent while in high latitudes they increase
to more than forty percent. Largest errors generally
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Figure 5: Mean corrected precipitation for January.. Isohyets are 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, and 12.0 mm day- 1 •
Areas receiving less than 0.5 inm day- 1 are not shaded wlril~ areas receiving more than 12.0 mm
day- 1 are darkest.

-

Figure 6: Percent error in the measured January precipitation. Isolines are 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0, 40.0, and 80.0
percent. Areas where the gage error is less than 2.5 percent are not shaded while areas where the
gage error exceeds 80.0 percent are darkest.
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PRECIPITATION MAPS IN THE "HYDROLOGICAL ATLAS OF SWITZERLAND" :
HISTORICAL SURVEY AND ACTUAL SIGNIFICANCE
WEINGARTNER, R.
Institute of Geography of Berne - Hydrology

1. Introduction
In the trend of specialization in hydrology,
the standard of field consideration has obviously increased: The regional representation
till the middle of our century being very
significant, the emphasis of investigation has
been shifted to local detail-analyses ( topological to chorological dimension) recently.
This specialization impedes the spatial perspective upon the variety of facts and recognitions, and in due course a quick application in
practice. In present times, with many-sided
problems of environment, aerawide views, however, are more significant than ever. They
ought to lead out of the dilemma that we can't
see the wood (say space) for the trees (say
detail-investigations).
It's here that we find the roots of the
"Hydrological Atlas of Switzerland" and its
actual significance. In accordance to a definition of the position of hydrological work in
Switzerland, it shows the possibilities, and
the data-linked limits, though, of regional
analyses. Concept and content of the atlas are
mainly determined by relevant questions of
daily practice (Weingartner, 1965). As a teameffort of the Swiss hydrologists, the atlas
will come out in 1992 in a first delivery with
about 20 maps illustrating precipitation, runoff, evaporation and water balance. The elaboration started in 1969.
In the first delivery, five maps about the
topic of precipitation are planned. With this,
a stress is laid upon the great significance of
this element. This significance becomes evident
as well by the large number of users of precipitation dates and maps, beyond hydrology.
In Switzerland, cartographic representations
of precipitation show a tradition of more than
100 years. The precipitation maps, scheduled
for the atlas, are finally to be understood and
classified in the light of this unique history.

measurements in due course. In 1663 already,
the Swiss Academy of Sciences established a
network of more than 60 meteorological stations, and in the 1670ies, some cantons, animated by practicians of the constructing industry,. of agriculture, and of the water
management, began the operating of rainfallgauging-stations. These stations were subsequently passed into the gauging network of
the Swiss Meteorological Institute (SMA),
founded in 1661 . Towards the end of the last
century already, a considerable number of precipitation-data,
spatially
rather
widely
spread, were available (fig. 1). It is Billwilier then, who, in the introduction to SMA
annals in 1663, points out that the expansion
of the precipitation network, carried into
effect in 1661 and 1662, is encouraging the
compiling of precipitation maps for the whole
of Switzerland.
The history of measurement and cartography
of precipitation gives a general impression of
swaying between optimism and rather pessimistic
realism: "By the third series of new gauges,
which started to· work in 1900, the completion
of the network of rain gauging stations,
achieved since 1696, was brought to an end ...
Thus, the whole gauging network should be
suitable enough to supply the data about atmospheric precipitations, necessary indeed, for
an investigation of the water conditions of our
country." This optimism, stated in the SMA
annals of 1900, mostly gave way to rather pessimistic estimations as to regionalizing the
local precipitation data. uttinger asks therefore "to consider the total output (tab. 1
[1'7]) as an utterance of experts only, who, relying on present observations and allowing for
the facts about orographical influence on
distribution of precipitation, think the cartographically quoted distribution ratio to be the
nearest to natural conditions."
·Totclizers
600

2. To the History of Precipitation Maps
in Switzerland
The origins of modern hydrology go back to
the 17th century and are characterized by
pioneering investigations by Perrault, Mariotte
and Halle. It was in the 19th century only,
that a broad and systematic research of the
water began. This evolution has to be considered on the background to quickly developing
state systems with increased claims on natural
resources, which therefore relied on data about
these resources. From the middle of the last
century, hydrological and meteorological services were created, systematically implementing
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Development of precipitation-measuring
networks of SMA (according Gutermann,
1974)
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The period of 1870 to 1940 was, despite
these restrictions, characterized by numerous
works, which analyzed the quite extensive datamaterial about precipitation and attempted a
regionalization of local measurements. Not only
hydrologists and meteorologists, but also both
geographers with regional studies as their traditional field of work and water economists in
need of a comprehensive knowledge abo~t precipitation input to plan the exploitation of
water power, were interested in spatial surveys. Neither text nor chart could impart them.
What was more evident than to focus on the
realization of precipitation maps?
In fact, not Switzerland only was characterized by this development, but here the conditions to work out precipitation maps were comparatively good. The rather early topographic
development of the country was conducive: Not
only did the Dufour map, completed in 1864,
establish the good reputation of Swiss cartography, but also formed a base for a map-book,
superior in the last century already, and excellent rudiments of cartography in due course.
Table 1 gives a general view, chronologiarra~ged,
of Swiss precipitation maps,
publl.shed s~nce 1870. Often, a more or less· extensive commentary part goes with them. For
shortage of space there is no complete bibliography of the maps, with reference to Weing~rtner(1985). In the following text, a number
~~11 be used for each map mentioned on table 1,
~.e. [ 1].
cal!~

From the point of view of precipitation, the
annals of SMA represent the most important
public organ within the first creative period
of cartography from about 1870 to 1930/40. As a
data-manager, the SMA was obviously most interested in a spatial plot representation of precipitation data. The first map worth mentioning
[ 1] had though been published in "Swiss Meteorological Observations", predecessor of SIQ.
annals, It was given an attractive cartography
form, but makes obvious, on the other hand, how
important misinterpretations can result out of
a following of the isohyets according to stations only.
The precipitation maps of the annals may be
structured as follows: (a) Rainfall totals of
specified years, (b) Representation of extreme
events, (c) Monthly rainfall totals of specified years, (d) Average annual rainfall totals
of diffrent periods, (e) Further representations.
To a: The cartographic representation of
annual rainfall totals fits excellently into
the concept of the annals
(annual data
publication). They therefore form the greater
part of the precipitation maps within the
annals, together with the maps about extreme
events. The representation may be devided into
three periods: Those maps, published in 1883
and 1884 [3] certainly represented an experimental stage: The scale (1 :600'000) is too
large a choice for the spatial density of the
network. The isohyet diagram is cartographically disturbed by a too big station-signature.
It is remarkable, however, that more or less
throughout the whole alpine region, for which
the interpolation seemed too risky, no isohyets
appear, and that, moreover, there exist a difference between rather exactly and more freely
interpreted isohyets. The map author justifies
the defectiveness of representation by the fact
that the relation between sealevel and precipitation has not yet enough been discovered: "The
prove of relation between orographic proportions and precipitation conditions will only be

Tab.

1

Survey of Rrecipitation maps of
Switzerlana since 1870

[1]

r.\JLF (1870): Sch~e1zer1sehe F1ussgeb1etskarte mit Niederschlagscurven, beruhend auf Messungen von 1864-69.
ea. 1:1 Mio.

[2]

BILLWILLER (1876): Regenkarte vom 10.-12. Juni 1876.
ea. 1:1.6 Mio.

[3]

BILLWILLER (1883, 1884): Regenkarte der Schweiz vom
Jahre .••• • ea. 1:600'000.

[4]

BILLWILLER, KEPLER (1885, 1886 , • 1900): Regenkarte der
Schweiz vom Jahre , , • , • 1:1 Mio.

[5]

div. (1885-1955): Verte1lung der Niederschlagsmengen einzelner Per1oden im Jahre . , . . . / Die grOssten
Tagesniedersehlage im Jahre .... , ea, 1:3 Mio.

(6]

KEPLER (1901-1907): Verte11ung der Jahresmengen der
Niedersch 1age. 1:1 Mio.

[7]

HONEGGER (1901-1906): Verte1lung der Monatsmengen der
Niedersehlage, ea. 1:3 Mio.

(8]

BILLWILLER (1906): Regenkarte der Schweiz 1864-93.
1:1.5 Mio.

[9]

MAURER, LUGEON (1908): Regenkarte der Schweiz, basiernd
auf 40jahr1gen M1tte1werten (1864-1903). 1:1 Mio,

(10] BROCKMANN (1923): Regenkarte der Schweiz. 1:600'000.
[11] MAURER, LUGEON (1925): N1ederseh1agskarte der Schweiz
(Periode 1901-1925). 1:1.15 Mio.

.

[12] UTTINGER (1931 ): M1tt1ere jahr1 iehe Tagesmaxima des
N1ederseh1ags (1901-1930). 1:1 Mio.
(13] UTTINGER (1931): M1tt1ere jahrliehe Niedersehiagshaufigkeit (1901-1930). 1:1 Mio.
[14] KUHN (1947): OUrre des Soomers 1947. 1:2 Mio.
[1 5] UTT!NGER (1949): Mittlere jahrliehe Niedersehlagsmengen
der Periode 1901-1940. 1:500'000.
)
(16] GRUTTER (1966): Die bemerkenswertesten Niedersehlage der
Jahre 1948-1964 in der Schweiz.
[17] UTTINGER (1967): Mitt1ere jahr1iehe Niederseh1agsmengen,
Periode 1901-1940. 1:800'000.
[18] UTTINGER (1967): M1tt1ere jahr1iehe Anzah1 der Tage mit
mindestens 1 :rm Niedersehlag, Periode 1901-1960,
1:1.5 Mio.
(19] Rhein-Monographie (1977): Mittlere Niedersehlagshohe Jahr: Periode 1931-1960. 1.2. 15 Mio.
(20] Rhein-Monogr"aphie (1977): Hittlere· NiederschlagshOhen -

Monat: Periode 1931-1960. 1:2.15 Mio.
[21] COURVO!SIER (1981 ): Anzahl der Starkniederseh1age der
Schweiz (> 70:rm/Tag). 1:1.45 Mio.
[22] BAUMGARTNER et al. (1983): Niederseh1ag im Jahresdurchschnitt fUr die Normalperiode 1931-1960. 1:500'000.
[23] Klimaatlas der Schweiz (1984): M1tt1ere jahrliehe Niederseh1agsmenge (1931-1970). 1 :800'000.
[24] K1imaat1as der Schweiz (1984): Mittlere monatliehe Niedersehlagsmengen (1931-1970). 1:1.75 Mio.
[25] SEVRUK (1985): Ourchsehnitt1iehe Korrekturwerte der
Soomer- und W1nterhalbjahre und die Jahreskorrektur.
ea. 1:3 Mio.
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possible when the gaps in the measurement network are closed." A hundred years later, there
is an astonishingly similar echo: "Recognitions
about the relation between precipitation and
sealevel are very much limited still, due to
poorly gauged high mountain areas, and to increased difficulties of precipitation gaugings
in higher regions" (Lang, 1985). The comparison
of both quotations is raising questions like:
Is the problem insoluble? Have we, for decades,
neglected an optimal planning of gauging networks? It will be very interesting to see how
the authors of the "Hydrological Atlas of
Switzerland" will master these difficulties.
Between 1885 and 1900, a second series of
maps followed [ 4], fulfilling the topic by a
scale of 1:1 million in a better way, going too
far however, in depicting isohyets in the
alpine region as well. The third series between
1901 and 1907 [6] adopted the existent concept
on the whole, in profiting though of a larger
number of gaugings (i.e. fig.1)
To bl: It is obvious that the hydrologists,
under the impression of the flood damages of
1834, 1852, 1872 and 1868 especially (Petrascheck, 1989), inquired about such floods and
were forced to devote themselves to the responsible precipitation events. A first precipitation map to a single event is known of the
year 1876 [2]. Between 1885 and 1955, such maps
were more or less regularly published with
different titles in the annals [5]. The scientific significance of these maps should not be
underestimated. Griltter [16] and Courvoisier
[21] take up this topic within their summarizing cartographical representations.
~: By the turn of the century already,
precipitation means of 30 years could be calculated on a considerable number of gauging stations, which induced different authors to
represent the mean annual precipitation in
Switzerland with an isohyet plot [8-11,15]. As
the topic of those maps met a special interest,
few of them were also published beside the SMA
annals. The first map of this series comes from
Billwiller [8] and impresses by its balanced
cartographic representation. By the depiction
of the sites of gauging stations, the reader
may assess the value of inter- and extrapolation.

Tab. 2

Mean annual rainfall totals at
selected sites in four diffrent maps
[1] 1870 [8] 1906

Necker
Ob. EnQadin

Brei thorn
Grand Combi n

[10] 1923

[11] 1925

[15] 1949

110-120

130-140

110

120-140

140

90

110

80- 90

90-100

80-100

200

>200

280-300

240-300

>300

100-110

130-160

>300

>300

>320

Southern Valais lead us to the actual extrapolation-field of the maps. Here, the differences
between the maps are immense. Both of the older
maps [1,8] clearly show too small precipitation
depths.
At the beginning of our century, this topic
of rainfall regionalization was obviously devoted a great deal of work. The result was a
completely new, very detailled map at a rather
large scale by Brockmann [10] in 1923. This map
may be seen as a starting point of a new aera,
both from a scientific and cartographic view,
leading to the temporary height with the maps
by Uttinger [15,17]. Brockmann's initial position for the realization was based on 450 stations; a fact which, beside this, helped his
calculating altitude gradients. The author's
analyses of the subject is shown by the legend
of his precipitation map: "300 cm and more. Irregularly spread precipitation, increasing in
places to 400 cm (Monchsjoch). Decreasing from
unknown sealevel (3500 m perhaps). Poorly investigated conditions, cartographically not yet
representable."
The map by Uttinger [ 15] represents the
average annual totals of the period of 1901 1940, at a scale of 1: 500 '000. Despite this
period, antiquated for nowadays circumstances,
that map is still consulted in science and
practice. It may therefore not surprise that in
1967 the very map reappeared in the "Atlas of
Switzerland", cartographically developed in an
exemplary way and with only few alterations
[17]. The significance of this map may also be
derived from the fact that it was published by
the Swiss Association for Water Management,
which, in view of the exploitation of water
power, showed great concern for a close examination of the water potential of the alpine regions. It was Uttinger, by the way, who tried
cartographically to discern further topics related to practice [12,13,18].
After 1940, no remarkable precipitation maps
about Switzerland were published, due to increasing spatial restriction on the investigation level. From the end of the 1970ies only, a
somehow new period becomes apparent [ 19-25]:
For the whole alpine region, Baumgartner et al.
realized a precipitation map at a scale of
1 :500'000 [22). The too much generalized basicmap impedes however the orientation and with it
a practical use. It is nevertheless possible,
together with maps to the runoff and evaporation, established in parallel, to gain insights
into the water balance of the alpine region. In
recent times, maps to average monthly and
annual rainfall depths of the period of 1931 1970 have been published in the "Climatical
Atlas of Switzerland" [23,24). Although cartographically developed in an exemplary way, they
less meet the demand of standard in practice,
despite their actuality.

3.

In table 2 we have copied, for different
sites, the average annual rainfall total of a
few instructive maps. The Necker (Eastern part
of Switzerland) is situated in a well gauged
region; a low variation of the different maps
is given. Equally, a low variation is to be
discerned in the valley of the upper Engadine,
as here, too, the interpolation between the
gaugings is relatively unproblematic still.
(The value of gaugings shall not be a matter of
discussion here). The regions of Brei thorn in
the Bernese Oberland and Grand-Combin in the

Precipitation Maps in the ."Hydrological Atlas of Switzerland"

With the question about a choice of precipitation maps to be realized for the first delivery
of the atlas, the following two aspects are of
importance, besides the historical point of
view:
(1) Actuality and relation to practice: We
consider the realization of maps, not only
instructive but inevitable and useful in daily
practice, as a matter of great concern. A main
scale of 1 :500'000 makes possible a rather
exact representation of the topic. On the
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contrary, however, details to a large extent
are required from the author, which reach the
bounds of possibility as to precipitation.
(2)

Feasibility

within a maximum of 3 years:

Atlas-maps often lose their actuality by the
fact that their realization is stretched over
years. For the first delivery those maps,
realizable till the end of 1991, are considered
only. The planning and establishing of the maps
for the next delivery will soon commence.
The main emphasis of the maps published
hitherto was laid on the representation of
annual totals as the historical outline shows.
Nevertheless, the papers available are no longer actual or too much generalized. To link
with the great tradition of this topic, a new
map to the average annual rainfall depths
(1951-1980) at a scale of 1 :500'000 (author:
Kirchhofer) shall be established. Here we have
to weigh up between conventional and modern
geostatistcal methods of regionalization. Uncorrected station gaugings represent the starti'ng point of this map. Moreover, it is planned
to apply correction methods of the systematic
error of measurement, to enable the realization
of a map based on corrected rainfall depths
later on. A comparison of both maps will be informative at that time. Within the first delivery of the atlas, however, a map will contain the topic of the systematic error of
measurement. As a continuation and detail to
his attempts of regionalization, which lead to
the first map at a smallest scale in 1985,
Sevruk will establish new maps concerning the
correction
of
the
systematic
error ' of
measurement of average monthly, half-yearly and
annual rainfall depths. The maps published in
1985 are based on a seven years' period. Investigations about a "temporal general validity" of the revealed correction values will
therefore be necessary. A relation to practice
of those maps is certainly given.
The map of regionalized extreme point
precipitation will be just as important for
questions of daily practice. The starting point
of thes.e maps is formed by statistical analyses
of several hundred stations ( Zeller, Geiger and
Rothlisberger, 1976 - 1983) . The extreme point
rainfalls are characterized by depth, duration
and return period. A systematic analysis of
station rainfalls leads to so-called precipitation-intens.i ty-diagrams.
The works of the
authors mentioned before have shown that a construction of such diagrams can be rather simple
if the rainfall depths are known for the following durations and return periods: Duration
1\ return period 2.33 Kears; 1h, 100 years;
24 , 2.33 years and 24 , 2.33 years. rf we
succeed in regionalizing those four parameters
an estimation of the precipitation-intensitydiagram for any place is possible. In the
atlas, an isohyet map at a scale of 1:1.1 million for each parameter will therefore be
published (authors: Geiger, stehli, Rothlisberger and Zeller). .With the f.our maps new
ground ·is broken by the attempt to regionalize
probability-values and to record them in an
isohyet diagram. Whereas at the beginning of
this century considerations of average values
were focussed on, data-related well proved probability-analyses are possible nowadays.

the help of basic catchments, a hydrogeographical system of Switzerland must be established.
The medium catchments form the spatial basis
for calculation and representation of mean
regional precipitation, mean regional runoff
and
mean
regional
evaporation
(residual
element) in 1961-1980. The estimation of the
regional precipitation by a greatly-modified
Thiessen-method,
considering
orographic
conditions as well,
is planned. For an
estimation of the regional runoff, methods of
regional transfer functions are applied. The
three maps to water-balance shall be worked out
at a scale of 1 :800'000 (authors: Aschwanden,
Schadler and Weingartner). In keen anticipation
the result is waited for, spatial variations of
the residual element evaporation especially.
For the representation of the water-balance of
large catchments provided with gaugings, longterm variations play a special part (see Schadler, 1985).
It may cause some amazement that so-called
gauging-maps are also included in the atlas. As
to precipitation especially,
the gauging
network structures are partly complex, due to a
long history of measurement (see fig. 1) . The
actual gauging network of SMA (not of other
institutions) is cartographically represented
within the SMA annals, but we miss a general
view of precipitation data at hand, which reveals the kind of data (gauging method and
length) available in a region of interest to
the reader or user. By a clever choice of
signature combined with a table comprising most
important information about a station, this aim
may be achieved. The layout of the "Hydrological Atlas of Switzerland" will facilitate
an integration of additional information in
table and chart form. Besides the gauging station maps to runoff (quality and· quantity),
evaporation, snow/glacier, a supplementary map
precipitation gauging networks at a scale of
1:500'000 is planned (author: Weingartner). By
this map, about 950 stations will be represented.
Two further maps of the firse delivery deal
with the topic snowfall: "Water-equivalent of
the snowcover" and "Analysis of extreme snowdepths" (authors: Lang, Rohrer, Martinec).
Precipitation will therefore be a main focus
of the "Hydrological Atlas of Switzerland",
according to its central position. For 130
years already, it has been systematically
gauged,
analyzed and cartographically represented. By the maps planned for the atlas,
this tradition, basing on actual questions,
will be continued.
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For the "Hydrological Atlas of Switzerland",
a spatial reference-system will be established,
which forms the basis for a representation of
different topics, allowing a direct spatial
comparability. Three levels coordinated one below another are included: Large catchments
(>> 500 km2), medium catchments (50-200 km2J
and small or basic catchments ( < 50 km2}. With
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List of Abstracts

RELIABll...ITY OF PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT

Sevruk, B.
The accuracy of prectpttation, P, data is affected
by two groups of errors: the areal estimates of P
depend on the distances among the P gauges and
the point P data is subject to the systematic error
due to wind wetting and evaporation. The basic
concepts of errors and corrections are explain
in a more general way using examples and
illustrations. It is shown that to get "the ground
true" the knowledge of errors and the
application of corrections are necessary.
key words: errors, corrections (paper).
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ERRORS AND INHOMOGENEITIES
RAINFALL RECORDS AFFECTED BY RAINGAUGE INSTALLATION HEIGHTS AND ITS SORROUNDING CONDITIONS
Chen Zhl Bing and Tong Yun Tlao
This paper Is based on the analyses of 1000 stationyears of rainfall data as measured at heights of 0, 0.7,
1.2, 2 m and between 4-9 m (on the roof) at 66
expertrnental stations distributed in 16 provinces and
observed continuously for 3-8 yr. Wind speed and
direction was also measured. Expertrnents have been
made on wind protection, splash, evaporation, wetting
and raindrop distribution. Differences of rainfall
measured at different height are analysed with regard
of their variation In diverse humid zone: on the
diverse form of house's roof and under the topographic
influence of diverse range (such as plain, hllly and
mountain range). The differences of snowfall as
measured at a height of 0.7 m above ground and on
house roof are also presented. The results show that
measured precipitation generally decrease with
increasing height above the ground , whereas larger
decrease results on the roof on houses than on poles at
the same height. Wind protection can Improve
considerably precipitation measurement accuracy.

Key words: field intercompar!sons, Wind effect
(paper)

THE ACCURACY OF PRECIPITATION ESTIMATES IN THE
BAI.QUHIDDER EXPERIMENTAL BASINS
Johnson, R.C.
An assessment is made of the accuracy of basin
precipitation estimation for a water balance
experiment in Highland Scotland, The main
problems arise from the rugged topography and
the mixed precipitation, The different types
of gauges which are used are described and how
they fit into the networks.
Estimates are made of the accuracy of the point
measurements of rainfall and snowfall, The
spatial variability of rain and snow is described
and inter-site relationships developed which are
used to check the monthly gauge readings,
Error estimation has determined that the gauge
error and the site error are both less than lr.·
The basin means, calculated by a domain weighted
mean and arithmetic mean are shown to be very
similar with probable errors of 2-3~-The total
error in the estimation of basin precipitation
is 4-5:Yc.
key words: accuracy, variability
paper

ATTEMPT AT DETERMINING THE LOWER
LIMIT OF SOLID PRECIPITATION MEASUREMEN'J:
ERRORS AT BLACK SUMMIT
Kristev, L.N.
Institute of Hydrology and Meteorology
Sofia, Bulgaria

.<\N

ABOUT "CORRECTION COEFFICIENT" FOR RAINGAUGES

Cosandey, C.
Most authors agree that raingauges and recording raingauges underestimate precipitations.
But it would be so difficult to fix a "correction coefficient" with some general value that
we prefer to use the uncorrected readings : the
use of such a coefficient - varying with observation, evaporation, season, wind speed - would
give to the geographer illusory accuracy regarding the problems raised by the uneven distribution of rainfall. Furthermore, it may lead to
confusion when comparing with different researches.
key words

correction coefficient.
paper

AUTOMATION OF WINTER PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS
IN CANADA
B.E. Goodison, J.R. Metcalfe
Environment Canada
In conjunction with the WMO Solid Precipitation
Measurement Intercomparison Canada is
testing
instruments and methods of observation for use
on its automatic stations.
Sensors tested for
their accuracy and performance include recording
weighing
gauges
with
different
shielding
configurations and the AES ultrasonic snow depth
sensor.
Measurements are compared to the DFIR
and Canadian standard methods.
The accuracy of the gauge measurements both systematic and random are discussed.
The differences in timing between gauges due to mechanical
configuration and/or because each has a different catch efficiency is shown.
The advantages
of using an automatic snow depth sensor in conjunction with weighing-type gauges to provide
information on snow accumulation rates, and the
amount and timing of snowfall is demonstrated,
key words: snowfall accuracy, automatic
paper (or poster)

A comparison of the snow
pack
water
eQuivalent with precipitation total fro~
31 October 1988 till 9 February 1989 at
Black Summit (2290 m a.s.L) in Vitosha
mountain in Bulgaria has been made, The
method of snow p~ck water eQuivalent
evaluation is discussed. On the basis of
the meteorological data for this period
at the summit considering the
snow
balance eQuation it is assumed that 30 ~
is the lower limit of solid precipitation measurement errors at this station.
key words: proxy data
poster
THE HOMOGENIZATION OF THE SERIES OF MONTHLY TOTALS OF THE RAINFALL IN BRUSSELSUCCLE (1833-1988) AND THE ASSESSMENT OF CLIMATE CHANGE.
R. Sneyers, M. Vandiepenbeeck, G. Demaree and R. Vanlierde.
Due to the fact that simultaneous observations were regularly made when a change of raingauge occurred, the problem of homogenizing the series of rainfall of Brussels-Uccle could be solved. When the change occurred at the
same location, the method used is the so called quotientmethod. In the case of the change of location of the Observatory in 1890, a more complicated formula had to be
applied. To test the stability of the homogenized series of
rainfall, the trend test of Mann was used to verify the
stability of the mean and of the variance of the series of
annual totals and applied in a progressive onward and
backward manner. An increase of 7% of the mean rainfall
and of 25% of its variability was found with a change-point
situated in 1910. Conf1rmation of this result was given by
applying the change-point test of Pettitt.
key words : Homogenization of rainfall totals; test of stability of time series.
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DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL
COMPUTER PROCESSING OF PLUVIOGRAMS, AN EXAMPLE
FROM KENYA
.
Bllrring, L. Climatic Research Un1t, Univ. of
East Anglia, Norwich NR4 7TJ, U.K.

operational rainfall measurements on a sub-minute time
scale if progress towards forecasting rain amounts and
rates is to be made.

Pluviograms from 24. Kenyan statio.ns. ~quipped
with autographic ra1ngauges were d1g1t1sed and
quality controlled.
In total some 1500
pluviograms were processed, mainly for days with
at least 25 mm of rain.
By comparing the
derived daily totals with totals derived f':om
other sources it was cone 1uded that t.he. qua l1 ~y
control procedure was very eff1c1ent 1n
detecting large errors and, except for that,
improved the general precision of the digitis~d
data to some small amount.
Also, th1s
comparison gave some insight into various types
of incidental errors and their frequency.
Finally a simple operational system coordinated
with WMO's CLIMCOM Project is described.

Key words: breakpoint data, rainfall rates.
Paper.

key words:

pluviogram digitalisation,
.
autographic raingauges, correct1on

SURVEY OF DATA COLLECTION
OPERATIONAL HYDROLOGY
Flanders, A.F.

SYSTEMS

IN

The
collection
in
real-time
of
hydrometeorological data is not limited
to
those
involved
in
the
timely
prediction of events for river and flood
forecasting.
Researchers are employing
these systems to expedite their work.
Three major data collection systems are
in use worldwide with proven performance.
Host widely known to WHO members are
polar
orbiting
and
geostationary
satellites.
The oldest system is lineof-sight radio.
Radio is seeing a
resurgence in small basins for early
warning of impending floods.
A new
system in the past two decades is meteor
communications which lends itself to data
acquisition in difficult terrain.
key words:data collection, systems
paper

PLUVIOGRAPH DIGITISATION:
METHOD, ACCURACY AND APPLICATIONS.
Sansom, J.
New Zealand Meteorological Service

A breakpoint analysis system for transforming into digital form the large amount of analog information contained in the pluviographs of daily Dine's type recording raingauges is described. The resulting data consists of a division of the time continuum into variable
length periods of steady rain so that for each period
there is an associated rate. The equivalent integration
time is about 2 minutes and 98% rainfall amounts for
all periods are with 0.1 mm of the real value. Maximum and hourly falls are extractable as in the manual
treatment of the charts but non-standard periods are
now accesssible as are exceedance counts (i.e. given a
period and amount count the instances that the amount
is exceeded) and statistics on intensi ties. Furthermore,
the data reflect the actual rainfall process and argue for

PREOPITATICN :MEASUREMENT RESEARQ:I AND ANALYSISFCRVFR1FYINGSPACECI3SERVATICNSCFRAJN
Thiele, 0. W.
A Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) is being
planned by NASA to fulfill a scientific need to understand
the role of latent heat on global circulation and hence on
climate and long-range weather variability. For TRMM to
produce a credible rainfall product, however, a reliable
"Ground Truth" verification program would be essential.
To resolve uncertainties, it was concluded that fundamental
rain measurement research would be needed including improved algorithms for radar. Techniques being investigated
include microwave attenuation links, optical rain gauges,
Doppler rain gauges, capacitance rain gauges, acoustic
(hydrophone) techniques for oceans, multi-parameter radars
and airborne radars. A rain measurement research facility
and early results will be described. A parallel effort is the
development of climatologies from representative rainfall
regimes to facilitate TRMM sampling studies and to support
instrumentation and algorithm development. The data
collection procedures, assimilation techniques, and
progress of data processing for Darwin, Australia, Florida,
and other sites will be discussed.
key words: rain measurement, remote sensing, tropical
rainfall, rain climatologies

FIELD INTERCOMPARISONS
TEST OF A TRIGONOMETRIC MODEL OF SLOPE RAINFALL
IN THE SMALL MOUNTAINOUS RINGELBACH CATCHMENT
(HIGH VDSGES, FRANCE)
Ambroise B., Adjizian Gsrard J.
CEREG (UA 95 CNRS), ULP, Strasbourg
A trigonometric model (SERRA 195BJ SHARDN ,
1980)
permits
to
relate
"hydrological "
rainfalls actually incident on a slope and horizontally-measured "meteorological" rainfalls,
to the slope and rainfallc angles,Its validity
has been verified in the Ringelbach catchment
(36 ha, 74B-1DODm, 20" mean slope), in 14
sites equipped with anemometers and triplets of
variously tilted raingauges. Results from SB
rain events show spatial variations of the rain
and wind vectors .within the basin, inducing
significant differences between "hydrological"
and "meteorological" rainfalls, whose ratios
and patterns are well related to topography and
weather types.
Keywords:
slope
rainfall
trigonometric model, mountain
paper

measurements·,

A STUDY ON OBSERVATION ERRORS OF PRECIPITATION
MEASUREMENTS AT DIFFERENT HEIGHTS BY WIND
TUNNEL
Chen Zhi Blng and Fu Yao Xian
Wind tunnel investigations showed that the wind speed
above the center of the China standard precipitation
gauge orlfice increases 32% and between 20-30%
~indward of the gauge orifice. The maximum angle of
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the upward directed flow is 17-20° windward of the
gauge orifice, and 68.5° for the downward flow leeward
of the orifice. The wind shields of various forms reduce
the wind speed above the orifice. Owing to the effect of
an obstacle the gauge should be placed at least in a
distance of four times the obstacle height.
Key words:

aerodynamic error (paper)

RAIN METEOROLOGY: INFLUENCE OF SENSORS ON
MEASUREMENT CAPACITY
F.Cernesson and Lavabre, J.
Since 1987, a raingauge experimental netwbrk is
settled. This network is constituted by
neighbouring tipping raingaugea, installed at
short distance.
They either have different
forma of catchment or are placed at different
heights above the ground. Rain observation is
coupled with measurement of wind
speed and
direction.
After two
year period
observation,
first
results allow to affirm that gauge catchment
power depends strongly on the catchment from
(.rainfall measure variation is form 10 to 15 %)
and the bucket conception. In the same way, the
gauge height above the ground is a factor
significant of measured rainfall fluctuation :
the ground level gauge catches systematically
more important water volumes.

This
experimentation
should
come
to
the
construction of a graph g~v~ng the gauge
catchment power in terms of wind speed, in
comparable ranges of rainfall intensity.
Key words : rain, measure
Poster.

POINT SNOWFALL MEASUREMENTS WITH DIFFERENT
METHODS
LernmeUI, R.
In southern Finland (N 60'23', E 25'02')
on an open experimental field (200x430 m)
five different methods were used to compare the results of snowfall measurements.
The instruments and methods used were:
Stake station covering an area of 20 x
20 m, snow pillow (10.5 m"), snow plates
(~ 35 cm),
standard precipitation gauge
(height 150 cm) and standard precipitation gauge without wind shield (height
40 cm).
The collected snowfall material covered
25 different periods. The length of the
periods was one week and during them no
snowmelt occurred.
The highest amount of snow was measured
by the snow plates.
The highest correlation with the different methods was between the snow pillow
and the stake station (0.989) and between
snow plates and the stake station (0.985).
The standard gauge underestimated snowfall by 20 -% when compared to the
measurements with snow plates and 18 -%
when compared to the stake station. The
catch of the snow pillow was 90 -% from
that of the plates.
key words: point snowfall measurement,
correction of precipitation, snowfall
paper

INTERCOMPARISON RESULTS OF THE PRECIPITATION
MEASUREMENTS BY VARIOUS PRECIPITATION GAUGES
FOR PERIOD 1976 - 1988
Lapin,M. - Priadka,O.
SHMI Bratislava
An extent intercomparison measurements of precipitation by precipitation gauges of various
construction and production were provided on the
meteorological observatory in Bratislava and
partially on the other places in Czechoslovakia
in period 1975-1988. There were used 4 national
gauges, 3 wind shields, as well as precipitation measurement on the level of the Earth's
surface. Purpose presented verification of the
Czechoslovak national precipitation gauge METRA
886. Results confirmed a great importance of
wind shield in solid precipitation measurements.
The most effective was shield of type Tretjakov.
There will be presented tabular results of intercomparison measurements on poster.
key words: precipitation, systematic errors
poster
WINTER SEASON PRECIPITATION IN AN ALPINE
REGION: COMPARISONS BETWEEN STORAGE GAUGES AND WATER EQUIVALENT OF SNOWCOVER
Ries, J. (University of Freiburg i.Br.)
Braun, L.N. (ETH Zurich)
Over 20 years of parallel measurements
of winter season precipitation (Oct.April) by means of storage gauges and of
the water equivalent of the snowcover at
the 1st of May at some 18 locations
ranging between.l300 and 2800 m a.s.l.
in the Linth-Limmern basin, Switzerland,
are anal¥sed. At locations above approx.
2300 m w1nter precipitation can be considered as totally stored in the snowcover. Assuming the water equivalent of
the snowcover as "true" precipitation,
correction factors for storage gauge
values known to be generally too low due
to wind-induced undercatch can be obtained. They vary between 1.01 and 1.62
with a m~an value of 1.29. The high
variability of these correction values
reflects the individual nature of each
measurement location.
keywords: winter season precipitation,
snowcover, storage gauge, correction
poster
LOCALLY DISTURBED WIND FWW AS
REFLECTED IN DIRECTIONAL RAINFALL
MEASUREMENTS. D. Sharon and A. Margalit
D. Sharon and A. Margalit
Local variations In rainfall are stronlgy affected by
wlndflow. The magnitude of the non-uniformity of both
wlndflow and associated rainfall depends on the height
and shape of the topographic unit concerned
(hlll,
catchment, etc.).
The relevant, locally disturbed windflow can very rarely
be directly observed. Analytical models that have been
suggested by a few authors have not yielded results of
practical value. An empirical model is proposed here for
the study of the magnitude and structure of locally
perturbed windflow on the basis of observations from
dense directional ("inclined") ralngages. Result from
various research sites should offer an empirical basis to
study the effect on various topographical scales under
various meteorological conditions. · ·
Results are available now from 5-6 research sites
representing various topographical scales and shapes.
The appllcatlon of the approach at additional research
sites could widen the scope and would therefore be most
welcome.
Keywords: inclined gauges, wind rain vector
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PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT ERRORS AS
A FUNCTION OF THE DEGREE OF GAUGE SITE
EXPOSURE TO WIND
Sokollek, V., Haamann, H. and A. Meuser
Universitat Giessen, W-Germany

CANADIAN PARTICIPATION IN THE WMO SOLID PRECIPITATION INTERCOMPARISON: PRELIMINARY RESULTS
B.E. Goodison, J.R. Metcalfe
Environment Canada

measurements have been carried out
m a bushy area in Hessen at 7 sites (mean vertical angle of obstacles around the sites· ro 4o 9o
ro0 , 13°, 24°, 28°),. each of them equlpped with ~
ground level gauge m an open pit and a standard
gauge ~t l m he!ght of the HELLMANN type. The
study aimes to fmd out the ratio of the "true" pit
gaupe catch to th~ standard gauge catch (k value)
dunng shorter penods at neighbouring differently
sheltered sites,. with regard to the type of precipitation and wmd. The correlation between the
degree of site exposure and the mean k values is
not very close. The effect of different vegetation
roughness seems .to be important. Hourly k values
are calculate~. usmg a~ exponential approach. Final!~ the reliability of pit gauge precipitation data is
discussed.

In 1986 WMO initiated an international comparison of current national methods of measuring
solid precipitation, including those suitable
for use at automatic weather stations. Canada
has established six evaluation stations in different climatic regions to define the systematic
and random errors associated with methods used
in Canada for winter precipitation measurement.
Initial results on the accuracy of Canadian
methods of observation compared to the DFIR, including the magnitude of potential wetting
losses for manual gauge observations, is discussed based on event data. Comparison of the
DFIR standard with a recording Universal gauge
surrounded by a similar double. fence is included. The relationship of gauge catch to the
DFIR as a function of wind and temperature is
examined in the context of earlier research.

key words: exposure, wind effect, snow
paper

key words: solid precip., correction, accuracy
paper (or poster)

~omparative

SOME PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS
SEMI-ARID AREA, CENTRAL JORDAN
Wirth,K.

IN

A

The

precipitation in the area studied
the range of 150 - 170 mm/year
(ace. to a Hellmann-device ) with high
variations. The main rainstorms occuring in wintertimes , which cause the
floo~s. in
the wadis, may have high intens1t1es. For a research project on
;a1nwater -harvesting it
was of high
1nterest to have accurate precipitation
values for the soil surface level.Under
extreme conditions,the rainfall measured
at 1 m and 1.2 m above the soil was
approx. JD I less than at the soil surface for one event. The measurements
were conducted during one rainy season
only.
is

in

key words: correction on precipitation
semi-arid area
poster

WMO INTERCOMPARISONS
ASSESSMENT OF ACCURACY CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE REFERENCE PRECIPITATION GAUGE
WITH A DOUBLE-FENCE SHELTER

WIND RELATED ERRORS IN DIFFERENT METHODS
OF
SOLID
PRECIPITATION
MEASUREMENT
GUnther, Th. and B. Graf
On the bases of data sets established within the
WMO Solid Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison the paper deals with the wind related losses in national methods of solid precipitation
measurement. 14 different types of precipitation
gauges are included in the Harzgerode/GDR intercomparison field. Initial results of the comparisons between the Valdai double-fence reference
method and the other gauges in dependence on
wind speed and type of precipitation are presented. These results reveal that the national unshel tered HELLMANN-gauge catches only 24 % to
70 % of the daily totals of solid precipitation
as compared with the reference gauge. Results
of the analysis of monthly totals and idividual
events reveal a similar dependence of gauge deficiencies on wind speed and type of precipitation. Case studies of single snow falls and the
wind field conditions around and within the
double fence reference are also discribed.
Key

words:

wind effect,
paper

comparison,

snow

RESULTS OF THE SOLID PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS
INTERCOMPARISON ON THE TERRITORY OF SLOVAKIA
Lapin,M.
SHMI Bratislava

The problems of estimating systematic,
random and total errors for precipita•
tion measurements at the observation
point are discussed at the use of
Tretjakov precipitation gauge with a
double-fence shelter,
Methodology is proposed to check the
total measured precipitation. The methodology is verified during the experiments in Valdai (Hydrological Lab,of
the State Hydrological Institute),
Errors of the corrected data were estimated for monthly precipitation (99
cases) and for unit measurements of
solid precipitation for 12-hour intervals (100 cases).

Analysis of systematic errors of precipitation
measurements demonstrated a decisive part of
errors of solid precipitation measurements on
total summ of errors. It is in result of 5-10
times greater wind effect on errors of solid
precipitation measurements in comparison with
errors of liquid precipitation measurements.
By the Czechoslovak precipitation gauge METRA
886, at the application of the winter version,
error of measurement caused by wetting, resp.
effect of evaporation is also substantially increasing. In paper, there are mentioned results
of solid precipitation measurements intercomparison by standard precipitation gauge METRA 886
without wind shield and with shield of type
Tretjakov, with precipitation gauge of the
Soviet production 0-1 with wind shield of type
Tretjakov.

key words: reference, correction,
error, report

key words:solid precipitation,systematic errors
lecture

Golubev, V,S.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE WMO
INTERCOMPARISON IN YUGOSLAVIA
Milkovic, J.

FIELD

Yugoslavia is participating in the WMO
field
Intercomparison.
During
this
Intercomparison the unshielded Hellmann
gauge, the Yugoslav standard gauge, is
being
compared
with
the
reference
standard, the Trityakov gauge in the
DFIR, as well as with different types
of shielded gauges. First measurements
confirm that the reference standard had
a generally superior catch efficiency
compared to other shielded or unshielded
gauges. The unshielded Hellmann gauge,
on the contrary, had a generally inferior catch efficiency compared to all
other gauges. Its monthly precipitation
deficit of solid precipitation in relation to the DFIR (daily amount in the
DFIR ~3.0 mm) ranges from 2.8 to 24.2%.
The shielded Hellmann gauge had something lower precipitation deficit.
key words: comparison of gauges, precipitation de.ficit

CORRECTIONS
COMPARISONS OF AERODYNAMIC ERRORS WITH
PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS IN EIGHT GAUGE
TYPES
Allerup, P.
The paper presents an application of a general
statistical method, by which aerodynamic errors are
modeled as a function of wlnd speed and rain Intensity
for a speclflc gauge type. Eight gauge types (part of
which is US standard . UK standard, Australian
standard, Danish standard and Finnish standard)
have been analysed, and the estimated model has been
used for a subsequent ranking of the gauge types with
respect to catch performance. Special attention has
been given to one series of measurements arising from
the work of C. K. Folland (UK), who suggested the use of
a speciflc gauge type designed especially for the purpose
of minlrnizlng aerodynamtc errors.
Key words: corrections, aerodynamtc error,

lntercompartsons (paper)
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RAINFALL AND HYDROLOGICAL ANALYSIS - REPRESENTATIVNESS
AND ERRORS
Bonaccl, 0., Civil Engineering Faculty, Split
The main idea presented in this paper consists in
the hydrological evaluation of the problem related
to the· accuracy of precipitation measurements. lt
starts from the realization that modern hydrology
does not pay enough attention and does not make
sufficient efforts In studying the accuracy (i.e.
inaccuracy) of point precipitation measurements.
The paper presents several reasons for this unf avourable state of art. It analyzes the characteristics of rainfall necess,;ry for hydrological calculations; i.e. the following characteristics, apart from
the height of point rainfall: rainfall distribution in
time and space, storm direction, retention of a
certain rainfall quantity on vegetation, the problem
of defining the storm center. One problem of particular interest for hydrology lies in separating the
effective rainfall from the total rainfall. The paper
includes the comparison between five methods used
for determining the rainfall on the catchment area.
An actual catchment covering 451 km' was chosen
with 14 rain gauging stations, seven of which are
equipped with automatic recorders. In conclusion,
five methods for correction of point rainfall are
compared, and that analysis pointed to further direction and aim of research dealing with the accuracy of rainfall measurements in order to Improve
the accuracy of hydrological calculations.
key words: correction, areal precip. paper

SNOWMELT SIMULATIONS WITH- AND WITHOUT
PRECIPITATON CORRECTIONS USING NWSRFS
MODEL

Buchtele, J.
Snowmelt simulations were tried with
the Andreson snow model, with the aim
to investigate the optimal correction
factors for snow precipitations, Due
to the uncertainities in point data
and because the water balance is the
ultimate prove of corre~tness the snow
model has been used in the couple with
Sacramenta rainfall - runoff model and
round - year cycle runoff simulations
were carried out,
The experiments have been done for
two basins, with the area 200 km 2 and
2
50 000 km • Daily time series of preci-.
pitations and air-temperature have been
used as inputs. Analysed observations
are 4 and 60 years long. Monthly averages indicate the runoff sensitivity
to the correction factor changes.
Key words: snow precipitaion corrections, water balance
paper
R&;EARCII ON ANALYSIS AND QlRRECTION OF SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
IN l'IHiCIPITATION MEASUREMENT IN WULUt.'.Ql RIVEH BASI!i,
TIANSHAN
Yang Daqing

Sbi Yafeng

Rang Er is

Zhang Yinsheng

Base on lho c~1mparat ive measurement of precipitation
with various gages 11nd wind shields at 5 stations along
the valley, 20-G8m.1i of prccipilalion is corrected for
wind effect in the basin, with the maximum presenting in
tho high alpine area because of the lower air temperalure und the highest percent of snowfall in yearly precipitation. A chinese standard precipitation gage (CSPG)
suffcres u. 20mm wetting loss in every raifall measurec;ent. The wetting loss increases to o. 29mm for each
snowfall measurement since the funnel and glass bottle
are removed according to the observing procedure and
thus the wetted area of the gnge becomes larger. The rate
of evaporation loss from CSPG in daytime during summer
tanges from o.oz to O.l3mm/~ond it shrinks so obviously
in the evening that the evaporation loss can be completely neglected. The annual toto! of systematic errors in
precipitation measurement gose down from both alpine and
the bottem of the basin to tbe subalpine area.
Key 1\'ordst

precipitation, systematic error, correction
paper

CORRECTION OF PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS
FOR WIND INDUCED LOSSES: A case -study:,
Gronowski, T. V., ETH Zentnun, CH-8099 Ziirich
To obtain reliable precipitation input data for a water
balance study, a comparison of two pit gauges with
elevated recording gauges (Belfort) was carried out in
eastern Switzerland during almost three years. To correct
the wind induced error of precipitation P, tl1e differences
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of P values between the elevated and the pit gauges were
analysed using a modified version of Bogdanova's (1Q66)
model with variables such as P, a structure parameter N
and a weighed windspeed u on a weekly time interval.
N and u were derived from hourly data. N was taken as
the portion of low intensity precipitation (P:>l mm) on
the weekly sum of P. Applying the original method to
the data requires a nonlinear exponential fit. To avoid
nonlinearity the absolute error instead of the relative error
was calculated, which allowed the application of a multiple linear regression model. The errors were calculated
for all the seasons excluding situations affected by
blowing snow. The resnlting mean annual error of about
10 % shows the importance of a precipitation correction
in water balance studies, it is approximately 3 % larger
for the Belfort gauge than for the Hellmann gauge as
assessed by Sevruk (1985) in the same region.

ther complicated cond1t1ons for runoff
formation including the determination of
basic input data on precipitation. The
existing networks generally do not reflect
the spatial and also temporal distribution
of this parameter resulting in corrections
of data measured over the lowland parts of
mountainous catchments. Widely used corrections of precipitation often represent more than half of runoff from the subject
area, therefore, direct measurements in
higher altitudes and different orography
are required. Seasonal corrections of rainfall and snow measurements are recommended.
The study is based on data collected in the
W.Tatras region and also sums up results of
the Int.seminar on hydrology of mountainous
areas (Czechoslovakia, June 1988).

key words:

key words: precipitation in mountains,
seasonal corrections - paper

precipitation, systematic error, recording
gauge, correction, water balance
poster

WIND

CORRECTION OF THE ANNUAL PRECIPITATION
NORM
Koleva, Ek., N. Petkova
Institute of Hydrology and Meteorology
Sofia, .llulgaria
The total error (correction) for annual
precipitation norm for the whole territory of the country is estimated. The
error of wetting loss is calculated on
the basis of experimental data. The
other two error (the evaporation and the
wind factor)are established by struzer's
method (~SSR), by means of the deficit
of humidity and the wind
velocity.
Furthermore, the wind error is estimated
on the basis of data from
comparative
measurements. It is shown that the value
of wind error depends considerably on
the rainfall amount.

INDUCED

MEASUREMENT

ERROR

FOR

HIGH-INTENSI'IY RAINS

Sevruk, B.

The average difference between the rain values as
measured using paired ground level and· elevated
gauges at three locations was smaller on days with
larger amounts of rain and vice versa. Yet the common
Interpretation of the results which states that highIntensity rains show negligible values of wind Induced
error does not hold. Taking into account that such
rains are generally associated with strong winds, the
errors of 5% are quite common and they increase
sharply with decreasing intensity of rain below a
certain threshold value. The threshold value is small
for wind speed below 2 m/s, but it rapidly Increases
with strong winds. It amounts to more than 3 mm/h
for wind speed of 3-4 m/ s. The adapted results of field
and tunnel experiments of other authors appear to
confirm the dependence of threshold values on wind
speed.
Key words: corrections, field lntercompar!sons (paper)

key word: correction
poster

ESTIMATES OF WIND SPEED STATISTICS FOR
PLACES WITHOUT WIND OBSERVATIONS
METHOOICS OF THE SYSTEMATIC ERRORS CORRECTIONS
OF THE PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Lapin,M. - Samaj,F. SHMI 8ratislava
The Czechoslovak precipitation gauges METRA 886
with orifice 500 cm2 and height above terrain
1 m used for precipitation measurements. Methodics of corrections of three systematic errors
of precipitation measurement approved in 1985,
Corrections in result of wetting present 0,1 0,2 mm per one measurement , in result of evaporation 3% of total in frost-free period and
10% of precipitation total in frost period.
Corrections in result of wind effect increase
with wi~d velocity and reach ~t wind velocity
3 ms-1 In 2 m height by liquid precipitation
5~, by solid precipitation 44% from precipitation total. The total summ of corrections reach
i~ lower localities 10-15% of yearly precipitation total. Precipitation totals are stored
without corrections.
key words:precipitation,precipitation corrections
lecture
PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT AND CORRECTIONS
IN MOUNTAINOUS AREAS
Molnar,L., Trizna,M.
Mountains are the challenge for climbers
and hydrologists as well. They create ra-

Sladek, I.
Wind speed oaservations that could le
used in correcting of collected precipitation amount are not availaDle for
many precipitation measuring stations.
Therefore an attempt was made to find
objective statistical way how to estimate some local long-term characteristics of wind speed.
The ·procedure proposed for the mentioned purpose consists from two main
steps. The first one is deriving of
the many year average of wind speed.
This is achieved DY means of regression equations expressing dependence of
mean wind speed upon quantitative indices of the convexity or concavity of
terrain. The second step is finding
distribution ~unction of wind velocit~
The distribution corresponds to the
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average wind speed estimated in advance unambiguously. Statistical relations between the average and the distribution of wind speed were ascertained empirically for the country under
consideration.
The method could (and should) be further developped and improved.
Key words: wind climatology, terrain
influence on wind speed,
wind speed estimates, precipitation corrections related to wind
EVALUATION OF TOTAL ERROR FOR TOTAL
CORRECTED PRECIPITATION AT OBSERVATION
POINT
Vinogradov, V.V.
Evaluation of total (systematic and
random) errors of corrected precipitation measurements is given.
Evaluations are made for Tretjakov
precipitation gauge with the use of
two methods for correction developed
at the State Hydrological Institute.
Observation data have been obtained
at the experimental plots in Valdai,
(the Branch of the State Hydrological
Institute) for 1970-1978 and for the
winter months of 1988-1989.
key words: Tretjakov precipitation
gauge, correction, total
error, report

INSTRUMENTS AND NEW TECHNIQUES_

INTRODUCING "ELECTRONIC IMPACT SIZING"
AS A NEW, COST-EFFECTIVE TECHNIQUE FOR
THE ON-LINE EVALUATION OF PRECIPITATION
Dipl.Chem. Volker
Instruments GmbH,

Genrich, cjo Genitron
D-6000 Frankfurt, FRG

using ceramic thick film technology a
sensor has been developed for monitoring kinetic effects of falling rain.
semiquantitative evaluation
of every
single drop is achieved by detecting
small fluctuations in the capacitance of
a grid shaped condenser. Signal conditioning by means of a PLL-detector
(EPA 88115906,5)
eliminates problems
with sensor pollution in the open air.
Resolution according to size is acceptable for drops from 0.3 ~1 to ~o.~l
thus giving on-line spectra. Intens~t~es
from 0.01 to 30 mm/h can be covered.
key
words: electronic
precipitation
gauge, response to small intensities,
raindrop spectra
(oral presentation)

10 YEARS OF SNOW DEPTH MEASUREMENT
<D.Lecorps - M.Budull
Snow depth measurments were realised by an ultrasonic sound process from automatic weather station NIVOSE. NIVOSE has been developped by "le centre d'Etudes de la Neige" as a
complement to the human observation network
useful for avalanche warning mainly in remote area. For this purpose it has been built
up to be totally independent : Operation with
waterproof batteries and solar generator, data collected through ARGOS satellite system.
10 stations are operating, the first installation date from february 81 • Snow depth is measured by counting travel time of ultrasonic
pulses emitted by a transducer fixed 5 meters above soil and refle"cted by snow surface back to the tranducer. Snow depth measur~
ment accuracy is about 2 cm above a regular
snow surface. Of course, this kind of measure cannot differentiate snow types nor measure snow pack 's water equivalent. The experimentals years demonstrate the efficiency of
the sensor in the majority of cases.

A RECENTLY DEVELOPED RAINFALL RECORDER
Cayer, J. and Palos, L.

equiprrent rreasures the rainfall depth in
desired resolution and records the corresponding elate and tiJre in a C.MJS rrerrory. 'lbe resolution (default value: 0.2 Iml) is convenient to
observe the instantaneous rainfall intensity.
The rreasuring unit is a tipping-bucket type
rain-gauge. Its impulse and the corre&ponding
tiJre is recorded by a HYDOODAT type VITUKI made
built-in recording unit. 'lbe nurory of the rc=rder depending on the set-up correspondes to
400, 800, 3200 mm depth enabling at least half
a year of recording without data transmission.
The backup can be perfonred any tiJre by a PrA
4000 type minioornputer with a VITUKI software.
For further handling the data can be printed on
PIA or EPSON 'printer; transmitted to casette-recorder or to IBM PC by an appropriate converter. The irnpulse counter is a Reed relay,
while the power supply is provided by a 4 cell
NICD battery (with:lut heating) and sufficient
for one year.

The

Key v.urds: rainfall intensity,built-in rec. un.
Poster.

HEAVY RAIN CHARACTERISTICS AND GROUND
MEASUREMENT COMPARISONS

Melson, W.E., Jr.
Two Nasa activities, effects of heavy rain on
aerodynamics and tropical rainfall measuring
mission, are concerned with the current rainfall
measurement techniques. These activities are
Investigating the effects of short duration and high
Intensity rainfall rates on airplane performance and
examining the rainfall baseline data necessaxy for the
development of rainfall observations from space. Both
of these activities have similar concerns in that
rainfall rates are averaged over long time constants
and can result in misunderstanding of the short
duration rainfall characteristics. Also, there is
recognized rainfall measurement uncertainty which
can Increase dramatically with high Intensity rainfall
for some conventional instruments. A recently
developed weight measuling rain gauge capable of
measuring rainfall rates to at least 1000 mm/hr. With
a one second sample rate has been placed In the field to
obtain measurements of short duration and high
Intensity naturally occurring rainfall. At one of the
field sites, an optical rain gauge which uses an Infrared
light emitting diode and a commercially available
tipping bucket rain gauge are within 2 m of the weight
m~~~urtng gauge. The results of these measurements
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will be presented and such variables as rain rate,
frequency of high rainfall rate occurrence, and
duration of downpours will be discussed. Also,
comparisons of the rain gauges wUI be presented
describing the various observed characteristics of the
measurements.
Key words: measurement techniques
intercomparison (paper)
1YPES OF STANDARD PRECIPITATION GAUGES
Sevruk, B.

A survey of the WMO showed that there are more than
50 types of national standard precipitation gauges used
worldwide at present. The gauges differ considerably in
design, shape, size and material. The orifice area
varies from 7 to 1000 cm2 and the installation height
between 0.2 and 2.0 m. Material used are primarily
galvanized iron, copper and plastic. Only 7 types of
precipitation gauges are permanently fitted with a
wind shield of different design. The most used gauges
appear to be the Hellmann gauge (Germany), followed
by the Chinese and the Snowdon Mk2 gauge (UK). They
account for one-half of all gauges. In 50 countries,
changes in national standards such as the replacement
of the long-used type of gauge, lowering or Increasing
the installation height above ground, etc. took place in
the last 30 years. Considering the variety of types of
PGs and the changes in standards as well as the fact
that there are no regulations with regard to the degree
of exposure of the gauge sites the state-of-the-art of the
global precipitation measurement appears not to be
sufficient at all.
Key words: preclp. gauge, errors (posterl

AREAL PRECIPITATION AND REPRESEN.TATIVENESS
PRECIPITATION FIELD AND AREA-AVERAGED PRECIPITATION AMOUNTS
Tibor Farag6 and Maria Vertessy
National Meteorological Service,Hungary
H-1525 Budapest P.O.Box 38
Approximation of the precipitation field from
the point measurements is the basis for both the
solution of interpolation problems and the derivation of area-averaged precipitation values.Different approaches to the selection and parameterization of an "idealized" precipitation surface are analysed.The performance of methods depend either on the density of stations or on the
concrete precipitation event. Averaging is commonly made without explicit surface approximations, however, all interpolation procedures eventually yield a method for area-averaged calculations. In this paper, comparisons are made for
some methods and their performance is tested on
sample areas in the Transdanubian part of Hungary.
Key words: area-averaged precipitation,spatial
interpolation;
paper
RELATING POINT RAINFALL TO AREA AVERAGE RAINFALL
OVER THE SAHEL
Flitcroft.I.D., Dugdale,G. & Milford,J.R.
Experiments have been made in the Republic of
Niger and in the Sudan to determine the spatial
variability of rainfall over the Sahel on scales
from 2 to 14km, and to relate this variability
to the relationship between point measurements
and area average rainfall. Analyses show the
bi-directional
nature
of
the
spatial
correlation,
reflecting
features
of
the
structure
and
propagation
of the storms.

Probability
density
functions of the area
rainfalls associated with point measurements at
different positions relative for a range of
areas are derived. These results, when combined
with models describing the accuracy of location
of satellite pixels, provide the statistical
basis for comparing area estimates of rainfall
from
satellites
with
measurements
using
raingauges. The results are also significant for
the use of gauge data and for isohyetal analyses.
key words: area rainfall, spatial correlation
Paper

EPSAT: A PILOT EXPERIMENT FOR RAINFALL
ESTIMATION OVER WEST AFRICA.
HOEPFFNER, M.· LEBEL, T.
The semi-arid zone of West Africa (the SJhel) has been
subject to a persistent drought for the past twenty years. The
dramatic consequences of drought and seasonal
precipitation variations make necessary to obtain a good
estimate of the spatial and temporal rai" 11 distribution,
especially if available on a real or slightly delayed time
basis. This possibility is for now still out of reach, due to the
low density of the recording raingauge networks of the
sahelian countries. The ultimate goal of the EPSAT
(Estimation des Precipitations par SATellite) project, is thus
to derive specific algorithms for the quasi real time
estimation of sahelian precipitation. Several methods may
be required, depending on the spatial and temporal
resolutions needed, combining remote sensing data and
ground measurements. The basic suppo . of the EPSAT
program is an experimental network of 77 static memory
recording raingauges spread over a roughly 100 x 100 km
square area east of Niamey (Niger), the installation of which
began in summer 1988.The digitalisation of the video output
signal of a C band radar system (EEC ; 5 cm) located at the
Niamey airport will provide radar data for a posteriori
analysis. The combination of raingauges and radar providing
the best calibration for satellite imagery will be determined
since the calibration methods derived for other regions of
the world are very unlikely to be applicable to the Sahel.
keywords: estimation, radar, satellite, West Africa.
paper

EPSAT: STUDY OF RAINFALL OVER THE SAHELAT
SMALL TIME STEPS USING A DENSE NETWORK OF
RECORDING RAINGAUGES.
THAUVIN, V.· LEBEL, T.
The high density, static memory raingauge network of the
EPSAT experiment (see accompanying paper) was designed
with the aim of: 1) studying the rainfall spatial variability in
the Sahel, as may be seen from ground networks of varying
density, and 2) providing reference values for the calibration
of a C band radar system. A first subset of 37 raingauges was
installed in 1988 and the remaining 60 in 1989, thus
providing a network of 97 stations, 77 of which are spread
over a100 x 100 km square area. The data analysis is based on
the identification of the structural function for each rainfall
event. This permits classification of the events into three
main categories with respect to their spatial organisation.
Furthermore the differences between the shower body and
the trail are Important and it is shown that the analysis of
the spatial organisation at the event scale may not be
applicable for the calibration of the high temporal
resolution radar data. Estimation of the area! rainfall over
elementary meshe of various sizes is also carried out along
with the computation of the corresponding estimation
variances.
key words : rainfall estimation, dense network, static
memory recording raingauge, Sahel.
paper

MEASURING THE ACCURACY OF AREAL PREC IPIT ATl ON
ESTIMATES
Jones, P.D. Climatic Research Unit, University
of East Anglia, Norwich NR4 7TJ, U.K.
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A method is proposed for assessing the accuracy
of areal precipitation estimates. The methgd
uses the average correlation coefficient (r)
between a 11 the sites on the catchment with
data. The usefulness of the method is that it
is simple to calculate and it enables the
accuracy of areal precipitation to be
estimated, even when there are a reduced number
of gauges. The formulation allows the determination of the most important and sensitive
gauges on a catchment.
Such information is
necessary should rationalisation of the network
be considered. Variation of r with time interval of sampling (e.g. daily, pentad, monthly)
leads to some interesting results which can be
interpreted in relation to the dominant type of
precipitation in the region (e.g. frontal,
thunderstorm, etc.). The method is illustrated
with examples from the United Kingdom and midwestern states of the United States.
key words: areal precipitation, accuracy,
correlation

INTERPOLATION AND DISTRIBUTION
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE SPATIAL AND DYNAMIC
PRECIPITAION VARIABILITY BASED ON ON-LINE
DATA ACQUISITION
Bergmann, H. and Zeyrlnger, T.
In the research basin POllau (Eastern Styria)
precipitation measurements are carried out since
1979. The development of the equipment now allows
an on-ltne access to the sampled data presented in
form of tables, hyetographs or event parameters. The
data collected until 1985 were used for a
comprehensive study of the spatial and dynamic
character of precipitation events. It can be shown that
point precipitation is not significant for convective
events, and that spatial methods stlll underlay several
restr1ctions. A new developed interpolation method
allows both the representation of the spatial and
dynamic distribution of the event. Some of the results
were compared with remote-sensing data.
Key words:
<

spatial interpolation, data acquisition
(paper)

ACCURACY OF MEAN ARE?\ PHECIPITATIDN

ESTIMATES
Koleva, Ek.
The error of mean area precipitation
estimates for two regions is determined
by two methods: by arithmetic mean and
optimal interpolation.
The results show
that the accuracy of the optimal
interpolation method is higher than
the
arithmetic mean.
Furthermore, optimal
and linear interpolation method is used
for determining the monthly precipitation totals for a given station on the
basis of data from six near-by stations.
The dlfference between the interpolation
-obtained data and the actual values are
calculated. It is shown that the optimal
interpolation method does not always
have priority to the linear one.
key words: spatial interpolation
poster

BASIN PRECIPITATION AS RESIDUAL IN ALPINE
WATER BALANCES
Kuhn, M. and F. Pellet
Basin precipitation was evaluated from annual water
balances of two glacierized basins in the thztal
Alps. Runoff was determined at gauging stations at
1900 m a.s.l., regional evaporation was estimated
from spot measurements and storage terms were
extrapolated from the annual mass balances of three
well studied glaciers.
The resulting 30 annual residuals which include
regional precipitation and errors of all terms were
then compared to the precipitation data from a
raingauge network and a group of four reference
gauges were selected that showed the least deviation from the calculated basin precipitation. Using a
constant conversion factor, monthly basin precipitation was determined from these stations and
monthly water balances were then reconstructed.
Within certain limits speculations can be made
about the seasonal course of the relation between
basin precipitation and that of the valley stations.
key words:

basin precipitation
vertical gradients of precipitation
paper

SPATIAL DEPENDENCE OF DAILY RAINFALL - A CASE STUDY
IN TUNISIA
Rerndtsson, R., Department of Water Resources Engineering, University of Lund, Rox 118, S-221 00 Lund,
Sweden
The present paper sums up studies on the spatial and
temporal rainfall variability performed in Tunisia.
The daily rainfall data used were collected and
compiled by Service de la Mo$teorologie Nationale,
Tunis. A 5-yr record (1979-83) of daily rainfall
observed at 67 locations throughout Tunisia is used
to visualize the topographical and coastal influence
on the spatial rainfall properties, The daily data,
as visualized by composite correlation fields, usually
occurred with banded or elliptical patterns as
influenced by coast and topography. During periods
with rainfall characterized by large-scale cyclonic
disturbances, the main topographical barriers tend to
act as enhancements factors, leading to high correlations along the ridges. During periods with more
locally influenc~d rainfall mechanisms, the main
topographical barriers seem rather to act as demar·
cators of different rainfall areas, leading to high
correlations within each of these rainfall areas.
key words:

daily rainfall variability, spatial and
temporal dependence, Tunisia

RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION AND TREND ANALYSIS OF
SITANADI BASIN IN DAKSHINA KANNADA DISTRICT OF
THE WEST COAST OF INDIA
M.R, Gajendragad, c, Naganna, K.N. Lokesh, G.
Ranganna, G. Chandrakantha, Ananth Kumar Ars,
K. Harshendra and B. Malatesh
(no Abstract available, see full paper).
COMPARISON OVER FRANCE OF METHODS OF MONTHLY
RAINFALLS ASSESSMENT
L. Breton, 0,
The
first
method, termed
"Method
of
theoretical rain" allows us to estimate
missing monthly rainfalls; it divides
the monthly rainfall into two parts:
-The
"theoretical
rain"
represents
the
physical
and
climatological
features of the station •
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-The homogeneity index characterizes
the weather types, which occured during
the month.
The second method is an application of
the AURELHY method (Analysis Using the
RELief for HYdrometeorology) elaborated
for
the
cartography
of
s ta tis tical
pluviometric fields.It has been applied
on 30 ratios
monthly rainfall I
monthly normal value.
The aim of the paper is to select the
best method for further operational use
~ver the french network.
Key words: estimation, interpolation (paper)

NETWORK OPTIMIZATION
NETWORK OPTIMIZATION
IN MOUNTAINOUS AREAS.
Benichou P.
Meteorologie Nationale. FRANCE.
More
and
more
complementary
automatic networks are being set up in
France.
A new
approach
to
optimum
determination of new gages locations is
proposed,
by
the
name
of
OSIRIS
(Optimization Statistically Integrating
Relief for Implantation of Stations).
The optimization has a double object:
1Reduce
the
error
variance
in
rainfall fields interpolation.
2- Make the whole network statistically
representative of the topography of the
sampled area.
This study relies on the AURELHY
method for rainfall fields analysis in
mountainous areas (Benichou P. ,Lebreton
0. ,1986).

An axample of network optimization
is given over a French region.
KEY-WORDS: Interpolation - Topography Network Optimization.
Paper

AN ATTEMPT AT RATIONALIZATION OF PRECIPITATION NETWORK IN OROGRAPHICALLY
COMPLEX TERRAIN OF SLOVAKIA
Gajar,B.
SHMI Bratislava
In paper, there are presented results of
an objective evaluation of precipitation
network of Slovakia. Method of optimum
interpolation error was used for analysis
of field of daily precipitation total.
The most significant knowledge was determination of interpolation error dependence on precipitation network density
in two regions of territory-lowlands and
hollows, which represent the greatest
part of the economically important territory of Slovakia. Conclusions have
verified a great spatial-temporal precipitation variability - mainly in summer with substantially greater demands
on precipitatio~ network density in
hollows; they can be utilized in reorganization of atmospheric precipitation
measurement on the territory of Slovakia.
key words: network, interpolation error
paper

APPLICATION OF POLYNOMIAL SURFACE FITT~
ING TECHNIQUE AND ANALYSIS DF VARIANCE
FOR RAINGAUGE NETWORK DESIGN IN KERALA
(INDIA)
James,E.J. and Sreedharan,K.E.

The polynomial surface fitting method
and analysis of variance have been used
to design raingauge network~ in Kadalundi-Bharathapuzha (5 629 km )and PeriyarMuvattupuzha (6 838 km ) basins in Kerala
(India) •. In polynomial surface fitting
technique, basic stations are
selected
and parameters estimated by least square
method for annual data;more stations are
then added and standard errors estimated.
For the analysis of variance method, reduced standard error, persistence factor,
and variances are estimated for each selected number of gauges. The analysis
shows that the reduction in reduced standard error is very large upto 24stations
in Bharathapuzha-Kadalundi and upto 22 in
Periyar-Muvattupuzha basins. It is inferred that greater precision can be obtained by increasing the number of stations than with more depth data. In comparison with the analysis of variance,
the number of gauges required for a specific standard error is much less based
on surface fitting method.
keywordsrsurface fitting, variance analysis
paper
DESIGN OF
RAINGAUGE
NETWORK
FOR
BHARATHAPUZHA AND PERIYAR RIVER BASINS
(INDIA7 USING GAMMA
DISTRIBUTION:
James,E.J., Sreedharan,K.E., John, E.J.,
Ranganna,G. and Sudheer, k.
Raingauge networks have be~n designed
for Bharathap~zha (4 400 km ) and Periyar (5 289 km ) river basins in SouthWest India using gamma distribution.
Monthly observed precipitation values
have been consideued. Instead
of
exact sampling distribution, gamma probability densitY function has
been
adopted for estimating the distance .. between two points. The average distance
for Bharathapuzha and Periyar are obtained as 34.1 km and 51.4 km. The mean
correlations of precipitation fields are
estimated as 0.76 (Bharathapuzha)
and
0.65 (Periyar); the values of temporal
reduction factor and spatial reduction
factor for Bharathapuzha and Periyar
are 0.273 and 0.768, and 0.022 and 0.665
respectively. The period of data is more
important than the density of
network
for reducing the error.
key wordsrgamma distribution 1 network design
paper
RAINFALL
NETWORK
OPTIMIZATION
Saad.A.Y.,l989
Topographical
configuration
affect
distribution pattern immensely, requiring
more density than flat desert.In Jordan,
rainfall network comprising more than 200
stations over 88500
sq.kms.
Varying
greatly with desert areas receiving 50
mms to mountainous regions receiving
upwards of 600 mms per annum.Procedure
applied
in
redesigning
for
optimum
network was based on 20 station,increased
to 40,60,80 etc.Up to 140 stations.
Volumes of rainfall over Jordan was
assessed after isoheytal lines were drawn
in each case. Variations were decreased
with the rise in number of stations and
showed no appreciable difference between
the
last two maps.With 4 different
climatological areas, according to this
study, produced the following.
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Western Escarpment slope 108
Eastern Escarpment slope 219
Low land(Below Sea Level) 420
Flat desert(rain shadow) 1250

sg.km/gauge
sg.km/gauge
sg.km/gauge
sg.km/gauge

RAINGAUGE NETWORK DESIGN AND ITS·OPTIMIZATION
CASE STUDY: DAILY STORM OF ANKARA BASIN, TURKEY
Dr. A,U. Sorman, King Abdulaziz University,P.O.
Box 9034, Jeddah 21413, Saudi Arabia
The design aspects of the raingague network
svstems are discussed in order to know the
i~terpolation error for determining the daily
areal rainfall of urban and suburban areas of
city of Ankara, The mean areal error variance
(mse) is determined using convariance functions.
The design procedures described previously by
several investigators are followed by applying
to the daily storm data collected more than 20
raingauge stations covering an area of 500 km2·
over the city of Ankara. An optimal estimate
of root mean square error (rmse) is determined
for reconfigurated network system. The rmse
for different number of stations are also
determined to compare them with the two other
techniques discussed in the paper. The mean
interpolation error of Ankara storms is found
0,50-2.50 mm for rural sub-basins and 3.504.50 mm for urban area.
Key words: raingauge design, optimization,
paper

DESIGN STORM DATA
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF SHORT DURATION
PRECIPITATION ON NORTHERN ITALY.
Anselmo, V., L. Marchi, P.R. Tecca and V. Villi
Annual maxima of short duration rainfall
at more than one thousand sites in
Northern
Italy were processed deriving
depth-duration relationships.
A plot of
rainfall
depths with assigned duration
and recurrence time is presented.
The
spatial distribution of precipitation is
compared with that of maximum values of
the peak discharges observed in the
l~egion.

An empirical analysis ,
based on ·the
shape of the depth-duration curves and
on
experience
of the
geographical
charac~ers more than on the
statistical
parameters of the series, was adopted to
try
a first
sketch of
homogeneous
regions.
Ten
regions were so found and
depth-duration
relationships
were
defined by means of
regression with
confidence limits.
key
words:
precipitation,
duration, regionalization
paper

depth-

APPLICATION OF POINT AND AREAL
ESTIMATES OF RAINFALL FOR STORM
WATERMANAGEMENTSTUDlliS

Consuegra, D., Meylan, P. and Musy, A.
lnstitut du Genie Rural.
Ecole Polytechnique Federate de Lausanne.

Most Storm Water Management (SWM) studies
rely on hydrological modeling to estimate design
floods for different return periods. Single-event
hydrological models require the application of
design storms. Analysis of the spatial and
temporal variability of rainfall allow design
storms to be constructed. The paper describes an
assesment of spatial and temporal variability of
precipitation in the downstream area of the Broye
river watershed (400 km2) located in the Swiss
Plateau Region between the lakes of Morat and
Neuchatel. The results are then used to derived
representative rainfall patterns and areal
reduction factors applicable within this region.
key words: design storm, areal reduction
factors (ARF). (paper)
EXTREME PRECIPITATION CHARACTERISTICS
Tibor Farag6 and Ildik6 Wantuch
National Meteorological Service,Hungary
H-1525 Budapest P.O.Box 3B
Extreme meteorological events related to the extraordinary precipitation surplus or deficit on
various time scales are significant for their
hydrological,agricultural and other impacts.Using long-term data-series,either the likelihood
of such events or the quantiles of corresponding
distribution function are required.These characteristics can be calculated by fitting the adequate extreme value distribution.In this study,
three time-scales of considerable precipitation
anomalies are chosen: high short-term precipitation intensities, annual maxima of dry spell durations and maximum monthly precipitation amm.nts.
Extreme-value analysis is accomplished by different statistical methods: two- and three-parameter procedures are evaluated.Some methodological
aspects of the application of particular procedures are also considered.
1
Key words: extreme precipitation, dry spell,
extreme value statistics
poster
SYNTHESIS OF POINT RAINFALL DATA FOR URBAN
RUNOFF DESIGN
Garcia-Bartual and J. Marco
Garcia-Bartual, L. and J. Marco

Alternative approaches
for determining
design storms for urban hydrology applications
are considered. It is shown that the twoparameter gamna function can adequately be used
as a design stonn, either derived from internal
structure of temporal precipitation or through
derivation
from the traditional intensityduration-frequency curves. This approach shows
good agreement with typical observed temporal
patterns and provides mathematical tractability.
Applications are presented for a sample of 57
maximum rainfall events occurred at Alicante
(Spain).
Key words; urban storm, extreme precipit. (paper)
.URBAN HYROLOGISTS NEED

METEOROLOGIST~

Krejci, V.K.; Schilling,

w.

Urban drainage is one of the. most cost
intensive fields of water resources manageme.nt .. Todays trend is to plan and
operate urban drainage systems (UDS)
comprehensively in view of both quality
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and quantity aspects. Since rainfall is
a major loading of any UDS, models are
used to simulate the rainfall-runoff
process. These models call for rainfall
data which is often not available tr
UDS engineers: Aspects such as high
temporal and spatial resolution or synchronization are very important. Other
features such as sensitivity, accuracy,
or frost-proof operation play a minor
role, Availability and quality of existing data is reviewed and compared to
the actual needs for UDS analyses. The
new Swiss recommendations of rain data
recording a~d applications in UDS analyses are described.
(urban drainage, modeling, paper)
RAINFALL DATA FOR URBAN
CATIONS
Janusz Niemczynowicz

HYDROLOGICAL

APPLI·

Rainfall data with time and space resolution
adequate for urban hydrological applications are
usually not available from national weather
services. Required data varies with type of
application, it must reflect the real, in time
and space distributed, rainfall. Data collection
network must meet these requirements. The paper
discusses the required density of raingauge
network, based on physical understanding of
rainfall process, i.e. recognition of the cellu·
lar structure of convective rain field and its
kinematics. The paper describes existing exper·
ience how the rainfall data collection is to be
arranged in order to provide proper input to
rainfall-runoff models used in urban areas.
Conclusions bring some order in question what
kind of rainfall data are needed for different
urban hydrological practical applications.
key words: urban hydrology, rainfall data
paper

REQUIREMENTS OF PRECIPITATION DATA FOR
URBANISED WATERSHEDS
Turcan J., Turi Nagy J.
Urban drainage in the recent time utilize two types of precipitation data:
/i/ historical time series from the
long term abservations 1 /ii/ actual data from the continual measurements.
/i/ Methods of statistical processing
of precipitation time series and the
use of mathematical models for transformation of precipitation to discharges are described. Presented are also
different uses of precipitation data
for dimensioning and evaluation of sewer networks and their influence on
receiving waters.
/ii/ Real time control of urban drainage runoff except of the precipitation
amount require also the actual or forecasted information on areal distribution and the movement of precipitation fields.
Key words: time series, statistical
methods, runoff modelling.
paper

RADAR

RAINFALL MODELLING USING RADAR AND RAINGAUGE
OBSE~WATION~

Adamowski,K.
Dept.
oi' Civil ling.,
Univ.
of
Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada; and J. Muir, Science
Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada,
Conventional raingauge networks have proven to be
inadequate to describe the temporal and spatial
distribution of rainfall, but raingauge data combined with digitized radar reflectivities can
provide a powerful technique for monitoring the
quantitative distribution in time and space,
An attempt is made to integrate a square grid
mean areal rainfall model, which utilizes raingauge measurements, with a state-space model
based on the Z-R relationship, which uses radar
measurements,
The latter model incorporates a
discrete Kalman filter to provide real-time parameter estimation.
The hydrometeorological state-space model predicts rainfall. rates that are in good agreement
with previous studies and has the added advantage
of allowing updating, given rainfall observations.
Key words: Z-R relationship, Kalman Filter
(Poster)

DnlliMICS

OF

RAIN EVENl' K>RPHOLOGY

Fru::M

RADAR

IMAGERY
Pawlina, A. 1 CNR-CSTS, Politecnico di Milano
capsoni I G. I Dip. di Elettrcnica I Politecnico di
Milano
Burlando, P. & R. Rosso,
Ist. di Idraulica,
Politecnico di Milano
In the last decade 1 the increasing need for
better understanding of rainfall properties has
pushed the development of both experimental and
theo~tical investigations of rainfall process
in time and space. Radar measurement technology
plays a major role for the puqpose because of
the perspectively high detail achievable in both
Accordingly, dynamics of
time and space.
rainfall fields is analysed he~ by processing
radar images of different storm events monitored
by a weather radar located in Northern Italy.
Empirical evi9ance of space-time rainfall
structure is characterized by means of physical
and geometrical descriptors (e·.g.: average rain
rate, shape and scale indicators, models of the
geometry of the precipitation area, etc.), which
allow for some new ideas in describing dynamics
of rain event mo.tphology. 'lbe significance of
the scaling properties in rainfall patterns is
emphasized on the basis of experimental evidence
Some further
descending from radar imagery.
implications in measuring and modelling rainfall
fields are indicated.
key words : radar
paper

imag~ry 1

event mo.tphology

THE INFLUENCE OF SIGNAL QUANTISATION OF RADAR
PRECIPITATION ESTIMATES ON REAL TIME FLOOD
FORECASTING

Cluclde, I.D., Tilford, K.A., Han, D.
The advent of remOie sensing as a technically and economically viable
method of measuring hydrological processes constitutes a significant
advance in instrumentation technology. For lhe fust time, spatially
dislributed quantitative raiofall estimates are available in real-time over
large areas. The challenge now lies in making the best possible use or
data that differ fundwnentally from traditional point measurements. This
paper discusses the impact of signal quantisation (and thus, lhe
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influence of rainfall intensity resolution) on the quality of real-time
flood forecasts, using rainfall data from weather radars operated by the
Meteorological Office in the United Kingdom. A study of the signal

STATISTICAL STUDlliS FOR A SATELLITE-BASED
TROPICAL RAINFALL MEASURING MISSION
Thomas L. Bell, Laboratory for Atmospheres,
NASA I Goddard Space Flight Center

information content of high and low (8-bit and 3-bit) intensity
resolution radar rainfall data using spectral analysis provides an
explanation for the adequacy of rainfall data with a considerably lower
intensity resolution than the fundamental rainfall data.

KeyWords:

signal quantisation, information content,
intensity resolution, 8-bit, 3-bit.

RAIN RATE MEASUREMENT BY TWO RADARS
DIFFERENT WAVE LENGTH
Shldawara, M. and Yoshino, F.

WITH

Two-radar observation of rainstorm was carried
out in western part of Japan in summer 1988. The
radar wave lengths are 6 and 3 cm respectively.
The objective area is a 20 x 20 km flat plain.
The radars are several km away from the area and
27 km apart from each other. Twenty rain gauges
which record minutely countings of 0.5 mm rain
as well as three desdrometers are set in the
area. Radar reflectivity factors used here were
obtained while the radars were rotating by the
speed of 1 rpm with the elevation angle of 4
degrees once in ten minutes.
Rain rates obtained from two radars, rain gauges
and desdrometers are compared. Suspected causes
of their difference are examined. The difference
of attenuation by rain between 3 and 6 cm waves
is
clearly
seen.
Improvement
of
radar
observation accuracy using this effect is tried
and related problems are discussed.
key
words:
observation

weather

radar,

multi-parameter

paper

SATELLITE
AN HIERARCHY OF TECHNIQUES FOR SATELLITEIMPROVED MONITORING OF RAINFALL WITH SPECIAL

REFERENCE TO THE ROLE OF PESSIVE MICROWAVE
Barrett. E.C.

RSU, University of Bristol, UK
Is ln the combined experience of the satellite rainfall
monitoring research community as a whole that no
one technique Is well-suited to all climatic regions,
applications, or operational environments. Work ln
the Remote Sensing Unit of the University of Bristol
over 20 years has been directed towards the
development of a set of techniques based on inputs
from different types of satelltte Imagery (visible,
Infrared, passive microwave from either geostationary
and /or polar orbiting satellites), different methods of
analysts (cloud type recogn1tlon, Image thresholdlng ,
frequPncy differenctng, polarization), different types
of approaeh (manual, interactive, automatic),
calibrated by different types of collateral data (climate
statistics, weather station data, radar observations).
and yielding outputs from different hardware systems
(mainframe, work-station, personal computer) In a
variety of different forms (ptxel arrays, isohyetal
maps, basin aggregates, graphs etc) across a range of
scales. In this way each section of the user community
Is offered a very flexible set of options from which to
choose the methods and processing systems best suites
to its particular needs.
It

Key word&: satellite (paper)

A satellite especially designed to measure rainfall in tropical
latitudes as accurately as possible is being intensively
studied at NASA and elsewhere. Many problems of a
statistical nature arise in anticipating its performance and in
developing methods for converting the data returned by the
satellite into useful information about rain. For example,
one of the goals of the mission is obtaining accurate
estimates of monthly averaged rainfall over areas of order
500 km x 500 km. The satellite will view such areas only a
few times per day. How accurate will such averages be,
assuming that the satellite measures rain exactly? This
"sampling error" has been estimated using a stochastic
space-time rain model and realistic satellite sampling
patterns. Many problems associated with calibrating and
verifying the satellite retrievals require ground-based
measurements of rain rates over areas hundred of
kilometers in diameter and a statistical characterization of
rain rates on these scales. Research results in these areas
will be described.
key words: remote sensing, stochastic models, statistics
paper
DAILY CATCHMENT RAINFALL ESTIMATED FROM METEOSAT
Dugdale,G., Hardy,S. & Milford,J.R.
Meteosat data for 1986 to 1988 has been used to
estimate the daily rainfall over catchments of
tributaries of the river Senegal in Mali and
Guinea.
The technique uses the methodology of
the TAMSAT group of the University of Reading,
which involves the selection of an appropriate
cloud top temperature threshold to determine
whether the cloud is producing rain and the
rainfall is estimated from the period during
which storm clouds remain over a site. After
calibration against all available raingauges in
the catchments, the daily rainfall estimates
derived by this technique wereksed as inputs to
rainfall-runoff models. The results indicate
that the streamflow models, which had themselves
been calibrated using raingauge data, performed
as well or better when the satellite derived
estimates were used as inputs than when gauge
data was
used.
An
economical, automated
operational system is described.
key words:

satellite, rainfall, catchment
Paper

LINEAR RELATIONSHIPS FOR RAIN RATE

ESTIMATION FROM SPACE
Benjamin Kedem and D.A. Short
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742, USA
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has been engaged in research whose goal is
to investigate the estimation of rainfall from
space using radar borne satellites. Because
rain rate cannot be measured directly from
space, a promising approach to rainfall measurements via satellite is to relate the area
average rain rate linearly to functions of rain
rate, linear or nonlinear, that can be measured
by satellite.
It is shown that there always
exists a linear relationship between expected
rain rate and any expected function of it. The
precise linear relationships between expected
rain rate and certain functions of it are
explored in some detail.
key words: mixed distribution,
paper

~-surface.
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POTENTihL
M!l'rEOS~T

~CCURACY OF RAINFhLL ESTI~~TES FROM
FOR ZIMBI\BWE ~NU NEJBOUillNG COUN'rRIES

Makarau A.
TAMSAT (Tropical Agricultural Meteorology using
Ratellite and other data) of Reading University
England, have been employing a temperature
threshold technique to determine a quantitative
relationship between cold cloud duration and
resulting precipitation. Using -50°C and
Meteosat data for ~eve11 Southern African
countries for January and February 1987, they
failed to find a unique relationship.
However,
the results were encouraging with a potential

for use operationally and this warranted further
research. TJ1is article is a part of a response
to 'fAMSA'r's request,

particularly Dr. J.R.

Milforcl, to review the previous work of TAMSAT
in Soutt1ern Africa. It involved summarising on
the potential accuracy of rainfall estimates
from Meteosat for Southern Africa and discussing the possible sources of error and

problems associated with the effects of
t.Qpogr(:Jphy, d~fferent rain~bearing systems
and the criteria for the evaluation of the
results.
Alternative techniques were also
suggested and are at present being attempted.

RAINBEARING WEATHER SYSTEMS AND THEIR MOVEMENT
MONITORED BY SATELLITE IMAGERY
Martin, A.M. (Mrs.)
The aim of the exerci.se was to analyse the
movement of the weather systems by using geo
stationary satellite imagery.
A trial assessment of system movement was made
for the period 15 to 18 January 1987, a period
of considerable activity especially during the
first two days, and a decline in activity
during the last two days.
The movement of the systems compared with the
synoptic data have indicated that satellite
imagery has the potential to improve the
knowledge of convective activity within the
systems which affect Zimbabwe.
Key words:weather systems, convective activity
Zimbabwe
poster

SNOW AND SNOW COVER
ON PROBLEMS OF MEASUREMENT AND INDIRECT
EVALUATION OF SNOWPACK WATER EQUIVALENT
IN WEST CARPATHIANS
Babiakova, G., Simo, E.
Within the systematic elaboration of lon~
-time series of snow cover data by climatologists, from the hydrological point
of view there are still missing accurate
measurements of water equivalent of snow.
In the sixties the interest of hydrologists was specified i~ this direction.
The attention was given to the direct measurements of snow cover both at the points
and at the chosen profiles in the selected basins. The errors of these measurements were evaluated. There were proposed
the alternatives of the rational snow network. A consider~~le attention was given
to the indirect evaluation of water supply
in the snow cover and to the spatial interpolation of direct measurement in relation to the open and to forest areas, and
to extrapolation of the measured values in-

to different elevation bands. Kecently, the diof snowpack pollution
(SD 4 , NO ) have been carried out. This paper is coMcerned with the accuracy evaluation of obtained results and with the present state of their application.
rec~_meas~rements

key words: water equivalent of snow,
measurements,
spatial interpolation
paper

SNOW MONITORING IN THE UNITED KINGDOM USING
NOAA AVHRR SATELLITE IMAGERY
Lucas, RM .. Harrlson, A.R and Barrett, E. C.
RSU, University of Bristol, UK
Simple visible or Infrared techniques for snow cover
maintaining by satellites are very error-prone,
especially because of slmllarlties between cloud and
snow, and effects of vegetation and terrain. During a 3year research project attention has been paid to the
development of a weekly snow cover monitoring
technique based on mulUspectral NOAA - AVHRR
imagery (channels 1, 2, 3 and 4) for possible
operational use in any area in which changes in both
the areal extent and type of snow on the ground are
stgn1flcant, eg for hydrology and water management,
ground communications, etc. In this paper the
structure of the resulting BRISCA approach is
explained, including the use of Dlgltal Terrain Models
and digitized maps of vegetation for improved
performance especially in mountainous and I or
forested terrain. Results from the United K!ndom
indicate that classes of snow on the ground may be
expected. In conclusion suggestions are made for future
method refinement under persistently cloudy
conditions using passive, active and microwave
satelllte data.
Key words: snow cover, satelllte (paper)

DETERMINATION OF THE TRANSITION AIR
TEMPERATURE FROM SNOW TO RAIN AND
INTENSITY OF PRECIPITATION
M. Rohrer, ETH Zurich, Switzerland, 8057 Zurich
In snowcover modelling and runoff forecasting it is important not to misclassify the aggregational state of precipitation. In a first step observations of the conventional
network of the Swiss Meteorological Institute from 1901 to
1978 were analysed. The summed relative frequency of the
aggregetional states liquid, solid and mixed of precipitation
events in a certain temperature range above and below oo C
were determined. It is shown that the relative percentage of
these forms of precipitation depends on the location, on the
hour of observation and sometimes on the season of observation. In a second step observations of the automatic
network from 1978 to 1988 were used. It is shown at these
stations that the temperature range in which both snow and
rain can occur is much smaller than at conventional stations.
Furthermore, snowfalls at temperatures above about 20 C
or rainfalls below about - 1o C are all of low intensities.
Keywords: snow/rain-transition, modelling of aggregational
state, precipitation intensity (paper)

DIFFERENT TYPES OF PRECIPITATION IN
CLIMATIC ZONES OF THE USSR
Shver T.A.
Factors are determined which cause disturbar1Ce in the homogeneity of many-year precipitation amount series. The amount part and prevalence period ofthree
types of precipitation are isolated.
Calculation and empirical techniques
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are analyzed for estimating the part of
each type of precipitation in many-year
monthly and W4~ual sum. There are presented the features of precipitation
amo~~t space distribution and height
dependences in mountains. Solid precipitation part changes in Siberia with
latitude (20 to 50%) in European part
from south-west (10%~ to north-east
(JO%). For mountains a graphical method
is sugcested for isolating the periods
of each type of precipitation accurate
to decade.
·
key words: precipitation:solid,liquid
paper

THE GLOBI\L PRE<:IPITATION CTJTMATOTJOGY t:ENTFR
F1ePr, H., Boguslawski, M., Haus~hild, H./
SchnAider, u.
Global Precipitation Climatology Center
incorporates conventional
raingauge
measurements
(CLIMAT/SYNOP reports) for continental arens,
geostation~ry
satellite infrared images in
the 40 N-40 S latitudP
belt, and polar-orbiting satellite microwave

'!'he

(GPCC)

radiances

for estimating

precipitation

in

oceanic regions. The GPCC will provide monthly global precipitation fields for a grid of
2.5 for the period 1986-1995, Specific functions of the GPCC are: Development of quality
control procedures, Comparison of satellite
and land-based precipitation totals. Development of an initial algorithm/procedure for
merging the various types of precipitation data into a consistent monthly global analysis.
key word: global precipitation field

GLOBAL AND REGIONAL PRECIPITATION

Adress: Deutscher Wetterdienst
Frankfurter Stra e 135
D 6050 Offenbach

The Global Precipitation Climatology Project
Phillip A. Arkin

REGIONAL, HEMISPHERI'C AND GLOBAL SCALE
PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS
Jones, P.D. Climatic Research Unit, University
of East Anglia, Norwich NR4 7TJ, U.K.

Time series of analyses of global precipitation
are required for much of the scientific work of
the WCRP.
While station observations
are
adequate to provide such analyses for many
continental regions, some land and nearly all
ocean areas require satellite-based estimates.
For
the
period of TOGA,
new
satellite
instrumentation such as is proposed for GEWEX
has not been and will not be available, and so
global analyses of precipitation must utilize
available observations. The Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) is in the
process of producing such analyses for the
period 1986-1996 through a combination
of
satellite
estimates derived from
IR
and
microwave
observations
with
conventional
station data. A description of the organization of the GPCP will be presented, along with
some preliminary results, including analyses of
tropical precipitation for the. 1986-88 period.

With the increasing levels of greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere, it is vital that models
should produce reliable simulations of future
climate at the regional level. The major tool
available to the climatologist for this purpose
is the General Circulation Model (GCM).
At
present GCM simulations of present and future
climate are hampered by computer constraints
that require the models to use coarse
resolution grids (typically 5° latitude by 5°
longitude).
In time this situation wi 11
improve but at present this means that most
precipitation making processes, must be
parameterised.

CONTINENTAL SCALE PRECIPITATION VARIATIONS IN
THE 20th CENTURY
Bradley R.S. and P.Ya. Groisman

In order to both improve the models' predicted
climate and to monitor changes in the real
world climate we need to improve the global
data base of reliable and homogeneous
precipitation measurements. In this paper some
of the techniques that have been used to assess
hemispheric and global precipitation trends are
assessed. The results of these techniques are
compared wiJh those from more conventional
techniques.

Abstract no available, see Paper).

key words: hemispheric, precipitation

ANALYSIS OF REGIONAL SCALE PRECIPITATION
FLUCTUATIONS ON DECADAL TIME SCALES

A HIGH-RESOLUTION CLIMATOLOGY OF
GAGE-CORRECTED, GLOBAL PRECIPITATION
Legates, D.R., Univ. of Oklahoma, USA

key words:

global precipitation, climate paper

Diaz, H.F.
Many sources of Inhomogeneities in precipitation
data, both systematic and random have been noted in
the scientific literature. One way to minimize such
errors in large station networks is to use threshold
Intervals, where, for example, annual precipitation is
analysed in terms of the dally contribution from
precipitation events of different sizes. In this study,
the area encompassed by the contiguous United States
has been subdivided Into several climatically
homogeneous regions. Dally totals are divided Into
four main categories (light, moderate, heavy and
extreme). The contributions from these classes to the
annual total during years falling within the lower and
upper qu!ntlles of a 56-year record (1931-86) were
considered. The purpose of this study was to determine
if the magnitude of particular dally amounts were
more affected than others during periods of drought
and, alternately, during abnormally wet years. The
results show that while the specific categories affected
varies, depending on the regipn's general climate and
their geographical setting In the large-scale
circulation pattern, the heavier anomalies tend to be
most affected, in terms of their relative contributions
to the annual total, than are the lighter precipitation
events.
Key words:

regional precip. variations, lntenslties
(paper)

Using terrestrial gage measurements and
derived oceanic estimates, a mean monthly
global precipitation climatology has been
compiled. A total of 24,635 independent
terrestrial station records and 2223
oceanic grid-point records are included.
Errors in precipitation measurement due
to wind, wetting, and evaporation were
estimated and used to adjust all precipitation data.
Spatial and temporal
variations in gage type, air temperature,
and wind speed, for example, were considered in the correction procedure.
After the data were interpolated to a
0. 5° of latitude by o. 5° of longitude
lattice, maps displaying the mean annual,
seasonal, and monthly precipitation were
compiled. Results indicate that for an
annual average, estimates of global,
terrestrial, and oceanic precipitation
are 1123, 820, and 1251 nun, respectively.
key words:

climatology, correction
paper
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PRECIPITATION MAPS IN THE "HYDROLOGICAL ATLAS
OF SWITZERLAND" : HISTORICAL SURVEY AND ACTUAL
SIGNIFICANCE
Weingartner, R,

Bern

Precipitation as an important ecological factor shows
and showed a significance far beyond hydrological
questioning. It may, therefore, not surprize that precipitation maps had been published during the last
century already. The map of mean annual precipitation
1901 - 1940 by Uttinger (1949) may be considered as
the peak and the end of this cartographically productive first period. New impulses shall now be given by
the "Hydrological Atlas of Switzerland" to achieve
medium-scale maps for the whole of Switzerland. Special stress is laid on the qualification of these maps
for daily use. Together with hydrological maps on evaporation and surface waters, the following precipitation maps are to be realized: precipitation networ!l;s
(1 :500'000), correction of the systematic error of annual and monthly precipitations (1:1.4 Mio), average
annual precipitation 1951 - 1980 (1:500'000), area precipitation 1961- 1980 (1:500'000), depth, duration and
frequency of point rainfall (1:1.1 Mio); aspects of snowfall will be represented moreover. The publication of
the atlas is planned for 1992.
key words: Hydrological Atlas, medium-scale maps
(poster)
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PRELIMINARY
RESULTS
FROM
THE
WMO SOLID
PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS INTERCOMPARISON
Henning Madsen and the NHP Working Group on
Precipitation

Out of
the total
number of observations
collected during the
winters
1987/88 and
1988/89 in the international experimental field
at Jokioinen, Finland a minor proportion has
been submitted to statistical analysis. From
these studies the paper briefly reports the
results of comparing the Nordic national rain
gauges with the tretyakow reference gauge.
keywords: solid precipitation, comparison,
rain gauges
paper
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PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS WITH WEIGHABLE LYSIMETERS
Blum H., Institute· of Plant Sciences,
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology,
Zurich, Switzerland
Four identical weighing lysimeters are
used to measure precipitation with the
assumption of negligible evapotranspiration during precipitation. The errors
of the method are discussed.
Results show remarkable differences with
rain gauge measurements as well as between the four lysimeters. Part of these
differences must be due to local variations of precipitation.
In the case of snowy weather where rain
gauges usually indicate erronous values
good estimates of precipitation are obtained with lysimeters.
key words: local variation, snow

COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO HELLMANN
RAINGAUGES, ONE IN STANDARD SITUATION, TilE
OTIIER ONE AT THE SURFACE OF THE GROUND
INFLUENCE OF TilE WIND
F.CALAME
A comparison between two Hellmann raingauges was
followed during three years (snow days excluded) on a
relatively well open field. One of the device is in standard
location (1,5 m above soil surface) and the second one is
hurried with its aperture at the soil surface. For
standardization of the surface, the soil is covered with the
standard grid suggested by Sevruk. In every cases, hights of
water were higher in the ground level raingauge ( + 16,1%
of the total among). The equation of regression between
standard (x) and ground level raingauge (y) is y = 1,142x+
2, 755. Wind has a significant influence on the importance of
the differences.

P R0 GR E S S

rent kinds of pollution will induce
artefacts (false positive signals).
Using ceramic thick film technology a
multidetector array
has been develloped, which overcomes most of these
troubles. Sophisticated microelectronics
is used to create a "self learning"
system, that will recognize, which sectors of the detector array are contaminated and which parts are still intact.
Thus true positive sensor output is
generated excluding all suspected areas.
key words: dew measurement, elimination
of artefacts

INHOMOGENEITIES IN PRECIPITATION TIME SERIES IN
FINLAND
R. Heino Finnish Meteorological Institute
A review on long-term changes of precipitation
in Finland is presented. Changes of precipitation gauges as well as relocation of stations
and other environmental changes explain much
of changes of precipitation. Taking into
account the main sources of inhomogeneity some
general features of precipitation changes can
be shown. They include: a long-term decrease
in southern Finland and a recent increase in
the middle parts of the country, while in the
north the changes have been small.
Keywords: inhomogeneity, climate change

A NEW WIND-SHIELD FOR RAIN GAUGES
Llndroth, A.

Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Department of
Ecology and Environmental Research, P.O. Box 7072, S-750
07 Uppsala, Sweden

DahlstrOm, B.

The wind-shield consisted of a cylindrical disc with an opening
In the centre slightly larger than the rim of the rain gauge. The
disc was mounted In level with the opening of the rain gauge.
The surface of the disc was covered by a special cloth which
prevented scattering of the rain drops. The effect of the new
wind-shield on precipitation catch was tested during the
summer 1988 In a small field experiment. The error caused by
wind was reduced by about 60% when compared to a gauge
equlped with a Swedish standard wind-shield and by about 75%
when compared to a rain gauge without wind-shield.

SMHI

key words: systematic errors

Keywords: comparisons, wind effect

AN ADAPI'IVE TECHNIQUE FOR ESTIMATION OF
PRECIPITATION BY USE OF RADAR AND
AUTOMATIC STATIONS

Sweden

A system for the estunation of precipitation by use of
doppler radar and automatic precipitation stations is
presented. The system is tested in a real-time
environment, Results from the application of the
system are presented.
Key words:

radar/ground measurements [paper)

HOW TO MAKE ON-LINE DEW MEASUREMENT MORE
RELIABLE ?
Dipl.Chem. Volker
Instruments GmbH,

Genrich, cjo Genitron
D-6000 Frankfurt, FRG

Automatic dew measurement using galvanic
or capacitive sensors located near the
ground is a difficult job. Without frequent inspection of the sensors diffe-

SWISS RADAR REFLECTIVITY DATA - BETTER
INPUT FOR OPERATIONAL FLOOD-FORECASTS ?
Schadler, B. and de Montmollin, F.
Operational runoff forecasts for the
River Rhine basin (34'550 km2)
are
daily established for many years. In a
joint project together with the Swiss
Meteorological Institute, possibilities
are investigated of using radar data to
improve areal precipitation input for
the runoff models.
In a first phase of
the project, the ways of correcting
radar data (Joss, 1989) were investigated. On top of this, comparisons between radar and conventional rain measurements and runoff data were made for
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different timescales.
Finally,
the
future integration of the radar data
into the operational forecast service
is presented.
key words: radar, areal precipitation
operational runoff forecasts

SELF-CALIBRATING

AND

WIND

MEASURING

PRECIPITATION GAUGE
Sevruk, B. and H ...J. Dahl

Wind sensors fitted around the orifice of precipitation
gauge and wet/ dry sensor placed in the funnel help to
increase the accuracy of corrections of the systematic
error due to wind and wetting. This device makes it
possible to control any changes of wind field above the
gauge orifice due to changes of the surface cover
characteristics of a gauge site and adjacent structures
surrounding the precipitation gauge. The permanent
calibration of tipping-bucket and the esttmat!on of
evaporation losses is made automatically throught the
weighting system. The gauge malfunction such as the
clogging of the outflow and the out-of-level of
instrument is signaled using additional sensors.
Key words: instruments, systematic error (poster)
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WMO
IAHS
EIH
Inlematlonal Workshop on
Precipitation Measurement
St. Moritz,l989 Switzerland

PRECIPITATION DISTRIBUTION IN AN URBANIZED AREA

AUER, I.
Central Institute of Meteorology arid Geodynamics, Vienna, AUSTRIA

A number of precipitation maps have been developed for the city of Vienna and its surroundings
as a part of a new applied climatography of Vienna.
Network density - 30 km' per station - permits
mapping in scales of 1:100 000 to 1:200 000. The
pe~iod of investigations was 1951-1980.
Correlation between precipitation and sealevel
is not sufficient to serve as direct means for isoline
constructions (comp.fig.1). Comparisons between
stations with small horizontal but big vertical distances make it clear, that the spatial distribution of
precipitation is not following small scale contour! im~s.

Correlations between precipitation and generalized contour-lines of orography are more satisfying.
The physical idea is, that the airflow over the obstacle of the Vienna Woods follows the envelopesurface of the hi lis and does not enter every single
valley. Therefore valley stations in the center of
the hills receive more precipitation than hill-top
stations at the edge of the Vienna Woods. Thus the
shown maps show isohyets which are much smoother
than terrain-contour Iines. This is not caused by
simplification but it fits better with the real spatial
distribution of precipitation.

Precipitation totals'·•and frequencies are mainly
influenced by orography - the hills of Vienna Woods
lead to a marked augmentation compared with the
flat surroundings of the city in the east and the
south. The plains receive.less than 500 mm per year
whilst the amounts in the hills exceed 850 mm per
year. The annual variation is quite remarkable too.
Once in 20 years the hills ··get more than 900 mm
whereas on the other hand the plains receive less
than 400 mm in a very dry year, that occurs every
20 years. The spatial variations of precipitation frequences show similar patterns as the total sums.
The number of days with precipitation (at least 0.1
mm/day) varies in the mean year from 170 days in
the hills to about 130 days in the eastern plains.
Much smaller· is the yearly number of days with
strong precipitation of 20 mm/day which lies
between 9 days in the Vienna Woods and only 3 days
in the plains.
In addition to these naturally caused precipitation patterns a smaller but doubtlessy identifiable
secondary rain maximum exists in the eastern plains
for which orography cannot be the reason. Earlier
investigations gave strong hints that this precipitation maximum with about 10 to 15 % higher precipitation amounts than in the surrounding areas should
be anthropogenic. It is situated exactly Jeesides the
main wind direction and is guessed to be caused by
the combined effects of urban updraft and increased
particle density. In the densly populated city center
itself there is no measurable increase of precipitation.
References
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Correlation between annual precipitation totals and
height in the region of Vienna Woods
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The Global Precipitation Climatology Centre
Fleer, H. E., Boguslawski, M., Hauschild, H., Schneider, U.
Deutscher·wetterdienst, Offenbach, FRG

Summary
As

a

necessary first

step. toward

under-

standing global climatic change and relat-

ergy source driving the atmospheric circulation.

ed variations in the large-scale precipitation regime of the planet and eventually,

In comparison with the complex microphysi-

to predict the severe drought or flooding

cal behaviour of rain clouds, the formula-

events, researchers need a nearly complete

tion of precipitation processes in climate

and operational

and weather prediction models is extremely

record of global monthly

precipitation totals.

simple.
the

Analyses of large-scale Lime-mean rainfall

Significant

model

systematic errors

prediction

of

in

precipitation

amounts have been identified over both tem-

are critical to the success of diagnostic

perate

studies and of the validation of climate

known to what extent these discrepancies

and

tropical

regions.

It

is

not

models. The Global Precipitation Climato-

result from systematic misrepresentations

logy Project

of the large-scale atmospheric flow or from

Research

(GPCP)

Programme

of the world Climate
( WCRP)

uses currently

inadequacies of parameterization schemes.

available conventional and satellite data
Deutscher

Analyses of large-scale time-mean rainfall

Wetterdienst (DWD) is participating in the

to

produce

such

analyses.

The

are critical to the success of diagnostic

GPCP by providing the Global Precipitation

studies and of the validation of climate

Climatology Centre (GPCC). The purpose of
this paper is to review the current status

models. The Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) of the;World Climate

of the GPCC and to discuss the problems as-

Research Programme

sociated with the operational use of CLI-

available conventional and satellite data

MAT/SYNOP precipitation reports.

to produce such analyses.

(WCRP)

uses currently
The purpose of

this document is to review the current status of the GPCC, the contribution of the
I.. Introduction

DWD to the GPCP and to discuss the problems
associated with the operational use of CLI-

For a better understanding of global cli-

MAT/SYNOP precipitation reports.

matic change and related variations in the
large-scale precipitation regime of the

Progress in the climate research,

planet and, eventually, predicting the se-

formulation of precipitation processes in

in the

vere drought or flooding events, a nearly

climate and weather prediction

complete and operational record of global

quires empirical adjustments which can only

monthly precipitation totals with the best

be based on global

possible spatial resolution, is required.

tics.

~odels

re-

precipitation statis-

To a large extent, the hydrological cycle
accounts

for

the

peculiarities

of

the

II. Scientific Purpose

earth's environment and its congeniality to
life. Precipitation is the most significant
manifestation of

the

global

The WMO/ICSU Joint Scientific Committee for

hydrological

the WCRP, at its Seventh Session (Lisbon,

cycle since the release of latent heat by

March 1986), approved the establishment of

condensation of water vapour is a major en-

the GPCP,

to provide climate researchers
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with conveniently accessible global precip-

monthly precipitation totals for a global
2.5° grid. These monthly precipitation to-

itation statistics for use in:

tals are
(i)
(ii)

be transmitted to the World

Data Centres for Meteorology.

Validation of atmospheric general

Specific functions of the GPCC are:
- Acquisition of monthly precipitation
totals, contained in CLIMAT reports,

circulation and climate models.
( iii)

to

Initialization of climate models

Determination of

the

budgets of

~rid

which are exchanged over the GTS

round water, ocean freshwater and

by mail.

atmospheric water vapour.
- Acquisition of precipitation informa( iv)

tion,

Initialization of climate forecasts
in connection with changes in the

contained· in

SYNOP

reports,

which are exchanged over the GTS.

soil moisture budget.
- Development of quality control procedures

Understanding the relationship of

(v)

precipitation to the tropical atmosphere's

principal

periodic

or

Development of correction factors

quasiperiodic forcings.

for the systematic errors of different raingauge types.

III. The Global Precipitation Climatology

- Comparison of CLIMAT and SYNOP pre-

Centre

cipitation totals.

The Global Precipitation Climatology Pro-

- Filling up data gaps:

ject· (GPCP) incorporates conventional rain-

Derivation of statistical relation-

gauge measurements for land areas, geosta-

ships between the synoptic observa-

tionary satellite infrared images for the

tions

estimation of monthly convective-type pre-

ing the last hours) and ww

cipitation totals in the 40° N - 40° S lat-

weather) and the amount of rainfall.

itude

Derivation of statistical

belt,

and

polar-orbiting

satellite

wlw~

(weather development dur(current
relation-

microwave radiances for estimating frontal-

ships between precipitation amounts

type precipitation in extratropical ocean-

and topography.

ic

Sum up daily precipitation prognoses

regions.

The GPCP

began

operation

in

1987 and will provide global precipitation

from

fields for the period

models

1986-1995.

global
and

numerical
adjust

forecasting

areal

values

by

means of statistic model interpretaThe Deutscher Wetterdienst. (German Meteoro-

tions

logical

calculated from observations in order

Office)

is

participating

in

the

to

areal

precipitation

data

GPC? of the WCRP by pr9viding the Global

to obtain realistic estimations for

Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC).

data sparse regions.

The task of the GPCC is to collect, check

- Drawing monthly maps of the worldwide

and correct the CLIMAT and SYNOP reports

continental precipitation

distribu-

disseminated over the World Weather Watch

tion

the

and

digitization

of

data

(WWW) Global Telecommunication System (GTS)

onto a 2.5° grid using an interactive

to compile monthly areal totals of precip-

graphics workpl·ace.

itation over land areas on a 2.5° grid. Using

satellite

estimates

for

the

oceans

which are being processed by two other cen-

-

Acquisition of pentad and

"pseudo-

months"

for

rainfall

estimates

the

tres, the GPCC routinely links the various

40° N - 40° S latitude belt, from the

types of precipitation data to compile the

Geostationary Satellite Precipitation

best

Data Centre (GSPDC).

possible

estimation

of

areal-mean
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-

Acquisition of monthly rainfall

esti-

mates for the ocean regions (50° N - 50°

control, a formal quality control is

per-

formed with respect to completeness and ex-

S) from the Polar Satellite Precipita-

treme values. Obvious errors are eliminat-

tion Data Centre (PSPDC).

ed. As a preliminary
oping and testing

- Comparison of satellite and land-based
pr<>,·ipiLatinn l.ul ..1ls.

global
2.5°

reference for devel-

procedures to estimate

monthly precipitation totals on a
grid the GPCC has chosen the months

June and August 1987,
- Comparison of different types of satellite data.
IV. Availability of CLIMAT/SYNOP precipitaDevelopment

of

an

initial

alga-

tion reports

rithm/procedure for merging the various
types of precipitation data into a con-

A very large number of raingauges (in ex-

sistent monthly global analysis and to

cess of 170.000) are in operation in conti-

update this procedure,

as may be war-

nental areas of the world and at least to-

during the course of the pro-

tal rainfall is recorded daily. On the oth-

ranted,
ject.

er hand, data only from a much smaller subset of these gauges are exchanged interna-

- Evaluation of monthly global precipita-

tionally via the GTS in the form of month-

tion analyses on a 2.5a grid including

ly

information which provides an indication

real-time surface synoptic ( SYNOP) reports.

surface

climate

(CLIMAT)

reports

and

of the quality of each areal-mean precipitation value.

The GPCC has begun to look into the avail-

Storage of records of monthly global
precipitation analyses on a 2. 5 .. grid

mailed-in data through bilateral arrange-

ability of CLIMAT/SYNOP reports (including
-

(with quality

flags

appended

to

each

ments). Figure 1 to 3 show typical data re.. ception at the GPCC, Offenbach.

grid point value) on magnetic tape.
The WMO master file of observing stations

A,

The GPCC plans to utilize an interim ana-

(WMO publication No 9, Vol.

lysis scheme during the first years of op-

specifies 2201/8677 stations which should

eration. The scheme consists of digitizing

disseminate CLIMAT/SYNOP reports.

June 1988)

the handanalysed monthly rainfall maps over
land

areas

with

an

interactive

graphics

A comparison indicated,

workplace. At the same time, research will

result,

be

carried

out

to

develop

an

as a

preliminary

that in the test month June 1987

objective

only 1506 stations out of 2201 expected WMO

technique for analysing CLIMAT and SYNOP

CLIMAT stations disseminated CLIMAT reports

precipitation values and

(Figure 1). 695 stations did not dissemi-

for

merging the

r-esults
stt·ur't
LJictrlS

with the satellite data to con"<Jlnhal analysis. ThP GPCC also
l.u n•-do Uu., d!lo..dy~;is for the inter-

im period, in order to provide for a uniform long-term data set.

nate any CLIMAT report at all (Figure 2).
ln

t.he year 1906

(1907) only 1064 (1017)

stations exchanged their CLIMAT ·messages
regularly. The spatial distribution of CLIMAT reports shows considerable data gaps in

The GPCC started its operation on 1•t August

19 8 8.

The

co ll ecti nu

of

CLIMAT and

SYNOP reports exchanged over the WWW GTS

Canada, Central America and parts of South
America, Africa,

India and Indonesia, re-

spectively.

has been an on-going activity of the Deutscher Wetterdienst. All messages are stored

Similar investigations are carried out for

in a synoptic order and have to be rear-

the SYNOP stations. Monthly precipitation

ranged
which

in a

climatological

individual

elPme!lts

sorting,
or

from

totals are calculated from SYNOP reports

parameters

by a computer programme to provide monthly

could be extracted. Apart from an input

information

to augment the available CLI-
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FIGURE 4

Areal-mean monthly precipitation on a 2.5 ·grid from handanalysed and digitized
CLIMAT - and SYNOP - data for August 1987 .
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GROUND CLUTTER REDUCTION DURING RAIN MEASUREMENTS
BY A NONCOHERENT RADAR SYSTEM
Jacques J. van GORP
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute,
De Bilt, The Netherlands

Summary
Observing rainfall by radar, the interference of ground clutter cannot
always be avoided. A well skilled observer can distinguish between
normal and exceptional patterns of rain versus clutter. In general,
the radar echos from rain clouds vary randomly, while the echos from
ground and other vast obstacles are relatively stable. However, this
human interpretation process is too slow in relation to the processing
of radar data acquired by a computer, especially in cases when the
radar images must be distributed in real time. To investigate fluc~uating signals quantitatively, it is convenient to calculate its
autocorrelation function. In this paper, we describe such calculations as a basis for the discrimination between rain and clutter. The
appearance of the reflection by inversion layers of long distance
ground echos, resulting from anomalous wave propagation will be illustrated.

1. INTRODUCTION
At our institute, we are planning to distribute radar images to external users for reason of now-casting of rain showers. In addition, a programme for the exchange of rain images between European national meteorological offices was started as a COST-73 project. These initiatives
require the fully automatic collection and processing of radar signals, as
is realised since a few years.
Presently, radar information is accompanied by the relevant remarks
given by the meteorologist on duty, and upon request additional information
is provided. This additional information is needed for a reliable
interpretation of the resulting radar images. In this paper, we describe
an automatic validation process which can be incorporated with the image
processing. Some disturbances are detectable from the behaviour of the raw
radar signals, while others can be determined only by taking into account
the prevailing meteorological situation.

- 564 2. CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF RADIO WAVE REFLECTIONS
All kinds of obstacles besides raindrops reflect radio waves, e.g.,
buildings, trees and hills. Additionally, the earth's surface can reflect
radio waves too, especially under certain meteorological conditions.
Because these obstacles appear as large bright areas on the radar display,
the obstacle reflection is named "ground clutter". Ground clutter from
obstacles at close range dominants the radar image, making the simultaneous
appearance of clutter and rain difficult to distinguish. A method for
separating the effects can be provided by ignoring the reflections of fixed
obstacles by means of a geographical mapping during dry weather. A disadvantage of this technique is that objects moistened by rain produce different reflections then when dry. In addition, the wave propagation and
thus the ground clutter is highly variable, especially over flat land.
Another solution can be found by manipulating images within the mixing
process of two different, but simultaneous radar observations. In our
case, we use the radar systems at our institute in De Bilt and at Schiphol
airport, which are about 37 km apart. In the nearest 10 km around each
radar system, the information from the other system is used. Although this
results in a reduction of the clutter, but it is difficult to compose a
well fit image.
More serious, then the previous ones, are ground clutters caused by
the so called "anomalous propagation". In the next section, an explanation
for this phenomena will be given, with special emphasis to the meteorological effects. An alternative method to reduce the effects of ground
clutter, may be possible by an analyses of the specific signal pattern of
rain versus clutter echos and by taken into account the prevalent meteorological situation.
3. ANOMALOUS PROPAGATION OF RADAR WAVES
The atmosphere's refractive index is vertically stratified, hence
radar waves travelling through the atmosphere follow curved rather than
straight paths. Often, the radar beam is refracted back to the earth's
surface, causing distant ground clutter to be sometimes falsely interpreted
as rain cloud echos. This downward curving of radar waves is called an
"anomalous propagation" (AnaProp). "The curvature of a ray depends· upon the
rate of change of the refractive index (n) of the air with height (z),
expressed as dn(z)/dz. The refractive index is related to the pressure,
the temperature, and the water vapour content. Given a vertical profile of
these meteorological variables, one can determine the.path of the radar
beam through the atmosphere.
In the atmosphere the refractive index is so near unity at microwave
frequencies, it becomes convenient to introduce a different measure of the
refractive properties of air. The refractivity N is defined as,
N

=(

n - 1 )

*

10

6

·

(1)

In a wave front, the phase velocity is inversely proportional to the
refraction index (v p = c/n, c = speed of light in vacuum= constant).
Therefore, the speed of the signal components increase with height, resulting in a downward bending of the radar wave path. In the ideal case (when
dN/dz = 0) the radar beam is traveling straight line, so that the distance
to the earth's surface rapidly increases. This effect is illustrated in
Fig. 1, in which the radar beam is initial horizontally •. In the standard
atmosphere ~N/dz < 0, but since the value is rather small in magnitude, the
resulting path is little curved.
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dN_

crz- 0

Fig. 1.

Refractive atmospheric propagation categories.

Wfth higher negative values of dN/dz, the curvature of the radar waves
increases, and in extreme conditions it becomes comparable with the curvature of the earth. This special situation is indicated in Fig. 1. We
introduce a second differential, dMidz = 0, where M is the "modified
refractivity". The modified refractivity accounts for the curvature of the
earth and can be obtained by adding a term to the refraction index,

M = N + 157 z.

(2)

where z is the height above the surface in km, and M in N-units. By
this addition, th~ earth "appears" flat with respect to the propagation
paths of radar waves. In the case where _dMidz < 0, the radar waves are
bent toward the surface of the earth and a so called "duct" is formed. In
such a region, the radar beams collide with the surface at large distance,
and after reflection lead to ground clutter. The inspection of the equation for dMidz provides an indication for the appearance of this type of
"inversion ground clutter" (described in following section).
Note: A similar phenomena in acoustics exists. Sound waves carried
with the wind bend towards the earth's surface when in an inversion layer
and when the wind speed increases with height, see Wessels and Velds (5).
4. WAVE PROPAGATION IN A STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
The refractivity is dependent on the prevailing meteorological situation as given by Bean and Dutton (2):
N

= 77.6 *

p

I

T

+ 373256

*

e I T

2

where p is the atmospheric pressure in
and e the vapour pressure also in hPa. For
relative humidity of 60 7. and a temperature
teristic values for N(z) are given in Table
Height
(m]
0
100
500
1000
Table I.

(3)

•

hPa, T the temperature in 0 K,
a well-mixed atmosphere with a
of 15 °C at sea level, characI.

Temperature
[oC]

Atm. Pressure
[hPa]

Vap. Pressure
[hP a]

15
14.4
11.8
8.5

1013.3
1001.5
954.6
898.6

10.2
9.6
8.3
6.7

Refractivity
[N-units]

Refractivity N(z) of a well-mixed atmosphere.

319
314
298
279

- 566 According to the values in the table the refractivity decreases
linearly with height (N = 319 - 40z[km]) in a "standard" atmosphere at low
altitudes. To derive a practically expression for the sensitivity of dM/
dz, equations (2) and (3) must be manipulated. First we rename the expressions in equation (3) as N p = N(p,T) and N e = N(e,T), respectively. Substitution of (3) in (2) and partial differentiation leads to the differential equation,
elM

dz

= N

p

[2_p

dp
dz

_

[2._

2_. dT ] + N
T

dz

e

e

de
dz

_

~
T

dT]
dz

~

157

(4)

Substituting the ground based numerical values from table I for z
and rearranging the result gives,
dM/dz

= 0.27 dp/dz + 4.5 de/dz- 1.27 dT/dz + 157.

=0

(Sa)

In the case of a well-mixed atmosphere to 1 km (using values from table I),
dM/dz

= -31 -16 + 8 + 157

=

118 [N-units/km].

The sum of the first three terms (dN/dz
nearly well-mixed atmosphere, see Fig. 1.

(Sb)

= -39) are characteristic of a

5. WAVE PROPAGATION IN AN INVERSION LAYER
The sensitivity of the modified reflectivity M to changes in the
meteorological variables p, e and T provide an indication for the appearance of ground clutter at large distances. Ground clutters from distance
sources is usually brought about by inversion layers, i.e. an atmosphere in
which the temperature increases with height (z)., In a standard atmosphere
the temperature decreases with height.
The gradient of the refractive index is not always a constant, and we
have particularly severe departures from linearity when strong temperature
inversions exist and are accompanied by large moisture gradients. Furthermore, the refractive index cannot decrease without bound, because at large
heights (30 km) it must asymptotically approach unity. The nearly horizontal radar transmissions can only rebound back to the radar receiver when
the inclination angle of the collision of the radar waves with the earth's
surface is very small. Consequently the refractions from distant ground
clutter are limited to low heights.
The meteorological tower at Cabauw (height 213m, 25 km from our radar,
see Monna and vd Vliet (4)) can provide the pertinent meteorological information necessary to determine if, strong inversions exist. We can use the
data (received at KNMI every 10 minutes via direct link) to determine the
received signals are contaminated by ground clutter. For example, on 9-21989 a possible severe ground-clutter map over Belgium existed. Using the
Cabauw temperature and humidity data, an inversion layer with strong vapour
pressure gradient was found between 80 and 140m. With the measured values,
eqn (4) becomes,
·
dM/dz

= 0.28

dp/dz + 4.84 de/dz- 1.26 dT/dz + 157.

(6a)

With numerical values substituted for the gradients, between 80 and 140m,
dM/dz

= -27 - 89- 65 + 157

=

-24 [N-units/km].

(6b)

The negative value for the modified refractivity gradient indicates
the possible appearance of a duct, which can generate ground clutter maps

- 567 on the radar display (see Fig. 1).
By comparison of equations (5) and (6), the following conclusions about
whether ground clutter exi~ts can be made:
- large moisture gradients are the dominating factor,
- the contribution of a marked temperature inversion is relatively
smaller,
- and the pressure gradient is least important.
6. OBSERVATIONS OF INVERSION GROUND CLUTTER
Persistent ground clutter was observed on 9-2-1989 between 9:00 and
10:15 GMT. On the radar signals frequency analyses is performed, see following section. The clutter image was located above Belgium (AZ=l70)
detected with an antenna elevation angle of 0.2 degree, and a beam width
1.05 of degrees. The results are given in Fig. 2a.
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Radar images of ground clutter (a), versus rain clouds (b) .
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For comparison, a heavy rain cloud observation above the North sea on
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13-2-1989 is included in Fig. 2b. Striking are the differences between the
two types of pictures.
The rain cloud images are clearly characterised by coherent (broad) regions
of intensity. From the outside of the cloud to the centre, the rain intensity is increasing, leading to an observation of high cloud tops. In the
middle picture of Fig. 2b, two tops are indicated by means of the characters A and B. Furthermore, the rain clouds are moving eastward.
In contrast, the pictures for the inversion clutters (Fig. 2a) are
more of a mosaic structure, with no explicit distribution of regions of
high intensity. Furthermore, ground clutter pictures are stationary and
display a peculiar circular pattern. A reason for the circular pattern may
be that the radar waves graze the ground surface at about same distances
from the radar system. Using additional meteorological information has
proved the real existence of rain on 13-2-1989 together with the complete
absence of rain on 9-2-1989.
7. DATA ACQUISITION OF THE RADAR SIGNALS
With a digital storage oscilloscope (Philips PM 3320) series of finite
time period from the direct output of the logarithmic receiver (A-scope)
are acquired. A high sample rate (f s) of 2.5 Mhz is selected to eliminate
the aliasing of the signal, leading to space samples at every 60 m. On the
trigger of the transmit pulse of the radar, 512 successive samples taken
every 200 micro-sec represent an echo distance interval of 30 km in radial
direction. Our radar system has a pulse repetition frequency (prf) of 250
Hz, thus the receiver collects radar echos over a distance of 600 km during
each scan. Adjusting the time delay (t d) between 0 and 4 msec, the measurement window (30 km) can be moved over the full radar echo scan of 600
km. When echos of high strength are found t d is fixed, e.g., with t d = 1
msec an echo interval from 150 to 180 km will be sampled.
A maximum of four such radar echos can be archived into the oscilloscope memory for "off-line" processing. Signal analysis is done ort an
IBM-PC/AT with of an interactive programme (Asystant). The transfer of
data between oscilloscope and PC, together with the archiving process of
the sampled data in the PC, is rather slow (the manual control takes about
10 sec). The antenna of a weather radar makes a full rotation in 20 sec to
acquire data for the radar images. For that reason, we can only measure
four successive scans. Or by locking the antenna we can make a time history of echo signals of one specific obstacle.
8. ANALYSIS OF RADAR ECHO SIGNALS
The radar echo signal belongs to the category of non-deterministic
signals and requires special precautions. For reason of the limited time
records, signals are enhanced by averaging radar echos of the same obstacles. To eliminate abrupt changes at the borders of the data set, a
smoothing process is applied by multiplication of a gradual lapsed, tapered
rectangular- or Blackman Window, see Harris (3). Another pre-processing
procedure is the removal of the steady state portion of the echo signal.
The behaviour of the random radar echos can be characterised by correlation functions. Specifically, we use correlation to measure the dependence of the value of a signal at one instant of time with its value at
another instant of time~ The auto-correlation of N discrete samples is
approximated using,
R

XX

(k)

1

N-k+l

N-k

L

n=O

x(n)

*

x(n+k)

(7)

- 569 where x(n) is the value of the signal at the discrete time n/f s, in
which f s is the sample rate. The value for k is usually less than-N/10 to
achieve-a good accuracy in the calculation of the auto-correlation. For
k=O, the correlation takes its maximum value R(O) = square sum, which
represents the energy content of the original signal. The value of R(k)
decreases with increasing k. In the case of a rapid decrease, the dependency between the time-lagged signals is low, indicating a highly variable
signal. Conversely, a slowly decreasing R(k) indicates a less variable
signal.
Cross-correlation is a measure of the dependence of one signal to
another. as a function of time-lag. When the cross-correlation of signals
x and y from two successive radar scans are computed, a measure of the
ensemble correlation results.
The auto- and cross-correlations are normalised in order to compare
radar e,chos,
R

r

XX

(k)

XX

R

XX

(k)

(0)

R

and

r

xy

(k)

xy

/Rxx(O)

(k)

(8)

*

Ryy(O)

To conclude, the slope of a limited number (e.g. 10) of correlation
functions allows for comparison of the time variability of radar echos.
Examples will be given in the following section.
9. AUTO-CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF RAIN AND CLUTTER
Fig. 3 shows a set of observed radar echo signals from rain, clutter,
and a sunrise ("white noise").
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Fig. 3. Radar echos from the sun (a), rain (b), and clutter (c).
The rain-induced echo (Fig. 3b) originates from the same rain cloud as
shown in Fig 2b. It illustrates the highly fluctuating signal produced by
rain drops. In Fig 3c, an echo signal is represented from the same ground
clutter occasion shown in Fig. 2a. Clearly, the ground clutter signal
display~ much less fluctuations.
The signals are converted from logarithmic to linear values and the
deviation to the mean value is computed. After a smoothing procedure (see
previous section), the normalised auto-correlation functions for the three
types of signals shown in Fig. 3 are computed and the results are displayed
in Fig. 4,
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Normalised auto-correlation funciions for radar echos types.

The radar echos from the sun results in a sharp decreasing auto-correlation
function. The signals reflected by the raindrops cause comparable fluctuatings and are characterised by a somewhat milder decrease in the autocorrelation function. The slope of the auto-correlation function of
clutter echos is nearly horizontal, illustrating its stable behaviour. The
auto-correlation function in between originates from simultaneous clutter
and rain at the same place (rain at nearby obstacles, within 30 km distance
of the radar system in De Bilt, on 1-3-1989). Moreover, the energy of the
clutter echos are remarkably higher than those of the rain echos, e.g.
R(0)=4.000 versus 5 [voltA2], respectively. These results are in close
agreement with Aoyagi (1).
10. COMPARISON OF THE AUTO- AND CROSS CORRELATIONS
The individual autocorrelation functions (r xx) and the crosscorrelation functions (r xy) are computed from four successive rain and
clutter signals. Typical functions are displayed in Fig. 5,
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For the rain echo, the correlation functions are nearly identical,
while those for. the clutter echo are different.
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Two successive scans from an antenna at the same azimuth and at the same
elevation deliver highly correlated clutter observations, while rain is
uncorrelated from scan to scan. The clutter contribution in the rain echo
disappears when the original scans x and y are subtracted from each other.
In future, the acquisition of successive scans with a rotating radar
antenna will be investigated. By a similar comparison of their correlation
functions, an algorithm for separating of rain and clutter may be derived.
11. CONCLUSIONS
This project was initiated to exploit digital signal and image processing in order to resolve the problem of ground clutter in weather radar.
Indeed, the technique of auto- and cross-correlation computation provides a
basis for the distinction between rain and clutter.
But in the course of this study, we became convinced of the necessity
to integrate a variety of meteorological measurements since individual
meteorological parameters are dependent on others. In the case of rain
measurements, useful information can be added from radiosonde launches
(high altitude temperature and humidity profiles), meteorological towers
(low altitude temperature and humidity profiles), satellite images (cloud
cover) and lastly with ground base rain-gauge measurements for validation.
The evolution in the field of high technology, together with the already
existent basic theory, support the realisation of this integration process.
This approach is similar to what is done in daily practise, in which
an experienced meteorologist observes the weather charts together with
looking outside to observe the current weather. This process may be
automatised by an artificial intelligence system. It is in this context
that we shall proceed with this study, continuing the development of an
algorithm for separating rain and clutter.
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LOCAL VARIATIONS OF INCIDENT RAINFALL AS AFFECTED
BY TOPOGRAPHICAL SCALE. AN EMPIRICAL MODEL.

D. Sharon and A. Margalit
Institute of Earth sciences, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Jerusalem, Israel

ABSTRACT
Local variations in rainfalls are strongly
affected by windflow. The magnitude of the nonuniformity of both windflow and associated rainfall depends on the height and shape of the
topographic unit concerned (hill, catchment,
etc.).
The relevant, locally disturbed windflow
can very rarely be directly observed. Analytical
models that have been suggested by a few authors
have not yielded results of practical value. An
empirical model is proposed here for the study
of the magnitude and structure of locally perturbed winflow on the basis of observations from
dense directional ("inclined") raingages. Result
from various research sites should offer an
empirical basis to study the effect on various
topographical scales under various meteorological conditions.
Results are available now from 5-6 research
sites representing various topographical scales
and shapes. The application of the approach at
additional research sites could widen the scope
and would therefore be most welcome.
INTRODUC'l'ION
The distribution of "effective" incident
rainfall over a given topography is mostly modified by .local perturbations in wind flow.
Attempted analytica.l models of this effect could
not be tested for lack of sufficient empirical
data. The purpose of the present study is to
fill this gap in a systematic way, by focusing
on local variations in rainfall vectors (The 3dimensional direction from which rain is
falling.) as they are reflected in dense rainfall measurements.
The study involves two steps:
a)
Bringing together observational data from
study sites on various topographical scales and
shapes.
b)
The establishment of a computational frame
within which empirical results from widely dif-

ferent sites can be compared and evaluated on
one common basis.
To achieve the latter step, we define
transformations to standardize raw raingage data
(horizontal and inclined) obtained under various
conditions. The standardized results serve to
study the structure of the locally disturbed
field of rainfall vectors, as well as the intensity of the disturbance in each cas.e.
Data for the testing of the above approach
are available ~ram a number of sites. The topographical units involved range from furrows
(micro-topographical ridges 35 cm high) to a
hill (lOO m). Results from each site have been
analysed in the past separately; each within a
different applicative context. The synthesis of
data that is proposed here by means of the above
approach offers a basis for modelling the actual
distribution by hydrologically-effective rainfall over topographical units on a wide range of
scales.

The parameter of incident rainfall (also
called hydrological or hydrologically-effective
rainfall) has been discussed previously such as
by Fourcade (1942), Sharon (1980) and others.
Although being quite different from the standard
definition of rainfall, it is this quantity that
real'istically represents the actual rainfall
that affects the soil surface and that activates
rainfall-conditioned processes on the ground.
Direct measurements of incident rainfall are
performed in "inclined", directional raingages,
with the orifice positioned exactly parallel to
the sloping ground. In this way, the measurement
is made sensitive to the 3-dimensional direction
of incoming rainfall.
The resultant direction of rainfall at a
specific point, over a given period of time
(usually up to a f-ew hours) has been referred to
as rain-vector. Only the directional components
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will be meant here, not its length, These components can hardly be observed in a direct way.
our purpose here is to obtain approximations of
them on the basis of the more easily available
measurements.
The relationship between rainfall and relevant directional variables is given by
(1)

where P* is incident rainfall (mm) reduced to
the horizontal projection by means of (cosa)-l
P

0

-

standard rainfall depth (mm)

a,

za- inclination (deg.) and aspect (deg. of

~.

z~-

azimuth) of sloping ground
inclination (deg., from vertical) and
direction (deg. of azimuth) from which
rain is falling ("rainfall vector").

Singling out the rainfall vector we obtain
(2)

Thus a partly standardized percentual deviation
d =

(P*/P 0 - 1)/tg a

(3)

is defined as a function of the rain-vector (~,
Z~) , A graphical description of this relationship is shown in Fig. 1, Observed values of~.
to be denoted by gobs' can be obtained from
respective field measurements. From Eq, 2 it is
clear that at each measuring point, gobs reflects the actual vector (~, Z~) specific to
that point.
Now local variations in the vector may be
studied in reference to some "general" vector
that characterizes an event as a whole. This can
be obtained from a wind recorder positioned at a
neutral, representative point, preferably within
the study area, along with graphs relating ~ to
wind velocity (Sharon 1980, Fig, 7). The resulting approximate vector ({3, 'z~), or rather its
function
(4)

can be used as a standard on the basis of which
observed values of d from eq. J can be evaluated by means of

q

(5)

using eqs. 3 and 4 we find that
q

=

,...
(P*/P 0 - 1)/tga

tg~

,.
cos(Z 0 - Zp)

(6)

i.e. q is a fully standardized quantity applicable for comparisons both between various
points during a single event and between separate events over similar topographical conditions. Thus, if the rain vector is undisturbed
over a given area, and it is equal to
Zpl•
then q should be close to 1 at all points. The
reverse inference is not generally true: We
could oetain q a 1 in a disturbed field, as
dabs = d can result from a variety of combination of p and zp that follow the graph of the
same value of d.
Inferences about disturbed situations are
less ambiguous. If q "significantly" deviates
from 1 then this implies that the rainfall
,. "'
vector deviates from p, Zp· The "significance"
of a deviation can be deduced from the consistence of the areal pattern of q-values as seen
on a map (see below).• The natural variability of
q is difficult to formulate, but from extensive
experimentation values of q > 2.0 or q < 0.5 may
be safely regarded as indicating a disturbed
rainfall vector.
More specific information on the disturbance associated with a given event can be obtained when q-values are plotted on a map of the
study site, An example of a massive hill is
shown in Fig, 2. The map exhibits a consistent
spatial pattern, with large positive deviations
on the wind side and large defficiencies on the
lee side. The areas of extreme values coincide
with those parts of the hill where windflow deviates most f.rom its undisturbed state, including the vertical component of velocity. Thus,
although specific values of the actual rain
vector cannot be specified in case of a disturbed flow, general features of the disturbance
in any specific case are apparent. Thus, q constitutes a measure of the intensity of a disturbance at each point, whereas the areal extent
of the disturbance and its general structure are
apparent on the map in Fig. 2.
An important application offered by the use
of the function q is in reconstructing the distribution of incident rainfall on the basis of
more readily available data, i.e., standard
rainfall measurements and autographic wind and
rain recordings at a point within the study
area. A reconstruction of this type is straightforward in the case of an undisturbed wind.
field, but is problematic otherwise. In this

(p,
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Figure 1. Graphs of d = tgp cos(Za - Zp) as in eqs. 2 and J.

Figure 2. q-values obtained from data of a storm witt. (p Zp) =
(45", 240") at Ma'oz Zion, 24 February, 1981.
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case q-values offer a substitute solution.

tion and aspect - their pattern in space is much
more regular than that of Pa itself or even
P*/P 0 •. consequently it may be estimated from
fewer measurements, both in time and in space.
A final point: A convenient measure of the
intensity of an overall local disturbance caused
over a given study site on a given occasion can
be obtained from a ratio of extreme values of q.
A robust measure is obtained when a)
points with (Za - Z~) > 70' a~e excluded
becaus'e of their high sampling error.
b)
the average max(q) and min(q) of 2 or 3
extreme values are taken respectively.
The index Q expressing the intensity of a disturbance over a given area will thus be defined
as

From eqs. 2 and 3 it is clear that
(7)
where~·, z•~ refer to the actual rainfall
.
vector at a given point. The specific values of
the vector are unknown, but the quantity in the
denominator is obtained as

This leads to the calculation of incident rainfall as
(9)

Q • max(q)jmin(q)

i.e. as a function of known quantities only.
The distribution of q-values that are typical for a given topography during prevalent
types of wind flow can serve to obtain the
desired reconstruction of incident rainfall at
each point within the study area. The necessary
q-values can be obtained on the basis of shortterm rainfall measurements of both incident and
standard types.
The advantage of q-values over raw values
of P•/P 0 for the above purpose is in that being standardized in regard to slope inclina-

Height Rain
diff. inclin.

p
100

cross-section
35'

m

55'

P

the quantity Q is relatively robust even in
regard to reasonable changes in the choice of

<P,

15 m

8

35'

55'

leeward slope
35'

55'

3

5

8

3

3.5
1.7

3

BK

5

m

z~>.

windward slope

15-20

30 - 40 m
SB

0.35

In the case shown in Fig. 2, Q • 14."
It should be added that when a --> 0 and/or
--> 0 and/or (Za- Zp) --> 90', we define
q = o, because in each of these cases, P* tends
to P0 , i.e. the nume.rator is diminished to
zero.
Under constraints A and &mentioned aoove,

5

5

MZ

(10)

3

(1.4)

3

1.1

AL

Table

1.

Variation of

Q

.along slope (in terms of max;min • Q)
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS
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ESTIMATES OF WIND SPEED STATISTICS FOR 'PLACES WITHOUT WIND OBSERVATIONS

SLADEK, I.

Czech Hydrometeorologioal Institute, Prague, Czechoslovakia

1. Introduction
The wind is the most important
cause of errors of precipitation measurements by network instruments. This
is why at least some aspects of the
wind conditione in ground layer of atmosphere can De considered proper topic for the workshop on precipitation
measurement.
Local wind observations are not
available for many precipitation measuring stations. The purpose of this
communication is to present one promising approach to e s t i m a t i n g
of climatological characteristics of
wind speed at localities situated in
various forms of earth surface relief.
All the conclusions presented further in this paper were drawn from the
analysis of long-term observations of
wind speed and from the analysis of
statistical relations aetween those
observations and the relief (i.e. not
merely altitude) of the earth surface
in Czechoslovakia.
2. Relations between Wind Speed and
Terrain Characteristics
Wind speed has been characterized
by annual arithmetic means of wind
speed at the height of measurement
(i.e., usually at about ten meters
above the ground) determined on the
basis of observations recorded at 7,
14 and 21 hrs of the local time at 245
meteorological stations. Of these, 163
are located in the Czech ~ocialist Renublic, two close to the CSSR•s national border (Snezka Mountain - Poland
and Fichtelberg- GDR), and the remaining 80 on the territory of the Slovak
Socialist Republic. The Czech stations
means have mostly been calculated for
a fifteen- year period, 1961 to 1975.
However, for several stations these
means could be calculated only for
some (always substantial) parts of
this period. For the Slovak territory,
the author has used the means published by ~oltis (1982), which had been
determined on the basis of ten-year
observations, mostly between 1961 and
1970.
Apart from altitude, the terrain
is described by two variables denoted
as relative height z1 and relative
height Z2• These represent the differences between a location•s altitude
and that of two reference planes for-

med by 11 s111oothing out" th,e actual terrain. Examples of maps of both reference surfaces, relevant for Bohemia and
Moravia, are in Figs. 1 and 2.
The first of these maps (Fig. 1)
has been constructed in the following
way. The land was cut up into lOxlO km
squares. Average elevation was found
for each square. From average elevations of nine squares, comprising a
JOxlO km square, average elevation of
this entire square was computed and
allocated to its geometric mean. The
average elevations of the JOxJO km
squares were determined as sliding
means of the lOXlO km squares• elevations in such a way that, step by step,
each centre of the 10-km plots became
the centre of a JO-km plot. The mean
altitudes of the 30-km squares were
then interpolated by iaoliypses, which
express the smoothed relief of the surface.
The other map (Fig. 2) was obtained
as follows: elevations of smoothed terrain calculated as described above and
allocated to centres of 10-km squares
were processed in the same way as the
former case• a average altitudes of the
actual (unsmoothed) terrain for the
individual elementary squares. Thus,
the second map of smoothed terrain was
constructed by iterating in two steps
the mathematical procedure outlined in
the previous paragraph.
:
Relative height z1 is the difference between the elevation of actual
terrain and that of smoothed terrain
of the first type at the same point.
Relative height z? is the difference
aetween the eleva•ion of the actual
terrain and that of smoothed terrain of
the second type. Because the elevations
of both smoothed terrains represent the
actual terrain in a certain neighbourhood of a given location it is obvious
that variables z1 and z2 express in
terms of quantity the character of the
depression or elevation in which that
location is situated. The more variables z1 and z 2 differ from zero, the
more distinct depression or elevation
they represent.
Values of z and z? were found for
each of the 245 1meteorological stations. The following paragraphs present
so far obtained results of analyzing
the relations between annual wind speed means v (m/a) on one hand, and variables z 1 (m) and z 2 (m) and altitude
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Fig. 1

Smoothed surface of the fira.t type, from which relative heights z1
are derived. Contour lines at 50 m. Western part of CSSR.

Fig. 2

Smoothed surface of the second type 1 from which rela~ive heights z 2
are derived. Contour lines at 50 m. Western part of uSSR.

of actual terrain h (m) on the other
hand.
Already simple sorting of v into
intervals of variables Zl and z shows
a quite close statistical relatfon between v and z1 as like as z 2• It appears that the two types of relative
height make it possible to explain many peculiarities of the surface wind
speed field, which cannot 'De explained

ay the infiuence of the actual teraltitude above the sea, namely, the high wind speed means at
stations situated at low altitudes
and, on the other hand, the low wind
speed means at some elevated stations. Stations which record high wind
speed means, al~hough they lie at
low altitudes aaove the sea, have
positive relative heights z1 and z 2 •
On the contrary, some stations at an

rai~•s
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Distributions of cumulative frequencies of wind speed (10-minutea averaging time as used •Y synoptio o•servations) which corre~pond to the average wind speed marked 'oy individual curves (2 - 11 ma-l). Distribution
curves have been constructed according to the regression equations given
in Table 1.

altitude over 750 m a. a. 1. and even
over 1000 m a. a. 1. which rank among
the least windy stations with long-term
wind speed averaging at less than 2 m/a
have negative relative heights zl and
z2.
It is interesting to note that
among the 197 stations with negative
value of z1 and 192 stations with nega~

tive value of z2, only one (Poprad
in Slovakia) has mean wind velocity
higher than 4.0 m/a, i. e. only ab~
0.5 per cent of the total number of
stations with relative heights up to
0 m. On the other hand, among the 48
stations withpoaitive values of z1
and 53 stations with positive values
of z 2 , 20 stations in each category
have mean wind speed higher than 4.0
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m/s, i. e. 42 and 38 per cent respectively of the total number of stations
with positive relative heights z1 and
z2.
For the Bohemian and Moravian stations, adding the Snezka and Fichtelberg ones, with positive values of z1
and z 2 the author·derived, using the
least squares method, the following.li~
near regression equations:
v = 2.36 + 0.00941 z1
(1)
v = 2.31 + 0.00864 z 2
(2)
The correlation coefficient which corresponds to the regression (l) is 0.550
and the standard error of estimatin~ v
using z and equation (1) is 1.20 m/s.
The cor~elation coefficient and standard error which correspnd to the regression (2) are 0.849 and 1.16 m/s. Regression (l) was derived on the basis
of data from 38 stations and regression
(2) on the basis of data from 43 stations.
As regards Slovakia, the author
does not wish as yet to publish relations analogous to equations (1) and (2),
because only 10 Slovakian stations with
positive values of z1 and also only 10
stations with positive values of z 2 are
available. More credible results wlll
be obtained when some more stations are
added to the set of Slovakian stations,
even those that might have taken measurements in different periods than the
rest.
The use of altitude above sea level
h as a second independent variable in
addition to z1 or z? in regressions in
which mean wind speed v is the dependent variable, does not result in anJ increase in the closeness of the relations.
3. Estimation of Frequency Distribution
of Wind Speed
Regressions between mean and individual quantils of wind speed given in
the Table 1 were obtained for the set
of 15 stations located in Bohemia and
Moravia. The stations used for deriving
of the regressions represent all the
types of wind conditions which occur on
that territor,y, reaching from the stations with mean velocities of wind about
2 m/a to the mountain station with mean
wind velocity exceeding 11 m/s. Each
equation given in Table 1 was derived
from 15 pairs of the values of the avel'age and the quantil in question, each
pair belonging to one station. Values
of averages and quantils were determined from the sets of 10-minutes means
of wind speed (synoptic observations).
Observations from 20-year period were
treated for most stations. Some of the
relations expressed by equations given
in the Table 1 are pictured in the Fig.
3.
A set of equations like that in the
Table l can be used for estimation of
frequency distribution of wind speed if
the long-term year.; mean of wind velocity or some estimate of it is known.
Of course, this is true for a place,
for we can consider the equations sufficiently representative. We substitute

'l'alille 1

Relations between yearly mean
of wind speed x and the value
of some quantils of 10-minutes
mean values of wind speed o.
The index by the symbol c is
equal to cumulative frequency
iti per cant.
Correlation
Equation of regression
coef'fioiant
0,87
05 "' -0,545 + 0,21879 X
o 10.. -0,708 + 0,34144 X
0,92
0,92
cl5'" -0,718 + 0,43065 X
0,93
020"' -0,634 + 0,§0077 X
0,94
025 .. -0,511 + 0,56264 X
0,95
030:a -0,399 + 0,62386 X
0,96
035 .. -0,304 + 0,615593 X
0,97
c40'" -0,189 + 0,75661 X
0,98
045'" -0,125 + 0,82542 X
0,98
050. -0,027 + 0,89998 X
0,99
055'" 0,095 + 0,95754 X
0,99
060'" 0,240 + 1,02030 X
0,99
065'" 0,451 + 1,08043 X
0,99
070"' 0,579 + 1,15987 X
0,99
075"' 0,747 + 1,25821 X
c 80 .. 0,906 + 1 036161 X
0,99
0,99
085"' 1,149 + 1,~8125 X
0,99
o90 • 1,414 + 1, 4434 X
0,99
c95'" 1,654 + 1,94478 X
c 95 .. 2,112 + 2,25037 X
0,99
0,96
c95"" 1,767 + 2,79384 X
0,96
099 ~2,718 + 2,968t5 X
0,88
clOO ·.· 2,946 + 2,714 6 X

the real or estimated value of average wind speed for x in all equations.
In suoh a way we olttain estima·tE\Is of
many quantils. Intermedia'lle values of
the distribution function can be easily interpolated. Examples of' the estimated distri•ution curves of 10-minutes values of' wind speed which correspond to seven values of long-term
yearly mean wind speed are pictured at
Fig. 4.
4• Conclusions
The principal contribution of this
work consists in verifying the possillllity to use "relative bights" as a
quantitative characteristics of the
Earth\! surface form. Equations like
(1) and (2) can be (very cautiously)
used to estimate values of mean wind
speed for locations outside wind observing stations. The author believes that
the outlined method of wind speed estimation is worth of further developing
and improving.
The frequantion distribution ofthe
wind speed records can be derived from
the long-term average wind speed. The
practical example of' it is gi van in
the Table 1.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF SOLID PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS

Copaciu, V,
Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology,

The water in the atmosphere, one of
the components of the earth-atmosphere
dynamic system, by the variation of the
latent heat released at its condensation, is implicitely an energy source
lying at the basis of atmospheric circulation.
Although the point
precipitation
measurement is extremely simple, due
to the uneveness of the measuring instruments, it is impossible to aoCUil'l.tely achieve
the integration of the
precipitation values over large areas
without correcting the point data. More
than that, even the precipitation data
indicated by rain
gauges of the same
type are affected by a series of factors varying from one measurement to
another, from one site to another, so
that, their compari'son
is extremely
difficult.
Generally, no matter how the atmospheric factors assembly
may
vary
during the precipitation, precipitation losses during
the measurement,
systematice.lly occur, reaching considerable
values during a longer time
interval
(a month or a year), Thus, systematic
errors occur
in the
precipitation
measurements, being in accordance with the
location of the equipment and with the
season when they are performed,
Such kind of problems
have been
known for a long time, but, the necessity of the correction of the precipitation point values becomes increasingly
important especially due to the fact
that the global determination methods
over large •ranges of
precipitation
amounts are calibrated on the basis of
these data,
In Romania, the researches for the
establishment of the systematic errors
in the precipitation measurements led
to the determination of the correction
factors of the liquid
precipitat:iQn
measurements (Copaciu,V. et, al., 1985).
It is three years now since these
correction factors have been applied to
the climatic parameters ( (multiannual
mean values) and space-time distribution of the correction factors has been
obtained, being applied to the monthly
amounts of liquid precipitation during
the April-October time interval (Copaciu,
V. et. al., 1987).
In order to correct the annual precipitation amounts, since 1986 Romania

Bucure~ti,

Romania

has participateq in the "Solid precipitation
Measurement
Intercomparison"
initiated by WMO, By
applying
the
methods established during the first session of the WMO international Qrganis~
Comiidttee for Intercomparison
of
the
Solid Precipitation Measurements (WMO/
/CIMO, 1985), at the Joseni meteorological station, an evaluation station
for the solid precipitation intercomparative measurements was installed,
Thus, precipitations
accumulated
during 12 hours (07 GMT and 19
GMT)
are measured in five rain gauges;
- an IMC national rain gauge (which
is a HelJmsnn type rain gauge with some
modifications),, unshielded for snow;
~

an IMC rain gauge with Tretyakov
windshield;

- a Tretyakov rain gauge;
- an IMC rain gauge installed in
the oenter of a double fence shield
(according to the recommendat:ions);
- a Tretyakov precipitation gauge
also installed in the canter of
the double fence shield - DFIR,
Besides the precipitation measurements, at the same time terms, the necessary
meteorological
parameters are
measured, such as1 wind direction and
speed, air temperature, air moisture,
etc.
The Joseni meteorological st~tion,
located at 46°42' latitude, 25040 longitude and 750 m altitude is placed in
the canter of the Giurgeu depression.
The approximated longitudinal direction
of the mountain chains surrounding the
Giurgeu depression, being perpendimDEr
against the predominant western direction of the general atmospheric circulation, imposed some climatic peculiarities to the Joseni meteorological station, The predominant wind direction
during the precipitation is NW.
The
wind speed is relatively low, fact which
is characteristic for the
intramount
areas. The low temperatures
in the
area (Joseni is considered as the "cold
pole" in our country) favour the occurrence of an average number
of 35
snow days,
The intercomparative precipitation
measurements started at ·the
Joseni
statianinWinter, 1986. Due to the ape-

- 584 However, in this domain too, it is
better to use a larger range of events,:ln
order to introduce for the evaluation
of the structure coefficient, besides
temperature and air pressure, the dew
point temperature also,

cial regime of the wind in the are~
few cases with wind speeds exceeding 3
m/s occurred, Correlations between the
amounts of collected precipitations in
the rain gauges from the special platform and the water equivalent of the
snow fresh cover have been carried out,

Further on, besides enlarging this
event range, it is necessary to dete:rm:ine
the empirical evaluation functions of
the air temperature at· the moment of
the precipitation fall, according to
the usual climatic parameters, to verify
the decrease of the wind speed from
the 10 m height to:the 1.5m height (the
level of the rain gauge receiving surface), correlated to the mean depth of
the snow cover,

The Romanian methods for meteorological 'measurements establish the density and water equivalent of the smw
cover only every.five days and only if
the snow cover entirely covers the soil,
Only the me~ thikness _of the snow oover ·
is daily determined. Having in view
that when applying the corrections one
can use only these data, it is necessary to assess the water equivalent of
the snow fresh cover only from
the
available climatic parameters.

We hope to achieve all these requ:!rements as soon as we get a larger amount
of information from the intercamparison
platform.

First of all, we have divided the
data obtained during the intercomparative measurements according to the mean
wind speed during the precipitation and
to the mean air temperature of the same
period, The wind speed was determined
by hour measurements at a 10 m height,
ann the mean temperature from the temperature values recorded at the Joseni
meteorological station,
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Percent differences between the collected amounts in three
rain gauges from the intercomparison platform
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II

N DFIR
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3
1
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DFIR - Tretyakov precipitation gauge installed within the double fence;
I

- Tretyakov rain gauge installed under standard conditions (shielded);

II

- IMC national rain gauge installed under standard conditions (unahielded);

N

- number of events (measurements during 24 hours).

As it can be noticed from the above
mentioned Table, the data gathered at
12 h. intervals are unevenly distributed
according to the air
temperature and
the wind speed,
Out of the total of 167 events, 70%
are within the range of low wind speeds
(0- 1 m/s). For the time being,
no
statistics applied to
such an event
range can give significant values from
the statistical point of view for the
correction factors (function of the
wind speed) of the precipitation data,
Having in view the normal distributions of events function of
temperature, adequate statistics can be applied for the determination of solid
precipitation structure
coefficient,
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